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ADDRESS 

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, ( 

MINNEAPOLIS, March 20, 1888. ~ 

To the Pt"esident of the University: 

DEAR SIR: I have the honor to present herewith a report giving 

the results of the work of the geological and natural history survey of 

the state for the past year, so far as it is possible to put them into 

shape for publication. Investigations are being carried forward in 

the lithology of the crystalline rocks and in the palffiontology of the 

fossiliferous ores, which are not as far advanced as to warrant report. 

Respectfully submitted, 

N. H. WINCHELL, 

State Geologist and Curator of the General }}f useum. 
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REPORT. 
I. 

SUMMARY STATEMENT. 

The year has been one of unusual activity and progress. Much time 
and labor have been given to the preparation and printing of reports. 
The second volume of the final r9port has progressed with more than 
its wonted spelld, and now the printing has reached as far as page 632, 
and the county maps for the entire volume have been lithographed. 
So far as they were done by Messrs. Bien & Company, they have also 
been printed and delivered.. Besides the annual report for the year 
18136, there have been published three bulletins, themselves being, it 
is true, portions of the annual report, since they contain reports on 

r' work performed in 1886. Being of lit more 'special character, and 
likely to swell the annual report beyond cOllvenient size they are 
stitched, paged and covered separately. 

During July, August and September the field-work on the crystal
line rocks was continued. Three parties, as last year, were engaged. 
During July, while two of them were united in making reconnoissance 
of the region of the original Huronian, and the iron-bearing rocks of 
northern Michigan and Wiscollsin, the other was engaged in the 
region of Rainy lake. In August but two parties were in the field, 
one engaged in the region of the international boundary, from Ver
milion lake eastward, and the other in an examination of the valley 
of the Big Fork river from Fort Francis southward to the Mississippi. 
In September all three of the parties were engaged in field-work, one 
in the region between Vermilion lake and the valley of the Big Hork, 
and two in repeating some observations at points that had previously 
been visited and extending the known boundary and character of the 
iron~bearing strata in the regiun about Gunflint lake and westward to 
Vermilion lake_ 

The following law was passed by the Legislature of 1887. 
2 
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AN ACT TO EXTEND THE WORK OF THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SOR
VEY OF THE 8TATE. 

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of }[innBllota: 

8ECTION 1. It shall be the duty of the state geologist, to make practical and 
actual tests by drilling or digging or other excavation in the earth, such as he shall 
deem best suited to accomplish the purpose of this bill, for the discovery of any of 
the hidden mineral resources of the state, such as iron, copper, silver, gold, coal, 
gas, coal-oil, common salt, or any other valuable material that he may deem likely 
to exist in any of the rock strata of the state. 

8EC. 2. In determining the localities at which such testing and exploring shall' 
be done he shall be guided by such geological facts as he may possess or may ob
tain, which may indicate the existence of any of the substances which it is the pur
pose of this act to discover. He shall also be guided by the proportionate amount 
of money that the owner, or owners, of the land on which such exploration may be 
proposed, shall contribute to pay the cost of such exploration. 

SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the state geologist to report at once to the board 
of regents all discoveries, either of economic or scientific interest to the state, that 
may be made by such testing and exploration. Such report shall be published by: 
the board of regents in the same manner as now provided for the publication of the 
annual reports of the Geological and Natural History Survey of the state, and shaH 
be paid for by the same fund; provided, that any important mineral discoveries, or 
other scientific contributions to the Geological and Natural History Survey, that 
the said state geologist may deem necessd.ry for immediate publication, shall not be
suppressed until the regular report of the board of regents, but shall be Issued froll 
time to time under the direction of aaid state geologist. 

SEC. 4. That the sum or' five thousand (5000) dollars for the year A. D. one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven (1887) and the sum of five thousand (50CO} 

dollars for the year A. D. one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight (1888) is 
hereby appropriated out of any moneys not otherwise appropriated for the purpose 
of defraying the expense of said tests. The investigations provided for in this act. 
shall not be conducted in the interest of any mining company or corporation. 

SEC. 5. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 
Approved, March 8th, 1887. 

A. R. McGILL, 
Governor. 

The reports of Prof. A. Winchell of Ann Arbor, Mich., and of my 
son Mr. H. V. Winchell, on the field-work of the season, are include<1 
in the following pages. Besides these, general assistance was rend.er
ed by Mr. U. S. Grant, Mr. F. N. Stacy, Mr. W. F. Trussell and Mr. 
H. W. Fairbanks. 

Mr. S. W. Ford was employed three months in making maps and, 
drawings and general office work. 

Mr. Oestlund spent the summer in the western part of the state 
making special entomological researches, particularly in connection 
with the aphididae, and has otherwise been engaged through the year-
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in the laboratory and museum and office. He has given his spare 
time to the examination of the insects of the state. 

Mr. Arthur was not engaged in botanical work owing to the exac
tions of other professional engagements which he had to meet. 

Mr. Ulrich resumed in September his work 011 the bryozoa of the 
Silurian, and has been engaged 011 them ever since. 

In my absence from home my wife has attended to the reading of 
proof, both of the final and of the annual reports, and to my corres
pondence. 

At the request of Mr. Herrick that portion of his manuscript which 
he had submitted was returned to him for revision and completion. 
He has since returned it in fl.'nal readiness for publication. I have 
also received a statement from Dr. P. L. Hatch that his report on the 
birds of the state is ready and will be furnished at any time on a few 
days' notice. He desires to retain it for the purpose of entering the 
latest observations. 

The specimens belonging to the nluseum have increased at the usual: 
rate, and a report on the accessions is herewith su bmitted. 

Several American and foreign societies have begun to send their 
proceedings and reports to the survey-indeed some have dOlle it for 
several years, but recently the number has increased. These scientific 
works are of a strictly techllical character and should be pre;;erved to 
form a collection for the use of the scientific professors of the univers
ity The collection will be augmented from year to year as the pub
lications of the survey are extended. 





II. 

REPORT OF N. H. WINCHELL. 

.. In the month of July, a party was organized to make recol1l1oil:lsance 
of the area of the original Huronian on the north shore of lake Huron, 
of the iron-bearing rocks of the Marquette range, in Michigan, and of 
the Gogebic and Penoke ranges in Wisconsin. The results of observ
ations made during these reconnoissances will be given briefly, since 
they have a direct bearing on the stratigraphy of the rocks of north
eastern Minnesota. Following this will be given further descriptive 
notes and diagrams of the geology of the crystalline rocks in the 
northeastern part of Minnesota. 

THE ORIGINAL HURONIAN. 

Bruce. At the Wellington mines, and also at the old Bruce mines 
about a mile further east, the country rock, so far as seen, embraces 
only eruptives. * The mines themselves consist of excavations in 
quartz veins, or in old fissur~s in the country rock filled and ce
mented by quartz and embracing many fragments of the wall· rock. 
These veins run in various directions, but those which were worked 
for the copper sulphuret run about N. 15° W. (mag.).t The aspect of 
these veins, and of this "dioryte," is like that of the formation seen at 
Silver Islet on the north side of lake Superior; the sulphide are here 
being copper and there silver galena. 

The rock No. 1119 represents large areas of this dioryte at this 
place. It is found at the village of Bruce, and in front of the old 
Wellington stamp. works. It has when weathered a finely specked sur· 
face, due to the whitening of the crystal grains of the plagioclase. It 
is heavy, dark or greenish-gray within, massive, mainly without any 

* My brother, however visited an outcrop of "limestone" a little northwest from the old Wellington 
location, and at a mile and a quarter northeastward black slates were seeli having apparently a high 
dip toward lake Huron, 

t According to the small atlas accompanying the Canadian Geological Snrvey report (1863) the vari
ation of the needle at The.salon, on the anthority of Mr. Salter, Is about 4° to the west . 

.. 
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bedding structure but occasionally rudely sheeted like overflow erup
tives, jointed in all directions, apparently identical with much rock 
that accompanies the black slates on Pigeon river in Minnesota. The 
fineness of its grain varies sometimes gradually, and sometimes sud· 
denly. Rock 1150 which seems to be only a finer grained, even 
aphanitic, variety of 1149, occurS in narrow dykes and in patches in 
it, evidently eruptive in the coarser dioryte. 

Crossing rock 1149 occurs a great dyke, running nearly N. and S. 
rising near the lake shore and extending onto the hills in the village. 
This dyke, represented by rock No. 1151, is composed apparently of 
the same ingredients as rock 1149, but the grains are finer, and the 
rock much darker and heavier. 

Thessalon, Ontario. Considerable careful observation was made at 
this typical Huronian locality. At the mouth of the river both shores 
were fleen to be composed of the same rock as above described at 
Bruce, especially in its coarser parts. It is grayish to dark, often 
with a greenish tint. It commonly presents a speckled weathered sur
face, owing to the decay of the feldspar grains which are thickly 
crowded among the augites, but it graduates into finer-grained rock 
which again passes into very fine-grained, nearly black rock. The 
following samples illustrate this:-

1152. Very fine-grained, sometimes aphanitic and nearly black. 
1153. Coarser-grained, speckled on the weathered surface. 
1154. Coarser-grained, speckled on the weathered surface. 
1155. Medium-grained, and somewhat speckled with porphyritic 

feldspar. also with a reddish vein of granulyte. 
These samples were obtained at the mouth of the Thessalon river. 

on the right bank. The rocks from which these samples are derived 
all grade into each other here in short intervals. To this point con
siderable observation was given. There is a confusion of strike, or 
what might be considered strike, the directions being seen only in 
short spaces, indicating either that there has been a breaking of all 
the structures and a recementing, or an original molten state, with 
considerable irregularity of flow. 

On the left (eastern) bank of the river, near the lake, is a large sur
face exposure of similar rock, extending along the lake shore for some 
distance eastward, and also inland toward the northeast, its full ex
tent not being ascertained. The rock here varies in bands and wide 
irregular belts, with beautiful glaciation. It changes abruptly in its 
direction of trend, and it rises and falls in low hillocks that are sepa
rated by swamps or by standing water. On the east side of the river, 
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at the lake shore, much of the rock is rather fine-grained and diabasic, 
resembling much of that seen in 1886 on the Kawishiwi river. 

Rock 1156 represents this fine.grained, dark rock from the east bank 
~t the mouth of the Thessalon river. There is here, over the surface, 
a weathered green of a lighter color (1156 A) than any green seen 
within the rock, and in patches an abundance of epidote; also some 
pyrite and chalcopyrite. • 

Patches of " conglomerate" also appear on the glaciated surface, 
the pebbles being apparently of the same kind of rock, and rounded. 
No continuous dip can be seen, but there is occasionally a slaty disin· 
tegration which dips about 45°, but veers round so as not to be long 
continued and fades out. It has a prevailing direction (on the east 
side of the river) when seen, a little south of south west. Sometimes 
this rock varies to a massive, homogeneous, firm, dark-greenish·gray, 
diabase-looking rock, like some seen in the railroad cut near Thomp
son, Minn., represented by 1157. It contains, like nearly all the rock 
here, very little if any free quartz. In other places are seen angular 
and also vein-like patches of rock apparently permeatfJd with epidote 
represented by No. 1158, obtained from the east side of the river. 

About half a mile east of the river, and perhaps an eighth of a mile 
from the lake, the surface of this eruptive rock is banded with pitted 
and non-pitted belts (1159). These belts undulate and vanish. 
Within the rock these pits are found to be filled with delessite. They 
are soft, give a light soapy streak though dark green when weathered. 
They vary from the size of pin-heads to the size of beans. In other 
places again these amygdaloidal pits are distributed generally and not 
in bands. 

Instead of being chloritic these spots sometimes are filled with 
a harder mineral, rather siliceous, that weathers red (1160), like some 
of the mineral vein matter seen in 1155, and recalling the reddish 
substance in the felsitic dike seen near the lighthouse at Marquette. 
These amygdule-like forms are not due to the dissemination of pebbles 
in the rock from sedimentary action. They are all of the same nature, 
and sometimes, especially in the case of the delessite·filled cavities, 
they exhibit, when broken across, a radiated and fibrous structure, 
and a layering of concentric superposition as if they had grown up 
after the manner of geodic fillinEi. in pre-existing cavities. Further 
examination also revealed that the delessite-filled cavities become 
elongated downward, attaining three and a half inches in length, on 
the perpendicular face of the broken bluff. They rise from a common 
stratum which looks as if it were their source. Judging by the gen· 
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era! appearance and the direction of these tubes where they can be 
measured, others must be six or eight inches in length, though visible 
only at their openings on the surface. They are about a quarter of 
an inch in diameter, varying to an eighth of an inch, presenting some
what the appearance of Scolithus. Thus their forms vary from round 
amygdul~s to tubes six or eight inches in length. When elongated 
they must have served as ducts for escaping ga8 rising from some suI
phureted or carbonated stratum. There is, however, now no sign of 
any such stratum. That from which they issue, or above which they 
ascend, is like all the rest of the rock, but varies in the weathering 
colors according to the fineness of the grain. A good photograph was 
obtained of this structure. (See fig. 1, pI. I). 

It is apparently due to the enlargement and multiplying of the red
dish felsitic amygdules, locally, and the specialization of the mineral 
ingredients into macroscopical crystals, that patches of red rock are 
produced in this greenstone. No. 1161 represents such red rock. 
Such patches are sometimes four, or even eight feet square, scattered 
capriciously about, visible on the glaciated surface of the dark rock. 
This red rock consists apparently of quartz and orthoclase in distinct 
crystals, embracing in their interstices a greenish to black, soft sub
stance that, while finely foliated and resembling chlorite, yet does not 
seem to have served any other purpose than to occupy the vacancies be
tween the other minerals as they assumed their crystalline shapes. 
Such nodules and veinings, if not such isolated large masses of red
dish granulyte in trap rock, are not very uncommon. They occur at 
Taylor's Falls and at Duluth, and have been described by the writer 
at several places in northeastern Minnesota. Since the basic eruptives, 
when in their normal state, do not embrace the minerals here differ· 
entiated within them, it may be presumed that these exception" are 
caused by the local and superficial mingling of small portions of the 
siliceous super-crust with the heated basic eruptive. On cooling and 
weathering the super charge of siliceous matter is rejected from the 
mass and is compelled to fill any convenient veins or amygdaloidal 
cavities that are within reach. When none such are found these crys
tals are formed within the greenstone and are uniformly disseminated 
in it, causing the well·known quartz-dioryte and orthoclase.gabbro. 

These rocks are denominated " gieen chloritic slates" in the C::ma
dian survey reports, and are also so designated on the geological map 
of the region accompanying the general atlas in 1863." On account 

* Geological survey of Canada; report of progress from its commencement to 1863. Atlas of m U)' 

and eections, 1865. 



Plate I. 

Fig. l.-Amygdaloidal structure in the "Green Chlorite Slates." Thessalon pt. Ontario. 
From a photograph, by N. H. Winchell. July, 1887. 

L 
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of this fact a careful inspection was made, at all places about the 
mouth of the Thessalon river, in order to ascertain if allY part of the 
visible rock surface would appropriately bear that name. Besides this 
place the Canadian map of this region shows the same rock at but one 
other locality; that is about thirty miles toward the northwest, in a 
small area at the extreme north end of Echo lake. The only point at 
which any slaty structure that would warrant the use of the term 
"slate" was found, is on the point on the west side of the rITer, but 
near the mouth of the river. Here are some thinly parted. portions 

. which resemble hardened crumpled black slate. That is to say, the 
rock parts,' on the weathered exterior at least, into fissile, schisto-slaty 
beds about one quarter to one eighth inch in thickness, the strike and 
dip of which are pretty regular and uniform for about ten or twenty 
feet. This schistose slatiness appears on the face of a low nearly per
pendicular bluff facing toward the lake, and near the lake level. The 
dip is north, 30° W. (mag.) and about 40° from the horizon. In the seams 
are minerals that result from change in diabase--chlorite and epidote 
-theae giving a resemblance to banding and striping similar to that 
seen in some places in the rock already described on the east side of 
the river. In other places adjacent the dip is in other directiuns. 
Distinctly amygdaloidal patches are seen in this ;fine-grained portion, 
not far removed from the slaty portion, but not in the slaty. In 
weathered surfaces the slaty portion, under the hand-glass, exhibits no 
free quartz, but a gray surface of plagioclase. 

Examining more broadly in the vicinity of this slaty exposure, in 
an area of several rods round about, on nearly all of which the surface 
is bare rock, it is seen that a part of the rock on the west side of the 
river (where it is fine-grained and also where it exhibits this slaty 
disintegration) is set off from the other part by an invisible dividing 
lille, the surface being lichen-covered and hummocky. The rest is 
speckled with fine porphyritic feldspar crystals, as seen and described 
in J 153 and 1154, and is undoubtedly the equivalent of the grcitt 
greenstone formation of the region seen at Bruce and on the east side 
of the river at'l'hessalon, and in the ridges that cross the river further 
inland. The line on the weathered surface separating these two parts 
is partly imaginary, and partly vanishes when sought for, since the 
characters of one rock are found in patches further north or south than 
they belong if there be genetically two rocks here, each rock trans
gressing the boundary that may be supposed to have limited it. These 
patches seem not to be easily separable from the surrounding rock by 
any line of demarkation in the lithology, but there is, at least in near-

3 
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]y all cases, a gradual change in the grain so that the full transition 
is effected in the space of from one to three inches. Illdeed these 
different rocks, from one of which is produced the slaty-fissured rock 
mentioned, appear to be phases only of the same rock. It is hence prob
a1}le that the slatiness mentioned is caused by an original flowage 
structure, in the laminm of which on partial decay, were accumulated 
in greater amount those minerals that easily decay, in regular alter
nation with those that do not,' and that possibly the internal grain 
was affec~ed by thin sheets of finely amygdaloidal rock alternating 
with non-amygdaloidal. The exposed position of the little bluff would . 
account for the conspicuous development of the slaty structure by in
creased decay, on the lake ward side. This slaty rock is represented 
by 1173. 

If still this slaty phase should prove, after further study, to be due 
to the existence of a fragment of a once sedimentary rockmass in the 
midst of the erupti ve, it can only be assigned to some part of the black 
slates of the region. It is not green within, but gray to nearly black. 
It is fine-grained and difficult to specifically name without microscopic 
and chemical examination. 

About a mile northwest from the village of Thessalon, on the west side 
·of the main road, and on the west side of the river, is a light-weather
ing ridge of quartzyte. It runs S. 300 west (mag.) and appears on the 
lake shore a few miles west of the mouth of Thessalon river. It rises 
at once about thirty or forty feet above the highway, and higher still 
at a little distance further west. This rock is represented by 1162, a 
gray quartzyte dipping in general N. 450 W. (mag.); but it varies to 
nearly white on weathered exposures, and to light red where fires 
have prevailed. It shows an incipient gneissic structure. It has 
been broken and crushed together and recemented. Its dip varies in 
direction in short in tervals, and is evell cut off squarely by a structure 
of a different sort, but all closely cemented together. In the vicinity 
of a dike forty feet wide, that runs N. 600 W. (mag.) cutting this rock, 
this quartzyte shows suggestive variations. Its color and texture, 
while principally quartzose, yet seem to manifest a felsitic or a feId
spathic tendency developed in it. Compare rock No. 1163. This 
tendency is marked in that part of the quartzyte which is em braced 
between two forks where the dike separates, and close in the angle 
between them, where also a longitudinal close jointage is developed on 
weathering, resembling slatiness. The dike (1164) consists of rock 
like the eruptives described at the mouth of the Thessalon river. 
(See figure 1.) 
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Fig I.-Spur of gralf quartzyte enclosed between the forks of a branch
ing dike, changed to red felsyte and .gneiss. 

In the mass of the quartzyte can be seen the original banding of 
sedimentation, and also the" false 'bedding" that is common in sand
stones running at different angles. There are also patches of consider
able size, apparently produced by boulder masses involved in the sedio 
mentary process at the time of accumulation, somewhat discordantly 
disposed in the bedding, some of which are of quartzyte similar to it
self, and others are of a greenish rock, somewhat serpentirious by 
decay, but plainly of an eruptive nature and origin before it was em
braced in the sediments of the quartzyte. Compare 1166. .A photo
graph was made taking in a general view of this quartzyte. 

The Thessalon valley is covered by a lacustrine clay which, when cleared for farm
ing, makes a fine wide expanse for crops. The clay is gray. It was deposited 
when the lake level was at a beach, which is visible, about forty feet above the fiat. 
This beach consists of coarse water-worn stones, on the rock bluff, seen on the west 
of the road about a mile and a half north from Thessalon on the west side of the 
rIver. On the east side of the river it is composed of gravel at some points, but it 
is generally coarser than gravel. 

Westward from this quartzyte ridge rUllS similarly a conspicuous 
ridge of dioryte and diabase, illustrated by No. 1167, undistinguish. 
able from the eruptive rock seen at the mouth of the river. This 
ridge runs toward the lake, and apparently overlies the quartzyte of 
1162. It shows an igneous contact running east and west; and at a 
point at the roadside, where the river flows easterly, a broad un· 
covered surface of the quartzyte, sloping with the dip northwestwardly, 
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is seen to pass toward the southeast directly under the trap rock of the 
ridge, the overlie ofthe trap in a sheet on the quartzyte being immed~te 
and unquestioned. This trap bluff was photographed. (See fig. 10 p. II.} 

Traveling a little further west we find the highway crosses the 
Canada Pacific railroad, and a rock.bluff appears facing southeast, 
rising about fifty feet, on which is another overlie contact of the dia· 
base on the quartzyte. The quartzyte dips northwest at an angle of 
about 40° from the horizon. On the right of the exposure the quartz. 
yte is cut off by a contact running nearly vertical, but backward so as 
to produce a slight overlie of the quartzyte on the diabase, as the 
plane of the bluff crosses the contact plane. This place is four and a 
half miles by the road from Thessalon village. This diabase is repre
sented by rock 1167. See fig. 2. 

.. -. _..... j:...~ t. • 

Fig. 2.-Diabase lying unconformably on quartzyte. 

At Macbeth's bay, about five miles west of the mouth of the Thessa
Ion river, the Canadian Pacific railroad and the highway cross the 
creek but little above the head of the bay. Here the quartzyte has fine 
exposures. On both sides of the creek it is cut by dikes of basic erup
tive rock, and on the west side it is replaced entirely, over a large area, 
by an overflow of this rock. This is the same rock as that already 
mentioned, and is again represented by 1168. It is a coarse diabase. 
and prevails largely over the country between Macbeth's bay and 
Thessalon, cutting and overlying the gray quartzyte 1162. It appears 
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,as if through fissures ill the quartzyte the dark diabase had issued, 
spreading right and left, according to the continuance of the eruption. 
This diabase now forms hills and ridges, the chief elevations of the 
region, mostly having an east and west direction; the quartzyte occu· 
pying. where seen, much lower levels. 

Sometimes the quartzyte becomes conglomeritic with quartz pebbles 
(1169), but this is only in smali rare spots; and sometimes it is slightly 
pinkish. 

On the road running north from ~hessalon on the east side of the 
river, at about a mile from Thessalon, a fine-grained pinkish quartzyte 
outcrop appears, rising in the midst of the surrounding hillocks of 
diabasic eruptive rock. It has an abrupt contact on the greenstone 
running N. 40° W. (mag,). The quartzyte is closely jointed and very 
hard and fine, no dip generally being visible, but in places exhibiting 
a sedimentary banding, which expresses a dip 30° toward the north
west. 

At two miles· from the mouth of the river, on the east side, the 
qaart'Zyte appears again, but it is much lighter colored and very fine, 
almost suitable for honestones. It weathers to a kind of light pea
green color. Glaciation is abundant and fresh, showing the same 
kind of curving cross-fracture as seen at Thessalon, and on the quartz
yte in Pipestone county, Minnesota. 

At Little Rapids, three and a half miles 'north from Thessalon, the 
highlands are covered by a range of diabase (dioryte?) that runs about 
N. 80° W. and rises perhaps 100 feet in the vicinity on either side, on 
the east side having a quartz vein two or three feet wide, and some
what amygdaloidal near the vein. But the rapids in the stream (Gas 
creek) are caused by a range of quartzyte that dips about 45° or 50° 
toward the north (mag.). Some narrow bands in this are pebbly with 
black jasper (rarely red) and of white quartz, but the great bulk of it 
consists of the same pinkish to gray quartzyte. 

Gray quartzyte rises in the swamp about a mile southeast from the 
little rapids. This is striped with rare belts of conglomerate, one 
piece of white quartz being th·ree inches in diameter. But pebbles of 
this size are rare. The conglomeritic belt in which this lies continues 
about ten, feet. Its direction i~dicates a strike S. 30° W. (mag.). 
'There are also here pebbles of fhnt and green chert, and of banded 
white and black jasperoid rock, also of other kinds of fine-grained 
Tock not silica, but siliceous, which weather to a drab or light buft'
color. From this place there seems to be a grand belt of quartzyte 
that strikes southwestwardly, running under the Thessalan and reach-
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Macbeth's bay, where it appears on the islands 
The dip is in all cases where it has been seen, 

Traveling from Little Rapids (of Gas creek) north, crossing the 
creek (at t-t m.),· thence west about two miles, having a range of 
hills on our right and the river on our left, we take the first good op
portunity to examine the rocks in this ridge. They are a mingling of 
diabase and quartzyte, the latter being sometimes red and conglomerit
ic. The ridge rises about 150 feet above the road where the rock 
was first encountered not mucn above the road, it is dark-colored 
and diabasic, but has spots and veins of red, and even weathers red to 
the depth of six or eight inches. In ascending the ridge, however, 
this immediately gives place, upward, to a broken and confused red 
conglomerate or breccia-like grit, which continues to the top of the 
hill, the exposure being such that the 0 bserver is compelled, in ascend
ing, to travel on the Routh-dipping upper surface of the stratum. 

A short distance further west the southern slope of this ridge shows 
outcrops of southwardly dipping quartzyte. The dip is about 20° 
toward the southwest. The direction of the ridge crosses the dip at 
an angle, so that on the southern slope the strike of the different beds 
clim bs diagonally up the hill toward the north west, the higher layers 
being further toward the west. At several points the eruptive rock 
appears on the southern slope, sometimes near the base and sometimes 
well up on the hillside, but owing to the dense covering of vegetation 
there was no opportunity to discover, with our limited time, the relation 
it bears to the quartzyte, though there is no reason to suppose it is dif
ferent from that already stated. It ~eems to have overflowed the up
heaved quartzyte and to have been preserved only in the lower levels, 
particularly so when the accumulation was not in mountain-like hills 
or ridges. 

There is a conspicuous outcrop of this quartzyte and conglomerate 
near the base of the ridge on the same side showing the same dip con
clusively and generally. We examined it first in front of Mr. John 
Wray's house and followed it westward to opposite Mr. Wm. Ensley's 
house where this conspicuous outcrop occurs. It is here wholly a 
siliceowl quartzyte, but has a few quartz pebbles running in narrow 
and interrupted belts through it, coincident with the bedding. It is 
red but varies to purple, and is vitrified and polished in the same man
ner as seen on the surface of the red quartzyte in Pipestone county, 
Minnesota. Indeed, were we not conscious of being in the area of the 
original Huronian we might suppose ourselves, so great is the similar-
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ity of all the geological features, to be standing on'some of the red 
quarb;yte outcrops in south western Minnesota." This red quartzyte 
in hand samples, represented by. 1171, cannot be distinguished from 
much of that of Pipestone and Watonwan and Cottonwood counties, 
Minnesota, nor from that of the ridges at Baraboo, Wisconsin. This 
great quartzyte, so far as can be determined by anything. seen in the 
area of the original Huronian, or even in Wisconsin and Minnesota, 
whether dipping N. W., N. or S. W., whether white, pink or red, or 
purple, or pea-green white, whether arenaceous or pebbly. is plainly a 
unit. It must have a great thickness, fur it extends westward from 
W ray's house with the same dip at least a mile. It is true that this 
distance is not measured here directly acrOAS the bedding, nor on the 
hypotenuse of a triangle perpendic ular to the direction of the strike; 
but the thickness observed here can be fairly estimated to fall not 
much short of 5,000 feet, and it may be twice that amount. 

At Ansonia P. O. is a place in the river known widely as "the 
dump." This is in the township of 1e Froy. A glaciated surface 
outcrop of rock may here be seen at the river level, (See fig. 3) on the 
right bank, immediately overlain by a bank of till. The river flows 
over it except in time of low water. This rock seems to belong to a 
different formation, both on account of its different lithological char
acters and the different direction and amount of its dip. '1'he bedding 
stands about vertical and it strikes about 300 north of west. The lay· 
ers are thin, varying from slaty to two or three inches. Much .)f this 
rock, while siliceous, weathers to a light drab or even to a buff. It is 
finely crystalline, at the same time that it is fragmental and banded 
by sedimentary colors and belts of differing 8tructure. It might be 
used for lithographic purposes if slabs of sufficient size could be pro
cured. It affords a slow, fine effervescence when hydrochloric acid is 
applied on a fresh surface. There are here several varieties of rock 
related as shown in fig. 3. 

*This similarity extends even to the exIstence of eruptive basic rock In some places among the red 
qnartzyte. According to Prof. J. E. Todd a dioryte outcrop occurs in sec. 15, tp 102-48, about fl,e 
miles S. SW. from PalIsades, in southwestern Dakota. He judged from the dip at several neighboring 
localities that this dioryte overlies the quartzyte. "The dip of the quartzyte at Palisades is 40 -6 0 

SW. About one and a half miles S.E. from the dioryte, allot her exposure of the red qnartzyte dips 2°_ 
80 N. of E. At Sioux Falls the dIp is about 30 S. SW. It may be there is a fault between pallsadeB 
and the locality but I had conceived the diory!e to have flowed out through and upon the red quartz

yte." [Letter dated Oct. 22, 1885.] 
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Fig. 3.-5 Ullace exposure at "the dump." Ansonia P.O. 

Explonl1tion of Figure 3. 

1. Fine, diablsic greenstone; width of surface exposure, seen ............ 10 ft. 
2. Fine-grained drab stone, with undulating sedimentary banding (1172); slightly 

calcareous gray quartzyte or lithographic stone; surface band, about ........ 2 ft. 
3. A greenish, fine-grained, apparently eruptive rock, baving a very irregular 

width, and on the surface marked by interrupted bands and lines that seem to be 
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the remnant of an original fluidal structure. These fluidal lines are not conform
able with those in No.2. This member varies from .••...••.•.....••.••• 2 to 3 ft. 

4. Bock similar to No.2, afrording tt very smooth hard surface, some of it very 
fio.ely stratified, and some of it confused in its strike, particularly in its eastern 
portion; width of belt about .•.....•.•.................•••..............•. 20 ft. 

5. This member (1215) is the most interesting. Its exterior surface i& quite 
different from No.4, and on first glance it would be taken for a rotted eruptive, 
but closer inspection shows that it is a folded, compressed and crushed condition of 
some of the sedimentary strata belonging in the same category with the others. It 
is rough and jagged, rather fine-grained, with a felsitic aspect, but darker when 
wet, much slickensided, has quartz veinings and is rusty with oxydized pyrite. 
Sometimes, on weathered angles, it appears like a fine felsyte, having a reddish 
tint and a psendo-fluidal outward aspect; and in other parts it is apparently a fine, 
reddish impure quartzyte. In general, it is a hardened part of the slate formation 

'- that underlies the great Huronian quartzyte. Surface exposure, width, seen, 15 ft. 

Rock No. 1172 (above), seen in No.4 seems to be allied to the chert~ 
beds, or to some seen near the base of the Animike in northern Minne
sota, but it is rather too light-colored and too coarse-grained to be 
called chert-though it seems to contain the same elements in about, 
the correct proportions. It is a fine-grained, bedded, siliceous, light
gray rock, and seems to have something in it which causes it to become 
coated with a rust film. It resembles some pebbles seen in the great 
quartzyte of this region, especially some seen in the quartzyte about a 
mile southeast from the "little rapids" of Gas creek, already men
tioned. Such source for these pebbles would indicate an unconform
ity between the quartzyte and this thill-bedded formation. If a 
horizon of rock similar to the Gunflint beds of northern Minnesota 
exists in this slate and quartzyte formation, nearly all the colored 
flint pebbles seen in the overlyirig great quartzyte can be referred to 
it; and the presence of such pebbles in the quartzyte, other relations 
being favorable, strongly indicates the existence of such chert and 
fl in t beds. 

At a mile west of "the dump," on the right of the r0'1d, is a low 
hill consisting of diabase rock. Several hillocks in the immediate 
vicinity apparently contain the same rock. A vein of red orthoclastic 
granulyte l"Uns through this rock, represented by 1193. The country 
about on the south side of the Thessalon is hilly, apparently with 
ridges and knobs of the same rock. 

About sec. 8, 1e Froy. south of the Thessalon river, near the high
way, between it and the river, is a sloping glaciated surface of the 
same formation as seen at the water-level at "the dump." It dips 
northerlv at an angle of about 40 degrees, but it is so twisted and bro-

4 -
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ken that no certain statement can be made of ita direction. The 
average strike is perhaps E. 30° N. (mag.). This rock, while belong
ing to the formation seen at "the dump," is yet less calcareous than 
that, and has a darker drab color, sometimes being bluish or greenish 
gray. It is intersected by many quartz veins, some of the quartz 
being drusy and amethystine, many of them coincident with the bed
ding. Mingled with the quartz are black scales of a crystalline metal
lic oxide, which has not yet been determined, thought to be hematite. 
On weathered surfaces the rock although fine, dense and hard, is coated 
with a rust-scale which is sometimes a quarter of an inch thick, resem
bling some rock seen near Gunflint lake. It is not seen to be slaty 
here at any place, although thin-bedded. Its outward characters re-

~, 
sem ble the silver·bearing formation seen along the international _ .... 
houndary north of lake Superior. This rock is represented by 1194, 
and 1194A. 

Further northwest, about in the S. E. t of sec 31, Rose, on the north 
side of the Thessalon, near the road going to Otter Tail lake, the white 
quartzyte already mentioned again appears. The roadway passes over 
it The exposure is along the crest of a hill. The dip is S. 53° \Y. 
(ll5ag ) 23° from the horizon. The rock rises but little above the gen
eral level, but the average level is over 100 feet above the Thessalon. 
The rock here is blotched with purple, and :1lso has a green tint very 
common. The purp Ie spots are due to dissemination of color from 
hematite nodules which are embraced in the mass of the rock. 

Several ridges of quartzyte were seen between this place and Otter 
Tail lake, but by a winding route toward the east. 

At Otter Tail lake, a mountain like ridge of quartzyte runs along the 
northeasterly side, dipping toward the lake, while at the southeast end 
a second one rises abruptly, and below it the former dips conformably 
at an angle of about 23°. The stratification is well shown on the ab
rupt end of this and was photographed, the view looking west. 

At the village of Otter Tail, which is on the Thessalon river 11ear 
its point of departure from Otter Tail lake, a little south from the 
post office, is a ridge of reddish weathering rock (1195) nearly on the 
line between Plummer and Plummer addition, which can appropriately 
bearthe name felsyte. (Compare also rock 1182). It is roughly bedded, 
though plainly with every indication of sedimentation. It dips 
southerly to southwesterly, about 30 deg. and is banded with finer 
and coarser materials. The bedding varies in thickness from less than 
an inch to over twelve inches. But in general the rock of this ridge, 
which nses l:erhaps 2 '0 feet above the village, and runs north. 
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westerly, is very ulliformly constituted. Its weathered surface shows 
.d.ifi'erellt shades of red The bedding structure is not everywhere 
present There are some large places where no beddeu structure call 
be seen. Again, ill olle boss, or knob, of the general range, the strike 
is east, about 30° south; in another it is east, 30° north, with inter
mediate directions at intermediate points, or at points removed from 
both; another place shows dip S. 58° W. at an angle of 20°. 'fhe ex
terior surface is rougheneu by the removal of numerous small bits 
loosened by the diverse and frequent jointage. Some of the close 
jointed and most crumpled is coated, in the seams, with a green (chlo
rite?) substance, owing to more easy decay, and this also stains the 
rock itself to some extent, giving the appearance of some rock that 
has been called "trap." This rock which is here considered felsyte, 
has a compact uniform reddish-brown base or matrix, in which are 
scattered fine grains of free quartz. In other places. nearly one-half 
of the whole seems, under the hand magnifier, to consist of quartz 
grains. Surfaces which show a brick·red weather.color, within are 
brownish-rerl. 

Passing from this bhlif' across a small field in a southwesterly direc
tion, and thus across the strike, \'1 cOllie to a nearly perpendicular 
bluff facing eaRt, rising about twenty·five feet made up of rock similar 
to the last, evidently a part of the same. It here shows, in some of 
its parts, granular free quartz in abundance. It varies to a fine red
dish quartzyte, ana to a fine gray quartzyte. These varieties are 
shown by 1196, 1197 and 1198. No. 1196 is identical with the rock 
1195. No. 1197 has a light pink.red weathered color but is brownish 
within. It is a nue graulliar felsitic quartzyte, and is separated into 
small angular blocks by freqlleut and intersecting joints. No 1198, 
which has a light yellowish-red, weathered surface is gray within, very 
hard, conchoidally fradllring, and is a snb-granulo-vitreousquartzyte, 
inlermediate between 117:3 and 1194:. Although the dip is probably 
toward the southwest there is here a jointage system that resembles 
hedding that dips about 300 }rom the horizon, N. 20° E. (mag.). Gen
erally, however, at this point there is no remaining trace of the origi
nal sedimentary banding. The exposed area is about sixty feet square, 
and it seems to have a greater extension north west where another hill 
rises seventy-five feet higher. though the surface intervening does not 
reveal the connection with the quartzyte. 

This higher hill proves on examination to consist of a congeries of 
pebbles and boulders compacted with and modified by a rock similar 
to the red felsyte first described here (119.5). It seems to have been it 
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conglomerate with a matrix of the same material as the red rock. 
Indeed the hill is about ill the line of strike from 1195, but not con
tinuous with it-though the surface generally ascend" from it, there 
being, however, a low spot between covered by drift. This conglom
erate contains pebbles of red granulyte (quartz and orthoclase), but 
the great bulk consists of the rock 1199. It is a little darker colored, 
but otherwise this rock is identical with No. 1195, and probably in. 
order of stratification, belongs below 1195. 

[A few miles east from this place a large boulder of coarse conglom. 
erate was seen by the roadside. It was red ex.ternally, and dark red 
within. It was evidently wholly fragmental, and had sedimentary 
bands of fine materials crossing it. But it also embraced red granu
lyte boulders, six inches aeross, as well as some of as great a size, of 
greenstones. It is to be supposed it was from the unmodified beds of 
which this outcrop is the upheaved, pressed, heated, and metamor
phic condition.] 

This observation near Otter Tail postoffice is a very important one. 
It shows the transition from felsyte to quartzyte, from 1195 to 1196, 
97 and 98, all in the same formation. It seems to be conclusive as to 
the origin of felsyte, such as has ~een described in the Minnesota 
reports. It is similar to that seen in "the palisades" last year, [15th 
report p. 342] except that it is more quartzose in some of its parts, and 
is generally less crystalline, and much finer-grained. 

As to the relation of this red·weathering, felsitic rock to the great 
siliceous quartzyte described at various points in the Thessalon valley 
below Otter Tail lake, there is little hesitation in placing it below it. 
The same kind of rock was seen, later, among the black slate3 of the 
region where it could only occupy a stratigraphic position in the 
slates, or of a modified portion of them. As mentioned below, the 
strike of this quartzitic felsyte, generally gray and less changed, ex
tends several miles to the southeast from the ridge here described, 
constituting what is locally known as "lithographic stone," thus 
showing a long belt, with a nearly uniform dip toward the southwest. 
How far the ridge may continue toward the northwest is unknown. 
It is only by a line of fault, such as has been mentioned and mapped 
by Logan, running approximately coincident with the Thessalon val
ley and passing near this place, that this rock can be brought to this 
position, since the white quartzyte that skirts the east side of Otter 
Tail lake, dipping persistently toward the southwest would otherwise 
naturally run under this felsyte. 

Toward the southeast, across a valley, from the hill containing the 
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above rocks, (S. 70° E. from them) about half a miie distant, and also 
in the line of extension of the valley of Otter Tail lake, is another 
knob, but much lower, of rock like 1195. The dip here seems to be 
about vertical; but the banded structure is not well preserved, 
being changed rather to an incipient gneissic and interrupted foliation. 

Toward the southeast still further, on higher land, areas of red rock 
can be seen' showing weathered surfAce exposures evidently in the 
line of strike from 1195. 

In cloSG proximity to the last mentioned felsyte knob, but a little 
toward the northeast from the line of strike, is a hill of gabbro, rep
resented by 1200. This comes within about ten rods of observed 
contact with the felsyte, the interv,ming space being covered by earth 
and soil. Toward the north this bluff breaks off nearly perpendicularly 
About seventy-five feet, down to the flood-plain of Thessalon river. 
Only the upper part is bare, but it extends unquestionably about forty 
ruds southeast and north west, and perhaps thirty rods northeast and 
southwest. It is a curious variation in the geology of the region, but 
is a further instance of parallelism between the original Huronian 
and the Animike rocks of northeastern Minnesota. This gabbro is 
on the land of Mr. Day. 

About a third of a mile still further southeast, on land of Mr. Day, 
in the bottomland of the Thessalon, is an outcrop of what Mr. Day 
regards as "lithographic stone." This rises about twelve feet above 
the surrounding land, and is on the east side of the river. It rans 
from eight to ten rods in the direction of strike, and subsides below 
the suil. It dips S. 50° W. (mag.) and 27° from the horizon. It is 
1201. It is highly siliceous and does not effervesce. Some of it is 
reddish and purplish, but by far the greater part is of a light drab 
color. It is very fine-grained and very hard. Some of it is well supplied 
with free quartz in minute grains visible under a magnifier, and some 
of the coarser parts are crossed by strings and bands of chert (1202). 
This rock is like some seen in the Animike, particularly some of the 
Gunflint beds. It is also the same as seen at ,. the dump," 'and is 
nearly in the line of strike from 1198 and 1195. It may be conRidered 
the same rock. 

Rock 1203 (like 120:), an eruptive gabbro, forms a low ridgll in the 
midst of higher hills of red quartzyte, in the N. E. ! of sec. 23, Plum
mer, a mile and a half from Otter Tail lake northeastward; appears 
in the N.-S. road. 

At one mile south of Murray's Corners, S. E. cor. of sec. 2, Plum
mer, is another exposure of red felsyte, an area of it running northwest 
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from near the north and south road, and rising high in the hill, rep-' 
resented by 1204. This is about five miles nearly north from the fel
syte ridge described near Otter Tail P.O., and may be supposed to be 
the same stratum brought to the surface again on the north side of the 
great fault. Some of this takes a closely sub-crystalline £orm (1205) ~ 
indeed much of it has this character. There is no constant dip, but 
in some places an indistinct banding is seen which shows an inclina
tion about 50° from the horizon, N. 10° E. (mag.); but this must be 
only a local irregularity. Indeed the rock here is so much changed that 
all its original bedding is lost. Rocks 1207 and 1208 are also obtained 
from this ridge of felsyte, but they are sub-crystalline, and only red 
superficially, the rock 1208 being gray and apparently a fine-grained 
quartz dioryte. This recalls some such changes seen in the bluffs of 
the Animike in Minnesota, particularly that examined on the south 
shore of Loon lake. 

This felsyte ridge has an interesting and instructi ve relation to
another ridge of a different kind which runs northwestward, parallel 
to it, situated across a little valley about twelve rods to the south
west. This ridge, which is a characteristic bluff of characteristic 
Animike slates, dips 4.6° S. 30° W. (mag.), and rises above the little 
intervening valley from fifty to seventy-five feft. It runs nearly in 
the direction of strike of the rock of which it is composed. Its high
est portion is toward the northwestward. There is nothing in this 
ridge but very fine-grained gray rock which is nearly black on frac
tured surfaces. It frequently has a rusted weather-scale about a 
quarter of an inch thick. It is minutely granular, almost aphanitic. 
It is thin-bedded but hardly slaty, evidently of sedimentary origin. 
On the weathered surface it is harsh, as if a fine net-work or frame of 
amorpho.us silica consituted the base of the whole. It breaks with a 
flinty sub-conchoidal surface of fracture. It is closely related to, if 
not identical with, the rock seen at the roadside (1194.) and belongs to 
the same formation as the rock at "the dump" and the "lithographic 
stone'" of Mr. Day, but probably its stratigraphic place is above the 
"lithographic stone." It here ri~es into extensive ranges of hills, and 
forms the rock of the country. 

Mur.ray's hill is at Murray's Corners, but a short distance east, and 
on the north of the road-So W. i sec. 36, Coffin. This hill rises 
about two hundred feet above the highway. It is rough and basalti
fied outwardly. The sedimentation dips 78° toward the S. 20° W. 
(mag.), thus throwing the beds far below those seen in 1206. If there 
be no irregularity the felsyte No. 1204 lies between them. Here the 
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"black slate" is a gralllte-conglomerate, i. e. it contains nu'merous 
boulders of red granite. The boulders are almost wholly of red gran
ite, and the rock is but scantily slaty in the direction of the sedimen
tation, Close jointage sometimes produces an appearance of slatiness. 
Neither has it any slaty cleavage. On the top of the hill some thin 
veins of white qllartz stann. above the surface. The general weathered 
aspect is slightly greenish, but the color within is dark-green to gray. 
This is mapped by Logan as the "upper slate' cong'lomerate." The 
rock is shown by 1209. This rock appears like the Ogishke conglom
erate of Minnesota. Its boulder~, however, do not, here, embrace 
any of greenstone. At the foot of Murray's hill, on the west side, is 
a dike, repres~nted by 1210. 

At half a mile south from Murray's Corners, on land of Hugh 
Matheson, is a show of hematite in a reddish sort of quartzyte-1211. 
It runs in strings and thin veinings, mingled with quartz and some 
calcite. The quartzyte is fine-grained, and seems to form a large bed, 
perhaps fifty feet thick. It cannot all be seen. It is brecciated, and 
these minerals are in the cemented fractures. There was here an accum
ulation of iron in crystals, as well as of quartz. This rock is like 
some of the brecciated Animike of Minnesota. It is a very fine. 
grained quartzyte, slightly reddish. 

At RidcZlebank P.O., which is a mile and a quarter southwest from 
Otter Tail P. O. on the road to "the Bruce," is an exposure, or suc
cession of low exposures, of slat,e conglomerate similar to that of 
Murray's hill (1212). This is rather fine-grained, greatly brecciated 
and cemented again with hematite (in black scales unless crushed), 
and shows frequent changes of dip, anel frequent short faults. The 
pebble8 are principally of reel and gray granite, gneiss and allied rocks, 
but there are a fe~ of reel jasper. There are in it griiy quartzyte beds 
ten to twenty inches thick, which weather much lighter colored from 
having feldspathic grains. This quartzyte is 1213. 1214 represents 
pebbles from this slate. Some are of gneissic crystalline rock; some 
look as if they were from older graywackes but contain feldspar por
phyritically disseminated, and are schistose; some are of jasper, but 
the most are of reddish coarse granite. 

In traveling from Rieldlebank to Thessalon the road goes near Bruce 
mines (1 m. N. E. from" the Bruce "). At the point where the road 
comes nearest and turns easterly, a slate conglomerate like the last is 
found in some low exposures. It is probably what Logan styled and 
mapped "lower slate conglomerate," but it seems undistinguishable 
from the upper. It contains here large reel-jasper pe b bles. 
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Eastwardly from this place, along the road leading to Thessalon are 
seen low flat areas of the same conglomerate, dipping' at a high angle 
toward the lake; and at one place a rock like that at Bruce Mines ap· 
pears by the side of the road, distant about three and a half miles 
from" the Bruce." But it is evident that the eruptive rock which 
seems to be the prevailing one at the mines, containing the vein mined 
for copper, is not very extensive in geographic area toward the north
east, for this road runs within a mile, or less, of the lake shore, and 
passes through a fine tract of farming land. 

At Blind River, which is a stopping plac:e for steam boats, the river 
which gives name to the village has a double debouchure into lake 
Huron, the principal one being the more easterly and affording water
power for a saw-mill. There is abundant exposure here of the erup
tive basic diabase or "dioryte" seen further west, though somewhat 
coarser grained than at Thessalon (1174). Here it has occasional 
specks of red feldspar disseminated. It is dark·colored, rough, t.hough 
glaciated, spreading generally in low knobs that rise from ten to 
twenty feet above the lake. On the east side of the mill are quartz
ytes dipping S. 10° E. (mag.) about 48° from the horizon. Oue bed 
of q uartzyte, part of which is certainly in the form of a chemical 
vein, is about ten feet wide. It is followed on the south by dioryte, 
about forty feet,when quartzyte returns, varying from dark to pale 
red, but mainly gray, and continues to the lake shore-about fifty
five feet. On the north of the first mentioned bed of quartzyte the 
dioryte extends indefinitely. This quartzyte seems indistinguishable 
from some of that seen at Thessalon; but in general it is :tiner-grained 
and more vitrified, approaching, in a degree, the texture and color of 
the so-called "chalcedonic silica" of the iron-bearing rocks at Ver
milion lake in northern Minnesota The line of contact between 
the quartzyte bed here described, and the greenstone on either side is 
not straight, nor parallel with the strike of the quartzyte, but off-sets 
right and left, like a fracture-plane rather than a plane of sedimentary 
superposition or of igneous overflow; but in the main it coincides with 
the strike of the quartzyte. 

A little further north, at the recent cuts made by the Canadian 
Pacific railway, the relations of these two rocks are evident. There 
is a continuous rock exposure from the lake to the railroad, and the 
cut shows the relations expressed by the subjoined diagram-figure '4, 
which is a view of the north side. 
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Explanation oj Figure 4. 

2. Dioryte, showing coarse flowage-bedding oft
en seen in overflow sheets of eruptive rock, and 
particularly in the great gabbro sheet of Minnesota. 

2. Quartzyte, pinkish, with detached masses on 
the right indicating the direction of flow of the 
molten rock. These detached masses are pink 
when large, but some of them are greenish, at least 
superficill'lly, with chlorite, but gray within. Tliere 
is some difficulty in distinguishing them all from 
the enclosing igneous rock, since they come to look 
like the fine-grained contact parts of it. 

3. Basaltic columns developed in the upper part 
of the igneous rock from the cooling in contact 
with quartzyte. 

4. Dioryte not basaltic. 
5. Quartzyte. 
6. Quartz vein. 

This ridge of quartzyte rises toward thE' 
southwest so as to coalesce with a general 
quartzyte area. The superficial area of the 
dioryte running to a point between them. 

The quartzyte has patches of chloritic 
shaly quartzyte, some of it with less fine 
quartz. This is visible on the face of the 
perpendicular cut. The southwestward dip 
is exhibited plainly, but the contact of the 
two rocks, when sketched: is a straight 
plane, perpendicular to the horizon, visible 
specially on the snuth side of the cut, and 
continuous to the north side, where it is 
perpendicular or slopes a little to the north
west. Fortunately the conjunction of the 
railroad grade with this ('.ontact is so n@ar 
the top of' the ground that there is visi ble a 

con tin uous mass of the dioryte, sprea~ over the surface of the quartz
yte and extending again below the level of the grade and continuing 
till the quartzyte rises and spreads out eastwardly without interrup
tion. There could be no more conclusive demonstration of the erup
tive and later origin of the greenstone. Rocks 1175-1179 illustrate 
the foregoing description. 

The same fine-grained gray quartzytfl, varying to pinkish and dip
ping t.oward the lake at an angle of 80° from the horizon, is seen to 

5 . 
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constitute the long point that projects from the mainland southeast
wardly from the westside of the westerly delta-arm of the river. It 
strikes W. 100 S (mag.). It is in thin beds, and though the grain 
and color is much like that already described at Blind river, it is 
strikingly unlike that seen at Tbessalon. Indeed its physical character 
seemR to ally it with the slate formation and the rock immediately 
overlying the felsyte at Otter Tail P. O. rather than with the great 
conglomero.quartzyte described llt Thessalon. Compare rocks 1197 
and 1198. The point is crossed by a diabase dike (1181) forty.eight 
feet wide, which runs about in the direction f)f the strike; and by 
another about parallel near the lake shore a little further south. 

M issasaugui river. Toward Missasaugui river, from Blind river, 
along the new grade of the Canadian Pacific R. R., the first outcrop 
is about a mile and a quarter from Blind river. It consists of glaci
ated domes of diabase, rising on the south side of the grade. But a 
short distance further west, on the same side of the grade, can be 
seen other similar domes, but on the north side of one of them is a 
lenticular area of pinkish quartzyte, the greatest length being abou.t 
east and west in the direction of the strike. Toward the east it is 
enveloped entirely by diabase, and toward the west it is hid partly by 
diabase and partly runs under the soil. The northern contact plane 
is nearly perpendicular. 

The next visible rock is at the west delta·arm of Blind river, where 
the new railroad crosses it. It is quartzyte, but has some dioryte 
associated with it. The dip is confused, but at one place it was seen 
to be distinctly toward the N. N. W., the reverse of that along the 
lake shore. But this is likely to be only a local irregularity. 

At about three quarters of a mile east of the Missasaugui river is a 
low cut in the quartzyte, and some of it is light greenish, or pea
green, shown by 1183. 

At the railroad cut at the Missasaugui, east side of the river, the 
igneous rock is exposed. It shows a rude flowage·structure dipping 
N. W., and it embraces red felsitic portions, of irregular shape and 
pOSl tlOn. These are very co~spicuous, and very in terestillg because 
they illustrate again the same manner of origin of felsyte as has been 
mentioned. These pieces (1182) can be accounted for by supposing 
them to have been loosened fragments from the country quartzyte 
enclosed in the molten rock at the time of the eruption, and in that 
way fused and welded to the diabase. These isolated red felsyte pieces 
have considerable free quartz, but it cannot easily be ascertained 
whether the grains have a crystalline form. The bulk of it is aphan-
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itic, opaque and reddish, and the silica seems to have been feebly dis
seminated in the felsitic groundmass, chemically losing its identity in 
whole or in part. 

Different conditions and stages of this interesting combination are 
here visible. One is that of the quartzyte, in association with the 
diabase becoming affected by heat, some of it becoming infused with 
what now appears like a green chloritic matter, the quartz losing 
some of its distinctness-1l84. Another is of the same character, 
but darker-1185. Still further, and the change developes an or tho
elastic tendency-118ri. Again, without being colored by the inter
penetration of any of the basic elements, the changed quartzyte 
becomes dense and fibrously basaltified, appearing, structurally, like 
the basaltic red felsyte of the "great palisades" on the north shore of 
lake Superior-1l87. The last step in the mingling of the two rocks 
is seen in the formation of an orthoclase dioryte, or orthoclase gabbro, 
wherein the silica of the quartzyte, fused in the mass of igneous mat
ter, apparently haying sought as an acid the strongest, alkaline base 
(potash), has com bined so as to make a dioritic rock that is speckled 
with red orthoclase crystals-118S and 1189. These stages are all 
visible within a small space at the railroad cut at the east side of the 
Missasaugui. When opportunity occurs a special study and presen
tation of these varieties of rock and their paragenesis, in connection 
with other similar facts that have accumulated during the past ten 
years, going to show the origin of felsyte from sedimentary rock, altd 
not from a deep eruptive source, will be made in some of the publica
tions of the survey. 

At the mouth of the Missasangui, on the west side, a dome of dioryte 
rises from the water's edge having the character of 1190, and Oll its 
southerly margin has an abrupt contact on a fine-grained, gray, almost 
flinty quartzyte which dips south at an angle of about 800 (1191). 
This dioryte has a different aspect and apparently a different composi
tion from any rock seen in the area of the original Huronian. Its 
association is somewhat different also. The fine-grained quartzyte 
with which it forms an abrupt contact, while probably a part of the 
quartzyte series seen at Blind river, which also extends along the 
shore between Blind river and the mouth of the Missasaugui is darker 
colored, and much finer than the great 'I'hessalon quartzyte and evi
dently occupies a lower stratigraphic place in the Huronian. Its 
granular structure is compacted, and cemented closely by secondary 
;ilica_ Its coloring material gives it a suggestive alliance with the 
dioryte, and, owing to the greater metamorphism to which it has been 
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subjected leads to the possibility that the adjoining dioryte is itself 
only a modified condition of some part of the great slate formation, the 
transition being similar to such as have been noted in the Animike in 
northern Minnesota at various places. 

On the east side of the Missasaugui, at its mouth, is a beautiful ex
panse of this quartzyte, making the outer breakwater of the lake shore 
and enclosing a little bay where the river enters. The strike is per
sistent here and conspicuous, W. 5° N. (mag.), and the dip about 75°, 
toward the lake. False bedding and slaty characters coinciden t with 
the stratification, are featurf's that appear in some of the layers. No. 
1192 represents one of the greenish weathering, more slaty parts of 
this quartzyte. This quartzyte is cut by a greenstone dyke running 
S. 66° W. (mag.), showing non-conformable relations with the strike, 
and hence non-inter- bedding. This dike is a bou t forty feet wide. 

Between Missasaugui and Blind rivers an inspection of the shore 
in a row-boat revealed nothing except the quartzyte 1191, with an 
occasional dike or overflow-area of some greenstone eruptive. The dip 
of the quartzyte is regularly from 75° to 80° into the lake, and the im
mediate coast-line is for nine-tenths of the distance composed of it. The 
greenstone dikes have a direction about W. 20°_30° S. (mag.). They 
are represented by rock 1181, from the point off the mouth of Blind 
nver. 

CONCLUSIONS RESPECTING THE ORIGINAL HURONLAN. 

This examination of the original Huronian, of which th') foregoing 
is a brief account, leads to some important results which have a direct. 
bearing on the classification of the rocks of Minnesota, and of the 
northwest. 

In general, the stratigraphic grouping of the parts above noted, is 
about as indicated by Logan in the report and atlas of 1863, except 
that the "green chloritic slates," so-called, are not at all included in 
the terrane as constituent parts of the stratigraphy. They are a part 
of the eruptive basic rocks of the region, and very doubtfully ever be
come slaty-indeed they never exhibit the slatiness of roofing slates, 
and only rarely have that interrupted, wavy, thin bedding which ap
pears on the weathering of a once molten mass indicative of an inter
nal fluidal structure. Their macroscopic mineral characters also ally 
them closely with the greenstones. These slaty characters moreover 
are found only in the midst of areas of undoubted eruptive greenstone. 
Not only is this "chloritic slate," but all the "greenstones" are 
,excluded from the Huronian. They are regarded by Logan as acci-
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dental features, except so far as they are named, and colored as 
"green chloritic slates." In his map, and in his table of stratigraphic 
parts of the Huronian (map of 1865), there is absolutely no other ref
erence to the vast outflows of greenstone that cover many square 
miles in the Thessalon vall'3Y, and that constitute hill-ranges as con
spicuous as those of any rock in the region. iIt The limestones also are 
quite subordinate parts, belonging in the slate number of the Huron
ian. They are siliceous and cherty in some cases, and very fine-grained. 
A limestone which is more like a gray crystalline marble appears a 
little northwest of the old Wellington mines, belonging in the" low
er slate conglomerate," of Logan, but time was not afforded to exam
ine into its stratigraphic relations. 

It thus appears that the original Huronian can be divided into three 
grand divisions, viz.: 

1. Red and white quartzyte, granular and sometimes conglomeritic. 
2. Slates and gray qUfLrtzyte, sometimes conglomeritic. 
3. Very fine-grained white or gray quartzyte. 
No.1 overlies No.2. No.1 includes the parts 31, 3i, 3h, 3g, of 

Logan's tabular statement accompanying his map of the region, of 
1865. No.2 includes 3f, 3e, 3d, of the same table. No.3 includes 
3a and probably 3c. No observation was macle that fixed without 
doubt the positions of his parts 3k and 3c, but from what was seen it 
is inferred as probable that his 3k belongs in No.2 and his 3c in 
No.3. 

It seems necessary to recognize the fault which Logan represents 
.running on his map northwestwardly up the Thessalon valley, by 

which the lower rocks are suddenly brought to the surface and made 
to appear, according to the prevailing dip, to lie over the upper. 

No.1, above, is divisible into at least two subordinate parts, but it 
is not supposed that the character on which these are based-that of 
color-will be found sufficiently constant to warrant the extension of 
this division beyond the limits of the original Huronian area, though 
other distinctions may be discovered which will permanently charac
terize these members over a broader area. I.-Otter Tail quartzyte. 
2.-Thessalon quartzyte. The highest member of the Huronian is 
the Otter Tail quartzyte. It is nearly white, but in limited areas it is 
both conglomeritic and pinkish. It also is greenish sometimes. Its 
greatest and characteristic exposure is in the hills along the east side 

*II1s map is also Incorrect In other respect~. It repres,nts the Lanrentian as occupying the lake 
shore for some mlles at the month of the Missasangni and the Blind flrers, where-the only rocks are
qnartzyte n"d greenstone. 
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Df Otter Tail lake, and at the southeastern extremity of that lake. 
Its thickness is several thousand feet, but there was not time to ascer
tain it carefully. The underlying quartzyte is red or reddish, occa
sionally conglomeritic, and perhaps prevailingly somewhat finer
grained than the last. It is that member which would most probably 
afford catlinite, and perhaps the fossils of the catlinite in Minnesota, if 
similar clay beds could be discovered in it. The chief outcrop of this 
.quartzyte which was examined occurs in the Thessalon valley forming 
a ridge running nearly east and west and rising to the hight of 150 
feet above the adjoining low land on the south. This ridge is on the 
north side of the Thessalon and its composition is represented by rock 
1171. The thickness of the strata here is also several thousand feet, 
but no exact measurement was attempted. 

The BU bordillate parts of the other priucipal members are as follows: 
3 -Black slate, identical in all characters with the slaty beds of the 
Animike in northeastern Minnesota; siliceous, carbonaecous, slaty in 
the direction of and incident to the sedimentation. This is supposed 
to embrace the limestone layer which appears near "the Bruce." 
This sometimes varies to a somewhat harsher grayish feldspathic 
quartzyte. It appears about two miles south from Murray's corners, 
north from Otter Tail lake, and there constitutes a series of ridges 
and hills that give the country a very rough contour. It contaillS, in 
some of its more quartzose strata, considerable quantities: of hard 
black micaceous hematite distributed, along with amethYRtine quartz, 
in veins which have rect'mented the fragments after the strata have 
been brecciated. 4.-" Lithographic stone." This is found in the 
bottom-land of the Thessalon river a short distance below Otter Tail 
lake, on the south side of the great fault. It stnkes from there north· 
westwardly and appears, in a somewhat more granular and siliceous 
phase, on the south side of the red felsyte bill near Otter Tail P. O. 
This is only a modification of the slates of NoB, by the increase of 
calcareous sediment, and the greater fineness of the siliceous. 5 -Heel 
felsyte. This is found forming a ridge that rises about 200 feet, near 
the village of Otter Tail. It appears again, on the north side of the 
fal!llt, about two miles south of Murray's corners, and again at "the 
dump," where it is represented in figure 4. It is roughly stratified, 
and is plainly only a modification of some of the beds of the forma
tion. It is probably not a continuous I:o,yer. 6.-The Missasaugui 
quartzyte. This differs from the great quartzyte forming the summit 
of the Huronian in being always gray or white, very fine-grained, and 
dense. It seems to f:tde gradually into the more siliceous portions of 
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the slates and to become, in some places, interbedded with slates. Its 
thickness is probably not less than 1000 feet. 7.-Slate conglomerate, 
Been at Murray's hill, near Murray's corners. This is one of the prin
ciVal members of the Huronian. It is repeated in MinnEsota in the 
Ogishke conglomerate.* Its thickness is probably at le,lst 5,0:)0 feet. 

These are the principal masses, and they exhibit the principal 
aspects of the sedimentary roch of lhe original Huronian. The order 
in which they are named above, while agreeing mainly with that 
given by Logan, cannot be considered established certainly by the 
observations we were able to make. One of the most important 
poi.nts to be noticed in this is the evidence of two great quartzytes, 
having many common features, but separated by a great body of 
slate and perllaps slate conglomerate. 

These rocks are not crystalline, but fragment,al, and show, except 
where they have been modified locally by contact wi~h eruptive rock, 
€very character that is kuown to indicate sedimentary origin. There 
are no mica schists, no sericitic 8chists, no hornblendic schists, no 
typical graywackes, though the dark slates sometimes become coarser
grained and approach the well-known wackeniti.c ensemble, no gneiss 
or gneissic rock except what is very limited in amount and is directly 
referable to contact with greenstone. 

Among the greenstones it is not designed here to include the dioryte 
"een at the mouih of the Missasaugui. There are reasons which it 
i~ not necessary to mention at this place, that induce the writer to 
€ntertain a strong dou bt as to the eruptive nature not only of this 
dioryte but of all the quartz-diorytes that are associated with these 
slates and quarlzytes in northeastern Minnesota. t All the facts that 

• have been observed by the Minnesota survey conspire to show they 
are derived from metomorphism of some of the sedimentary rocks of 
the group, although the preponderance of opinion of microscopic 
Ethologists is to consider them of original erupti ve origin. 

The Minnesota parallels of these rocks have been indicated already in 
giving the local descriptions, but a brief repetition will not be out of 
place. It may be included in the following tabular statement: 

.See the \';1 h Annual Report. 
i'Compare the description of the quartz-dioryte at Little Fail", on the 1IiBsisslppi, oy Streng and 

Kloos; 11th aunual report, pp. 3.i and 74. 
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Original Huronian. 

Otter Tail quartzyte. 

Thessalon quartzyte. 
Black slate. 
"Lithographic stone" and fine gray 

quartzyte. 
Red felsyte. 

Missasaugui quartzyte. 
8late conglomerate. 

Minnesota equivalents. 

~ Pewabic quartzyte (1) 
New Ulm, Pokegama and Wauswaugo

ning quartzytes. 
Animike black slate. 

Not known. 
Felsytes at Duluth and probably the 

Great Palisades. 
Not known. 
Ogishke conglomerate. 

There is some reason to infer that there is an unconformity between 
the Thessalon quartzyte and the Black slat,e. This evidence consists 
in the existence of cherty and quart.zyte pebbles in the quartzyte 
which seem to have been derived from the Black slat(;l strata. The 
same kind of evidence, the existence of granite boulders in the slate 
conglomerate, indicates another unconformity between it and the 
granites of the region that lie to the east and northeast of the Thessa
Ion river; but in the latter case the evidence is conclusive, and in the 
former it is but inconsiderable. 

THE IRON-BEARING ROCKS AT MARQUETTE, MICHIGAN. 

At Negaunee." SOlle observations were made at the new mines 
situated about two miles east of Negaunee. There is a singular irreg
ularity in the rocks of the region 1'een in this vicinity. The Iron 
Cliffs and the Sam Mitchell mines are troubled by a sudden inthrust 
of the north wall, by which the body of iron ore is entirely cut off at 
an angle which, in the latter mine differs from horizontality but 
fifteen ~egrees, sloping down ward toward the south. The strata car
rying the ore dip northward from 65° to 80°, and this inthrust, there
fore, which consists of a great quartzyte of unknown thickness, cuts 
the strata off nearly at a right angle. In the Iron Cliffs mine the 
superintendent followed the upper surface of this quartzyte, which 
here descends much more rapidly than in the 8am Mitchell, downward 
in a shaft to the depth of about seventy feet, following a two-foot 
layer of soft greenstone, hoping to get below the troublesome quartz. 
yte, and then by drifting southward to find the ore again. But at 
about seventy feet he was intercepted by another quartzyte which 
seemed to be onp, of the beds of the iron-bearing rock, which, dipping 
northward at the same angle as the ore, abuts upon the intruding 

·Iu passing from the area of the original Huroninn to Marquette opportunity wos afforded to note 
the tlip of the sandstone causing the rapid. at the outlet of luke Superior. It was round to be about 
100 from the horizon, 100 south of west, magnetic. 
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·quartzyte so as to leave but a space about two feet wide between them. 
This space was occupied by the soft greenstone he was shafting in, 
and, though it changed its direction so as to become perpendicular he 
followed downward between the quartzytes to one hundred and fifteen 
feet without change, and was there at work 'at the time of this visit. 
The next mine toward the west is the Buffalo, in which no sucb 
trouble has been experienced, the formation dipping regularly toward 
the north, or north northwest, at a high angle. 

This troublesome quartyzte is represented by Nos. 1141, and 1253, 
the latter however from the south side of the shaft at the depth of 
about 115 feet. They are identically the same gray quartzyte, rather 
finer grained than the great overlying quartzyte of the original Huron
ian, and more or less mingled with a green matrix, a siliceous gray
wacke. The circumstances appear to indicate a synclinal folding of 
the gray quartzyte, the mines from which the ore has become tempo
'rarily exhausted, being in the basin of the syncline where it is shallow 
and runs near the surface. At the depth of 115 feet it appears that 
the folding was so sharp that the quartzyte was brought against itself, 
or was broken and thrust against itself at a higher level. This is in
dicated not only by the identity of the rock on the north and south 
sides of the shan at 115 feet, but by the continuation of the two·foot 
bed of greenstone which runs down between the quartzyte beds, up to 
the top of the mine on the south wall of the open pit in conformity 
with the iron ore beds and with the main quartzyte bed Oll the south 

side. '" 
A similar quartzyte, but more likfl a siliceous graywacke (rock 12:1:8) 

sometimes having a greenish aspect, appears on the northern part of 
tbe Buffalo property, (next west of the Sam Mitchell) at the railroad
{!ut, in such a position as to suggest the probable continuity of the rock 
from the Sam Mitchell mine. It here apparently dips N. and is over
lain by a black slate (1249) which graduates downward into a contort
ed greenish slate (1250) which lies directly on the slickensided upper 
surface of the quartzyte. These all dip north, but this quartzyte seems 
to have an unconformable upper surface. It is rounded and undu
lating, as well as slickensided. These slates lie directly upon the 
quartzyte (or graywacke) at the railroad cut, but toward the westward 
they seem to separate, the quartzyte becoming lost, and in its place 
on the south side of the slates there being an old dike which runs 
conformably with the slates westwardly across the railroad and on to 

*A .imllar abrupt cutting off of the ore in a mine by an inthrnsting qual'tzyte is described by Brooks 
at Michigamme, the inthrnst also coming from the north. Geol. Surv. of Mich. vol. i. p. 123. 

6 
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the next knoll where these slates become somewhat iron-bearing 
(1252), and the selvage of the slates, the hardened and broken wall, 
alongside the old dike, projects above the ground conspicuously. 
Here the dike is hardly visible, but can be occasionally seen on the 
south side. This old dike is a very different rock from the slates, 
microscopically (1251). It is coarser but even grained, has a light 
green color, no free quartz, is su b-talcose to the touch, is lenticularly 
schistose perpendicularly, without sedimentary banding, cu t by fre
quent quartz veins. It is probably the same greenstone which runs 
across the Iron Cliffs mine, and in which the superintendent shafted 
between the quartzyte masses. 

At the Iron Cliffs (1143) and the Swan mines (which latter is a 
short distance west of the Buffalo) the ore is interchangeable with 
quartzyte, both across and in direction of the strike, large portions 
being rejected from the strata which, about 20 feet right or left, in 
the direction of the strike, were wholly reserved and shipped as ore. 
This irregularity is distinctly observable at the Swan mines. The 
sedimentary rock graduates from 1247 A, a coarse fragmental stone, 
mainly quartz but with glittering facets apparently of minute crystals 
of magnetite, through 1247 B, an impure hematite banded with light 
red, chalcedonic silica, to 1247 C, an earthy hematitic jasperoid rock, 
banded and clouded. This shows a common origin for them all rather 
than a chemical or eruptive source for the jiispilyte and not for the 
others. 

Occasionally also, at the Iron Cliffs mine, the red hematite is aSso
ciated with lumps of siderite, some of them being six or eight inches 
in diameter. There is a gradual transition from one to the other, 
through a yellowish limoniLe (1142). 

Along the north side of Teal lake at Negaunee runs a range of hills 
made up of a nearly white granular sometimes pe bbly quartzyte (1252)_ 
It is blotched with red, ripple-marked, evidently fragmental, and dips 
south, 18° \lIf. about 65°. This is mapped by major T. B. Brooks as 
continuous with that which forms the" capping" of the ore at Ishpe
ming. Here it dips as it does there, apparently below the ore. It 
embraces not only pebbles of quartz but some of other kind~ amOll<Y , '=' 

which may be mentioned a light greenish, very fine-grained serpentiIl-
ous rock, and a soft red hematite. This is an immense quartzyte, visibly 
200 or 300 feet thick. On the north side of the bluff it graduates 
downward into a thin-bedded, feldspathic fine-grained gray quartzyte 
(1234)* exactly duplicating the section seen north of Ishpeming_ 

.. This seems to be the rock worked fur h(n~s'Lones; Romi,n{fer~' Oeol. SV"I". of Mich. vol. iv., p.11. 
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Whether this is here a conformable transition is not quite certain, as 
there is but a slight outcrop of the thin· bedded gray quartzyte at the 
poin t examined. Next along north of this q u artzyte range is a range 
of dioryte hills. This quartzyte is, in the opinion of the writer, the 
equivalent of the Otter Tail qua/'tzyte of the original Huronian, and 
lies unconformably on the iron-bearing rocks at Negaunee.'" This 
will be made more apparent on giving the observations made at other 
points. 

An old, much altered, dike can be seen cutting this quartzyte near 
the east end of Teal lake (1255). It is somewhat serpentinous and 
schisto-fibrous, of a prevailingly grayish. green color but striped and 
blotched by different amounts of iron-oxide. This gives it, in some 
places, a pseudo-aspect of sedimentary banding. 

At the Eldridge mine on the south side of Teal lake, which is as yet 
only an 'exploration, the shaft penetrates one hundred and fifty·three 
feet perpendicularly a red" soap rock," which is said to dip south as 
if it passed beneath dioryte hill near which it is located. 

At the Hartford mine, a little further west, still on the south side
of Teal lake, the situation is similar to that at the Eldridge, and a 
good, massive hard bluish ore is taken out. 

Next west in the Cambria mine the formation also dips south. 
This mine has been long worked, and has sent out a large amount of 
ore. The mining operations exhausted a large basin-shaped pocket 
of o],e, shut in by "jasper" on all sides, and on the bottom; the work
ing could not be extended. Drills were run in all directions into the 
" jasper" and through it, but nothing more could be found of the ore. 
They are now exploring by following a narrow bed of ore north west
wardly, shafting and drifting. 

The outbreak of the dioryte hills between Negaunee and Teal lake 
seems to have had no effect on the dip of the formation, since it dips 
southwardly on both sides of these hills. 

At Cascade, which is four and a half miles south of Negaunee, the 
iron-bearing rock dips toward the north at all the working mines. An 
interesting feature here is the evident fragmental character of the ore 
rock. It is not only in beds that vary in thickness from less than half 
an inch to three or four feet, with a conformable clip 28°-40° N., but 
some of them contain rather coarse grains of clear quartz, about as 
large as mustard seeds, which are disseminated in a manner character
istic of sedimentation through some of the layers. In other places 

• Compare The American Geologist, March 1888. A great primordi"l guartzyte. N. H. Winchell. 
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the ore consists almost entirely of fine magnetic octahedrons (1217). 
borne of the micaceous, massive hematite contains great numbers of 
small cinnamon colored garnets. 

Lying unconformably on the edges of the ore-rock is a quartzose 
conglomerate, (1218 and 1219). At the bottom, this conglomerate is 
dark, ferruginous aud pebbly, the pebbles being from the fibrous hem· 
atite of the region, jasper and white vitreous quartz, some of the latter 
also being purplish or smoky. It also contains pebbles of the very fine. 
grained quartzyte or ., chalcedonic quartz" peculiar to the iron-beal'ing 
series at Marquette and Vermilion, and of other sorts of rock. Toward 
the upper part this conglomerate becomes simply a quartzyte, white 
or dirty white, and is seen covering several acres, and extends at least 
half a mile from north to south. On the summit of the hill just 
south of the old workings of the Watson mining company (Bagley 
hill) the appearance of this conglomerate is represented by the figure 
attached. (Figure 5.) 

Here but 12 feet can be seen, dipping apparently N. N. E. about 15 
deg., but it continues in knobs and hills of higher and higher strata, 
toward the north and northeast, showing a thicknesR of several hund
red feet. At the recent new mines of the Pittsburg and Lake Superior 
Mining Company, about half a mile toward the northeast, two shafts 
pass through this rock, one 250 feet and one 175 feet, and nothing 
else, except some soft shaly material (6 to 10 feet), where they struck 
the iron ore formation. This conglomeritic quartzyte appears above 
the surface in numerous places, one knob being on the "Location" 
(at Palmer p, 0.) It here dips 35° toward the N. 40° W., or toward 
the new shafts. It here contains numerous pebbles t in. to 1 in. in 
diameter. 

From the fact that pebbles of red jasper, chalcedonic silica and red 
hematite occur in this conglomerate it is apparent that the iron ore 
formation must have been constituted in pretty nearly its present state 
prior to the formation oj tho con,glomerate, This quartzyte-conglomerate 
appears to be no other than the southern rim of the synclinal of 
which the quartzyte on thtl north side of Teal lake is the northern 
rim. While dipping in the same direction, in general terms, the two 
formations do not dip conformably. If the detailed structure could 
be known it is probable, further, that faults would be seen producing 
sudden upthrusts of the underlying formation, causing the apparent 
overlie of the lower on the upper, as at Thessalon. 

Ishpeming. The basin or synclinal trough seen at Negaunee' extends 
westward to Ishpeming; and the same general features are seen there. 
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There is an unconformable overlying quartzyte which on the north 
side is seen dipping south toward Ishpeming, and on the south side 
consists of a conglomerate in every respect like that at Cascade, the 
iron formation dipping toward the north. Intermediate between 
these rims lies the city of Ishpeming, and thtl mines (some of them) 
penetrate first a great thickness of the quartzyte and then come at 
once upon the ore. This overlying quartzyte appears in the streets 
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of the city and is well known as the "capping l' rock of the ore. 
It has been bored through at a great many places, and its greatest 
thickness, so far as discovered, is near the center of the basin, amOUll t
iug to 300 or 400 feet. It is thinner toward the north and toward 
the south, and finally runs out entirely in those directions, the width 
of the trough being here about three miles, or about half as much as 
at Negaunee. The synclinal structure of the valley is well known, 
and the quartzyte is supposed by all the mine operators, and by all 
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geologists so far as I have learned, to be conformable with the rock 
carrying the ore. 

The old Saginaw mine, S.W. from Ishpeming about three miles, is 
a repetition in all respects of the Bagley Hill works at Cascade, and 
the unconformable position of' the conglomerate-quartzyte on the ore 
,can be seen with even greater distinctness than at Cascade,-(rocks 
1221 and 1222). Fig. 6 was sketched here. It illustrates the situa. 
tion at one of the easterly small openings in this property. Further 
Horth the quartzyte rises considerably higher in rounded glaciated 
hills. On the northerly side of one of these knobs, in lower ground, 
a drill hole was made 400 feet into this quartzyte, in a sloping direc
tion toward the south, without piercing it. * 

The bed of overlying quartzyte appears again about a mile north of 
Ishpeming, where it causes by its outcropping edge a series of low 
hills that run east and west and dip toward the south. On the south 
side of Deer lake, where this quartzyte is cut hy the grade of the 
railroad, it is reddish to purplish, and dips south at an angle of 50 
degrees_ It can here be traced almost into contact with a massive-to
schistose greenstone on which it would lie unconformably. The 
q uartzyte here is represented by 1228, and the greenstone, which is 
sometimes basaltic, by 1229 and 1230. This is all on the west side o"f 
the creek just below the outlet of Deer lake. On the east side, on 
€ither side of the road to Ishpeming, the relations of these rocks are 
further exemplified. This massive-to-schistose greenstone becomes 
conglomeritic and rises abruptly in a hill at the immediate roadside, 
on the north of the road, to the hight of about a hundred feet, while 
just on the opposite side of the road appear some slightly lower layers 
of the quartzyte dipping at about the same angle as on the west side 
of the creek. These lower layers are thinner, somewhat slaty, 
glistening with hydro-mica scales, finer grained than the bulk of the 
quartzyte, and comparable to the thin layers of similar rock seen 
below the quartzyte on the north side of Teal lake. (1234). They dip 
billow a quartzyte knob like 1228, conformable with it. 

This hill of conglomeritic greenstone, which is situated just south 
from Deer lake, was carefully inspected, owing to its likeness to the 
schistose conglomerate seen in the Vermilion region in Minnesota. 
n is illustrated by rocks 1225 and 1226, and in all respects is identical 
with the c<!mglomerate seen on Stuntz island in Vermilion lake, as 

* Major Brooks represents this conglomerate bere. and at other piDces, as interbedded with the iron 
formation; and Dr. Rominger regards it "' conformable with the ore formation, Wadsworth, 
'however, has alluded to the legitimate conclusion to be drawn from this unconformability. (Note • 
.ou the geology of the copper and irou di~(rlct" of Lake Superior, p. 31). 
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described in the fifteenth annual report of the survey. It is soft. 
quartzless, or nearly so, light green, becoming darker within, especi
ally when less changed by age and exposure, spotted (but sparingly 
here) with forms of boulders that are of the same stuff as the rock 
itself, fibro-schistose nearly vertically, cut by quartz veins, and in 
some places porphyritic with some feldspar. No bedding structure, 
such as can be attributed to sedimentation, can be seen in the rock, 
but along the south base, near the roau, a thin-bedded, even slaty 
structure, standing vertical can be seen, which may be the original 
sedimentary bedding of the formation through which this as an erup
tive may have issued. This also is a light greenish rock (1227), and 
were it not that it shows a markedly different structure which seems 
to be attributable to an original sedimentary origin it could easily be
classed with the rock of the main hill and considered a part of it. 
But there is not a similarly abrupt change in the general mineral 
characters of the rocks concerned. There is what might be COll
sjdered a sericitic element pervading both, giving them a slippery or 
"talcose" feel, and some of the schist is essentia Uy a serpentinous 
schist, and fragments from it seem to be included in the agglomer
ate. Some of the bands that simulate sedimentary structure are' 
finely porphyritic, and resemble the mass of the rock of the hill. The 
whole situation here is such as to show a non-conformity with the 
quartzyte across the street-whatever be the relatiolls of the schis t 
to the rest of the hill. This hill is a part of that which has by Dr 
Rominger been classed in his "dioritic group." It seems closely con· 
nected with the "serpentine group," and indeed the writer without 
much hesitation regards the two as one group, the serpentillous con
dition prevailing whenever, locally, greater alteration has taken 
place in the original rock, which was an eruptive, basic one. It 
overflowed, and mingled with the rocks of the iron-bearing series un
conformably, and where it is now in contact with them it constitutes 
at least in some places the "soapstone" and the "chloritic rock" of 
the mines. Subsequently the rocks of the Huronian were deposited 
unconformably on the iron·bearinss and serpentine groups, these con
sisting of the quartzyte, the novaculitic and the black slates. These 
were disturbed by later eruptions and cut by other dikes. 

Westward from Deer lake, traveling toward the Ropes gold mine. 
this pebbly greenstone continues, and appears in nu:nerous outcrops, 
and in the vicinity of that mine the rocks are nearly all serpentinous. 
This is five miles N. W. from Ishpeming. The quartz vein (1233A) 
which is mined for gold is in an old, much changed eruptive, (1233) 
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of a greenish color, hardly schist08e, a part of the same formation, 
at least a part of the same formation as the pebbly greenstone al. 
ready described (1225, 12~9 and 12:30). The quartz was chemically 
deposited. It is vitreous and white, not "chalcedonic." In the im
mediate vicinity of the mine the rock affords chemically deposited 
limestone (1231) which has been used for flux in the furnaces of the 
region. This limestone is associated with a considerable magnelliall 
element, since in the cavities and veins are found nodules of pure 
talc (1232.) It is crystalline and of a gray color. 

Recently a valuable deposit of gold has been discovered on the land 
of the Lake Superior Iron Mining Company about two miles south
west from the Ropes mine. This is in the same kind of silica, and 
very probably in the same country rock. 

At the Michigamme mine, the working is in a magnetic quartz 
schist, the ore being represented by 1238. This graduates into jasper 
and hematite, the whole dipping S. and apparently lying on a dioryte 
which rises III a prominent range running E. from the mine. At a 
little further east this horizon of ore is a ferruginous laminated 
quartzyte, still dipping south, away from the dioryte; still further 
east, and a little further north, it dips in the opposite direction, in· 
deed dips in nearly all directions, some of it being nearly horizontal, 
appearing as a dark micaceous and garnetiferous (?) quartzyte up
heaved by the underlying dioryte which rises in isolated hills in dif
ferent places. Still further north, about half way toward the gran
ite range, are several such isolated crags of dark quartzyte, most of 
them dippin?; about 66° toward the south-1245 and 1246. This 
quartzyte is cut by dikes of this dioryte. 

At the granite range, which lies about a mile north of Michigamme, 
a gray, somewhat gneissic quartzyte, comes directly in contact with 
the granite. This granite (1240) is red, and very siliceous. The 
ridge rises about 150 feet, and at the southern base a gray, coarse, 
fragmental quartzyte forms a crooked contact with it. It is not easy 
to see which overlies. A lot of conglomeritic pebbles of while 
quartz are stuck on the south face, which dips at an angle of about 
80d south. But these may not have been conformably stratified with 
the quartzyte, but due t,o the quartzyte having abutted on the granite. 
At the contact there is abundance of quartz disseminated through 
the granite as shown by the specimen 1240 which was got 3 fept from. 
the contact on the north side. The visible contact line is about vel" 
tical, but dips 80 0 north, as if the quartzyte ran under the granite. 
There is also some feldspathic material disseminated from the contact 

7 
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southward through the first six inches of the quartzyte. Compare 
1241, 1242, 1243 and 1244. The quartzyte takes a gneissic structure 
near the contact. 

At another place, a little further east, the contact is such that it 
appears to show that the quartzyte lies on the granite. Time was 
not sufficient to make further examination as to which rock here is 
the older. 

At Mm-quette. Passing along Bluff street northward toward Light
house point, one occasionally sees outcrops of a greenish schist stand
ing up nearly vertical and apparently forming the foundation rock of 
the drift-covered bluff that rises on the left. Near the extremity of the 
bluff, not far from the lake shore, at the saw mill, this schist appears 
slightly in the road (1147), and although a part of the general forma
tion of the country at Marquette it has some exceptional features 
which ally it with the serpentinous rocks at Presqu'Isle and at Deer 
lake. These features are believed to be due to a more advanced stage 
of decay. It is a silky, hydromicaceous or talcose, rock, without 
apparent bedding but fibro-schistose about east and west. It appears, 
under the hand glass as if the fine grain, of which it entirely consist!', 
might be fine" chalcedonic " silica, but on being scratched it is seen 
to be too soft, giving easily a white streak. The rock is slaty
schistose but not slaty, and has a pinkish tint outwardly. It is 
translucent, in thin scales, and is veined with chemical quartz. It 
passes in a short interval by insensible gradations through 1147A, 
which is the same as 1147 but with some felspathic aggregations, as 
if porphyritic, somewhat greenish, to 1147B, which is apparently a 
much altered, old eruptive fine agglomerate, recalling the rocks seen 
westward from Deer lake to the Ropes mine, a part of the serpentine 
group of Rominger and the equivalent of the Stuntz island ag
glomerate of the Vermilion region. A little further east is an outcrop 
of a rough-looking eruptive rock with twining coarse flowage struc
ture, that extends to the water's edge. 

Northward from this, along the lake shore and extending to the 
extremity of Lighthouse point, is a greenish, nondescript rock. On 
first view, owing to a banding and lining that somewhat resembles 
that of sedimentary structure, this rock might be considered as a 
fragmental one, and so the writer was disposed to regard it, at first, 
but on taking a more extended view of the general geology and also a 
more careful inspection of the rock itself, he is inclined to consider it, 
and all the rocks on Lighthouse point, as probably of eruptive origin, 
and a part of the" dioritic group" of Rominger, which apparently 
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cannot be sflparated genetically nor geographically from the serpentine 
group. There are, unquestionably, diorytes, and eruptive diabasic 
rocks of later date than these rocks, and some of them may occur 
within the same areas, but these old" diorytes" that are marked hy 
.go much decay and that probably underlie the black slates and cer
tainly underlie the great quartzytes unconformably, constituting a 
part of the" iron-formation" propel', are considered by the writer to 
belong to an older epoch of wide. spread eruption, one' that seems to 
have preceded immediately the epoch of the Huronian. The same suc
cession of great rock-masses seems to have taken place in northeastern 
Minnesota and has been alluded to in the 15th annual report of the 
survey, p. 381. 

The strike of these schistose rocks on Lighthouse point is 10° W. 
of N. (mag.), and the structure stands at an angle of 800 from the 
horizon, dipping northerly. The whole point on which the light. 
house stands, enclosing the harbor on the south side is made up of, 
and caused by, a congeries of fractured parts of this greenish schist 
with later dikes of doleryte and belts of quartz porphyry. This later 
doleryte constitutes nearly one-half of the hill where the lighthouse 
stands, but it swells out and recedes vflry irregularly, forming unex
pected bosses, and allowing the schist to take its place again. 

This greenish schist, which in some places is very firm (1144) and 
Dnly shows a fibrous grain on weathered surfaces, is heavy, dark 
within, free almost, or entirely, from original quartz. On its weath
ered surface its structure is indicated by bands of varying shades of 
green, and in its seams it glitters with hydro-mica. 'rhese bands of 
color are not continuous, but consist rather of an interrupted, nar
row, striping in which the color lines become lost by running to 
needle-shaped points, or by fading into each other. The single, light
{;olored lines sometimes continue for only a few feet, or a few inches; 
and in some cases when narrow they rise and disappear in the space of 
less than an inch, bringing the darker lines into contact so as to pre
sent the aspect of a nearly homogeneous green rock. At the samfl 
time in some places they are not direct, but have, when fine, a fluidal 
waving toward the north or toward the south. In other places again, 
and particularly on the north west extremity of the point, the striping 
w hich resembles that of sedi menta tion is more evident and persistent, 
and in some parts could be more correctly denominated a banding, 
some of the bands being two or three inches in width-but even then 
they lose their identity in ten or twelve feet, and give place to a finer, 
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schisto·fihrous lining. The feldspathic element is gray, and evidently 
some plagioclase. 

The reddish rock, or quartz.porpbyry, No. 1146, is not common. 
Besides a conspicuous dike of it on the shore southeastfrom t.he lighl
house (whether dike or not) there is a patch of it near the water at 
the extremity of lhe point; and on the north side of the point is a 
nearly conformable narrow bed. This last runs thirty.five feet and 
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is visible all the way and at both ends. It runs out to sharp points 
.and vanishes in the green rock in the same way that the granite, of 
thin beds, does in the gneiss and mica-schist at the northwest end of 
Vermilion lake. There is, however, here no gradual interchange of 
minerals between the two rocks, or successional gradation toward 
each other, but the porphyry appears abruptly, as an individual rock, 
quite different from the rock of the point, and maintains its mineral 
character even into the narrow points at each extremity. This bed 
is about a foot wide Ileal' the middle and reddish, but at the points it 
is more like a gray quartzose layer, (1146A). It is about 35 feet long, 
and appears conformable except that it swells out and again dwindles. 
This, however, is seen in all the beds of the schistose greenstone; see 
£gure 7. 

Explanation of Figure 7. 

ThiR sketch represents the relations of the different dikes to the rock of the 
<:ountry, on the south side of Lighthouse point, a little to the west of the light
house. 

1144 is the schistose rock of the country, having a structure running nearly east 
and west. At the place marked A is an indistinct north and south banding or 
.striation on the surface of the schist, due to the existence of some siliceous 
veinings that do not wear away as easily as the rest of the rock. This transverse 
nne veining is represented by 1144 A. It has no importaut significance other than 
that there has been' exerted on the formation a force that produced an incipient 
fracturing and a fibrous internal arrangement nearly at right angles to that which 
is seen general1y~ the prevailing rock. At various places in 1144, especially 
south of the lighthouse, there appear to be minor unconformities within the rock. 
The fiber, running in one direction, is cut off by a compacter rock, though not 
distinguishable otherwise from the rest of 1144, that has its fiber perhaps finer 
than the other and running in a slightly different direction. Sometimes whole 
hands, an inch or two wide, are thus crowded out by the encroachment of others. 
These little irregularities are no greater than are seen sometimes in eruptive rocks, 
.such as that figured on Stuntz island in Vermilion lake, in the report of last year, 
nor are they very different from that which is known as false bedding in sedi
mentary rock. The non-conformity of the rock 1146 (quartz porphyry) with the 
rock 1144 is about of this kind, though in other places it is non-conformable with 
1144 more abruptly, even existing as blocks embraced in it. On the north side of 
the point the schist (1144) wIlile more conspicuously banded east and west, and 
more persistent in all its structure, is strikingly basaltic by joints running north and 
south, causing a columnar aspect, resembling that seen in tIle eruptive rock at 
Taylor's Falls on the St. Oroix. 

1146 is a reddish-gray quartz porphyry, already mentioned. It evidently is a 
part of the same formation as the schists, and if not of the same origin it has very 
nearly the same age since it is cut by all the later dikes. North of tIle Iighthonse 
this rock has its greatest development. In addition to tIle narrow dike already 
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mentioned is another which intersects the point east and west, cutting off a por
tion which is separated from the main part of the point by a gorge caused by its; 
more rapid disintegration. This more rapid disintegration is not because of the· 
softer grain of this porphyry, but is caused by the close jointage which cuts it into· 
blocks that are separated by frost and roll down to the lake. This dike is best ex
amined NW. from the lighthouse near the water heel. The dike of 1146 shown 
in the sketch is cut longitudinally by a straggling dike of another sort (1l45A). 
On the north .ide of the point, near where the vanishing dike of quartz porphyry 
occurs, is a dark dike (1145B) probably of the same age as 1145A, about a foot 
wide, mainly conformable but vanishing in the same way in indeterminate points. 
(1l45A) gradually works southward, in passing through 1146, and at the east leaves 
it entirely and enters 1144. 

1145 is the latest of the eruptives of the point. It cuts all the others and its con·· 
titct is a plane running N. and S. It forms a large part of the most elevated por
tion of the point, and spreads irregularly and apparently occupies several fissures 
that run across each other. 

By examining the dikes of different rock cutting this point the· 
succession of steps that gave them origin seems to be as follows: 

1. The schist is the oldest rock. (1144). 
2. The quartz porphyry was introduced. (1146). 
3. The dikes 1145A (and perhaps 1l45B) were introduced. 
4. The great north and south dikes were formed (1145). There is, 

confusion in the direction and areas of these latest dikes. There 
seems to have been a tumultuous breaking of the rock::!, and an out
pouring of the molten matter wherever fractures ocCurred and allowed 
its escape. 

• 
THE GOGEBIO IRON REGION. 

A cursory examination was made or some of the mines in the 
Gogebic iron region in order to be able to compare the fe':ttures of the 
rocks and the manner of occurrence of the ore with the iron-bearing 
rocks of the Vermilion iron range, and some rock.samples were 
collected for future microscopic comparisons. 

The Colby Mine. At the Colby mine the average dip is about 60°' 
toward the north, 10° west. There is apparent no hanging wall or 
foot wall except the rock of the country, and that is a thin-bedded 
siliceous rock which itself is almost ore in some places, because of the 
high degree of ferruginization. This siliceous material is jasperoidal 
and distinctly bedded exactly like the bedding of sedimentation. The 
base of it all is apparently a fine" chalcedonic " silica, the same as 
that of the jaspilyte, though in some, or many, of the beds it is a 
softer material which may be earthy. When the latter is stained 
they call it "paint rock." But it is not the" paint rock" or " soap .. 
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stone" that is derivable from tbe eruptives as at the Cleveland mine. 
Samples No. 1256 represent three of the forms of rock that alternate 
with each otber forming the country rock that constitutes the north 
wall in the Colby mine. The south wall of the south Colby mine 
consists of a crumbling, coarsely granular. siliceous sandstone (1257), 
the grains being sub-angular after disintegration. In some places it 
is firm and correctly bears the name of quartzyte. It is stained, 
locally, with much or little iron, and with manganese. The" silici
fication" procf'ss seems here certainly to have produced fragmentfll 
silica, and subsequently, being interrupted, to have been followed by 
the process of ferruginization, which stained tbis sandstone with iron 
and manganese, sometimes almost constituting it an iron ore. It is 
not possible to say this ferruginization is. a secondary, or ratber a 
third, step. later than the general ferruginizing process, and that this 
quartzyte has acquired the iron by reason of the accidental contiguity 
since, for the quartzyte graduates into the rock of the mine, the 
acquired substances (iron and manganese) being the same as in the 
real ore. The general circumstances of the situation will not allow 
of such a separation. 

About 250 feet further north is an opening known as tbe North 
Colby. This is a long deep pit, where the iron has been worked out 
superficially, and timbered shafts are being prepared for deeper mining, 

On the spur·track from the Colby to the Valley mine is a short cut 
in siliceous, greenish and yellowish slate, now largely ferruginous. 
This is sometimes earthy, like some seen at the Colby mine, but it is 
very siliceous with "chalcedonic" silica, some of it being almost 
wholly white, although the prevalence of hydro-mica, and perhaps of 
other fine-grained mineral particles intimately disseminated through 
the siliceous parts gives a greenish color to even the hardest and most 
quartzose parts of this rock. Tbis dips so as to conform to the rock 
in the Colby mine, and probably lies under the foot-wall of the South 
Colby. The full thickness of the bedding here involved, making al
lowance for the oblique direction in which the road goes across it, is 
about 250 feet. See rock 1258. 

At the Valley mine the working is all under ground. Numerous test 
pits, and two shafts have been sunk, striking rock and ore similar in 
all respects' to the rock and ore of the Colby mine, except as yet noth
ing is lobe see.n of the coarse sandstone which lies as the foot· wall of 
the South Colby. 

In a ditch by the side of the railroad track at Bessemer is a small 
exposure of the bottom-conglomerate of the Cupriferous. It contains 
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'numerous pebbles of quartz and of fine porphyry like the copper
bearing conglomerate at the Calumet and Hecla mine. The dip can
not be made out as the exposure is small, and the pebbles rather 
evenly distributed throughout the whole. This conglomerate must 
lie in unconformity on the Gogebic iron-bearing rocks, and if it be 
the equivalent of the conglomerate at Negaunee (Cascade) as it ap
peins to be (see p. -), it indicates the greater age of the Huronian 
qltartzyte (the N. Y. Potsdam sandstone) than the Cupriferousforma
tion-i. e., than the greater part of the Cupriferous, since the Cuprif
erous strikes east and west near Bessemer, forming a conspicuous 
range of hills of eruptive rock but about a mile further north, the 
dip being such as to cause it to overlie this conglomerate. 

The Aurora mine, at Ironu'ood, has a sandstone, or a soft quartzyte, 
'rather coarse, identical with that on the south wall of the South 
Colby mine, for its south or foot-wall. 

A t the Aurora mine an interesting observation was made on the 
" granitfl " which forms a low hill-range a short distance south of the 
mine, and its manner of contact with the rocks lying just north. 

The low granite range, which has been mapped as Laurentian by 
the Wisconsin geologists, rises about fifty feet above the mine, fwd 
lies south from the mine about six hundred feet. The'section of 
strata intervening between the mine and the granite range is made 
up about as follows, in southward (and descending) order: 

1. Iron are, soft hematite. 100-150 feet. 
2. Sandstone (sometimes a quartzyte), about 15 feet seen. 
3. Gray and greenish slates and quartzytes, in beds from half an inch to four 

a.nd six inches; distinctly sedimentary, 580 feet. 
4. Gray quartzyte like that of No.3. 
5. Granite; hornblendic and massive. 

The sandstone (No.1) fonns the south ~all of the Aurora mine. 
The quartzytes and slates (No.2) are not all exposed at the mine, but 
.at the Colby mine a section of 250 feet, in a connected exposure, can 
be seen along the spur-track west of the mine. About 100 feet of 
similar strata are visible at the Aurora mine. Samples 1261. It is 
partly assulllPd, therefore, that the whole interval of 580 feet consists 
of the same rock as seen at the northern and southern .limits. It 
seems to be a part of the Animike slates and quartzytes. 

The granite (No.5) is a hornblende-granite. Sample 1260. It 
rises in rounded bosses and forms three separate Jow bluffs or hill. 
ranges, each about ]5 feet higher than the next one further north. 
The rock itself contains bouldet"-forms of different rock from the mass 
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of the granite, some of them being of stme dark·colored greenstone. 
like rock, and others of some earlier granitic rock. The great mass 
of the granite is mainly homogenous, and these boulder·forms appear 
most distinctly on the weathered surface of the bluff. When these 
boulder·masses were not originally of greenstone they are apparent 
by a blotched aspect which the granite presents, the blotches being 
caused by some patches, of rounded outline, much finer grained thau 
the rest, or by a marked difference in the relative amountiol of feldspar 
and quartz compared to the same minerals in the most of the granite. 
'fhe boulder·forms are. wheu distinguishable, from two or three 
inches in diameter to twelve inches. Their longer axes lie prevailingly 
in the same direction, but sometimes they have lost their first shape 
and have been drawn out into points in one or more directions, or 
have been a little distorted by unequal pressure. * 

This granite also has a uniform rift, or grain, brought out by the 
constant·, or prevalent elongation of the horn hlende crystals in the 
direction about E. & W. The boulders have their longer axes in the 
same position. It appears, therefore, that originally this granite WflS 

somp conglomerate, which has' been plastic or fluid·like. 
At the most soutllerly of the three low hluffs of this granite, each 

of which faces toward the north, the granite can be seen, on the north 
f'ide, to lie upon, or at least alongside of a gray quartzyte. (1261). 
There is an abrupt and simple contact line, and a sudden transition 
between them. 

About 25 feet further north is the second low northward facing 
hluff of granite. It here looks as if the granite bad been a molten 
rock and had flowed unconformably over the quartzyte, the dip of 
which cannot here be ascertained. 

The third low outcrop of the granite is about teu feet lower than 
the last, and about 30 feet further north. In the north face of this 
little bluff, not more than six feet high, is observable the contact 
seen in ., Fig. 2" of fig. 8. Here tlle granite is unconformable OIl, 

and embraces pieces and tongues and slabs of the gray quartzyte 
and quartzyte slates (1262). This quartzyte·slate is fine·grained, 
handed by sedimentation, and light.greenish' weathering. It is 
greenish-gray within. Sample 1262. At one point in this little bluff 
is a small area of granite surrounded by erum pled and broken portions 
of the slate, So at least it appears on the face of the bluff, but this 

-Similar changes from conglomerates to gr.eiss are mentIoned by Dr. E. Hitchcock in Vermont, in 

Alii .. Jour. Sci, (2)~ xxxi, 3i2. 

8 
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isolated granite area is only stperficial and doubtless was, and perhaps 
is still, united with the main granite mass. 

These three little bluffs, running, so far as they have apparent ex· 
tension, in the same direction, do not conform in their trend with the 
direction of strike of the bedded rocks that intervene between thew 
and the Aurora mine. They vary from it about 20 degrees, as 
illustrated in "Fig. 1 " of fig. 8. 

The interpretation of these facts, and their bearing on the strate· 
graphic problems that relate to the horizon of the iron ore of the 
Gogebic range seem to warrant the following conclusions: 

1st. The granite acts the role of an eruptive rock, but was origiually 
a conglomerate. It was so far molten or plastic that it flowed over 
the adjoining sedimentary strata, but not so completely fused as to 
have rendered the resultant granite entirely homogeneous. 

2nd. The accompanying beds of sedimentary rock being a perfect 
lithologic representative of the quartzytes and slates of the lower part 

Fig. 8. Plat and section at the AU1'ora mine. 
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of the Animike. this conglomerate can be parallelized, stratigraphi
.cally, with the Ogishke conglomerate of Minnesota in which have 
been seen (Fifteenth annual report, and later in this report), similar 
semi-fused conditions, producing porphyries, syenite and porphyritic 
conglomerates. 

3rd. The horizon of the ore of the Gogebic range is probably that 
of the Animike rocks. 

4th. The granite is not of Laurentian age, but is younger in its 
present condition than the Animike slates, thongh originally a con
glomerate older than those slates. 

Explanation of Fig. 8. 

The upper portion (Fig. 1) shows the ground plan of the rocks south from the 
A.urora mine. 

The lower portion (Fig. 2) shows the overlie of the granite on the quartzyte
looking south, upon a. low bluff facing north. 

At the Iron King mine the following information was obtained of 
foreman Lehman. Five shafts have been sunk, two on the south 
H vein," and three on the north. Those in the sonth ore- bed are said 
to furnish ore that "has too much manganese;" but those on the 
north deposit furnish a superior soft hematite. The ore, after the 
shaft penetrated the" cap rock,"" widened out to eighty ft'et, and runs 
-east and west. The rock intervening between the ore-beds is not 
-exactly known, but the walls of the north deposit are, quartz on the 
south and" paint rock" on the north and extending north from the 
ore forty or fifty feet. where it becomes black slates. Between the 
.two ore-beds is quartzyte, jasper and sandrock, mixed, judging from 
surface outcro{:-s, the distance between the north and south are de
posits being about four hundred feet. The jasper is "not good red 
jasper, but gray to black·like, or flinty." The ore in the south bed is 
80 to 100 feet wide, and" no regular hanging has been struck;" but 
no great development has been done there because there seemed to be 
some trouble with the ore. It is not known what the foot or hanging 
may be on the south bed of ore. 

About a mile east of the Iron King mine a deep drill was being 
made in the" black slate" which overlies all the mines, and runs ap
parently in an east and west belt next north of the line of the ore de
posits. This slate is shown by samples 1263 . 

• The imported term" cap rock," probably comes from the miners of the conI measures, and it has 
no definite application nor significance In the mining of iron such as found in the lake Superi>r reo 
.:gion. It is used as 3 convenient designation for any rock that overlles, or obl!f.onres, the eWer ore de
,posit. throngh which a shaft passes before reaching the ore. 
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At tlte First National mine the same general geological facts seem 
to exist. There are what are knowu as the south" vein," and the 
north" vein." These are simply conformable oods in the general 
system or series of strata which for some reason are now highly 
changed and charged with hematite, or hematite and manganese, 
and sQmetimes (especially further west) with magnetite, in variable 
proportions. There is the intervening series of strata that. while not 
ore, yet are so charged with iron that some portions consist of lean 
ore, known as jasper, quartz, sandrock, slate rock, etc. There is the 
quartzyte foot wall on the south side of the sou·th ore· bed, and the
soap.rock and black·slate on the north from the north ore·bed. 

Visits and short examinations were made at several other Gogebic' 
mines, especially such as are open ptts without much underground 
mining, such as the Montreal, Kakagon, Bourne, and the Atlantic, 
but nothing was seen that would throw further light on the general 
geology or the relations of the ore to the crystalline rocks of the 
northwest. A trip to the Penokee gap was made by P·rof. A. Winchell~ 
and his report thereon will be found in another chapter. 

FROM GRAND MARAIS TO GUNFLINT LAKE. 

From Grand Marais to the crossing of the D'evil's Track river r 

sec. 32, 62·1 E, not a single exposure of the underlying rock is to be 
seen along the usual trail running to Rove lake. The country i". 
timbered with deciduous trees mainly, but with some scattering cedar,. 
baknn and white pine. The whole intervening belt is lit for farm
ing and will ultimately be occupied by farmers. The drift sheet is not. 
superficially stony so as to impede plowing. At about a fourth of a 
mile north of the Little Devil's Track river was a patch of potatoes 
and corn. Large timothy grass grows along the roadway (Aug. 26, 
1887) and is cut and stacked for hay. 

At about a mile north of the crossing of the Devil's Traek the red
rock of the country is crossed by a narrow belt of trap a bout half a. 
mile wide, rising about 15 feet above the rest of the country and 
trending W. N. W. and stopping on the northside in the form of a 
perpendicular face. On the north of this the country is drift-covered 
again, but has a superabundance of red-rock boulders, verging to red 
granite, and an occasional one of sandstone. 

The descent to Clearwater creek, on the N E. 1- of sec. 20,.62·1 E, 
is about 130 feet, and a marked topographic feature is the hill, ot" 
ridge, known as "Birch ridge," which here presents a bold face 
toward the north of about that higllt. This ridge seems to lIun across. 
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sec. 20, and along th~ south side of Clearwater lake, which is the lake 
-crossed by the line between secs. 19 and 20. The Clearwater creek, 
~unning from Clearwater lake, is a small affair, but has very cold 
water, meandering through a cedar swamp.* Elbow creek is larger. 
They both run over a rather smooth drift surface, about ten feet 
below the average level. A low trap exposure is seen about in the 
N.E. ± of sec. 9, 62-1 E, and boulders of trap and gabbro are seen in 
the N. E. part of sec. 17. This outcrop is rather fine-grained and 
$omewhat porphyritic, but resembles much seen on the lake Superior 
shore. When weathered it assumes a brownish-green color. There 
is but a slight exposure, the surface being in general drift-covered, 
and merely undulating, with timber mostly fire-killed. About an 
-eighth of a mile south of the town line, in the N. W. t of sec. 3, 62-1 
E, we crossed a little southeastwardly running creek. This is near 
the south foot of what is here known as Pine mountain, so named 
because it was formerly covered with pine. It now presents a bald, 
rocky outline, with only the charred remnants of the original forest. 

At the pJace of our camp (Aug. 27) just south of the creek, a low 
ridge of fine-grained gabbro (or a greenstone) 1264, runs parallel 
with the direction of the creek forming its southern barrier, but this 
ridge is not continuous. It rises and falls, wholly disappearing to
wards the N.W. It is evidently one of the minor ranges of hills that 
attend mountain elevations generally, and consists of the same rock 
as Pine mountain. 

Pine mountain is evidently only a local name for a part of an im
portant hill-range. This range can be seen toward the west two or 
three miles distant, and presents the outline of eruptive dike-formed 
buttes in some of its individual hills. It seems to be the same that I 
met with on this town line not far east of here in 1879+ and is in gen
eral known as the Brule mountains. 

South from this trap ridge (mentioned) the country is red in some 
places with the debris of red-rock drift lind chips, exactly like the red 
slJingle on the Grand Marais beach, making it probable that, with 
small exceptions where the basic eruptive rock breaks through, this 
rf>d rock underlies the drift to this place. But there is Sf) much drift 
that the actual areal distribution of these two rocks cannot be ascer
tained with any degree of minuteness. 

* The ontlet of Clearwater lake Is represented on the township plats as being toward the south into 
Devil's Track lake, bnt Dominick says there is no such trlbntary to that lake, and that its outlet is 
<,"stward and then southeastward. 

tThe present Rove lake road Is new, only made about two years ago, and while it coincides In some 
places with the old road, at this place they are nearly a mile separate. 
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On the top, where the trail goes over this range, no rock is visible. 
Much drift covers it, but the trees are fire·killed. South, 25° W., can 
be seen a square·topped mountain which Dominick says is Cascade 
mountain, near the mouth of Cascade river. 

After passing the main hill, from which lake Superior can be seen, 
but where there is no rock in outcrop, a lower, bare hill can be seen 
a little to tbe north of the main range, conical in shape (S. E. i, sec. 
33, 63-1 E.) and having the color of the rocks of tbe Misquah hills 
(1265), Several similar hills occur near, but they are mainly drift
covered. 

The Brule mountains which seem to be largely composed of this 
red rock, are well named. 

Such bills of red rock continue a distance northward, and the 
whole country is composed of such rock, which is easily disintegrated 
by the fires and the elements so as to cover the surface with thin 
gravelly soil, as far north as the southern part of sec. 4, 63-1 E. 
About six miles distant, in the direction toward Greenwood lake, but 
to the S. W. from that lake, a bare, red peak of greater hight can be 
seen. Beyond Greenwood lake, and rising much higher, is a long E. 
and W. hill covered with green timber, which Dominick calls Green
/Oood mountain. It seems to be a part of a general range of similar 
hills, and is probably a portion of tbe true (gabbro) Mesabi. 

The Brul!' river occupies a very deep and broad valley, running in 
tbe red rock along bere, at least tbrougb T. 63-1 E. The J;'ock itself 
is not frequently exposed, but tbe soil, and debris resulting from its 
disintegration, and frequent boulders, or fragments, are composed 
of it. 

There is a marked difference in the manner of weathering of this. 
red rock, and tbe ordinary gabbro. The latter never turns red, but 
crumbles down, maintaining its earthen gray color. Large boulders 
of it, seen along here, decay through and through, and pass into soil, 
through a pebbly condition. Where they lie on .tbe red rock, thus 
crum bled, they present an appearance of little loads of gravel dumped 
-wheelbarrow loads, or wagon loads, according to the size of the 
original boulder. But the red rock, in all boulders, and all debris, is 
red, brick-red; and in situ it is superficially bnck-red, and brownish
red within to any depth so far as ever observed. This brownish-red 
color is probably due primarily to the presence of a large amount of 
orthoclastic feldspar, and it prevails tb rough all its degrees of fine
ness, from felsyte to red granite. When this rock is coarser crystal
line it sometimes acquires a tendency toward a gray color, due to the 
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presence of more free quartz, some hornblende, and apparently of 
some plagioclase, the red orthoclase crystals being disseminated more 
or less sparsely through it. It then seems to grade into a rock which 
has been designated sometimes a dioryte. Such a variation in color 
was noticed just before reaching the crossing of the S. Brule. 

There is a low, narrow ridge of gabbro-like rock. crossed by the 
trail in sec. 4, 63-1 E; but north of that the red-rock returns and 
and continues to the centre of sec. 19, 64-1 E. It is, however, covered 
with a coarse drift of large boulders consisting of gabbro, porphyry, 
red-rock and amygdaloidal trap; and in secs. 30 and 29, 64:-1 E, this 
kind of drift is heaped up in morainic tumuli. These accumulations 
run in diverse directions, the larger number of the boulders being of 
the red rock. At the crossing of the N. Brule', and south from there, 
are many porphyry masses, and many amygdaloidal boulders. These 
porphyries are sometimes stellar, in the manner of arrangement of the 
crystal tables, with a dark matrix; but sometimes a mass appears 
which is crowded with tabular crystals (1265A) from one to three 
inches in length, and not more than an eighth or a quarter of an inch 
in thickness, also with a dark (basic?) matrix. Some masses are both 
porphyritic and amygdaloidal. In studying these boulders, in making 
the passage along the trail, one can note easily an increasing tendency 
toward dioritic characters-that is an increase in non-red-weathering 
feldspar, greater size of the individual crystals, dark hornblendic 
crystals mingled with schillerized surfaces, and occasionally note
worthy quantities of scattered magnetite or menaccanite. 

There is north of the North Brule much" orthoclase gabbro" 
among these boulders, that is a dark, coarsely crystalline rock with 
some red-weathering element, the conspicuous minerals being, besides 
the red feldspar, a white feldspar, magnetite (or menaccanite), long 
crystals of hornblende and some quartz. The red element here some
times is not crystalline, but is in disseminated blotches of amorphous 
felsitic matter. This felsitic matter, which seems to act the part of 
the undifferentiated residuum of the molten mass, is disseminated 
through the otherwise dark gray or dark green rock. One large 
boulder in particular lies in N.E. i of sec. 19,64:-1 E, and "from this 
was taken samples No. 1266. This boulder is specked with red feld
spar, but has also some plagioclase that does not take a red color, but 
rather becomes snowy white on weathering. Blotches of red felsitic 
matter are scattered over its outer surface, ~ome of them being six 
and even ten inches in diameter, and through these blotches run 
strings and coarser crystals of hornblende. It also contains some 
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quartz and magnetite. Within, this boulder does not maintain its 
red color, but appears like a heavy, dark (dioryte 1). In the immediate 

vicinity are a great many boulders of the same kind, making it 
probable that their native place is not far away. TheY' are curiously 
and coarsely specked on the weathered exterior. The red spots are 
non.crystalline, apparently, but are cut and crossed indiscriminately 
by all the crystals. The largest and most abundant are of some 
white·weathering feldspar, next the hornblende, then magnetite, then 
quartz, 

But a short distance beyond (north) where these specked boulders 
lie, the same rock is seen in place. It occurs as an irregular dike or 
blotch elongated about east and west, and on the north it has the red 
rock in contact. 1268. 

Rock 1267 represents a frequent form of amygdaloidal porphyry 
seen south of the North Brule in the form of boulders. 

The red rock, north of the contact above, is variously modified by 
different degrees of crystallization, but extends about 20 feet north 
and gives place to a belt of greenstone, which itself is again replaced 
by 1266, though the last here shows much more white·weathering 
feldspar, and less of the red uncrystaIIine matter. Rock 1266 con· 
tinues a bout ten rods, but at the summit of the ridge, near the north 
side of sec. 19, 64·1E, the underlying rock is more fine.grained, 
though essentially the same as 1266. It is represented by 1269. 

It seems possible to trace here a gradual transition from the red
rock to the eruptive rock 1269, and to 1266. 

These latter are apparently forms of the dioryte that lies on the 
animike hills further east, and which is interbedded with the slates and 
fjnartzytes of that formation. 

As we approach Crocodile lake (which is in the southern half of 
sec. 8, 64-1E.) on the portage from Round lake, a small outcrop of 
Animike rock appears near the lake, but a little further east large 
arc as of (gabbro?) form the shore and rise in bluffs from the water. 

On the portage from Bear Skin lake to Cariboo lake (N. i of sec 5, 
64-1E.) in a small boulder of Ogishke conglomerate, which is rather far 
east for drift· transport from any point at which this conglomerate is 
known in situ. 

The high hill just to the east and on the south side of the narrows 
of Rove lake, situated north from the center of s~c. 28, 65·1E. was 
named M t. Reunion, from the fact that here (i. e. at the Narrows) 
my party met again, according to appointment, that of my brother, 
after haviug been separated about a month. 
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North from the north side of North lake, nearly in a line due north 
from the north end of the portage from South lake to North lake, 
,begins a trail that leads to Northern Light lake. At a little less than 
a mile from North lake, on this trail, a very light-colQred micaceous 
gneiss is found, forming low hills. The weathered surface shows that 
there is a large ingredient of feldspar, but on a fractured surface the 
grains are nearly all glassy, as if it consistpd of nearly all quartz. 
This pseudo-siliceous appearance is due to the glassy nature of the 
white feldspar. All the grains are fine. (1270.) 

Between the lake shore and this gneiss is one outcrop of dark trap 
rock; and nump-rous fragments of the red and flinty heds of the Gun
flint series indicate the rocks that intervene between the trap and the 
gneiss in situ in the intervening belt, but of the latter no actual out
·crop was seen on this hasty excursion. 

No. 1271 is oolitic blooclstone, or red· brown jasper, one of the forms 
of the Gunflint beds. This is heavy with hematite. It also was 
brecciated, and now holds angular fragments of rock like itself. It is 
also finely crystalline, appearing like No. 866A seen on the "south 
ridge" at Tower, where the jaspilyte appeared to have been fused and 
then t.u have taken on a Stl b-crystalline structure from a fragmen t 
found on the surface. 

The rapids going out from North lake are caused by beds of Ani· 
mike and basaltic hardened Animike 1272. The strike of the latter, 
,looking like trap, is visible about 20 rods east of the rapids under the 
water of the lake, but rising nearly to the sur~ace. 

No. 1273, dense blackened trap, just west of the rapids last men
tioned, north side. A short distance further west appears No. 1274, 
a firm mica.gneiss, similar to No. 1270. The trap must lie upon the 
gneiss (1274), which is in outcrop a short distance further west. 

ABOUT GUNFLINT LAKE. 

On the north shore of Gunflint lake, about a mile west of the en
trance of the river, this trap (gabbro?) lies on a se~'ies of slates and 
flinty beds, the upper part of the series being changed appareutly by 
the gabbro. No. 1275 is from the upper part of the ga b bro here 
seen. It is made up, macroscopically, of a gray plagioclase, and a 
.dark mineral, probablv augite. These two seem to constitute the 
bulk of the rock, and it is with difficulty aud much uncertainty that 
.any other mineral, except a rare grain of magnetite, can be distin
guished under the hand-glass. It is thus quite.different from the rock 

9 
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1266 and 1269. The underlying sedimentary beds are slaty and flinty, 
interstratified. Some of the strata, near the overlying trap-sheet, are 
plainly modified by the heat of the superincumbent mass. No. 1276-
represents such a modified form of the Gunflint beds, and 1277 shows 
the flinty character of some of these beds. 'fhe former is from be
tween beds of black thin sl)eet.s of horizontal slate, some of the lat. 
ter adhering on each side of the specimen. It is composed essentially 
of pieces and granules of a dark -gray, aphanitic rock varying in size 
from that of a pin·head to peas, or larger, closely compacted together, 
but cemented in the interstices by a glassy mineral that appears to be 
free quartz , the general aspect being that of a dark, basic, dense 
diabase specked with minute white spots. 

About half a mile further west, on the north shore, where the bluff 
ceases, and a bay extends toward the north, the trap lies directly 011 

the slates, with little flint, and with little modification of the slaty 
beds-Fig. 9. The trap, however, is rendered black and very fine-· 
grained at the bottom and for some space upward-say six feet-but . 
graduates into rock the same as 1275 at the top, making a basaltic 
capping over the slates, similar to that at the east end of South FuwlJ 

Fig. 9. Gabbro sheet lyinq on Animike slate. 
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lake,* but not on so magnificent a scale; and the transition seems to 
be as sudden. This bluff is about 60 feet high. The dip is S. E., 
four or five degrees. There are continuous sheets of flint, trans· 
lucent like obsidian, interbedded in the slates. But this does not 
graduate into the trap although at first surmised to. 

N ear the mouth of the creek which enters Gunflint lake from the 
north, at the east end of the long bay, is an exposure of a dark
colored fibrous schist (1278), evidently belonging to a different forma
tion-the Kewatin series of Mr. A. C. Lawson of the Canadian geo
logical survey. This is nearly vertical in its general structure, or dips 
85°_88° north, and the strike is E. & W. (true). This is fine and ar
parently hydromicaceous and softens under the weather. It embraces 
cu bes of pyrite. In the midst of this schist appears rock 1279, some
what like a dike, which is coarser-grained, sub-porphyritic with feld
spathic grains that weather pinkish, is very siliceous, fibrous in the 
same direction as the schist, and runs about parallel with its prevalent 
structure. Intimately disseminated through this sub·porpbyritic rock 
are fine scales of a micaceous element, appearing like muscovite but 
perhaps of the same nature as the finer micaceous scales of the scbist. 
These are so arranged as to their direction as to impart a schisto
gneissic structure to the whole rock. 

This exposure is interesting, being the most eastern known locality 
of the Kewatin rocks in Minnesota, and only about 20 rods distant 
from some horizontal slates of the Animike, which lie but little 
further south in snch a position as to be necessarily unconformable 
over the Kewatin. 

But a short distance further west gabbro appears at the lake shore 
in a short exposure, and rises inland. 

Again, a few rods further west, appears rock 1280, a part of the 
Kewatin series, apparently an old eruptive. Gabbro rises high in a 
ridge immediately inland. 'This older eruptive (?) is apparently sim
ilar to the dioryte and serpentine group of Dr. C. Rominger, aeen in 
the northern peninsula of Michigan, and perhaps is stratigraphically 
near the same horizon. 

Next adjoining this old eruptive rock, is a larger outcrop of Ke
watin strata, with gabbro lying on it. It is a gray, compact, felsitic 
rock, weathering reddish, 1281. It is marked east and west by very 
evident sedillJentation bands, the strata standing about vertical, the 
aspect resembling that of a transition to "red-rock" seen on the 
Kawishiwi last year. This, however, is quite another "red rock , • 

• Sketched in 1678. 
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from that seen -so!Uth from Crocodile lake last week. That was very 
.evidently crystalline from a molten condition, but this retains its sed
imentary structure, and could have been only plastic. This grayish, 
fine, {elsitic rock, which is not sericitic, becomes hydromicaceolls and 
glistening, or is replaced by such a rock. a little further west, and then 
it is laminated as if by a fluidal structure. the lamime being curved and 
contorted about large quartz grains that are enclosed in the mass. 
vVhether these quartz grains, which ha ve the vitreous structure of 
chemically pure quartz and are not fraglllental, are indigenous to the 
J'ock, originally porphyritic ally generated, or were the result of coarse 
sedimentation, it is difficult now to say. They are sub-angular, but 
.are frequently elongated east and west, in concordance with a direc
,iion of the laminm (1282). 

This pebbly (or porphyritic) structure increases, further west, and 
the rock becomes firm and more massive, rising in vertical cliffs about 
40 feet at the shore, constituting a porphyritic gneiss, the quartz 
grains becoming more abundant and larg:r and being accompanied by 
large crystals of white feldspar, (1283). While here the laminated 
structure is broken up and lost there is substituted a concordant 
fibrous and gneissic nft pervading the rock, 1283 (compare Nos. 309, 
.310 and 311, report for 1880). Interbedded with this gneiss is argil. 
litic slate, 1284-5. 

There is a green, fibrous rock also seen here, same as 1280, which 
may have resulted from change in a basic eruptive, which is inter
bedded with this porphyry and argillyte. It is in thick, conformable 
beds. It goes down deep and belongs to the same series of strata. It 
:is not in the form of an overflow. 

Making a traverse north from Gunflint lake at about half a mile 
west from the mouth of the river that enters from North lake, un· 
,questionable gneiss, like that already mentioned (1270 and ]274), is 
lllet with at about a mile and a half from the lake shore, at a hight 
from .eighty to one hundred feet above the lake. The object of the 
trip was to see the changes that may take place in the Kewatin to
ward the north, and to learn the nature and reIations of the iron ore 
said to exist north of Gunflint lake. It proves an interesting section, 
which warrants the following general statements: 

1. All the iron ore we find is in the Animike and near the bottom 
of those beds. It is not magnetic, so far as seen here, but limonitic 
through change, though probably hematite (with more or less mag
netite) at first. The rock with which it is counected is quartzyte, 
even pebbly quartzyte-or a rusty, pebbly conglomerate. It lies 
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about three-fourths of a mile from the lake and strikes east and west. 
Portions of the rock are flinty and jaspery. We passed a low ridge 
(not more than five feet high) in the midst of the forested country, 
and had no favorable opportunity here to observe this ore (312, 1294, 
1~95) 

2. This formation (the Allimike) is not seen here in exact super
position on the Kewatin, but all the facts seen warrant the conclu
sion that has before been announced, that the two formations are 
discordant." It is probable that the pebbly conglomerate, which is 
in some places rather a breccia than a conglomerate, sepan,t,es them. 

3. But a short distance further north the Kewatin appears, dipping 
south at all angle of about 80 degrees. It is made up of, (1), schist 
somewhat siliceous, but with a silvery sericitic element running 
all through it, 1290; (2) a coarse serir,itic porphyry like No. 1281, 
1297; (3) soft chl()ritic schist, 1298. These are all interbedded, and 
belong to the same "ystem of stratification, although it is very proba
ble that the greenish schist above called chloritic, is originally of 
eruptive origin among the Kewatin sediments. This is seen in some 
places in lenticular beds, and embraces chemical quartz veins. Gen· 
enJJly, however, it runs great distances nearly 01' quite coincident with 
the bedding and strike of the other strata. 

4. About a quarter of a mile further north a great change takes 
place. The bedded Kewati,n is confused and twisted. and though still 
showing the same rocks, is largely replaced by a micaceous alld horn
blendic rock (1299,1300) which itself appears also like a part of tho 
conformable sedimentation. It is eomparable to the micaceo·horn
blelldic portion of the Kewatin which in the report of last year was 
designated Vermilion group.t It lie<: on all sides of all the above 
varieties of the Kewatin proper, and also embraces some black hard
ened argillyte. In this dark-green belt the included" porphyry" is 
TIl ore nearly all crystalline. A t a short distance further north the 
change to gneiss (1301) is complete, or so nearly complete that there 
appear in it only a few blackish-green, stretched or pressed, boulders 
und rarely a nearly white-weathering, highly sihceous fine·grained 
syenitic band, running east and west, uniform in direction with the 
general strike of all the rocks. Even in this gneiss the same "por
phyritic" distribution of quartz and feldspar is observed. The feld
spar weathers out in sub-angular grains un the surface, and all the 
minerals have an elongation east and west. Thi~ syenite-gneiss 

* The Ninth Annu"l Report, p. 8~ . 
.tFjfteenth annual report, p. 4. 
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varies, through change in the hornblende, to granitic-gneiss and 
.chlorite-gneiss. At the point reached farthest north it is micaceous. 

5. We thus have a conformable transition from the Kewatin 
,changed graywackEs and argillytes to the gneiss and syenite of the 
Laurentian, without any sign of eruptive origin of the latter, the 
whole maintaining a dip and strike in the same direction. the former 
being about 80° from the horizon and the latter about east and west. 

A trap dike (1303) cuts these beds, running from the syenite south 
.and passing through the Vermilion group, or the mica-hornblende 
belt. It is 24 feet wide. The advent of this rock is much more 
recent,and it maintains a massive, undecayed internal constitution. 

Making a closer inspection of the rocks of the Vermilion group at 
this point, they are found to extend north and south about fifteen 
rods. There is certainl.y a conformable transition from the Kewatin 
to this, which is chiefly mica schist, at least superficially. At some 
,depth within the rock perhaps there would be found a greater propor
tion of hornblende. since it seems that the mica results from the 
natural decay of the hornblende. The inter-bedded, light-colored 
rock is the gray" porphyritic" rock of the lake shore, but has some 
mica scales. It acts here much like the so-called "dikes" of gneiss that 
are interstratified with the Vermilion group or mica schists north of 
Vermilion lake. It fades out by very slow transitions into the mica 
schist, and it also is replaced abruptly by it. It runs to needle
shaped points and vanishes conformably in the darker rock. If it is, 
hence, eruptive, then this porphyritic rock everywhere is eruptive, 
,and also the schist into which it graduates at the lake shore. Rock 
No. 1304 shows a blending of the characters of the mica schist with 
those of the rock that shows the porphyritic characters. The belt 
from which this came is about ten inches wide, and such are numerous 
in the schists. Indeed there can be seen almost every kind of transi
tion and every direction of gradation between the schist, the horn
blendic rock and the porphyritic and gneissic rock. ' 'l'hey all occur 
,as strings and as isolated portions in each of the others. There are 
belts of coarsely horn blendic rock that alternate several times in the 
mica schist, conformably with the strike, but the former are confused, 
lumpy and uncertain. They may have been basic eruptives in the 
sediments of the Kewatin at the time of their accumulation, and so 
spread out as sheets approximately conformable to the sediments. 

The section foregoing was made on the town line extended north 
from the south side of the lake between towns 65-1 and 65-2, W. 

At the east end of Gunflint lake Capt. Sedgwick, of Chicago, is 
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having surveyed out a long tract of land on the north side of Gun
:flint lake. It is four or five miles long, and from a half mile to a mile 
in width, and is said to be done on account of the prospects of iron 
ore on the north shore of the lake. Not far west of the sand-beach, 
which is at the east end of the lake, but on the north shore, thf\ Ani
mike rises up from below the water, and from below a thin sheet of 
trap, and is exposed about 2t feet above the water. It evidently was 
once covered entirely by gabbro, sinctl that rock is seen immediately 
overlying, at the same place. Here is an interesting exhibition of the 
gray rock, so much resembling some gray quartzyte, of which men· 
tion has been made in earlier reports. It is very fine-grained, but 
while it embraces quartz it also contains a considerable percentage of 
feldspar, or feldspathic material; but the most of the two feet seen is 
blotched and variously stained gray and rusty. A film of fine rusty 
rock coats over much of the gray rock, such as has been the cause of 
much perplexity as to its origin and manner of formation ever since 
it was first seen in 1878. *' There seems to be, however, a natural 
chemical round of changes which gives origin to this film, the initial 
point being the existence of carbon in the slates of the Animike. 
These gray layers are associated with thin carbonaceous slates. The 
two make the bulk of the Allimike beds. 

Given a black, shaly or carbonaceous rock. 
Exposed to the air the carbon is oxidized and slowly forms carbonic 

acid. 
This carbonic acid at once combines with some base, whatever may 

be present, or any oxide, such as magnetite (which is found present in 
the Animike here), making a carbonate. In case iron is present it 
forms siderite which has also been found in these beds in noticeable 
quantities. This carbonate may be deposited in pre-existing cavities 
and veins, under the guidance of percolating water, or it may be sub
stituted, particle for particle, for magnetite in the body of the rock, 
and thus be found to permeate the formation in somewhat the same 
manner that the oxide 'does now. 

This carbonate of iron is unstable, and immediately suffers the 
further attack of oxygen, making a quick transition to peroxide of 
iron, and even to hydrated peroxide. Hematite and limonite would be 
the next step, and 'the last, these being perfectly stable except uuder 
the operation of mechanical forces, or in the presence of some other 
acid. The carbonated state is least observable, both as to the time it 
requires and the space its product occupies. Indeed the transition 
~inth lep)rt; p. E2. 
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may be so rapid that the carbonated stage is invisible, and the carbon 
of the shales itself may appear to act directly on the magnetite con
verting it to the hydrated limonite. 

There are three f!tages, and they are all visible at numerous places, 
and sometimes in the same bed of the Animike. 

The first stage is black and carbonaceons (see Nos. 299, 1263 and 
1305). 

The second stage is gray; sometimes it effervesces freely. It is
compact and fine in grain and generally brittle. (See Nos. 312, and 
1306, 1307 and 1310). 

The third stage is rusty red with limonite. (See Nos. 312, 43~, 
1307). 

This progressive change seems to take place in the slates, '" here· 
there is probably some magnetite which partakes in the formation of 
a carbonate. Thus by the aid of carbonic acid magnetite is converted: 
to hematite and limonite, and this may have affected large bodies of 
ore. 

Iron sand appears on the beach at the east end of Gunflint lake. 

Fig. 10. 

The above sketch (fig. 10) illustrates an outcrop on the north side
of Gunflint lake, ncar the lake shore, about on sec. 13 (if the United 
States system of survey were extended to the Canadian shore), at the 
east side of a little hay which has a sandy beach. Here is one of the 
iron localities of the Sedgwick location. The ore here is apparently 
of very variable quality, some of it being a high grade magnetite· 
(1308), but so far as seen in limited quantities. It is associated with 
the flinty schist of the Animike, and with a 'rock (1309) which re
sembles the olivinitic ore seen last year on the north shore of Birch 
lake. Fig. 10 shows a mass of gabbr.) lying next north of a hill of 
Animike slates, and rising less high than the slates. Such relative 
positions of these two could be repeated at various other places about 
Gunflint lake. The gabbro here does not seem to be interbedded in 
the slates and schists, but to lie on them unconformably. The top 
of the Animike rocks seems to have formed a zigzag line, caused 
either by a series of short faultings, breaking the strata so as to 
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present perpendicular cliffs facing north, * or by erosion. Over these 
bluffs the gabbro flowed, and covered the country. This overflow 
seems to have followed immediately after the deposition of the slates 
of the Animike, and to have been partly cotemporary with it, since 
it is interbedded with them in some places. t 

Alo;ng the N. W. shores of Gunflint lake are great quantities of 
rusty rock interbeded with flint, the two alternating in somewhat 
irregular and lenticular masses or sheets. This rasty rock, some
times designated quartzyte, is evidently the same that is associated 
with the ore at 1308 and 1309, and is a form of the so-called" musco
vado" rock. Much of this is in loose fragments, and some of it is 
brecciated and recemented by the rusty rock as a matrix. Compare 
131O,1311. 

Some modified forms of the Allimike constitute the" muscovado " 
rock, of the report of last year. This is seen just west of the "nar
rows" of Gunflint lake (1313), where the samfl rock is magnetited_ 

The trap in Animikie bay graduates into, or alternates with gabbru, 
and ~lso becomes coarsely porphyritic, the large gray plagioclase crys
tals being embraced in a medium-grained mass, which last has acicular 
(feldspar1; ?). 

The iron-bearing part of the Animikie, seen on the south side of tbe 
point south of Black Fly bay, is a quartz, and flint and jasperoirl 
schist (1315). It is very siliceous, but still associated with the' 'mus
covado" rock. It has a curious, fine, fluidal or streamed structure, 
and the white silica is chalcedonic. It is nearly horizontal, or tilted 
somewhat in diverse directions, fragmental, sometimes pebbly. It is 
fine, sometimes with bands of red jaspilyte, and sometimes WIth con
siderable magnetite. 

North of this, as if underlying it, is a bluff of slaty Animike: 
and across the bay next north, is the Syenite range (1316), without 
.any Kewatin intervening. This indicates either that the Kewatill 
is wholly changed to syenite (Laurentian ?) or that the Kewatin beds 
seen so conspicuous on the lake shore a few miles further east, and 
extending for half a mile north of it, run below the Animike as they 
pass toward the west. Either hypothesis would demonstrate the non
conformity of the Animike on the K ewatin 

The syenitic ,gneiss on the north side of Black Fly bay (1316) i" likfl 
that seen north from the Kewatin and Vermilion groups, on the tra verse 
made northward from Gunflint lake (1301). It has here a strike E. 

* .\s Fluggcsted in the seventh Ullllual report. p. 15. 

f Sf'e. later, the gF'ol,.gy of Chub lake, we!::t from Gunflint luke. 

]0 
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5° S. and seems to lie south from the strike of the Vermilion rocks." 
It is a very remarkable fact, however, that toward the north here

there can be seen n:othing of the rocks of the Vermilion gruup. There
i" almost a continuous rock exposure along the river leading toward 
the north, and to Saganaga lake, and nothing but syenite is seen. The 
mica·hornblende series is cOllspicuous wherever it exists, and it could 
not cross this river without its being observed. It is necessary to
infer, therefore, either that the strike changes so as to bring the Ver
milion belt in its westward extension, underneath the Animike at 
some point between the narrows and the place of making the traverse
already described, or that the whole is converted into syenitic gneiss, 
with no micaceo-hornblendic stage preserved. Thill gneiss is like
that seen to come on by a change in the Kewatin, already described. 
It i,.; not perfectly crystalline, but parts are left with only an amor
phous crystallization, or the feldspars and qaartzes are imperfect~ 
crowded and shapeless, but always elongated east and west, in the
direction of the strike. Some of the quartzes are an inch and a hal f 
long, but no more than a quarter of an inch wide, but generally they 
are about half an inch long and an eighth inch wide, being rather l~n
ticular lumps of quartz than crystals. Their forms stand out promi. 
nently on the weathered surface. The third ingredient of this syenitic 
gneiss, which seems to be originally and· generally hornblende, be
comes chloritic, hydromicaeous, or llluscovite, this difference being due 
probably to some extent to an apriori difference in the sediments, but 
also largely to a difference in the degroo of exposure and decay. The 
structure is vertical. 

A striking fact in connection wifh this gneiss is the enclosure of 
ma~ses of hornblendic rock, i. e. of long and lenticular patches in 
which the dark hornblende is much more abundant than any other
miueral. This appears on the upper surfaces and on the eastward 
facing bluffs, showing they are of short extent, the longest not being 
more than eight feet east and west. and the thickest not more than 
eight inches from north to south. They cease by running to points 
and thin edges and fading out. This dark rock is the same as the rock 
in the Vermilion group as seen further east" and it may be the van
ishing point of that group. 

The Vermilion .QI'OIlP at Gunjlint lake.-Owing to the importance of 
the question-what becomes of the series of dark schists (the Vermil-

'" ;\ccordtng to my brother's observation lhe strike of the e.tructure of the gnej8~ u~ the tint falls or 
BOllouury river, about lY, miles north of Gunflint lake, is 10 dog. N. of E. (mag). The variation 
supposed not to exceed 5° E. 
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ion group) in its extension toward the" narrows" I sent back Mr. 
F. N. Stacy, with one man, to make special search for it, and for its 
manner of disappearance, with directions to make excursions north 
from the north shore of Gunflint lake across the strike of the rocks 
until he found what becomes of it. Two such excursions were made, 
one nearly on the line of extension north of the line between secs. 
:>,6 and 27, and the other nearly on the line of separation between 
secs. 25 and 26, if the same were to be extended across the lake into 
the Canadian territory. It seems from the search of Mr. Stacy that 
this series of strata cea8es rather abruptly and is replaced by the 
syenitic gneiss of the region; but what are the facts of its manner of 
disappearance, it is not yet known. 

Following is Mr. Stacy's account of this search. The specimens he 
obtained, to illustrate his trip and notes are numbered from 1457 to 
1500, both inclusive, and are described in the appended list of rocks 
collected. 

The" Black Belt" of Gunflint Lake. 

The following is an account of two short inland excursions from the north shore 
of Gunflint lake, i:'lept. 7, 1887, by F. N. Stacy and CharlQS Sucker. Twv days 
before, Sept. 5, the geological party under Prof. N. H. Winchell had discovered a 
conspicuous " black belt" of micaceous and hornblendic schists about three
fourths of a mile north of the lake on the north and south town line betweel'l' 65-3 
and 65-2, W. (Am. Surv.). The object of the excursions of Sept. 7 was to find 
what had become of this black belt in its westward extension. 

The first landing was made just north of "Gabbro" island, about two miles 
west of the above mentioned landing, Sept. 5. The out-cropping rock on the 
shore at this point was a light gray slate of a nearly perpendicular dip, and of a 
nearly east and west strike. Parallel with the lake-shore for three-quarters of a 
mile due north, successive bluffs of slates and other perpendicular schists of the 
Kewatin group, sometimes cut with igneous dikes, were crossed at a gradual in
crea,e of elevation. Until at a distance of nearly a mile from the lake, and at an 
elevation of about 200 feet above the lake-level, the Kewatin was di.covered over· 
capped with gabhro. North of this was a steep decline into an extensive swamp, 
with no further out-crops for half a mile farther north, and the search for the 
black belt at this point was discontinued. 

Failing to find the black belt in this first inland excursion, a second landing was 
made about one mile further east, and mid-way between the excursion just de
scribed and that of Sept. 5. At the second landing, also, the Kewatiu cropped out 
at the shore-line. But when first met at thIS point, the Kewalin was a" porphyrel ". 
-a micaceous, sericitic schist with feldspar crystals between the laminoo. In the 
journey due north, next came cherty schist, then slate, followed by sericitic aud 
micaceous schists, and, by graduhl transilion, the usual members of the Kewatin 
group; until at a distance of about three-quarters of a mile from the shore ap.· 
peared the" black belt" of h"rnb'('ndic and micace:ms schists. 'L\lcae in lurn 
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were followed in the usual order by the gneissic and syenitic rocks. At a .distance 
of about a mile and a quarter north of the lake, and at an elevation of about 250 
feet above the lake-level, was found in the topmost bluffs a typical Saganaga 

syenite. 
The" black belt" as thns discovered appeared to be in the direct strike of that 

found further east on Sept. 5, but was much bro!tder in extent p,nd higher. The 
narrow beds of two days before, lying in a single bluff, had widened out into a 
series of parallel bluffs from one hundred to two hundred feet elevation above the 
lake-level. These bluffs of varying micaceons and hornblendic schists rose in 
successive parallel terraces for over a quarter of a mile north of where first discov
ered, until finally merged into the syenite which formed the broad- backed summit. 
In its extension a half mile westward the ridges of the belt appeared to be cut off 

by low and swampy ground. 

In the absence of definite information as to the disappearance of 
this "black belt," Mr. U. S. Grant was directed in July, 1888, to 
make further search, on the occasion of a visit to that region. His 
report is not rendered yet, but in a letter from the field he states that 
he traced it westward to within 200 feet of a range of syenite hills 
from which it was separated by a swamp, and the manner of contact 
could not be observed. 

Further west, as will be stated more fully later, on the west side of 
the" narrows," this belt of mica-horn blendic rocks appears again and 
constitutes an important member of the series of the region. 

As to any unconformity between the so-called" crystalline schists" 
and the Kewatin graywacke and the associated porphyroidal rocks, 
nothing is seen of it about Gunflint lake. On the contrary all that is 
visible indicates a conformable transition, by gradually changing pro
portions of minerals, aggregated in beds that are everywhere con
forma ble, from the Kewatin to the Vermilion group. It is true, 
however, that the appearance of distinctly micaceous and distinctly 
horn blendic beds, is different from anything seen in the other 
portions of Mr. Lawson's Kewatin.* But with this appearance con· 
tinue the same kinds of beds as in the graywacke belt, alternating 
with these micaceous and hornblendic beds. But when the::;e darker 
constituents appear there seems to be a more complete crystallization 
of all the parts, the porphyritic laminations approaching nearer to 
.crystalline gneiss, and being less sericitic. There is here a progressive 
crystallization from the graywacke and sericitic schist, through the 
schists of the Vermilion to the gneiss of the Laurentian; there seems 

• It flhould be remembered that Mr. LaW80n'~ definition of Kewatln makes that group emhrnce the 
Vermllil,D gruup j but freqnently in thh~ report the term KewaUn i.::. used in a restricted 8elH~e by 

·o.nittillg tllC "lJluck Ul2lt," and the term \,"ermilion i~ aiJplied 11i:;tinctivcly to the II black belt." 
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to be no more reason to place the Vermilion group with the Lauren
tian there is to place it with the Kewatin. 

While there is this gradual transition, so far as can he seen. from 
the graywackes into the Laurentian, there is yet reasun to exempt the 
greater part of the Vermilion group from the ordinary sedimentary 
methods of accumulation of clastic rock. It appears to have been 
introduced in some places and not in others. Its composition will 
allow of its having been of eruptive origin among the sediments of 
Kewatin time, in some such manner as the eruptive beds are seen in
troduced and interstratifiell with the Cupriferous. Indeed it is 
believed now to have marked one of the early, if not the earliest, 
general outpourings of basic pruptive rock. It was embraced into 
the strata of tht> then forming crust, and was disposed with general 
conformability between the underlying, older, sediments, and the 
later graywacke belt. It has suffered the upheavals and pressures 
and displacements that the other strata have experienced. It has 
bepn turned up edgewise, like them, but it has maintained its dis
tinctive character and its general stratigraphic integrity. On the 
side toward the gneiss, which would naturally be the bottom of the 
overflow, the transition from the Vermilion group is sometimes 
through a series of fissures, veinings, dikes, and included masses, 
indicating an epoch of disturbance such as would allow the escape of 
molten rock, while on the side toward the Kewatin graywackes the 
transition is one that indicates a sedimentary mingling and inter
stratification of graywacke debris with debris from the eruptive rock 
last poured out. These alternations are sometimes very numerous, 
but gradually the micaceous (originally hornblendic) element fades 
out, and the well-known graywacke element only remains. 

West from the" narrows" extends Animike bay, a spur from Gun
flint lake. A scending the point north from this on the north side of 
the point, thus passing from the gneiss across the strike of the Ani
mike up to the gabbro which forms the summit of the point" an out
crop of rock is encountered such as has been seen frequently near the 
contact of the gabbro on the other rocks, and which has been styled, 
in some of its aspects, "muscovado," but here it is finer, and has a 
siliceous frame· work instead of siliceous grains (1319). 

It passes into a siliceous (streamed?) gray rock, evidently fine
bedded and not wholly siliceous (1320). 

And in immediate contact with these, sometimes one and sometimes 
the other, is considerable magnetite which probably here becomes val
uable as merchantable ore (1321). The needle is wild; not much is 
visible, but it is in place, and might be in large quantity. 
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PasRingfurther south, on this point. I meet with a great many large 
fallen masses of freshly broken (not rounded) gray, eoarse quartzyte, 
or grit (1322), evidently derived from some portion of the bluff which 
here rises about 100 feet higher and faces toward the north, 

At the top of the hill is gabbro (1323), but in places it is fine
grained. It is distinctly basaltic, and in some places takes the form 
of a coarse porphyry like 1314. 

Sample 1324 is a fine black slate, nearly horizontal, from near con
tact with the gabbro, north of Animike bay, but slightly changt'd. III 
this black slate one can imagine, from the forms seen on the bedding 
surfaces, that he sees encrinitfls, ostracoids, climactichnites, fucoids, 
and mammillated or finely pitted surfaces that recall the rough plates 
of some large fishy reptiles. But so far as I can see these shapes are 
all of mechanical origin. They do not seem to warrant the unquali
fied statement of organic remains in this rock. Still it is very proba
ble, judging from their carbonaceous composition, their finely slaty 
sedimentation, and the preservation of fine ripple-marks (1385), that 
life existed, probably animal life, at the time of the gathering of these 
sediments, and that real organic remains will be discovered in them 
sooner or later. 

At Iron lake, at the old Mayhew location,1237 represents the so
called changed quartzyte, on which the gabbro lies unconformably. 
This now seems to be the" muscovado" of last year. The gabbro is 
unmistakably on it unconformably. 1291 is a specimen of the iron 
ore at Iron lake. 

Rock No. 1293 is from a boulder, north shore of Iron lake. The 
interesting feature in this boulder, which was rounded, and evidently 
far t.ransported by drift agents, is that it is made up of boulders. 
OrIginally the mass measured 3 ft. by 2t ft. by 4 ft., and by the 
action of fire large slabs have been made to drop off. Otherwise no 
samples could have been obtained with any means which we could 
-control. This is not only made up of boulders, but it is from the mica
hornblende schist or Vermilion group, and shows that conglomerates 
there have beeJl converted into crystalline rock. The small boulders 
are of greenstone, mica schist and changed greenstone. The matrix 
is granulyte or granite. Later the Vermilion group rocks have been 
seen and described as conglomeritic by H. V. Winchell, just east of 
the entranre to Black bay on Rainy lake. (See his report in this 
volume.) 

The conglomeritic structure has therefore now been seen in the 
foIl owing crystalline rocks in Minnesota: 
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'!. The Sauk Rapids" granite." 
2. The porphyritic conglomerate at Ogishke Muncie lake, and the 

similar gneiss in Kekekebic lak~. 
3. In the Stuntz island porodyte. 
4. In the greenstone of Twin mountain. 
5. My brother reports it conspicuous in the Saganaga granitf'. 
6. This boulder shows it in the Vermilion group. (Since this 

-observation was recorded, an examination has been made of the 
gneiss quarries at Morton and Redwood Falls, in the Minnesota 
valley, where this structure is very common and conspicuous. This 
gneiss is certainly in the southwestward extension uf the Vermiliun 
group of the northern part of the state.) 

7. In the "Laurentian" syenite in Michigan, south of the Aurora 
mine. 

ACROSS THE COUNTRY FROM GUNFLINT LAKE TO OGISHKE MUNCIE. 

In the report for 1881, p. 95, in reporting the observations made in 
the region of Gunflint lake in 1878, some reasons are given for COll

sidering the "quartzyte-slate formation" seen at Gunflint lake (the 
Animike) in horizontal position, the equivalent of t.he great quartzyte 
and slate formation at Ogishke Muncie lake_which passes into the 
Ogishke conglomerate. But the matter was not settled, and has been 
-ever since an element of uncertainty wbich has entered into every 
attempt to establish a systematic stratigrapby for the oldest rocks of 
the state. At that time the tilted schists and graywackes of the 
Kewatin seriei'l, with their contained iron ore, were cunsidered an 
integral part of the same tilted series as the slates and quar[.zy;tes 
associated conformably with the Ogishke conglomerate; and the iron 
ore of the jasper ridges at Vermilion lake were considered the equiva
lent of the iron ore seen in the Animike. This is the view that was 
adopted and subsequently urged by Prof. R. D. Irving. But since 
the separation of the Animike from the Kewatin has been established 
by marked unconformities, and by constant differences in Iith
{llogy (including a constant differcnce in the kind of iron ore 
associated, and their respective mineral aceompaniments), it remained 
still to answer the question-To which series, the Animike or the 
Kewatin, does the quartzyte-slate-conglomerate of Ogishke Muncie 
lake belong? The report of last year (the 15th) leaves this question 
unanswered, although stating (p. 381) on the authority of some 
general parallelizations, that "the Ogishke conglomerate is allied 
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closely with the Animike. It COll tains numerous greenstone boulders, 
and perhaps represents its basal portions." 

In order to trace the strata from Gunflint lake westward a trip was 
planned through the country, leaving the Boundary waters at the 
west end of Gunflint lake. and reaching Ogishke Muncie lake by way 
of Gabemichigama lake and Fox lake. 

Going west on the section line between secs. 24 and 13, 65-4 W. to 
the N. W. cor. of sec. 23, thence south, and a little east, a recent iron
working is found. Here is a low, northward-facing Animike bluff, 
not exceeding 18 feet in hight, the strata dipping southeastwardly 
about 12 degrees, made up of' ore on the top (1325 and 1326) about 5 
feet, and of alternating gray grit and sandstone, with some ore and 
chert, below (1327). This ore and the rock associated, resemble those 
of the north side of Gunflint lake, as well as those seen in the Mesabi 
range and reported on by Prof. Chester (11 th annual report). It is 
but little south of the gneiss range (the Giants' range) in all three 
places, and appertains to the same stratigraphic plane, i. e , near the 
bottom of the Animike. No gabbro is visible here; the general slope 
is toward the south. This iron has been uncovered by exploring par
ties at several other points further east. 

A little south from the face of the bluff a shaft has been sunk into 
this rock. It passed-through the ore-belt, into the grit-stone aud 
chert, and struck gneiss within ten feet from the surface. This gneiss 
is mainly gray, but some of it is reddish, having orthoclase. The shaft 
penetrates it about two feet. Between the Animike rocks and the 
gneiss is a thin layer (one or two inches) of yellowish rotted eartL and 
rock. This ore, lying in a sheet, dipping but little to the S.E., should 
be taken up by the acre. On a forty-acre tract there would be many 
tons, but it does not go deep, like the ore at Tower, and in that re
spect this ore differs uniformly, so far as known, from that in the 
Kewatin rocks. This location was discovered by Henry Mayhew, and 
the working has been prosecuted by Messrs. Paulson, Barker, Boyden 
and Millar. Of this ore Mr. Millar gave me the following result of 
analysis, made by Rattle and Nye, Cleveland. 

Metallic iron. . . .. .......... . .................. . 
Siiica ....••••............. '" .... . ........................ . 
Phosphorus ... , ....................................•........... 
Manganese ......... . 
Alumina .................... . 

55.600 
10.020 

0042 
4340 
0.340 

Titunillll .... ......... ............ ..... .......... .....•.. none. 
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This shows a high grade ore, but very likely the sample was selected 
with reference to getting a good result, and that the five feet of ore 
seen would not average as good. 

South from the place of this pit about half a mile is another range 
of magnetited rock, and the amount of ore there would be likely to be 
greater than at this place. This ore is fine-grained, compact, mag
netic, indistinctly banded and everyway similar to that seen in Towns 
5~ and 60 on the Mesabi range, and unquestionably is in the same for
mation. 

This unconformable position of the Animike on the gneiss is con: 
elusive against the idea of the identity of the Animike with the 
Kewatin rocks, and also against their conformability, and effectually 
establishes the distinctness of the Kewatin from the Huronian of 
Canada," the Huronian being the equivalent of the Animike and the 
great quartzyte that overlies it. 

Further, th~ existence of this gneiss, which is the same as seen in 
the Giants' range just north of this point, at places so far south, in 
line of the strike of the Kewatin beds that have been described on 
the north side of Gunflint lake, indicates some change in the Ke· 
watin. introducing an irregularity in the line of strike. It is 
possible, indeed it seems probable, in the light of facts which have 
been mentioned showing the variableness of the lithology of the 
Kewatin toward the greater crystallization of the adjoining gneiss, 
that there is an encroachment of the gneissic characters upon the 
schistose, and that the Kewatin beds seen north of Gunflint lake are 
changed by intensified metamorphism to the gneiss that here exists in 
the line of strike from there. In this gneiss occur isolated masses of 
a darker hornblendic rock similar to those masse" already described 
north of Black Fly bay. A great east and west dike of greenstone 
seems to cut this gneiss just north of this working, but it makes only 
one or two slight exposures, so far as seen on section 23. 

But following the trail that runs west along the north side of sec. 
22, this great greenstone dike becomes visible on the north side of 
the trail about an eighth of a mile west of the section corner. This 
is in 65-4. Rock 1329 is a sample of this dike, seen on the north side 
of the trail. Large detached masses have fallen from the cliffs which 
rise precipitous along the north side of the trail. The direction of 
the dike, if so it may be called, is about 15° south of west. This 

* This unconrormity has beer. described by A Winchell in The American Geologist, January, 1888, 
p.23. Compare also the paper by the writer in the same number of The American Geologist (p. 11) on 

the equivalents of the original Huronian. 

11 
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sample is like gabbro, ancI does not correetly represent the nature of 
this greenstone. Sqe rather 1330 and 1331. 

The Giants' range, which is crossed by the section line,rnns south
west at this place, and where the trail leaves it the descent seems to 
be about 200 feet. 

Again, a little north of the quarter· post between secs. 20 and 21, 
65-4, a greenstone display appears. It rises in a vertical wall facing 
north, and is crossed by the section line. It is somewhat weathered 
to a schistose rock, sometimes chloritic, on the exposed angles, but 
within it is a massive, fine-grained greenstone_ Rises 45 feet about 
vertical. 

Re-examining this vertical cliff, the schistose structure is seen to 
run W. 15° S. (mag.) which is also the general direction of strike of 
the rock-mass. There is no appearance of sedimentary bedding. It 
may be a revival of the crystalline schist belt seen on the north side of 
'Gunflint lake, which was seen also to disappear rather abruptly by 
the interposition of light-colored gneissic rocks of that region. This 
.certainly has the aspect of much of that, but it lacks, so far as can be 
'seen, the sedimentary banding which is common in some parts of 
that. 

Traveling south from the face of this cliff, about 200 paces, evi
.dently all the way over the surface of the same rock, at a low crest 
where a descent begins toward the south, the rock 1332 is seen, plainly 
identical with 1330. Superficially it has a schisted aspect. but it is 
massive within_ It does not show any sedimentary bedding-only 
thin seams and veins reticulating through it, of lighter minerals, in 
which probably is some quartz. But generally throughout this rock 
quartz cannot be distinguished. 

South from the last is another vertical wall, about 12 feet high, just 
east from the trail-crossing containing the same greenstone (1333). 
This is after passing a swamp about 30 rods across. This ridge de
scends abruptly to a low east. and-west valley, after which another of 
the same rock rises still higher, perpendicular, a bout 25 feet, repeat
'ing the phenomena seen in the same kind of rock last year north of 
the Kawishiwi ri ver (15th annual report, p. 340). 

The iron locatIOn on Chub lake. N. E. t, N_ E. t, sec. 29. 65-4. At 
the northeast end of the southerly of the two lakes (on the surveyor's 
plat wrongly included in one lake) is a recent iron exploration. This 
working was done by the same parties as already mentioned in con nec
tion with that on sec. 23 in the same township, and from lVIr. Millar 
were obtained the results of assays made by Little and Nye, of Cleve
land, as follows: 
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___________ Met. ir~i 8iJiCa..:....l-'-:hos,:" Man~ Alum. Titan 
---

No. 1............... ........ 58.40 8.22 i .OiJ{j 4.~2 . fi2 NUlie . 
No.2.... .... . ......•..... 54.01 937 I .032 50:.l . 07 None . 
No.3 (average uf 6 samples) 6398 89U I .02~ None. Tru<;e. 

This ore is well characterized olivinitic, magnetic, granular, the 
yellowish waxy grains of olivine being mingled rather uniformly with 
the grains of magnetite (1336). It easily disintegrates and in favor
a ble situations would give origin to iron sand. 

The greenstone represented by 1330 and 1333, already described, ex
tends southward indefinitely, occupying a tract of elevated rough 
country, timbered heavily with pine and spruce, and covered under 
foot with northern mosses. This elevated tract descends southwardly 
to this iron location where it is evident that the geology has changed, 
and the greenstone has given place to the Animike carrying magnetite. 
The most southern identifiable portion of the greenstone is repre
sented by rock samples 1334. There is then a transition, in traveling 
south to the iron-location (what its nature was could not be ascer
tained owing to the vegetation, although the ground was searched over 
twice), to a rock represented by No. 1335. But judging from all that 
could be seen this rock lies upon the greenstone. It has some resem
blance to the greenstone, but is blotched alternatingly with basic dark 
and acidic light minerals; it is hence somewhat lighter colored. It 
has a heavy, bedded structure which, however, does not show any ev
ident sedimentary characters, but which is more like that of a mas
sively bedded eruptive, or like that seen in the gneisses of the Lauren· 
tian. This bedded :structure dips south ward at an angle of about 45 
degrees and approximately conformable with the dip of the Animike 
rocks carrying the iron ore, and runs under the iron bearing beds. 
The exact manner of contact was not seen. This rock has not the 
free and completely crystalline characters which indicate an original 
eruptive or a completely re·fused sedim')ntary rock. It appears rathf'r 
to have been produced by a metamorphism in situ, of some sediments 
which contained a large amount of basic material, this change having 
taken place by hydro-thermal fusion when the sediments were yet 
df'eply buried in the super-crust. Such a rock, so far as known, has 
not been seen before in Minnesota. Its geology should be further ex
amined into before any positive statements can be made concerning its 
origin and relation to the greenstone on which it seems to lie, or to 
the Animike quartzyte under which it seems to lie. It seems to be no 
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part of the Animike unless greatly modified. It is not slaty, norfiinty. 
nor eviden tly fragmental, but crystalline and of a medium grain. 
Toward the north from the iron-pit this rock rises in a hill to about 
175 feet and breaks away precipitously; and another lake, elongated 
E. and W., lies at the foot of the bluff on the north, north of which, 
and about which, greenstone like 1334 only appears. Indeed the 
greenstone seems to come out at the top of the hill on the northern 
side, and the specimens No. 1334 are from there. 

At the ore-pit the working was done by sledges and crow-bars, ap
parently without any blasting. The excavation is only about ten feet 
deep, and passes into the layers near the level of Chub lake, in a. 
northward direction, and hence toward the underlying metamorphic 
rock No. 1335. But, what must have been a surprise to the explorers, 
and perhaps caused the stopping of the work, the ore beds (lR36) are 
found, at the depth of about 10 feet, to lie on loose sand and boulders, 
exactly like those seen in the drift round about, the boulders being of 
gneiss and greenstone (1337). The sand is clean and crumbling, like 
lake sand. Some of the gneiss boulders are a foot in "diameter, and of 
the greenstone at least six inches. There is on the top of this sandy 
and bouldery layer a kind of blackish or brownish soil-like rustiness 
whieh probably results from the rotting of the olivine in the over
lying iron deposit. So far as seen the whole thickness is about twenty 
inches, but its depth is not shown. This gravel and sand was thought 
at first to be the equivalent of that seen actually between the Animike 
and the gneiss on sec. 23, already described, but on making further 
examination it was found that it more likely is a part of the prevalent 
drift that covers the country. It is necessary to suppose, if this hy
pothesis be correct, that the iron-ore beds penetrated by the excava
tion are only the low remnant of a cliff facing north, and that the 
hill which rises next north from the cliff, sloping southward under it, 
presented, at the time of the drift epoch, a sudden projecting jog or 
step behind which, and below which, this gravel aud sand had accu
mulated, filling the depression up so as to make the hillside appear 
smooth. All semblance of such a jog, however, is lost, and its exist
ence is invoked in order to explain the anomalous position of the sand 
and gravel. 

The geology of these iron-bearing strata is quite interesting, as it 
reveals some new points respecting the Animike, and may be con
densed as follows: 

1. The beds are a part of the Animike, and dip south about 30°. 
They contain a considerable amount of grit. This grit is like that 
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seen disseminated in the Animi,ke at Gunflint lake. It is largely 
quartz, but is mingled with olivine and magnetite. 

2. The iron-bearing rock passes into a gray quartzyte like that seen 
north of Animike bay (1322). 

3. North of this working is a great thickness of some changed sed
imentary rock (as supposed) on which the Animike seems to lie, the 
hill rising 175 feet above Chub lake (1335). This changed sedimen
tary rock resembles somewhat that seen at the N. E. end of Gabbe
michigama lake, described on pp. 379 and 380, of the report of last 
year, and perhaps is the equivalent of some of the so· called musco
vado rock seen unconformable below the gabbro. 

4. It lies to the south of a great greenstone range, the same as sup
posed last year to lie under the Animike, over which, by its dip, 
reaching sometimes 45°, ,it must h ave passed if formerly extended 
northward. 

5. The quartzyte with which the ore is associated becomes devel
oped, at about one-eighth mile further west, into a sharp, prominent 
ridge, which faces perpendicularly north ward, the beds dipping 48° 
south, the quartzyte itself and magnetic quartz schist being from 140 
to 150 feet thick, and the associated olivinitic ore beds being perhaps 
50 feet thick. There is one layer of hard vitreous quartzyte (1;-;38), 
very heavily bedded, which is at least 20 feet thick. 

6. Inter·bedded with this quartzyte (1340) is a layer of gabbro (?\, 
near the top of the ridge (1341) which varies from the typical gabbro 
of the Mesabi in being fine-grained and more like some of the musco
vado beds. It is also coarsely porphyritic with a dark striated feld
spar, apparently labradorite. This porphyry recalls that seen at 
Gunflint lake, No. 1314. The apPllarance of some of the thin layers 
of basic material seems to indicate that they were immediately 
followed by coarse sediments of almost pure silica (1339). 

7. This inter-bedding seems to fix the age of at least the beginning 
of the gabbro overflow, and since the great body of the gabbro over· 
flow is found to cover the small islands very near the north sh ore of 
Chub lake, there could not have been much interval between this 
beginning and the great development. 

8. This rock and ore have a frequent jointage perpendicular to the 
dip. This causes it to break under the weather into cuboidal small 
blocks, the bedding being about four to six inches thick. It also 
gives the ore a fibrous structure under the action of which it is more 
easily broken across the sedimentation than in any other direction. 
It is this easy cuboidal disintegrati?n that has caused it to occupy, 
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at the present time, the lower parts of the country, rather than the 
higher, the drift agents and subsequent drainage and erosion having 
removed it. 

9. There seems to be a large amount of ore connected with this 
formation here, and it will probably ultimately prove valuable. 

10. This great quartzyte, being nearthe top ofthe Animike (whether 
conformable on it or unconformable is now unknown), is a new fea· 
ture in this part of the state, and is worthy of a' name. In the field 
book it was named Pewabic quartzyte, from the Chippewa word mean· 
ing iron. It apparently occupies the same horizon as the quartzyte 
at the head of Wauswaugoning bay; which again is supposed to be 
the equivalent of the Thessalon and Otter Tail quartzytes of the 
original Huronian; which again, as the reader will have learned who 
has followed this report, is regarded the same as the quartzyte north 
of the Adirondacks in New York which has been named Potsdam. 

In passing from Charley lake, in sec. 32, 65-4, to Flying Cloud lake, 
in sec. 25, 65-5, there being no regular route, we follow some trap
pers' and other dim trails. As the plat is unreliable 8S to the size and 
shape of the indicated lakes, it is impossible to identify some of them 
along the route we took. We travelled wholly on gabbro, and saw 
nothing of interest except when passing westward along an old 
gabbro valley, about S.W. t of. sec. 30,65·4, in which the gabbro 
walls rose on each side nearly vertical, though the width of the valley 
was about one.eighth mile. On the south side as the canoe was pushed 
through the brush down a little ra.vine that runs from one lake to 
another, signs of violent and copious flow of water-indeed nothing 
but a glacial river could have formed the pot-holes which are sculp
tured on the gabbro thirty or more feet above the level of the present 
creek. 

Passing north from Flying Cloud lake, which is in the soutlurn 
part of sec. 25, 65-5, on the east side of the outlet, after passing a 
short distance on the usual gabbro surface, a low· ridge of reddish 
gneiss is seen (1342), near the lake shore, rising up through the gab
bro. This gneiss is distinctly layered, and dips N. 30° W., at an angle 
of about 30 degrees. Continuing this traverse northward toward 
Bingoshick lake, gradually asceIiding, near the center of the N. E. t 
of the S. W. t of sec. 25, 65-5, the iron-bearing rocks are met again 
in the appearance of the Pewabic quartzyte. ' 
At first it is not conspicuously exposed, but is distinctly magnetic and 
gran nlar. It dips 55 degrees towards the south, anll strikes about 
ea"t and west (E. 8' N.). 
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A short distance further north these quartzyte beds break off toward 
the north in a vertical cliff about 135 feet high (1343). It dips south 
as before, and probably fills the whole interval between that tirst ex
posure and this. The thickness of t.he bedding that can be made out 
thus is about 300 feet, and it may reach 500, as it can be seen also 
further nodh, and across a swamp that next supervenes. It appears 
as if at this place most of that quartzyte seen at Chub lake in separate 
ridges is gathered in one cliff. 

About midway in the bluff is a bed of porphyritic gabbro (?) about 
8 feet thick (1:344), but in general the cliff is made up of quartzyte. 

Before reaching the south shore of Bingoshick lake the same rock as 
seen north of the iron working at Chub lake returns (1345), but just at 
the lake is a greenstone (1346), or a dark, gabbroloid greenstone. These 
two rocks, 1345 and 1346, seem to have close and perhaps intergrading 
relations; and perhaps cannot be separated, but No. 1345 seems to be 
lighter colored and to contain some free quartz. They are both found 
to the north of the strike of the Pewabic quartzyte, and from north 
to south the belt they occupy is here half a mile wide. As compared 
with the schistose and micaceous greenstone seen in the W. part of 
sec. 23, they are more massive, more fresh, and more gabbrolike, i. e. 
they more nearly approach the rock that has been denominated mus
covado in the fifteenth report. 

Observed positions of tlte GaMro. 

Gabbro lies on the Animike at many places. 
Gabbro lies on the Pewabic quartzyte at Chub lake, and is inter

bedded with it. The same is true north of Flying Cloud lake. 
Gabbro lies on the Kewatin north of Gunflint lake. 
Gabbro lies on the red syenitic gneiss north of Flying Cloud lake. 

Observed positions of tlte Animike. 

The Animike lies on the Kewatin unconformably, north of Gunflint 
lake. 

The Animike lies on the gneiss in sec. 23, 6.5-4. 
The Animike (Pewabic quartzyte) lies on the rock 1335 on the north 

side of Chub lake. 

Relation of the Pewabic quartzyte to the Animike. 

This magnetited quurtzyte, which apparently is near the top of the 
Animike, and lies on the greenstone belt represented by 1345 and 
1346, seems to extend further north than the great mass of the Ani
mike rocks. If this relation be correctly made out, and if the green-
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stone be older than the Animike, it would be necessary to suppose the 
quartzyte was deposited during a period of increasing submergence. 
Thus the older sediments would be hid by the encroaching shore-line, 

..; 

and on upheaval might no~ appear at all in their 
proper place between the quartzyte and the gref'n
stone. Not enough is known, at this time, COIl

cerning the stratigraphic position of this quartz
yte, and the relation that roeks 1345-6 may bear 
to each other and to the greenstone that consti-

:g tutes Twin mountain (see report of last year, p. 
~ 373) to warrant any conclusion on the exact 
-~ 
N::: statigraphic position of the quartzyte. Unless 
~ ~ there be a fault running east and west through 
~ the point which is north of Animike bay, there 
.2 are some thin Animike slates separating the main 
~ gabbro sheet from this quartzyte-i. e. from 
~ some quartzyte which is supposed to have given 
~ 
5 origin to the masses found on the north side of 

23 the poin t (1322). 
-E' The section represented in fig. 11 indicates 
~ the succession of rocks passed over between Fly-

ing Cloud lake and Bingoshick lake, sec. 35, 65-5, 
E ~ except that the gabbro area should be lengthened 
~ out and the quartzyte diminiRhed. Probably 
5 gabbro occupies one-half of the whole distance. 
'" ~ In passing through M uscovado lake, the large 
§ lake in sec. 36, 65-5, we gave it that name 

-:;: because of the peculiar character of the rock 
~ which forms all its shores. It is represented by 
::::: No. 1347. It is much decayed, and finely granu
~ lar, having nearly the color of muscovado sugar 
~ which last year suggested the term. This color 

is assumed by decay, as is shown by one of the ,..., 
,..., specimens, the interior color being gray, like 
r:t real gabbro. This rock takes on a conspieuous 

bedded structure. It sometimes looks like a 
fragmental schist. the beds being only one or 
two inches in thickness, and the schistosity be
ing fine and causing the cliffs to crumble. In
deed, except that all the rock here is fine-grained, 
this region exhibits the repetition, or extension of 
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the phenomena of 'Vilder lake, seen last year (15th report, p. 350), 
'where there seems to have been no transporting or eroding drift
.action. It is considerably higher than Bashitanakueb lake, perhaps 
15 feet. 

The laboradorite rock on the south side of lake Bashitanakue b is 
:represented by 1348. It is similar to the white-weathering gabbro of 
Little Saganaga lake. 

There is a notable difference in the manner of decay between the 
greenstone and the gabbro, indicating some fundamental difference in 
-origin and history. The former makes a chlorite, fissile schist and 
disintegrates (1349). The latter becomes schistose, but not chloritic. 
It crumbles to pieces as its constituent grains are loosened and they 
,separately decay, making gravelly soils in many places which sustain 
the forests. 

About Bashitunakueb lake are a few foreign boulders of gneiss, 
.and others are on the portage north ward to Kakego lake. 

GABEMICHIGA~IA LAKE!:.-THE ANIMIKE. 

In passing again round the point in Gabemichigama lake (sec. 32, 
185-5), which is illustrated in last year's report (p. 380), an opportunity 
was offered to compare some of the outcrops on the north side with 
-some of those seen further east, and particularly with those at Chub 
lake. From this re-examination the conclusion wa'S reached that the 
beds seen in the point are probably changed Animike. Much of this 
rock is fine-grained, and siliceous, and some of it is plainly frag
mental, though now it is mainly crystalline. In its general aspect it 
very much resembles the rock 1347, and may be the same. In sorue of 
the fresher parts (1350) it shows an apparent alliance with rock No. 
1l.345,-t.hRt on which the Pewabic quartzyte lies_ At least, that it 
.cannot belong to the vertical slates (or the Kewatin) is very plain. It 
is not magnetited, but it is tilted and broken, and was probably once 
.covered by gabbro which exists in abundance but little further east, 
.and rises in the hills that form the main shorp of this part of the 
lake. 

Still further toward the N. E., on the S. W. t of sec 29, 65-5, just 
.across the section line, is a vertical cliff, facing the lake, about 14 
feet high. The evident sedimentary bedding dips at an angle of 45° 
toward the E. ~OO N. This is distinctly sediment.ary, because frag
mental, banded and tilted like a sedimentary rock. It is very fine
grained generally (1351), and argillaceous, but on some of its weath-

12 
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ered surfaces it has a light rusty coating about a quarter of an inch 
thick, covering the pale blue within, as if it were some of the A'ni
mike changed by the' process noted at Gunflint lake, and further
hardened and consolidated by the metamorphism due to upheaval. 
and igneom: contact. Rocks 1352, 1353 and 1354 are more coarsely 
fragmental portions of the same, 1353 being a gray grit, mainly feld
spathic, but with evident grains of pure quartz. Near the lake level 
this rock is immediately overlain by a small mass of gabbro in place. 

Going still further east, and northeast, about half a mile (in sec. 
29, 65-5), the gabbro appears in the highland extending north nearly 
as far as the north end of the lake; but n!lar the lake a bold, 
bluff of hardened and tilted Animike, dipping as stated toward the 
east, runs north ward. This varies from grit to blue· black, siliceous 
rock (in some of my earlier reports designated gray quartzyte), and is 
fractured and twisted so as to cause a curious mingling of fine and 
coarse·grained rock. This extends as far as I went north. This condit
tion (except the much broken stratification) and this rock, can easily 
be recognized as a part of the Animike, and this observation confirms> 
the doubtful inference of last year. I did not follow it far enough 
northward to reach the belt of greenstone which supervenes but a
short distance further north. This rock differs from the Kewatin in 
these respects: It does not show any vertical cleavage and slatiness, but 
is slaty, where not too much altered, in a direction coincident to the 
sedimentary seructure (1355); it dips in massive beds (resulting prob~ 
ably from a consolidation of the original Animike slates), and in some 
thinner, more coarsely gritty, in a direction different from anything 
seen in the Kewatin; it lies to the south of the great greenstone belt; 
it continually changes its dip and strike, and it seems to h:;tve an in
sensible gradation toward the so-called muscovado rock, which itself 
is both in masRive beds and in thin ones, and is even seen to be a part 
of the stratification in the Pewabic quartzyte, with which the mag
netic iron ores are connected. 

The hills about the N. E. extremity of Gabemichigama lake con
sist entirely of the Animike, fine·grained, tilted, fractured, re
cemented, but in general dipping northeasterly. At the lake shore 
these beds weather out very rough, the si1ieeous veins and: the harder 
beds projecting, In some places they are about vertical, but they vary 
constantly in dip and strike. 

In passing along the north shore westward, howeveF, N. E. t of sec. 
31, 65·5, this rock become.;; slaty and vertical, and strikes N. W. by 
compass (1355). It is bedded with rocks like 13&3 and 1354. 
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All along the N. shore from the N. E. end of the lake to about the 
center of N. E. ± of "ec. 31, 65-5, these tilted slates and (lUartzytes ex
tend. 'having a high dip toward the N. E., and finally becoming 
vertical. The .,hore line runs across the strike, but not at a right 
angle. Hence in going west one passes on to lower and lower beds. 
At this place the Ogishke conglomerate (1356) appears on the shore, 
nSlllg in a ridge about fifty feet high, at a few rods from the 
shore. On the beach it is disintegrated and hardly perceptible The 
dip of the beds of quartzyte and slate that are interbedded with it, is 
88° N _ E.. an d the st.rike N. W. There is thus seen to be undeniable: 
graduatiol/ from the Animike into the conglomerate. This conglomerate 
makes also a small rock island near the shore. The greenstone hills 
still rise to the north of this. A little N. E. from the cOlJglomerate 
are fine-grained b"ds which on the weathered surfaces appear like 
flint changed by weathering, but they are instead a very fine, sili
ceous, granular rock. There are different grades, about four feet of 
these Hin ty. layers (1357). The strike of these beds from here would 
carry them, if continued, to the shores of Fox and Agamok lakes 
where they were described and illustrated by some figures in the re
port of last year (pp. 376-7-8). 

Crossing the lake about south, to where the ninth "Correction lllle" 
(also the town line) interE'ects the shore, we found a gray feldspathic 
quartzyte in outcrop, in beds from four to ten inches thick, dipping 
about southeast at an angle of abont 40° (1058). This may be the: 
Pewabic quartzyte, but contains much more feldspathic material than' 
where it appears north of Flying Cloud lake. Further, it becomes 
converted into a biotitic gneiss (1359), in large part, similar to that 
seen on the Ka wishi wi, and in t.hat condition it acts like a matrix, rot
ting and crumbling and allowing round pieces of hard gray quartzyte 
to fall out and roll down to the beach. On the top of this bluff lies 
gabbro in place, but the contact is not visible. 

On passing further along westward this rock shows some evidenee 
of having been originally a conglomerate, i. e. that these gray "quartz
yte" pieces are foreign pebbles. They hence show some kind of a 
non-conformity between this biotitic gneiss (or changed quartzyte) 
and the formation (presumably the Animike) from which they were 
derived. 'l'his, however, may be nothing more than the disturbed' 
condition incident. to the erupt.ion of some of the gabbro sheets with. 
which the period of the Pewabic quartzyte seems to have been ma~ked. 

At a point little further southwest the gabbro comes down the water; 
and forms the coast-line. On a vertical cliff is a conspicnol1s green 
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coating (1360), evidently a weather-effect, from decay. The scale 
which coats the rock has the hardness of 4 to 5, and is at first white, 
or becomes white when thickly accumulated. although the exterior 
surface is continually pea-green. It does not effervesce in HCl. It 
may result from a change in the menaccanite of the gabbro. 

About on the town line between 64-5 and 6, sees. 6 and 1, south 
shore of Gabemichigama lake, is a beautiful basaltic greenstone dike 
(1361). It is apparently not over ten feet wide, and on the side where 
the gabbro which it cuts has been carried away by the lake it shows 
the ends of the basaltic columns somewhat as represented by Norwood 
in his lake Superior report, handsomely piled up and fitted together. 
The gabbro here is apparently affected by neal' contact with the quartz
yte, and is decaying and dissappearing, but the dike-rock is firm and 
fresh even to the very water. 

The iron cliff on the south side of Gabemichigama lake rises about 
40 feet. It consists of a muscovado-quartzose rock perfectly compar
able to the beds seen at Chub lake, associated with the magnetited 
Pewabic quartzyte. It is filled with minerals derived from the changes 
effected by the gabbro overflow, as supposed. Tlwre are glittering 
broad surfaces, apparently of a pyroxenic mineral, which in its exten
teusion embraces many small grains of quartz and of magnetite. In
deed, the upper part of the cliff looks much like the bottom part of 
the gabbro. It is all impregnated with magnetite, and the compass 
needle is useless. The sample obtained (1362) came from near the 
top of the cliff, but does not show the coarsely crystalline texture and 
the crumbling condition of most of the bluff toward the top. Near 
the bottom a recent slide has exposed some fresh regular beds of 
quartzyte (1364:). When freshly broken these show an essentially 
granular, qUflrtzose and magnetited composition, but also on some 
surfaces a fibrous, uniform crystalline mineral reflects a sheen of light 
that indicates a commou matrix for all the grains. When partly de
cayed this matrix itself breaks up into grains, when the rock exhibits 
the muscovado-characters, especially if the Rilica and the magnetite 
fade out, and are replaced by some feldspathic ingredient. Mingled 
with the quartz grains are some of olivine. Indeed this rock makes, 
undouLtedly, the olivine rock, and affords the olivinitic ore which has 
been feen in many places near the northern burder of the gabbro. 
The general dip, at this place is nearly east, and at the bottom, where 
it is distinct, iu the bedded quartzyte (1364) it is 20°, but generfllly in 
the face of the crumblin6' cliff, and where it is heavily bedded and 
more coarsely crystalline in spots, it apt ears to be not more than ten 
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degrees: much of this rock might be taken for rotten gabbro, or bio
ti te gneiss. 

A little N. E. of the narrows of Gabemichigama lake, on the south 
shore, a banded, rusty-coated, coarse, heavy quartzyte appears (1365). 
It has apparently olivine as well as magnetite, and is a part of the 
same beds as above described. 

Just at the entrance of the narrows are beds of firm, quartzose 
muscovado rock (1366) embraced in the above quartzyte, dipping S.E, 
the formAl' appearing in at least two thick beds The PelVabic quartz
yte here is rather quartzose, and resembles the iron beds seen at Chub 
lake, and on the trip north from Flying Cloud lake. 

This quartzyte strikes across the lake at the narrows, even causes 
the narrows, and appears on the west side, while gabbro takes its 
place round the southern shores of the southwestern bay. 

A t the near head of the south west bay, but on the west side, is a 
small outcrop of coarse conglomeritic quartzyte, allied apparently to 
the Ogishke conglomerate, but it is overlain by a rotting, biotitic 
muscovado form (of gabbro ?), and I could not make out any dip. It 
contains isolated pieces of finer rock, not argillyte, but recalling in 
some way the argillyte distributed in the graywacke at Tower. 

From a camp which we made on the west shore of Gabemichigama 
lake, just south and east of the high hill that rises from the lake 
shore, an ascent of this hill was made, and the rock was carefully ex
amined at numerous places, and samples were taken at ten places 
(1367), intended to show the average character. At the shore south 
of the hill (in the southwest bay, already noted), is a coarse, though 
greenish, conglomerate or grit. The same rock is found near the foot 
of the hill and at intervals all the way to near the summit, but it be
comes finer and finer, and cannot be distinguished in some cases from 
some of the finer beds of the Animike. The whole aspect of the hill 
in its form, the strike of the main rock outcrops, the confused ming
ling of structure and texture, is that of an eruptive rock, whether 
from deep source or not. The color is dark, and at first glance it 
might be taken for a greenstone eruptive. These eruptive features 
are more pronounced near the top. Still, it is of a light green color, 
and scarcely a sample can be obtained which does not show some free 
rounded grains of silica. The whole rock appears somewhat siliceous. 
Some of it is dark-blue, and fine-grained as argillyte. There are occa
sional rusty, or irony, patches, like the rusty patches seen in the Anim· 
ike at Gunflint lake. There are siliceous seams of the same color as the 
body of the rock, but much harder and finer, which on the weathered 
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surface give a ridged reticulation like that which was photographed 
at the west end of Kekekebic lake last year. He-examining all the 
specimens, and comparing all the facts, I am convinced this hill is 
made up mainly of modified beds, perhaps of the Animike, but that 
they have been in almost a plastic slate, and probably toward the sum
mit were mingled with a truly eruptive greenstone without free silica, 
and without traces of sedimentary structure and composition. 

Ten samples, 1367, are intended to show the abQve mentioned sedi
mentary characters, taken from the southern slope in ascending. 

Three samples, 1368, show the nature of the summit, being a more 
homogeneous, darker, medium-grained, green rock, without very evi
dent free quartz. 

The position of this ambiguous hill with respect to the strike of the 
Pewabic quartzyte, and its gelleral character, while comparing per
fectly with that seen north of Chub lake and north of Flying Cloud 
lake (1345), has some evident features that ally it with the Animike, 
and tend to confirm the suggestion, already made, that the rocks 134:5 
and 1335 are in the piace of the greater part of the Animike slates 
and quartzytes, hut have been modified either by deep-seaten thermal 
agents, or by the action of the gabbro overflow, so as to constitute 
now almost a completely crystalline rock. * Still these rocks (1367 
and 1345) differ, in that 1345 has a tendency toward a fine-grained 
.dioryte. It will require more examination, chemical and microscop
ical, to determine the nature of these rocks more exactly, and it is 
1)nly after such discriminations are made that some inference can be 
dra wn as to their genesis. 

Perhaps one of the most important points to be considered in con
nection with this hypothetical metamorphism of the Animike slates 
and quartzytes into the gray-green rock of this hill, and other hills 
further west, is the disappearance, otherwise, of the Animike strata 
in their course westward from Gunflint lake. It is true that the beds 
seen at Chub lake, associated with the Pewabic quartzyte, have an ex
.act agreement with some of those seen at Gunflint lake, but they are 
insignificant in amount, the great mass of the formation seen at Chub 
lake being quartzose and quite different from the most of the Animike 
strata. The same is true of the section observed N. from Flying Cloud 
lake. In both places, on the supposition that the Pewabic quartzyte 
overlies the Animike, there is no Animike found under it unless it be 
this rock. Further, at a point still farther west, at the northeast ex
tremity of Gabemichigama lake, where the Animike formation can he 

e, however, p. 95; on Oui8hke 1klu.ncie lake. 
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!recognized again, the strata are greatly broken, and lie in discordant 
and variant dip and strike. Here they can be seen, as already noted, 
interstratified with the Ogishke conglomerate; an9. in their passage 
toward the hills west of this lake they exhibit, about Fox and Agamok 
lakes, some remarkable instances of fracture and metamorphism. It 
ifemains yet to a~certain how much, if any, of the rock which here 
constitu tes the" greenstone belt" can be referred unmistaka bly to a 
,deep-seated eruptive origin. It should be noted, however, that in this 
,statement is not included the greenstone which becomes micaceous 
.and hornblendic, seen on the north side of Gunflint lake, and again 
,west of that lake, which forms a terrane older than the Animike, and 
also older than the Kewatin, and is distinguished as the Ver-milion 
group. 

With intervals of non-exposure the foregoing rock (1367) extends 
along the N. vV'. shore of Gabemichigama lake as far as the portage 
to Agamok lake. From there to Ogishke MUllcie lake is a wild mix
iure of graywacke, argillyte and flint, with patches of conglomerate. 
These are broken confusedly, dip in all directions and at all degrees of 
incline. It is in my opinion the Animike formation. The hill range 
that includes the hill last described, as well as the Twin Mts., crosses 
this route between Agamok and Fox lakes, and the only rock visible 
is this broken Animike sort. 

OGISHKE MUNCIE LAKE. 

But just before reaching the shore of Ogishke Muncie lake, not far 
-east of the portage trail, a fissile, schistose light green rock is found. 
'This em braces the marble, so· called (746) discovered in 1879, and 
.again further east last year (1069), and belongs probably to the Ke
watin series of rocks. 

Making a further examination of this marble at the point near the 
N. E. end of Ogihske Muncie lake where was obtained la~t year rock 
1069 (fifteenth report p. 371), I find the marble (1369) including the 
J)ther schist mixed with it, is about 25 feet wide, and that it strikes N . 
.38° E. The argillitic slate (1370), lying next west, along the lake (No. 
tl, of the diagram on p. 371), and the conglomerate associated with it, 
,strike in the same direction. The slate is vertical, and is due to the 
thin (sedimentary?) lamination. 

The marble is impure, apparently siliceou~, aud seems to blend with 
the chloritic slate or schist which is included with it, but many of 
.the projecting partR, on the rusty wea thered surface are angular and 
:siliceous. The rock shows no bedded structure, nor any uniform 
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structure except a coarse disintegrating schistosity which coineides 
with, and causes, the strike of the outcrop. 

The marble, so-called, is in some manner allied to the rock in the hill 
toward the S. E., because small amounts (1371) of it are disseminated 
in it; but these do not extend far from the main marble ridge. There 
is a narrow valley between the marble ridge and the more elevated 
shore, in which no rock is exposed. 

The shore is composed of the rock 106H and 1372. It appears like lit 

massive doleryte ill some places and presents basaltic forms; but it. 
embraces numerous evidences of sedimentary structure and origin for 
the pebbles, quartz grains and fragmental masses of strata embraced! 
in it. It is massive, basaltically and otherwise jointed, green, rough
ened on the weathered surface by the projecting siliceous and feld
spathic grains, and in some places has a lighter green color. There 
are in it small contorted areas'of cherty argillyte (1373) which, weath
ering much lighter (a pea-green, or more nearly white), appear like 
siliceous veinings. but really exhibit the banding of weathered, cherty 
or flinty argillyte. These are shaped about rounded areas as if of 
boulders, but the included boulders (?) are the same as the main rock, 
and comprise elsewhere, the whole of it, but their forms are not evi
dent. 

In other places this conglomerate-be it igneous or changed sedi
mentary, that's the problem-shows patches of what appears bedded 
graywacke. One such is 14 inches wide and extends 4t feet N. 350 W.; 
but it has a feather-edge caused by the successive branching away and 
disappearance in the matrix of the conglomerate, of different layers 
of itself, some of them weathering lighter colored, and all of them 
having a wavy structure. 

Traveling southeastward (this is in N. t of sec. 24, 65-6) about a 
quarter of a mile away from the lake shore, we find the same greenish, 
massive but indistinctly congJomeritic rock continues. It disinte
grates, on decay, sch1stosely, with a siliceous and chloritic matrix. 
Near the place where we turned back is an area of graywacke anti 
slate, embraced in it. This runs diagonally across its own strike· 
about 30 feet, but it changes its own strike in that distance from N. 
10° W. to N. 450 W. This is an included mass and transported from 
its native place by some agency, though perhaps not far. Indeed it 
may be only a part of a general sedimentary formation which, becom
ing plastic, then compacted again, allowed this large fragment to keep 
nearly intact its stratiform arrangement. It is about ten feet across, 
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and on each side of it, in the enclosing rock no structure can be seen, 
-simply the formless though sometimes boulder-filled green rock. 

On searching further this stratiform belt, with windings and uncor
formities within itself, extends northwestwardly about ten rods, and 
fades out. Along its westerly edge it has, in Bome cases at least, an 
abrupt and non-conformable transition to the green rock, and in other 
cases the green rock also exhibits a faint lining of a remnant of strat
ification contiguous to the line of junction, but the directions of the 
two are apt to disagree. Taken as a whole this banded portion turns 
gradually from N. 10° W. to N. 50° W. It makes this grand swing, 
but in some places it shows abrupt changes and discordances. 

In the banded gray-wacken argillitic parts some of the pebbles 
seem to have 'a hardened shelly exterior, and sometimes two hardened 
cases (1374) as if concretionary. 

North from this place, in the narrow spot in sec. 13, between Ogish
ke Muncie lake and the lake south of Townline lake, strikes a Kewa
tin-like rock (1375) i. e. a schistosely disintegrating light-green, or 
sometimes slightly reddish, apparently fragmental rock containing 
much free quartz, a phase of the conglomerate. It is mingled with 
some coarse conglomerate, and patches of argillyte and occasionally 
seems to have the character of the silky poroditic quartz-free rock of 
Stuntz island at Vermilion lake. 

1376. Greenish argillyte from the conglomerate. 
1377. Piece of a pebble from the conglomeritic part. 
1378. Rusty carbonate appears in patches in this rock. 
In general, the green rock lying adjoining the so-called marble, de

scribed above, embracing conglomeritic and brecciated parts; also the 
rocks extending further north (1375-1378), have their counterparts in 
the region of Tower, as described in the last report, and cannot con
sistently be considered other than parts of the same formation (Kewa
tin). All the structural features are also seen about Tower, and east
ward from there toward Fall lake. On the other hand. this green, 
eruptive-looking conglomerate has such a close geographic relation
ship, and so strong a lithologic resemblance to the pebbly conglom
erate of Twin Mt. (1077), as well as to the green rock seen in the hill 
west of Gabemichigama lake (1367), and to that seen about the shores 
of Frog Rock and Saddle Bags lakes, that they seem to be necessarily 
of the ~ame terrane. They cannot, therefore, be modified portions of 
the Animike, because th~t has been shown to lie unconformably on 
the Kewatin. This eruptive-looking conglomerate cannot, hence, be 
the same as the conglomerate seen to be interbedded with Animike 

13 
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argillytes and quartzytes at the N. E. end of Gabemichigama lake. 
'There seem to be, therefore, two conglomerates about Ogishke Mun
·cie lake, viz: 

1st. 'l'his old eruptive-Iookillg, massive, schistosely weathering and 
.decaying Ogishke conglomerate which appertains to the Kewatin, and 
extends from Stuntz island, in Vermilion lake, past Ely (where it 
was recently examined at the Iron miu8s) to Twin Mt. and Frog Rock 
lake, 

2nd. 'fhe Ogishke conglomerate, of later date, which is interstratified 
with Animike argillytes and quartzytes, much fresher in aspect, very 
silieeous, evidently derived largely from the disintegration of' the 
other, unconformable on the other, but involved with it in profound 
fracturing and metamorphism. 

Accordingly it will not be allowable to suppose that the Animike 
strata, in their passage westward from Gunflint lake become converted 
into the rock on which the Pewabic quartzyte lies at Chub lake, and 
northward from Flying Cloud lake; but those ambiguous greenstone 
rocks (1335, 1345 and 1367) should be placed in the eastward prolonga
tion of the similarly ambiguous greenstone seen at Tower and at 
Stuntz island, and perhaps that which causes the falls of Kawasa
chong. 

SA.DDLE BAGS LA.KE AND FROG ROCK LAKE. 

The former of these names was applied to a small lake that lies 
.south of Townline lake, between Ogishke Muncie and Frog Rock 
lakes, suggested by its shape. This lake was approached by a portage 
(without trail) from Ogishke Muncie lake, and about its shores was 
found a form of greenstone in which are seen occasional traces of sed
imentation, appertaining, probably, to fragments, large and small, 
which are embraced in a once plastic matrix, in a manner similar to 
that evinced by the rocks 1372, 1379 and 1380. 

A similar rock environs Frog Rock lake, but in some places it ap
proaches a true greenstone (1381). Going south from Frog Rock lake 
to the center of sec. 19, 65-5, we crossed a wooded country with oc
casional low ridges of greenstone and gritty greenstone, represented 
by 1382. At the farthest point reached the rock 1383 appears, but it 
is associated with 1384 which is finer-grained, in part, and con glom
.eritic in part, sometimes banded, and evidently a fragmental phase in 
.the eruptive-looking greenstone-conglomerate. 
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NOTES lIADE BETWEEN OGISHKE MUN0IE LAKE AND KEKEKEBIO LAKE. 

At the west end of Ogishke Muncie lake, on the southerly portage 
to Dike lake, is a dark, slaty argillyte (1385) on which are fine ripple 
marks. These become vii:iible on separating the fine laminre of the 
slate. ,This.slate resembles that seen in the Animike. On the edges, 
when 'freshly ~roken, it is finely banded with sedimentary colors. 
The ripple marks are well formed and preserved. 

From this point. an ascent was made, by Mr. F. N. Stacy, of East 
, Twln Mt., and he reported substantially the following results. The 

position of the mountain was ascertained from magnetic observations, 
on 'a common compass needle, as follows: 

The north side of Little Saganaga lake is E. 10° S. (mag.), 
Camper's island is N. 20° E. (mag.). 
Lake Saganaga (a broad expanse of water) is N. 15° E. (mag.). 
The mountain which lies at the west side of lake Gabemichigama 

(rocks 1367 and 1368), which is near the center of sec. 1, 64·6, is 
.about due east ~mag.). 

These directions place East Twin mountain not far from the center 
of sec •. 4, 64'.6, nearly a mile further south, and half a mile further 
west than was represented on the geological map accompanying the 
last report. 

The summit of the mountain is made of the rock 1386, a coarse 
hornblendic greenstone, resembling rock 759 (10th report, p. 97), but 
which on deeper fracture appears to be a titaniferous gabbro. 

Near the top, but on the body of the hill. on the north side, was 
seen a finer greenstone (1387). But further down (still on the north 
side), near the bottom of the hill, it is a coarser rock (1388) of the 
same kind as 1387, but not so gabbro.like as 1386; but at the bottom 
of the hill are found both coarse and fine (1389), the coarse being 
identical with 1386, 

According to the observation made by Mr. Stacy this hill is set off 
.abruptly, both topographically and lithologically from the following 
by a ravine, or series of irregular, branching valleys. The hill rises 

. about 350 feet above this ravine. The rocks that constitute the lower 
hills on the north side of this ravine are in the main an ambiguous 
greenstone (1390), and seem to be closely associated, perhaps blended 
into, the prevailing sedimentary rocks that are seen about the S. W. 
shores of Ogishke Muncie lake. These sedimentaries consist of 
cherty slate, conglomerate, &c. This lower hill-range hides the Twin 
mountains from sight, from Ogishke Muncie lake, except at the N. E. 
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end of the lake, and seems to be a connecting line between the Twin 
mountains and the hills immediately west of Gabemichigama lake. It 
lies not far north of the Twin peaks. Indeed, Mr. Stacy represents 
that the peaks are simply higher parts of a general hill.range, cut off 
by ravines from the rest of the range, and that in general, the frag. 
mental rocks cease before reaching the ravine mentioned. 

Rocks 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394 and ]395 represent the broken sedi
mentary rocks intervening between the peaks and Ogishke Muncie
lake. No. 1393 represen ts several small hills, or hill ranges, a gritty 
greenstone, a modified sedimentary. No. 1394 is chalcedonic silica, 
and samples closely related, all enclosed in and banded togethe~ in 
1393. These are in three small ridges, successively, but the samples. 
are all from the same ridge. The chalcedonic silica seems to indicate 
the horizon of the Kewatin, and the iron ore here associated with it,. 
although magnetite, does not preclude the parallelizing of this nearly 
with the horizon at Tower. No. 1395, which is a widely disseminated 
rock, is a greenish conglomeritic one, the same as seen in many places. 
about Ogishke Muncie lake, a part also of the Kewatin, as already 
mentioned. It is filled with fragmental material, but takes the forms· 
and basaltic habit of an eruptive. It seems to be made up largely, in 
some places, of broken masses of older strata, as well as of individual 
fragmental grains, the whole compacted together by a prevailing green
ish, doleritic matrix. 

The hill directly east of Alpha lake is composed of hardened gray
wacke and slate, having a balsaltic jointage (1396). It is cut near the· 
lake by a green dike-like belt (1397) but this may be a part of the plastic' 
sedimentaries, as it is not a persistent direction. Macrospically it 
appears like a diabase, sparsely porphyritic. 

KEKEKEBIC LAKE. 

The gray porphyry (1094) at the S. W. cor. of sec. 29, 65·6, rises. 
about 100 feet above the lake, and composes the whole peninsula,. 
making a knob by itself. It is very siliceous (1398). It is massive, 
or coarsely jointed. The feldspar crystals are not always perfect in , 
form, but approximate a true crystalline shape. They seem to be of 
orthoclase. They weather red. The long exposed (or at least the
burnt) surface of the whole rock becomes reddish, but the surface' 
scales off by fire and keeps a fresh gray color exposed. There is in some 
places a prevailing direction-that of the general strike-seen in the 
longer axes of the crystals. They are also apt to stand vertical, edge---
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wise, in the same direction. In the rock are boulder-forms These 
are most frequently of greenstone, and then they are not porphyritic, 
but someti~les they are of some rock which weathers a pinkish red 
.color. They are also of a siliceous gray rock resembling the matrix 
of the porphyry, but finer-grained, and also of other light-weathering 
kinds. But in the main this is a homogeneous rock. These boulder
forms are by no means a common occurence, at least at this place. 
Yet in other places there is a various distribution apparent in the 
-crystals. They are either more conspicuous and more numerous, or 
else less frequent, in rounded spots; or they stand out at different 
angles, as if they had been dependent on the varying nature, position, 
structure or grain of the enclosing rock. This distribution and con
fused arrangement are so combined as to bring out to view indistinct 
,outlines of fonner included boulders. From this I conclude that the 
whole rock is a modified condition of the sedimentaries here prevalent, 
and that it indicates what would become of the whole formation (con
glomerate, graywacke, slate, chert, &c,) if under similar conditions 
the rearrangement and recrystallization had been carried to comple
tion-a syenite or a granite, at least an acidic rock. Here there is no 
basic surplus to gi ve the rock a doleritic aspect. Where this has been 
the case the singular, "ambiguous greenstone" has apparently been 
the product, a kind of fragmental basalt. 

This porphyry knob lies between two hardened graywacke and slate 
ridges, that on the north being Mallmalln's peak and its eastern ex
tension, and that on the south being on the opposite side of the lake 
(here quite narrow). It is just east of the great dike that strikes 
across the' lake here. 

On the south side, immediately opposite this knob, but a little 
further west, this porphyry is found again. The specimen obtained 
(1400) is from close proximity to the greenstone dike, but the whole 
rock here weathers red distinctly, and also has crystalline hornblende. 
It seems as if the fracture which gave exit to the greenstone may also 
have had some agency either in the protrusion or in the production of 
the porphyry. 

The dike which crosses Kekekebic lake (1401) * forms two islands. 
The rock (1402) on the west of the dikR, on the southerly island, 
while apparently a part of the porphyry already mentioned, is also as 
plainly a part of the red weatbering gneiss seen farther west in the 
islands of this lake. The porphyry on the east side, at this place, is 

not visi ble. 
*Flfteenth report, pp. 368 and 153. 
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This gray gneiss (1403) appears on the main land a little farther 
west; and while weathering reddish, showing its identity with the 
rock of the islands, it also takes the characters of the porphyry 
(1400), inc! uding the boulder forms. These forms are here every· 
where visible, whether the rock be gneiss or porphyry, or porphyritic 
gneIss 

As a gneiss it shows a schistose bedding 2-4 inch€'s thick which, in 
one place at least, dips into the lah, northwardly; but this bedding 
is not of sedimentary origin. It is a layered manner of disintegrat
ing. Further west it dips south, in each case about 25°. 

Ascending the hill, half a mile from the lake, n('ar the center of 
sec. 31, 65-6, we pass over first a low ridge of this gray red-weathering 
gneiss, showiug- boulde-rs included, the visible ones being mostly so;:ne 
form of greenstone, and reach the summit of a hardened graywacke 
and slate, gritty, greenstone ridge, represented by rock 140,1. Further 
south a higher hill rises, which was not visited. If the succession ob
served in the rocks of the Twin peaks be preserved here, this upper 
ridge would be likely to be of true eruptive greenstone. 

The point on the N. W. t, S. W. i sec. 31, 6fl-6, is composed of twO: 
rocks. One is 1405, a qUArtzose rock with a fine porphyritic tendency, 
gray inside, weathering reddish·gray and disintegrating with a COArse, 
schistose decomposition like the gneiss. This is a phase of the con· 
glomerate which graduates either way, to the real porphyry or to tile 
gneiss. The other rock is a conglomerate (1406) with a green matrix. 
It acquires outwardly a schisto-fibrous structure running E. 20° S., 
and in disintegration seems to become finely micaceous. A little
further west, on the point, this rises high, and is basaltic, ·very peb
bly, and holds many jasper pieces. On the extremity of this point 
which is at the narrows of the Jake, is a gray porphyry (1407). 

Stacy island, the easterly of the two, is made up of the conglomer
ate of the main land opposite, at the bottom, and a hardened gray
wacke, etc., overlying. But on the north side, near the water, the 
rock has a bedded, acquired, structure similar to that seen in the 
gneiss and porphyry; but the whole is greenish and not gray. 

The island west of Stacy island is composed of the same gray por
phyritic gneiss (1408). This has orthoclase, hornblende and (black?) 
mica, and an abundant quartzose base remaining. 

The latter island just west of the narrows, near the north shore of 
the lake, is made up of chloritic schist. The sample (1409) came· 
from near the water, south side, while that numbered 1410 came from 
the top of the same island. There are 15 feet of bedded (sediment-
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ary) north-dipping chloritic schist of this kind. The schistose fiber 
runs (on the top) N. 45° E., and the dip is N. 30° W., about 25°. Thi& 
all readily disintegrjltes, and as it is found extensively about the N. 
and W. shores of this lake it probably occupies largely the lake bot
tom. It seems at least to occupy it at the narrows. This soft rock 
extends westward from here, so as to enter the shore, and probably is 
the same as the chlorite schist seen adjacent to a knob of porph.Yry 
last year (15th report, pp. 367, 154). Here this green rock has a dis
tinct sedimentary dip, as given, which precludes its beiug of eruptive 
ongm. This bedded structure is visible, when freshly eroded. on the 
south side, but is not on weathered surfaces. It is somewhat more 
siliceous in some beds (1411) near the middle of the south cliff. The 
sample shows the sedimentary lining. It holds, near the bottom, 
small rounded nodules (1412) of rock like itself, somewhat simulating 
" boulders by disintegration," as well as some short lenticular sheets
of finer·rock not very different from itself (14:13) the las·t being a part 
of the hedded arrangement. At the extreme S. W. corner of the 
island these beds are conglomeritic at the low-water line. 

The smaller island, north of the last, has a similar rock, but is in 
places abundantly porphyritic, and dips N. 15° E. There is another 
small rock island just E. or N. E. of the first, in which the same· 
rock appears, but dips southerly at an angle of about 80°. 

Considerable search was made for some outcrop of the porphyry, or 
gneiss, which would show its exact stratigraphic position with refer
ence to some other member of the series; but in nearly every instance 
the con tact was hid by forest, or by drift and debris; until on coast
ing again westward, near the E. and W. town line. along the south 
side of sec. 35,65-7, at the prominent round point of land projecting into 
the lake, a low bluff of the porphyry was noticed which was under
mined by the more rapid disintegration of some lower and softer rock. 
Numerous large pieces of greenish chloritic rock, resembling the 
green schist seen in the small islands near the north shore in the nar
rows, lay here on the beach, disrupted by frost. It required but little' 
search to find that their native place was just under the overhanging 
cliff of porphyry, at the water-level. Rock 1414 represents different 
forms of the porphyry in this little cliff, which rises about ten feet. 
Rock 1415 shows the underlying greenish (biotitic?) rock which rllp
idly wears away. This greenish rock also spreads upward irregularly. 
in a few patches of irregular shape (1416) in the porphyry, (the sample 
is rather a gneiss than porphyry). 

This porphyry grades into the gneiss of the islands and into the red 
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rock seen last year along the S. W. shore of lake Kekekebic. They 
are both cQnglomeritic. 

This porphyry lies on the green biotitic schist (at least in one place) 
whieh is so common about the lake, and which itself is bedded, frag
mental, and becomes a conglomerate that readily disintegrates. 

This porpbyry, and hence this fine, gray, red· weathering gneiss, are 
.of more recent date than the green schist. If the porphyry holds its 
position as overflow through the action of eruption. it still may be a 
-condition of the conglomerate seen about Ogishke Muncie lake which 
underlies the Animike. 

Here seems to be an instance of a gneiss which is not Laurentian, 
but which has been erupted through the Kewatin, and is perhaps a 
result of the modification of a Kewatin conglomerate. It is in the 
line of strike from the coarsely crystalline syenite area further sou th
west, which appears on the east side of White Iron lake, and which 
rises still fmther southwest and constitutes what is called, in these 
reports, the Giant's range, but on which the Duluth and Iron Range 
railroad has a station named" Messaba Heights." This is an isolated, 
abrupt, granite 01' syenite range, and evidently is of eruptive origin in 
the same sense that this prophyry at Kekekebic lake is; an acid erup
tive, later than the Laurentian, originally from some of the strata of 
the earth's super.crust, and not from a deep source. It hence may lie 
on any formation older than the date of the eruption. The reader is 
referred, in this connection, to an other part of Lhe report where some 
observations at the Aurora mine, on the Gogebic iron range, are 
stated, in which it is also shown that a conglomeritic syenite lies on 
some stratified sedimentary beds, probably the Animike. He is also 
referred to the fifteenth report, pp. 349 and 355, where some other facts 
.and general considerations bearing 011 this origin of granites will be 
found. 

Rock 1416, a reddish porphyrit,ic gneiss, the same as 1105, shows the 
intergrading of the gneissic, the porphyritic and the conglomeritic 
characters in the same rock. 

This has been called gneiss this year and last, but it needs a word 
.of qualification. It has not the real gneissic structure, or foliation 
supposed to be due to original sedimentary bedding. It has ac
quin>d a sheeted structure, but in general it is massive rock, showing 
variations due to the original conglomeritic state of its materials, as 
already described. Where it passes into the porphyry it is more com
pact and more firm than when it is not porphyritic.* 

.The former state of this rock has been named pOT"phyrel by roy brother in the fifteenth report p. 
159. 
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Shingwak island, (north of Animike island) is made of the red
weathering, gneissic rock (1417), but it is clouded with the variations 
,due to the original conglomeritic nature. 

Sometimes the red crystals run into a greenish biotitic rock (1418), 
which is associated with the red rock, the changes from one to the 
-other being, here, in perpendicular planes. 

The very small island directly south of Shingwak island is not red 
weathering, but the rock is fine-grained. greellish-gray, hardened gray
wacke, (14t9)-with fine mica scales sparsely disseminated. Its sedi
mentary bedding planes are distinctly preserved. 

At the west end of Animike island there is a conspicuous dip of the 
"acquirpd " bedding toward the north. While the rock here is essen
tially all alike, yet some of it does not take a red color ill weathering 
(1420). I could not discern any defiuite order in this difference of color. 
Still the gray color seems to prevail in the middle beds, and the red at '" 
the N. and S. parts of the bluff. The colors are not distinctly separ-
ated. The acquired bedding, in all these islands seems to dip toward 
the north. 

At the S. W. end of lake Kekekehic tile rock is greenish and mica· 
>ceous (1421), but it h>ls all the characters of the chlorite-schist-con
glomerate (1409-13) seen in the little islands near the north shore at 
the narrows, except that it does 'not here show such evident stratifica
tion. The reason seems to be that it dips a way from the observer, 
.and in general away from the lake along the west shore. It appears 
much like a crystalline rock, but it is of fragmental origin. At the 
water-level are purgatories that are wought by the water in the softer 
-layers, roofed over by some of the former. It has harder seams and 
[umps that stand out on the surface. 

There are two small islands south of the point in the W. part of 
sec. 3, 64:-7. Olle of which consists of the same red rock as the islands 
further east_ The other consists partly of red rock and partly of 
:green and red (1422). They are all mingled, even the red crystals ap
pearing sparingly in the green 

The tip of the point consists of red rock (gneiss) but at the base, on 
the south side, are Animike slates, fine, black, closely jointed and 
ihard, like the black slates, seen on Kekekebic last year, and being 
identical, apparently with the Animike slates at Gunflint lake. These 
slates dip east about 75 degrees, and their north-south strike contiuues 
-so far as to run along the shore of the square land projection which 
is just north of the small point, dipping still easterly and exhibiting a 
,!Jigll bold lakeward front, characteristic of the hardened slate group on 

14 
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this lake. If they continue far enough, with this dip, under the 
water, they must run below the reddish rock of the islands. In the 
same way if the dip of the gneiss in the islands (the coarse, acquired 
bedding) coutinued under the water, its western portions at least. 
would pass below these slates. But it is certain that the dip and 
strike of the slates and greenish conglomerate are inconstant. This 
is shown by numerous observations already recorded, and it is hence 
pro ba ble, that although locally the gneiss (or porphyry) may overlie 
the exhibits through the accidents of local fusion or protrusion, the 
formation in general to which the red rock belongs is older than the 
schist and slate, and would be found lying below it when not so dis
turbed. 

On the next, square, point the dip of the slates is N.E. at 45° angle, 
changing soon to 35°. But on the north side of the point, near the 

• town line, but not at the head of the bay, the dip ]s ag-ain S.E. 
At the head of the bay, west end of Kekekebic lake, on the town 

• line, the green schist-conglomerate (1423) appears again, same as seen 
in the islands at the narrows. At the water· line the weathered sur
face is roughened by numerous small knot-like projections (1424). 
Some of them take the form of ridges. These projections make the 
rock look like a conglomerate. The ridges are hardened seams, and 
run in all directions. The general'structure is vertical and in the 
same direction as in the islands. The rock is gr'=len. It easily wears 
away, i. e. more easily than the slates and greenish graywackes; yet 
it produces sharp, short points and islands in the teeth of the waves. 
At this place no certain sedimentary structure is observable, but on 
the north side of the little sharp point a sedimentary lining is visible 
in rock 1423, showing a dip E. 10° S. This structure is like that seen 
in the islands at the narrows. 

On the shore north of this bay, and eastward, the same rock contin
ues, and dips S.E., until it is cut by a dike (1425) 011 the north side 
of the next bay. South of this dike the green schist appears at the 
head of the bay, and has coarse pebbles. 

Crossing this ba'y and coming to the point which projects S. W. to
ward its counterpart on the opposite side of the bay, the slates and 
chloritic graywackes appear again, thus showing that in general the green 
pebbly beds lie below these slates. Yet on this point there is a local dip 
in the slates toward the green schist beds; but the dip varies, some
times being vertical. 

Next, further east, in S. W. t, sec. 34, 64-7. on the shore of Keke
kebic lake, near the head of the broad shallow bay, is an important 
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variation. The graywackes vary to the green beds, but are pebbly 
conglomeritic. They alRo show a disappointed struggling ambition to 
become porphyritic. The color is not gray, nor green, but gray
green, and there are apparently a few fine crYRtals of hornblende in 
some parts of it. The rt~ddish weathering siliceous portions some
times are mingled distinctly with the softer greenish or grayish por
tions, the latter becoming micaceous on decay (1426). It appears as 
if the porphyry, the reddish gneiss, as well as the horn blende porphyry 
of Mallmann's peak (No. 751), were intimately associated here in 
embryo, in one and the same rock with the green schist conglomerate, 
and that by differentiation they could all be broug-ht out, and belong 
genetically to the same formation. Still this commingling of char
acters is probably only local, such as is incident t,o the contact of any 
two formations. When it is remem bered also that the pOi"pbyry and 
the gray gneissic rock seem to have been plastic since the deposition of 
the green schist conglomerate, and has been protruded through and 
overlies it, it is not only reasonable to expect that the schist would 
embrace materials like the original sediments of the porphyry, but 
also that the porphyry should enclose parts of the schist. In a com
mon softening and metamorphism the two rocks would thus come to 
show approximations in mineral characters toward each other at thtl 
poiuts of contact. 

Thence to the portage going north the same green, finely conglom
eritic rock continues, as noted last year. 

Before leaving Kekekebic lake it would be well to group some of 
the recorded facts into general statements, and to give some of the 
inferencE';; to which they seem t.o lead. These inferences are provis
ional, and are based on the field observations, extended now over this 
lake twice, but they may have to be modified when the rock samples 
collected have been su bjected to thin-sectioning and microscopic in
spection. 

There are, in the main, but three formations that are to be consid
ered. 

1. The changed conglomerate, or porphyrel. 
2. The green chlorite-schist·conglomerate. 
3. The black slate-which resembles the Animike. • The porphyrel is plainly an extension of the same part of the 

Ogishke conglomerate westward. The change which converted t'at 
conglomerate into this acid eruptive rock was subsequent to the deposi
tion of the Animike rocks and the disturbance that accompanied it 
involved the slates and other parts of the Animike. It was perhaps 
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cotemporary with the fonnation of the last of the basic dikes. In 
general the conglomerate was noL much moved out of its place, 
but was metamorphosed in situ, in some cases retaining some evi
dences of its mechanical sedimentary manner of deposition. * In 
others it was protruded in bosses that now rise boldly above the gen
erallevel, and in still others was caused to lie upon some parts of the 
green schists in the manner of an overflow or Jaccolitic eruptive. 

The green schist, which belongs apparently to a date about the same 
as the Kewatin portion of the Ogishke conglomerate, oris its imme
diate successor and conformable upon it where the contact is normal 
is still markedly different from it. It is apparently formed of basic 
erupted materials in a fragmental condition. It received its stratified 
arrangement through the agency of water. Volcanic vents in the im
mediate vicinity must have given origin to this vast supply of basic 
materials. It is to be considered, at present, a part of the Kewatin, 
because it is \'ery likely the same as the" am biguous greenstone" on 
the north flanks of Twin mountain, and in the sectioll seen between 
Flying Cloud and Bingoshick lakes-and that has been excluded from 
the Animike (see under Oqisltke .11 uncie lake, p 98). 

The Animike slates, which are associated with this green-schist
conglomerate in the N. W. part of the lake seem to have been the 
conformable successor to the green schist so far as continued aqueous 
deposition was able to make conformable succession. But it is very 
likely t.hat this succession would not be found conformable in the vi
cinity of the old vtllcanic vents. There was a great basic eruption 
that separated the Animike from the Kewatin. That is evinced not 
only by the actuality of this fragmental basic rock, but by the exist
ence of mountains of truly eruptive greenstone which show the prob. 
able sources of the fragmental debris. These two greenstones are 
found to lie, in every case, below the Animike, when they are present; 
at least they intervene between the general strike of the Animike 
and that of the Kewatin, with the Animike dipping away from them. 
The fragmental sedimentary "greenstone" probably graduates up
ward into the Animike slates, forming their basal conglomeritic por
tions wherever there was no break in the sedill entation. That part 
of this " a~biguous greenstone" which consists of breccia, or con
tains masses of contorted strata, as described at Ogishke Muneie lake, 
must have been formed in nearer proximity to the volcanic vents, 
where the succession uf sedimentation was interrupted by upheaval, 
fracture and overflow. 

'*" Compare the 15th report, p. 353. 
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PSEUDO-MESSER LAKE AND WESTWARD TO TOWER. 

In making the portages from Kekekebic lake toward Knife lake, the 
green fragmental schist, sometimes fine and sometimes pebbly, occa
sionally twisted and deprived of evident sedimentary structure, con
tinues to Spoon lake. On the north side of Spoon lake, the same 
formation continues, but it is not green and soft-i. e. is not so green. 
It is rather grayish, and more firm, and mashed together so that the 
bedding planes appear occasionally as linings. Thp, o11tward surface is 
rough to the touch with siliceous grains and seams, and the whole 
rock seems more siliceous. It is like some brecciated portions of the 
Animike seen along the international boundary line east of Gunflint 
lake. In this condition it looks as if a little more metamorphism 
would produce the red fine-grained gneiss. 

'fhe rock forming the point, N. E. cor. sec. 28, 65-7, in an area of 
Knife lake (1428), is a dark siliceous slate. But the interesting point 
in this rock is its compacted condition and incipient porphyrizatioll, 
as well as the slightly pinkish tint which it acquires on weathered sur· 
faces. This is not always dark within, but is grayish to black. The 
sample obtained last year a little furtber south, nearer the portage 
landing, was finer and black within. 

We went to Pseudo-Messer lake by a route which crosses a part of 
Hunter's island. Tbis is a much used trail, indeed is said to be the 
main route. It has long been useCl. I do not know why the bound
ary was established, 011 our maps, on the southern route where more 
portaging is necessary to reach Basswood lake. Was it because the U. 
S. town~hip surveyors surveyed only to that line? If so it seems as 
if the United States has good claim to land, up to this old route, which 
seems to conform to the terms of the Webster·Ashburton treaty. 

At the commencement of the first portage on Hunter's island the 
black siliceous slates seen last year (and again this) at the point where 
Knife lake is first reached frcm Kekekebic lake, appear, dipping south
erly at an angle of 88 degrees, more or less; and at the summit of the 
divide the rock 1429 can be seen, which is about the same rock as at 
the south end of the portage, somewhat lighter colored. Slaty cleav
age here runs E. 12° N. by compaS>i, but the sedimentary dip is ob
scure. The slaty cleavage dips at a right angle with the direction of 
its strike, and the only symptom of sedimentary dip that can be found 
indicates a southerly direction, amounting to 88 degrees. 

A little below tbe summit, and on the north slope, rather nearer the 
lake than the summit, is a dark gab bro· like dioryte (?), No. 1430. 
No contac with the other rock is visible, but it probably lies on it. 
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It forms a little ridge running S. SW., but slate recurs again just 
below, and continues to the lake. 

The next portage to Pseudo-Messer lake is a shod one, and at the 
west end No. 1431 appears. It is a light-green slate, rather firm, but 
sLowing a tendency to sel'icitic films between the laminre. It has 
considerable free quartz in macroscopic grains. It resembles slate 
seen in the Kewatin about Long and Vermilion lakes. 

The point in Pseudo-Messer lake that lies north from the portage 
landing, on the east side, (as extended, the U. S. survey lines would make 
it, on my plat, N.E t sec. 19), consists of a slighty reddish-weathering, 
pyritiferous, fine-grained quartzyte, or grit.ty felsyte, firm and sharp in 
fracture, having no visible bedding, but looking like a changed (and 
now eruptive) rock (1432). 

Directly acros,; Pseudo-Messer lake from the portage landing occurs 
rock 1433. It is on two islands in a bay. It is a light-green schist, 
siliceous with chalcedonic silica, identical with some that had been 
described at Tower in connection with the iron-bearing rocks. This 
identity is further indicated by the existence here of small hematitic 
streaks, and jaspilyte, varying from white to red (1434 and 1435) which 
occurR in lumps, and in perpendicular lenticular sheets in 1433, in the 
same manner as at Tower ThIS green rock is soft, schistose in the 
direction E. 20 0 N. and holds" chalcedonic " silica in nodules, also one 
narrow belt of jaspilitic, hematitic quartzyte about two and a half 
feet wide. Small pebbles of 1434, as small as a pin-head are dissemin
ated in 1433. There is a siliceous framework also in 1433, apparently 
pervading it, that form~ a roughness on the weathered surface, (com
pare the fifteenth annual report p. 229.) 

It is very evident from the few observations that were made on 
Hun ter's island. that the iron range of Vermilion lake extends across 
the Boundary waters and enters the British territory on the island. 

Through Sucker and Carp lakes are only seen exposures of argillitic 
slates, graywackes and sericitic schists_ 

From Prairie portage to Opin Is., in Basswood lake, sec. 10,64·10, the 
rock has a very uniform character. It is syenite varying to granite. 
It is split into sheets varying from one inch to six inches, usually 
about three inches, which are apt to dip north or south, but sometimes 
are nearly level. In addition to this bedding it has a gneissic struc
ture. th us differing from the red, fine syenite of Kekeke bic lake. It has 
occasionally belts of dark, quartzose, non-crystalline, or cryptocrystal
line rock that show distinctly a lining due to sedimentation. These run 
short distances. It also holds patches and lenticular masses of granular 
hornblende, which is shown on the sample (1436) collected. 
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At the S. E. end of the portage, in S. E. i- sec. 6, 64-10, which leads 
from one part of Basswood lake to another, is a rock (1438) which 
seems to be simply a hardened graywacke, appearing now like a quartz
osa gray syenite-gneiss, with some chlorite that gives it color specks. 
At the N.W. end of this portage the landing is on mica schist, inter
laminated with rock like 1438. 

The bluff on the right bank, just below Pipestone falls, rises about 
18 ft. direct from the water. It embraces three rocks, 1439, 1440 and 
1441. No 1439 seems to be a dark hornblendic greenstone. It occurs 
on the face of the bluff, all about, and seems to graduate into rock 
1440 There can be found no direct transition, nor can it be stated 
what the nature of the change is without microscopic examination, as 
the latter rock is fine grained, and seems to prevail over all the others. 
It seems to belong, however, with the mica schists, but is very firm 
and shows mica very sparingly. Rock 1441 is light-colored, some
what reddish, coarsely granular chlorite syenite, or granulyte. This 
cuts both of the above rocks, running in seams and veins about five 
inches wide, nearly horizolltal along the bluff. It also occurs in 
irregular bosses in the face of the bluff, alongside of which the rock 
1439 stands in a vertical plane of contact. 

Just above the rapids, where was obtained in 1878 rock numbered 
349 from a low bluff on the right bank, there is now no rock exposed, 
the drift having concealed it; but large pieces that lie about are from 
a greenish schist, and are reprfsented by 1442. No. 349 is styled 
peridotyte by Dr. Wadsworth, of the variety serpentine. 

A very similar schist (1443), but more shining, lighter green, "tal
cose" or "sericitic," is found in abundant outcrop at the west end of 
the portage from Newton lake to Fall lake. It strikes toward the 
upper end of the rapids, at the upper landing, and apparently causes 
them. Its structure is about vert.ical, lenticular-wedged schistose, 
making, when weathered, a soft fissile schist. Compare 1109. 

At the Cooper claim, near the head of the portage from Fall lake 
to Garden lake, a late stripping east and west reveals a run of jaspi
lyte which is six or eight rods across, at least, reaching from the west 
portage trail to near the river. It is more or less hematitic. At the 
west end of the stripping the jaspilyte is replaced by the greenstone of 
the re~ion (999 and 1444). 

At the place called "Silver City," north end of White Iron lake, 
the quartzyte containing the iron dips, on the north side of th~ hill, 
74°N.,30oW. It is gray and similar to the Chub lake quartzyte (1445). 
It reverses the needle. It contains thin, irregular, green lamimB 
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in which magnetite seems to gather most freely, but the ore is als(}t 
scattered in fine rhombohedra in the quartzyte itself. The rock is 
certainly sedimentary in the direction stated, and thin slaty seams 
appear on the north side, due to that structure. 

A little further west the rock dips more westerly, and the structure 
actually swings round so as to have an apparent dip S. W., i. e., to
ward White Iron lake. It is sometimes micact'ous, i.. e., its cleaved 
laminffi glitter with fine silvery scales which may be chloritic rather 
than micaceous, and result from a change of the green schistose sub
stance that is interleaved with the quartz. Taken altogether, the 
formation is quartzyte, some of it being gray, granular, hard silica, 
and some of it very fine·grained and schistose. In the latter case it is· 
darker colored, the coloring element being apparently a fine aciru lar 
mineral which lies with its longer axis parallel with the grain of the 
schist, and may be tremolite. Eleven samples collected (1146) show 
different variations and the aFlsociations of the ore. 

The statigraphic position of this rock, and its geographic relations,. 
seem to conspire to ally it with the Vermilion series, i. e. the mica
hornblendic rocks that are associated with the granites of the north
side of Vermilion lake and north of Long lake. But the genera,}. di
rection of strike, from the Animike ores west of Gunflint lake and its 
mineral composition would allow of its being a part of the Pewabic 
quartzyte. It lies, however, on the other side of the Giant's range of 
granite from the Animike.ores at Gunflint, and its age is probably 
that of the mica-schist. It is the only known iron· ore locality in the 
rocks of that age. 

But a short distance below this mica-hornblende-quartzyte knob, 
but on the opposite (N.) side of the river, appears rock 1447 in a linw 
outcrop. This is a fine, fibrous, greenish rock which at first glance ap
pears like a diabase, but is in reality an extension of the tremolitic 
( ?) quartzyte formation just described. 

On the north shore of Mud lake, near the west end of the lake, but 
about half a mile from the lake (N. W. i. sec. 4, 62-14) some recent 
drilling has been prosecuted with a diamond drill. The rock here is 
the "ambiguous greenstone," with chalcedonic silica, which accom
panies the ore at Tower. Nothing but this green rock (1448) can be 
seen at the location, and no rock at all along the road from the creek. 
Some sampleR of the drill-core which lie about, consist of the same. 
The place is deserted at present. No iron outcrop could be found. 
Samples said to have come from the place, obtamed since from Mr. J. 
C. Clark, have been analyzed by Prof. Dodge with the followingresults~ 
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No.1. 

Bilica .......•••...•...................• '" ... 21. 70 
Lime ........................................ 0.21 

Phosphorus .•..............•......... " . . . . .. 0.17 
Magnesia .....•••................••......... traces 
Manganese. .. . . . • ••. . ....•................. none 
Titanium ............•...•...••.............. none 
tlulphur .................................... none 
Mag. oxide ........•..•.... , ....••....•...... 77.62 

99.70 
Metallic iron .•••.......•.•.....•.•••...•.... 56.21 

No.2. 

5.26 
0.15 
0.18 

traces. 
none. 
none. 
nont'. 
9276 

98.35 

67.11 

113 

At the Stone mine, at Tower, the old excavation is being filled, 
covering the "dike" of jaspilyte, but on re·examination very little more' 
could be ascertained of its direction southwardly from the old mine. 
Yet I became more impressed with the probability of its resuming a 
direction about parallel with the direction of the mine at a short dis· 
tance within the south wall, in the same manner as described of No. 
2, last year. '* 

The Tower spur track cuts a light·green porodyt,e, 1450. This is 
mainly massive, except that it is basaitically close·jointed. 

About five miles south· east from Tower, Mr. Hermann S. McMinn 
has conducted an exploration for Messrs. Andrews, Chapin & Co. 
This is on sec. 2, 61-15. Some samples of good magnetic ore, said to 
have been derived from this working, were shown at Tower. also some 
samples of the jaspilyte. Some of the jaspilyte is gray and white, 
with magnetite and pyrite (1451), interchangeable with jasper and 
hematite. Associated with the pyrite and magnetite is some graphite' 
(1452). Much of it, so far as explored. is in the form of a breccia
cemented by pyrite, now largely changed to limoni·te. 

GLACIAL DIRECTIONS OBSERVED IN 1887. BY N. H. WINCHELL. 

Bruce, Ontario, near the old Bruce mine, but east of 
it; on dioryte, at the lake level __ ., ............. S. 10° W. (Mag). 

Bruce, Ontario, 50 feet above the lake, on quartz 
vein in dioryte ................................. S. 10° W. (Mag). 

Thessalon, left bank of the river, at the mouth, trap 
rock. ... _ .................................... _ S. 200 W. (Mag.)' 
[That form of cross·fracture glaciation that has been described on 

the Pipestone quartzyte in Minnesota is here seen frequently on the' 
trap rock]. 

* Fifteenth report. p. 235, fig. 4. 

15 
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'Thessalon, one mile S. E. from Little Rapids, on 
quartzyte. ___ . __ . ___ ' .. _ .. __ .. __ ....... _ ....... S. 20° W. (Mag). 

Thessalon, crossing the last on the same surfacIJ ... S, 30° W. (Mag). 
Blind Hiver, Ont., on quartzyte ... _ .... _ .... _ ..• _ .S. 28° W. (Mag). 
Cascade, five miles south of Negaunee, Mich., on 

conglomerate ._ ....................... _ ....... S. 70° W. (Mag). 
Lighthouse point, Marquette, Mich., greenstone . .s. 25°-28° W. (Mag). 
Bessemer, Mich .. on Copriferous conglomerate...... N. & S. (Mag). 
East end of Delta lake (west of Ogishke Muncie) .... S. 14° W. (Mag). 
Island in Pseudo· Messer lake (1433), green schist ... S. 30Q W. (Mag). 

ROCK SAMPLES COLI,ECTED TO ILLUSTRATE THE REPORT OF N. H, WINCHELL, 

IN 1887. 

Samples from the original Huronian. 

1148. Red quartzyte from Port Finley, on the Canada side, north 
of St Joseph's island. 

1149. Dioryte, Bruce; near the old Wellington mines. 
1150. A fine diabase dike cutting 1149. 
1151. From a great dike cutting 1149, running N. and S. 
1152. Very fine grained, sometimes aphanitic and nearly black; 

near the mouth of the Thessalon river, west bank. 
1153. Coarse-grained, speckled on the weathered surface; same 

place. 
1154. 

place. 
Coarse-grained, speckled on the weathered surface; same 

1155. Medium-grained and somewhat speckled with porphyritic 
feldspar, also with a reddish vein of granulyte; same place. 

1156. Very fine 'grained, nearly black; east side, at the mouth of 
the Thessalon river. 

1156A. Nodular, epidotic, veined condition of some of the rock at 
the mouth of the Thessalon, on the east side. 

1157. Massive, dark gray, diabasic, resembling some seen in the 
railroad cut llear Thompson, Minn.; from east side of the Thessalon. 

1158. Epidotic trap rock, same place. 
1159. Pitted and non.pitted and amygdaloidal rock, the amygdules 

being delessite; same place. 
1160. The same rock, but having amygdules apparently of red fel

syte; same place. 
1161. Granulyte, or perhaps properly a protogine, same place. 
11',2. Gray quartzyte, about a mile northwest from Thessalon 

village. 
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1163. Felsitic quartzose gneiss, from a spur of 1162, embraced be-
tween two forks of a dike. 

1164. From the main dike cutting 1162. 
1165. . From the smaller fork of the same dike. 
1166. From greenish boulder-like masses included in 1162. 
1167. Diabase unconformably overlying quartzyte, four and a half 

miles northwest from Th~ssalon. 
1168. Coarse diabase, representative of the eruptive rock between 

Thessalon and Macbeth's bay. 
1169. Pebbly quartzyte, 4t miles N. W. from Thessalon. 
1170. White, or slightly greenish-white, quartzyte, in the road two 

miles from the mouth of the Thessalon river, on the east side. 
1171. Pinkish quartzyte, near Wm. Ensling's house, Thessalon 

valley, about two miles west of Little Rapids. 
1172. Gray, fine-grained calcaredus qllartzyte, thin-bedded. An

sonia P. O. at "the dump. " 
1173. Sample of schistose slaty diabasic rock. Thessalon point, 

west side of the river. Logan's "green chlorite slate." 
1174. Eruptive diabase, mouth of Blind river, west side. 
1175. The same:from the east side. 
1176. Quartzyte, Blind river, east side. 
1177. The same. 
1178. Grayish red quartzyte, very fine-grained. Blind river, east 

side. 
1179. So-called shaly portion of the gray quartzyte at the railroad 

.cut. Blind river. 
1180. Quartzyte, from the outer point west of the west arm. 

:Blind river. 
1181. Diabase dike, cutting No. 1180. 
1182. Red felsyte, quartzose with fine, scattered grains; in patches 

in the diabase eruptive; somewhat affected locally by contact with 
the basic eruptive. R. R. cut on the east side of the Missasaugui. 

1183. Light-greenish quartzyte, a phase of the quartzyte at the R. 
R. cut on the east side of the Missasaugui. 

1184. A condition of the quartzyte at the same place in association 
with the diabase, the quartz losing some of its distinctness. 

1185. The same, more dark. 
1186. The same with an orthoclastic tendency. 
1L87. The same converted to red fibro-basaltified felsyte. 
1188. The basic eruptive with red orthoclase crystals disseminated, 

same place. 
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1189. Same as the last, but finer·grained, same place. 
1190. Dioryte, west side of the Misssasaugui, at the mouth. 
1191. Fine-grained gray. fiinty-quartzyte, showing an abrupt COll'

tact on 1190. 
1192. Shows one of the greenish-weathering, more slaty parts ot 

this quartzyte from the opposite side of the river. 
1193. One mile west of "the dump," orthoclastic granulyte. 
1194. Fine, gray. bedded "slate," broken and again cemented by 

many veins of quartz; sec. 8 Le Froy; hardly slaty, rust-coated. 
1194A. Small bits from 1194:, showing black metallic oxide, and, 

some amethystine quartz. 
1195. Red felsyte; ringe near Otter Tail P. O. 
1196. Gray quartzyte, approximating the last in its felsitic aspect. 
1197. Same as the last, but varies to II. reddish quartzyte. 
1198. Same as 1196, but varies to a gray quartzyte. 
1199. From a hill in line of strike from 1195, being a portion of 

the same ridge toward the N. W.; a brownish, red-weathering felsitic 
rock, with a confused structure as if originally a conglomerate, con
taining much free quartz, and finely, but sparsely porphyritic with 
red feldspar. 

1200. Gabbro, from near Otter Tail P. O. 
l~OL "Lithographic stone"; bottom land of Thessalon on Mr. 

Day's "limits," about a mile below Otter Tail lake. 
1202. The same, showing free quartz in rounded grains. 
1203. Gabbro, or dioryte, similar to 1200, about N. E. t of sec. 23, 

Plummer. 
1204:. Red felsyte; one mile south of Murray's corners, SE. corner 

of sec 2, Plummer. 
1205. The same, su bcrystalline. 
1206. Fine·grained, argillitic slate, 12 rods S. W. from 1205, forming 

conspicuous ridges that strike N.W. 
1207. Crystalline condition of 1205, a little further N. W. froJIli 

1205, but in the same ridge as 1205; reddish seynite. 
1208. Non-weathered portion of the same rock as 1207; a gray 

syenite, or quartz dioryte. 
1209. Grayish-green "slate conglomerate," containing granite 

pebbles. Murray's hill, at Murray's corners. 
1210. Dike-rock cutting 1209, at Murray's hill. 
]211. Reddish felsitic quartzyte, one-half mile south of Murray'f! 

corners, on Hugh MathesoLl's land. 
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1212. At H- miles S. W. from Otter Tail P.O., slate conglomerate 
·'Similar to that at Murray's hill. 

1213. Quartzyte interbedded in these slates; like l211. 
]214. Pebble from this slate. 
1215. From "the dump," Ansonia P. O. the rock adjoining 1172, 

·on the lower side, a rougb, reddish felsyte. 

Samples from the Marquette Re.qion. 

1216. Micaceous hematite, Cascade, five miles south of Negaunee. 
1217. Hematite, showing the bedded structure, some of the layers 

being pebbles of quartz, Cascade: 
1218. Quartz.conglomerate grit, unconformable above the ore beds 

.at Cascade, upper portion. 
1219. The coarser, lower porI ion of the above conglomerate, 

within three feet of the contact plane. 
1220. "Chalcedonic silica" from Palmer (Cascade). 
1221. Sample of the unconformable quartzyte·conglomerate near 

the contact with the ore·formation two and a half miles west of Ish
peming, at the old Saginaw mine. 

1222. Same at 20 reds north, rising 20 feet higher. 
1223. Granular quartzyte, one mile west of Ishpeming. 
1224. Slaty rock, interbedded, but overlying the last; slight expo

·sure in the road. 
1225. Two and a half miles N. W. from Ishpeming; a pebbly 

greenstone, also porphyritic, with some bits of broken schist. 
1226. Sample of the main ridge, from which the last was obtained, 

at the southeastern side of Deer lake. 
1227. Sample of the courLtry schists, nearly adjacent to the ridge 

(1226) on the south side. 
]228. Purplish to reddish, fine-grained quartzyte, at the railroad 

·cut a little further west. 
1229. Massive, basaltic greenstone; same railroad cut. 
1230 Basaltic, conglomeritic greenstone; same place_ 
1231. Chemical limestone, from the serpentinous rocks at the 

Ropes gold mine, five miles N. W. from Ishpeming. 
1~32. Talc, associated intimately with 1231. 
1233. The rock of the country at the Ropes gold mine, apparently 

the same as 1225, 1229 and 1230. 
12:33A. Sample of the quartz vein, Ropes mine. 
1234. Fine-grained reddish quartzyte; east side of the river below 

Dear lake. 
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1235. 
1236. 
1237. 
1238. 

mIne. 
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Green "soapstone," with martite; Cleveland mine. 
Light, sericitic soapstone; Cleveland mine. 
Martite, in green "soapstone;" Cleveland mine. 
Magnetic quartz schist, passing to iron ore; Michigamme 

1239. Dioryte, from a knob near and north from the Michigamme 
mIne. 

1240. The so-called granite from the range next north of Michi
gamme, three feet from the contact. 

124l. Contact between the quartzyte and granite, the former 
taking a gneissic structure. 

1242. Quartzyte. 
1243. Between the conglomerate and this quartzyte this rusty

green, micaceo-pyroxenic material is found, about three inches thick. 
1~44. From a dike 14 inches wide, cutting the granite; fine

grained, altered~ 
1245. South from the granite range on isolated crags of gray, fine, 

siliceous schist, and on the upturned edges are weathered out the 
forms of small, garnet-like crystals. 

1246. Samples of this same gray schist, or quartzyte, with the 
sedimentary structure evident. 

1247 A Coarse, fragmental, tough. 
1247B. Hematite, interbanded with impure, reddish, chalcerlonic 

silica. 
1247C. Jasper rock, banded and clouded. 
These three change by innumerable gradatiolls from one to the 

other. From the Swan mine, near Negaunee. 
1248 Greenish quartzyte or graywacke; near the railroad cnt, 

north side of the Buffalo propllrty, east of Negaunee. 
1249. Black slate, graduating downward into 
1250. A contorted, greenish slate which lies, possibly unconform

ably, on the slickensided upper surface of 1248. 
1251. From an old, much changed dike, north side of the Bllffalo 

property. 
1252. Iron-bearing condition of 1249, from the north side of the 

railroad, north of the Buffalo mine. 
1253. Gray quartzyte, that cuts off the ore in the Iron Cliffs mine, 

near Negaunee. 
1254. Nearly white, granular quartzyte, north side of Teal lake. 
1255. Changed dike, cutting 1254, crossed by bands of color, due 

to different degrees of infiltration of iron-stain. 
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Samples from the Gogebic Iron Range. 

1256. Alternating forms of the country rock, at the Colby mine, 
near Bessemer, Michigan. 

1257. ::3outh wall, Colby mine. 
1258. Siliceous slate; spur track from the Colby to the Valley 

mine. 
1259. 
1260. 
1261. 

mIne. 

Sample of ore from the stock pile, Valley mine. 
Horn blende granite, south from the Aurora mine. 
Gray quartzyte, overlain by granite, south of the Aurora 

1262. Quartzyte slate, overlain by granite, south from the Aurora 
lmne. 

126R. Black slate, from a deep well drilled a short distance east of 
the Iron King mine. 

Samples from JJI innesota. 

1264. Gabbro, on the Rove lake road, near the south foot of Pine 
mountain. 

1265. Red rock, Brule mountains, north from Pine mountain. 
1266. From a boulder, N. E. t of sec. 19, 64-1E. 
1267. Amygdaloidal porphyry, from boulders, south from the 

North Brule. [This sample seems to have been lost]. 
1268. Shows contact between rock] 266 and the red rock. 
1269. Gabbro-like rock, north side of sec. 19, 64-1E. 
1270 Gneiss, on the trail to Northern Light lake, a short distance 

north of North lake. 
1271. Oolitic bloodstone, from a boulder near North lake. 
127:3. Hardened Animike, at the rapids going out from North lake. 
1273. Dense trap, just west of the rapids last mentioned. 
1274. Syenite, a short distance further west, north shore. 
1275. Trap (gabbro), at a mile west of the entrance of the river to 

Gunflint lake, north shore. 
1276 Modified "gunflint" beds of the Animike, north shore of 

Gunflin t lake. 
1277. Flint from the Animike, north shore of Gunflint lake. 
1278. Kewatin schist, mouth of the creek, east end of the long 

bay, north side of Gunflint lake. 
1279. Porphyritic rock, associated with No. 1278. 
1280. Probably an old eruptive, belonging to the Kewatin, north 

shore of Gunflint lake. 
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1281. Changed graywacke, Kewatin; north shore of the same 
lake. 

1282. Gray gneissoid rock, slightly porphyritic, north side of Gun. 
flint lake. 

1283. Porphyrel; bluff. north shore of 'Gunflint lake. 
1284. Argillitic slate, interbedded with 1283. 
1285. Argillyte, bedded.in the rocks 1281 and 1282. 
1286. Some of the changp.d graywacke, same rock as 1283. 
1287. The gray rock on which the gabbro lies; at the Mayhew 

iron location, Iron lake. 
1288. Magnetited gabbro, Iron lake, from poi-nts west of the May. 

hew location. 
1289. Drift boulder of the gray rock near the bottom of the Ani· 

mike. To find the cause of the rusty coating. Iron lake. 
1290. A drift piece from the same place, shows a possible change 

from magnetite to limonite. 
1291. Sample of the Iron lake ore. 
1292. Sample of the same showing olivine? 
1293. From a boulder. Iron lake, showing micaceous conglomer. 

itic gneiss. 
1294. Limonitic pebbly conglomerate, and breccia, on a traverse 

north from Gunflint lake, on the town line (if extended) between T. 
065·1 and 65·2 W. 

1295. Jaspery and flinty portions of the last. 
1296. Kewatin sericitic schist, same traverse. 
1297. Sericitic porphyry, same traverse. 
1298. Soft sericitic schist, same traverse. 
121:)9. Micaceous rock, interbedded with the Kewatin schists, same 

trav,"rse. 
1300 Represents the hornblendic part of the black, best. 
1301. Syenite gneiss, same traverse. 
1302. Gneiss, or granite, end of the same traverse. 
1303. Trap rock from a dike in this gneiss. 
1304:. Shows a blending of the characters of the mica schist with 

those of the porphyry. 
1::105, 1306, 1307. Three different stages in the change from the 

black fine.graine~ rock to the rusty film characteristic of some of the 
Animike. 

1308. IL'On ore, near the east end of Gunflint lake, north side. 
1309. A condition of "mllscovado," at the same place, near con

tact with the gabbro. 
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1310. Brecciated and allgular fragmen ts of flint and other dark 
rocks, north shore of Gunflint lake. 

1311. Is another stage of this rusting rock; effervesces. 
1312. A condition of the trap, at the narrows, black and close-

jointed. 
1313. Muscovado-like rock, west of the narrows. 
1:314:. Porphyritic gabbro, or trap, Animike bay. 
1315. Jasper-flint-quartz-magnetite schist; shore south of Black 

Fly bay. 
IB16. Gnei~s; north side of Black Fly bay. 
1317. Enclosed hornblendic rock in 1316. 
1318. Darker portion of the gneiss, at the first falls north of the 

narrows going out from Gunflim lake. (This sample was lost. I 

1319. Fine siliceous "ll1uscovado," north side of the point that 
Jies north of the Animike bay. 

1320. Siliceous "streamed" gray rock, a condition of 1319. 
1321. Magnetite, associated with 1320. 
1:122. Granular quartzyte, gray, in fallen masses, north side of the 

-same point. 
1323. Gabbro, at the top of the hilillorth of Animike bay. 
1324. Black slate, from near contact with the gabbro. 
1:325. Ore with chert, &c. N. W. cor. of sec. 2\ 65-4:. 
13213. 
1327. 
1328. 
1329. 
133{). 

65-4. 
1331. 

Ore without chert, same place. 
Underlying gray sandrock or q uartzyte. 
Gneiss, from the shaft, N. W. cor. sec 2:3, 65-4. 
From a dike, N. side of sec. 22, 65·4. 
Greenstone, near the quarter post between sees. 20 and 21, 

Schisted conditions of this rock. 
13:{2. Top of the slope, same rock as 1330. 
1333. Similar greenstone, in a ridge about 30 rods south of the last. 
1334. Most southerly exposed part "f the same greenstone. 
1335. Rock of the hill north of Chub lake, a rather indefinite 

greenish rock. 
IB36 Iron ore from the excavation near Chub lake. 
1317. Pieces from grel'nstone and gneiss pebbles, below the ore. 

Chub lake. 
1338. Gray quartzyte, associated with this ore. 
1339. Horn blendic portions of the strata associated with the ore 

at Chub lake. 
16 
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1340. Purplish-gray, vitreous quartzyte, t mile west of the ore pit. 
Chub lake. 

1341. Porphyritic gabbro near the top of the Pewabic quartzyte. 
Chub lake; interbedded in the quartzyte. 

1342. Reddish gneiss, but a short distance north of Flying Cloud 
lake. 

1343. Pewabic quartzyte, sec. 25, 65·5. 

1344. Gabbro interbedded in the Pewabic quartzyte; sec. 25, 65-5. 
1345. Same indefinite greenstone as 1335; from the hill south of 

Bingoshick lake. 
1346. Greenstone, at the south shore of Bingoshick lake. 
1347. Muscovado, from the shore of M uscovado lake, sec. 36, 65-5. 
1348. Labradorite rock frol'll the north part of sec. 11, 64·5, soutb 

side of Bashitanekueb lake. 
1349. Talcose slate, a schistose greenstone, from a fragment seen 

on the portage from Kakego lake to Clothespin lake. 
1350. From the north side of the point. sec. 32, 65-5, Gabemichi

gam a lake, showing apparently a finely fragmental condition of the 
rock that lies below the gabbro. 

1351. S. W. t sec. 29, 65-5; fragmental, sedimentary tilted Ani-
mike. 

1352. Same as 1351, but coarser. 
1353. Same as the last, but still coarser, a gray grit. 
1354. Samples of Animike, obtained a little south of the centre of 

sec. 29, 65-5. 
1355. Animike, from N. E. t sec~ 31,65-5, shore of Gabemichi

gama lah, bedded with rock like 1354. 
1356. At about the center of N. E. t sec. 31, 65-5, Ogishke con

glomerate. 
1357. Fine-grained beds, siliceous, granular, a little N. E. frOID 

the last. 
1358. Gray feldspathic rock, south shore of Gabemichigama lake, 

where the Ninth correction line intersects the shore. 
1359. Biotitic gneiss, from the same place as the last. 
1360. A little further west, gabbro. 
1361. About on the town line between 64-5 and 64:-6 W., secs. 6 

and 1, basaltic greenstone dike. 
1362. Pewabic quartzyte, magnetited, horn blendic, etc., from the 

iron cliff on the south side of Gabemichigama lake. 
131l3. From near the bottom of the same cliff. 
1364. Also from near the bottom, freshly exposed by a landshde. 
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1365. A little northeast from the "narrows" of Gabemichigama 
lake; heavy, banded, olivine.bearing quartzyte. 

1366. Gabbro, tine-grained, just at the entrance to the narrows, 
intel bedded with Animike. 

1367. Various samples obtained in the ascent of the hill from the 
shore of Gabemichigama lake, situated at the west side of the lake, 
intended to show the features that might be considered of sediment
ary origin. 

136~. Various samples from the same, which seem to be of true 
doleryte, from near the summit of the same hill. 

1369. So-called marble, N. E. end of Ogishke Muncie lake, sec. 
24, 05·6. 

1370. Argillitic slate, lying next west, along the lake. 
1371. Sample of the "marble," from the hill, further east, in

volved with the greenstone conglomerate. 
137~. Samples of the greenstone conglomerate, with traces of 

sedimentary structures, and fragments of other strata involved, sec. 24, 
65-6, shore of Ogishke Muncie lake. 

1373. Small contorted masses of cherty argillyte embraced in the 
same conglomerate. 

1374:. Rounded, concretionary, or pebble-like, sma!! masses, re
sem bling, or suggesting shells, seen on a weathered surface of the 
same conglomerate. 

1375. In sec. ]3, adjacent to the above, in the narrow place be
tween Ogi~hke Muncie lake and \the lake south of Townline lake. 
Schistosely disintegrating, light green and siliceous condition of the 
same conglomerate. 

1376. Greenish argillyte, from this conglomerate. 
1377. Piece of a pebble from the conglomeritic part. 
]378. Rusty carbonate, appears in patches in this rock. 
]379. Gritty greenstone, south end of the east bag of Saddle Bags 

lake, on the town line between 65-5 and 6. 
1380. The same from the east side of the east bag of Saddle Bags 

lake. 
1381. Greenstone from the west side of Frog Rock lake. 
1382. The same from near the center of sec. 19, 65-5, south of 

Frog Rock lake. 
1383. Greenstone rock from the center of the same section. \ 
1384. Associated with the last, interbanded with it, and finer

grained. 
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1385. ArgiIlyte showing fine ripple-marks, west end of Ogishke 
Muncie lake. 

13~6. Rock from the summit of t.he Eas.t Twin mountain, t;I coarse 
greenstone. 

1387. Finer greenstone, from the north slope of the lIame hill. 
1388. Coarser greenstone again, nearer the base of the maiu hill, 

apparently eruptive rock. 
1389. Bot.h coarser and finer, at the hottom of the same hill. 
1390. Greenstone frgm the subordinate, more northerly hill-range. 
1391. Flinty quartzyte, iucipiently porphyritic; from the same 

Ell1bordinate ridges. 
1392. Imperfectly porphyritic quartzyte, or cberty-quartzyte, and 

black chert, same hill rangf'. 
1393. Further north; rock represen ting several small hills or hili

ranges; a gritty greenstone, a modilied sRdllDentary. 
1394. Chaleedollie silica, and f'laillples closely related, all inclosed 

in and banded together in 1:-393 Same hills. I 

1395. Conglomeritic . greenstone." ::;howing Borne sedimentary 
structure of itself, a widely di~s·eminaled rock, same hills. 

1396. Hardened and basaltic gl'aywHcke, from the hill directly east 
of Alpha lake. 

1397. Dike (?) cutting the same, near the lake shore. 
1398. Porphyry (or porphyrel), 8. W. corner of sec. 29, 65-6. 
lR'99. Weathered surfaees of t.he Rame. 
1400. The s.ame porphyrf'l, frllm the south side of the lake, inclose 

proximity to the great dih of KekPkebic lake. 
1401. The dil,& which Cr"I<HeS Kekekebic lake. This forms two 

islands in the lake. 
1402. The ruck on WPHt of t he dike in the southerly of these islands; 

fine, red-weathering gnei>i~ The Hample is gray. 
1403. A little further Wl:'st, the same gneiss, somewhat approaching 

the porphyry 1400. 
1404. Hardelled graywal'k,,-like grE-enstone, from a ridge near the 

center of spc. 31, 65-6. 
1405. Quartzose rock witil a fiuelv porphyritic tendency. From 

the point N. W. t, 8. W. i :<ec. 31, 65-6, on the Bouth shore of 
lake Kekekebic .. 
'1406. Greenish-schist eOIl!!lom"r;).te, same place as 140.5. 

1401. Porphyry, south ~hl!r'· of lake Kekekebic, at the narrows. 
1408. Porphyry, frolll th,· II,d"1111 west of Stacy island . 

• 
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1409. Chloribc schist, from the litte island just west of the nar
rows, near the north shore. 

1410 From the top of the sallie island; the same rock. 
1411. From the middle of the south cliff, same island; more sili-

ceous, and showing sedimentary banding. 
1412. The same, neHr the water, having boulders of rock like itself. 
1413. The Rame, with hard lenticular sheets. 
1414. Near the south side of sec. 35, 65-7; different forms of por

phyry in a low bluff at the shore. 
1415. The same place; the greenish rock underlying 1414. 
1416. Heddish porphyritic gneiss, showing the intergrading of the 

gneissic, the [.orphyritic and the conglomeriti(\ characters of this rock. 

1417. The same rock; Shingwak island (north of Animike 1.) in 
Kekeke bic lake. 

H18 From the same island; the red crystals being in bands that 
alternate with others of a greenish biotitic rock. 

1419. From a very small island directly south of Shingwak island; 
a fine-grained greenish graywacke. 

1420. West elld of Animike island. 
1421. S W. end of lake Kekekebic; sec 4,64-7. Somewhat mica

qeous (biotitic) conglomeritic. 
1432. From a small island south of the point, west part of sec. 3, 

64-7; a greenish rock, with flparsely disseminated red crystals. 
1423. Green schistose conglomerate; at the head of the bay on the 

town line, west end of Kekekebic lake. 
1424 Pebble like forms ill 1423. 
1425. From a dike, north shore pf the same bay. 
14~6. S. E. t of sec 34, 61-7, near the head of the broad shallow 

bay. the greenish, graywacke beds seem to show a tendency toward 
the characters of the porphyry. 

1427. Found on the portage from Spoon lake north ward. A 
fragment showing the "red rock" in veins cutting the biotitic gneiss. 

1428_ The rock forming the point in Knife lake N. E. cor. sec. 28, 
65-7, a dark siliceous slate. 

1429. At the summit of the divide, on the first portage from Knife 
to Pseudo-Messer lake, siliceo1ls slate. 

1430. Gabbro, a little below the summit and on the north slope, 

same portage. 
1431. At the portage-landing, south side of Pseudo-Messer lake. 

Argillitic slate. 
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• 
1432. From the point north from the portage.landing, on the east 

side, in Pseudo·Messer lake. Reddish.weathering, pyritiferous gritty 
felsyte, firm and sharp in fracture. 

1433. Directly across the Pseudo·:Hesser lake, from the portage· 
landing, soft schistose greenstone, with "chalcedouic silica" and 
jaspilyte. 

1434. Chalcedonic silica, so· called, embraced in lumps in 1433. 
1435. Hematitic jaspilyte, embraced in the same. 
1436. Micaceo.syenitic gneiss; sec. 10, 64:-10, Rabsi·menan (or 

Basswood) lake. 
l-!37. Mica schist, from S. W. i, sec. 5, 64:-10, long peninsula in 

Bassi·menan lake. 
U38. Changed graywacke, from the S. E. end of the portage, S. 

E. t. sec. 6, 64-10. 
1439. Bluff on the right bank, just below the Pipestone rapids, 

greenstone. 
1440. Fine mica schist, same bluff. 
1441. Light-colored, reddish, chloritic granite. Cuts 1439 and 1440. 
1442 Just above the rapids, right bank, from large pieces appar· 

ently derived from the bluff, the rock in situ being hid. 
H43. Shining sericitic schist, from the portage from Newton lake 

to Fall lake. 
1444. Greenstone that replaces abruptly the jaspilyte, at the head 

of the portage from Fall lake to Garden lake. 
144.5. Quartzyte, at the place known as Silver city, at the rapids 

between Garden and White Iron lakes. 
144:6. Eleven samples shuwing the variations in this rock, and the 

associations of the ore. 
1447. N. E. i, S. E. t sec. 28, 63-12 on the north shore, not far 

east of Silver city. A firm dark rock, in some places schistose by 
decay. 

1448. Greenstone, N. W. t sec. 4, 62-14. Recent drilling for iron 
has been done here. 

1449 White schist, (talc?) from the Stone mine, Tower. 
1450. Light.colored, green siliceous rock, mainly massive; cut by 

the Tower spur track from the mines. 
1451. A form of the jaspilyte that is gray and white, with pyrite 

and magnetite, sec. 2,61-15, interchangeable with jasper and hematite. 
1452. Graphite, associated with the same. 
1453. Asbestine ore, Black River Falls, Wis., associated with the 

magnetic ore of the York opening. 
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1454. Asbestine with a fold in the fiber, Black River Falls, Wis., 
at the York opening. 

1455. Granite, near the furnace of the York Iron company, Black 
River Falls. 

1456. Gray jaspilyte,a form from Black River Falls, Wis., just south
west from "Mound No.1," near the river, and nearest the granite. 
The bedding is about vertical but curiously twisted and curled, strike 
nearly east and west. This is the most southerly point at which (here) 
the magnetic quartz-schist can be seen. 

LNote.-The "soap rock" here is the sericitic schist, and is ap
parently a rock with a sedimentary ~omformability with the. magnet
ic schist. The magnetic schist varies to a hematitic schist. It is 
magnetic at the York opening, and hematitic at the Dubuque. The 
latter underlies the former, and they both seem to run below the 
granite in the river adjacent at an angle which is generally 15°, but at 
the York opening, near the river, is no more than 2°. A dike of rotted 
greenstone runs abollt E. and W. across the mound. It is seen at the 
opening near the river, at the west end, and again at the opening 
further east, in a similar ore, cutting diagonally across ijle sediment
ary structure. 

The sedimentary bedding in all the "ridgeR" containing iron 
ore in the vi,einity of Black River Falls, has a dip toward the south, 
i. e. toward the granite and not toward the north away from the 
granite. The latter was reported by the Wisconsin geologists] 

The following is a list of the specimens taken and described by Mr. 
Stacy to illustrate his excursions on the north shore of Gunflint lake. 
The order in which they are numbered is that in which they were 
discovered in the excursion from the lake shore, northward. 

EXCURSION I. 

1457. Outcrop at water's edge-fine-grained light-gray slate
strike E. 180 N. (This is the true meridian.) 

1458. 30 feet north of shore-coarse-grained oolitic slate, resem
bling siliceous g,raywacke. 

1459. 40 feet nDrth of shore--dark oolitic slate--:;;trike E. 12° N. 
1460. 400 feet north of shore-dark siliceous slate-strike E. 12° N. 

-occurs in bluff 60 feet high and 80 feet broad at summit. 
1461. 600 feet north of Rhore-gray compact granular schist, some· 

what massive and finely oolitic-occurs interbedded with same slate 
as 1460. 
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1462. 1200 feet north of shore-in bluff 100 feet high, hlack fine
grained slate. 

1463. Same location-same slate more siliceous and oolitic with 
specimen of trap in contact. 

1464. Same location-similar to 1461, but coarser, pebbly, a por
phyr..I with graywacke-like base: two samples. 

1465. Same location-trap·like schist, greenish·gray, somewhat 
sericitic-occurs irregularly interbedded with 1462-3, and often ap
pearing to intersect more as a dike. 

1466. Same location-a form of 1465 more distinctly laminated and 
schistose resembling sericitic schist, a weathered condition of 1465. 

1467. Same location-a dark, tough, trap-like rock occurring in 
dikes with 1462-3, and resembling a fine-grained gabbro. 

1468. Same location-same as last, finer.grained, more weathered, 
the weathered surface exhibited. 

1469. 1600feet north of shore-gray, compact, flinty argillaceous 
rock, schistose but unlaminated. 

1470. Same location-micaceous porphyrel interbedded with 1469: 
two specim~ns. 

1471. 1800 feet north of shore-dark-gray hydro·mica schist, sim
ilar to lustrous graywacke, like 1470 but not porphyritic-occurs in
terbedded with chert and slate, resembling 1462 and 1469. 

1472. 2700 feet north of shore-black siliceous slate-occurs In 

successive bluffs interbedded with a more massive slate. 
1473. A porphyrel which occurs with the slate. 
14 74. Same location-matlsive, lustrous, siliceous slate in thick 

laminlB interbedded with 1472-abounds in many bluffs for a quarter 
of a mile northward. 

1475-6-7-8. 3500 to 4000 feet north of shore-different cond itions of 
apparently the same rock in varying stages of decomposition: 1478 
being trap-like, compact and dark; and 1475 being light greenish gray, 
thinly laminated, and apparently a hydro-mica schist. 

The last specimens occur in an immense bluff of from 150 to 20() 
feet elevation and are irregularly in terbedded with the dark slates 
1472-4. and much contorted in places. The bluff at the highest point 
of elevation is capped with gabbro. A swamp lies immediately lllJorth 
of the bluff at a descent of nearly 200 feet 

EXCURSION II. 

Specimen 1479. 50 feet from shore-sericitic micaceous porphyrel. 
1480. Same location-cherty schist. 
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1481. Same location-slate-strike varies from E. 12° N. to E. 18° 
N.-Note: 1479-80-1 occur interbedded for 500 feet northward. 

1482-3. 550 feet north of shore-micaceous sericitic schist-occurs 
with 1481 and extends northward 400 feet, graduating into 1484, &c. 

1484-5-6-7. 800 to 2000 feet north of shore-chloritic, micaceous 
and hornblendic schists, varying from massive to schistose according 
to weathering, and occurring in numerous ridges and knolls. 

1488. Same location-flint· like and massive-occurs in ridge in 
swamp. 

1489. 2500 to 3000 feet north of shore-lustrous, dark gray, mica
ceous and sericitic schist-occurs interbedded with slate and chert. 

1490. Same location-hornblendic, trap-like micaceous schist, 
pebbly and granular-interbedded in slate and chert. 

1491. 3500 to 5000 feet north of shore-syenitic porphyrel, appears 
to contain hornblende and feldspar crystals in a sericitic base-[This 
is the beginning of the black belt formation]. 

1492. Same IGlcation-same as 1491, but more sericitic and schistose. 
1493. Same location-hornblendic and feldspar schist. 
1494. Same more micaceous. 
1495. Black lustrous mica and hornblende. fine·grained schist like 

that found a mile east-[This is the black belt sought]. 
1496. Same as 1495.,...-showing contact with the syenitic porphyrel. 
1497. Hornblendic, sericitic schist. 
1398. Hornblendic gneiss, containing large black crystals. 
1499. Gneiss. 
1500. Syenite-mile and a quarter, or about, from lake. 
Specimens 1491-i499 are of one formation and lie in successive 

terraces and ridges for over a quarter of a mile until 1500 is reached. 
17 
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REPORT OF A GEOLOGICA.L SURVEY IN MINNESOTA 

DURING THE SEASON OF 1887. 

EMBRACING COMPARATIVE OBSERVATIONS IN SOME OTHER REGIONS. 

By ALEXANDER WINOHELL. 

§ I.-PRELIMINARIES. 

1.-The Regions covered by the observations of 1887. The first part of 
the season was devoted to comparative observations in the region of 
the typical Huronian formations north of lake Huron; to a review of 
portions of the Marquette iron-bearing region. a brief visit to the 
Gogebic range, and a study of the geology of the Penokee Gap. These 
studies upon territory already worked up, tu a considerable extent, by 
American and Canadian geologists, seemed indispensable to a proper 
correlation of the rocks of northeastern Minnesota with the facts ex
isting in other parts of the continent, and the interpretations which 
had been placed upon them by preceding investigaturs. 

With this preparation, work was resumed in northeastern Minne
:sota, and, before the end of the season, was carried to the extreme 
limit of the state. In reaching the meridian at which the operations 
of last season were interrupted by the advent of inclement weather, 
I f'mbraced the opportunity to supplement and complete observations 
on some portions of the territory covered by my report of 1886-es
pecially in Burntside, Basswood and Sucker lakes. Parts of Gardpn 
lake were also subsequently reviewed The territory new to my own 
studies extends from Range 7 west to Range 5 east, and from Town 64 
north to Town 67 north, and beyond, into Canadian territory; or from 
the western extremity of Knife lake to Grand Portage on the east, and 
the northern shores of Saganaga lake, on the north. The actual ob
servations extended into eighteen different townships. The following 
.are the lakes whose shores were geologically investigated :-Burntside, 
Basswood, Sucker and Garden, supplementarily; Pseudomesser, Knife, 

'Ottertrack, Oak, Saganaga, Red-Rock, Wf'st Seagull, Seagull, Granite, 
Pine, Gunflint, Loon, Iron, N orlh, South, Rose or Mud, Rove, MOUll

-tain, Moose. North Fowl, South Fowl, Frog-Rock, Townline, Ogishke-
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muncie, Crab, and Epsilon lakes. The vicinity of the streams con
nect.ing these lakes was also studied. Of these, the Boundary river. 
flowing west, and Pigeon river, flowing east, are the most important. 

2.-Condit1·ons of the exploration. The mode of travel, as last sea-
. son, has been by birch bark canoes, over the numerous lakes and 
navigable streams, and intervening portages. To accomplish the
geological work of the season, ninety.six portages had to be made~ 
aggregating thirty.eight miles. When the time and labor necessitated 
by the portages are considered, with the time and labor occupied in 
affairs about camp and in protection against bad weather, together 
also, with the time required for paddling several hundred miles, it 
becomes apparent that the net time and strength left for actual scien
tific work are comparatively meagre. When it is further considered 
that the actual work has to be carried on, many times, under most 
difficult circumstances-over mountain precipices, in deep, slippery 
gorges, along high and almost inaccessible cliffs, under the intense' 
heat of a summer sun, or the chilling effects of a drizzling rain, with 
the haste sometimes necessitated by an impending storm or an ap
proaching sunset, and all in the midst of all incessant and bloody 
conflict with the northern hordes of merciless insects, it must become 
apparent that geological fieldwork in a region like this is difficult and' 
fatiguing-far from the summer pastime which is sometimes pictured. 
But though such statements seem required for a just appreciation of 
the labors of the geologist, it must be understood that his work is 
prosecuted with a cheerfulnf'ss and zeal inspired by a love of nature, 
even under her rudest aspects, and a thirst for knowledge which 
knows no discouragement in the pursuit of its gratification. Of 
peculiar interest has been the work in northeastern Minnesota, since, 
in addition to being a field little known, it promised to supply the 
facts whieh would point to a final solution of long pending geological 
problems. 

3-Physical aspects of the region. No conspicuous features of 
mountain relief traverse the country, though a low, interrupted Rwell, 
called the Giant's range, trends east and west through the sixty.fifth 
tier of townships, becoming most conspicuous in range 4 west, and 
continuing eastward into Canada; and another series of still higher 
reliefs, stretching through the south part of tier 65, and west
ward into the north part of tier 64, is known as the Mesabi 
range. This is not the Mesabi range of the vicinity of Tower. >c 

*On the"e ranges, .ee N. H. Winchell, Thirteenth A.llD. Rep., 1881, pp. 2)-21. 
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The Giant'!! range is formed by an uplift of syenite, which in breadth 
stretches northward to the north part of Saganaga lake and southward 
to near Gunflint lake, and, with a southwestward continuation, which 
will be considered in due connection. The east-west ranges which 
culminate in the so-called Mesabi range are formed of gabbro, resting 
chiefly on cliffs of Animike slate, and their g€lology will also be con
sidered in the proper connection. The gabbro-crowned hills Occur in 
the eastern portion of the district examined. and impart to it an ex
ceedingly rugged character. The ranges present, generally, all abrupt 
descent along the northern aspect and a gentle descent t.oward the 
south. The northern slope consists mostly of a vertical precipice of 
rudely columnar gabbro at the summit, with a vertical wall of slate 
beneath, and a long talus of fragments sloping to the.. water level. 
The gabbro precipice is sometimes fifty to one hundred feet high. 
This measures the thickness of the gabbro covering the country. The 
slate cliff has generally an equal thickness; and the vertical hight of 
the talus is even greater. Between the east-west ranges the little 
lakes are lodged which supply the chief means of communication 
across the country. A sparse growth of jack pines once covered these 
gabbro ranges, but at present they are almost completely denuded. 
A little soil is accumulated along the southward slopes of the ranges 
and the northern lake borders; but, as a general statement, the sur
face is rugged and uncultivable. The regions of syenitic outcrop are 
even more rocky and sterile than the gabbro district. It is impossible 
to conceive a country of more desolate aspect than that along the 
rapid Boundary river between Granite and Gunflint lakes. The 
entire region bordering Seagull, West Seagull and Sagunaga lakes is, 
with the exception of occasional small tracts, a cuntinuous, undulat
ing floor of shattered syenite. The region of Knife lake, with its 
long arms, lies north and west of the syenite of the Giant's range; 
but the schists weather in beetling cliffs and rugged contours, afford
ing but contracted space for forest growths, and supporting little soil 
adapted to cultivation. Still further west, the physical features be
come more subdued, especially in the parts underlaid by schists; but 
the granite borders of Basswood lake, like the northern borrier of 
Burntside, still further west, present a forbidding aspect to the agri 
culturist; while along the Boundary river, north west of Basswood 
lake, the granite region presents its characteristic barrenness fully 
developed. 

4.-Aspects of the vegetation. The region between Fall lake and 
Grand Portage, and north of Grand Marais, is a literal wilderness 
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without inhabitant, without mails, without roads, and with only an 
occasional party of Indians or explorers, following the ancient and 
overgrown trails of two centuries ago. Fires have denuded the region 
of it.s primitive forest; but the older burnings are becoming over· 
grown chiefly by dense thickets of the trew bling aspen (Populus tre· 
mllloides), and in places, by the white paper birch (Betula papyracea), 
with oeeasional eherries (Prunus pennsylranica). Remnants of the 
-original forest eonsist of white, Norway and Jack pines, balsams, 
spruces and cedars, with intermixtures of white birch, aspen and bal· 
sam poplar (Populus balsamifera). In very limited areas, the white 
and Norway pines have attained noble dimensions-espeeially along 
the Pigeon river. On the portage between Rose and Rove lakes, I 
measured a white pine three feet in diameter. Other large examples 
of IV hite and Norway pines were seattered about. In the more strictly 
granitic regions, the Jack pine (Pinus banksiana) slender and mast.like, 
forty to sixty feet high, is. or has been, almost the exclusive occupant, 
maintaining its hold in situations where neither soil nor moisture 
would seen accessible. In some districts, e:;pecially the syenitic reo 
gions along the Giant's range, where fires have swept over the surface, 
the :,;kel ton forms of the slender Jack pines still stand like huge bris· 
tIe.; aloug the crests and slopes of the rugged ridges. 

In the soil·covered tracts. an undergrowth of striped maple CAcer 
spicatum) frequently exists, which thrives with amazing luxuriance, 
while in the openings, and over many burned areas, the red raspberry 
flourishes and fruits in great productiveness, regardless of the stony 
nature of tile soil; and the welcome, unpretentious blueberry holds 
possession of granitic and schistic knobs, even when deserted by all 
other forms of woody vegetation. The raspberries, during August 
and September, supply an abundant and very welcome article of food. 
The former are found at the same time, especially during September, 
in all stages of development, from the green fruit, just out of flower, 
to tile ripe fruit on the same stem. This ever· bearing variety would 
seem to be worthy the attention of horticulturists. 

The bl ue herry (Vaccinium canadense) flourishes with luxuriance in 
inverse ratio to the amount of soil. On the most rocky hills it fruits 
in sneh abundance as to impart a blue aspect to a dlstant slope. At 
Blueberry rapids, in the Giant's range, I cut one stem with four 
elongated clusters of large berries, and ill one cluster were seventy· 
two berries. On a granite hill Dear the Pigeon river, I observed a 
distinct form of blueberry growing side by side with the ordinary 
form, Its hight was only about two inches, and very uniform, but it 
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bore abundant large peal"shaped berries, somewhat less sweet alld 
meaty than those of the ordinary form. If this is the dwarf blue
berry (Vaccinium penllsylvanicltm), the [,lhape of the fruit ought to be 
mentioned as a characteristic feature. I never saw it in any other 
situation. 

Most of the low grounds are occupied by t.he common alder (Alnus 
viridi,~), and this hardy shrub frequently overhang~ the borders of the 
lakes and streams. But a more frequent fringe of the waters is 
formed by a luxuriant growth of the fragrant-leaved bayberry (app:il'
ently Myricil gale), which weaves a barrier almost impassable. With 
the alders, but more generally grouped by themselves, are species of 
willow not exceeding the alders in hight. Foul' species of cherries 
have been noticed, of which the wild red cherry (PI'UIlUS pensylva
nica)-a sort of chohe cherry, is most generally distributed. The ra
cemed black cherry (P. l'ir.qiniana) having also a choking quality, and 
apparently the well known red choke cherry, is found frequently on 
rocky taluses; and the fine large-fruited, black dwarf cherry (P. Plt
mila) i8 occasionlllly met along the borders of lakes, keeping company 
with llfYl'ic(t and Azalea. The sweet black cherry (P. serotina) is oc
casionally seen. The fire-red fruit of the mouutain ash (Pyrus aruu
ti/oUa) frequently gleams through the prevailing green and brown of 
the lakeside foliage; and in the far east and along the Pigeon river, 
the high cranberry (Viburnum opulus) in its fruiting season is sim
ilarly conspicuous. 

Among the low herbs, t.he dwarf, scarlet fruited cornel (Cornu!; cana
densis) is generally abundant, growing both in dry and moist situa
tions. With this. but rather preferring the low grounds, is the 
purple.fruited orchid (probai'ly Platallthem outusata). A species of 
blue-flowering aster is very wide-spread, often covering tbe ground, 
and the bristly sarsaparilla (AI"alia fti!;pida) is quite frequently eu
countered. Sedges and grasses hold uplands sparsely, but appropriate 
somew hat exclusively the situations deficient in drainage; while 
rushes-especially Juncus balticus, flags (Typha latifolia and Acol'uS 
calamus), and wild rice (Zizania aquaticrt) encroach widely on the 
areas covered by standing water. 

Many small tracts of deep and productive soil intervene between 
almost universal rocky, or thinly covered, exposures. At the south 
end of the portage from South Fowl lake, I measured. at the end of 
August, a Balm of Gilea4 shoot of the season's growth, forty-nine inches 
in length. A similar shoot north of Gunflint lake, measured six feet and 
three inches. The white pines already mentioned supply similar in-

18 
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dicatiom:. A large tract of pasture lalld and arable soil lies on the 
Pigeon river, in township 64, ranges 4 and 5 east; but the greater 
part of this falls within the Indian Reservation. 

5 -Qlladrllpeds and other vertebrates. Among the quadrupeds of 
the region, the common northern hare (Lepus american us) is one of 
the most abundant; and, to the skilled methods of trapping known to 
the Indian. yields a considerable supply of savory food, while the 
white winter pelage is esteemed as material for handsome robes. The 
porcupine (Erethizon dorsatus) is not unfrequently met, and yields 
also a coveted article of food. The black bear (Ursus americanus) is 
all inhabitant of the region, and is sought, at the suitable season, 
both for fur and meai. The moose (Alce americana) is, however. the 
large game most punmed, as every part of the animal is converteil by 
the Indian to some special purpose of utility. The caribou (Rangifel' 
caribou) ranks probably next in esteem of the hunter and Indian. 
Besides these, the sly fox (Vlllpes vltlqaris) sometimes fails to elude 
observation; while the usher (Mustela pennantii) , the beaver (Castor 
,flber) , the otter (Lutm ranadensis) aud the mink (Putorius vison) 
supply evidences of their occupation of the country, though seldom 
seen. The muskrat (Fiber zibethicus), on the contrary, is everywhere 
present, and does not always take alarm with such promptness as to 
escape observation. By far the most abundant of all the quadrupeds, 
and most accessible to approach, is the squirrel of the country (Sciu
rus huds(mius. but broadly white underneath), whose peculiar and very 
characteristic chattering is heard everywhere, as he sits on a limb or 
a log, dissecting the cone of the pine or white cedar for the extraction 
of the nuts. But the chipmuck (Tamias striatus) is also somewhat 
abundant, and often ventures rashly into the midst of the camp to 
gather up the crumbs from the explorer's repast. Equally uncon
scious of danger, a· little field-mouse sometimes ventures near. to 
share with the chipmuck the waste of the camp. A jumping mouse 
is also rarely seen. The wolf (Canis lupus) and the weasel or ermine 
(Putorius erminius) complete the list of quadrupeds which have fallen 
under the observation of members of our party. The former is ex
cesAively shy. but t.he soft-furred and handsome brown weasel in· 
trudes somptimes into the camp, and roguishly steals and bears away 
such bits of meat as suit its palate, if left exposed to the plunderer. 
The writer has seen a bat occasionally, having the size and appear
ance of the New York bat (Atalapha noveboracensis). 

The partridge is quite abundant, and supplies to the hunter a most 
delieate and savory article of food. Wild ducks, in the season, are 
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,equally abundant and equally sought. Hawks and eagles often 
scream from their high flights overhead; and loons, as they float past, 
,rend the air with their unearthly vocalization. Crows and gulls are 
few. The robin is common, but lacks the strong utterance of the 
southern representative of the species. The blue,jay scolds fiercely 
from his dried tree trunk, and the interesting Canada jay practices 
the tricks of a thief about the camp. The flicker screams from his 
high hole, and smaller woodpeckers enlarge the representation of 
their family. The white-throated sparrow sings mournfully and with 
monotonous sweetness dunng July, and loses his voice in August. 
SOlle creepers and spturows diversify somewhat the avifauna of the 
region. But, on t.he whole, the birds are not numerous. Reptiles are 
still more infrequent. I have seen a small turtle (apparently a 
Clzl'ysemys) , and an occasional garter snake (Eutwnia). Once I saw 
for an instant a livid-dark salamander, with red-striped tail, which 
immediately disappeared among stones; but among Amphibians, the 
greeD frog (Rana fontinaZis) and shad-frog (Rana halecina) are com
mon representatives. I once met on a hill, seventy,five feet above 
the Pigeon river and a quarter of 11. mile back, a frog acting like the 
land frog, but marked like the common shad-frog of the pools. 

Fishes appear to exist in moderate abundance, bllt the pickerel and 
black bass are the only ones which our trolling·hooks have brought to 
the surface. Small fry are occasionally seen, bu t their scarcit,Y would 
imply the lack of any abundance of other species than those named. 

6 -Climate. Of the winter climate I know nothing from observa
tion. The snmmer climate is agreeable. During two seasons, 
,sunny days have been the rule. In the former season, violent thunder 
showers occured freq uently. and, fnr the greater part, during the night. 
In the latter season, very few showers fell, and the weather became 
,dry. I noticed in both seasons, a little tendency in Augnst and Sept· 
ember, to settled elondiness and drizzling rains, Two or three times 
during the past season, the weather displayed truly alpine characters: 
and this I attribute to the considerable elevation attained in the region 
between the sources of the Boundary and the Pigeon rivers. The clouds 
floated near the earth and enveloped us in a chilling mist Sometimes 
this experience lasted for half a day; but sometimes, only during the 
,Passage of a stray cloud. During days at a time, squalls of fine rain 
,could be seen between us and distant hills, almost continually. 

The hours of sunlight, in Jnlyand August, are intensely hot
,especially in the sun's rays; but the declining sun is accompanied by 
n marked change in the temperature of the atmosphere; and the nights 
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are always cool-generally cold. In such a temperature, the surface 
of the warm lake steallls, and often saturates the ail' with a morning 
fog. The frosts, of course, appear early in the autumn; and signs of 
snow lllay be seen in the middle of Beptem ber. With frosty nights 
and some hard freezing,- the weather continues fine till late in Oct
ober. On the whole, the summer climate is decidedly agreeable. 

7.-Metlwrl of operaticn. The observations have bEen restricted 
chiefly to the lake shores; but the intention has been to identify, and 
if neceSS<lry, study, the rock at every outcrop. In most cases, a land
ing was made; but sometimes an inspection and hammer·test from 
the canoe has been sufficient. Rarely, in a region of uniform char
acter, an examination at every eight of a mile has been deemed suffi
cient. Many times, of COllrse, excursions were made inland from a 
quarter of a mile to two miles. This has been done especially where
the geology of some eminence seemed to be an important object of 
research. Thu;;, in connection with the necessary portages, a con
siderable knowledge of the country intervening between the lakes has 
been obtained. 

All notes of facts observed were made in the field and on the spot; 
but frequently, generalizations were written out in camp, when a par
ticular section of work had been completed, and while the facts re
mained in memory, even ill greater detail than could be recorded in 
the notes. 

S.-Plan of the report. '1'he general plan is similar to that of-last 
year. The first part, after an abbreviated statement of the most im
portant observations and results obtained outside of the state, consi~ts 
chiefly of a somewhat full detail of facts observed in Minnesota, with 
particular designations of localities. This, it needs not be said, re
sults in a presentation of little interest to the general reader; but it 
forms a repository of precise fact.s for the student and in vestigator. 
and serves to place him, as far as possible, in the position of all orig
inal observer, with the means of putting his own interpretation upon 
the geology of the region. The other course-I may say the usual 
course, supplies the reader with a connected readable account; but it 
is simply the writer's individual conception of the facts and their 
meaning, and furnishes the reader with little means of judging for 
himself uf the soundness of the writer's conclusions. It is a method 
which places the judgment of the reader at the disposal of the author 
until the latter's opportunity for work in the sallle field, or fcr access 
to all exact statement of faet;., enablps hilll to exercise an independent. 
judgment. It is a method which, for a timp, f()rl'stalls criticism and 
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,~stablishes the writer's conclusions in the Or.illions of his contempor
,aries; and this may by some be considered an advantage, There are 
many occasions where the writer's interpretation of the facts is all 
that is expected or proper; but.! think the geologist or the citizE'll 
who well considers the question, will admit that the whole body of 
facts accumulated hy the State at considerahle expense, and already on 
.record in note-books, ought to be nlade accessible to every citizen in
terested; and that the annual report of work done is the proper 
receptacle for such fact;;, 

But the writer would regard it as ext.remely unwise to leave an 
annual report restricted to an undigested statement of details. The 
general reader requires a digested 'and systematized account of the 
meaning of the facts; and the person who accumulated them stands 
in a more favorable positioll than any mere read~r to supply such ac
count. Accordingly, the second part of the present report is a state
ment of the observer's own conception of the meaning of the facts 
o bserved. This part ol1lyis addressed to the general reader. Perhaps 
this part should have been placed first, aud the details on which it is 
based, afterward. But I see no adeqllate reason for disregarding the 
logical order, which ranges facts first and their intE'rpretation later. 

The work of the past season has completed a careful reconnoissance 
of the northeastern part of the state by the present writer. He is now 
in position to join the facts collected in 1886 with those collected in 
1887, and attain to a somewhat complete view of the geology of that 
most intereilting region. He has, therefore, permitted himself to con
dude the present report with a presentation of those general and tax
onomic conclusions which have been suggested by the writer's 
personal investigations. 

9.-Localities and rock numbers, As heretofore, the writer has en
deavored to ascertain the precise locality of every observation 
recordeu; and this of necessity has been indicated in the report. It 
would obviate the chippy and perhaps unpleasant appearance of the 
first part of tue report to omit citation of precise localities or to weave 
,them into paragraphs, and give this part more the appearance of a 
narrative. This has been well considered. ilut I feel confident that 
the specifications of facts in detail would be less accessible than under 
the arrangement which puts foremost, and in a uniform position, the 
,definition of locality, and follows that by the statement of fact. In 
this part utility should .take prt'cedence of style. 

The rock numbers are in continuation of the series begun last year. 
As these numbers have not been reported incomplet.e consecutive order, 
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a table is appended to this report, presenting in serial arrangement, 
the localities for both seasom, with references to the pagee of the two 
reports on which they are described. 

The order of succession of the work in this report, as in the last, is 
geographical. All the facts are clustered around the several lakes 
and the more considerable rivers. As it often happened that one 
shore of a lake was surveyed on an outward trip and the opposite 
shore on the return, it results that the consecutiveness of the rock 
num bel'S is broken between the two trips. 

10. - Beavings. Magnetic bearings, for convenience, were taken in 
the field; but these are here corr~cted for the true meridian by the use' 
of data recorded on the Government township plats. 

n.-Rock identifications. These were preliminarily made in the 
field, but often under difficult circumstances. and always without 
adequate means for investigation. A few of the identifications for 
the present year have been revised in the laboratory, partly by micro
scopical and chemical methods, and a few laboratory notes have been 
appended to the field notes. But, manifestly, no thorough petro-
graphical in vestigation could be accomplisbed in the time allowed for 
an annual report; nor indeed would such work be appropriate. I.t 
yet remains to subject the entire series of rock specimens to careful 
study, with a view to rectifying the nomenclature and establishing.' 
true correlations between the petrograpby and geognosy of northern 
Minllesota and otber well investigated regions. This will be a work 
of no little magnitude. 

In the use of terms I have followed nearly the same practice as in 
the report for 1886. This conforms <:ubstantially to the usage of 
German petrographers, and especially of Hosenbusch in the new 
edition of his "Massige Gesteine." So far as my practice diverges 
from the German standard, it is chiefly in the use of a few words, and 
this circum8tance will not in the least embarrass the intelligent 
reader. 

12.-Earlier obserrations and studies. The belt of country along: 
the international bouDllary was traversed by Dr. Douglas Houghton, 
in 1831, while travelling as physician and botanist to the Schoolcraft' 
Expedihon to the sources of the Mississippi river. SubRequently,. 
while acting as geologist for the State of Michigan, he recalled the 
observations made and left a brief record in the introduction to one of 
his annual reports. "The route of the fur trade to the northwest," 
he says, "by way of Rainy Lakes, Lake of the Woods and Lake Win
nepic was formerly carried on by passing over these hills [north of 
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lake Superior] frum a point a few miles west of the mouth of Pigeon 
river [Grand Portage settlement]. The trail or portage path passes 
over a low portion of the range and finally falls upon Pigeon river, * 
which is ascended to its sonrce, from which, by a series of portages, 
the sources of the streams flowing northwesterly are reached. The 
hilly portion of the country, though of exceeding intere"t in a geo
logical point of view, is the most desolate that could be conceived. "t 

During the progress of the geologiclll survey of the North west, 
nnder the direction of Dr. D. D. Owen, a rapid reconnoissance waR 
made by Dr. Norwood, from Pigeon point and the locality now known 
as Grand Marais, to Gunflint and Saganaga lakes. Beyond the latter 
point, no observations along the boundary are recorded.t Dr. Nor
wood's notes are lacking in precisioll and intelligibility. It is often 
impossible to identify his localities or his facts. 

A rapid reconnoissance along the international boundary was made 
in 1872 by Mr. Robert Bell, under instructions from the Geological 
SIJrvey of Canada.§ The facts recorded, however, are few, as the 
chief object of the expedition seemed to be an exploration of the 
country further northwest. 

In 1878, professor N. H. Winchell, in a survey of the mining 
geology of the north western part of Minnesota, visited numerous 
localities near the boundary, both in Minnesota and Canada, and trav
ersed the boundary from Pigeon point to Basswood lake, ~roceeding 
thence to Vermilion lake. II 

A more extended reconnoissance was made by N. H. Winchell, in 
1880, ~ stretching from Grand Portage along the international bound
ary, anll diverging to Vermilion lake, and thence to Squagamaw bridge 
on sec. 5, T. 58-15. This was part of a very exten~ive examination 
of the general geology of the northeastern part of the state. The 
report presents a broad and masterly, though condensed, grasp of the 
geologic structure of a vast region long acknowledged difficult of ac
cess, complicated and .obscure; and the later developments have con
firmed its general accuracy. 

* For quite" full de<cription of the physical nncl geological features of this trail, Bee N. 11', Win

chell, Eighth Annual Report, Ge%gy of Minne.otct, 1880, pp. 71-73. 

t Houghton, Fourth Annual Report, Geology of Michigan, 1St!, p. la. 
:j: Norwood, In Owen's Geological Surve1! of Wiacon8in, Iowa and Minn.-aia, Philadelphia, 1852, 

405-4G3. 

41 R Bell, in Geological Survey of Canad". Report of Progress, 1672-3, Montreal, 8vo, pp. 9Z-94. 

II Seventh Annual Report, Ge%gy of Minne80ta, PP. P-2;. This report contains alSO, 80me observa' 
tiona by C. W. Hall, under instructions frpm the state geologist, pp. Q6-~9, 

-,r Bintlt Annual RepO?'t, Geology of Minneeota, pp. 71·1 .. 7. ThIS cOlltains u gel eral descri~tive list 
of rock. collected in 1878 aB well as lE8 I, extending over page' 11.114. 
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Explorations of the geology of northeastern Minnesota were further 
extended by N. H. Winchell, in 1881. They were carried over the 
Grand Marais trail, and ·along the boundary westward, but more ex
tensively across the country wholly unknown to geology, west of the 
Grand Marais trail, between the boundary and lake Superior" and as 
far west as Ogiskhe.muncie lake. 

In the operation of the.United States Geological Survey, the study 
and discussion of' the Arcbrean rocks of the Northwest having been 
assigned to professor R. D. Irving, geological observations made by 
himself and under his diJ'ection, have been extended from Nipigon 
and Thunder bay of lake Superior, into Minnesota, as far as Gunflint 
and Ogishke·muncie lakes. The particulars of these explorations 
have not yet been pu bli.shed; but some of the general and most im· 
pOl·tant results have been made puhlic from time to time, ill memoirs 
aud papers by professor Irving. + Professor Irving's investigations, 
sustained by the gn~at resources of the national survey, and carried 
on with the aid of much experience and excellent preparations, may 
be expected to bring to light a vast multitude of facts, and to go far 
toward settling the difficult and fundamental questions now outstand
ing in reference to the geological character and history of our oldest 
terranes.! 

The State survey of Minnesota resumed, in 1886, the investigation 
of the rocks northwest of lake Superior, and made this a principal 
effort during the year. The region of Vermilion lake was minutely 
studied. The country eastward was explored as far as Ogishke-mun
cie lake, and the geology along the boundary belt was examined from 
Iron lake to Knife lake. The volume of results exceeded all pre· 
viously published.§ 

• Tenth .ilnnual iteport, Geology of Minnesota, 1881, pp."64.1U6. Geological Ilote~ from Duluth to 
Silver i.let and I·eturn, are contained on pp 34-G4. 

t See Third alln""l Report, U. S Geol. SUT"/J., 1381-82 (<Tated 1883), pp. 167-165. MonO(lI·«lJh. U S. 
Geol. Sur •. , vol. v. (18~J) pp. 367.38r" 395; Prel-ill1inrrry Paper on rm Inve8tiu,,{ion r,f tI .. Archreo;n 

Formn.t"io1LfJ a/the lS'ortkw€8te'I'n States, lVlarch, Ib86~ extracted fl'om Vlh Ann. Hep., U. S. Geul. Sur".! 
175-212 (especially pp. 203-2(;8): Aliler. Jour. Sci., Ill, xxxiv, 25g-36"J. 

:t While the manuscript of this repo!'t is "till jll hand, tjllings come of professo!' Irving's death. I 
feel moved !.to emb18ce the opportuuity to record both my personal SOtrow~ and the loss, seelldngly 

irrepnrabJe, which has been sustained by the national ~ul'vey. and by tlIe interests of geological sClence 
nt Jarge. Pr(lr(ls:~or In'jng's work revealed u most con~rientious, painstaking and intelligent treat
Jllellt of the difticult problem!; tl.B~iglled to him for disCll!;sion. His achievements in a ft.!w year:-l, alas 
tun few. hnve cOlltl'ioute(l pt:rmanent lustre to the annals of Alllorican toIcience. tI 

§ Fijteenth ..'1,,,,,,,,1 Report. Oeol. Snrv Minn., 188:;, pp. 7-207 br A. Winchell; pp. 201-38~ (embody

lng ob.erv'lliona by Dr. :M. E. Wad"worth) by N. H. Winchell; and pp. 401-41~ by H. V. Winchell. 
This ft-'pOl't contains. the tirst colored geological mup of northeastern Minnesotu matle frum original 
Ob"'erYlitiolls, and a detailed geological mnp of the Vicinity of Vermilion lak.e. 
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§ 2 -OBSERVATIONS IN THE TYPIOAL HURONIAN REGION OF OANADA. 

A portion of the rocks of northeastern Minnesota have been pro
visionally referred by recent geologists, to the Huronian system. The 
most recent wriLer on the assemblage of oldest formations in the 
Northwest, expressed the conviction that the entire series of strata 
in Minnesota, from the top of the crystalline schists up to t.he tup of 
the Animike slates, belonged properly in that system which, It quarter 
of a century ago, the geologists of the Canadian survey described and 
nHmed as Huronian. The region reported to contain the rocks thus 
assembled in a system, lies on the north of lake Huron. Being some
w hat remote, if not difficult of access, American, and even Canadian, 
geologists, have been ill disagreement as to t.he lithological character 
of the original so-called Huronian rocks, and as to the position which 
they actually hold in the bedded structure of the earth's crust. An 
ulterior purpose of the Minnesota survey must be, First-To ascer
tain whether any proper Huronian rocks occur in the state; Second
To determine what portion of them is to be regarded as Huronian, 
and in w hat particulars they agree, and in what those distinguished 
from them disagree; Third-To determine the relative geological age, 
both of the rocks ascel'taint'd t.o be Huronian, and of those to be ex
cluded from the Huronian. But precisely what was meant by Huron
ian was a point in dispute; and any· settlement of the question in time 
for the purposes of the Minnesot.a survey, required a personal visit to 
the typical Huronian region. In conformity with this necessity, my 
brother and I made a personal investigation of most of the important 
points and districts wit.hin the region referred to. The following 
pages contain an abstract of observations made by the writer, with 
such occasional interpretations as, to his judgment, seemed justified 
by what we saw. 

The quartzytes exposed along the north shore of the channel, be
tween the Sault and the old Bruce mines, were hastily passed; and 
no careful studies were undertaken until "the Bruce" was reached. 

1. Observations about the Bruce mines. At the old Bruce mines the 
rock nearthe shore (384)'" is a mass of diabase, intersected in various 
directions by joints, but without discoverable signs of bedding. It is 
a compact mixture of a dark, augite-looking mineral with a reddish 
feldspar. The dark mineral constitutes a sort of groundmass; but 
the feldspar is very abundant. In places, the red feldspar occurs-in 
crystalline masses an inch or two in diameter. 

* The numbers in this section refer to the rocks collected. 

19 
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Near the gravel bank made from the crushing mill on the east side, 
the diabase (385) is a little coarser, and the feldspathic constituent is 
llearly white. In the midst of the rock are masses of a fine-grained 
material which, at a glance, appears slaty, but, on inspection, seems 
to be a very similar thing in constitution. These fine masses are 
partly vein.like, and partly like regular fragments of a schistose rock. 

Fig. 1.-Vein-like mass in diabase at Bruce mines, Ontario 

Whatever the nature of these forms, the whole mass of rock, seems
to be a dike in the other diabase. If these different diabases are not 
dikes successive in origin, they show abrupt limitations dike-like. To 
me the whole mass looks like a vast dike or overflow; but the different 
parts are supplied from somewhat different sources, and cooled under 
circumstances a little different .. 

In one place I find diabase with disseminated globules of serpentine. 
At the Glanville shaft of the Wellington mine, the vein is seen 

running N. 82 0 W. It is of quartz with dissiminated chalcopyrite. 
The country rock resembles the diabase with red feldspar; but near 
the quartzyte it becomes slaty·chloritic. 

Fig. 2.-Plan of CUjJrl!erous veins at old Wellington mines, Ontart'o. 

The main vein a, branched in b, was cut by a dike at c, and ran into 
a6 limestone at L. 

Mining was carried on 35 years and has been suspended lO-in con
sequence of ore running poor and copper cheap. 
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About a quarter of a mile west of this is an outcrop of lime
stone in a ledge trending N. 4° W. and dipping a little south of west, 
but much contorted, and with interbAddings of trap isolated from the 
general mass of trap. This outcrop in a straight line, is about a mile 
from the west landing. 

From the little cove immediately east of the old Bruce mines rises 
toward the west, a hill on which lie an enormous quantity of "green
stone" fragments. Where the greenstone outcrops, it is a compact 
diorite or diabase. In this is a quartz vein striking N. 60 E. and two 
feet wide. The entire mass of the hill is of the same sort of rock, 
and on the sumlllit and the western slope are large quartz veins which 

t ram~fy inha complicated fishion. J n one place, a quartz vein inter
sectmg t e country diabase, itself incloses a large fragment of dia. 
base, as shown below: 

Fig. 3.-Fragment of diabase included in a quartz vein intel'sectinq" 
a field oj diabase near the old Bruce mines, Ontario. 

Among the bowlders of this vicinity I recognized bedded and con· 
glomeritic quartzyte and jaspery conglomerate; also a con.glomerate" 
resembling that of Ogishke-muncie-a dark, diabasic groundmass with 
red granite pebbles." 

The diabase surfaces are glacially smoothed, and show grooves t.rend· 
ing s. 20° W. 

2. Observations in the Valley of Thessalon river.-At 'fhessaloll, on 
the west side of the river, the rock (389-391) which is put down by 
Logan as "chlorite slate," has superficially an eruptiveJook. Occa
sionally one sees evidences of bedding, though obscure. The dip ap
pears to be 37°, in the direction N. 41° W. The rock is fine·grained, 
--;-;::-list of the rock. collections will be Included in proper numerical orcler in the Table at the end of 

this report. 
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Jark, hard, having the aspect of a metamorphic argillyte; but on 
.close inspection with a lens, thin Bcales possess a waxy, greenish trans
Iuency. So far it might be a highly metamorphic felsitic argillyte. 

A few rods to the east of' this, however, the formation passes into a 
diabasic rock similar to that carrying the copper vein at Bruce. As 
no probability exist.s that this is of an eruptive character, and the 
other rock sedimentary, I examined the transition carefully. The 
strong impression made by the study was that the case is simply one 

·of greater or less metamorphism. 
This diabasic or d oritic condition is seen coarser and finer exactly 

as at Bruce. Here also, are numerous ramifying quartz veins. If 
tlus formation is an altered sediment, so is that at Bruce. 

Several times subsequently I revisited this locality-on the west of ). 
the river-after having made quite an extended study of the surround· 
ing country. I repeated my attempts to ascertain the nature of the 
bedded structure. I could not easily divest myself of the impression 
that a true sedimentary arrangement had originally existed, on which, 
in the course of metamorphism, a conformable slatiness had been in· 
duced. Th~ evidence, unqueBtionably, is ambiguous, but I retained 
two small specim~ns showing distinct marks of sedimentary character. 
This structure prevails in patches over an area of forty i-\quare rods. 
The dip, according to renewed mpasurements, is 32°, in a direction N. 
48° W _ Naturally, it varies in both respects within short distances; 
but though the bedding is undulating, it is not crumpled. 

In the midst of the most slaty patches occur more diabasic portions; 
and ;generally in proximity to small veined streaks-as if greater heat 
and more complete :fiuidit,y had been the condition of the more dia, 
basic rock. 

There are indeed, places a square rod in extent, in which the rock 
is strictly diabasic; and it here appears that the coarser condition of 
tbe diaba'se is most remote from the slaty rock. 

This particular spot is a fair representation of the whole of Logan's 
" green chlorite slate." While no demonstrative evidence exists of 
the nature of its genesis, there seems to be room for the supposition 
that the entire formation was once a marine sediment; but if so, it 
has been sqbjected to powerful alteration-in places, to actual fusion 
and recompounding of the chelllical elements. 

On the east side of tbe river, the Same formation (392) prevails ex
tensively. The bedded condition is more unmistakable than on the 
west side. The strike of the beds is nearly coinciden t with the direc
tion of the glacial striation, which is S. 20° W. There is difficulty in 
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deciding what are the beddjng structures and what schistosity or veins. 
Near the water the bedding appears most unmi::;takable. 

But another phenomenon here is important. Along some of the 
vein-like appearances are rounded pe b bles im b~dded in a mass similar 
to the neighboring rock, hut darker and distinguishable in texture. 
The rounded pebbles are of rock similar to the prevailing formation; 
and on close inspection, lines can be traced across them-fine, like 
flowage lines or thin lamime. The appearance is precisely like some 
conditions of the Ogishke formation-not the characteristic conglo
merate. 

At the north end of tile village near the head of the bay east of the 
l saw mill, the same formation (393) contains large angular masses of 

. epidote, mixed with a black mineral. These masses are up to three 
feet in length, with a width of two. Here are also, veins of quart,z, 
sOllie cjntaining chalcopyrite, and some having a selvage of fine,. 
dark chloritic mineral. 

Quite at the head of the bay east of Thessalon, the following observ
ations were made: 1. Regions containing many little blackish lumps, 
giving the rock an amygdaloidal appearance (394:). The lumps look 
like amorphous chlorite externally. Whell scratched they are bluish, 
slaty-white. 2. These quasi-amygdules are in places arranged in 
courses. tlometimes the conrses are rectilinear, anrt sometimes curv
ilinear; and in both cases, several ranges are parallel with each otller. 
But in immediate contiguity, the curved bands are seen in a different 
positition. This phenomenon reminds me of what I have figured from 
the ellst end of tlnow bank lake, Minnesota"; but in that case the 
amygdular cavities are in single Reries, and the apertures are sharply 
circular. 3. In some places, larger lumps of this chlorite-like min
eral are remotely rlisseminated, Also, some of these larger cavities· 
are filled with epidote-either finely crystalline or mixed with another 
mineral. 4. The formation is also intersected by veins of calcite or 
dolomite. 5. Also by veins of a red color, composed of a transpar
ent mineral like calcite, and a pale reddish mineral, having, like the 
other, tbe hardness of calcite. 6 Bands also, of small epidotic am
ygrlnles·-some in belts .me and a haif inches wide and separated by a 
condition of the conntry rock-a soft chloritic argiIIytr, itself filled 
with very small elongated amygdules of amorphous chlorite-the 
longer axes parallel with the axis of the band. 7. In the vicinity, 
some of the chloritic amygdules are elongated downward, from one 

* F,fteenlh Ann. lie)) Geol. Surv. Minn., p 120. 
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diameter to three and a half inches-in section of the rock looking like 

rootlets of Stigmaria. 
At the head of the bay east of Thessalon, near the new barn are 

seen two sets of o-lacial striffi in unusual relation to each other The 
to 

maiu set trends S. 20° W. and the other S. 48° W. The former are 
grooved; the latter smoother. The main system terminates abruptly 
;long the line. (fb. fig. 4., and that line is like the ridge of a low roof. 

iI-

Fig. 4.-Unusual feature of .glacial striation, Thessalon, Ontario. 

Further along is a similar crest without change in direction of strioo 
After quite an extensive and careful field investigation of the 

furmation about Thessalon, I failed to find any sufficient reason for 
distinguishing it from that about Bruce; though Sir William Logan 
has laid it down as "green chlorite slate" while the Bruce formation 
is mapped as "lower slate conglomerate." It is more slaty on. the 
.east side of the Thessalon river than on the west. Still it can hardly 
be said that the evidence is dear. The resemblance to the Bruce 
,formation is general; but only on the west side does it seem complete. 
Here the diabase is fully developed, and we trace it by gradation into 
the slates. But on the other hand, quartz veins are common on both 
sides of the river, and they contain chaleopyrite. On the east side of 
the bay a vein is said to be four feet thick, and to have been worked 
to a limited extent. In all salient characters, the Bruce and Thessa· 
1011 formations are t he same. I must leave for future study to ascer
tain whether in origin it is rather sedimentary or eruptive. 

A bout one and a half miles from Thessalon landing, on the Govern
lllcnt road west of the river, is an outcrop of quartzyte (395). It rises 
in a rangce west of the the highway. Near the road iL is light gray 
.and pretty fine, with distinct bedding and a northward dip of about 
3.jO, but somewhat contorted. Farther from the road it becomps darker 
and more granular (396). A few rods slill farther west, the formation 
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rises in a succession of short parallel swells trendiug east and west, 
and exposing a general dip north ward. The appearallce is shown in 
fig. 5, on plate 2. 

We find dark angular masses (397), included in the quartzyte; and 
inspection shows them to be essentially identical with the Thessalon 
slate; but even more baked. 

Still farther on, occurs a dike three rods wide, ru nning nearly north 
and south, and appearing to be a compact diabase (398). In contiguity 
with this, the quartzyte is red blotchy, and on the west, prevailingly 
red (399). Included in the dike is a wedge of qnartzyte, two rods long 
and fifteen feet wide, which is very red. Here the dike along its 
western margin, is divided vertically by jointage, into a succession of 
thin slabs. Close by, the quartzyte retains its proper bedding. 

Sometimes too, the bedding of the quartzyte is interrupted by dike
like masses of its own substance, which, with loss of stratification on 
their part, cut off and tprminate the beds of the main quartzyte. 

About two and a half miles from TheRsalon, al~ng the same road. 
on the northwest of the quartzyte, is seen rising a huge diabasic ;llass 
{400), resembling the diabasic portions seen on the west side uf the 
river at Thessalon. From the summit, I can trace the ridge to the 
quartzyte last seen, and beyond, along the west side of it toward 
Thessalon point. Possibly the point has this diabase for a foundation. 

Fig. 6.-Geoloqy about Thessalol1, Ontario. 

D, the diabase here referred to. Q, the quartzyte 395. p, Thessa· 
Ion point. M, the sawmill near the]allding. d, diabase west side of 
river, s, Thessalon slate (or slaty diabflse). 
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Queries. Is there a fault along the river? Does D !underlie and 
form the point? Are D and d the same as s? 

About three miles from Thessalon, on the:sarue road, a bold promon
tory strikes the highway. Of this all the upper portion is of diabase 
(402), and the lower, near the roao, is of quartzyte (401). 

Fig. 7.-.Jllnctiol1 of (jlwrtzllt(' (lII cl diabase three miles northwest of 
Thes sallll1 , Ontario. 

The line AB shows the junction or the two, and its direetion is eas·t 
and west. BLlt the plane of junction descends almost vertically into 
the hill, so that it is not possible to say the diabase overlies the ql1urt
zyte. The diabase is in continuity with t.he last seen. 

At about five and a half miles from Thessalon, another promontory 
is found abutting on the road from the right. Here the great mas~ is 
diabase (40::\), well characterized and moder::>.tely coarse-grained; but 
quartzyte is in contact in an unintelligible way. The face of the 
exposure is showll below: 

I!. 

Fig. S.-JulIction of qllartzyte alld diabase jive milts nol'l/zwest oj" 
Thessa!oil. 



Plat!' 2. 16th Report. 

Fig. 5.-General view of white qua?·fzyte, two miles northwest of 
Thessalon, Ontario. 

The dip is a way from the observer. 

Fig 1O.-A knob of diabase overlying qua/'tzyte four miles northwest 
of Thessalon. 

The quartzyte incloses angular masses of Thessalon slate. 
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From a to b, the quartzyte dips toward the diabase, and seems to go 
under it northward. From b to c, the diaba'Se cuts off the quartzyte 
like a dike. Hence it does not appear what is the relation between the 
two. The quartzyte is cut off also from a to d. 

The diabase is quite characterist.ic, consisting of a mass of crystal
line, black, augitic mineral, with short linear crystals of plagioclase 
im bedded in it. 

Six miles from Thessalon, where McBeth's creek is crossed by the 
Canada Pacific railway, in view of the lake, quartzyte ana diabase 
are seen in contact again. The junction is sharp and runs N. 60° W. 
The qnartzyte is light gray, and resembles 401-not so reddish as that 
at the base of 403. Some of the diabase is ra ther coarse and charac
eristic. The junction with the quartzyte is vertical again-neither is 
Stl peri m posed. 

Across the creek from this point, and on the north of the Canada 
Pacific railroad, is Ii hill composed of quartzyte (404) and diabase; 
but a portion of the quartzyte becomes conglomeritic with glassy 
quartz. One of the dikes of diabase pursues an irregular course, as 
shown below, and varies greatly in width-from thirty feet to zero. 
Unusual collocations of' quartzyte and diabase are further illustrated 
below: 

Fig. 9.-Jfap of alternations of quartzyte anil diabase on hillside at 
McBeth's creek, at crossinq 0/ Canada Pacific raIlroad, 

northwest of Thessalon. 

At about fonr miles from Thessalon, a high bo~s overlooks the road 
from the south, in which we find diabase distinctly resting on quart
zyte. The external aspect of' this exposure is shown in fig. 10, plate 2~ 

20 
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At the distance of one mile from Thessalon on the east side of the 
river, is another nearly vertical junction of diabase and quartzyte, 
striking N. 40° E. The junction is sharp. No dip of the quartzyte 
is ascertainable. Its color is pale pinkish. Near here the quartzyte 
dips 30° toward N. 40° Wand its color is still pinkish. At another 
point the color is white. 

At two miles from Thessalon on the east side of the river. is all 
Qutcrop of quartzyte (405), weathering pistachio greenish. fine-grained 
and saccharoidal. It includes masses of coarse pinkish quartzyte con
taining quartz pebhles. Apparently, this qual'tzyte would make good 
hones. 

Quartzyte knobs rise above the alluvial plain at frequent intervals. 
At Little Rapids of the Little Thessalon, three and a half miles from 

Thessalon, is a coarse diabase with veins of quartz. It rises in a knob 
which continues ill a range eastward. It appears also on the west of 
the road. Near by here, is a vitreous quartzyte with pebbles of black 
jasper arranged in courses. The direction of the dir is N. 10° E. and 
amount apparently about 45°. This spot is one·fouth mile from the 
hotel, and in stratigraphical order ought to overlie the rock at Little 
Rapids. 

At about four miles north-northeast from Thessalon, is a boss of 
well st.riated quartzyte, having one set S. ~OO W. and the other S. 
30° VIf. The quartzyte is granular, pale gray, homogeneous, and 
would make excellent hones-much rese.mbling that of 405 In 
places it consists of clear glassy grains imbedded in a groundmass. 

A knob of very fine diabase forms a ridge extending north and south, 
at a distance of about three miles northeast of Thessalon. 

Extending examinations to remoter points, we find, It quarter of a 
mile north of Little Rapids, a knoll of horizontally-bedded, very fine 
sand-evidently alluvial. 

On the west side of the Little Thessalon, and about three-fourths of 
a mile from Ansonia-familiarly known as "The Dump," on the 
north of the road, is a ridge, exposing much rf'd rock (406), which 
proves to be a red quartzyte, with pebbles of clear quartz, and some 
small red ja~per pebble~. It is virtually a conglomerate. This ridge 
ranges N. 70° W. and nttains an elevation of about 150 feet. With 
much labor I traversed the whole length of this forest and brush. 
covered ridge, and noted a succession of formations like the following. 
Passing from the condition just mentioned, we come to conglomerate. 
Then comes a dike of diabase (407), 100 feet wide, extending from top 
to bottom of the hill. Next recurs conglomerate, coarser than the 
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first., with white quartz pebbles. Thi" is followed by another dike of 
.diabase, 40 feet wide, cutting the hill, like the other, from north to 
-south. Next follows for 30 rods, a conglomeritic quartz,vte This is 
4'1 bold outcrop. The bedding is distinctly shown by great slabs two 
feet thick, and hy courses of pebbles, The dip is 30°, and direction 
S. 48° W. This continues to another bold outcrop of quartzyte. 
'which is fundamentally very red and vitreous, with small pebbles. 
'The bedding is shown by slabby structure and by dark streaks-al
most black, as if of magnetite or plumbago, Oblique lamination is 
.also present, and the strata are a little bent. 

This entire ridge is a little over half a mile long. Di:base appears 
at the base, and can be seen on the summit; and the appearance is 
<that a dike runs along thr crest, and this has tilted the quartzytes to 
-their present position. 

The quartzyte beds dip 42° in a direction maklllg an flllgle of 20° 
with the axis of the ridge. As the ridge was traced for a distance of 
about two and a quarter miles, we t.hus attain t.he data for calculat
ing trigonometrically, the vertical thickness of the whole q uartzyte 
formation. I thus find it to be 4,543 feet As the horizontal distance 
WitS merely estimated, no great exactitude can be ascribed to this 
result. As further, I have no evidence that this traverse cro~sed the 
whole width of the formation, it would be quite within the bounds 
of probability to set down the red quartzyte as having a thickness of 
.5,000 feet. 

At Ansoni!1 Post-office (411), are rapids in the Thessalon river, and 
here the saw-logs from the surrounding country are" dumped" to be 
rafted to Thessalon. The rapids are caused by a mass of hluish, fine, 
.compact diabase, but tLe geology of the place is obscure. After visit
ing the spot three times during the progress of our survey of the Hul'
,onian, the following is the best account I can give of it. Beginning 
up the stl'eam, we have first, a mass of fine blue diabase (448); then 
.alongside of this, some vertical standing, ashes-of-roses colored, cherty
.calcitic beds (449), running up from the water. This formation 
weathers ochreous-yellow. Within, some parts are fine, compact, 
.chalcedonic-Iooking, opaque; other parts are pinkish, very finely gran
ular (450), and closely resembling the rock 447, to which refer. Still 
another part is less homogeneous, with iron-oxide veins, and a littl~ 

.coarser .texture, Still below this occurs a diabasic slate (451) in a 
thoroughly brecciated condition. A bowlder from the ochreous mass 
was foulld by me at Bruce. It seems to correspond to Logan's "chert 
2nd limestone." It is a cherty limestone (452), and effervesces feebly 
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with acid, but its stratigraphical position is not made apparent from 
the concomitant facts. 

Half a mile south from Ansonia, the ridge studied at 408, but at a 
point a mile further south, presents characters similar to those already 
described. Some of the pebbles here are like the ochreous rock 409; 
and this would imply that this rock underlies the quarlzyte-the red 
quartzyte. 

On a later occa~ion these examinations were carried still farther 
. into the interior. One mile beyond Ansonia, on the south side of the 

Thessalon (4~-429), a knob on the right of the road is composed of 
speckled diabase. A vein of red feldspar runs through it, and many 
patches of the same occur. 

Two miles west of Ansonia, on the north side of the road, in the 
field and on the hillsides, are large detached masses of reddish quart
zyte, with bands of pebbles as south of Ansonia. Also of red jaspery 
conglomerate. 

Some two and a half miles west of Ansonia, in the S. W. t sec. g., 
Lefroy, on the right of the road, is a low smooth outcrop of fine
grained rock (~30), appearing like scbist standing nearly on edge, and' 
traversed by many rough. irregular quartz veins. The rock on weath
ering peroxidizes a considerable amount of iron, forming a rusty 
crnst. Tbe rock is excessively tough, and thin scales are pale, yellow
ish-green translucent. 

The strike of the strncture referred to is N. 75° E. and the dip 30C 

to 40°. The formation is intersected by metalliferous vems. The 
contained matter is crystalline, black, with red streak. 

Two and a half miles east of Ottertail lake, about S. E. t sec. 31 
Rose, is a white vitreons quartzyte, having a dip S. 53° W. amounting 
to 23°. Within limited areas it is purple; but the purple portions 
are chiefly related to a vein and jointed system trending S. 80° E~ 
There are also spots purple-colored, consisting of hematite in the' 

ntre. 
N ear the southeast end of Ottertail lake, is a lofty ledge of q uartz~ 

yte of a gray color, and dipping southwesterly. This is on the left 
of the road leading from the village of Ottertail north to Duff's valley ~ 

Ottertail village is at the southern comer of Ottertail lake, in the
township of Plummer and on the soutb side of the stream. Twenty 
rods south of the four corners is a prominent outcrop of a reddish rock 
(435), which on inspection is seen to have a southwesterly dip, and is 
therefore c(ll1formable with the prevailing f]llar!,zyte of the {region. 
It is not however, a propel' quartzyte. It nndergoes chang~ on ex-· 
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p6sure to the weather. It has not the lustre of quartzyte. It is 
eompact and has a large feldspathic constituent. It seems to be a 
real felsyte, but clearly nota:n erupted felsyte. Much of the forma
tion is thin-layered, and it may properly be designated a felsitic schist. 

On the east side these beds can be seen dipping S. 58° W. at an angle 
.of 20°. Here also is a dark, slaty, fi~sile, somewhat 'soft trap.slate in 
an irregular seam striking across the bedding of the formation. 

Twent.y rods west and at a higher altitude, the felsyte again out . 
.crops: but the dip here is only 12°, and in a direction N.lO° E. 

The prevailing dips in this region have been found toward the south
west. From this point, a ridge of white qllartzyte can be seen on the 
northeast at th8 distance of half or three.quarters of a mile, on t.he 
north side (If the river, in which the dip is directly toward this felsyte. 
Unless some great disturbance in the order of stratification exists, the 
place of the felsyte is above the quartzyte. This ridge of quartzyte 
is shining white and though it. attains an altitude of one or two hun
dred feet, a dip of twenty dpgrees would carry the top of it quite 
below the felsyte. 

Thirty rods still further west., and about half a mile in a straight 
line from Ottertail four corners, rises a conspicuous bluff twenty feet 
high, composed essentially of felsyte of red color (434). It has a dip 
of 30°, in a direction N. 20° E. Here can be seen convincing evid
-ence of transition between quartzyte and this felsyte. Not only is 
the sedimentary bedding everywhere observable, but here the red fel. 
syte visibly passes into a dark gray flint rock just perceptibly tinged 
with ashes-of-roseR color where un weathered, and red rusty as far as 
the weather has penetrated. Under the lens, the fresh rock seems to 
he about all fine amorphous quartz, with numerous glistening points, 
which really look like thin scales. There are also disseminated small 
grains of quartz. The rusted portion is a skeleton of quartz draped 
with limonitic oxide. 

On the highest knob facing t.he village and 125 feet above it, the 
rock is an altered slaty conglomerate. The main mass is dark green
ish earthy material, similar to the vein in 435, though not here in a 
vein-having obscure but unmistakable bedding, appearing brecciated 
in places, inclosing some well·defined angular pieces of the same; but 
spec.ially noticeable for containing many worn maoses of granulyte 
composed of white quartz and a larger proportion of white feldspar. 
This whole formation is therefore conglomeritic; and its position, in 
.connection with the prevailing dips in j he neighborhood, indicates 
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that it is higher than the felsyte 435. But of this one cannot feef 
sure, since some of thp, dips in this vicinity lie in opposite directions. 

In general, however, we may say that in the hill south of Ottertail, 
we have a mass of highly altered schists, which range from f'elsitic to-" 
quartzose and conglomeritic, with fine earthy slate for ground mass. 
Their vertical relations to each other and to the quartzytes of the
vicinity cannot be absolutely determined from evidences supplied by 
the neighborhood. . 

About half a ·mile from the place of 434 in a direction S. 70° E, rises 
another boss of felsitic slate with bedded structure about vertical, 
trending toward 434, but of the lithological character of the rock 435. 

Twenty rods northwest of here, and about in a line parallel with the 
axis of Ottertail lake, and on the south of it, occurs an erupted mass 
of rock (437), weathering light gray wi~h a tinge of green, and com
posed of pale greenish augite and lamellar labradorite. There are
occasional rusty spots, but no iron constituent is conspicuous. The
rock approaches a compact gabbro. Its position is also above the great 
white quartzyte of the Ottertail range, and perhaps below the slaty 
felsyte already described. It may however exist in the form of a dike
and not of an overflow. The outburst traced northward a few 
rods is found terminating- in a cliff 75 feet in perpendicular hight. 
Here the rock has a more d~abasic aspect. 

Down the .Thessalon river, half a mile below the bridge at Ottertail, 
is found an outcrop of fine grained, well-bedded. somewha.t fissile, 
cherty limestone (439), gray within, but weathering cream-colored,. 
It dips S. 58° W. at an angle of 20°. It contains bands of pale red
dish color, and bands of chert. It is a cherty limestone, and is reputed 
a lithographic stone. This, like the cherty limestone seen in the bed 
of the river at Ansonia, may represent Sir William Logan's "chert and 
limestone." This I will designate the Ottertail limestone. ' 

This range of limestone trends conformably with the Ottertail 
quartzyte, and holds position above it, unless brought up from below 
by a fa.ult. That its original position is below the qllartzyte is indica
ted, as already stated, by the discovery in the quartzyte of pebbles 
which seem to have been derived from a rock of the kind. 

Leaving this neigborhood and penetrating farther into the interior, 
we find that at two miles nort,h from Ottertail, we have crossed a 
white quartzyte ridge about a. mile wide, and also a mass of underly
iug red quartzyte about three·fourths of a mile and strike here a mass 
of noryte (440). 
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Four miles north of Ottertail, we pass another sharp hill formed 0 f 
noryte-looking material which would perhaps pass for gabbro. 

III the town of Plummer, two miles south of Murray's Corner, one 
and It half miles north Of Orange Hall, a lld somewhat more than four 
miles north of Ottertail, 011 the west side of the road, is a high out
crop of metamorphic slates (44:1), mostly compact, with slatiness mod
erately well developed, but to a large extent a well characterized slaty 
argillste, siliceous in places and inclosing bands of siliceous schist. 
It is impossible to possess any information respecting the Animike 
series, without recognizing that formation here. The dip is S. 30° W. 
at angle of 46°. 

This formation clearly passes under both of the quartzyt('s-the 
white and the red. . 

It is now apparen t that the rock 441 is also Animike slate. 
Twelve rods northeast of this, and separated from it by a little 

valley, is an isolated outcrop whis is largely red felsyte (442), but is 
also largely an incipient granulyte-the red feldspar appearing in 
progress of separation from the quartzose constituent. This is fine
grained, and the quartz appears in small round globules. This trans
itional state betw('en felsyte and granulyte has a petrographic signifi
cance aualogous to that between felsyte and quartzyte as seen in 434. 

It is worthy of note that the stratigraphical position of this felsyte, 
as will presently appear is a short distance below the summit of the 
Plummer argillyte-just as the felsyte at Ottertail appears to be super

. imposed by a similar Rlaty argillyte at the summit of the knob south 
of Ottertail. 

Eight rods beyond, and close by the north and south road, a ridge 
of noryte (443), comes down from the west. It appears to contain 
magnetite, and may probably be regarded as a proper gabbro. 

At M urray·s Corner, 23t miles from Thessalon, on the town line, 
one mile west of the northeast corner of Plummer, rises an enormous 
promontory of argillyte (444,445), the greater mass of which extends 
over into the town of Coffin, sec. 36. It has the same character as 
441; but the dip is much steeper-being southward 78°. Ii contains 
pebbles of red granulyte, of all sizes up to two feet in diameter It re
calls somewhat the peripheral portions of the Oghiske conglomerate, 
but is somewhat more earthy. 

From the top of the hill, which is probably 175 feet high, above 
the road, is revealed a wide outlook over the surrounding country. 
Close by is Rock lake, on the west. Beyonrl, rise high hills, with 
wavy outlined tops; and in the horizon, the country looks mountain-
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ous. In all directions, the region is hilly, broken and rough. The 
rock formation on the summit is hard and slaty, and contains red 
granulyte pebbles. The direction of the dip is S. 20° W. 

The formation in the vicinity inclndes a bed of quartzyte in which' 
occurs crystallized hrematite in small branched veins. 

On the "Soo" road, two miles southeast of OttertaIl, is another 
outcrop of PlulOmer slates, very similar to 430 and 431. The slate is 
bluish-black, weathering greenish. The stratification is horizontal
an attitude which may indicate the passage to the opposite dip-that 
is, toward the northwest. The shale is fissile and intersected by many 
joints, which are frequently filled with brillant iron oxide. It in
cludes a bed of red quartzyt.e, the faulting of which is illustrated 
below: 

Fig. 1l.-Faulting of a reel quartzyte beel, two miles southeast oj 
Ottertail, Ontw·io. In Huronian slates. 

The slates bave been faulted the same as the quartzyte; but that 
does not show. 

The movements of this formation have opened chasms 6 to 12 inches 
wide, which have been filled mostly with a breccia of the country 
rock. It also contains rounded pebbles of red granulyte. 

Within a distance of twelve rods of this place, on the east, is an
other outcrop of the same (446). It contains rounded pebbles I)f 
syenite with red feldspar, also great angular masses intersecting the 
formation but limited; havin~ apparently a siliceous constitution, but 
without any quartzose lustre. On cloRest inspection with a lens, I 
can distinguish apparent particles of reddish feldspar, and many 
specks appearing like hrematite or magnetite. 

The quartzyte (447), seems to be very finely porous, and resembles 
that containing iron ore at Matherson's, near Murray's Corner. It 
serves to identify the lower division of' the Plummer slate-conglom
erate. 

At about one and half miles north of Bruce, on the" Soo ,I road 
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the slate conglomerate outcrops again. It contains red jasper IJt bbles 
a'nd graywacke, and the formation is rather harder than at the last 
two points 

From here eastward the slate conglomerate outcrops frequently
even as far eastward as McEwen's cross roads and school·house. 

3. Obserz)atiuns in the vicinity of the Blind and Missisrtgui rivers.
This inve"tigation was also pursued in tl1f\ vicinity of Blind and Missisa
gni rivers, At Blind river la!lding, the rock (413), first seen and widely 

. distributed in the vicinity, is massive, well glaciated, dark colored, 
apparelltly composed of augite in a crystalline groundmass, with many 
interbedded grains of reddish feldspar (oligoclase) and fewer grains of 
a pale greenish feldspar. It is therefore a diabase like that at Thes
salon, bnt with the indi viduals larger. No quartz can be discovered. 

On the east side of the bay, near the upper sawmill at Blind river, 
is a red, vitreous quurtzyte (414). very obscurely bedded. Close by, 
on the south, is a diabasic formation. Next follows another mass of 
quartzyte, more di:;,tinctly bedded, having a dip of 48° in a direction 
S. 12° E. The intervening diabase is also bedded. 

In the cut of the Canada Pacific Hailroad are irregular alternations 
Df vitreous qual'tzyte and diabasic rock, but the two are not seen to 
he interbedded. Their relation is one of unintelligible confusion. 
The diabase is often quite slaty, but is in isolated and fragmentary 
masses, lying in all positions in reference to the structure. There 
seems to have been a junction here between the quartzyte and the dia. 
base, but both are broken into fragments, and the two are mixed in 
great confusion. The quartz}'te, however, can generally be seen to 
have a tendency to a southeasterly dip, and to strike northeast. 
The diabase sometimes shows bedding coincident, but the bedded 
,character is not persistent, and we cannot fiud the diabase anywhere 
passing under the quartzyte. In some places it terminates by a verti
cal joint against the quartzyte. The quartzyte, in approaching the 
,diabase, sometimes becomes darker, without ceasing to be strictly a 
quartzyte. Some of the slaty patches of the so-called diabase become 
distinctly siiiceous, without the presence of isolated grains; and the 
rock thus acquires the character of a siliceous argillyte (418) in its ex
terior aspect. I did not discover the evidence that these siliceous 
slates constitute any part of the quart,zyte formation rather than of 
the so-called diabase slate. They are intermediate between the two. 

North of the cut of the railroad at Blind river is a wide area occu
pied by rocks of the same general character, that is, quartzytes and 
diabases, but chiefly here, diabases. Of these, one variety contains 

21 
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only a pale greenish feidspar (415); another contains also a pink feld
spar (416). The greenish feldspar, in both varieties, tends to become 
confiuent with the dark mineral, and form a feldspathic ground mass 
In other specimens, the dark mineral remains well isolated, and in 
places tends to a lamellar crystallization (417). 

Fig. 12.-Afield of d,aba:;e, Blind river, Onia7'io. 

Similar alternations of quartzyte and diabase are found in aM the 
surrounding regions, and upon the islands contiguous to the mouth 
of the river. 

On the railroad track, one mile west of Blind river, we find diabase 
apparently identical with that at the sawmill. 

A bout one and a quarter mil es west of Blind river, south side of the 
railroad, is a large outcrop, mostly diabase; but there is a mass of 
bedded quartzyte in it, twenty-five feet wide, and striking N. 70° E, 
It is a white, compactly granular rock, distinctly bedded, with a dip 
of' 7fiO toward the higher mass of diabase. The latter appears both 
sides of the quartzyte, but it is not revealed whether the quartzyte is 
interbedded. The upper junction with the diabase is nearly vertical 
as far as indicated, but dips southward about 85° apparently, S'O that 
the beds of qnartzyte are intersected by the diabase. On the north 
junction, the contact is also about vertical, but dips rather northward 
than southward. The quartzyte traced eastward a few rods, is seen to
terminAte, t.he diabase connecting from the south to the north side. 
On th e west, the quartzyte passes under low ground and disappears. 

This case is very similar to one in the Thessalon valley illustrated 
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in fig. 8. The general relations of the quartzyte and diabase may also 
be compared with those seen at localities about the mouth of McBeth's 
creek and in the Thessalon vaney .. 

At about two miles from Blind river, on the west side of the west 
mouth of the river, occurs a quartzyte,dipping about N. N. W. This 
is soon succeeded by diabase of the familar sort. 

At two and a half miles from Blind river, is an outcropping of much 
quartzyte, having generally a dip toward the northwest, with reddish 
color, varying to da1'k gray, and a vitreo-granular texture. Some 
patches are of a greenish color, but still completely siliceous. 

At the Missisagui river, is a rock-cut on the railroad, one and a 
half miles from the mouth of the river. Here is a distinctly bedded 
structure dipping west about 45°. Of course, this may all belong to 
an erupted rock It may also be the remains of an originally sedi-
mentary arrangemen t. I 

Some of the rock (419) is bluish black, with an augitic ground mass, 
in which are imbedded individuals of ren feldspar. These are some· 
times pretty sharply outlined grains, a sixteenth of an inch in diame· 
tel' or less (421). Sometimes the red feldspar is in minute blended 
grains and strings, as if just emerging into existence (420). Mixed 
with this rock, are angular masses of red quartzyte (424:), tending to a 
disposition structurally Himilar to the last, but certainly without evid· 
ence of true interbedding. Portions have a petrosiliceous look (425). 

In Rome of the joints between the two kinds of rock, are she'ets of' 
dark slaty chloritic rock (422) which, of course, may have resulted 
from friction, and probably have, though also, possibly remnants of 
an originally sedimentary structure. 

Most of the rock is a bluish black mass, apparently consisting of 
augite and feldspar-thin edges being translucent. 

At the mouth of the Missisagui river, on the west side, is a large 
boss of diabase (426). The great mass appears to be augitic; but feld e 

~par is present in white branching nuclei. In contact is a bed of' 
vitreous quartzyte-real gray or smoky flint (427). 

On the east side, at the extremity of the promontory, is a great 
mass of flinty qllartzyte. striking N. 74° E, with a dip south of 74,0, 

The stratification is but little undulate, but diagonal bedding is free 
quent. Bands of the rock present the character of siliceous slate. 
This flint is at least 180 feet thick. It is succeeded on thc north by 
compact diabase. The junction between the two seems to be vertical; 
but its bearing is N. 66° E. and therefore intersects the bedding of 
the q uartzyte. Still beyond, the quartzyte reappears. 
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In proceeding eastward from the point at the mouth of the river, jt 
is seen that the quartzyte of the point, after reaching a total thick
ness of 225 feet, is succeeded by dark diabase. 

At the mouth of Little Bear creek, one mile east of Missisagui, dia
basic knobs appear, which continue along the coast eastward. Occa
sionally, a section of bedded q uartzyte appears alongside. In one 
instance, the junction could be traced 60 feet under water. Then, on 
the east side, the quartzy te terminated in a perpendicular section, 
descending into Black river. .. 

This coast, between Missisagui and Blind rivers, is mostly quarzyte 
of a vitreolls variety and steep dip. About one-fifth io; diabase. Vast 
quartzose masses, with the angles due to bedding and jointing, can be 
seen passing, in many places, into twenty or thirty feet of water. 

In a cornparision of the geology of the Missisagui and Blind rivers 
with that of the Thessalon near the mouth, we find this difference 
observable. The quartzyte is more vitreons, and has a higher dip than 
that north of Thessalon, and is entirely destitnte of pebbles and frag. 
ments. The diabase is mostly finer textured than that about Thessa
lOll and Bruce; but on the contrary, portions of it are coarser textured, 
and take on the aspect of hyposyenite, or syenite of -the Germans. 
That fmpposes, however, that the pink feldspar so generally present is 
{)rthoclase; but the angitic appearance of the dark mineral would 
render that supposition improbable. The mode of crY8tallization 
moreover, is little like that of syenitic rocks. 

4. Generali.zation from ob::;ervations made on the Huronian of Ontario. 
-The observations thus reported are deemed sufficient to convey a 
just conception of the meaning of the Canadian geologists in propos· 
ing the Huronian system. It only remains to correlate them, and as
certain what state of facts gives rise to the phenomena observed. 

It is very rv ident that a large volume of eruptive rocks, mostly dia
bases and norytes, is present with a great thickness of rocks of un
doubted sedimentary origin; while an equal volume of obscurely slaty 
character, without quartz, presents an ambiguous aspect. The latter 
appear to constitute the" green chlorite schist" of Logan. At Bruce 
and Thessalon, they orcupy the general surface; a~d, as far as exter
nal appearances go, might be either an ancient and much altered 
overflow of erupted matter, or a highly altered deposit of sedimen
tary origin. In several instances noted, the quartzytes contain large 
angular fragments of snch character that they seem derived from th. 
"green chlorite schist," or diabase schist, as I have sometimes styled 

it; and tbis circumstance would give countenance to the theory that' 

\, 

---,:i 
i. 
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. t.he latter are older, and prohably sedimentary in origin. The uniform
ity, in the trend of the obscure slatiness observed, points also to a 

. sedimentary origin. On the other hand, the microscope reveals in the 
minut~ structure, a multitlide of small, highly refractive crystals, 
imbedded in a large volume of amorphous matter. From some local

. ities, rock-sections contain many amygdular forms, refractive, and not 
pleochroic in white light, but bluish-green crystalline in polarized 
light, without, change on rotation. While I do not consider a sub
cry'stalline structure demonstrative of a non-sedimentary origin, but 
only of a non-sedimentary present character, 1 am led to assume, for 
the present, that the slaty sheets coverin,g the surface about Bruce 
and Thessalon, and generally about the Blind and Missisagui rivers, 
in the regions examined, are really ancient overflows of erupted ma
terial. Strongly corroborative of the correctness of this assumption, 

'are the minute amygdrilar structures just. mentioned, and the macro-
scopic amygdular forms described near the head of the bay at Thessa· 
Ion; since, on the accepted explanal ion of the origin of such features, 
the vicissitudes of a metamorphic sediment supply conditions less 
s>uited to their production thall do the conditions of au erupted or 
intrusive mass. 

Whatever may be the origin of the so-called diabasic slates of the 
coast, undoubted diabases. norytes and gabbros exist in frequent oc· 
currence and great, abundance in the interior; and espe~ially along 
the valley of the Thessalon. But these masses do not occur in the 

, condition of wide overflows, 1 found them nowhere occnpying exten
sive surface areas, or interbedded hetween sheets of clastic formations, 
nor even underlying them. They generally appear as dikes with nearly 
vertical walls, holding various positions in reference to the lines of 
sedilllent~tion of the rocks which they pierce. Only in one instance 

, did I observe a diabasic ma8S resting on the sedimentary rocks." But 
I could not affirm that they nowhere in the interior exist as inter
bedded formations. 

Passing hy all these intrusiv(i and quasi.eruptive formations, the 
characteristic features of the Huronian are to he sought in its clastic 
rocks. Of these, we find eonspicuously, two great quartzyte forma
. tions-the Ottertail and Thessalon quaytzytes-pretty closely approx-
imated in vertical relations, and two great argillitic :;late formations, 
abo closely approximated in a vertical sense-the upper and lower 
.Plummer argillytes. 'Whatever uncertainty may exist in reference to 

the .stratigraph ical positions of subordinate .beds, there is no don bt 
that the relative situations of these is correctly shown below: 
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Ottertail (white) Quartzyte. 
Thessalon (red and gray) Quartzyte. 

~ Upper. 
Plummer (conglomeritic) Argillyte 

. Lowe~ 

These constitute the principal part of the mass of Huronian strata. 
The Ottertail or white quartzyte attains a vertical thickness which I 
would estimate at four thousand feet. This estimate is based on the 
.distance traversed across the formation in proceeding north a mi.le 
and a half from Ottertail. The 'rhessalon or red quartzrte is estim· 
.ated to have a vertical thickness of five thousand feet. The method of 
forming this estimate has been explained in the preceding pages. The 
Plummer or conglomeritic argillyte has also a great thickness. In the 
;region north of Ottertail and Rock lakes where the northern ontcmp 
occurs, we travelled across the trend of the formation for a distance of 
,Over two miles, and the northern limit, apparently, was not reached. 
At Murray's Corner the dip is 71:)°, and at the southern margin. it is 
48°. If we assume the average dip at 50°, and the horizontal distance 
.across the formation, at two mile!:!, we calculate the vertical thickness 
,Of the Plummer argillyte (upper and lower), as a little over 8,000 feet. 
There would be little risk in set.ting down the aggregate thickness of 
these three terranes as 17.000 feet. 

The Ottertail quartzyte is mostly white, subvitreous and massively 
bedded. It contains few pebbles. The Thessalon quartzyte is less 
massive, and generally contains ferruglnous and argillaceous impur
ities. 'rhe upper portion especially-but all parts to some extent
ilmbraces dispersed pebbles of a siliceous character, often ranged in 
~ourses, and among them pebbles of' red and black jasper. As bould
.ers of a red jaspery conglomerate are seen on the south, there is 
reason to suppose the upper portion of the Thessalon quartzyte.lo . 
. cally assumes this character; and would thus ans wer to Logan's "red 
jasper conglomerate," which hfl places between the "red" and 
"white" quartzytes. In my estimate of' thickness, I include the con., 
glomeritic portion Some of the pebbles of the red quartHte are 
glassy vitreous. It also contains great angular masses ,Of itself. 

That which I have designated the Plummer argillyte Sflems to be 
divided into two portions, as .I shall poin.t out; but both contain, 
genprally, dissem.inated pebbles. These are mostly reddish. and of 
.the character of gl"anulyte, or granulitic gneiss, up to two feet in dia. 
llIeter. Others are of red jasper, white quartz, graywacke greenstone, 
,$\'cllite and l\lic~'Qea,ring granite. It may therefore, be designated as 
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oConglomeritic. It would be misleadillg, however, to style it a con
glomerate, even a "slate conglomerate." Conglomeritic slate, how
ever, is admissible. The greater part of the mass is a slate. 

This slate is quite uniformly dark argillyte. Generally, also, it is 
permeated by a siliceous constituent. In many places it assumes the 
·condition of a siliceous argillyte, and not unfrequently, of a siliceous 
·schist, more or less darkened, but occasionally vitreous. It conveys, 
however, an erroneous conception to describe the formation, or any 
portion of it, as a ,. q uartzyte," or even a quartz schist. Some por
tions may be denominated siliceous schi:ilt or flint schist. Aside from 
the disseminated pebbles the formation is the exact prototype of the 
dark schists of Gunflint lake of Minnesota, and of the Animike form
.atiun of Thunder bay. 

These great formations present two serieR of outcrops. The one is 
'On the southwest of the Thessalon river, with dips in a northerly 
and north westerly direction; the other series is on the northeast of 
the river, with dips south westerly. Owing to great dislocations, these 
two series do not precisely face each other. Thus the 'l'hessaloll 
valley marks the location of a synclinal, as announced by the geoID. 
gists of Can ada. 

Besides these great type masses of the Huronian, we find some 
relatively unimportant terranes, whose· stratigraphical positions pro
voke discussion. On the north of Bruce, at the distance of a mile, is 
an impure limestone, which I will call the Bruce limestone, somewhat 
earthy, crystalline and thin-bedded. but not attaining, as far as I ob· 
served, a thickness exceeding one hundred feet. In the bed of the 
stream at Ansonia, is an obscure, siliceous limestone appearing to 
stand vertically: and near Ottertail, is a very similar cherty 
limestone, dipping conformably with the neighboring quartzyte Thi~ 

I will designate the Ottertail limestone. 'rhere can be no risk ill 
identifying these two outcropR, since the rock iR very similar in the 
two, and is peculiar. But on these grounds, the Bruce limestone mlBt 
be distinguished. Its stratigraphical position also. seems removed. 

In add ition to the limestones, we find three separated outcrops of 
reddish felsyte-passing into quartzyte and granulyte. Petrographie
ally, they must be identified but the model of showing how this is 

structurally possible affords ground for debate. 
Thirdly, we find, especially about the mouth of the Missisagui, a 

peculiar vitreolls, often reddish, quartzyte-along the line of the Can
.ada Pacific railroad surprisingly broken and intermingled with dia
basic lllas,,;es. Its aspect is notably differeut from that of the Thessa-
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Ion and Ottertail quartzytes; it contains no pebbles; it is not gran~ 
ular; and it has also, a steeper dip. In oonstitution it is quite purely 
siliceous, and about the mouth of the Missisagui assumes the char
acter of genuine fli.nt. I do not feel inclined to regard it as resting 
ill continuity with either of the other quartzytes-stilliess, a..; the deep· 
sea representative of the Plummer slate. Petrogrphically, the latter 
conclusion is reasonable. Structurally, the dip being in the opposite 
direction from that of the Plummer slate, an anticlinal must separate 
the two. Still, this is not a fatal objection to the view. Areal petro
graphic objection. however seems to lie against it in the necessity of 
supposing the Plummer slate has undergone so great a change within 
the tlistance of 2.:> miles toward the southeast, while in the opposite 
direction, it has retaimd persistf'nt characters as far as Thunder bay 
and Gunflint lake-a distance in a fltraight line. at least seven times 
as great. I shall therefore set the MissiRagui quartzyte down as a dis
tinct formation; and this is what I think Logan has intended to do. 
Travelling over it four miles, from the Missisagui to Bl;nd river, we 
pass partly in the direction of the strike. That is, the strih is N. 
74° E. and the line of coast is S. 80° E. The fOLlr Illiles of coast, 
therefore, go at right angles, one and a half miles acro>!s the forma· 
tion; and, as the dip at the lVIissi:>a.glli river is 74:0. the resulting ver
tical thickness of the formation, supposing hal f the distance diabasp, . 
is over 3,750 feet. This all depends, however, on the continuance if 
a dip of 74° all the way between tbe Missisagui and Blind rivers. N(~ 

formation of snch volume exists between the top of the white quartz. 
yte and the bottom of the Plummer argillyte; and I shall therefore, 
put it down below the Plummer argillyte. 

It remains to ascertaill the positions of the limestones and the fel· 
syte. If the Bruce limestone is distinct, as I believe, from the Otter· 
tail limestone, there ~eems to be no possible position for it but below 
the Plu mmer argillyte; and, as the Missisagui q uartzyte, assuredly, is 
not above this limestone, it must lie above that quartzyte. 

The Ottertail limestone and the felsyte remain. At Ottertail, the
limestone lies constructively above the white quartzyte; but the reel 
(or lower) quartzyte contains pebbles of this limestone; and the latter 
must hold position, therefore, below both quartzytes. Moreover, 
at Ansonia, its topographic and constructive position is below 
the red quartzyte. Its regular stratigraphical place, therefore, 
at Ottertail, is 9,000 feet below the top of the white quartzyte; 
but we find it only 250 feet below topographically; and if the 
neighboring quartzyte were produced to the outcrop of the Ottel'-
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tail limestone, the latter would appear even above the top of the 
former. This limestone must, therefore, be raised at least ~l.OOO 
feet above its original position; anel a fault of this magnitude 
must run along the valley of the river in this vicinity. This 
would assign the Ottertail buff alld cherty limetone to a position he
tween the reel quadzyte and the Plummer argiliyte. Sir Wiliam Logan 
has posited "yellow chert and limestone" between a "white quartzyte 
chert and limestone" above, and a "white quartzyte" below-appar
ently within the mass which I have denominated white or Ottertail 
quartzyte. 

N 01V as to the felsyte, I find it exposed in three localities visited; 
and in each place I find a small amount of Plummer argillyte at a 
higher level. North of Ottertail, the super·jacellt argillyte has a ver
tical thickness of about a hundred and fifty or two hundred feet. 
South of Ottertail, it is not over sixty feet to the summit of the hill 
which it caps. But both felsyte and argillyte are stratigraphically 
out of place in the outcrop south of Ottertail. They are far above 
their normal stratigraphic posit.ion. They are also, within three
quarters of a mile of the Ottertail limestone, which I have just now 
concluded to be raised 9,000 feet by a fault. But in the next place, 
the felsyte at Ottertail, is topographically 75 feet above the limestone, 
while, as I reason, its normal place if! at least 150 feet below it. The 
felsyte then, has be'en raised 225 feet more than the limestone. An
other fault of this amount, must therefore, intervene in the 2!0 rOils 
of surface between the limestone and the felsyte. 

Recapitulating and tabulating these conclusions, we should have the 
Huronian of Canada, as far at> observe:!, con;;tituted, in descendlllg 
order, as follows: 

8. Ottertail (white) Quartzyte __ ... ________ . ___ . _______ 4,OOOJeet 

"I. White Quartzyte, chert and Limestone" and "i 
White Quartzyte" of Logan. 

7. Thessalon (red and gray) Quartzyte. ___ . ___ . ___ . ____ 5,000 " 

"h. Red Jasper Conglomerate" and "g. Red Quartz-
yte of Logan. 

(I think Logan's ';r. White Quartzyte" must 
belong here also.) 

6. Ottertail Cherty Limestone say ___ •. ___ .. ______ .. _ __ 100" 

"k. Yellow Chert and Limestone" of Logan. 
5. Upper Plummer (conglomeritic and siliceou~) Argillyte 500" 

"f. Upper Slate Conglomerate" of Logan, in part. 

22 
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4. Red Felsyte, gran ulyte and quatzyte .• _ ...... _.. .••. 100 feet' 
Not mentioned by Logan. The "e; Limestone" of 

Logan is lower, and not noticed by me. 
3. Lower (conglomeritic and siliceous) Argillyte .•...•. 7,400 " 

"d. Lower Slate Conglomerate" of Logan . 
. 2. Bruce Limestone............ ...................... 100" 

This seems to he placed elsewhere by Logan. 
(Logan's "Green Chloritic Slate" is in this interval.) 

'1. Missisagui (vitreous) Quartzyte .••..••.••......••.•• 3,750 " 
"a. Gray Quartzyte" of Logan. 

It will be observed that neither the lower nor the upper limit of the 
Huronian is embraced in the observations above reported. It may 
be added, therefore, that the white quartzyte is seen occupying the 
north shore of the Channel as far as the' St. Mary'S rivllr, and it ap· 
pears, also, along part of the north sh'ore of St. Joseph's island. Here 
I found it immediately overlaid by a siliceous and fossiliferous lime· 
stone-apparently the Chazy. The same was observed years ago, at 
Campement d'Ours and at Sulphur island, six miles south·southwest 
of Thessalon point The same superposition is reported at all the 
islands ranged along parallel with the north shore of the Channel. It 
thus appears that the Huronian is a sysLem following downward im
mediately below the Lower Silurian, in this part of the continent. If 
no intervening tf!rranes are wanting, it follows that it occupit's the 
position of the Taconic of Emmons and the Lower Cambrian of 
Sedgwick. 

At its lower limit, it must be succeeded by formations of vitreous 
quartz, red jasper and graywacke, besides greenstones, red granulytes, 
red gneiss and mica-bearing granite; since fragments of all these oc· 
·cur in the Plummer argillyte. It may be admitted that the quartzyte 
,pebbles of the argillyte were derived from the Missisagui quartzyte;' 
but the red jasper and graywacke must have been derived from a ter· 
:mne older than the Huronian, and evidently newer than the crystalline 
ruassflS of the Laurentian. The charactpr of this underlyiug system 
will appear ill the records of my subsequent observation. '" . 

I should not do justice to my sentiments nor to the labors of the 

.* A ·condensed ~y/lopsis of tbe foregoing observations and Inferences was presented at the !Sew York 
'Meeting of tbe American A.ssoclation for the Advancement of SCience, nnder the title of "The Hu
,roninn System of Canad.... Nothing, howeve,', has appeared in print from my pen. Otl.",r commnni· 
.cations were Similarly presente1 by professor N. H. Winchell, under the (olowing titles: "The 
'Slate Conglomerate of the original Huronian the Parallel of the Ogishke C')nglomerate otMinnesota," 
,and" The Animike Black Slate and Qnartzyte ano! the Ogishke Conglomerate of Minnesota the 
!Equivalent of the original Huronian." 
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'Canadian pioneers in the Huronian field, if I should fail to' acknowl
.edge explici tIy the general accuracy of their reports, as far as my own 
.observations have gone. When we consider the great intricacy of 
the geology, and the extreme difficulty of travel through the region 
when settlement was in its infancy, the great amount accomplished 
with such accuracy of detail, may well command our admiration. 

I wish to recl,!'d an observation supplementarily, respecting the sur
face geology of the district about Thessalon. The region generally is 
·covered by an alluvial deposit. This has given the usual argillaceous 
s~il and subsoil, accompanied by much standing wat.er. But at the 
same time, this soil when well cleared and drained, makes very fine 
farms, and is already much improved, Crops of timothy grass and 
clover are especially rank. I saw also, good spring wheat, oats and 
peas. Still, so far as I observed, proper drainage is generally neglected. 

Ovel' the alluvial clay, I observed extensive regions occupied by fine 
5and, and here is a truly warm and productive soil. I saw Indian corn 
growing in some gardens; and it was nearly as rank as that in south
,ern Michigan. But I saw none in the fields; and I presume the au
itumnal frosts are too early for field corn. 

I observed numerous ancient beaches at elevations within 100 feet of 
,the present lake level. Indeed I should suppose an ancient beach would 
surround each of the rocky knobs which lllllst have projected as 
islands from the former lake-as many still project above the actual 
8urface of the North Channel. I crossed one old beach which had 
low land on both sides, and must have been a point, perhaps sub
merged, at the time of the former extension of the lake-just as 
Thessalon point at present, projects miles into the modern lake That 
Thessalon point is an ancient beach or reef I have ascertained-but 
still, there may be a foundation of erupted rock. 

§ 3.-0BSERVATIONS IN OTHER REGIONS OUTSIlJE OF MINNESOTA. 

I.-The Ma/'quette Iron Re,qion. The geoll)gical position of the iron 
()fes of this region has been generally, though not universally, re_ 
'garded as within the Huronian system. The observation of the true 
.character of the typical Huronian rocks of Canada rendf'red it neces
sary to ascertain how far the iron-bearing rocks of Marquette agree 
with them, and, in case of difference, to determine whether any por
tion so agrees. and in what respect the other portions disagree. It 
was also ~eces3a<~y to determine whether the iron-bearing rocks of the 
Marquette range can be identified with those of the Vermilion range. 
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a lithological assemblage which was supposed to stretch to the nort1'f~ 
eastern limit of Minnesota. 

My studies in this region were directed only to certain points, and 
with reference to information desired on particular quest.ions. The 
research began at Ishpeming, and a few memoranda of facts are here' 
recorded. 

I am much indebted to Mr. Hall, t.he superintendent of the Lake 
Superior mining properties, for the use of means of conveyance, and for
his company and many details of information. In the office l was
shown a very extensive series of drawings of the mining property, 
including numerous vertical sections across the iron-bearing lodes,. 
and along their axis. Mr. Sturtevant, the engineer, had the goodness 
to prepare for me two sections across the soft hrematite deposit, and 
one along its axis. These are presented below on a reduced scale. 

The accompanying diagrams show that the great iron· bearing lodes. 
ofthe Marquette region do not occur in isolated lenticular forms, as hag. 
been sometimes supposed; but are really interstratitied in the forma
tion, as at Tower. Here however, all the stratification is much dis
turbed and wrinkled. Besides what these diagrams illustrate, Mr. 
Hall pointed out on the ground, the evidences that the deposit in trans· 
verse section was originally bent into the form of au S, giving thus at. 
differents points in its breadth synclinal and anticlinal attitudes. 

Mr. Hall showed me, also, many samples of the gold taken from the 
Ropes gold mine, and other samples of gold-bearing quartz from a 
new find recently made on the property of the Lake Superior Com
pany. These localities are bot.h within three or four miles of Ishpem
ing, on the north. 

In an old opening of the Lake Superior Company, Sec. 19, T. 47-27 
(rocks 453, 454), the deposit of iron is seen to run ea:::t and west, with 
a dip N. 63°. The hanging wall is a quartzose conglomerate. This, 

,however, I'ometimes continues through the iron deposit in modified 
character. 

Twenty rods north of this place, immediately east of the Saginaw 
mine, is a boss of a curious couglomerate (455), consisting largely of 
iron-a sort of imperfectly bedded ground mass of a hfBlllatitic char
acter-in which are imbedded rounded and partly angular pebbles aucl 
fragmen ts of red jasper, white quartz, flint, glassy quartz, and less 
important fragments. This has bpen bored into, and, according to
Mr. Hall's recollection, it is at least 400 feet thick. Here the Lake 
Superior Company did a good amount of mining; and the Saginaw 
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Company did much ou the westward continuation of the deposit. 
But all work is now abandoned. 

About one and a half miles west of Ishpeming is an outcrop of at 

dark, argillitic, sericitic slate (456). It dips N. 100 E. at an angle · 
of 700 • Conformable with this is a bed of gray, rusty-speckled, 
granular quartzyte (457) underlying the other. 
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From information gathered at Ishpeming from Mr. Taft, the chemist 
of the Cleveland Iron Mining Company, from Mr. J. R. Wood, and 
others, it appears tbat a synclinal exists in this vicinity, with a 
southern outcrop, on which the town is located, and another three or 
four miles to the north. The down ward succession of the beds in 
this synclinal is as follows: 1. Red slate; 2. Black slate and mixed 
ore; 3. Ore; 5. Talcose rock, so-called; 6. Dioryte The red slates 
are banded IHematite and jasper-pretty harrl. The black slates are 
magnetic jasper, and the mixed ore is similar to the red slate bed, but 
contains more ore. The talc is essentially argillitic. This is alsO' 
true of tbe "chlorite rock," so· called-a rock also styled by S0m!", 

"talc," and by the miners, "soap rock." 
One and a half miles north of Ishpeming, on the Deer lake road, is

an outcrop of quartzyte, having a dip quite steep-about 70°. It 
cOlltains beds of quartz pebbles. 

A bout two· and a half miles from Ishpeming, on the road to Deer 
lake, and one-third of a mile south of the saw-mill at Deer lake, is a 
high knDb on the right of the road. It con~ists of nearly vertical 
sl,ates (458), which would formerly have been called talcose. In some 
portions, howeyer, are developed multitudes of feldspar crystals. It 
is, therefore, in the condition which I have styled" porphyrel "(459,'. 

Climbing to the top of the hill, we find an obscure conglomeritic 
structure, like that at Stuntz's island, in Vermilion lake. The re
semblance is confirmed by the presence of isolated portions looking 
serpentinous or talcose, and by the existence of many obscure, inter
Recting quartzose veins. The obscurely outlilled pebbles, it should 
he recorded, are essentially identical with the country rock, as at 
8tuntz's island. 

All this confirms the parallelism of the Marquette and Vermilion 
iron· bearing groups, and the non·Huronian character of both. 

In t.he highway by the bridge at Deer lake, and about in the strike 
of the ridge last mentioned, is an outcrop of rock (460, 461), which 
to me appears sedimentary; but assuredly it is much altered, and pre
sents a quasi-eruptive aspect. It is admittedly the equivalent of the 
Stuntz island rock; and they who regard that as eruptive will pro
nounce this eruptive also. The rock here contains foreign pebbles; 
and I regard that as conclusive evidence of a fragmental origin. 
The schistosity, also, is completely conformable with that of the 
neigh boring sericitic slate .. 

On the west side of the bridge at Deer lake the rock (462) is highly 
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and distinctly conglomeritic; but having a slaty structure, with beds 
standing vertical. It might by some be regarded as having a basaltic 
structure. In places it passes to a still more eruptive-looking rock. 
The resenlblance to Stuntz island is maintained. Still, I think the 
formation was sedimentary originally, and that it retains distinct 
traces of its original condition. 

The congloDleritic aspect comes out chiefly on the weathered sur
faces. Some of the fragments are angular, some rounded, and many 
elongated in the direction of the structure, i. e. vertically. 

Twenty rods south of the last point, along the railroad west side of 
Deer lake, occurs a quartzyte (463) dark gray and red in bands. This 
dips S. 25° E. at an angle of 55°. The rock is rather vitreous. The 
lower part of it is darkened by the presence of hmDlatitic material 
apparently, and contains thin bands of hmmatite. The higher part 
becomes almost uniform in color, of pinkish gray. StilI,higher it is 
whitish. The quartzyte and the slate are not seen in juxtaposition. 
An interval of four rods separates their nearest outcrops. The verti
cal structure of' the slate, however, is strikingly unconformable with 
the dip of the quartzyte; and favors, perhaps the theory of the erup
ti ve origin of the slate. 

At a point about two and a half miles east of the Hopes gold mine, 
(1069), near the charcoal pits, we observed a large pile of rock-frag
ments said to have been brought from the goM mine to use as a flux. 
The fragments indeed contain a large percentage of calcium carbon· 
ate; but there is present also so large a quantity of talc that the 
material is said to have proved unservicable. Yet we obtained fine 
specimens of amorphous (464) and crystalline (465) talc. Noticing that 
the rock on weathering acquires a deE)p stain of iron rust, we judged 
that it prohably has the composition of ankerite. 

At the Ropes Gold mine, it was observed that the. gold-bearing 
quartz vein occurs in a rock appearing like a chlorite slate (466)
though probably a compact argillyte-appearing to be the same forma
tion as that seen at the knob east of Deer lake, and on both sides of 
the bridge at the lake. The shaft at this mine was stated to be about 
360 feet deep with seven levels. In the mill twenty stamps are in 
operation. 

On the return to Ishpeming, we examined a spot on the opposite side 
of the road from the knob before mentioned, 458. Here is a formation 
consisting of thin-bedded quartz with laminated, sericitic schist (468) 
more or less sihceous, intervening. Dip S. 15° E. amounting to 64°. 
The formation occupies the interval noticed on the opposite side of the 
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lake, between the nearest outcrops of the quartzyte and slate. The 
gap is evidently due to the easier disiutegration of the thin-laminated 
rock. 

In company with Mr_ Taft, chemist, we visited the Cleveland mine, 
and made a careful examination of the" dump." At onr request Mr. 
Taft took a sample of the green argillyte, Rock 469a, and a sample of 
the ashen argillyt~, 470a, to subject to careful analysis. The result, 
as subsequently communicated to me, and which will probably be 
elsewhere published in full. establishes what was before stated, that 
the rock variously known as talcose slate, chlorite slate, or soap rock 

"is essentially an argillyte. * 
At this mine were found martit'e crystals (471); and Mr, Taft showed 

a specimen of an iron brec'cia, very similar to the conglomerate seen 
at the Saginaw mine, 455. This, he says, is terminated abruptly by 
the overlying quartzyte. 

At the Michigamme mine, we found the roek immediately over the 
ore to be a quartzose chlorite schist (472). Above this is a thin-bedded 
quartzyte, similar to that seen under the quartzyte east side of Deer 
lake. 

The first knob north of Michigamme mine is formed of dioryte, so
called (473). The higher knob, farther north is formed of" granite" 
(474). Immediately in contact with this is a greenish quartzyte, 
which passes by transition into the granite. Professor Irving, who 
accompanied us, represented this as the usual character of the contact. 
It might also signify that the" granite" was originally a sedimentary 
rock, but containing more feldspar-making elements than the quartz
yte, metamorphism changed it to a rock of the granite series, but 
could not make anything but a quartzyte of the overlying beds . 

.. The sample, bear the numbers of the serle. of N. If. Winchell. The analyees done by Mr. Taft 

were omitled uccidentltlly in Ihe proper place, and are appended here. 
No. 1235. 
(46~.) 

Si 02 ........................................................ . 27.13 

Fe 0 ........................................................ . 
Fe2 03 ...................................................... . 

2150 

9.80 

.-1.12 03.. ............. , ... ........... ............ .......... 24.23 

No. 1236 

(470a) 

28.35 

2.38 

1l.3D 

365-1 

Ca 0............... ....................... ................... truce .36 

Mg 0............................ .... ........................ 4.21 13.21 

H20.... ....................... ............................. 7.10 2.89 

Total...... ............................................... 93.97 95.03 

Mr. Taft remarks: "They are both short about five per cent and I fail to accollnt for it, except that 
they may contain soda and potnssa. I have not means for d.termtning these elements properly, and 

have uBed all of one of my samples." [N. H. W·l 

23 
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I proceeded to the summit of this range and worked eastward m 
search of a gneissic structure in the granite, but the surface was gen
eraIly concealed. Descending at the distance of about twelvfl rods, I 
found the quartzyte (475) again in contact with the granite; but the 
contact here is abrupt. I found the granite intersected by a diabase 
dike (476). 

A short distance southeast of here is a small, sharp, high cliff of 
quartzyte, thin-bedded and with int~rlaminations of sericitic sheets 
(477). These contain multitudes of garnet-like minerals. A short 
distance south of this is a ledge, unquestionably in place, dipping 
southward 66°. The dip in the sharp knob is 63° toward N.28° W. 

At the east end of the marsh is a pr"ecipitous exposure of dark gray,_ 
distinctly bedded quartzyte (478), with a diabase dike through it. 
The dip is variolls in direction and amount. The great mass, how
ever, is nearly horizontal, or slightly eastward-dipping. 

In visiting the Swan mine, east of Negaunee, I observed on the 
dump heap interlaminated fine sandstone and hmmatite (479), and, in 
contiguity, chalclldonic silica and hmmatite (4t'10); and finally, jasper
oid laminm (481) and hmmatitic. All these were necessarily formed 
in continuity by the same kind of action in the same spot. But it is 
incredible that all these should be the product of eruptive action. 

At the lower shaft of the Buffalo mine I saw the same material 
taken out as at the Swan mine. As these materials are above the ore, 
it would follow that ore probably underlies them at the Swall mine. 
The ore is soft and earthy. The open excavation near the upper 
shaft shows the ore and country rock in great confusion; but, in 
general, with a northerly and steep dip. 

One-fourth mile north (,f the Buffalo mine, on the railroad, is all' 
outcrop of quartzose schist and slate. The so-called quartzyte (48:4) 
is not quartzyte. It is greenish chloritic and quartzose. 

Across the railroad is a black argillyte (484), thin-laminated, dip
ping northerly, but at a much low.er angle than the" quartzyte," 
so-called. It is unconformable with (he lJuartzyte. The slate (483), 
interbedded with the" quartzyte," is decidedly another formation~ 
unlike the argillyte of black color. 

It is worthy of particular remark that this black slate resembles the 
Animike black slate; and its unconformability with an underlying 
formation is also very suggestive. The dip of the black slate is 40° 
toward N. 51° W. The greenish slate, or the so-called "quartzyte;' 

,-"? 
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on the opposite side of the railway, dips 47° toward S. 62° W; at 
another place, S. 82° W . 
. ' Near by I find a contact between the slate and the sandstone 
(quartzyte) like the following: 

Fig. 15. Contact of slate and quartzose sandstone, one-fourth mile 
north of Buffalo mine, near Ne,qaunee. 

This slate is further mixed with the sandstone by imbedding of 
flakes. 
. The unconformability of the two slates is further illustrated and 
established by obsf'rvations on the neighboring hill-slope a little 
further northwest. The argillitic slate (481) is here largely developed.
It possesses a vertical slaty structure; but it has an unmistakable
'sedimentary dip everywhere toward N. 51° W., conformably with that
'of 484. This, thereforf', is a higher stratigraphical position than that 
of 484:; but it is unmistakably the same formation. Is it Animike? 

The opening of the Iron Cliffs Company is adjacent to the" Sam.· 
Mitchell mine." The work here is arrested by all anomalous disposi
tion' of formations. The ore deposit is cut off by a quartzyte. This
quartzyte is south-dipping, and a shaft was earried down along the
south side of it, when it was intercepted by a north-dipping quarzyte 
(4:86). The two quarzytes seemed now to fold together and inclose a 

-selvage of green rock. Along this selvage the shaft is continupd i 

-almost vertically. The quartzytes are both greenish, alld. do not 
· differ except that a few ferruginous patches occur in the southward 
· dipping one. This is not the place to offer any reasoning as to the
probability of recovering the ore deposit. Still, it may be said that 
the .qedding of the formation in general is northward, and the south
,ward-dipping quartzyte should be of the nature of a vein with the' 
are body under it, more or less displaced. This view is favored by 
what is seen in the brush one.eighth of a mile north of the mine, to' 

· which superintendent Sodergren accompanied me. Here is an out-· 
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.crop of quartzyte (487), dark gray but granular siliceous, thought by 
him to be the southward-dipping quartzyte. A few rods farther 
north, also, are some test-pits and one shaft planked up. From 
the bottom of the latter was thrown out a quantity of quartzyte 
fragments of dark gray color, resembling the southward-dipping 
.quartzyte, but, still, not of grains so uniform in size and constitution. 
In a cliff west of these localities isa 1arge outcrop of qnartzyte. 
so-called, dipping north; but this is a different quartzyte. 

It looks on the whole, therefore, as if the prevailing dip of the 
formation hereabouts were northward, and the southward-dipping 
,quartz a mere vein, of probably no great thickness; and the ore ought 
to be under it. 

Some observations were made in the district north of Negaunee 
,and Teal lake. North of the east end of Teal lake is a massive range 
·of quartzyte (488). It is gray, granular, vitreous, blotched with red, 
thick· bedded, with various jOints,and an appearance of sedimentary 
structure dipping south at an angle of 65°. This quartzyte, in its 
physical characters, is unlike that (487) in the ridge visited with 
Supt. Sodergren. It is much more compact and vitreous; that is 
,granular, with intergranular cement; still, the grains of this are dis
tinctly defined, though glassy. The formation has some thin seams 
·of black crystalline hmmatite. 

At the west .limit of this quartzyte knob we find a deposit of 
,sericitic schist, argillitic and ferruginous. Its relation to the quartz. 
yte is ambiguous. It looks like a vein or dike, but is exceedingly 
schistose, and its schistosity is not conformable with the bedding 
of the quartzyte. The knob next west of this is all of the sam€ 

.. quartzyte. The range seems to be a continuation of that north of 
Ishpeming. 

On the northern border of the city of Negaunee, and not far reo 
moved from the south side of Teal lake, is a high dioryte knoh or 
Tidge. On the north side of this is the Eldridge mine. The ore hody 
is not reached. The surface rock was "soap rock;" and this was 
,continuing at the depth of 153 feet. The dip is southward about 60°. 
For a hunQred feet a good deal of iron had been mixed wit.h the 
" soap." 

At the Hartford Mining Co, 's mine, also on the south of Teal la~e, 
and half a mile north of the Eldridge, a shaft was sunk sixty feet deep. 
'There they struck ore and are now drifting east and west-the ore 
baying a southerly dip. The overlying rock was banded, siliceous 
:hmmatitic schist. The ore is a soft rich' hmmatite. . 
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At the Cambl'ia' mine south of the west end of Teal lake, we ascer
tain that the general dip of all the rock in this neighborhood is steeply 
south wal d. There is a large main deposit of ore, on which are located 
,the Hartford, Cambria, Lily, and another mine. The Hartford and 
Lily are still working, but the Cambria has ceased to be productive., 
'1'he working ended with jasper on lIll sides. They have drilled into 
the jasper in various directions, North, they come into banded, silic-' 
eons hannatite, similar to the overlying rocks. On the south they 
cl aim to have found ore. 

Since the loss of the main deposit the management have sunk a new 
shaft 350 feet, and have drifted in various directions at the 2d, 3d,4th 
and 5th levels, and found thin, irregular beds of ore, one of which 
trends northwest, but is only one or two teet thick. On the sixth level 
they found no ore. 

The general cOllclusion geologically is, that the stratification is ex
tremely irregular, and ore deposits not to be long depended on. 

A few studies were made at Marquette. At thtl end of Bluff street, 
on the peninsula by the saw-mill, is an outcrop of sericitic schist (489) 
with vertical schistosity, and crum bling to chips. It is drab, pervaded 
by dashes of a, dull pink color. The bedding iR wavy, inclosing lenti
cules of quartz (490). The sedimentary bedding planeo; are visible" 
dipping N. 8° E. at an angle of about 15°. 

Twenty rods farther northeast, are rounded glaciated bosses (4:91) 
of' an ambiguous character, but reminding one of rocks at Thessalon~ 
yet nowhere plainly diabasic. Over the surface are seen streams look
ing like fluid currents, with many oblong and Jenticnlar pieces of the 
country rock-such as occur at Thessalon, and many localities in the' 
Vermilion region. At the same time, there are places which reveal 
a structure dipping northward, and looking sedimentary, The rock 
varies much within short distances, in texture, hardness and compo
sition. 

Near the light house, but not at the point, rises a rounded smooth 
boss (49~), a" before, but with Vf'ry distinct banding on the surface, 
which dips N. 1° E. at an angle of 71°. Careful examination with 
a lens reveals no free quartz, but the rock is rather hard, and rings 
under the hammer. Silica is probably present; though scratched on 
the fresh or weathered surface, there is no indication of a free quartz
ose constituen t. It has scarcely the hardness of feldspar on the fresh 
surface; and the whole rock, as far as I can make out in the field, is 
a felsitic schist, though the teldspathic ingredient does not appear to 
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be orthoclase. This is .the best conclusion I can reach from the data 
supplied at this spot. . 

This formation strikfls a few rods to the north of the last two 
localities. The same sort of rock continues toward the light house; . 
'but the exposure there is further north, and stratigraphically above," 
A dike of dia base is seen cutting it. 

At the Light House point, MarqueHe, the formation presents a 
.banded structure, alld a striking appearance of steeply dipping sedi· 
mentary rock. Here also, is the felsitic rock weathering red, and in 
places becoming a porphyry (493). The banded schist weathers dark, 
and on fracture, is dark. It appears to be an intimate mixture of 
fe~dspar and hornblende; containing many glistening points. Thin 

· scales have a dark greenish translucency; and the weathered surface 
has a fibrous, sericitic aspect (494). 

This formation is intersected by dikes nearly parallel with the bed· 
· ding, and by another great dike making an angle of 60° with the first' 
set. Further research reveals the fact that the ffllsitic and porphyritic 
mass is in the nature of a broad dike nearly conformable with the dark· . 
banded schist; but really bounded Oll both sides by a slightly discern
ibl~ unconformity. The porphyry and schist are intersected by small 
diabase dikes parallel with the schistic bedding; and that gives the 

· appearance of bedding to the porphyry. Then, also, the whole forma. 
tion is cut by two great dikes running nearly north and south. 

In one phlCe, I saw a banding transverse to that of the schists; and 
that awoke the suspicion that the main banding may have been caused 
in a similar way. But after careful study I concluded that the trans· . 
verse banding is in the nature of veins. Sometimes, in the porphyry, 

· -which in many places is simplyfelsytic-the transverse veins give 
the appearance of a woven fabric. 

Procpedillg toward the extremity of Light House point, I find a 
similar schist continuing; but opposite the Light House, it is crossed 
by an enormous dike of greenstonf', at least a hllnd,red feet wide, and 

,divided longitudinally by joints about fifteen feet apart; and these, 
being unequally eroded, leave great gaps, as if each section were itself 
a dike. 

Some portions of the schist become exceedingly hard and diabasic, . 
· and I find again the cross banding noticed above. 

On the north side of the point is another great dike, about thirty 
feet wide, belong'jn~ to still another system; for it trend;; exactlv east 
llnd west, and dips north at an angle o~ 77°. It is granular and" glist. 
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,ening, but ther~ is no free quartz. The powder is bluish-white, and 
the glistening seems to be due to faces of labradorite, I made a 
-search to find the intersection of this dike with the great north-south 
dike immediately east of the light house. This dike continues beyond 
the place of inter8ection, and runs north of the light house; but at 
the place where the intersection should be, neither dike is certainly 
identifiable. I judge, however, that the east-west dike (;uts the other. 
If so, the east-west dike is next to the last geological phenomenon in 
the history recorded in the structure of the rocks forming this point. 
'The granulitic veins which I have found intersecting all the other dike 
'structures, undoubtedly illtersect this also. We should have there
{ore, the successive epochs of the geological history of the point 
marked off' as indicated in the following diagram; 

Fig. 16. Diagram illustl'ating geolo9ical epochs enidrnced at £il/ lit 
House point, Marquette, Michigan. 

1. Epoch of the fundamental dark schist, 
2. Epoch of the porphyry. 
3. Epoch of the little dikes, nearly eonformable with the schist.. 

~:ltlt not entirely so. 
4. Epoch of the great north-south dikes. 
5. Epoch of the great east-west dikes. 
6. Epoch of the granulitic veins. which cut the great dikes. 
This is a new and instructive example to illustrate well known 

principles in structmaJ geology. 
The few statements maile in reference to the mode of occurrence 
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and the associations of ore deposits in the Marquette !listrict, will, it 
is hoped, possess some interest for citizens of Minn'esota connected 
with the iron developments of the "Vermilion Range." The facts 
noted of a purely geological character reflect important, light on the 
geological parallelism of the 1\1 arquette and Vermilion ranges; and 
indirectly, on the ecorlomic questions concerned in Minnesota mining. 
It is only the geologic outcome of the comparison, however, with 
'Which, in this place, we are concerned; and it may be stated as I un
derstand it, in the following propositions: 

(1.) The 1II'arquette iron-bearing rocks are of the same age as those of 
the Ver-milion Range. Their geological position is immediately above 
the cr)"staline schists and gneisses; and there are indications, as will 
be shown, of a position, as in Minnesota, beneath other slates, in un
conformable relations. The fundamental sediments generally, are but 
little crystalline, but are highly altered, often almosL to the point of 
fusion, and sometimes, to the point of true crystallization. They con
sist largely of argillytes, ranging' in nature, from proper to chloritic, 
sericitic, hydromicaceous, siliceous and luematitic; and, in condition, 
from earthy to graywacl\enitic, felsitic, porphyritic and diabasic. The 
ore bodies are true beddf>d const ituen ts of' the system, subject to all 
the usual accidents of' stratification; the most important of which are 
liability to expand and contract and even to pinch out,. in the direc
tion of the axi~ of the lithologic folds. The occurence of an obscure 
conglomeritic structure in both regions, i~ a point of resemblanee 
which is almost demOlutrat,ive, The inclusion of mas:;;es of serpen· 
tinous or parophitic character, has the same significailco. A g eat 
abundance of red jaspilyte and jaspilitic iron schists is a COUlmon 
feature of the Marquette and Vermilion districts_ In both, the jasper 
and jaspilitic ore are disposed in layer.< conformable with the bedding 
of the hffilIJatite and of the inclosing schists; and in both, similar 
indications exist of a sedimentary and aqueous history The obser· 
vations made at the Swan and Buffalo mines may be here again reo 
ferred to. Uf clastic rocks, the quartzyte8 of the Marquette region 
qre little known in the Vermilion region. Rocks of eruptive origin 
are cOlllmon in both, but in the Marquette region occur both as dikes 
and intruded beds-though a question remains as to the real origin of 
the dioryte beds. Wl!ile the Vermilion rocks have been subjected to 
one grand "ystem of disturbance, which has left them almost univer
sally in a vertical attitude, the Marquette rocks have been thrown into 
several folds, within each of which the constituent strata may be found 
in all attitudes. 
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t2.) The Marquette iroll-bearin.q rocks are /lot of Huroniqn age. 
'While the opinion is not new that they antedate the Huronian, it has 
,heen generally admiUed that they fall within that system. That they 
me oldt>r than H U1~Qnian is shown by a fom-fold line of evidence. 
{Il). rJ'he rocks are ditf~,·ent. In the original Huronian, the argillytes 
are almost ,exclusi vely black and carbonaceous or magnetitic, illstead 
·Qf bluish or ashen and hrematitic They are more prevalently silice
·DUS or flinty_ The quartzytes attain a more enormous development, 
.are much purer, especially the upper, and hold pORition entirely above 
;the argillitic member. (b.) The Canadian HUl'onian succrel/s hnme
.diately beneath the PallEozoic System The Marquette strata do not. 
The Marquette strata are succeeded immediately downward by crystal
,line schists. The Huronian strata are not. (c.) Some evidences ex
ist of an unconformable, overlying, sub-palceozoic system, in the jj!Jw''luette 
'I'Pgion. I refer here, both to the unconformability described in the 
foregoing notes in the vicinity of the Buffalo mine, and to major 
Brooks' brief notices of highly carbonaceous black slates occupying 
a position higher than the Marquette argillytes (d.) Proof is to be 
ruldl(ced in litis report, of the uncon[rmnf.lble subtel'position of the Ver
milion iron sehi~tg relatively to the Animike slates. If the Marquette 
.awl Vermilion rocks are mutual equivalent!', the former mnst hold 
l)osition beneath the same system-that is, beneath the Huronian. 

(3) The Mal''luette il'on·bem'ing rocks ldonq to a gystem not yet de-

.fillffl. If they underlie the Huronian, they equally overlie the Lau
rentian. They are not separated from the Lallrentian by a structural 
>unconformability; bllt by the evidences of a long intervening lapse 
<Df time, anLl a most important change ill the action of the geologic 
ITurces. Strata fully crystalline and strata essentially eartby, though
found in conformable juxtapositiun, must necessarily belong to two 
.different ages and modes of geologic activity. This subject will be 
more fully treated in the final generalization from my studies in Min
nesota. 

2. The Gugebic iron belt. I shall -confine selections from my notes 
almost wholly to facts illustrating the geology of the range, and sup
plying a basis for comparisons with the Vermilion Range. At the. 
"sou th vein" of the Colby mine the ore is an incoherent earthy mass 
..yhich, for the greater part, is worked out with pick and shovel. It 
IS. however, imperfectly cemented together in irregular patches; and 
some blasting is required to remove the whole. The general color, be
fure weathering, is dark brown. This deposit is about eighty feet 

24: 
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wide, in a sheet dipping north 50° t,o 70°, with an average of about 60°. 
But on the n01'th side the same material extend!'! at this place, to a greater 
distance. The limiting wall on the south (foot wall) is a compact, 
hcematitic slate. Here we cotice through a part of the excavat.ion, 
t.he continuance of the earthy mass; but beyond this, westward, a 
broken ferruginous slate sueceeds it; and at the western end of the 
excavation, it approaches the opposite wall, and all the ore is pinched 
out. Forty or 'fifty feet of the rock. on the south side are broken and 
in confusion; yet one can trace bedding courses in the lower twenty 
feet of this. There are no indicatiol1R whatever of eruptlve action. 

On the south side t.he regularity is much interrupted. When the 
hcematitic slaty wall is removed, one sees behind it a jumble of rock, 
masses perfectly promiscuous in position, but mostly hcematitic. Still, 
some portionR are greenish, amorphous, chloritic, passing down in 
shapeless masses, bent and arched in a promiscuous way. Some are
light colored, sandstone· like masses, simply stained with iron. The 
iron which pervades all these conditions of rock seems to be simply 
forced out like fat; and to have accumulated where the action was 
most intense or where the cOlldition of the rock most favored. 

South of the Colby mine, in the cut of the railroad is an outcrop 
of siliceous argillytes (SI10), reddish and drab, with dip N. 10° W., and 
amount 65° These are interbedded with'quartzyte schist. The thick. 
ness exposed is 250 feet. 

By the railroad"near Bessemer. coming from the Valley mine, is an' 
outcrop of conglomerate, with slight dip north. It is aJsmall expos
ure, but in place, composed mostly of pebbles of dark red sandstone, 
hcematite, gr;mulyte and diabase. It appears like a conglomerate at 
the h:lse of the Kewenian. 

At the East Norrie mine, southeast of Ironwood, the open excanl
tion shows simply a confused mass to the depth of a hundred feel. 
Soft ore is raised from underground workings. 

At the Aurora mine the open work shows a generalEdip north at the 
usual steep angle. On the south side is a qUDrtzyte which, in decayed 
situations, resembles the sandrock in the Colby mine. Much excellent 
,soft ore is coming out of the ground here. 

By means of observations at the Aurora Illjne~and thence to the hill 
one fourth mile south, we were able to determine ~the fullowing' se~ 
quence, in descending order: 

Broken and mixed orf'. 

Main deposit of ore dipping north at an angle of about 65°. 
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(luartzyte forming the foot wall in the Colby and Aurora mines. 
Siliceous argillyte south of .Colb.v mine-seen 251) feet. This per

haps occupies part of the concealed spaee south of the Aurora. 
Quartzyte and syenite gneiss interbedded, in the htl! 633 feet south 

of the north face of the qnartzyte in the Aurora. Thickness, 5B:,) 
feet. 

Syeni.te gneiss (502) on the hill south of the Aurora. 
This syenite is a heavy outcrop_ It contains some fragments, 

mostly of greenstone, and only partly rounded. It reminds me of the 
Seagull and Saganaga regions, Minnesota. The rock weathers light 
colored. It is granular and porow-, varying to compact. The ft'ld
spar is very pale pinkish, and the horn blende is grayish-greenish. [t 

presevts all the eharacters' of true syenite, showing no trace of hed
ding within the area subject to observation. But it is evidently a 
fragmental rock, since it contains many rolled fragments. It iur
nishes us ocular evidence that real syenite, with all its proper crystal
line characters, may be 11 rock of sedimentary origin. 

Looking around, we discover other evidence of its close affinity with 
products of sedimentary action. Close by, it overlies a true, tine
grained quartzyte (503). The contact is apparent in several places. 
Four rods south of this syenite, a considerable mass of quartzyte is 
imbedded in syenite. Down the hill a few rods further, we find a 
,ertical ledge of gneiss including warped and broken sheets of a silice
ous schist. Some conception of the relations may he gainerj from the 
following Lliag(Oam : 

Fig. 17. Relations of 1]11([1"/: scl/ist {(Ild sf/mite qll('i8.'·, Guqebic Hanqe, 
Jlichiqan 
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Tb is siliceous schist resembles some portion of the slates ~een west 
ot' Colby mine; and this and the quartzyte sj)oken of as in contact 
with the syenite, may easily be the lower portion of that very series 
of slates. 

In the above diagram, the isolated areas of syenite shown in the 
midst of the quartzyte may be the summits of bosses protruding 
"through from the principal mass of syenite, and not as they appear, 
small masses wholly detached, and belonging, therefore, to the inci
'dents of a fragmental process. 

At the Iron King mine, it is said there is neither any well defined 
~langing or foot wall. The south country, where explored, is quartz
yte, but t.he hanging wall is "paint rock." . We find here two ore de
posits. Between thp north and south deposits are jasper and quartz 
and sand rock. The jasper is not red, but "gray· black." The dis
tance between the two deposits is about 400 feet. The south deposit 
is also about 80 or 90 feet wide; but they have struck no regular hang. 
ing wall. 

At the First National mine, the distance hetween the two de
posit.s is 200 to 800 feet, and there is no good footwall on the north 
deposit 

I noticed, about half a mile east of the Iron King mine (1104), close 
by the road, on the north, that exploring parties had thrown out a 
quantity of black slate (504) quite unlike any hitherto seen in the 
region by mysel f. It has the aspect of the Huronian black slate of 
Canada; but is strikingly distinct from any seen by me in connection 
with the irOll deposits either of the Gogebic or Marquette region. It 
would be exceedingly interesting to learn whether this black slate is 
~onformable with the ordinary ore-bearing schist,s of this range. 

The foregoing detached statements from my note-book, must suffice. 
The evidence renders it probable that the rocks of the Gogebic Range 
are thegeolo~ical equivalents of tl,ose of the Marquette region. 
Lithologically, the resemblances are close, and need not be here re
peated. Their 101Y position,- removed but a few hundred feet from the 
crystalline rocks, is analogous. They have been subjected, however, 
to less disturbance; llnn hence occur in a continuons "range," with 
dip and order of :,Lratification somewhat uniform. In respect to dis
turbance, they hold a position intermediate between the rocks of the 
Marquette and the Vermilion districts; but more resembling the latter. 
We find here, also, intimations of an overlying system, of con-
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traoted character, and recalling, as at Marquette, the slates of the 
Huronian. 

3. The Penokee Gap.-The rail way fl·Olll Hurley to Mellen makes 
sundry cuts through argillytes of dark and brown color, dipping north 
ward at an angle of 75C or 80u • One signal instance is less than it 

mile east of Hoyt. Toward Melleu, we see heavy, hlue-black slates 
dipping X. 56' W at an angle of ~O°. 

After the classical study of the Penokee Gap which was completed 
by professor Irving in 1876, I had no expectation of making any addi
tions to knowledge during my short sojourn there; but I deemed it 
important to become personal witness of the phenomena which he 
had described, with a special view to exercising an independent judg
lllent on the question of the equivalency of the Penukee and Gogebie 
ranges. This question, in view of ohservations recently made by me 
in the original Huronian, and in the Marquette and GogAbic districts, 
had acquired for me a new and special interest. I wished to make a 
few examinations in entire freedom from prepossessions; and I there
fore, dismissed from my mind completely, all recollection of conclu
sion~ enounced by tbe Wisconsin geologists. My notes were recorded 
exactly as if no other geolugist had eVf'r written of the Gap; and 
what I introduce here will be strictly a few excerpts from my field
book. 

Arriving at Penokee station, I proceeded at once to the outcrop 
about three-fourths of a mile south, and carefully studied northward 
along the railroad. At the point where I began is a bedded formation 
dipping S. 22° E. at an angle of 88° to 90°. It consists of interstrati
fications of pale·reddish and blackish-gray bands. The dark bands 
(50::!) range in thickness from one-fourth inch to two feet. The pink
ish (504:a) are similarly variable, but constitute a large majority of 
the formation. Where the pinkish attain a thickness over one or 
two inches, they are intersected by sheets of the darker, and where 
the darker are of similar thickness, they are laminated by sheets of 
the pinkish. The darker, besides, are striped by paper-thick sheets of 
the pinkish; and, in the extreme of attenuation, the latter become 
resolved into separate grains disposed in planes through the dark bed. 

When the dark beds are examined under the lens, they appear com
posed of a fibrous, almost scale-like, horn blendic mineral, which in 
places seems passing to mica, or an argillaceous scaly mineral-and 
with this, generally, more or less reddish orthoclase. So, it is neither 
hornblende schist nor syenite gneiss; hut rather a hyposyenite gneiss. 
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When the pink bands are examined, they are seen to contain red
dish grains of orthocl ase and grains of glassy qmu·tz. So they are 
essentially granulitic gneiss. But the pink rock varies in constitu
tion, first, by admitting a sparse dissemination of the black mineral, 
then, so much of it as to constitute continuous films; second, by 
fusion between the quartz and feldspar, so as to form a petrosilex; 
and third, a fusion of the grains of feldspar by themselves, or nearly 
by themselves, forming a felsite (506-507). 

The alternating bands of pink and dark rock are not entirely per
sistent, especially, when less than two or three inches thick. 

The amount exposed at this outcrop is 30 feet. 
Twenty rods north of this place, are beds having the same steep eli I , 

-almost vertical-consisting of pinkish, blackish and grayish alter
nating. The blackish (508) appears to consist of "nascent" mica and 
qnartz grains, with a little orthoclase. It appears like hornblende 
schist passing to mica schist. This sort predomiuatf's. The black
est layers only, contain less feldspar and quartz. The pinkish are 
about the same as at the previous locality. The gray are the same as 
the pinkish, except that the orthoclase is white. 

In this exposure are some beds very solid, under the lens containing 
a sort of groundmass apparelltly of orthoclase and hornblende, and in 
this, disseminated grains and crj'stals of some feldspar (508a). It is 
not a porphyry, nor even truly porphyroid; nor a com plete porphyrel; 
but it approacheR the last. 

About twenty feet of this exposure are seen. Then the formation 
is concealed 60 feet; then an outcrop of the same, 10 feet; then COll

cealed 50 feet . 
. About 125 feet from the last locality, toward the north, the forma

tion dips 79° toward S. 7° E. having beds of alternating porpbyreJloid 
and hornblende schist (509), with also thin beds of muscovite schist. 
The last contain some hOlllblende, and the other a little muscovite. 
Some of the pinkish rock continues in diminished amount. The 
thickness exposed here is about 180 feet, but. the pruportion of pinkish 
beds is in places increased, and t.he bedding is also in places thinner. 
The dip diminishes to 71°. For the next 12 rods north the rocks are 
concealed. 

Twenty-three rods still farther north, occurs another outcrop (510) 
very similar to the last, dipping in about the same direction at an 
angle of 7:1:0. The formation. however, though dark and dark-gray, 
cuutains less of distinguishable horn blende, and much more quartz; 
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:and some heavy beds, though so dark colored, are essentially quartz
yte (511). But others approach hornblende schist, and some contain 
many disseminated grains of reddish feldspar. The breadth of this 
outcrop is 200 feet. Then the rocks are concealed for 80 feet to the . , 
bridge over the Bad river. This is the rell truss bridO'e and the second '" , 
bridge south of the station. 

Under the bridge, 300 feet from rock 510, is seen a vitreous quartzyte 
(512), dipping N. 22° W., amount 62'. The vitreous variety ih under 
the north end. That under the south end is porphyritic (513). Here 
is a marked unconformity; but the exact junction of the northward

·dipping with the southward-dipping rocks is concealed. The situation 
js sllOwn in the following cut: 

}'ig. 18. The unconformity in the Penokee Gap, Wisconsin. Lookin,q 
east. 

The last rock seen going north, is at a, and it is so massive that no 
bedding can be detected; yet, in immediate contact, south, the dip is 

. .south. 
Professor Irving reports limestone under the south end of the bridge, 

hut I did not observe it. A thin bed may occur there. 
Three hundred and eighty-three feet from the southern limit of this 

quartzyte is an outcrop of dark siliceous slates (515), thin bedded, and 
much jointed, dipping N. 25° W., amount 64°. They are highly silice
ous toward the bottom, and more argillaceous above (516-518). In 
places, they are in compact beds four or five inches thick; in places, 
they become thin-laminated, and occasionally crumbling. They are 
an exact representation of portions of the Animike slates. The bed
.ding on the whole, is very true, but there are occasional kinks and 
·chang<'s in dip. These slates are seen for 42 paces-126 feet-; then 
.comes a eoncealed place, for 75 paces-~~5 feet . 

• 
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The next outcrop (519), ten rods north of the bridge nearest the
station 011 the south, is decidedly flinty or jaspery, and the beds con
tain a large percentage of iron. Though distinctly ~tratified, this out-
crop is as hard and slippery on the polished surface, as a boss of steel. 
The outcrop is seen for fifty feet. In a position stratigraphically 10tl 
feet above this, on the hill-side, is an exploratory shaft. It is carried' 
down on the dip, and a large amOLlnt. of rock (520) has been thrown 
out which is heavy with magnetite. But obviously, the experiment 
was made without knowledge. We have therefore, so far, 150 feet of 
magnetitic schists. The same formation, with diminished amount 
of magnetite, is traceable 200 feet from the locality by the river 
bank. 

At a point five rods north of the railroad tank at the station, the 
iro!') formation is succeeded by black argillytes (521), also a perfect. 
reproduction of the Animike. They are thin-bedded, Iittlp, siliceous. 
amI strictly undisturbed. They are tracea ble 3'1:' paces-102 feet-then 
comes a concealed interval of 168 paces-504 feet-to the first bridge 
north of the station. About half a mile beyond this is the next out
crop. 

This outcrop is ten rods north of the third bridge north of the 
Penokee station. It consists of black carbonaceous argillytes (522) 
similar to 521, but a little more siliceous, and containing a multitude 
of small dark spots or specks of about the hardness of the slate. The 
specks weather out, leaving little cavities. The dip is here 64?, toward 
N. 23° E. The length of the exposure is 158 paces, equal to 474 feeL 
This is along the railruad, which runs N. 25° W. Hpnce the di~
tance across vertically would b~ by trigonometrical calculation, 363-
feet. 

H the thickness this side of the bridge is 363 feet, and the same 
slate continues under the half mile interval north of the bridge at 
same angle of dip-giving, say, 1,760 feet, then the-whole thickness 
uf the slates would be 

Magnetitic slat es, (519) ___________ . ____ . ______ .. _ . _ _ 200 
Black argillytes exposed ____ . __________ . __ . ___ . ____ _ 

Black argillytes concealed, to first bridge. ____ . ______ . 
Black argillytes conc~aled north of bridge. __________ _ 
Black argillytes, (522) _____________ • ________ ... ____ _ 

:\lagneti tic sla tes .. __ .. _ . __ . ________ • ____ . __ . __ •.. __ 

Total. _____ . _____ . ____________ .. _ . _ . ____ •. ____ . 

10~ 

504 
1,760 

363 
2,729-

lOO 

3,029' 
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The 100 feet of magnetitic shists indicated above are the last part 
qf the outcrop 522. Here numerous test pits have also been opened, 
but also without success, as might have been expected. 

Beyond this outcrop I examined along the railroad about a thousand 
feet, and found no other exposure. The needle, of course, becomes 
very unreliable in this cut-varying to the extent of 50° one way and 
the other. 

In this large cut north of the station there is much more physica1 
distul' bance revealed than in the one sou th of the station. III one 
place, the continuity of the strata is completely interrupted for a space 
of six feet on the east side; and on the west side, a disturbance sllcb 
as indicated below has taken place. 

Fig. 19. Contortions ill the maqnetitic schists at Penokee Gap, north of 
the station. 

Bringing the various observations into correlation andtaggregating, 
it appears that we find in Penokee Gap 988 feet of strata dipping 
south and 3,480 feet dipping north. These figures, of course, do not 
indicate total thicknesses of formations. * 

.. The re8ult~ of profe~sor Il'ving's work in the yicinity or Penokee Gap may be fOUlld in the Gf;l)lo!/y 

of W{:.<?coJl-9in, vol. iii, pp. 9-1.5, e5lpecially. Atlas ~heet xxiiI. Plate xiii is a view of the 8econd br:dge 

£:o.]th of the ~tUtiOIl Particular c1escription~ of the rocks follow. 

25 
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The firmly accepted conclusion of the Wisconsin geologist~ in ref
erence to the equivalency of the magnetitic and carbonaceous slat.es 
of the Penokee Gap makes them a continuatIOn of the hffimatitic 
schists of the Gogebic range. That is, they hold the formation in 
both regions to be Huronian. That the Gogebic iron-bearing strata 
are not Huronian, I feel prppared to affirm. And I cannot resist se· 
rious doubts of their equivalence with the Pellokee strata, which 
strongly impress me as holding characters strikingly similar to those 
of the Huronian slates of lake Huron and the Animike slates of Gun
flint lake and Thunder bay. This resemblance impressed me from 
the beginning; but I feel reluctant to controvert the judgment of the 
Wisconsin geologists. 

BLlt while I hold the decision in abeyance, I take the liberty to 
offer a few points for consideration: 

(1). We discover the strong lithological resemblance referred to. 
(2). The lithological characters are unlike those of the ore-bearing 

strata of the Gogebic, Marquette and Vermilion regions. 
(3). The ore also is magnetic instead of hffimatitic. 
(01:). It is diffused through the laminated sheets of the formation, 

as at Gunflint lake, and not segregated in lodes, as in the other reo 
gions men tioned. 

(5) .. A higher system of black slates, apparently unconformable on 
-the h,-ematitic schists, appears to exist in the Gogebic and Marquette 
regions, as it cl)rtainly does, in the eastward prolongation of the Ver
milion schists. 

(6). At the distance of 15 to 18 miles in a direct line S. S. E. of the 
Gogebic range, is a well known line of magnatic attractions, such as 
are exerted by the magnetitic schists of Penokee Gap. 

(7). These lin.es of attraction, though as far as I know, they lie 
too far south, Illay nevertheless, when more accurately located, be 
found in the strike of the Penokee schists, especiall.Y if the great ex
posure a mile north of Penokee station affords a reliable indication 
·of the strike; for that is S. 67' E. But this is probably disturbed 
-somewhat b)- the great fault. 

Should the Penokee slates be identified with the Animike (true Hu
;1'ollian), then the Marquette or Kewatin system, will be found under
:lying, and the juxtaposition of the Penokee slates with the (supposed) 
iLaurentian schists on the south, may be due to an overslide aCCOlll

Ipanying the formation of the great fault. If the dislocation resulted 
from a box.izo.n,to.l ,moy,ement, instead of an upthrow, then the strata 
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·on the east side must have slipped southward over 900 feet; and, if 
the movement was confined to the Penokee slates, they may thus 
have concealed a thin representation of the Kewatin which, on the 
identification assumed, is at present, wanting at this point. 

~ t.-OBSERVATIONR BETWEEN TOWER AND PSEUDO-MESSER LAKE. 

On the portage from Mud lake to Burntside lake a fine-grained gray
wacke appears on the hill (523). 

This formerly very bad portage, referred to in my report for 1886, 
has been. improver! by laying timbers length wise along the path 
throujl;h the long swamp. Bllt the execrable port.age on Mud creek 
has received no improvement whatever. 

I embraced the present opport.unity to complete my line of observa
tions on the northwest shore of Burntside lake. (See Rep. 1886 pp. 
:37 and 206.) 

N. W. t, S W. :1:, sec 30, T. 63-13. Burntside lake. Graywacke 
,schist continues, but here much intersected by veins of granite. 

Island, NEt, s. E. ±. sec_ 30, T. 63-13. Mica schist and gneiss 
interbedded. The schist also is much veined with gneiss. 

N. W. t, N. E. t, sec. :30, T. 63-13. Main land north, side. Gneiss 
and mica schist, but mostly gneiss. The schist is exceedingly fine
grained. 

North point of small island, S. E. t, s. w. to sec. 20, T.63-13. 
Good muscovite schist. 

North end of long island, N W. i, S. W. i, sec. 21, T. 63-13. 
Nascent mica schist. No mica distinctly formed, to the naked eye; 
but under the lens it comes out unmistakably. 

The general tenor of the rock formation from here all around the 
north side of Burntside lake is indicated in the preceding observations. 
Most of the islands in the lake are of the same character. The outlet 
o()f the lake only, at the west end, and its immediate vicinity lies to 
the south of the great crystalline masses. 

Proceeding eastward we find the portage from Long lake to Fall 
iake presenting near its eastern end, a remarkably bad condition. 'rhe 
last twelve rods are literally under water except at low stage. 

At north end of portage from Newton to Fall lake the previaling 
character of the rock is as stated below; but this is quite different 
from that before seen in this vicinity. It is the old "talcose slate." 
(979. ) 
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At Pipestone rapids at the entrance to Basswood lake (Report, iS8G, 
p. 104) the quartz mass exposed last year in the middle of the stream 
was now found completely submerged and the water covered the br~ ad 
beach on the east side below the falls, quite up to the high bank. The 
volume of water appeared t.O be twice as great this year as it was last 
year in the same month. 

Rock 524. Chlorite rock-"pipestone" from Pipestone rapids. 
N. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 6, T. 61-10. At end of portage from Arm IV 

to Arm II, Basswood lake. The syeni tic gneiss here contains many 
half rounded grains of nearly white feldspar; but the rock has a dark 
gray feldspathic groundmass disposed'in a bedded manner. This it· 
self apparently consists of finer particles of the same feldspar, with a ); 
decayiog chlorite-like mineral. There is no hornblende present here. 
The rock is chlorite gneiss. 

Proceeded over portage from Arm II to Arm III and by north side of 
the large islands in Basswood lake. 

S. W. :l:-, S. W. 1-, sec. 32, T. 65-8, as of Minnesota. North side of 
Sucker lake. The rock is a felsitic argillyte (525), hard and ringing, 
tending to split iuto thin laminre. Thin scales are waxy·translucent. 
Many joints cross the vertical bedding. 

The temperature of the air at 7 A. M. (Aug. 8) was 50° Fah., The 
lake was steaming, with a temperature of 57° Ileal' shore and 68° reo 
mote from shore. 

The slate at portage ont of Sucker lake is a dark argillyte. On 
Melon lake, the rock is also translucent on thin edges. 

§ 5 -PSEUDO-)~ESSER LAKE. 

Pseudo-Messer lake lies mostly north of the accepted boundary; 
though the canoe route commonly pursued passes through most of its 
longitudinal extent, aud by the terms of the tr€laty fixing the inter· 
national boundary, nearly half of the lake would seem to fall on the 
American side. The southwestern end of the lake rests on the bound· 
ary as recognized, and connects with Sucker lake on the west, and, 
with a'series of three small lakes on the east which lead into Knife 
lake (Rep. 1886, p. 142). The usual portage approach frolll Knife lake 
starts from the north shore at N. E. t, N. E. <1:-, sec. 30. T. 65-7, (as 
of Minn.) and proceeding over a hill reaches a Canadian lake about a 
mile in length. A portage of twenty-five rods leads from this to 
Pseudo-Messer. The shores of the lasb mentioned are mostly sur· 
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rounded by cliffs of slates presenting the usual appearance of the 
neighborhoud of mica and hornblende schists; but the schists do not 
touch the shore even at the most northern point. The shore line is 
very irregular, rendering canoeing difficult, and toward the southern 
extremity are narrows located close to the east main shore. 

S. E t, S. E. t, sec. 19, T. 65-7, (as of Minn.) On the portage 
nort.h from Knife lake. Slates of dark color f'levcral times outcrop. 
The structure is nearly vertical and strikes N. 78' E. I looked care
fully for bedding planes unconformable with this structure and found 
none. 

N. W. ~, S. E. t, sec. 19, T. 65-7, (as of Minn.). Near north end 
of portage. Gabbro occurs in a low exposure of' feet (974) and about 
20 feet above the Canadian lake. 

N. E. t. N. E. t, sec. 24, T 65-8, (as of Minn.). At end of port
age from Canadian lake to Pseudo-Messer: Here are signs of approach 
to mica schist (975). 

Believing the bOllndars' of the crystalline schists to exist in the Ileal' 
yicinity, I made an excursion to the Ilorthern extremity of the 
lake. 

S W. t, sec. 13, T. 65-8, (as of Minn.). North part of Pseudo
Messer lake, west side. The rock here (976) is a rough-weathering 
slate having the appearance and approximately the constitution of the 
chloritic rock at Kawasachong Falls (Rep. 1886, pp. 58, 60)-by some 
supposed erupti ve 

N. W. t, sec. 13, T. 65-8, (as of Minn.). Bxtreme north bay of 
Pseudo·Mpsser lake. The rock here preserves a similar aspect to the 
Jast. On i~lanrl.s near, it contains iron. Here i!'l a cascade fallillg in to 
the lake. 

Rock 977. A 130rt of porphyrel. 
Rock 978. MicacE'ous green rock, passing into the red rock of Ke

. kequabic lake. Found on portage, not in place. 

§ 6.-KNIFE LAKE (See Rpp. 1886, pp. 142-4.) 

RHisited -eastern end of portage from Potato to Knife lake. Dark 
'Vertical slates (526) are here seen, varying from carbonaceous argillyte 
to siliceous and red jaspery schis.ts excessively convoluted with bands 
.of hrematitic schist sometimes quite rich. 
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Fig 20. COllwluterl, jaspery fl11d (fJ'qil/itic :<lates, u:est end of Xllife
lah'e. 

Similar slates continue pastwarrl to Mokoman island, whpre the}' 
stand on edge flnrl-strike N. 72" W . They ~plit into very thin ]rnHs 

-even a sixty-fourth of un inch thick. 

Arm IV (Knife lake). 

N. W. -L N. \V. L sec. 27, T , 65·7, Knife lake, Arm IV. Very si
liceous slate (5:!7), llOt splitting readily. This is not felsitie. In 
color it is hlackish-gray. 

N. W. }, N. '-IV. 1, sec, 26, T. 65-7. Siliceou'5 slate near the shore, 
compact and ringing, weathering white. Farther back, less l;:1re1. 

more slaty, composl'd of interstratificatiolls of slate-colored bands and 
greenish bands, The latter are in places much bent and folded. The 
lighter bands weather poroc1itip. 111 aspect, but they are' really slaty 
within. 

Rock 528. 
Rock 529. 
Rock 530. 

Flinty argillste. 
Siliceous argillyte. 
Greenish bands in last. 

Rock 53l. From a bow IdeI'. 
N. W. t, S. W. } sec. 24, T. 65-7, Arm IV, Knife lake. An oul-
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burst of diabase trending east and west, and forming a broad pro
montory on the south side of the Arm. The opposite shore appears to 
be slate. 

S. W t, S. E. cl, sec. 24, T. 65-7. Siliceous slate. 
S W. :}, S. E. t, sec. 2-1, T. 65·7. Large outcrop similar tojthut of 

rocks 528·530. The lighter.weathering beds, however, assume a con· 
glomeritic structure-lumps of hornblende impacted ill an argillo
feldspathic groundmass and weathering conglomeritic and very rough 
(533). But this is not the character of the Ogishke conglolllerate. 
(Compare Rep. 1886, p. 412.) Rock 53:? From the moreD compact 
and dia basic part. 

S. W. t. S. W. t, sec. 19, T. 65·6. 
S. W. t. S. E. -t, sec. 19, T. 65·6. 

hard and compact, pale greenish. 

The same formatiou continues. 
Felsitic siliceous schist (534), 

S W. cor. sec. 20, T. 65·6. Felsitic siliceous schist. 
N. W. t, S. W. 1: sec. 20, T. 65·6. Mixture of diabasic slate and 

argillyte (535). 
The rapids from Epsilon lake on the south can be seen descending 

a slope apparently 75 feet. 
American Giessbach, NEt. S. E. 1, sec. 20, T .• 65.6. The for

mation here is a true argillyte. Crossed the portRge here and looked 
into Epsilon lake (see ~ 33, Epsilon lake). Its surface is but tAn feet 
below the crest of the dividing ridge at this poiut. 

S VV'. t, N. W. t, sec 21, T. 65·6. The rock approaches the char· 
acler of the Stuntz island conglomerate in Vermilion lake. 

This south bay or bifurcation of the IV Arm of Knife lake is sur
rounded by wavy tVP1~ed and barren hills, reaching altitudes of 100 
to 150 feet and over. They present precipitous faces toward the lake, 
often assuming a rude columnar aspect. 

N. W. {, N. W ±, SI'C. 22, T. 65·6. St,untz conglomerate. It con
tains no foreign pebbles, but only pebbly forms, especially on weath
ered surfaces, which seem to be little different from the general mass, 
and beneath the surface are merged undistinguishably in it. 

N. W. COl'. sec. 22. T. 65·6. Good dark argillyte (536) exactly like 
that at east end of Sucker lake. 

N. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 21, T. 65·6. Felsitic argillyte (537), but ap. 
proach ing Stuntz conglomerate . 

• llemorandum. The Tower iron· nine blasts are audil':e lIere, a distance (If ;;8Yz 
miles in an air line, but nearly alon:; the stri~e of 1he rocks. After many obs8lva· 
tions on these sounds during two seMons, I a'll convinc(d 1hat the crust I!f the 
earth IS the medium of trans mis, ion of the vibratio IS which at this di,tan('~ pru-
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duce the sensation of sound. But I hive never noticed any second r<,p.,rt trans
mitter[ through the air. 1 have remarked, however, tll<lt the sounds are transmitted 
to <l greater distance in, the direction of the stl'ike than in >I direction acroRS it This 
f/tct accords with observations on the transmi;sion of sd,mic disturhances. 

N. E. 1. N. E. t sec 20, T. 65·6. Stuntz conglomerate (538)-the 
constituent pebbles giving a faint porphyritic appearance. 

S. E. 1:, S. E. -.\:, sec. 17, T. 65·6. Rock (934) quite argillitic but 
the sed i men tation lines are distinctly con formable with the schistic. 

N. E -.\:, N. E cr, sec. 17, T. 65-6. Finely porphyritic schist (935). 
N. E. t, S E. ct, sec. 17, T. 65-6 A low entirely massive exposure 

of a rock (936) of porphyrelloid aspect, containing striated feldspar. 
N. E. :}, S. w. t, sec. 16, T. 65-6. Noryte, same as "Pulpit rock" 

noryte. Rocks 926-9. 
nock 937. Pulpit Rock noryte. i 
A f~w f"et north of this appears a gray felsitic slate (938), having 

the aspect of the Vermilion slates, but the dip of Auimike. The dip 
is southward 53° in a direction S. 20° E. 

Searching to the top of the hill for vertical schistosity I found it, 
hut the rocks are argillytes-black and gray interlaminated (939 Ke
wfltin series ?). 

N E ±, S w. -1:, sec. 16, T. 65-6. Gray feldspathic rock (940), sim
i�ar to 938, but it contains angular fragments of black siliceous argil

Jyte. 
N. W.-1--, S. W. 1-. sec. Hi, T. 65-6. Near the point. 
Slate. Banded argillyte ,941), with dip of 71° toward the S. 35- E. 

-the sedimentary structure c<Jrresponding with the schistosity. Sup
posed of the Kewatin series. 

N. E {, S. w_ t. sec. 16, T. 65-6. In the narrows, south side. 
Here a rock-mass apparently schistose vertically, but in quite a brec

.ciated state, stands between two masses without di:,coverable schistos
ity. The one at the point shows structure-lilies running but little 
east of north, with vein-like forms, but no true veins, and these 
faulted. This mass is only less brecciated in structure than the mid
dle one; and I find Rome pebble-like portions isolated from the general 
mass. 011 the whole I shall set the rock down as Stuntz conglomerate. 
The formation weathers exceedingly rough. Rock 912. 

S. W. :1. N E.\:, sec. 16, T. 65-6 Flinty argillyte, dipping about 
south at. an angle.of 25('. 'l'here is no schistosity separate from the 
sedimentation (943). Query, is this Animike? 

S. W-. 1;, N. E. t sec. 16, T. 65-5. Stuntz conglomerate forms the 
wlJole point .. 
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N. E. t, N. E. :1-, sec. 16, T. 65-6. A mass of porphyritic character, 
having a granular feJdspathic base and feldspar crystals. It is similar 
to Rock 936. 

N. W. :}, S. W. {, sec. 15, T. 6~-tL 

side. Same sort of porphyritic rock. 
around the shores of this bay. 

In the southward bay, west 
The cliffs rise majestically 

N. E. :1-, S. E. t, sec. Hi, T. 65-6. A perpendicular bluff fifty feet. 
high, broken in sub-columnar forl11s. It is still the porphyrelloid rock, 
closely related to Stuntz conglomerate. 

The same formation uprises at the extremity of the bay, and walls 
in nearly all the southeast side. 

S. W. -:l;, S. W. -t, sec, 15, T. 65-6. Inland, south uf head of bay. 
A lofty hill which at shora, is quite conglomeritic, but back from 

shore is scarcely more than the porphyrelloid rock so abundant. No 
cel·tain schistic or bedding structure can be seen, but there is an am· 
higuous structure running N. 20<' E. From snch observations it ap
pears that the Stuntz conglomerate, porphyrel, porphyrelJyte and 
porodyte sustain close relations of structure, composition and genesis; 
and actually graduate into each other. The schistic condition of the 
porl'hyrellyte and the fragmental charader of the conglomerate, ap
pear as reminiscences of a sedimentary origin; while the massive 
porodyte and gelleraIJy unbeddl~d porphYl'el leveal the nature of the 
changes to which all have hp.en exposed. 

Rock 944. Groundmass of Stnntz conglomeratf'. 
S. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 15, T. 65-6. Month of little bay, east side. 
The porphyrel is cut by a dike of diabase (945) 30 feet wide, dipping 

85° northward, and trending N. 42° E. 
Porphyrel continues to the eastern end of this northern bifurcation 

of Arm IV, Knife lake I do not make out any distinct SystpOl of 
bedding or schistosity. The rock-masses Hre rough, rugged, 10ftyIand 
structureless; obscurely, however, there exists a series of vertical, but 
very irregular divisional planes, giving rise to rough and rude COIUIlI

Bar and pyramidal forms; but every feature is irregular. 
N. E. -1-, N. W. 1. sec. 15, T. 05-6. A great boss of the same rock 

indenting the head of thi~ Arm. 
N. W. t, N. W. :1-, sec. 15, T. 65-6. A perpendicular bluff 100 feet 

high, which; from the fragments thrown down, appears to be irregll' 
larly hedded slate, some of which is bluish and some blackish. 

N. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 16, T. 65-6. Porphyrel appears densely 'and 
neatly porphYI·itic. 

The high range of bluffs along the north shore of the north bifur-
26 
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cation of Arm IV, as far as the narrows, lS all formed by porphyrel, 
varying little in external aspect or internal strucLure. No schistosity 
is disclosed. Some of the bluffs present [1 wild and picturesque ap
ll)t' aran ce. 

S. E. t, N. W. i, sec. 16, T. 65-6. A high vertical bluff, a little 
,different (94:5 bis), It is finely porphyritic, with a feldspathic ground
mass, and inclosing sli vel'S of dark argillyte. 

S. E. 1, N. W. ;j:, sec. 16, T. 65-6. Slaty argillyte (94:6), mostly 
ld~.rk color, with schistosity and sedimentation planes dipping 73° towar,l 
'S. 70° E. 

S. E. t. N. '~T. 1, sec, Hi, T. 65-fl. An enormous vertical mass of 
slaty material dipping 57° S. S. W. 'rhe sedimentary banding coin· 
cides. The slate is mostly dark, roughish argillyte interbedded with 
granular. grayish argillyte. Some portions have the hardness and 
fracture-look of diabase; but they are not truly diabasic. 

Jlfelllorandum. I saw here a strawberry flower, and a ripe Alpine 
~trawberry on the same stem-Sept 16. 

S E. 1, N. W. t, sec.16, T. 65-6. A mass of slate dipping 55° toward 
S. 25° W., and intersected by a diabasic dike 15 inches thick, dipping 
30" toward N, 25° E., and therefore, almost exactly at right angles 
with the slate. 

Rock 94:7. Diabase from dike. 
Rock 94:8. 
Rock 949. 
Rock 950. 
Rock 951. 
Rock 952. 

Slate in immediate con tact. 
General character of tbe slate. 
Coarse material interbedded. 
Fi ne dark elia base-lookin g rock. 
CongJollleritic or brecciated portion of forlllation witll 

many grains of glassy quartz. 
The highest rock is 951. 

Similar rocks furm the entire promontory which faces the little bay 
011 the north shore On the north side of the bay the dip is about 80' 
south. For the next third of a mile, the shore is lined hy large hi1l3 
llaving the same aspect as these. 

N. E. -:1:, S. E t. sec. 17, T. 65·6. Chloritic :argillyte (953), very 
,irregular in structure and rough in weathering. 

S. E. t, S E. t, sec. 17, T. 65.'6. Black siliceous argillyte (539). 
'The banding is conformable with the schistosity. 

Glacial strifE S. 19° W. 
'There is no sign of a human being along these shores. The forest 

is primeval; the ancient moss clothes the ground, 
~leepillg all night within sound of the roaring falls from Epsilon 
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hke, I determined to visit them and obtain a photograph if practic
able. I find the falls the finest that I have yet snen in northeastern 
Minnesota. There is a descent of at least 75 feet" down one continu
,ou" but broken slope, at an average ang1e of about 45°. I took three 
negatives under considerable difficulties, all of one ,cene about two
thirds the way down. A view of twice the length of cascade is 
glimpsed higher up, but a clump of ceders forms'too serious an ob
struction to chop away. The falls are visible from the lake, and pre
sent so much the aspect of the falls of the Giessbach from the lake of 
Brienz in Switzerland, that I propose t,o name these the American 
,Giessbach. This bifurcation of the IV Arm'is also of nearly the d i
mensions of the lake of Brienz, and is surrounded by a similar ram
part of ancient rocks. 

S. W. i. N. E. t, sec. 20, T. 65-6. Island near north side in front 
,of the Giessbach. The slate hills on the north, with their steep 
fronts present from here a very impressive view, and I took a photo
graph. 

S. E. t, S. E. -t, sec. 17, T. 65-6. Stuntz conglomerate. The course 
now passes along the north shore of the IV Arm. 

S. E. ±. S. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-6. A high and massive bluff of the 
nondescript sort of rock (540), which has heretofore been denomin
ated Graywacke. 

S. W. i, S. E. i, sec. 18, T. 65-6. An enormous talus fallen from 
a high bluff. Fine, bluish, dark rock (541), without conspicuous 
quartz, and looking somewhat like very fine diabase; but I think it a 
phase of the graywacke last seen. 

N. W. t, S. W. t, sec. 24:, T. 65-7. Graywackeniticrock(5i2). but 
.a little 1110re slaty in aspect than the rock 541. 

Arm III (Knife Lake). 

S E. -1, N. E. -1, sec. 23, T. 65-7. Portage from Arm IV to Arm 
III, Knife lake. The two arms are separated here by about forty 
paces, and we portaged over, with a view to working eastward toward 
Saganaga lake. No rock is in place on th e portage, bu t I saw large 
bowlders of Stuntz conglomerate (543) and of graywacke. The con
glomerate is obscurely porphyritic. 

S. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 23, T_ 6.5-7. Month of Arm III, Knife lake. 
Island Rock with a sub-slaty structure, breaking into cuboidal frag
ments, bard, with a slightly graywackenitic aspect, but on close in
spection, proving to be a compaet, siliceous slate. The sedimentary 
structure coincides with the slatiness. 
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Body of Knife lake. 

s. \,y.}, S. W, t, sec. 14, T. 65·7. Flinty argill'yte; but while the 
beds seem fixed and rigid in direction, there are convoluted banclil1.rJs. 
indicating an original sedimentation.structure unconfonnable with the 
schistosily. The filQls limiting the bands are nearly black, while the 
bands are grayish.black and weather dark gray, with the aspect of a 
compact quartzyte. In thin section, under the microscope we finel a 
very fine granular quartz base with many minute disseminated grains 
of a black opaque substance appearing anthracitic. In all these 
features it approximates the flinty schists of GunHint lake, to be des_ 
cribed hereafter. This very dark siliceous schist is represented· by 
rock 544. 

S. W. }, S W. t, sec. 14, T. 65·7. This is only an eighth of a mile 
north of the last, but the rock (545) presents much the appearance of 
the Stuntz conglomerate. 

S. W. ±, ~. W.±, sec. 14, T. 6'5.7. Island opposite mouth of A.rm 
II, Knife lake. Sericitic felsitic schist (546) lising 75 feet above the 
lake. 

N. W. }, N. E. t, sec. 14, T. 6;')·7. l\louth of Arm n, north side. 
Porphyri tic Stun tr, conglomerate; rock 547. 

Arm I (Knife lake). 

S. W. 1, S. W. t sec 12, T. 65·7. Bear Narrows, entrance to Arm 
I, Knife J.,ke. Siliceous argillyte. 

S. W. t, S. W. t, sec. 12, T. 65-7. Siliceous argillyte (548), mas
sive, dark. Stril,e N. 72" W. 

The st.rait into Arm I of Knife lake is two rods wide, swelling in 
the milldle, and a perceptible cllrrent flows out. 

N. W. to S. E -t, sec. 1:1., T 65-7. On my first visit to this locality 
the rock was set down as "poroditic" and obscurely porphyritic. 

Rock 549. Poroditic porphyrellitic rock. 
On my second visit to the locality, I made the following observa

tions: This rock, which is the !'lame as I have seen in many places, 
especially around Knife lake, is closely related to porphyrel. (Fo!' 
use of term see Report for 1886, p. 159). It not only consists mainly 
of the groundmass of porphyrel, as I have seen it in Arm IV of Knife 
lake, but there are clear evidences of the incipient emergence of felds
par crystals from the mass. Thin scales possess a waxy translucency, 
and the whole base looks felsitir, but it is n&t hard enough for this, 
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though what I have called felsitic schist, from Sucker lake eastward, 
is sometimes closely similar. I am unable to form in the field, a final 
opinion respecting its nature. It requires investigation. From mac
roscopic study I should say it is composed of argillaceous matter, felds-
par and silica in varying proportions, with indications of a magnesian :J 

mineral. Perhaps it is parophitic. It seems t.o form essentially the 
groundmass of what I have called porphyrel, and for the sake of 
understanding myself, I will hereafter call this porphlfrellyte. 

This rock I think generally nearly destitute of free quartz, but 
sometimes I am sure quartz grains 'are presen t. When they gi ve a 
marked hardness to the rock, Dr when a fine siliceous constituent causes 
the rock to abrade steel, it may be qualified as siliceons pOl'phYI·ellyte. 
If argillaceous matter is also present, resulting in a moderate hard· 
ness, though free quartz be present, the rock may be characterized as 
a qraywackenitic pOl'phyrellyte. 

Rock 954:. Porphyrellyte from N. W. ct, S. E. t, sec. 12, 65-7. 
Rock 955. Slaty porphyrellyte. (Slatiness not much seen in this 

specimen.) 
S W. t, N. W. ct, sec. 7, T. 65-6. A stupendolls vertical cliff (956) 

at the lake front of a hill composed of what I have designated silice
ous porphyrellyte. 

N. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 7, T. 65-6. This point is composed of rock 
very similar to rock 954:; but with somewhat the aspect also of the 
[Jorodyte of Vermilion lake. 

Roc k 550. Poroditic porphyrellyte (provisionally). 
N. W. t. N. W. t, sec. 7, T. 65-6. A good typical outcrop of the 

so-called porphyrellyte. Rock 957. 
A t this place I find fragments left by some other person, of a con

glomerate possessing interest. The ground mass is a siliceous porphy
Tel, but the rock holds also rounded pebbles of a very dark color, ap
parently amorphous hornblende, and also pebbles of dark fine diabase 
Yet the rock is not Stuntz conglomerate as seen in this region. It is, 
however, similar to Stuntz conglomerate seen on islands in Vermilion 
lake. 

Rock 958. Conglomeritic porphyrel. 
N. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 7, T. 65-6. On the llortheastern shore of a 

small bay setting from Knife lake, First Arm. The land rises Rteeply 
to the hight of seventy·five and one hundred feet, and presents near 
the summit, as seen from the water two or three abrupt precipices. At 
the base of the hill, the formation is porphyrellyte (Rock 959). After 
.an ascent of about 40 feet, gabbro is seen, quite characteristic, in 
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places carrying magnetic iron ore. It has a vertical thickness of at 
least 50 feet. At the summit I was able to trace an abrupt break 
between the gabbro and the porphyrellyte. The line of junction traced. 
on the surface, is shown on the following diagram: 

Fig. 21. Junction between gabbro and porphyrellyte, Knife lake. 

The gabbro along the line of junction is magnetic; the porphyrel
lyte, flinty. 

The relations here existing seem to indicate that the gabbro is aDl 
overflow over an old, already den uded surface. 

Rock 959. Porphyrellyte from base of hill. 
Rock 960. Gabbro with magnetite. 
Rock 961. Flinty porphyrellyte, in contact with gabbro. 
Rock 962. Magnetitic gabbro in contact with porphyrellyte. 
Rock 963. Gabbro of prevailing character. 
About twelve feet north of this line of junction, I find another. 

The porphyrellyte is the same mass as the other. The line trellds. 
differelltly; but this depends undoubtedly on the configuration of the 
porpbyrellyte surface. 

Fig. 22. Another junction l)etll'een gabbro and pOl'phYI·ellyte, Knife lake~ 
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I find other lines of junction in exploring the summit of the hill 
north ward. All the j unctions are irregular whether tl:aced vertically 
or horizontally. No appearance of a dike-form is seen. It is as if 
there had bee11 a rough and irregularly rounded surface over which 
the gabbro Ihad flowed. My conception of the relative positions of 
the gabbro and slate is represented by the following diagram: 

LGlKe 

Fig. 2:3. Relation of the gabbro and strata at N. W. -t, sec 7, T. 6.5·6 
W., Knife lake. Section east and west. 

Continued my observations in the contiguous hill still farther north
ward, and found the two formations alternating with a kind of irreg
ularity entirely suggestive of the explanation embodied in the above 
diagram. 

Extended the examination to the northern and highest hill. This 
mass is all porphyrellyte, in most parts somewhat slaty. It presents 
on the westward facing cliff, a rude columnar appearance. 

It is not apparent why the gabbro should remain just here, and not 
be known on other parts of Knife lake so far examined-for I have 
seen nearly all the Minnesota shores of the lake. Of course, this ap· 
parent absence may result from insufficient investigation. It is also, 
an Interesting question, why here, the highest summit is not covered, 
while the two lower ones are partially covered. Has the gabbro been 
denuded? or was this latitude above the level of the flow? 

N. E. t, S. W. t, sec 6, T. 65·6. Porphyrellyte like 550 and 957·8, 
somewhat poroditic in aspect. Rock 551. 
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Portage eastward out of Knife lake. N. E. t, s. W. t, sec. 32, T. 
66·6. Porphyrellyte-552. 

S. E. cor. se~. 31, as of Minn., Canada. Siliceous slate, standing 
vertically, with sedimentary stl"ltcture corresponding. 

Coursed along the entire Canadian shore of this (First) arm of 
Knife lake. 

S. E. pal·t of sec. 1, T. 65·7, as of Minnesota. Porphyrellyte. 
Found along this Canadian shore nothing but siliceous slate and por. 
phyrellyte in conditions more or less slaty. 

At Bear narrows, the western entrance to Arm I, a line of rounded 
detached rock-masses extends across the strait. Geologically speaking 
it is not long since there existed here a continuous rock barrier, with 
only a cut for the drainage. Arm I was then a separate lake, and 
may have stood at a higher level. There were rapids then, connect· 
ing with the main lake. 

Body of Knife lake. 

From Bear narrows pursued the windings of the north or Canadian 
shore of the main lake, and laid them on a township plat. I thought 
perhaps this shore would extend to the crystalline schists; but it does 
not. 

At the most northern point of Kuife lake, Canada, the formation is 
gray, semi-argillaceous slate (964), distinctly but irregularly bedded 

Slates varying from gray to dark, extend along the whole Canadian 
shore of the body of Knife lake. They rise in rounded hills from 100 
to 200 feet in hight, presenting some deep intervening gorges and 
percipitous escarpments facing the lake. They are partly covered by 
small spruce and Norway pines, which have' generally escaped the 
destructive burnings of the Minnesota side. The shore line is deeply 
and irregulary indented by bays, and cut by lofty and massive head
lands and promontories stretching from a third to half a mile into 
the body of the lake. 

S. E. t, s. E. -}, sec. 2'1, T. 65-7. Knife lake promontory, west end. 
This is a bold and conspicuous head-land, as seen from the western 
part of the lake in sections 21,28 and 29. It is narrowly connected 
with main-land at the eastern extremity where we made a lJortage 
from the Fourth to the Third Arm. Its main mass is 150 to 200 feet 
high and has been denuded by fire. 

I first examined the second point from the north on the weathered 
face of the promontory. To my surplise, the rock found here is gab-
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bro (963). It rises up from beneath the water-level, and continues 
,uninterruptedly to the summit. 

North of this rises a higher hill, with an escarpment also facing 
west. Between the two is a depression. I walked across to the high 
hill. At the commencement of the slQpe I found a greenish gabbro
slate (966) with grains of quartz-like hardness (olivine?) 

To this succeeds a highly olivinitic (? ) granular rock 967, consisting 
,of rounded glassy olivine (? ) grains imbedded in a gray-feldspathic 
matrix, breaking irregularly. and presenting on the fresh surface, 
mallY reflecting surfaces, and only partially a gabbrolitic aspect. 

Quite at the summit of this nort.hern hill, the rock is a coarse· 
grained greenstone (968). In tracing it eastward, however, along the 
promontory, it soon passes to gabbro again. 

I find the surface presenting a succession of im bricating beds, about 
-twenty inches thick, dipping northward at a low angle as Shown 
below: 

Fig. 24 Imbricating beds of gabbro, summit of Knife lake promontory, 
Dipping northward. 

This feature su~gests a succession of overflows from the <,outh. 
Th':! phenomenon is identical with that seen on the summit of a high 

.- hearl-land in lake Gabimichigama. See Halt 840, p. 171, Rep. 1886 .. 
Within half a mile, I find gabbro with considerable magnetite. 

The rock also changes to a variety with a large pIoportion of white 

feldspar. 
Rock 969. Magnetitic gabbro. Knife lake promontory. 
Rock 970. Gabbro with white feldspar, Knife lake promontory. 

Here is a bltdf of gabbro facing east, and a lower level of the pro
montory. I presume this is the plar.e where the gabbro ends eastward; 
_but I did not go down to the brush-covered level below. 

Gabbro continues from the summit of the highest bluff down to the 
water's slope and below. 

Rock 971. Gabbro from base of north bluff. 
Rock 972, Purplish gabbro with much glassy olivine. 
Took photograph of this promontory from a spot on the Canadian 

:shore. 
27 
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At the portag.e out of Knife lake, northward is a siliceous schist 
of dark color, almost pure fEn t. Rock 973. See further under Pseudo
messer. 

7.-0TTERTRACK AND OAK LAKES. 

Ottertrack lake lies wholly in T. 66, R. 6, W. It stretches from 
the southwest quarter of sec. 32 to the western boundary of sec. 24, 
with an average width of a quarter of a mile. The timber has bC'en 
completely burned on the Minnesota side, but remains flourishing on 
the Canadian side. Both shores are walled in by massive hills of aI'
gillitic and graywackel1ltic slates intersected by numerous dikes of 
diabase. These hills attain elevations up to 200 feet and on the north 
shore present in places lofty vertical precipices, especially at the east· 
ern extremity. Oak lake, so named from a few small oak trees at the 
eastern extremity, is about half a mile in length and lies wholly in 
see. 24, T. 66-6. The soil-covered and arable areas near the shores of 
these lakes are very limited in extent, and in the absence of timber the 
region presents few inducements to settlement. 

N. E. t, sec. 30, T. 66-6, (as of Minn.). North shore Ottertrack 
lake. Graywacke-a grand cliff fifty feet perpendicular, with a talus 
slope of thirty feet. 

Rock 553. Fine textured graywacke. 
N. E. 1, N. E. 1, sec. 32, T. 66-6, (as of :Vlinn.). A mass of dia· 

base (554). 
Same sixtrenth as the last. Graywacke again (555), but with a 

slightly slaty aspect. 
S. w. 1, S. ,v. 1, sec. 28, (as of Minnesota). Canadian shore. 
Rod: with the aspect of graywacke, but when broken, feldspar crys

tals and grains are seen emerging from a feldspathic, chloritic ground. 
mass, and glassy crystals of quartz are scattered here and there. 

Rock 556. Chlorite gneiss, Ottertrack lake. 
N. W. 1. sec. 33, T. 66-6, Minnesota. Graywacke with clear 

small grains of glassy quartz disseminated. 
Rock 557. Graywacke, Ottertrack lake. 
S. E. 1, sec. 28, T. 66-6, Minnesota. Tough, slaty argillyte (558), 

in places graywackenitic. 
Near centre sec. 27, T. 66-7. Lofty diff of dark, fine graywacke

rock 559. 
N. E. t, sec. 27, T. 66-6. A presq'ile formed by a hill about IOO 

feet high. The rock is still graywacke. 
S. W. to sec. 23, as of Minnesota. Graywacke (560), with heavy 
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beds dipping N. about 40°; but these do not appear sedimentary, and 
I du not find indications of sedimen tary structure over any part of the 
cliff. 

Much of the rock in this vicinity is massive slaty, and the hills rise 
125 to 150 feet above the lake. 

S. E. l sec. 23, T. 66·6. Siliceous argillyte (561). 'rhese exposures 
are so lichen·covered that bedding features are concealed. Opposite 
this point is an imposing precipice 150 feet high. 

N. W.1-, sec. 24, T. 66·6, as of Minnesota. Siliceous argillyte like 
last, but sedimentary bedding is distinct (56:3), standing vertical and 
much warped. . 

On portage from Ottertrack to Oak lake. A rldge formed of rock 
with weathered surfaces strewn with white grains which prove to be 
crystals and fragments of feldspar, and some grains of flinty quartz. 
The groundmass is graywackenitic, wlth traces of slaty structure. 

Rock 563. Porphyroid graywacke. 
The portage is a third of a mile long and rough, elldin'g in a swamp. 
N. E. {, sec. 24, T. 66·6. Oak lake. Graywacke, fine and gray. 
N. E. 1-, sec. 24, T. 66·6. East end of Oak lake. 
Compact mass of grains of feldspar and glassy quartz in an illl per

fect ground mass of feldspathic character. In places a vertical bed
ding is visible. 

Rock 564. Compact granulyte. 
The route from Ottertrack to Saganaga lakes illustrates well a pas

sage from argillyte and graywacke to gniess and syenite. We pass no 
transition from distinctly bedded to distinctly massive rocks. The 
bedding becomes obscure in the graywacke and the rock soon reveals 
itself as a groundmass in which emerge into view first obscurely and 
then distinctly, crystals and crystal fragments of feldspar. The rock 
is porphyritic, but the bedded strjjlcture is so evident that I distinguish 
it as porphyrel. Almost simultaneously individuals of quartz rise into 
view and we have a quartzitic porphyrel, or, with little ground mass, a 
granulyte. A little further on in this series of chalJges a chloritic 
coustituent becomes apparent; and still further this is seen to be but, 
an altered hornblende, and the quartzitic porphyrel has become a real 
syellitic gneiss. The bedding of the gneiss is demonstrably the pro
longation of the porphyrel, the graywacke and the argillyte. 

§ 8. LAKE SAGANAGA. 

Lake Saganaga is in many ways interesting. It carnes the boun
dary of the state farther north than at any other point east of the 
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thirteenth range west-the boundary passing through the southern 
part of T. 67-4. The lake itself reaches into T. 68-4-if we extend 
into Canadian territory the United 8tates system of geographical des
,eriptions. With this understanding we may say the body of the lake 
stretches from the middle of T. 66 into the southern tier of sections 
of T. 68. But there are three southward stretching Arms of which 
the small westerly Arm reaches sec, 24, T. 66·6, the long middle Arm 
reaches Red Rock lake in sec 28, T. 66·5, and the easterly Arm reaches 
sec. :31, T. 66-4. In dimension from east to west this lake extends 
from sec. 24, T. 66·6 into sec. 23, T. 67-4, as nearly as I could estim
ate. This makes the extreme length of the lake from north to south 
of about twelve miles, and an extreme breadth from east to west of 
about eleven miles. 

It must be explained, however, that locations extending into Can
adian territory can only be regarded as rough estimates As the Can
adian territory has not been surveyed and platted, as far I am in
formed, the distances and configurations of the Canadian shores were 
laid down from the canoe by estimation while coasting along A 
good pocket compass was always in hand, and bearings were taken of 
salient points from each other. Such methods are of course, uudesir
able; but it seemed important to obtain as good a map as possible of 
certain parts of the lake. 

Another interesting feature of this lake is its labyrinth of granitic 
islands and the intricacies of its deep winding bays and channels. A 
rough measurement of the shore-lines bordering Minnesota gives 48 
mile'3. A similar measurement of Canadian shores traversed and 
platted gives ,33 miles. Through T. 67-5 and 66-5, the Canadian shore 
not meandered, would amount to perhaps 15 miles. This would give a 

-total shore line of nearly 100 miles, without reaching the island shores. 
The country bordering the shores presents a succession of rounded 

hills rising to hights of 100 to 200 ~nd 300 feet. The timber on the 
}linnesotn side is mostly burned. What remains consists of spruce 
and .Jack pines, with patches of poplar and white birch. Tamarack 
is also found in the swamps. The features of the country are carved 
out on a broad, bold scale The landscape is striking and abundant 
in scenic interest; but it is dreary and inhospitable. 

The lake rests mainly in the indentatatious and undulations of a 
syen i tic surface. The Minnesota shores are all syenitic, except the 
most southern prolongations of the great central and eastern Arms, 
which attain the region of schists bordering the great syenitic mass. 

-On the southwest is found a noteworthy conglomerate; and on a Cana-
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dian island near the eastern shore, a similar conglomerate. My ex· 
ploration shows that most of tha north shore borders on an area of 
earthy schists apparently of the same age and nature as those ncar 
Vermilion lake. The indications point to a continuation of these 
schists along the l'lOrth west shore, through Towns 61-5 and 66-5. 
Professor Irving reports schists also on the eastern side; but though I 
saw most of the eastern side I did not observe them. 

The conrse of the observations through lake Saganaga begins at thl~ 
southwestern extremity on the boundary, and proceeds eastward along 
the windings of the three south ward bays to the portages or rapids 
into the adjacent lakes-Red Rock and Sea Gull, including Sea Gull 
river (so·called) and continues to the rapids out of Granite lake. 
From here, the whole Canadian shore is meandered through T. 67-4 (as 
of Minnesota) in to T. 68-4:, as [ estimate, aud· thence about as far as 
sec. 10, T. 61-5 (as of Minnesota). The Canadian shore from here to 
the place of beginning was not visited. 

The most intricate and interesting portion of the body of the lake 
is mapped on the following page, and the halt numbers within that 
limit are expressed on the map. 

The formation at the entrance of Saganaga lake if) similar to that 
near Oak lake, but here it weathers red. It is essentially a compact 
granulyte (b65). 

S. E. i, sec. 24, T. 66-6. In the small south ward Arm. 
Here the formation is mostlyargillyte, striking in t.he un usual eli rec

tion of N. 340 W., standing vertical, and alternating with beds of 
graywacke, very fine, sometimes aphanitic, and everywhere feldspatbic. 
This is evidently a prolongation of the rock 011 Oak lake at sec. 24, 

66-6. 
Rock 566. Argillyte, quite characteristic. 
Rock 567. Graywacke, interstratified with 566. 
S. E. :1-, sec. 24. Extremity of bay. Porphyroid graywacke (.5r3S) 

like No. 563, on Oak lake. 
Along the shore southeast of this bay, the rocks are very distinctly 

slaty, standing nearly vertical. 
N. E. t, sec. 24, T. 66-6, on town line. Blueberry island. This is 

a quarter of a mile east of the termination of the portage. The 
granulyte of Oak lake (Nos. 564 and 565) assumes a very quartzose con
dition (569)-the grains of quartz at least two·thirds of the whole 
mass. 

It will be interesting to note that from the region as far as the 
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Saganaga syenite is traced, large grains of quartz constitute a distinct
ive character. 

N. w. t, S. W. t, sec. 19, T.66-5. Chlorite syenite (570). TIll' 
grains of quartz al'l~ large, angular and llUl11prOns, and on weathered 
surfaces stand out prominently. The feldspar exists in sub-angular 
patches, imbedded with the quartz in a ground mass which is mostly 
chloritic, and in places develops chlorite spots, while in other places, 
hornblende forms emerge into visibility. So, apparently, a syenite 
€i ther appears or disappears. These characters I have learned to recog
llize as the borderland between schistic and gneissic areas. 

Centre of sec. 19, T. 66-5. Chlorite syenite like the last. This rock 
here differs frol11 the chlorite gnei~s of Pipestone rapids, in having the 
quartz gathered in crystalline aggregates. 

s. W. t, S. E. t, sec . .18, T. 66-5. Chlorite syenite, but with quartz 
crystals still larger (571). Here also are associated hornblende ap
pea rances. 

S. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 18, T. 66-5. Chlorite syenite, with quartz 
weathering very con·spicuous. 

l\. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 18, T. 66-5 Here the rock presents a fairly 
well developed hornblende (572). The isolated individuals of quartz 
are about one·third of the mass; and there are two varieties of feld
spar-a pale, lemon-colored and a more abundant pinkish-the latter 
11 at well isola ted. 

Centre of sec. 17, 'r. 66-5. Syenite like last. 
For the space of a mile along thp. direct coast from here no outcrops 

are observed. 

N. w. t, s. E. :j:, sec. 9, T. 66-5. Syenite, the individual l11inerals 
;,]1 bandsomely isolated-the quartz grains glassy and much the larg
est. Rock 573. 

Great jlfiddle Arm, Sa.qanaga lake. 

Centre of sec. 10, T. 66-5. This position faces the greatest body of 
the water. Here is an expanse of water looking northeastward, esti
mated at six miles in hreadth. This is at the mouth of the great mid
dle Arm of the take, which fr.:>mhere has a general direction south
ward and southwestward. The formation is syenite, mostly porphyrit
ieally quat·tzose as before; but I find some portions with all the con
stituents fine. 

Rock 574. Fine grained syenite as above. 

B. E. t, N. E i, sec. 15, T. 66-5. Syenite, still porphyritically 
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quart.zose. Blotches two or three inches in diameter have undergone 
a ferrllginization. 

This point is over a mile from 1177, the centre of sec. 10,66-5, but 
severaJ examinations of the rocks have been made, to find a coutinu
OUg shore-line of syenite. Near this locality the sound of a cascade 
is heard in the stream cOllli ug in from the small lake in secs. 20 
and 21. 

S: W. 1;-, S. E t, sec. 15, T. 66-5. Syenite with large angular 
gl;ains of quartz 

S. W. 1;-. N E. {, sec. 22, T. 66-5. Syenite exactly as heretofore. 
Centre S. W. t, sec. 22. T. 66-5. Syenite as before. It does not 

present a red appearance along the shores because Iichen·covered. 
Rock 575. Saganaga syenite. 
N. E. :}, N. E. {, sec. 28, T. 66-5. Syenite as before. 
This Arm is indented by constantly occurring deep and sinuous bays 

.and is studded with low syenite islands. 
S E. t, N. W. t, sec. H, T.66-5. Island lleal' mouth of middle 

Arm. A singular rock ill an unexpected situation. From the water, 
on the east side of the islanrl, white quartz is seen in considerable 
abundance. On examiuation I find some veins one or two inches 
in diameter; but most of the quartz results from the excessive 
abundance of the usual quartz grains. 'l'hese are very unevenly dis
seminated-sometimes aggregated, and in places, nearly wantiug. The 
roek itself is not, of course, a characteristic syenite. All horn blen(h~ 
ha:-; disappeared. A feldspathic matrix remains, with some green 
specks and spot:;;, and the quartz is imbedded in it. Some of the 
broken surfaces of the rock have a sericitic lustre. The formation, 01L 

-the whole, appear" roughly bedded, with a dip of 63" toward S. 70° W 
But this dip is not persistent. In places, the rough beds stand on edge 
-yet even here I suspect these are jointed prisms, since the southwest. 
bedding can still, in some cases, be detected. The edges of the out
cropping layers are a mass of small, lenticular parts packed closely 
together, and weathering exceedingly rough. This sort of rock ex· 
tends along the east side of the island for eight or ten rods. 

Rock 835. Quartz from island as above. 
Rock~836. Samples of the formation. 

L Rock 837. Samples eight rods further north. 
North end of the island. I considered it necessary to trace this pe· 

culiar formation further. At the north end of the island, the appear
ance is similar. The surface has a peculiarly brecciated aspect. 

Rock 838. Sample from north end of the island . 

• 
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Rock 839. 
Rock 84:0. 
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Sample showing t,he weathered surface. 
A rounded mass included in the rock. 

By degrees, in approaching the northwest angle of the island, we
find a cOlldition of the rock (Sit) in which the feldspar weathers 
reddish. 

'ro some extent now the formation is a granulyte. There is no other 
exposure on this island. 

Little island one quarter mile southwe8t of last. The rock is ordin
ary syenite. 

Point of main land east side. N. W. i, S E. ct, sec. 14, T. 66-5. 
Looks like ordinary syenite of the region. The quartz grains are 

rather large. The principal feldspar is reddish, and there is also a 
little whitish. The dark mineral is a dark greenish viridite with light 
green streak. 

Rock S42. Viriditic syenite. 
S. W. ct, S. W. 1, sec. 31, T. 66-4. North end of portage from Sea

gull to Saganaga lake. Syenite, unlike that at the south end of the 
portage. (See Seagull lake, rock 60S). It contains small hornblende 
individuals. 

S. w. t, sec. 30, T. 66·4. Island ill so-called Seagull river. 
The syenite here contains a predominance of sinall quartz grams, 

and somewhat sparsely scattered kernels of very large size-up to 
five-sixteenths, and rarely, half an inch in diameter. 

N. w. t, sec. 19, T. 66-4. Saganaga syenite-609. 
This so·called river is little other than a long irregular narrow bay 

setting southward from Saganaga lake. Still, it is somewhat more 
than that since a gentle flow of water sets southward and at the nar· 
rows a quarter of a mile further south, we find gentle rapids. The 
shores are very con tin uously hemmed in by rounded hills of Saganaga 
syenite. 

S. W.:}, N. W.:}, sec. 17. T. 66-4. At the termination of so-called 
Seagull river. The last narrows half a mile south of here are set 
down as "Caribou narrows." Saganaga syenite (610) continues, but 
here with an increase of hornblende. The red feldspariR well isolated. 

Near centre of ~ec. 8, T. 66-4 8yenite without coarse quartz, 
though the prevailing character along this shore is otherwise. This 
formation contains rounded pebbles of another variety of syenite 
composed mostly of hornblende (perhaps augite) and small dissemin
ated quartz grains and little feldspar. 

Hock 611. Syenite with pebbles . 

• 
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Body of the lake (Saganaila). 

S. E. i. sec. 5; T. 66-4. Saganaga syenite (coarse quartz) and also· 
containing rounded pebbles of dark hornblende syenite as before. 

Rock G12. Syenite with pebbles, as above. 
N. E. i, sec. 4, T. 66-4. Island. Saganaga syenite, still with dark 

rounded pebbles. 
In reference to the occurrence of water-worn pebbles in the syenite, 

compare especially Rocks 599-607 in Seagull lake, and Rocks 615·624 
in Saganaga lake. 

Syenite hills rise on every hand in all this region. The island in T. 
{)7 ·4, Minnesota, consists of low syenite protuberances mostly not over 
30 to 50 feet high, but others reach 150 feet. 

rl,apids out of Granite lake, Saganaga syenite (613). The quartz 
kernels are up to half an inch and more in diameter. 

The rapids seem to be incorrectly located on the plat. They come 
in at the south extremity of tte little bay, and not on the east of the 
bay. They form a pleasing VIew, and I took a successful negative 
of the scene 

Determined to make an examination of the Canadian shore, I 
sketched in as well as I could the configuration of the land on the 
same scale as the American township plats. 

NOTE.-The localities at which rock sl1mples were collected, indicated on the 
map of Saganaga lake by the original "halt" numbers, correspond t.o the rock 
numbers as follows: 
1218 is the locality for rock 613. 
1219 614. 
1220 " 615-624. 
1222 625-626. 

122! 627. 

1225 
1226 

1228 

" 628. 
62~. 

630-632. 

1231 is the locality for rock 633. 

1234 634-638. 
1235 " 639. 
1239 
1210 
]241 

12-12 

" 640. 
641. 
642. 
643-4. 

[N.H. W.] 

Near centre of sec. 34, T. 67-4, (as of Minn.). A little island 
which from the surprising cnaracter of its geology I named Wandel' 

Island. It is northwest of a smaller island, and northeast of an island 

rock. 
Saganaga syenite. Rock 614. Kernels of quartz up to half an 

inch in diameter. Hornblende greenish. black, well isolated. Feld
spar reddish and abundant. The formation contains occasional 

28 
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dark rounded pebbles, as before. This is at the south end of the 
island. 

North end of Wonder 1. near centre of sec. 34, T. 67-4, (as of 
Minn.). Here is a real.conglomerate. Well rounded pebbles are 
crowded together as in the Ogisbke conglomerate, and the general 
appearance is entirely like that of the Ogishke. But there is an im
portant difference. The groundmass of the Ogishke is fragmental, 
though often highly altered. That of this conglomerate is regular 
syenite. A real conglomerate of rounded pebbles imbedded in a 
groundmass of typical syenite is certainly an extraordinary occur· 
rence. I have never seen it before. I have never read of it. But if 
the thing is a fact,probably this is not the only place where it has been. 
(\ bserved. 

I copy here the suggestions made to my mind, and written down ow 
the spot :-The inferences frolll the occurrence are important. A 
puddingstone like th is is Hni versally regarded as of fragmental origin. 
Not only that, but of origin through aqueous agency. The conglom
erates associated with eruptive sheets on Keweenaw Point, once sug
gested to be of igneous production, are now regarded as due to aqueous 
agency. So, if this conglomerate is sedimen tary in nature, the syenite 
groundmass must, at the time of the deposition of the pebbles, have 
been also, in a state of semi-fluidity under the influence of water. 
It may have been subjected sim ultaneously to energetic thermal action; 
but it was not in that state of fluidity which accompanies, and re3ults; 
from, recent eruption as molten matter from some deep source. This' 
view of the origin of granitic rocks, I have heretofore maintained; 
and this remarkable observation is a gratifying confirmation of the 
correctness of the opinion. 

The conglomerate is seen on the shore in two patches separated by 
a few feet of syenite, and with syenite on the other two sides. These 
patches emerge from beneath the water, and in the space of six feet, 
pass under the soil of the island. In one case, the conglomerate pre
sents a thin edge landward, overlying syenite, as if it had been a sheet 
(hpping northward at a low angle. But I do not consider this inci
dent important; since I imagine that beds of pebbles may have been 
placed in any position whatever, in the progress of these movements 
which brought water-worn pebbles and real syenite in such extraor
dinary juxtaposition. 

The following is a general plan of the phenomenon: 
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Fig. 26.-Relations of conglomerate ani s.'jenite at Wonder island, east 
shore of lalee Saganaga. 

Here are two patches of conglomerate, A and B. The first is about 
four feet wide, and the other, three feet. The separating syenite is 
ten feet-here shown reduced. The patch A graduates into the syen
ite on both si~es; B is sharply limited, especiall'y along the line a b, 
where a distinct joint appears between it and the syenite. From c to 
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d this patch may be seen overlying the syenite, for the thin edge is 
broken away. Around the remainder of the border of B, the can· 
glomerate appears to terminate with a thin edge, but it is so closely 
united with the syenite that it i~ difficult to say whether clean syen, 
ite underlies, as along c d or not. The appearance of B is as if a 
vertical section along e f would present the relations following: 

Fig. 27.-Theoretical vertical section of the conglomel'ate, fig. 26 along the 
line e f in the mass B. 

These appEarances may, however, be illusory. The lower limit of 
the conglomerate may not be as abrupt generally as it appears when 
the thin edge is broken away. Still, if it graduated down ward into 
the syenite, some pebbles should exist to the landward of the termi
nation at b, that is along the interval a b. But they do not exist. 
However, as before said, I base no important inferences on this ap
pearance. 

A single pebble g, appears beyond the joint a b, which separates the 
principal mass of conglomerate from the syenite. 

As the diagram shows, the pebbles are more closely arranged in the 
patch B, than in, A. It might at first be supposed that B was a bed 
of rebbles over which the syenite had been poured in a liquid state. 
But certainly, the other patch could not be so conceived. Here the 
pebbles are not supported by each other Evidently, they have been 
deposited in a paste dense enough to prevent their falling together. 
The epoch of the paste and that of the deposition were the same. 
The conglomerate and the syenite were put in place simultaneously. 
The syenite was not "erupted" after the conglomerate existed. The 
conglomerate was not laid down on the solidified syenite. I have seen 
on an island in Gabimichigama lake, a pile of angular fragments of 
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"muscovado," over which gabbro had been poured in a state fluid 
€nough to permit it to fill all the interstices among the fragments of 
muscovado. (Report 1886, p. 172,) But the pile of fragments was 
self.supporting. It was like a talus at the foot of a cliff over which 
water had been poured, and had congealed in all the cavities. This 
ease is entirely different. Even though the mass B is more compact 
than A, it will be Se'3D that it, even, could not have been originally a 
self·supporting mass of pebbles. 

The pebbles are quite uniform in lithological aspect. They are uni· 
formly dark colored, and in a rough way, would be caned greenstones. 
I have endeavored, however, to make some field discriminations, with 
the following result : 

Rock 615. Lamellar augite, in coarse agglomerations. 
. Rock 616. Lamellar augite in fine agglomerations, with a minute 
quantity of light feldspar disseminated in strings and grains. 

Rock 617. Lamellar augite with conspicuous grains of feldspar. 
Rock 618. AUlite, feldspar and epidote. 
Rock 619. A lamellar mineral, soft as talc or chlorite. 
Rock 620. Pale green augite inclosing lamellar augite. 
Rock 621. Augite hyposyenite. 
Rock 622. Greenish, transparent augite in slender prisms. 
Rock 623. Lamellar augite like 615, but of a pale green color. 
Rock 624. Saganaga syenite inclosing above pebbles. 
A majority of the pebbles are like 615, 616 and 617. There is no 

syenite, no quartzyte, no jasper, no sedimentary fragment. In one in· 
stance, I saw two or three large grains of quartz imbedded in a large 
pebble of 617. 

This differs, therefore, from the Ogishke conglomerate both in the 
mineral character of the pebbles and the nature of the grandmasf'!. 

This is the only locality at which I have observed pebbles of thiR 
nature or any other, in such abundance in a matrix of syenite. Scat
tered pebbles seen heretofore in the syenite of this lake, but more 
especially in that of Seagull lake (as will be shown) are of a similar 
nature to these, and in my opinion have had a similar origin and sim
ilar history. However, in the E. t of sec. 7, T. 65-5, near the north· 
western shore of Seagull lake a conglomerate has been reported to me 
by Mr. Frank Stacy as the Ogishke conglomerate; but it seems more 
probably of the nature of the conglomerate on Wonder island. The 
region referred to by Mr. Staey is within the limits of the mass of 
Saganaga syenite. 

I visited sundry other islands in the vicinity of Wonder island. but 
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found no more conglomerate. Single black pebbles, however, are of 
frequent occurrence. 

Proceeded to follow up the east shore of Saganaga lake, but after 
paddling two or three miTes found ourselves at the head of a deep nar. 
row bay. Returning from this we entered another deep sinuous bay 
reaching nearly as f.ar north. FrOlll the head of this we returned. 
nearly to Wonder island, and at length struck in to a channel which 
proved to be the main passage to the north shore. 

Sec. 27, T. 67-4, as of Minnesota. Main land east side. Saganaga 
syenite. The syenite is continuous along this shore. 

Northern part of s~c. 22, T. 67-4, as of Minn. Saganaga syenite 
(625). A few pebbles. A dyke of another syenite (626) three feet 
wide, striking N. 40 oW. and dipping N. Sov, contains much hornblende 
and little quartz. 

The formation contains numerous rather angular pieces of dark 
,rock which proves to be simply another syenite similar to that of the 
.dike. The subject could not he in vestigated on tie spot sufficiently 
to determine whether they are wholly identical with the dike-syenite. 
Their identification would create a problem of some difficulty, and the 
presumption is that the two syenites are not identical. 

Sec. 21, T. 67-4, as of Minn.; near head of second winding bay. 
Saganaga syenite unchanged. 

Sec. 20, T. 67-4, as of Minn. Saganaga syenite (627). The feld· 
spar is mostly light colored. Contains some pebbles of diabase. 

South part of sec. 20, T. 67-4, as of Minn. Rock very unhomoge
neous. The greater part is a dark chlorite-hornblende, mostly with 
small grains of red feldspar disseminated through it (62S) Much how~ 
ever, consists of red feldspar disposed in irregular strings, bands· and 
vein-like forms. A good deal of epidote also, is gathered. in. the fis· 
sures. The rock presents a very ragged exterior, and easily chips to 
pieces. 

A few rods further north. A ragged-weathering syenite, entirely 
·different from the Saganaga variety. Composed largely of brilliant 
black horn blende with some feldspar disseminated through it, and oc
·casional grains of quartz. 

Rock 629. Black syenite. 
Sec. 20, T. 67·4, as of Minn., Saganaga syenite. Near the last 

Saganaga syenite, with dikes and irregular prolongations of diabase 
(630), having shining, slender rods of hornblende and a little feldspar. 
This syenite weathers very rough. 

Rock 631. Thin lamellar augite resembling the pebbles 615. 
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Rock 632. Red feldspar and chloritic hornblende, like 628. Near 
the last, centre of sec. 20, T. 67·4, as of Minn. This is a mixture 
similar to that of rock 628. 

Cehtre of sec. 20, T. 67.4, as of Minn. Saganaga syenite and dia~ 
base, like rocb 630·32. 

S. W. t, sec. 17, T. 67-4. as of Minnesota. Island. Mostly Sag
anaga syenite; but some of the formation is a micaceous gneiss (633), 
with mineral'l arranged in parallel beds. First mica seen on this· 
lake. 

Sec. 17, T. 67-4, as of Minn. Point of cape. Saganaga syenite. 
Breaks into huge cu boidal fragments. 

Sec. 8. T. 67·4, as of Minn. Saganaga syenite. 
Main·land of extreme north shore. Supposed neal' the northern 

line of T. 67-4. To the east of this a broad bay extends half a mile 
farther north. Here is a h~ll attaining an elevation of about two 
hundred feet. A range somewhat continuous extends east and west 
for four or five miles, having an aspect different from that of the isol
ated domes of the syenite, and differing also. in its dark color when 
seen from a distance. At this point it is a dark, semi·slaty rock. 
Climbing to the summit which is here about 200 hundred feet above 
the lake, the slatiness is in places quite marked, though tending to 
split in coarse fibrous forms, and not altogether in laminre or sheets. 
It has marked cleavage in planes mostly S. S. W. at an angle of 75°. 
and hence approximately at right angles with the bedding, the dip of 
which is N. N. E It is intersected by veins of quartz. 

Rock 634. Showing the slatiness. 
Rock 635. More solid portions. 
Rock 636. Showing the cleavage. 
Rock 637. Showing warped, parallel lamination. 
Rock 638. Quartz from a vein. 
From this summit I seB a range of hills about fifteen miles distant, 

following the horizon from a point S. 30° W. to a point S 100 E.
and less elevated, to a point S. 300 E. This is probably the "Giant's 
Range" showing the culmination of the syenitic mass se~arating the 
Kewatin slates of the north from the Kewatin and Animike slates of 
Gunflint lake. 

An island in about sec. 6, T. 67-4, lying less than a quarter of a mile 
from the north main shore. This island is mostly syenite; but here, 
near the western end it is syenite mixed with chlorite syenite (639). 

Another but smaller island southwest of the last judged to be with-
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in the same sec, 6, and lying but an eighth of a mile from the slaty 
main land. This is ordinary syenite. 

A little further southwest a promontory half a mile long prujeets 
into the lake, and the main mass of this is syenite. But the main 
land continues slaty. 

A small island supposed to lie in the western part of sec. 12, '1\ 67-5, 
as of Minnesota. This is good Saganaga syenite. with rude horizon. 
tal bedding, like some of the syenite seen on Basswood lake and else. 
where. ~Compare Halts 440,443, p. 99, Report, 1886.) 

Supposed to be in sec. 11, T. 67-5, as of Minnesota. About. a mile 
farther southwest. Slate continues, having about the same characters 
and same dip as described at the north extremity of the lake. It is 
intersected here by a dike of diabase and a vein of quartz. 

There is good reason to believe that the same argillitie slate con
tinues along the west shore of Saganaga lake as far as the national 
boundary where my observations began. The north and northwest 
shores mark the division line between the syenite on the south and 
the earthy schists on the north. I did not discover the existence of 
the usually intervening crystalline schists, but as the belt of these is 
in other parts of the region somewhat narrow, it cannot be affirmed 
that the earthy schists occur in immediate contact with, the syenite. 
The chlorite syenite and chlorite gneiss seen at several points hold the 
usual intervening position. The micaceous gneiss seen on the island 
in sec. 17, lies very probably in the vicinity of mica-or hornblende 
schist. It is just as likely, however, to be a detached mass, since 
the ordinary Saganaga syenite lies between it and the north shore 
slates. 

Thinking the north shore had been examined as far as niy time 
would permit, I determined to strike directly across Saganaga lake for 
Saganaga falls, out of Granite lake. In passing among the labyrinth 
of islands in the southern part of the lake, I found to my annoyance 
several erroneous records of the land surveyors. For instance the 
blazes on the trees between secs. 31 and 32 read 32 and 33 in several 
places. But the meander corners between secs. 29 and 32 set things 
right. It is worthy of note that after traveling so sinuous a course 
from Wonder Island, without sight of a known landmark, with dis
tances all estimated by the eye, and directions determined by a good 
pocket compass, the course ended at a point but little more than a 
mile distant from the calculated position. 

Island 20 rods north of most northerly angle of Big island platted on 
29 
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T. 67-4, Minn. Saganaga syenite and biotite gneiss (640)-the former 
Iprevailing. 

Land on east of north side of Big island. Sec. 33, T. 67-4. The 
formation is mostly syenite, as on the contiguous island; but for the 
space of a quarter of a mile occurs the formation which I have record
ed as "mixed." It is mostly a chlorite-augitic groundmass with a 
small quantity of light feldspar and a greenish mineral disseminated; 
in manY' places minute specks of a red feldspar, and some veins of this. 
Rock tough, seamed, not hard_ 

Rock 641. Chlorite-augitic rock. 
East extremity of island southeast of Big island. Sec. 33, T. 67-4. 

Very ragged-weathering formation, consisting mostly of lamellar au
gite like 615, with grains of red feldspar sparsely disseminated, and 
numerous nodules from an inch to three inches in diameter of syenite 
composed of white feldspar, transparent granules of quartz and jet 
,black crystals of hornblende. This, apparently,is the rock which has 
yielded pebbles to the prevailinq syenite 

Rock 642. Mostly lamellar augite in coarse agglomerations. 
N ear extreme point of same island, a few rods east of the last. A dike 

of white weathering feldspar with disseminated grains of quartz. 
Three feet wide, verticaL The feldspar is livid pinkish, not striated. 
This intersects a formation substantially lik,e that described in con
nection with rock 642, but the disseminated red feldspar is in coarser 
grams. 

Rock 643. Feldspar and quartz from dike. 
Rock 614. Formation containing the dike 643. 
Far~her along and at the extreme point, the syenite is seen alterna

ting and mixed with, the augitic rock. 

§ 9.-GRANITE LAKE. 

Granite lake, so-called, undoubtedly from the high couspicuous and 
Tugged hills which environ it, lies in the midst of the Giant's range, 
and presents a physical aspect even more forbidding than Saganaga. 
The hills are not lofty, rising only fifty to one hundred feet above the 
lake; but they are mostly bare, with a massive, sterile expression as if 
the world had but recently been finished and vegetation had not yet 
taken root. But they bear nevertheless the evidences of vast denuda
tion and reflection presents them to us as relics of a remote antiquity. 

'The entire township in which the lake rests is a surface of rolling hills 
.and domes with narrow marshes or clear lakelets between. It is dis-
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tant only about two miles east from the eastern long arm of Saganaga; 
and Gull lake extends its head to within two miles of the principal 
bay of Granite lake. This lake lies wholly in township 66 of range 4 
'West, having a length of little more than six miles. Its average width 
is a bout three fourths of a mile, but in places it widens on the Cana
Jian side to about two miles, and south of this, narrows to a simple 
stream interrupted by numerous rapids which will be described. In 
the midst of a long series of rapids leading out of Pine lake is a small 
€xpansion a third of a mile long which is. named Basin lake. These 
features will be more particularly described. 

From Saganaga lake the lower or Saganaga falls are passed by a 
Bhort portage on the west side .• 

Portage at the upper, or Granite lake falls, S. E. ct, sec. 4, T. 66·4. 
The portage is on the east side of the stream and about 28 rods in 
length. Parts of it are quite difficult, in consequence of rocky slopes. 
The landing and embarkation are also difficult. The rock is regular 
Saganaga syenite. 

N. E. t, N. E. 1-, sec. 16, T. 66·4. Saganaga syenite, with quartz 
individuals a quarter of an inch in diameter. The western shore of 
the lake to here is quite direct and trends south. Syenite presents it
self almost uninterruptedly. A few poplars and Jack pines are seen, 
~tl1d, on the low ground at this point, tamaracks and birch. 

S. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 16, T. 66-4. 8aganaga syenite continuously. 
S. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 16, T. 66·4. i3aganaga syenite in a much 

shattered blufl'. The syenite along the shore weathers pale red. 
S. E. t, S. E. ±, sec 21, T. 66·4. Saganaga syenite. Occasional 

greenstone pebbles. The country becomes diversified with high 
rounded hills from fifty to one hundred and fifty feet in altitude 
above the lake. 

N. E t, N. E. i, sec. 28, T. 66·4. 
S E. i, N. E. t, sec. 28, T. 66-4. 

syenite. 

Saganaga syenite. 
A massive exposure of Saganaga 

Near centre of sec. 27, T. 66-4. Saganaga syenite; rock 645. 
The stream connecting the two portions of Granite lake is a broad, 

deep river, widening in the middle. By an abrupt bend in the stream 
the current sets south. The shores are lined with massive syenite 
containing coarse quartz. 

S. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 22, T. 66-4. Near outlet of southern section 
of Granite lake. Saganaga syenite. 

A fragment of slate lies on the shore which is identical with that 
north of Saganaga. 
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The syenite in this region is but very faintly red. 
The surveyor's plat becomes again very treacherous. This lobe of 

Granite lake is represented as having a broad southern portion; and 
no rapids are laid down until we reach the southern extremity, in the 
nodhern part of sec. 36. Now, as a fact, the Canadian shore ap· 
proaches the A merican in the southern part of sec. 26, and here are 
rapids an eighth of a mile long, flowing north. There we navigate. 
A distinct current flows also through the narrows on the line be
tween secs. 23 and 26. Beyond, or south of, the rapids, we come 
into 11 broad stream, with a quite perceptible cnrrent, widening to an 
eighth of a mile; and in the midst of this we discover a meander stake 
to help llS out. We examine one bearing tree and cannot make out 
whether it is 35 or 36. Very well, the other tree should decide. Alas, 
the other reads 25 or 26, and no one can tell which-such is the fidel
ity of the government surveyors. After studying the hieroglyphics 
of the first tree again and again, I conclude they read 35. Then those 
on the north tree must stand for 26. But the line between 36 and 25 
is phitted as passing along rapids-though east and west rapids. The 
configuration of the shores shows it impossible that we have reached 
these rapids. There are then long rapids not platted and in a place 
where the Canadian shore is represented two·thirds of a mile distant. 
Such facts, while they are not geology are some of the geologist's ex
penences. 

S. W. t, S. E. t, 'sec. 26, T. 66-4. Near meander stake. Saganaga 
syenite. 

N. W. :!-, N. E. t, sec. 35, T. 66-4. At rapids which also, are not 
on the plat-which shows Canadian shore half a mile distant. Saga
naga syenite. Quartz exceedingly coarse. 

These rapids are in two sections, altogether a quarter of a mile. 
The canoes were pulled up with considerable effort. 

Rapids S. E t, N. E t, sec. 35, T. 66-4. These rapids also are not 
on the plat and they require to be portaged, though in going down, 
stream, they may be "shot" in an empty canoe. The portage lies
south of the rapids and crosses a point of land. It ends on a little
lake, which from its form I named Basin lake. The syenite is the 
regular Saganaga variety which prevails throughout this region. The 
syenite generally about here, weathers white. 

Basin lake is half a mile long and a quarter of a mile broad lying 
in the N. W. i, sec. 36, T. 66-4. At the end of this are other rapids 
not on the plat. These appear to be the lower of a series of four 
rapids-the others platted-which occur in a northward bow of the 
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:stream. We manage to flank all these. From a little bay at the 
suutheast corner of Basin lake we pursue an indistinct trail southeast· 
ward) and along a difficult route. shunting a big syenite hill on the 
right, and in about a quarter of a mile, reach a little lily.bearing bay 
<>pening southeastwaraly into a small lake in the southeast part of 
sec. 36, which proves to be the northern extremity of Pine lake. Su 

. we escape four portages, but lose fully a mile of coast line. 

§ 10.-PINE LAKE. 

Pine lake lies in the southeastern part of T. 66-4, W. and the north~ 
eastern part of T. 65-4, W. Its length is about two and a half miles, 
with an average width of a third of a mile, with narrows and rapids 
at about mid.length. Its entire shores are bound by massive syenite 
not greatly elevated above lake level. The vegetation possesses no 
importance. 

N. E. t, S. W. i, sec. 36, T. 66-4. Twin·Bay portage from Pine 
lake to Granite. High cliffs of the Saganaga syenite (646). Most of 
the feldspar is white, but some is pale pink. Generally, it is not well 
isolated. There are greenstone pebbles in the syenite: 

The high hill south of this portage and crowding upon it was as
cended, on a second visit. I found the usual east-west structure. 
The quartz individuals, however, were not generally elongated. 

N. W. i. N. E. t. sec. 1, T. 65-4. N ear foot of narrows and rapids 
of Pine lake. The Saganaga syenite has here a jointage structure 
running east and west, and it seems to be dependent on a system of 
foliation. This jointage, then, is conformable with the prevailing 
bedding system of the schists of the country. 

N. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 1, T. 65-4. Near the rapids, on the upper or 
southerly side. Saganaga syenite (647)-the quartz coarse and con
spicuous-the feldspar a groundmass. 

These rapids are not on the plat, and it is difficult to ford them. 
About half a mile from the southwestern extremity of Pine lalre, 

the sound of a roaring rapid is heard; and here the Boundary river 
comes in from the east. The portage out of Pine lake is about an 
eighth of mile south of the stream, and leads in the space of a third 
of a mile to the southern extremity of a bend in the river. 

§ n.-BOUNDARY RIVER. 

The entire chain of small lakes and connecting streams lying along 
the international boundary may be viewed as simply a stream serv-
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ing for drainage of the region; but on the nearly horizontal genera! 
surface expanding at frequent intervals, to fill the basin.shaped de· 
pressions which dot the surface of the crystalline and schistic rocks. 
There are two of these rivers. One flows eastward and southeastward 
into lake Superior; and the other flows westward and northwestward 
into Rainy lake. The dividing ridge between the headwaters of 
these two streams lies between North and South lakes at an elevation 
of 1,097 feet above lake Superior, as barometrically determined by Prof. 
N. H. Winchell.·x- It is the westerly stream which I have desig
nated the Boundary river. The other is the Pigeon river. The inter
national boundary does not in all eases correspond with the position 
of these rivers. It follows, in accordance with treaty, the usually 
traveled canoe route, and this makes several short cuts. 

The length of the Boundary river from Gunflint lake to Pine lake, 
is less than three miles by its windings, and in a straigh t linp it is not 
over two; but its course is zigzag and the stream is interrupted by 
half a dozen rapids. It flows through the most desolate and rugged 
portion of the Giant's Range. Bald syenitic summits rise fifty to one 
hundred feet above the stream, and in many regions the surface is 
studded with the blackened erect trunks of the recently burned Jack 
pine forest. Frost has broken down the ancient precipices, and the 
ruin of the mountains contributes its weird effect to the impression 
made by the ruin of the forest. 

N. E. t, N. W. :t, sec. 12. T. 65-4. Disappearance of Boundary 
nver. This point is shown in fig-ure 28. 

T6S-IIW 

Fig. '28.-111 ap of Boundary Rirel' showin.q point of Disappearance .. 

• Ninth "nnn"] Report, Minn. Sur. p. 81. 
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Fig. 29. -Bowlder-jilfed ancient channel ot Boundary river. 
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At the place indicated a singular accumulation of bowlders is seen' 
CA. fig. 29) rising apparently in a cobble stone wall to ahight of about, 
fifteen feet above the water. 

This is the appearance as seen in perspective at the distance of about 
twelve rods toward the south. On approaching near"r the surface ex
posed to view is seen to be not a wall but a slope of about 20°, and the
curious effect is discovered to be simply that of a mas!; of bowlders fill-
ing what is probably an ancient bed of the stream. The bowlders are 
quite uniformly about ten inches in diameter. The right and left bor
ders ofthe bowlder-filled bed are abruptly limited by vegetable growths;
and a well developed forest surrounds. The farther limit is also sharply 
determined by a fringe of sedges and a forest covering, as shown in 
figure 29. Standing water approaches the foot of this slope, but n(}· 
current whatever sets toward this old channel. 

On the contrary, a channel, B., filled with bowlders through which 
the stream actually flows goes out toward the northea~t. The water 
here entirely disappears. I obtained good photographs of both chan
nels. 

I imagine that this is the place of the old preglacial channel, aHd that 
through the agency which transported the bowlders, it bccnme filled,. 
I imagine that for ages, the spaces between the bowlders remained 
sufficiently open for the water to flow through. By degrees, however, 
accumulating debris choked the spaces, alld a soil formed at the top, 
which became overgrown with the forest. The mass of bowlders now 
seen is what remains uncovered by the soil. Vegetation has encroach
ed upon it from the sides, as fast as the soil could find. resting_ plaoe~ 
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Hence the sharp lateral limits of the bowlder-filled space, as indicated 
at the surface. On each side where the forest stood before the burn· 
ing, the bowlders are seen to be exceedingly numerous wherever the 
soil is removed; and hence I infer that the ancient channel was broad
er than the space now remaining uncovered by a soil. 

The channel B must have been filled in a similar way; and this also 
must have been preglacial. Supposing the two channels contempora
neous, it was an island which lay between them. The existence of 
alternate channels rendered it easier for the first to become choked; 
since. as soon as a hindrance was experienced by the water passing 
through it, the other may have remained available for the passage of 
an enlarged flow. 

It appears inevitable, however, that the second channel should in 
time become choked; and then, as no alternative channel remains, the 
stream will flow over the surface of the bowlders in channel B. In 
fact, the absence of soil over that surface indicates that already, at 
times of flood, a portion of the water is carried off by a surface flow. 

N. W. t, N. W. -!- sec. 12, T. 65-4:. East end of portage from Pine 
lake. Saganaga syenite (64:8) in full character. Much of the feldspar 
is pale red, and forms a crystalline mass in which the hornblende and 
quartz are imbedded. Some of the hornblende is partially chloritized, 
and crumbles under the finger nail. 

Blueberry cascade and Portage, N. E. i, S. W. i sec. 12, T. 65-4:. 
Here is a small U -shaped bend in the river, orening south-southwest, 
and a portage of 20 rods passes across the opening. - Here a long cas
cade comes roaring and foaming tumultuously down over the straggling 
fragments of the shattered contiguous syenitic slopes. Of this lob
tained a good photographic view. The ruined hillslopes appear in 
every direction, and the black trunks of the sparse dead forest stalld 
bristling alollg the hill-crests and lie in impassable tangles across the 
stream. I obtained also a good view of one of these shattered slopes. 

Sterile as the region seems, it sustains an amazing growth of blue
berries. One single stem bore hundreds of 19.rge and savory herries, 
and of this I also prepared a photograph. This crop appeared to be 
in fnll maturity when we camped here on the seventeenth of August; 
but it was apparently undiminished and unimpaired when we returned 
Oll the eighth of September. 

Immediately above this bend in the river we encounter other rapids. 
These we ascend with difficulty. Syenite lines all the shores. Now 
follows a quiet lake-like stretch of three-fourths of a mile, and then 
we come to falls. 
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N. E. -1-, N. E. t, sec. 13, T. 65.:...4. Gunflint falls, upper (Houth) end 
.of portage. The falls are wide and quite precipitous. The portage 
lies on the east side. Took a photographic view. The formation is 
Saganaga syenite. The dark mineral however, is aJ'ranged in COltrSeS, 
and the rock is truly gneissic (649). The hornblende too, is a little 
chloritized. The quartz grains are large but not enormous. The 
strike of the gneissic structure at this place is N. 80° E. The strike 
of the Kewatin slates where seen at ·sec. 22, 65-3, (as of Minn.), is 
N. 72° E. 

The syenite here is intersected by a dike of rather peculiar diabase 
(822) crossing the strike. 

A few rods further up the stream other rapids intercept our COUl':le, 
but with labor and risks we pole the C;\l1oes past them. And 
now the stream gradually widens into the northern arm of GUllflint. 
lake. 

§ 12.-GUNFLINT LAKE. 

Gunflint lake lies on the international boundary. The Americaj,' 
shores are included chiefly in township 65-3, west; but they stretch 
eastward into T. 65-2, and westward into T. 65-4. Its extreme length 
is nearly eight miles, with a mean width of about a mile. Its longer 
axis is nearly east and west .. North of the western end is a consider
able expansion, connected with the main lake through the "narrows,,'" 
which furnish an exit northward for the drainage. This expansion: 
extends east and west into two bays the eastern one of which I have 
named for reason, Black Fly bay. The width of the expansion here 
is over a mile and a half. The distance from Gunflint falls sOl}thwarcl 
to the Narrows is one mile, 

The bnd on the Canadian side not having been mapped nor the 
shore line meandered, I have referred Canadian localities to their 
places in the United States survey, as if extended beyond the national 
boundafy. I have also laid down as nearly as' they could be estimated y 

the meander lines of the Canadian shore, Relative positions of prin
cipal points have been ascertained by taking bearings with a good 
pocket compass, These methods, of course are rough and unsatisfac
tory; but one on the spot can certainly form a conception of the 
situation more correctly than the reader who has not been there alid. 
has no maps to assist him. With such approximation I have pre
sented here a map of Black Fly bay, a map of Animike bay on the
extreme west, south of the Narrows, and a map of that portion of ths
body of Gunflint lake which is geologically of greatest inter.est. 

30 
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The physiographic environment of Gunflint lake is wild and pictur
esque. It lies in a rugged valley between the Giant's Range on the 
north and the Mesabi Range on the south. The former stretches west
ward to Seagull and West Seagull lakes and eastward with a tendency 
northward, far into the interior on the Canadian side. This iR seen 
iying in the southern horizon from the high elevations north of Sag
.anaga lake. The Mesabi Range extends equally far toward the east 
and west; but its main mass lies nearer the lake than that of the 
Giant's Range. The sky-line of the GIant's Range is undulating and 
soft; that of the Mesabi, notched, jagged. and precipitous. As we 
en tel' the body of the lake through the Narrows, one of the cliff
crowned ridges of the Mesabi Range lies in fron t. This fades east
ward into a high pass and this is bounded by a vertical wall on the 
east, above which rises the massive continuation of the Range, crested 
characteristically by a colul1lniform precipice. This Range, precipit
ous ou the north, slopes gradually to Loon lake, a mile distant south
ward. Five miles from the western extremity of the lake appears 
another pass over which lies the portage to Loon lake and southward. 
The lake terminates eastward in a broad valley furnishing exit by 
Gunflint river to North lake. On the north of Gunflint lake stretch 
massive ridges of earthy and crystalline schists, trending diagonally 
east north east. Behind these rise the higher ranges of gneisses and 
syenite. 

The entire surface on the Minnesota side has been burned over, with 
the exception of limited areas. A memorandum on the surveyor's 
plat states that the burning occurred in 1860. Subsequently the 
trembling aspen and to a less extent the white birch, have taken pos-. 
session of the soil-covered areas, especially along the lake shores. 
;-)een from the lake the surface of this young forest of thickly studded 
and verdure-clad trees presents the appearance of a vast meadow 
which it might be a holiday pastime to traverse; but the geologist 
who draws near to this meadowy surface with the intent to pas:> be
yond to the brown cliffs which frown upon it from the hights, will 
encounter steeps and slides and rocky walls and angular taluses and 
interwoven branches all conspiring to render his ascent slow and labo
rious. Along the northern side DJllCh of the original forest remains, 
but fallen trunks and thickly tangled bushes render travel even more 
difficult than on the American side, until we rise above the soil-covered 
areas to ridges of bald schists and syenite. 

The shore-line on the southern side is little broken or indented. 
Onf' well-marked peninsula OCCl1rs and another broader-mouthed, de-
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-1iermined by subordinate ridges of the Mesabi Range. On the north, 
however, the shore is deeply indented by bays and promontories. 

This lnke, according to the barometric observations of Prof. N. H. 
Winchell lies 1,052 feet above lake Superior. 

Geologically Gunflint lake possesses interest which is destined to 
.render it a classic region. It touches the confines of three uncon
formable systems of Archrean rocks, and brings to light facts which 
may probably serve to relieve many of the difficulties which have 
beset the investigation of the ancient formations of America. The 
Giant's Range on the north is composed of syenite and syenitic gneiss, 
the slopes of which attain the lake shores around parts of the expan
sion. These are flanked by crystalline schists which probably abut 
obliquely on the lake and these are succeeded by vertical earthy schists 
forming ridges which run obliquely parallel with the north shore and 
exhibit an instructive passage downward to the mica and hornblende 
schists and gneisses. These earthy schists retain all the characteristic 
petrographic and structural characters of the argi~lytes and sericitic 
,schists occurrjng on Knife, Fall, Long and Vermilion lakes; and are 
&180 identical in physical characters with the vertical slates seen north 
Qf Saganaga lake. 

In the immediate v!cinity of the massive outcropslof these vertical 
slates occur the black, carboJJaceous, flinty and magnetitic slates 
plainly identifiable with the Animike formation of Hunt, and equally 
-demonstrated by my own observations, to be the same system of rocks 
.as by Murray and Logan were named Huronian. But these possess 
but a gentle dip toward the south and are abruptly unconformable with 
the Vermilion and Gunflint slates. They are equally diverse in pet
rographic characters. 

Finally, a fourth vast formation, later in origin and eruptive in 
-character, occupies most of the surface along the south shore of the 
lake. It crowns and characterizes the hills of the Mesabi Range, 
forming high columnar precipices rising above perpendicular cliffs of 
Animike black slate facing north, and sending down numberless ta
luses of angular fragmentR sloping steeply toward the lake shore. The 
:same eruptions which flooded the country on the south of the lake 
extfmded to the north Tbe columnar hill-crests resting on nearly 
horizontal Animike slates occur near the western end of the lake and 
at several points thence eastward; but they occur also resting on the 
vertical slates, as seen at the great promontory of Knife lake and 
again on sec. 7, 65·6 on Knife lake. But, in the vicinity of Gunflint 
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lake, the gabbro has Bot been found covering syen~te of the Giant's 
Range. 

This lake under the name of " Flint Lake" appears to have been 
traversed by Dr. Norwood in 1849; but there is difficulty in identify
ing his facts and localities. The formation which I here describe as 
Animike slate is by Norwood styled "slaty hornblende" and another 
rock is called "hornblende rock;" and this is represented between 
the slaty hornblende and a "quartz rock" described as "a short dis
tance below" the slaty hornblende. He recognizes on the north shore 
a ridge of "siliceous slate Bomew hat chloritic," with stratificD t iOR 
not discovered.'" A reconn6issance was made along the internati(ll1a1 
boundary in 1880 by professor N. H. Winchell and he has given a 
comprehensive general view of the geology. He noted the uncon· 
formable vertical schists on the north shore t To this subject more
particular reference will be made. 

More recently the shores of' Gunflint lake have been examined by 
the geologi'lts of the U. S. Geological Survf y+ and to their pu blishew 
results more especial reft'l'ence will be had in my details of observations. 

The report of' my field observations in the vicinity of Gunflint lake 
will begin at the outlet on the north, and will first cover the region 
of the expansion, procl"edillg along the west shore to the Narrows, 
and then along the north and easterly shores in succession. It wiH 
then take the westerly, southerly and easterly shores of the main 
body of the lake, anrl lastly the north shore and its vicinity. 

Fig. 30.-General map of the principal part of Gunflint lake and vicinity_ 
See map, fig. 41, for table of rock samples corresponding to the number. on this m,p. 

--;-;;oTwood, jn D. D. Owen'~ (Jpolooir:al 8ur1)p'J/ uf ll'i8co71Rin. I'J'wa and M nnesota. pro 41C-417 
tN. H. Winchell, f;inlh .111n. Rep Geol. 8",.". Minn. (1880), p. ;2. . 
! See cflpecialJy R. D. Irving • .ilme1'. JO'llr. Sci. Oct. 1887. 
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(1): Gunflint lake. The Expansion. 

The general feature~ of the expansion may be learned from the 
small map. Figure 32, beyond~ 

N. E. i, N. E. t, sec. 13. T. 65-4. Here a shatterfld bluff of syenite 
attracts attention. The blocks lie along the shore in enormous 
masses. A photographic view was taken from a small island facing 
the '3~ene. 

S W. i, S. E. i, sec. 13, T. 65-4. Bottom of western bay of the 
expansion. The northern shore of the bay presents continuous and 
conspICUOUS outcrops of syenite (650). At this point is good Saganaga 
syenite in an enormous outcrop. 

North line, sec. 23, T. 65-4, head of bay. Here ~are only syenite 
bowlders. 

N. E. t. N. E. t, sec. 24, T. 65-4. South side of same bay. Sag
.anaga syenite outcrops . 

. N. E. t, sec. 24, T. 65-6. A few rods further south. 
Seeing a curious crest-like formation at summit of the hill south of 

this western bay, I undertook to visit it. One·third of the way up, an 
overturned tree exposes some slaty fragments which prove to be largely 
magnetite-but partly changed into hffimatite. I had seen a similar 
stray piece of slaty magnetite at Gunflint falls. 

Hock 651. Magnetitic schist fragments. 
Fragments of slate as I proceed are frequently seen turned up by 

fallen trees; bu t syenite bow lders are abundan t on the surface. 
In one place the magnetic rock (652) was solid, and had a graywack. 

-Emitic aspect. 
S. W. i, N. E. t, sec. :::1, T. 65-4. Near the crowning crest. 
The slate becomes flinty (653) with evidences of a near outcrop. 
Near hen" are many fragments of a diabasic character, judging from 
. . 

mICroscopIC appearance. 
Rock 653. Diabase or noryte, near the crest. 
N. E. i, sec. 24, T. 6.5-4 .. On the crest half a mile south of the 

bay. An outcrop of clearly igneous rock, rising in a precipice facing , 
north ward, and ending in an escarpment on the west. There is a fine 
variety having the external aspect of diabase (655). There is a coarser 
variety with tabular feldspar crystals weathering pale greenish; with 
masses (not lamallffi) of a black mineral probably augite, and a con· 
spicuous amount of a black shining mineral which is probably mag
netite. I think the coarse variety may be called gabbro (654:). 

N. E. t, sec. 24, T. 65-4. On the return, at summit of the northern 
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of the two ridges, I find in place, a rock inclosing schistic pieces, and! 
otherwise consisting chiefly of grains of magnetite, with an intersti· 
tial medium of light color looking like plagiociase, and in places shin
ing like quartz-656. 

The summit of the crest visited is level for four or five rods, then a 
depression southward, then another level space of four or five rods. 

A few rods further east I made another ascent of this hill in compa
ny with N. H. Winchell, after having studied all other points in the 
vicinity of Gunflint lake. I made another traverse of this ridge be
tween Animike bay and the western bay of Gunflint swell or expan· 
sion. Syenite bowlders are abundant on the shore, and continue up 
the slope to the very summit. About one·third of the way up, Ani· 
mike slate fragments appear. On the first low ridge, are large frag. 
ments of a rock looking like undeveloped "muscovada" (823), aud in 
contact with magnetite. Compare with rock 656. 

Rock 824. Magnetite in contact with 823. 
This outcrop undoubtedly corresponds with that before seen by me 

at N. E. t sec. 24, rock 656, further west. 
A little farther up the hill are many large masses, evidently not far 

out of place, of a rock substantially a quartzyte (825). I have seen it 
elsewhere in connection with Animike slates. It consists of spherical 
grains of glassy quartz cemented by a white groundmass, and on a 
weathered surface looks finely oiilitic. 

S. E. t N. E. t sec. 24, T. 65-4. Proceeding westward along the 
summit of this ridge, we saw a gabbro ridge a little farther north and 
visited it. This, undoubtedly is the gabbro cliff seen by me before
rock 651-but approached now from a different direction. The bluff 
here is about ten feet high, and of coarse characteristic gabbro. This 
rests directly on little altered, thin·laminated slate in a horizontal po
sition, and forms the most northerly illustration seen about Gunflint 
lake, of the juxtaposition of gabbro and Animike slate. We did not 
however, seethe formations in place nearer than fifteen inches of each 
other; but we saw the slate in several places, as high as the bottom of 
the gabbro in other places. 

The layers of the slate arelof two kinds; 1st, a black,. carbonaceous, 
iron·bearing rock; 2d, a heavy light gray rock. Both kill(1s are often 
opposite sides of the same laminm. Both kinds are equally heavy. This 
iron is not magnetic, but in the bluff, a cause exists of disturbance of 
the needle. 

Rock 826. Gray and black iron-bearing Animike. 
We examined the fragments of slate fallen down from the cliff, lUI 
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the hope of some trace of organic remains; but found nothing. There 
is, however, a curiously fitted and scrobiculate surface on some of the 
layers which I took for subsequent study. 

Rock 827. Animike slate with scrobiculate surfaces. 
In this place occurred, also, as I have seen elsewhere in the Animike 

slate, surfaces of laminre covered by concave depressions of an ovoid 
or spherical character, resembling what the elder Hitchcock named 
Batrachoides nidificans. I have discovered that spheroidal concretions 
between larninre sometimes cause such appearance. 

Rock 828. Cherty concretions producing Batrachoides nidijicans. 
S. E. tN. W. t sec. 19, T. 65-3. At the narrows, American side. 

The gabbro which covers the hill just described, abuts on the shore in 
rude basaltic forms 20 to 25 feet high. The level of the base of the 
gabbro here is fifty feet or more below the base on the crest of the 
ridge west of the narrows. This fact furnishes evidence that the gab
bro flowed over a surface already deeply eroded. I shall present ill 
this report much more evidence of the same purport. 

A study of this gabbro-crowned ridge of Animike slate, supplement
ed by an examination of the slope along the north side of Animike 
bay (to be described) points toward relations set forth in the following 

diagram: 

Fig. 31.-Relation of gabbro, slate and syenite near the narrows of Gun
flint lake. Sections from north to south. 

[NoTE.-The numbers expressed on the diagram in~icate the places where rock 

samples were collected, as follows: 
1262 is the locality for rocks 651-2. 
1265" "656 

1263 is the locality for rocks 652 (bis)and 653 

1264 " 654-5 
N.H.W.] 

Returning now to the north shore of Gunflint Swell, we find Black 
Fly ba.y resting 011 the flanks of a syenitic ridge belonging to the 

Giant's Range. 
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Fig. 32. Map of localities w"ound Black Fly bay, northwest part of 
Gunflint lake. (The territory is Canadian but the lines of the Amer
ican land surveys are extended over it.) 

NOTE.-Locality numbers correspond to rock samples a~ follows: 
1330 shows the locality for rock 716. 1336 shows the locftlity for rock 720-21. 
1426 819-21. 1339 722. 
1332 717-18. 1267 655 bk 

1333 " 719. 
[N. H. W 1 

Sec. 18, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Well developed syenitic gneiss (716) 
along the shore, with medium-sized quartz grains. The constituents 
have a gneissic arrangement. The same continues to the extremity 
of the singularly prolonged narrow point of the bay. 

N. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-3. Ridge of syenitic gneiss north of Black 
Fly bay. Examined carefully at many points and as far as the sum
mit_ The rock has a sort of groundmass of reddish and whitish feld
spar, with irregularly elongated cakes of quartz, all disposed from east 
to west, with only a little hornblende, and that not well formed. On 
the whole, it much resembles the gneiss of sec. 12, 65-3 W., as of 
Minn., rocks 806-14, (which see beyond). It further resembles it in 
containing fragments of hornblende schist, which are all disposed in 
the same direction. I feel a strong confidence n the opinion that if 
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the region of approach between the gneiss and the probable south ward 
lying Kewatin schists were not covered by this bay, we should witness 
the same kind of a transition from one to the other a>; certainly exists 
north of the east end of Gunflint lake. (See descriptions further on.) 
It is also not improhable that such transitions sometimes occur along 
.the line of strike of the schistic formation. 

Rock 819. Syenite gneiss. 
Rock 820. Hornblende schist pebble in the gneiss. 
Rock 821. Contact of last two. 
Extreme point of Black Fly bay. Beyond this a valley continues 

which is greatly obstructed by syenitic bowlders. There would have 
heen a prospect of finding the rocks which intervene between the 
gneis8 and the Animike hill on the south if time had been sufficient 
for the overland exploration. Leaving the valley I ascended the hill 
on the south side of Black Fly bay. It seems at first almost formed 
.of syenite bowlders, largely of the Saganaga variety of syenite. 

N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65-3, a's of Minn. On the hill and hillside 
south of Black Fly bay. Proceeding westward along the hillside just 
,below the crest, in search of an outcrop of syenite or of slate, I found 
fragments of slate. 

A little further along, large fragments of iron slate dipping still 
~outh-so little disturbed. Continued a quarter of a mile along this 
slope, finding slate fragments in extreme abundance, but not any un
{listurbed ledge. 

Rock 717. Magnetitic slate fragments, as above. 
Rock 718. Granular or oolitic magnetite. 
No slatiness is seen in the oolitic magnetite, but it is included in 

;the slate formation 
N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Outcrop of slate by water's 

.edge. Dip 7°, S. 20° W. (by needle). This is about sixteen rods from 
,the syenite on the north side of the bay. The slate is banded and 
~iliceous (719). It is the nearest seen to the syenite. 

S. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Slate having same appearance 
as last. 

S. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Extremity of cape in eastern 
line of Black Fly bay. Rough slate dipping 7° southward. 

S. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Just south of the cape. A· 
~'emarkable display. In a rounded, naked bluff fifteen feet high, is 
seen the aspect of a eonglomerate, with many whitish constituents. 
Examination shows it to be a portion of the slate formation contorted 
in a striking manner. The laminations are still presented, and serve 

31 
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to evince the disturbance. There are some quartzose layers, and some
quartz veins. Much of the slate has assumed a flinty constitution, 
and some laminm are of red jasper. There are patches of what I have 
called oolitic magnetite, and areas iq which the spherules are sparsely 
scattered in a somewhat homogeneous matrix of undetermined char
acter. In some places, the crystalline magnetite sparkles brilliantly, 
and there are others in which it has been oxidized by water ahd burn 
ings, into a crumbling, ferruginous mass, like the waste of a hrema
tite mine. 

Rock 720. Various examples of the slate of the formation. 
Rock 721. Magnetite in its various conditions. 
It does not appear whether this disturbance has resulted from action 

of the contiguous syenite or the equally contiguous gabbro. With 
some probability, however, it is connected with the gabbro overflow. 
Yet another explanation remains. 

Observations elsewhere prove that the syenitic gneiss is older than 
• the Kewatin slates and that these are older than the Animike slates; 

while the gabbro is more recent than the latter. Disturbances 
of the Animike therefore must be attributed to the latter. But it is 
by no means certain that the flinty and jaspery contortions above des
cribed could have been caused by an overflow of gabbro. 

Neither does it appear probable that the magnetite is accumulated 
in quantities of commercial importance. Every occurrence is local 
and limited. An unlimited quantity is held in the formation; but like· 
the magnetite of Penokee Gap, it is too much dispersed. 

N. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 19, T. 65-3, as of Mimi. Altered slate like that 
last described. 

N. W. t, sec. 20, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Seeing a high crag off the head; 
of this little southeastward projecting bay, I landed to visit the spot. 
Here a ledge of magnetitic slate outcrops. 

S. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 20, T. 65-3, as of Minn. The crag proved to· 
be an enormous buttress of coarse gabbro resting on well laminated 
slate, and presenting the striking profile exhibited in part in the dia
gram,. fig. 33. 

Much of the slate is flinty, and most of it contains much maguetite 
(722). Some of the gabbro is very coarse 'and tends to decay; the finer 
is more solid. There are patches showing large parallelopipedons of 
feldspar-like the sanidine in the trachyte of the Drachenfels. It 
tends toward rude columnar shapes, some of which are quite imitative 
of true basalt. 
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Fig. 33.-Gabbro·crowned Animike cliff, near Black Fly bay of Gunflin f 
lake. 
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N. E. t, sec. 19, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Contorted slate. Gabbro can 
be seen on the hill in the background. 

At the narrows, east !lide. Gabbro (655 bis) as already described on 
the west side. The gabbro crowning the hill north of Animike bay 
.continues in the hill south of the b~dy of Black Fly bay; and prob. 
~bly continues into the high bluff visited in the N. W. t, sec.~ 20, T. 
·65-3, as of Minn. 

(2) Gunflint lake, ,west, south and east shores. 

From the narrows the basaltiform gabbro continues into the moutll 
,·of Animike bay. 

Fig. 34. Localities in the vicinity of Animike bay, Gunflint lake. 
Halt numbers on this mllp correspond ns follows to rock samples collected: 

Tl267 to rock 655 bis, '1268 to rock 656 hi., 1269 to rocks 657-9, 1271 to rock 660, 1272 to rocks 661.3, 
1274 to rock 661, 1275 to rocks 6u5-71, and 1276 to rock 672. N. H. W. 

S. w. t, N. W. t, sec. 19, T. 65-3. Diabase (or noryte) inclosing nod
,ules of paJe, amber· colored striated feldspar. 

Rock 656 (bis). Diabase (noryte ?) with much magnetite. Per
,haps only a \Cry fine condition of the gabbro. 

S. W. t. N:W. t, sec. 19, T. 65-3. Mouth of Animike bay, north 
side. Rock like rock 656 in structure, but without magnetite-having 
a feldspathic ingredient instead. Many small fragments of bJack min
eral sometimes resembling charcoal-perhaps anthracite. In places it 
holds a multitude of rounded pebbles, and forms a conglomerate with a 
cherty groundmass. Generally it contains magnetite in such places, 
qnd this is sometimes accumulated in much purity. The following 
·specimens illustrate the varieties: 

Rock 657. Fine gabbro without magnetite. 
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Rock 658. Conglomeritic variety as above. 
Rock 659. Magnetitic specimens. 

245, 

Tbis formation, in spite of its massive appearance, in many places 
is really bedded. One of the specimens of 659 shows it. On making 
a trip up the hillside, I find places really slaty, and partially argillitic, 
but generally magnetitic. 

The bedding of this formation is nearly horizontal. All the large 
fragments near the shore, too fresh and angular to have been much 
moved from place, are horizontally bpddea. Not a fragment stands, 
on edge. On the hillside, the outcropping ledge appear:;; quite clearly 
to possess horizontal bedding. 

So much then is settled :-tbese are characters of the Animike for. 
mation. 

N. E. i, S. W. i, sec. 24, T. 65-4. Four rods along the shore west· 
ward, the noryte comes to the shore; as it. also does six rods east of 
the last locality. 

N: E. i, S. E. :1-, sec. 24, T. 65-4, North shore of Animike bay, a 
few rods further westward. Horizontal magnetite slate (660). 

This bears an extreme resem blance to the magnetitic slates of Pen
okee gap-as the latter slates reminded me when there, of the Huronian 
slates north of lake Huron which I had then recently examined. 

N. E. i, S. E. i, sec. 24, T. 65-4. North side of Animike bay. 
The ledge of noryte comes to the shore again, standing in great ver
tical flakes. But fifteen feet west, finely characteristic slate, well 
banded and tending readily to split, is seen resting in place (661), in 
a horizontal attitude. This is clear, and incapable of question. The 
formation is rather flinty. 

Immediately under these banded slates is a massive layer of almost 
pure magnetite (662) at least fifteen inches thick. 

These observations show that the slateR seen on the northern slop€l
of this hill are of this formation, and that they repose on the syenite, 
at least on the north side, and have' been overflowed by gabbro from 
vent remote or contigllous. A section across the hill would be there
fore as already shown in fig. 31. The following observations confirm 
this conclusion. 

Rock 662. Magnetite in a band fifteen inches thick, as mentioned 
above. It breaks into flakes at right angles with the bedding. 

Rock 663 Magnetite from the laminated portion. 
Nf1ar western extremity of Animike bay. 
The slates outcrop in a low ledge on the immediate shore. and show 

a dip nearly south, or a little east of south, at an angle of 5°, as shown 

below. 
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Exposure of Animike slate near hearZ of Animike bay, Gun
flint lake. 

S. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 24, T. 65-6. North of extremity of Animike 
bay. Twelve rods from the water, on the hillside, the slates outcrop 
in a thinly laminated condition (664). I counted 115 laminre in the 
space of twenty-two and a half inches. The formation has a dip of 
80 toward S. 200 E. It is quite magnetitic. 

A few steps further up the hill. Here we have a clear demonstra
tion of an overflow of noryte and gabbro on the slate. The following 
drawing wa~ made on the spot, fig. 36. 

Fig. 36. Relation of basaltiform gabbro and slate, near head of Animike 
bay. Lookin.q north. 

Fig. 37. Relation of basaltiform gabbro and slate, near head of Animike 
bay. Looking west, and showing dip of the slate. 

The gabbro near the contact is charged with magnetite, but a few 
feet above, it is quite characteristic. The slate also becomes harder 
and more magnetitic near the contact. 

Rock 665. Slate It inch from gabbro (Ticket is on upper side.) 
Rock 666. Magnetitic slate in absolute contact. 
Rock 667. Gabbro in contact with 666. 
Rock 668. Gabhro five or six feet higher than 667. 
Rock 669. Gabbro six inches above 667. 
Rock 670. Gabbro twelve inches above 667. 
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Rock 671. Gabbro eighteen inches above 667. 
Head of Animike bay. Here within eight rods of the shore, is 

another contact of a similar kiud, which is exposed for a distance of 
more than 75 feet. 

Rock 672. Magnetitic slate a foot below contact with gabbro 
South of west extremity of Animike bay. A hill here 75 feet high 

is composed of slates similar to those seen in fig._35. 
The outcrop extends to the shore. 
S. W. t, sec. 19, T. 65-3. Middle of south shore, Animike bay. Slate, 

considerably crumpled and broken; but this may be an incident of 
denudation. . 

Close by this, eastward, a larger outcrop, less slaty than usual, in
cluding large lenticular compact portions. 

The next small bay south of Animike is not represented on the plat, 
and is separated from Animike hy a long spit also not represented. In
to the head of this little bay empties a deep and slow.flowing stream 
up which I ascended until canoe navigatioll was interrupted. 

N. E. :1;, N. E :1;, sec. 25, T. 65-4. A bout a third of a mile up the 
river, in sec. 24, on the the south side, is a high cliff of slate, in a near
ly horizontal position. I did not ascertain whether gabbro is at the 
top. 

A great quantity of magnetitic slate has fallen down in a talus. 
On the north bank of this stream, the magnetitic slate makes a low, 

smooth-surfaced outcrop, giving the appearance of graywacke; but ex
amination proves its charact.er. 

~l1em01 .. andum -According to the testimony of Mr. BuddIe, an intelligent ex
plorer and mine master, the same horizontal condition of this formation continues 
through Bec 23, T. 65-4 

N. E. -t, sec. 25, T. 65-4 Magnetitic slate ill. great solid masses
rock 673. 

N. W. -t, sec. 30, T. 65-3. West end Gunflin t lake. Here is the ex
traordinary occurrence of a sandy beach. 

Here I found camped a party of explorers for iron. Mr. Buddie, in 
eharge informed me that in sec. 23, T. 65-4, he had ;uncovered mag
netic iron ore for a distance of 1,600 feet. It lies almost horizontal, 
.and is similar to that seen in sec. 24. This is all to the south of the 
<Giant's Range (v. page 80). 

A gap through the Mesabi Range south of, here, which makes a 
eonspicious feature in the '>onthem horizon as viewed from the nar
rows, is limited 011 the east and west by corresponding precipitous es' 
.carpments and seems to be a suitable place for a trail southward. The 
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Indians consider the gap as caused by a subsidence. The cliff on the 
west is undoubtedly an interruption of the ridge visited about a third 
of a mile up the river in sec. 24. It does not appear from a distance 
that this range is gabbro-crowned; but from other positions along the 
lake the gabbro is obvious. 

N. W.:!-. N. E. :!-,sec. 30, T. 65-3. North side of long point. Slate
occurs all along this point and at the extremity. I made an excursiolll 
to the summit of the ridge, but found no indications of eruptive rock. 

N. E. t, S. E. t. sec. 30, T. 65-3. Main shore south of point. I de· 
termined to visit the cliff about half a mile inland. This is a contin
uation of the ridge mentioned on sec. 24. About half the way up I 
found slate. 

S_ E. t. S. E. t, sec 30, T. 65-3. At foot of cliff. This proves to be
gabbro (674) of the coaser sort. The cliff is about 15 or 18 feet high. 
above the talus. 

N. E. i. N. W. i, sec. 82. T. 65-3. At summit of hill. The outlook 
from here is wide and full of scenic interest. Looking northward, 
a range of mountains stretches east and west along the horizon, ap-
parently six to ten miles distant. From the west it reaches to the 
river entering the northern swell or expansion of Gunflint lake, grad· 
ually lowering as it approaches the stream. White rocks can be Sl'en 
exposed at numerllus places. The same range extends on the east or 
Canadian side of the stream, and its slopes are very frequently markf?d 
by white syenite exposures. These hills are part of the Giant's 
Range. 

In the nearer foreground are seen the narrows and the mouth of 
Animike bay and the shore·line features toward the east. 

I made a sketch ofthis in teresting landscape, and afterward decided
that it ought to be ph9tographed. Accordingly I returned to the ca' 
noe and brought photographic apparatus and Mr. Grant, and the event 
proved that the views obtained were entirely satisfactory. They are
reserved like others for the final report. 

N. w. t, N. W. -t, sec. 28. T. 65-3. To this point, a mile from the 
point on the shore at which the cliff was visited no outcrops were 
seen. The slope is densely covered with young poplars. Here ~s a. 
ledge of slate four or five feet high, rather thin-laminated. 

N. E. t, N. W. i, sec. 28, T. 65-3. No outcrop is found here, but 
it seemed best to examine the fragmfmts. They are mostly gabbro, of" 
the variety which occurs a short distance above the slate. But some
are massive magnetitic layers from the slate. The latter, to the eye," 
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much resembles the former. Here also are some samples of the coarse 
-gabbro. 

Rock 675. Magnetitic rock, apparently from the slate. 
Rock 676. A peculiar variety of gabbro. 
N. w. t, N. w. t, sec. 27, T. 65-3. Small point on south shore 

The beach is strewn with a great assortment (677) of itriking peb bles 
-mostly flinty and jaspery, aud evidently derived from the slate. 

Rock 677. Collection of jaspery and flinty pebbles. 
Rock 678. Curiously banded flirit pebble. 
S. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 23, T. 65-3. Near west point of strait to small 

.elongated bay, south side. A couple of rods back from the shore is a 
bluff of gabbro (679). It seems unusually heavy. 

This bluff does not break down and form any talus. 
The wall of gabbro continues east and strikes the shore before 

reaching the extremity of the point. 
S. E. i, S. E. i, sec. 23, T. 65-3. Extremity of point at strait. 

'Gabbro much finer than No. 679, and much less characteristic (680); 
but it is a prclongation of the back part of the same bluff. 

Opposite (east) point of strait. Cuntinuation of gabbro, forming 
a knob 60 feet high. This gabbro ridge appears to be the running out 
,of the high range visited N. W. i, N. W. i, sec. 32, 65-3, and in 
which occurs the abrupt notch through the Mesabi range referred to. 

The course of the range is less eastward than the axis of the lake. 
Hence all gabbro ranges, both sides of the lake, as will appear, make 
a small angle with that axis-those on the south side retreating inland 
toward west by south or west southwest, and those on the north side 
retreating inland toward east by north or east north-east. But back 
(south) of the range which runs out at this knob rises another similar 
and parallel range, on the south side of which lies Loon lake. 

About a mile east of this bay occurs another, entered through a 
broader strait. 

S. W. i, S. W. i, sec. 19, T. 65-2. Farther (eastern) point of the 
bay. No outcrop of rock; but a bowlder beach. 

S. W. i, S. W. -!-, sec. 19, T. t:5·2. Commencement of eastern end 
Df Gunflint lake. Gabbro (681) in a low outcrop at the beach. All 
the shore along here is strewn with angular fragments resembling the 
Bame. 

N. W. t, S. E. -!-, sec. 19, T. 65·2. A gravel beach presenting a gray 
:appearance with the diversified colors of its pebbles blood.red, dull
red, banded, black, gray and white, all siliceous; many of them are 
beautifully translucent flint; others the most fine· textured jasper. 

32 
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Collected all a~sortmf'nt (6S2)' All these must be in place somewhere
on the north shore, or below water-level, for they certainly do not so-
occur along the sonthern shorf'. . 

The remainder of the eastern end of the lake presents no rocky out
crops Two low green points extend into the lake, bowlder·covered! 
and salldy. A- chain of small islands lies between them, and these
appear to be simply bowlder-formed. 

(3) North side of Gunflint lake. 

It will be most convenient to return to tte Narrows and follow the 
north shore )oward the east. 

N. E. t, sec. 19, T. 65·:"\, as of Minn. Low outcrop of dark rock 
appearing stratified vertically; and I can find no trace of other strati
fication. Still, this fine, iilmost aphanitic, diabase.looking rock (723) 
belongs to the slate formation. It contains much magnetite, and the 
lighter mineral looks more siliceous than feldspathic. 

This condition of the Animike is to be compared with that seen on 
the north shore of Auimike bay, especially Rock 662 from a locality 
not more than half a mile distant. The massive rock seen on the 
river shore too, with a smoot h-surfaced outcrop is similar. These may 
all be ou tcrops of the same bed. 

S. E. ct, sec 19, T. 65-3, as of Min n. Outcrop similar to the last. 
These are striking f'xamples of the complete disappearance of the 
sedimentary slructllre and its replacement by a system of parallel 
jointage in it po~ition nearly vertical to the original bedding. 

On a later occasion I visited this locality for tllfl purpose of assur
ing myself that thp vertical structure does not pertain to an outcrop· 
of the vertical slates Feen [firther east on this shore. The following 
are my notes on the second visit. " The formation is not Kewatin. 
What I have said is correct. Although the rock is so dark and heavy, 
it does not affect the needle. I suspect much anthracittl or graphite' 
mingled in it. 

Rock 817. Dark massive Animike. 
"It is not improbable that the rock is on the border line between 

Animike and gabbro. However, in travelling along the north shore 
of Animike bay again, I notice that an identical rock is embraced' 
within the slates. I obtained another hand specimen of Rock 662. It 
is almost incredible however that the mass at S. E. -t, sec. 19. 65-3. 
should be inclosed in the slates; and the jointed condition is alst) 
against the supposition. It must be concluded that almost identical 
rocks are embraced in the slates and the gablJro." 
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.1'emorandwn.-This is probably correct. In ]]]allY places subsequently visited 
the line of the junction bet.ween gabbro and slate was very uncertaill. Each for
mation has exerted an action on the otber. Ti1is is revealed in approximate mineral 
constitution and rock structure. A rude columniform a.rrangement often appears 
in the slates for several feet below the contact. In other places however, the evi· 
dence of mutual influence is wholly wanting. 

S. W. i, sec. 20, T. 65.3, as of Minn. Slate, exposed along the 
slope of the hills. In one place it presents a dip of 21°, N. 20 0 E ; 
but it varies locally, and I feel persuaded that it has fallen or slid out of 
position. Farther along (eastward) it dips in various directions; and, 
ill thE' course of 16 rods, it presents the crumpled and altered condi
tion of the slate seen at sec. 18,65-3, as of Minn., rocks 720·721. The 

sbore is strewn with angular fragments of the banded flinty slate. 
N. "V. i, sec. 21, T. 653, as of Minn. The formation here is in 

the condition of a breccia consisting of angular fragments of magnet
ic slate (723 bis and 818) imbedded in a matrix of finely granular 
rock. 

This breccia crumbling to pieces makes the pebbly beach around 
the point. 

Fig. 38. Brecciated condition of the Animike formation, north side of 
GU1lfiint lake. 

The brecciated condition can be seen along the shore for a quarler 
of a mile. 

These localities of breccia are a bout a mile and a half nearly east 
from the interesting locality in Black Fly bay. They are all apparently 
outcrops of the "arne horizon in the Animike. The horizon is not far 
from the contact with older terranes; but this does not prove ,the 
brecciated bed and the (newer) magnetitic bed to hold positions:near 
the base of th~ Animike. They may, on the contrary belong [near 
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the top of the Animike. But the proximity of the gabbro to the mag
netitic bed would not prove this, since the gabbro simply rests on 
what was the actual surface at the time of overflow. The slight 
southward dip of the Animike, however, would indicate that t.he 
breccia and magnetite belong to the later stages of the period. 

Figs. 39 and 40. Two supposable relations of the Breccia and May
netitic bed in the /ormation. 

A, Animike; G, Gabbro; 0, Older terrane; m, Magnetite; b, Breccia. 

The relation of the Animike to the older formation, which is shown 
in Fig. 39 explains how the proximity of m and b to 0 would be corn
formable with the theory that they belong in the upper part of the 
Animike. It implies that the Animike was deposited on a sinking 
sea-bottom-as on other grounds was probably the fact. 

The relation of the Animike and older formation, which is shown in 
Fig. 40 explains how the proxiiuity of m and b to 0 would be com
patible with the theory that they belong to the lower part of the Ani
mike. It implies that after the deposit of the Animike, the con
tiguous land was uplifted. 

Observation shows that the dip of the Animike is not conform
able with the visible or probably the conceded slope of the surface of 
the older terrane as in Fig. 40, but that it is unconformable, having a 
very gentle dip southward, as ill Fig. 39. Herrce reasoning from the 
facts thus far presented it may be concluded that the magnetitic befl 
is near the top and not near the bottom of the Animike, a<> has been 
suggested for the Thunder bay region. 

Sec. 21, T. 65·3, as of Minn. Animik'e beds containing, as nearly as 
I can judge in the field, a large prop0rtion of iron carbonate. 

Rock 816. Iron carbonate with argillaceous and siliceous matter, 
as macroscopically determined. 

Sec. 16, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Ascended a small hill forty rods 
back from shore, thinking possibly it might be the terminal knob of 
the range of vertical slates exposed a nllie east of here. It proved to 
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be underlaid by Animike. So far as I found rocks in place, I saw only 
a gray ledge somewhat resembling "muscovado." It seems to be 
composed of fine quartz and feldspar with glistening scales like sericife. 
There are rusted surfaces which indicate also, as I think the presence 
of iron carbonate. 

Rock 815. Incipient muscovado? 
N. W. t, sec. 22, T. 65·3, as of Minn. A knob of gabbro resting 

on Ani mike slates. This continues near the shore, and finally, on a 
change in trend of coast line, retreats across the country. 

N. W. t, sec. 22, T. 65·3, as of Minn. A low outcrop of a dark 
gray rock (724) similar to that at sec 19. 65-3, as of Minn., (the mag· 
netitic bed), and similarly jointed. But examination shows a coarser 
texture and some recognizable faces of dark augite. If this belongs 
to the Animike the rock is highly altered. It may be a portion of the 
gabbro immediately superjacent. Following my usage I shall desig
nate it noryte (? ). 

N. E. t, sec. 22, T. 65-3, as of Minn. At the point tf a long slender 
pllninsula setting east southeast from the main land. A pile of thin 
laminated slate going to decay. 

N. E. t, sec. 22, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Small islet of medium grain· 
ed gabbro. It is cut by divisional planes running N. 60° E. into great 
sheets which stand like piled lumber dipping at an angle of 82°. 

This is a mass of gabbro at the water level, and its continuation 
half a mile westward would bring it into the position of the so.callde 
"noryte"? rork 724. 

N. E. t, sec. 22, T. 65·3, as of Minn. Main land directly opposite 
the gabbro islet. Here is a genuine surprise. Here are true argillytes 
(725 and 789) standing nearly vertical. They are not at all ambig
uous. They are the Knife Lake slates preserving to this point, their 
steady verticalit.y, and here remaining uncovered by Animike. This 
looks like a solution of a vexed problem. The Animike and the Ver
milion slates are not one. 

Here is no magnetite structure. The dip is S. 89°. The strike of 
the sheet is N. 72° E. 

This spot was visited four different times. I discovered that the 
broad sides of the vertical sheets were sometimes marked by a "grain" 
like that of wood; and that it presented a pretty uniform dip of 67" 
eastward. 

Rock 729. Slate showing sedimentary structure and grain. 
Thei:le vertical slates appear close by the water's edge, the exposure 

being the front slope of a hill about twenty feet high. It seemed de-
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sirable to ascertain what lies back of this hill on the landward side. 
S9 crossing an intervening swampy depression I ascended the first 
higher hill. 

S. E. :1:, sec. 15, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Summit of range one·fourth 
mile back from shore. Here are the ashen-bleaching argillytes. The 
color may be dueto sericitic matter, for that is obviously present in 
places. Their dip is 67°, varying to 74°, in direction S. 21° E. They 
present a very familiar aspect Rock 726. 

Other eminences in the east and west continuation of these two 
ranges could be seen, presenting the same argillitic color and aspect. 
A higher range also now appeared farther inland, the rock exposures 
on which were evidently similado those of the two front ranges. But 
no opportunity existed at the time for penetrating further. A subse
quent exploration by Mr. Stacy will be referred to in the sequel. 

The following sketch-map has been prepared for the purpose of 
showing as pre~sely as possible the interesting facts 0 bserved respect
ing the relations existing between the vertical argillitic slates and the 
Animike slates: 

The locality numbers, expressed on the map, next page, correspond to tile follow
ing rock numhers: 

1298 indicates the locality for rock 688-90 
1346 724 
1349 725 
1350 726 
1351 727 

1356 728-9 

1357 730 

1358 731 
1359 732-6 

]361 indicates the locality fOrTock 737 
1362 "" 738-40 
1364 741-2 
1418 
1419 
1420 

1422 
1423 
142! 

79~ 

800-3 
804 
805 
606-14 
815 

[N. H. W.] 

N. E. :1:, sec. 22, T. 65-3, as of Minn. The Kewatin slates are a little 
sericitic-rock 7:2,7. 

N. E :t, sec 22, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Vertical argillytecontinues. 
N. W. :1:, sec. 22, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Vertical argillyte. The for

mation continues in the hill four rods back from shore, as far as thfl 
head of little bay, and further strikes toward the main shore of ·the 
lake. But I have not been ahle to find these slates along the shore 
west of the cape. Every exposure in front of this now reveals Ani
mike. But I feel confident the Kewatin could be traced overland far 
toward the heac1 of Black Fly bay, where the Animike comes within a 
few feet of the syenite. The Kewatin would thus be found passing 
under the Animike. 
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N. W. i. sec. 22, T. 65-3, as of Minn. This is the nearest approach 
of Animike exposures to Kewatin exposures in this direction. Here' 
are thin laminated slates with a low dip southward. This point is 
less than an eighth of a mile from the last. 

The following diagram evidently illustrates very nearly the struc
tural relations of three contrasted terraces occurring in this vicinity~ 

42 

Fig. 42. Illustmtinq the relations of the Kewatin, Animike and Noryte 
on the north shore of GU11}iint lake. Being a section along the line 
A B on the sketch.map, fig. 41. 

In figure 42 the number 13-16 shows where the rock sample 724 was collected. 
N, H. W, 

N. E. ±, sec. 22, T. 65-3, as of Minn. High vertical bluff of sericitic 
argillyte-728. 

The bluff prf~sents a series of rock slates facing almost exactly south, 
and standing ina position precisely ivertical. But there is a grain 
seen on each face, which dips 57° eastward. One might at first SUR

pect this to denote the true sediment.ary bedding. The objections t(} 
this view are the facts that no contrasts of color or texture are notice
able in the direction across these lines, while in the direction across, 
the vertical plates contrasted bands of color and texture can be plainly 
seen. The rock specimen 729 taken h'ere shows both structures. The· 
same is true of 730 and 736. Further, no laminations or separable 
beds 'exist in conformity with the grained structure. It remains then 
to inquire after the cause of such structure. 

S. W. i, sec. 14, '1'. 65-3, as of Minn, Another high cliff presenting 
vertical slatfls sidewise to the lake, but a little obliquely. It is a soft 
argillyte of a pale blue-gray color. Strike of the slate N. 4:~o E. Dip' 
of the obscure grained structure 50° northeastward. 

Rock 730. Argillyte showing,both bedding and graining. 
S. W. t, sec. 14, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Sericitic argilliyte (731) stud

ded with quartz grains. 
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This is not well marked sericitic argillyte. It closely resembles the 
vertical slates along the IVth Arm of Knife lake which were named 
provisionally porphyrellyte. This then would be quartz porphyrel. 
It may prove to be parophitic. 

S. W. i, sec. 14, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Sericitic argillyte (732) 
densely studded with quartz grains an eighth of an inch in diameter. 
Otherwise this rock is like '130. 

Other portions of the formation are similarly studded with grains 
of red feldspar 

Rock 733. Porphyrel. 
Some other portions abound III both quartz and feldspar. These 

portions have a distinctly schistic ground mass exactly as in IVth 
Arm of Knife lake, and become more characteristically porphyrel. 

Rock 734. Porphyrel wit~ feldspar and quartz. 
A vein of white, opaque quartz (735) intersects the formation, about 

16 inches wide and lying in a plane dipping S. 50° W. at an angle of 
about 22°. This dip however, is merely local. 

The plate structure (dynamic structure) trends N. 64° E. and is 
exactly vertical. The fibrous structure dip3 at an angle of 620 east
warJ.. 

Rock 736. Plain schist showing both structures. 
S. E t, sec. 14, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Quartz porphyrel with grained 

structure dipping 66° eastward. The figure below illustrates a faulted· 
quartz vein exposed in the face of one of the slabs of the formation. 

Fig. 43. Faulted quartz vein. The lines show the eastward-dipping 
grained structure. 

S. E. :1-, sec. 14, T. 65-3, as of Minn. The hill sabsides by steps 
northeastward parallel with the shore. I walked along in search of 
the junction between the Animike and Kewatin formations. The 
Kewatin assumes a more distinctly porphyrelloid character (737), much 
resembling that of Zeta lake. (Rep. 1886, pp. 158-9). 

33 
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S. E. t, sec. 14, T. 65-3, as of Minn. This is very near the critical 
place. The nearest poin t on the north shore eastward bears S. 71° E. 
The strait to the little bay on the south shore bears one or two degrees 
east of south. On the shore, and for 25 feet above, the Animike 
,clearly outcrops in the form of flinty and red jaspery heavy beds in a 
horizontal position on southward face. Six paces away-18 feet by 
measurement-the porphyritic sericito-argillytes outcrop standing in 
the same position as for a mile and a quarter back. The slate here 
can tains abundance of both feldspar and quartz grains. 

Beyond all possible question, we have here two formations-even 
two systems. They cannot be identified. What are they? The newer 
·certainly is Canadian Hufonian. The older is not Laurentian. 

The Animike here is 'contorted. brecciated and conglomeritic. It 
has a slight dip south. 

Rock 738. Porphyrelloid sericito.argillyte, 18 feet. 
Rock 739. Flinty; contorted Animike and breccia. 
Rock 740 Pebbles from Rock 739. 
Walking northeastward along the hill·slope, the fragments of the 

two formations are found mingled t~gether; but there is an upper 
limit to the Animike fragmen ts. 

The Animike retains an elevation of about ten feet above the lake. 
The argillitic bluff recedes to a distance of twenty-five feet from the 
Animike. Huge fragments of the argillyte have tumbled down over 
the Animike. 

Next, at about twenty-five rods east from the last, the argillyte 
bluff comes quite to the shore again, or within twelve feet of it, for 
the rugged weathering and brecciated Animike holds the water-line, 
and appears eight feet back. Here the two formations are within seven 
feet of each othp1', by measurement. This is virtually a contact. 

Next. within two rods more the argillyte comes down to the shore, 
and complptf']v ~huts out the Animike, except in a few fragments 
washed up from below water level. 

The nearest point on the north shore eastward now leans S. 58° E. 
The following diagram represents the relations of the two forma

tions at the observed junction: 
S. E. ;J:, sec. 14, T. 65-3, a.s of Minn. The argillyte, after receding 

from the shore a few rods, here reappears. 
I was not disappointed to find on the top of the ridge here, a cap of 

gabbro. 
The point is now south 52° east. 
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Fig. 44.-0bserved contact of Animike and Kewatin formations, north 
slwre of Gunflint lake, bein.q a section along the line C D of the sketch
map. Fig 41. 

Some Animike fragments lie near the beach within four rods of the 
cargillyte. 

N. E. -1;, sec. 14, T. 65-3, as of Minn. The same point bears S. 
42) E. The argillyte comes neal' the shore again. On the beach are 
large angular fragments of a biotite gneiss (741). As these have not 
been washed from the southward lying bottom of the lake, they must 
llave come from some short distance northward. 

On the hill, the argillyte is very slaty, and the leaves consist of dif
ferent qualities of rock in alternation. 

Rock 742. Interbanded phyllyte. 
N. E ;J.-, sec. 14, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Hill one·fourth mile back 

from lake. The point bears S. 31° E. The argillyte is pale gray' blue, 
but weathers singularly light colored. The plate-structure strikes 
N. 50° E. The fibrous structure is much disguised by parallel joints. 
It dips eastward 65°-the joints 55°. 

Once again, and for the fifth time I passed along the shore where 
the Kewatin slate comes in proximity to t.he Animike. Traced again 
the shore outcrops of Kewatin quite to the head of Kewatin bay. The 
rock is considerably altered. Walked again past the spot whr-re gab
bro appears above the Kewatin. It is not seen here in actual contact. 
In some of its conditions the Kewatin slates might be taken for bed
ded igneous rocks; but the beds are always vertical, and conformable 
with the other portions of undoubted sedimentary origin. The fol
.lowing fu rther samples were collected: 

Rock 785. Kewatin slate, contorted and altered. 
Rock 786. Sample of rock which might be regarded eruptive. 
Rock 787. C{)ndition undoubtedly sedimentary. 
Rock 788. Another sample of sedimentary condition. 
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~. W. t, sec. 13, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Twenty rods north of camp 
on sec. 13, 65-3. Animike abuts on the shore. It is characteris
tically flinty and ferruginous, and the sedimentary bedding is unmis· 
takable; but the formation has undergone severe alteration, and 
breaks up in vertical columns like gabbro. I had to ascend the bluff 
to be sure that gabbro was not at the top. 

On a subsequent occasion this spot was revisited and the following 
observations made: Some excellent magnetite occurs here. It per
tains to a small remnant of gabbro which remains on the north side of 
the hill, in the position shown below: 

45'· 

Fig. 45.-Remnant of gabbro on a knob of Animike slates. Gunflint lake. 
Looking westward. A, Animike. G, Gabbro. 

It looks as if the whole bluff had been once buried in gabbro and 
the schist altered, then all the gabbro weathered away except the 
small lot as indicated on the north side of the ridge. The contact 
with the schist is sharp; but the schist was already in fragments, and 
the fluid gabbro flowed around them and into the fissures and con
verted the schist fragments into quartzose masses. This observation 
is analogous to that made on an island in lake Gabimichigama. (Re
port for 1886. page 172). 

The slate here has a dip southward of about 15°. Further. we find 
some contorted fragments; and these facts rather imply that there· 
was in this place more than a quiet overflow. Still as before inti. 
mated, the contortion of certain beds may have taken place durin!! 
the deposition of the Animike. 

S. W.rt, sec. 13, T. 65-3, as of Minn. Good camping ground. An
imike slates at the point of the promontory south of here (S. W. to s. 
w. i, sec. 13) with gabbro at the summit. Gabbro continues along 
the ridge northeast and forms a columnar wall in the hill back of the 
camp. The gabbro appears to be generally intersected by east and 
west divisional planes, and when the exposure has a westerly aspect, 
it presents a columnar structure. 

S. W. t, S. W. t. sec. 13, T.65-3. At the beach, beds of flint schist;: 
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above, gabbro. Here as elsewhere, the schist IS horizontal) on a 
southern aspect. 

On a subsequent visit I made the following notes: 
The slates here are quite thin laminated, except an occasional bed 

·of flint. The flint beds are curiously variable in thickness, and the 
upper and under sides do not correspond. This is shown in the fol
lowing diagram: 

= 
'§ : .. 

Fig. 46.-Alternations of flint and flinty shales, Gunflint lake. 
a, s, Flinty shales; b, Flint. 

I find in this place an abrupt transition from slate t.o gabbro. 
Rock 779 bis. Slate in immediate contact with gabbro. 
Rock 780. Gabbro in immediate contact with slate. 
Rock 781. Gabbro 1 ft. above slate. 
Rock 782. Gabbro 4 ft. abovl'! slate. 
Rock 783. Gabbro 10 ft. above slate. 
Rock 784. Flint from one of the flint beds. 
S. E. i. S. W. 1-. sec. 13, T. 65·3, as of Minn. At the beach, beds of 

,a granular siliceous rock (688) with a wh,ite cement. Above, siliceous 
.argillytes and flint-schists (689) for 20 or 25 feet. Lastly, gabbro (690) 
mostly of the coarser kind. 

Near centre sec 18, T. 65·3, as of Minnesota. At the beach, thick
bedded siligeous magnetite and flint. A little back, fine gabbro eight 
feet higher. 

Rock 683. Black, siliceous magnetitic schist. 
Rock 684. Fine gabbro. 
It is difficult here, as in many other places, to decide on ocular in

spection, where the gabhro ends. Specimens from an intermediate 
-position show blended characters. 

Rock 685. Gabbrolitic magnetite. . 
The rock 685 is about 3 feet above 683. Still below 685, the gabhro 

·686 rests absolutely on the ched 687 and this on 683; . so that the order 
:from above is as follows: 
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685. Gabbro. 684. ~ 
086. 

668873'. C~~rt. . ( Slate formation. 
Slhceous magnetIte. ~ 

Just east of this place, we observed a rusted rock which when broken: 
open is of a gray color, and which I suspect to be a carbonate of iron. 

Hock 813. Carbonate of iron (?) from Animike. 
We found other rusted rocks which are black within but do not 

affect the needle. They are probably anthracitic or carbonaceous. 
Between the rusty coat and the black interior is a line of gray. It is 
desirable to ascertain whether the line of gray results from the oxida
tions of the carbon, and the union of the carbonic acid with the iron; 
and whet.her the rusty coat results from a retrograde process-the per
oxidation of the iron in the carbonate thus formed. 

Rock 8U. Black iron ore with surface bands, from near centre of 
sec 18, 65-2. 

N. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 1~, T. 65-2, as of Minn. Extreme east end ot 
Gunflint lake, immediately north of the mouth of Gunflint river. 
Here is a fine sand beach. The Gunflint river appears sluggish and 
marshy. 

We visited near this spot the camp of a company of Canadian land~ 
sllrveyors in the employ of Sedgwick and Brotherton of Chicago, who 
bad located a large tract of land on the north shore of Gunflint lake 
and river. The location was supposed to cover valuable deposits of 
iron ore, and it was desired by us to learn the precise description and 
visit the principal points in the tract. The parties whom we sa w, 

however professed to be sim.ply camp attendants and to be totally 
ignorant of the location of any iron deposit. They showed us, how
ever, some samples which were represented to be inferior to the best. 
The specimens seen were all magnetic ore except one-that was hoom· 
atite. I suspect they were all from the Animike, though they resem·· 
bled also, ore from the gabbro. 

(4) E.n:ursions from Gunflint lake into the interior. 

(a) Traverse due north from a point near the centre of the 8. W .. 
i, sec. 18, 62-2, as of Minn. The starting point was the head (,f the 
bay (see fig. 41). A track had been blazed by the surveyors of Sedg
wick and Brotherton. Gabbro is found on the shore. 

One-third mile north of Gunflint lake. Here occur Animike frag
ments and soon Animike in lJlar;e, bllt not magnetitic argillytes. The· 
rock is highly ferruginous and gives a brown·red s-treak. 
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Rock 799. Hffimatite rock. 
Rock 812. Conglomeritic iron ore from the Animike, near the last. 
This rock is in a dislocated condition, and I did not ascertain the 

dip of t.he formation; but it appears much like a state of the brecci
ated Animike which I have before seen many times-always ill near 
relation to the underlying older terrane. 

One·half mile north of Gunflint lake. After making a small descent 
we come to a hill-slope in which we find Kewatin slates outcropping. 
They are first clean sericitic argillyte. A couple of rods further north 
we get porphyritic sericitic argillyte weathering much like the por
phyritic porodyte of Vermilion lake. 

Rock 800. Sericitic argillyte as first encountered, with fine shilling 
scales. 

Rock SOL Porphyritic porodyte. 
Fifteen rods beyond, the rock is harder and more crystalline, and 

the shining scales are larger. 
Rock E02. Semi-crystalline sericitic schist. 
Still beyond, the feldspar weathers reddish, and the rock looks 

syenitic. 
Rock 803. Syenite-looking porphyritic Kewatin schist. 
Three·fourths of a mile north of Gunflint lake. A high hill com

posed of alternating bands of porphyritic porodyte and a rock appear
ing like true hornblende schist; but the hornblende isstil! of argillitic 
softness; and there are fine glistening scales which generally appear 
like sericite, but in places become large enough to recognize as mica
ceous. Interbanded with these rock-beds and lamin::e are some, mostly 
thin (up to one-half inch) laminffi of light color, composed of feId· 
~par about 60 per cent, the dark hornblende-like mineral about 30 pee 
cent, and quartz grains 10 per cent. 

The rock here is also in places, much contorteo. All the characters 
indicate proximity to some dynamic agency. 
~Rock 804. Interbanded porphyritic porodyte, syenite and uralitic 
schist. 

There are places where the twist.ing and interlaminations reproduce 
the features so often noticed by me last year and figured in my report. 
For that reason I will not figure them here. I wish to refer particu
larly to pages 40, 113, 87 and 96. The sinuosities and doublings of 
the veins are also very striking. 

Highest sum~it of the same ridge. The breadth of the dark bands is 
increased. The rock is here mostly uralitic schist, but with many 
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bands-mostly not over one or two inches-of the porphyritic poro
dyte, and many veins of syenite. 

Some of the layers of porphyritic porodyte in the uralitic schist are 
far gone toward the condition of uralitic gneiss. 

The belt of uralitic and mixed schist is about 18 rods wide. This 
is all there is along this seetion to represent the Vermilion (or Cou· 
chiching) group. 

The light and dark banrls alternate five hundred times in an expos
ure three rods wide. 

N ext ridge, one-eighth mile further north. The rock has the weath
erec1 aspect of syenite. Broken, it consists of quartz. white feldspar 
and uralitic hornblende. 

Hock 805. U ralitic syenite gneiss. 
At the foot of the next hill, one-fourth mile further north, the for

mation begins to assume the character of the Saganaga syenite in a 
gneissic condition. 

Summit of range one mile north of Gunflint lake. The rock has be
come a muscovitic gneiss, with the feldspar and quartz in a compact 
mass but still granular. See thp, section fig. 47. 

Rock 806. Muscovite gneiss. 

liEWAT/N 
c--'--

F'g. 47. Section passed over in one mile on the north side of Gunflint 
lake near line between ranges Two and Three west; showing junction of 
Animike and Kewatin systems and transition from Kewatin through 
crystalline schists to gneiss. See sketch map. Fig. 41. Vertical di
mensions exaggerated, as usual. 

This trip shows a gradation from the slates and porphyrel of the Ke· 
watin through interbanded Kewatin and uralitic schist, to well 
established gneiss-the series of beds being conformoole from end to 
end. The lower (porphyritic) member of the Kewatin has, in its 
formation, beeu moulded simultaneously with the uralitic schist, and 
belongs to the same chronological system. The uralitic schist passes 
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by gradation into gneiss. These three existed and were formed in tlH~ 
same geologic age. The gneiss was not subsequently formed. All 
have been uplifted from a horizontal position simultaneouly. 

Rock 807. Illustrating a transition directly from porphyritic poru
dyte to uraltic gneiss. 

Rock 808. Transition from porphyritic porodyte to hydromicaceoug 
gneiss. 

Rock 803. Transition to mica schist. 
Rock 8l0. From a dyke crossing the formation a little east of north 

and west of south. 
Rock 811. Augitic? band in the uralitic schist. 
I t is to be especially noticed that the mode of transi tion from Ke

watin slate to uralitic schist is different from the transition from 
Kewatin to gneiss. In the former case, the Kewatin becomes intel·· 
sected by conformable laminffi of the uralitic schist; then thicker 
laminffi with thinner bands of Kewatin; but every lamina is all the 
time complete schist, as a rule. In the latter case, the porphYritic 
condition of the Kewatin begins to reveal pale d:uk or dun areas of 
limited exten t; then these acq uire a uralitic aspect; then farther on, 
a hornblendic aspect. Meantime, also, quartz, which is generally 
present to some extent, in the porphyry, becomes more abundant. We' 
then have the constituents of syenitic gneiss (hornblende gnLllite). 
Sometimes the dun alld dark substance which arises in the porphyrel 
passes to mica instead of uralite and hornblende, and we get a pure;' 
gneiss. 

(b) Mr. Stacy's Tml'er;;e north from N. E. :1, sec. 22, 65-3, as of 
Minn. 

On no one of my five or six visits t.o the place of first discovery of 
Kewatin slates on the north shore of Gunflint lake was it convelliellt 
for me to penetrate the interior further than a quarter of a mile. I 
was therefore desirous that Mr. Stacy should go over the interval 
between the shore and the crystalline rocks which I felt sure mllst 
exist in the higher range about three-fourths of a mile back from the 
shore. Mr. Stacy's detail of observations will be given from his own 
notes in the proper place; but I wish here, for the sake of complete
ness in my description of Gunflint lake geology, to record the result. 
After passing the valley intervening between the ridge in S. K i, sec. 
15,65-3, and the higher rd.uge, the Kewatin began to be found inter
stratified with layers more or less inclining to a micaceous state. But 

34 
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before the mica schist was found completely developed, gabbro was 
encountered resting on the crest of the hill. It was a thin bed, but 
coarse in quality. 

(c) 1I1r. Stacy's Traverse no},th between sees. 13 and 14, 65-3, as of 
Minnesota, north shore of Gunflint lake. 

This traverse was about one mile in length. Kewatin continues 
for about three-fourths of a mile, when the usual transition to mica
ceous strata occurs. At a mile frol11 the lake, gneiss is fully established. 
Syenite characteristically constituted occurs on the highest summit 
reached. The belt of crystalline schists is about a quarter of a 
mile. 

These three traverses are separated by intervals of about a mile. 
The geological developments are in their general features identical in 
all. There is a transition of the same nature in all, from Kewatin 
slates to crystalline schists, and an identical passage from these into 
conformable gneissic beds 

Cd) Visit to the Iron dpposits in sec. 23, T. 65-4, west qi' Gunflint 
lake. 

These deposits are embraced in the tract located under the personal 
direction of Mr, Buddie who stated that he was in the employ of Mil
waukee parties, Reference is made to it on pages 80 and 247. It seemed 
eminently desirable to ascertain the geological situation of the iron, 
and a trip was accordingly made by my brother and myself. 

The hail to the location lies along the north line of section 24, T. 
65-4. Its position is at the foot of the Giant's Range. It passes over 
a surface apparently underlaid by Animike slates, but the syenitic 
bosses rise close by on the north and in places present precipitous ex
posures. The surface over which the trail passes is hilly, and prest:nts 
a gradual ascent toward the interior. 

After reaching the northwest corner of sec. 23, a branch of the 
irail turns southward along the west line of the section. Going south 
about a quarter of a mile an exposure is seen, of which the following 
is a section from north to south, 

S. W. t, N. W. t, SeC. 23, T. 65-4, Outcrop of magnetitic beds of 
the Animike. 

The iron (829) is about six feet thick, and the two lower members 
:aggre-gate about eight feet. The dip southward is about 10°. On the 
11lOrt.h is low ground, and many syenite bowlders. 
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Fig. 4S.-0utcrop of maqnetitic beds of the Animike. 829, Beds of mag
netic iron ore. 830, Quartzose" muscovado." 831. Bluish compact 
rock not determined. 

Roci5: 829. Magnetite at surface. 
Rock 830. Quartzose muscovado. 
Rock 831. Bluish muscovado-like, but undetermined. 
S. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 22, T. 65-4. About ten rods further west. 
Here is an opening in the form of a shaft for exploration. It passes 

llrough the whole of the magnetitic b(!ds and terminates on syenite 
gneiss (833). Thf-' magnetite (832) here is from three to four feet 
thick, but varies in quality both horizontally and vertically. Some 
of it is quite superior in richness. From first quality it passes down 
to the ordinary magnetitic Animike. It is here quite massive. The 
exposed surfr,r.es are black. It is cut by joints somewhat rectangu
larly. It is powerfully magnetic as a mass, and in hand specimens. 
At the bottom of the bedded ore is a zone considerably broken and 
confused. It is also rather cherty. 

A t the plane of contact between the Animike and the gneiss is a 
layer of brown earthy matter (834), about four to six inches thick. 
In places there appears to be a sheet of Animike rusted and decayed. 
But the greater part of this bed plainly comes from the decay of the 
gneiss, for it abounds in gravel which apparently represents the quartz 
of the gneiss. 'fhis decay I scarcely think a result accomplished since 
the depositit1tl of the Animike; for the Animike would protect the 
gneiss as effectually as so much superincum bent gneiss. This layer 
then, is an ancient soil which was formed during ages of aerial or sub
marine exposure, before the Animike had existed. It would not ex
tend under t.he Kewatin, because there is no definite bottom to 'it. 
Its history is continuous with that of the gneiss. This soil would 
extend underneath the Animike and above the Kewatin. 

It is noticeable also, that the "muscovado" beds. are not present. 

• 
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This shows that the border line of the Animike sediments moved' 
northward during the Animike age-whether from filling of the sea, 
or from a moderate subsidence northward. The ~neiss therefore, 
existed as it is before the Animike, and is certainly not later in ap- , 
pearance as a formation. A slight subsequent elevation of the gneis; 
sic region may have given the Animike its slight inclination. 

In the following diagram, the facts are shown, as above statt d, to
gether with the supposed relation of the Kewatin to the other forma
tions. 

ANIMIKIE 

Fig. 49- Gcolo.r;ical positions of the Magnetite stratum two miles 
west of Gunflint lake. 

Shows junction of Animike and gneiss and the supposed unconfor
mable subterposition of the Kewatin. 

G, Yerticnlly s( lJistcse glH"iss. K, Yertica] Kewatin (not Been here). AI, Nearly 

horizr,nla] Animike, upper bells, A2, Animike, lower beds of the vicinity (not ex

poscti here). 

ct, The principal iron ore het/s. e. Layer of gravelly earth. 

(5) Erflections on the geology 0/ Gunflint lake and v1·cinity. 

The following inferences from observations made about Gunflint. 
lake were penned on the spot, while in the presence, and under the 
illfluence, of the phenomena of which some account is given in the 
preceding pages. These fresh impressions may possess a yalue in 
some respects superior to that of deliberate conclusions ·penned after 
the vividness of the impressions has worn off. 

It would appear that this entire region has been covered by an out
flow or overflow of gabbro in a fluid state. The erosions of later 
times have removed a large part of it, and eaten down many feet into 
the slates. The slates generally are more destructible than the gabbro; 
and where exposed, wastage has been more rapid than on the gabbro. 
covered areaf. Hence it is, as I suppOSe, that the gabbro remammg 
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has been left crowning the summits of the hills of relief. It is not to 
be supposed that the gabbro w~s erupted along these ranges. There 
may have been great fissures located somewhere, through which the 
gabbro escaped, and from which it flowed over huudreds, perhaps 
thousands of square miles. 

The gabbro is everywhere in visible progress of degradation. Long, 
massive flakes become detached and fall down-often rolling to the 
base of the talus. Other flakes are seen to be disengaged, waiting for 
a few seasons more of the leverage of expanding ice to throw them 
over. Meantime the shales below vanish by a process less grandiose. 
The work is so slow that, a given surface remains relatively penna· 
nent, and vegetation takes root on it. Even trees have time to grow, 
while their foundation disappears beneath them. But not only 
herbs and shrubs, but sturdy trees yield when the time arrives for the 
destructive blows of the descending gabbro, or the silent undermining 
of atmospheric disintegration and decomposition. Though these re
sults are coming to attainment even while we gaze on the spectacle, if 
we look around and contemplate the vastness of the work already ac
complished, we are bewildered in the attempt to grasp the (;eons of 
time which have elapsed since the configuration of hill and valley and 
lake basin, as we now look upon them, has been slowly attaining its 
present features. 

"\~,fe.-T he only considerahle record hitherto puLJished of facts ohserved about 
'Gill flint lake are contained in the Ninth Annual Report, Geology of Minnesota, 
1~~ 0, pp. 81-83, and the Tenth Annual Report, 188J,. pp. 86-88. InCidentally the 

g~"'ogy of Gunflint lake is referred to in the Seventh Annual Report, 1878, pp. 11 
and 21. Tbese accounts are by professor N H. Winchell, the state geologist. Mr. 
Huhert Bell, of the Canadian Geological Survey, who passed along the boundary in 
1872, has given ten lines to Guoflint lake in the Report of Progress for 1872-3, pp. 
92-93, Dr .. 1. G. Norwood in his flying trip along the boundary in 1849, made a few 

observations on Flint lake which maj' be fonnd in D. D. Owen's RfOport of a Geolog
ical Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, Philadelphia, 1852, pp 416 and 417. 

No details of f<lcts have yet been published by the United States Geologic111 Sur
vey, but professor R. D. Irvio/.!: who hilS in charge the investigation of the Arch
rean geology of the Northwest, has made, as is understood, in person aDd through 
assistants, extended observations about Guntiint lake. Dome of professor Irving's 

interpretations of the observations have been published in the Thi}'[Z and Fifth An· 
'nual Reports of thE.' U. S. Geological Durvey as already cited ou page 144 and in the 
American Journal of Science IlL Volllme XXXIV. The preseot writer has described 
the unconformities of the Animike in Amer. Jour. Sci. Oct. 1887, and the 

American Geologist, Jan. 1888, pr· 14-2J. 
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§ 13.-NORTH. LAKE. 

This is also known as Mountain lake; but I employ designations 
found on the government plats. It lies on the boundary in the form 
of an isosceles triangle having the axis lying in a position east-north
east and projecting into Canadian territory, while the base abuts 
against the United States. Accordingly, the American shore embraces 
ollly the base and one side of an irregular bay projecting westward 
from the northern angle, and both sides of a similar bay projecting 
southwestward from the southern angle at the base. It lies in town
ship 65-2 W., and covers an area about two-thirds as large as Gunflint 
lake. Its altitude above lake Superior barometrically ascertained 
by professor N. H. Winchell is 1057 feet. On the south a ridge trend
ing nearly east and west and about 100 feet high, separates it from 
South lake; and on the north lies the continuation of the Giant's 
Range, rising to an altitude exceeding a hundred fpet. The north 
shore is deeply indented by bays and capes. A large part of the forest 
contiguous to the lake has escaped burning. A portage leads north· 
ward from the Canadian shores toward Northern Light lake and a 
region of considerable exploitation for iron. '1'he boundary portage 
goes out from the south side of the lake in section 22, while the Gun- . 
flint river furnishes connection with Gunflint lake. 

This broad stream out of North lake is somewhat choked by Jun
cace::e. N1/111phcea odorata remains in bloom to the end of August. 

N. W. t, S. E. t, sec .. 17, T. 65-2. North shore of Gunflint river. 
A low outcrop of syenitic gneiss-779. 

The Gunflint river flows along the junction of the gneiss and the 
Animike formation. No rock exposure on the south shore as far as 
the rapids. 

N. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 17, T. 65-2. Rapids of Gunflint river. The 
descent here is about four feet but our canoes were pulled up. The 
amount of water is small, as North lake is thesouree of the boundary 
river-of which Gunflint river is a local name:' Here are mallY angu
lar fragments of a dark rock graywackenitic looking; but a second 
visit disclosed flint schist in place on the south side 

S. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 16, T. 65-2, as of Minn. At the widening 
of Gunflint river. Syenite gneiss (744) comes down to the north 
shore, containing abundance of well-defined black hornblende and 
white feldspar with a glassy quartz. 

N. E. -1-, N. E. t, sec. 16, T. 65-2. South side of bay near entrance 
to the lake. Stratified beds of flint having a southeasterly dip of 
ahout 8°. 
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N. E. -1, N. E t. sec. 16, T. 65-2. Extremity of point. Massive 
dark granular rock (745) with much magnetite and disseminated specks 
of red feldspar. This rock is like some seen where we first enter 
Animike bay from the north. 

S. E. t, N. E. i, sec 16, T. 65-2. South side of point. Hock much 
like the last. There appears to be a red-weathering feJdspathic con
st.ituent-in places white or yellowish weathering; also a dark green
ish mineral forming a sort of ground mass for the delicate plates of 
glassy feldspar seen on fresh fracture. There are rude indications of 
horizontal bedding. 

Rock 746. Diabasic? rock. 
S. W. i, N. E. -t, sec. 16, T. 65-2. A low outcrop of gabbro (747) 

of finer than medium texture. 
S. W. i, S. E. t, sec, 16, T. 65-2. South side of second point. A 

low outcrop of gabbro of character like the last. 
Further toward the southwest on t.he shore no outcrops were found. 

The south shore, from the western extremity to the portage is also 
without exposures. 

On a second visit to North lake I made a visit with my brother to 
the north shore at departure of the trail to Northern Light lake. This 
is at the head of the bay in N. E. i, S. W. t, sec. ]0, as of Minnesota. 
A quarter of a mile from the shore a hill rises on the right 75 to 100 
feet high and at its foot (on the west) are formed fragments of flint 
schist and magnetitic schist. These had apparently descended from 
the hill; but we saw no Animike rocks in place. We found gabbro in 
place, however, down at the level of the trail. 

N. E. t. N. W. t, sec. 10, T. 65-2, as of Minn. North shore of 
North lake on trail to Northern Light lake, about half a mile from 
North lake. Here we found gneiss (77S) in place, with black mica and 
much glassy feldspar with some opaque feldspar. 

Some examination was made beyond this point but without observ
ing any change in the geology. Obviously, we find here the foot of 
the Giant's Range, with hills of gabbro-crowned Animike close fol
lowing on the south. The situation corresponds geologically with 
that of Black Fly bay at the west end of Gunflint lake. 

Dr. Norwood has the following observations on North lake: 
"On the long point which projects into Mountain (North) lake, near the 1ermi

nation of Hie portage (from Douth lake, as understood) the rock is schistose. and 
alternates with thin tlinty layers. About a mile below this point, on the nOl'lI, side 
of the lake, is a low exposure of granite. which slopes down to the margin of the 
ake. It is in low bosses, from ten to thirty feet in hight, which are bare, or only 

covererl with m()~ses and JichcnR. Back of thi~ is a high ridge, bearing east and 
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web!, which ascends by a series of steps or pJa1eaus, covered principally with 
,mountain ash and smaH mapl",. About onc-fourth the hight of the ridge is a gran
ite exposure in which masses of hornblende rock were found completely tn'IJel('lJed . 
i::ltiJl higher up, where the hornblende rock is traversed by small granitic veins, it 
uecomes somewhat altered in character, and resembles diallage rock. The top of 
thc ridg;e is comp03ed of coarsely crystalline hornblende. This'exposure, like the 
one on the dividing ridge (between North find ~outh (?) lakes) shows clearly the 
evidellce of having beeo subjected to igneous action since its upheaval I think it 
highTy probable that it had a schistose structure prior to the eruption of the gran
ite. On the top, many large, weather· worn fragments of granite occur, but no 
vein of that rock was seen."* 

The statements made above in reference to the "hornblende rock" 
are not consistent with my present know ledge of the region. t 

§ 14.-soUTH LAKE. 

South lake, the next eastward along the boundary lies mostly in 
Town 65-2, west, and its environment is physiographically similar to 
that of North lake. A range of hills from 50 to 150 and 200 feet in 
altitude skirts the sonth shore; but there are few rock exposures along 
that·shore. On the north the features are similar, but with frequent 
low outcrops. The north shore remains largely in the possession of' 
green timber of the original growth. Much growing birch and some 
poplar occupy the lakeward slopes of the south side; but they are 
young trees dating from the last general burniug. 

The general geology of both shores is Animike, consisting chiefly of 
thill-bedded black slates; but these are capped extensively, especially 
along the north shore, by sheets of gabbro. 

The elevation of South lake, as barometric ally ascertained by N. H. 
Winchell, is 1,057 feet above lake Superior. This is exactly the same 
as found for North lake, and indicates that pprhaps a slack water com
munication exists between the two. Yet the known topography does 
notfavor such a connection; and the fact that South lake is drained 
into lake Superior, and North lake into Hudson's bay would imply 
that the identical elevations are simply a coincidence without special 
cause. 

The portage from North to South lake lies chiefly in N. W. t, sec. , 
22, T. 65-2 W. It passes southeasterly over a depression in the ridge 
lying off the south shore and is about a quarter of a mile in length. 

S. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 22, T. 65-2. About half way over the port· 

* Norwood in Owen's Geological Survey of Wis., low,! alld Minn. 
t See refaren.:e to same region In Ninth Ann. Rep. Minn. pp. 60-1i1. The "hornblende rock" local

ity of Norwood is very likely the snme ns tbat at which N. H. Winchell obtained his rock No. 805. 
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age. A low ledge of gabbro (748) extends along the east side of the 
portage. It contains in places much magnetite. 

Reaching the north shore of South lake, only about a mile of that 
shore belongs to the United States. The course of the survey is first 
westward along the north shore to the western extremity and thence 
eastward along the south shore. The north shore is mostly covered 
by gabbro. 

S. w. 1, S. W t, sec. 22, T. 65-2. 'Here are low-lying, thick beds 
of mngnetitic Animike,-749. 

S W. t, S. W. ~, sec. 22, T. 65-2. A crumbling bluffof gabbro of 
medium texture. A gabbro cliff, sometimes degraded to a crumbling 
slopc, extends along this north shore. • 

No exposures of rock in place occur along the south shore of South 
lake. 'l'he shore is lined with rounded bowlders mostly syenitic. Just 
after passing the inflow of the little stream in sec. 24, a hill rises on 
the south, on the slope of which crumbling gabbro is seen; but no rock 
appears in place aloll¥ the entire south shore. 

On a later occasion I coaRted along the ent.ire northern shore of 
South lake. 

N. W. t, sec. 24, T. 65-2, as of Minnesota. Projecting cape about 
midway of the north shore. Outcrop of compact, medium-grained 
heavy gabbro,-777. 

I observed gabbro at ten localities along the Canadian shore of South 
lallc. They are mostly exposures near water-level, or not over ten or 
fifteen feet above. 

Dr. Norwood has recorded remarks Oll the geology of the shores-of 
South lake (which he calls Ashawiwisigaton) which are quite unin
telligible to me. Proceeding from the eastward he says: "The 
twelfth portage is four hundred and forty paces in length, and leads 
over alow ridge, with nume~ous bowlders of syenite, gneiss and gran
ite, scatt.ered over it to Ashawiwisigaton lake. The ridge is composed 
of a syenitic rock underlying hornblendic slates at the west end. On 
the shores of Ashawiwisigaton lake, there are constant exposurp,s of 
metamorphic slates in low ledges. rising only a few feet above the 
water leveL The last high mural precipice seen along the boundary 
line (traveling westward) was near the lower end of this lake. On 
the American side, is a ridge of syenite four hundred feet in hight, 
with a rOllnded outline and rather gentle slopes." (Of this he gives 
a figure.) 

This statement is unaccountable to me, since I find Animike slates 

35 
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and gabbro along the north shore, and the same slates, at least at one 
point, within sight on the south shore. 

But he further says: "The thirteenth portage is 540 paces long, 
and leads over the dividing ridge between the tributaries of lake Suo 
perior and those of Hudson's bay to Mountain (North) lake. The 
rock forming the summit of the ridge is syenite, associated with mas
sive hornblende. (This does not appear on the portage nor on the 
summit. On the contrary, gabbro appears along the portage). On 
the long point which projects into Mountain (North) lake, near the 
termination of the portage, the rock is schistose, and alternates with 
flinty layers."" 

§ 15.-RAT LAKE. 

This is a very small lake not deserving of mention except in a com
plete enumeration. It is reached by portages both from the west and 
the east .. It is about half a mile long from north to south, and a 
quarter of a mile wide from east to west. The..portage to it from the 
west is at least a quarter of a mile long-three times the length shown 
on the plat. The little stream destined to become Pigeon river flows 
on the north of the trail. Rat lake is mostly filled with reeds and 
rushes. 

S. E. t, N. E. :1-, sec. 19, T. 65-1, as of Minn. East side of Rat 
lake near portage eastward. A small hill having on the slope gray 
slates in horizontal outcrop, and at the summit a fine, iron-gray rock 
with vertical jointage like gabbro, and no horizontal bedding. It is 
the same kind of rock as I styled fine noryte in Animike bay, and I 
will so style it here. 

Rock 750. Gray Animike slate. 
Rock 751. Fine noryte resting on the slate. 

§ 16.-ROSE LAKE. 

Rose lake, also called Mud lake, is a slender serpentine body of 
water lying on the national boundary in Town 65-1 west. Its width 
along the western half is not over a quarter of a mile. In the middle 
is a deep broad bay setting sout.h ward, and the eastern half has a 
mean width of about two·thirds of a mile. Four deep broad capes 
indent the shore·line on the north. High Animike hills, gabbro
crowned overlook the lake from the south from altitudes of 125 to 300 
feet. The immediate shore is fringed with a dense forest of young 

* On this rillge anc1 :\dj:l('ent geulogy, sC'e also .:YifI.111 Alln Rep JIinn. ,r;;/trv 18')0, p. 80-81 .. 
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birches along the western half, while old Norway pines and spruces 
replace them along the eastern half. The country along the north 
shore is but little elevated, and is largely covered with original forest, 
the birch and poplar being most conspicuous toward the western end. 
Within a mile of the eastern extremity the Arrow river goes out from 
the north sbore toward Arrow lake three-fourths of a mile distant. 
Nearly opposite the exit of this stream. Pigeon river goes out on the 
south side, but eastward toward Rove lake. The lake is reported 1,022 
feet above lake Superior. 

Actual outcrops of rock along the sbore lines are few; but such as 
occur reveal the uniform presence of the black nearly horizontal Ani-
mike slates overlaid by gabbro. 

N. E. i, S. E. t, sec. 19, T. 65-1. End of portage,from Rat lake. 
Low outcrop of gabbro (752), fine and abounding in magn~tite. 

Rose lake mountain to the south of this locality rises with a para
bolic sweep from the shore to the vertical gabbro wall which rests on 
its summit. It stands a quarter of a mile back from the western part 
of the lake. It rises fully 200 feet, and from its isolation it seems 
very conspicuous. The gabbro structure is distinctly basaltic. I took 
a photograph from the nearest point opposite, but the distance was 
rather too great. 

Rose lake is shallow and much grown with rushes. An extraordi
nary amount of white birch grows on the south shore; but as the land 
rises these give way to spruces, which alone hold possession of the 
high ridges. 

S. E. t, N. E. -1, sec. 20, T. 65-1. The gabbro (753) comes down to 
the shore, and that at a point only about three-fourths of a mile dis
tant from the summit where it stands 150 feet high. It is not likely, 
however, this difference in altitude indicates the original thickness; 
for the Animike must have been much eroded before the gabbro was 
erupted. 

N. W. i, N, W. t, sec. 21, T. 65-1, as of Minn. Gabbro, with 
lumps of waxy feldspar, up to one and a half inches in diameter. 
This is like gabbro seen on Animike bay a.nd in many other places. 

S. E. t, S. W. t, sec. 22, T. 65-1. A beetling bluff of columnar 
gabbro (754) at entrance to the bay protruding southward toward Dun
can's lake. At bas~, near the water, it is fine and graywackenitic. 
looking, but contains fine prisms of glassy feldspar. On the opposite 
side of the bay is a gabbro-crested hill 150 feet high. 

N. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 27, T. 65·1. Stair portage to Duncan's lake. 
A smart stream comes roaring down in a cataract of at least sixty 
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feet. The portage is much worn. It ascends by a series of steps cut 
in the earth and rocks. This is a frequented route to Birch lake, 
Daniel's lake and the whole region southward. Gabbro is the forma
tion passed over here, and gabbro reveals itself on all hands, in decay
ing cliffs and rubbish-strewn slopes. 

Dr. Norwood calls this stream the Wisacode river. He says the 
portage over is about a thousand yards long, and crosses a ridge over 
three hundred fpet in hight. 

S. E. 1, S. ''E. t, sec. 22, T. 65-1. Animike slates (755) outcrop in 
the usual horizontal position. They are here a heavy black thin 
bedded argillyte. 

From mouth of Stair Portage bay one sees on the Canadian side, 
an enormous gabbro bluff facing westward. I estimate it as 75 feet 
perpendicular. 

There are no more exposures eastward as far as the portage. This 
does not go out at the stream as indicated on the plat; but over a 
quarter of a mile beyond . 

N. E. t, N. E. 1, sec. 24, T. 65-1. On the portage from Rose lake 
to Rove lake, one-third of mile from the latter. Magnetitic and brec
ciated Animike-rock 756. 

This is the variety which seems to stand vertical. I looked carefully 
for the Knife lake slates, but the formation was always gabbroloid
not well formed gabbro. 

This portage proves to be about a mile and a half long, by the wind
mgs. It is comparatively little frequented. It is hilly and stony 
and overgrown. It is to be avoided as much as possible. I have a 
suspicion that the usual route is south of the boundary, by Duncan's, 
Birch and Daniel's lakes. 

I looked for signs of Animike slates all the way, but only saw quite 
numerous fragments of black slate, about a third of a mile from Rove 
lake 

§ 17.-RO'VE LAKE. 

Rove lake lie::: in sections 19, 20, 21, 22, 15 and 16 of Township 65-1E. 
having a length of a bout 'four miles, with a mean width of half a mile 
or less. It consists oftwo parts connected by a narrow neck of slack 
water. The eastern part is called Watab lake by Dr. Norwood, and 
the western part is spoken of simply as "several small ponds con
nected by a narrow stream." The eastern part is arcuate in form 
and lies with its mean axis precisely northeast. The western part 
~hich is a genuine lake, with a wide constriction near the eastern 
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end, lies in a direction east southeast. N ear the western end of 
the eastern part is a deep constriction narrowing the lake to fifty 
feet. The land on the north is a point projecting nurtheastward, with 
a little bay behind it. The point is about eight rods wide, and the 
bay about twelve. The point I named Camp Reunion. Almost cli
rectlyopposite rises the loftiest slate and gabbro hill thus far seen. 
This I named Mount Reunion. In entering the lake from the llar
rows this hill is a very conspicllous and impressive featurf'. It appears 
as if a mount,ain had been cleft asunder by a vertical blow and one
half completely removed. Photographic views were taken of this, but 
they will not appear in the annual report. At the summit is a ver
tical cliff of gabbro rudely columnar estimated at 80 feet in hight. 
This faces southwest, west and north. Beneath this vast wall is a 
precipice of slate whose horizontal stratification is apparent from 

,. Camp Reunion. The tendency to columnar features extends down 
thirty feet into the slate. This portion of the mountain presents 
also a vertical face, and is estimated at 80 feet. Below this lit's a, 
talus of dark angular fragments sloping at an angle of 45° toward t.he 
lake. The upper portion of this is naked for an altitude of fifty feet. 
The lower portion of the slope becomes less steep, and is concealed, 
and partly covered by a dense growth of young poplars (Populus ire
muloides). The vertical altitude of this part of the talus is about 75 
feet. Mount Reunion therefore is estimated to have an elevation of 
286 feet above Rove lake. Dr. Norwood puts it at "ovt'r 300 feet,," 
and this may be more accurate. 

Mount Reunion is the first of a succession of lofty hills ranged 
along the south side of Rove lake, each of which is vertically chiseled 
off on the lake ward aspect, and all of which run together at t.heir 
bases into one continuous range. Their altitudes reach well toward 
three hundred feet. Still, outcrops along tbe water-line are few; and 
the lower flanks of the range are covered with a belt of handsome 
green poplars, grown since the last general burning. The north shore 
is depressed, and roc~y outcrops are there also of rare occurrence. 
The point called Camp Reunion is a mass of angular, bard ringi ng 
fragments of a dark, cryptocrystalline rock having a very f1rupt.ive 
aspect. 

At the west end of Rove lake are three abandoned log cabins. They 
appear to contain merely a few articles used in a winter camp, and 
are reported as belonging to the Mayhews at Grand Marais. On the 
norih a road had been at some time cut out. Southward a cut-out 
road or portage extends to Daniel's lake and thence to Grand 
Marais. 
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N. E. i, S. E. {-, sec. 20, T. 65-1E., as of Minn. Camp Reunion. 
This point is an old pile of gabbro all gone to fragments. There is 
very little soil. and that is mingled with the ashes of a former burn
ing. The point is now all densely overgrown with young poplars, 
birches, pines and alders. The fragments are all quite angular. The 
point seems a mere pile of them 10 or 12 feet high. A few roundl'ld 
syenite bowlders are intermingled. 

N. E. i, N. W. t, sec. 21, T. 65·1E., as of Minn A low outcrop 
of rock with dark weathered surface like iron (757). and when broken, 
still looks in color and textnre like fine iron-darker than steel. It is 
also very heavy. It belongs to that formation so often seen outcrop· 
ping similarly, and always resembling iron. This, as in other cases, 
is considerably below the level at which Animike is seen onthe moun
taill side. If the iron bed belongs in the Animike as I have heretofore 
been led to believe, its position here must be at least 200 feet below 
the snmmit of the formation, or there must be a fault between this 
point and the mountain along the south shore. But I have supposed 
the Animike iraQ bed to belong near the top of the formation; and if 
this is altered Animike there certainly is a fault along the axis of Rove 
lake. If, on the contrary, this iron bed belongs in the gabbro, which 
for the present seems likely, it is not the equivalent of the bed seen 
about the west end of Gunflint lake but of the depositssubsequen tly seen 
about Iron lake. This being assumed, it becomes evident that the 
overflow of gabhro covered a country already deeply eroded-a surface 
already very ancient. Hence, when later erosion carried away the 
gabbro along the slope (as at A, fig. 50 the slate became exposed, and 
gabbro remained both at thp. higher level and a lower. 

50 

Fig. 50.-Eroded surface receiving a .flow of g((bbro. 

N. E. i. N. W. t, sec. 22, T. 65·1E. A rod back from the shore 
and concealed by bushes is a wall of vertically jointed compact rock, 

• composed of a dark base and uniformly distributed specks of red (sld
spar. This is the same as often seen heretofore. 

• 
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Rock 758. Fine 1l0ryte? 
N. W. -1-, N. E. -1-, sec. 22, T. 65-1E. This is only half a mile from 

the last. Outcrop of decaying, rusty black, horizontally lying Ani
mike slates (759), with fine noryte above, in clear contact. The noryte 
is exactly like that last mentioned. 

The little used portage from Rove lake to Mountain lake {s about a 
third of a mile long. 

N. W. -1-, N. W. t, sec. 23, T. 65-1E. On the portage. Noryte 
outcrops in angular-splitting masses at frequent intervals along the 
portage. 

§ 18.-MOUNTAIN LAKE. 

This lake is six and a half miles in length, lying on the boundary 
in Towns 65-1 and 2 east, and with an average breadth of about half a 
miie. The south, or Minnesota shore is little indented; but the north 
shore presents two deep bays penetrating half a mile inland, and sev
eralland indentations. Off the south shore is a continuation of the 
high range described under Rove lake, and it is similarly broken into 
a succession of impvsing, gabbro-capped hills, with parallel-bedded 
dark schists underlying" and fragmental taluses stretching toward the 
IHke. Several of these hills reach an altitude of 250 to 300 feet above 
the lake; and farther back are summits said to be feet 375 high
being 1,527 feet above lake Superior and 2,129 feet above sea-level. The 
north shore is not elevated and the surface comes fdown generally to 
the lake-level. This is specially true of the western part. Farther in 
the back ground, however, hills are seen rising apparently, in one in
stance, as much as 200 feet above the lake. Notwithstanding the 
rocky character of the region on the south, the outcrops are few. The 
talus appears generally to have reached the water-line. On the north 
shore, however, which I meandered watchfully, I recorded, besides the 
stops which wiil be described, twenty-two low outcrops of gabbro. 

The vertical gabbro crests along the south shore appear to be gen
erally 50 to 75 feet high; and the vertical slate cliffs next below are of 
about the same hight. The line of junction between the gabbro and 
the slate can be seen distinctly from the lake; and the horizontal po
sition of the slates is very obvious. The vertical higbt of the talus 
·of the principal summits is about 75 feet. 

The original forest of the south shore has been destroyed by burn
ing. The only trees Jiving are a new growth of poplars fringing the 
beach. Burnings have not reached the north shore except toward 
the eastern end. In the middle podion of the north shore, a heavy 
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green forest stretches into the interior. In the western part are dense 
forests of poplar and birch, which appear to be a second gro<vth. 

Meander corner between secs. 19 and 20, T. 65-2E. The fragments 
found here-for no outcrop (,ccurs between the western end and t,his 
point-consist of crumbling argillyte of dark color, and of gabbro. 
Some of the gabbro is very coarse, and also crumbling. Both rocks 
are much peroxidized. 

The shore is exceedingly monotonous. Between the water-line and 
the talus is a slope of about fifteen degrees uniformly covered with a 
dense growth of young poplars. The soil on which they grow con
sists mostly of angular fragments of gabbro and crumbling sheets of 
dark argillyte. Above this green, wooded slope comes the talus, 
consisting of large fragments of the same sort, on which there is no 
soil, or safety for tree growth. Over this, fragments large an d small, 
are occasionally precipitated, to be hurried down the talus slope of a bout 
45°. This work must be more rapid in winter and spring. Evidently 
the mass of the talu is augmenting, its vertical hight increasing, and 
that of the precipice diminishing Evidently, also, the precipitous. 
face will eventually become covered by the growing talus, and, evid
ently, since this work is not already accomplished, the present courHe 
of change has been in progress but a limited period. 

N. W. -1-, N. E i, sec. 21, T. 65·2E. Nearly opposite the eastern 
constriction of Mountain lake. Here, a rod back from shore, is a 
slope of 45°, composed of angular fragments. The rock is a darker 
variety of noryte (760), than I have seen before. It is also exceed
ingly fine, and heavier than usual. I would call it diabase, except 
that its association with gabbro perhaps indicates the presence of a 
basic plagioclase. 

Near the east end of the lake, the gabbro range is lower, and the 
crowning cliff has already become concealed or nearly so, by thfl lis
ing talus, which here slopes almost to the water\~ edge. But at the 
end are two bluffs with high precipices remaining. These appear to 
have been originally higher than the last mentionfld. 

In the hill at the end of the lake the slates can be seen beneath the 
precipice of gabbro. 

On the return I meandered the entire northern shore of Mountain 
lake. Along the whole shore the only rock in place is gabbro. It 
occurs mostly in low bluffs at the water's edge-some of it in heavy, 
nearly horizontal beds. But there are some cliffs close on shore with 
an elevation of 15 to 20 feet. The exposures are decidedly frequent .. 
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I landed at twenty.four points-all of gabbro. Yet there arc consid· 
erable stretches witho~t outcrops. 

N. W. i. S. E. i, sec. 14:, T. 65-2E. Portage out of Mountain lake 
eastward. On the Canadian side of the stream, on which the portage 
lies, I ascended the hill to the summit, and found it formed of coar:'c 
crumbling gabbro. The gabbro makes here, as everywhere, a co~,rse 
brown soil colored by iron peroxide. 

This is the hill on which I discovered the unusual species of blue· 
berry ment.ioned in the introduction. Here also I ohserved the shad· 
frog mentioned. 

This portage eastward out of lVlonntain lake, also little traveled. is 
about a third of a mile long, and joins the Pigeon river below the 
rapids. The river soon widens, and is so filled with scouring rushes 
as to be nearly impassable. This swell is known as ., Upper Lil.v 
lake." 

After a quarter of a mile of boatable water. another much neglectert 
portage of a quarter of a mile occurs, on the Canadian side of the 
rapids, leading to another small swell in the river which is sometimes 
denominated" Lower Lily lake." This continues for a quarter of a 
mile, whpn otber rapids occnr, and we enter on the portage which 
terminates on Moose lake. This portage lies also on the north side of 
the river, and is about two·thirds of a milA in length. A range of 
gabbro continues along the south side thus far, but it is less than a 
hundred feet in hight. The portage is bad. 

S. W. i, S. E. :1;, s<'c. 13, T. 65·2E. American side, near entrance to 
portage from Lower Lily lake to Moose lake. Coarse gabbro (76l) 
with a large percentage of iron. 

Similar gabbro occurs at the portage on the Canadian side. 
N. E. i, N. E. i, sec. 24, T. 65·2 E. On the samp portage, Ollt'· 

eighth mile from Moose lake. On the Canadian side, a knob of Ani· 
mike breccia outcrops from the hill slope. 

On the American side of Pigeon ri ver, a range of ga b bro overhangs 
the stream, all the way to Moose lake. 

~ 19.-.l100SE LAKE. 

Moose lake lies in the western half of Township 65·3 east. Its 
longer axis stretches past southeast and is three and a half miles long. 
The lake has a mean width of a mile. The contiguous country pre
sents an aspect not materially different from that surrounding Moun· 
tain and Rove lakes. The gabbro-crested hills on the south attain 
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elevations as great; and the north shore is similarly depressed. A 
mile back, however, on the Canadian side, reveals toward the north
east two strikingly elevated summits, but perhaps not over three hun
dred feet. 

The country on the south side is mostly burnt over; but near the 
shor~ is frequently stocked with young poplars. On the north side 
Norway r;ines abound on the west and also on the east, but consider· 
able burnt country intervenes. 

There are few outcrops on the shore-line of the south side. I noted 
gabbro at seven points in low outcrops, along the Canadian side. 

After examining the south shore for the distance of a mile and a 
half, from the west end, and finding no rocks in place, I ascended the 
hill about eighty feet and discovered a ledge of slate. There is no 

. gabbro visible from tbis point, but it can be seen from the opposite 
shore at a higher altitude, resting on horizontal slate. 

S. E. t, S. w. t, sec. 20, 'f. 653E. The slate is much shattered, 
and the talus slope is mostly overgrown with smalll!herry bushes. 
Most of t.he slate is in layers from half an inch to an inch thick; some 
in beds of several inches and quite solid. The solid beds are dark, 
fine.grained, heavy, identical with the fine rock which I have often seen, 
al ways feeling dou btfu! about its relations to erupted material. Here 
it is distinctly embraced in beds of sedimentary character. If erup
tive, they can only be intrusive. The thinner layers, however, are 
similar in color, texture and weight. Occasionally. is a layer of 
darker color, evidently from the abundance of magnetite. 

Rock 762. Three varieties of Animike. 
iFarther east, this same cliff is completely covered by the talus slope, 

'Lut so recently that 110 soil has yet accumulated for the growth of 
.-J'lilrubs, except in patches 

Still farther east, the ledge reappears, and the uncovered talus slope 
is about two rods wide. The slate ridge gradually approaches the 
shore Here is an other occurrence of gabbro. -This is in the N. W. 
i, N. E. i, sec. 28, T. 65·3E. Gabbro is again seen, a quarter of a 
mile east, on another hill not over 50 feet in hight. 

S. E i, S. E. i, sec. 21, T. 65-3E. Half mile from foot of Moose 
lake. Outcrop of horizontally bedded slate. The beds are two to 

:four inches thick, and of similar character to that last described. 
S. E. t, S. w. t, sec. 22, T. 65-3E. At portage east out of Moose 

~lake. Gabbro on Canadian side, coarse, altered by weathering, as 
,usua~. with much magnetite-763 
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Rock 764:. Ani~ike from shore fragment-apparently almost pure 
magnetite. 

N. W. t, S. E. t. sec. 18, 'r. 65-3E., as of Minn. North shore of 
Moose lake. A low outcrop of probably gabbro, of dark gray color, 
and scattered slender crystals of glassy feldspar. I have seen the 
-sort before. 

Rock 776. Peculiar gabbro. North shore of Moose lake. 
I passed along the entire north shore and identified gabbro at sev. 

~rallocalities, but saw no slate. There is no range of hills along the 
-shore. 

§ 20.-NORTH FOWL LAKE. 

This and South Fowl lake are by Dr. Norwood designated jointly 
"Lac uu Coq "; but in the terms of the Webster-Ash burton treaty 
they are named as in this report. North Fowl lake has an outline 
resembling the vertical section of a fleshy mushroom. The stem is 
directed southward, The north and south dimension of the la.ke is 
tIro miles, and the width of the cap is two miles. The lake is nested 
in a depression among high gabbro-crowned hills These are not less 
-conspicuous on the Canadian than on the American side_ 

The portage east out of Moose lake is really about three-fourths of 
a mile long, though the plat shows less. It is crooked, rough and over
grown with bushes: and like the other trails along this part of the 
boundary appears to be little used. The clearing at the termination 
marks the site of a former winter house of the Hudson's Bay company. 
Pigeon river is now a good sized creek, flowing more rapidly than 
Burntside river, but probably carrying about the same amount of 
water. 

A gabbro and slate range runs parallel with the river, on the south 
side, and the same range extends along the southwest shore of North 
Fowl lake. The gabbro, which was nearly interrupted along Moose 
lake. near the shore, shows a thickness here of 40 to 60 or 75 feet. 
The gabbro crests also, lie nearer the level of the lake. A very high 
gabbro cliff, however, is seen on the Canadian side, which I estimate 
at 250 feet above the lake; and a series of four others, diminishing 
in altitude, succeeds southward. 

On the American side, in section 26, is the highest precipitous fac~ 
of gabbro which I have seen. I think what is visible above the talus 
rises 90 feet-all gabbro-and its base is not over eigbt feet above the 
lake. The range strikes from here southward, 
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This lake is much grown with rushes and wild rice, especially 01] 

the A merican side. 
A gabbro range is seen again on the south, gradually rising toward 

the northeast; and behind this, more easterly, another. B.oth present 
precipitous fronts toward the lake. Still farther south is a higher 
range, rising probably 300 feet, and showing a long perpendicular wall 
facing northward. This 1S a mile from the lake, on the American 
side,-the intervening distance being low and level, and beginning 
with an extensive tamarack and spruce swamp. These, however, face 
South Fowl lake, and separate it from Roy lakP. 

Coming into Pigeon river again, we find a broad, deep, clear, stream, 
forty feet wide, and bordered by a marsh averaging a quarter of a 
mile. The marsh abounds in wild rice, cane and an aquatic grass 

Pigeon river issues half a mile northeast of the extreme poin t of 
North Fowl lake. At that extreme point, a small stream coml's in 
from Roy lake, discharging the waters of Itoy, John, McFarland find: 
Pine lakes. In ascending this stream, within less tban half a mile, 
vertioal, thin-bedned slates are seen in the bottom, obstructing navi
gation. They are of an ashen color, and apparently would make good 
rotlfing slates. This is in sec. 2, T. 61, R. 3 E. This information is 
obtained from Capt. Wm. P. Spalding, of Sault Ste Marie. 

Supposing the information correct, the vertical ash-colored slates 
can be no other than the Kewatin formation so extensively developed 
north of Gunflint lake. This, then, is the most easterly point 
at which that formation hgs been identified in northeastern Minne. 
sota. 

On sections 4 and 5, T. 64·l:lE. C:ipt Spalding has located a quartz 
vein said to bear native silver and gold on the foot wall. Closa by, 
are what he regards as "ancient diggings," on the south side of "lake 
Miranda." I have not seen Capt. Sralding's location, but ]j have 
seen a sample of the gangue said to hold silver and have in my pos
session numerous photographs of the vertical quartz vein and the 
surrounding region." 

§ 21.-S0UTH FOWL LAKE. 

South Fowl lake, the last on the national boundary, trends m rid
ionally with its longer axis which is a mile and a quarter i~ length. 

* J:!'or an flCCOl.lnt of Spalding's miuing location, nnd of the H uncient dig-gings," ~-cnlled! ~ee N. 
H. Winchell, in Seventh Ann. Rep. Geol. Minn, "p. 18·20. The sume -report coutuin. aecounts of all 
other miniug locations in the vicinity. See pagec; 11 to 22. 

A further description of the geology of the region bi~· n. Winchell is containerj in the Ninrl, Am •. 

Re])., pp. ~i-'iY. 
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The east-west diameter is two.thirds of a mile. The stream connect· 
ing it with North Fowl lake is broad and deep, with a barely percept
ible current. It widens gradually into the lake. The upper end of 
the lake presents a wide expanse of wild rice and grasses and seems to 
be a continuation of the river. 

The high gabbro hills mentioned above look down on the lake from 
the west and south. The outlet is through a gabbro gateway. Through 
ih-is the river passes over a succession of rapids for over a mile; and 
nowhere below do the conditions exist for the accumulation of another 
lake, until the stream is discharged into lake Superior. 

S. W. t, N.E. t, sec. 12, T. 64:·3E. An exposure on the hill side 
a quarier of a mile west of the outlet of South Fowl lake a few rods 
back from the shore was examined, It is nothing but the familiar 
·coarse crum bhng gab bro. 

S. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 12, T. 64:·3E. West side of outlet of Sout,h 
Fowl lakt'. On this side of the gabbro gateway rises a precipitous 
wall to a hight of nearly 200 feet above the lake. The vertical ascent 
isabollt 120 feet. The gabbro where unweathered, is of medium 
eoarseness, abounding in magnetite. 

In the midst of the face of gabbro is a vertical dike 27 feet wide, 
which exhibits a horizontal bedded or quasi-columnar strueture. The 
beds (or columns) are six to ten inches thick, and placed between the 
vertical co:lumns of gabbro, presenl from the lake, the appearance of 
a tier of shelves. The dike intersects the whole exposed face of the 
gabbro from summit to upper boarder of the talus. It wears away 
more rapidly than the gabbro, and hence appears in a shallow recess. 

The dike rock is very fine.grained, dark gray and nearly crypto
crystalline; but under the lens, reveals the existence of a dark con
stituent intimately mingled with a translucent, waxy feldspar. It 
has a high specific gravity. 

In a fissure of the gabbro, I found some crystals of dolomite and 
quartz. 

Rock 765. 
Rock 766. 
Rock 767. 

Gabbro from Pigeon river gateway. 
Dolomite and quartz, from the gabbro. 
Diabase from the dike. 

A photographic view of this cliff was taken from the Uanadian side, 
Pigeon river gateway, where rises a gabbro bluff which I estimate at 
150 feet htgh, with a vertical ascent of 75 feet. These are the two 
sides of the gateway, through which the Pigeon river passes by a suc
cession of cascades out of the last lake in the boundary series. The 
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Fig. 51 -Horizontal columnar structure in the dike on the shore of 
South Fowl lake. The dike intersects gabbro having a vertical 

columnar structure. 

gabbro, as everywhere, assumes a columnar st.ructure. I find here no 
continuation of the dike (of rock 767). 

N. E. i, S. E. i, sec. 12, T. 64:-3K Gateway mountain, commence
ment of portage out of South Fowl lake, Routheastward. Here on 
the south side is a hill topped with gabbro and 125 feet high. On the 
north is a towering precipice three hundred feet above the lake, whose 
jagged outline projects itself against the sky almost in the neigh bor
hood of the zenith. There hang huge parallelopipedom; of gabbro 
awaiting the next season's frosts to be thrown down. Here by the 
trail, are the enormous masses which were projected frol,ll that giddy 
altitude by some previous season's frosts-ten by fifteen feet in dimen
sion-lying here mostly moss-grown and crumbling away while the 
centuries roll around. Here are some too, freshly fallen, and above 
are the scan; showing whence they were detached. It is~a wonderful 
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place, and provokes a multitude of reflections which must not here be 
indulged ill. This high hill, for clearness of description I cal1 Gate
way mountain. 

With the view of approximating its true altitude, I used my clinom
eter and found the angle of elevation to the summit 62°. I simply 
estimate my distance from the foot of the perpendicular, at 140 feet., 
and from these data I calculate trigonometrical1y an altitude of 263 
feet. As my point of observation was at least 25 feet above the lake, 
the altitude of Gateway mountain as thus obtained, is 288 feet. N or
wood says it is 306 feet, but does not state whether this is a rough es· 
timate or the result of" actual observation. 

I took a successful photograph of Gateway mountain with point of 
view at Halt 1398 '" 

A small spring of ice·cold water issues from the accumulation of 
debris iil the gorge between Gateway mountain and the portage trail, 
and it has been suggested that it may be supplied from a store of ice 
covered and protected by the mass of fragments. t 

S. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 18, T. 64-4E. South end of Long portage, 
out of South Fowl lake. Walked first over the portage and returned, 
exclusively for observation. I find it about a mile and a half by the 
winding!'!. The portage is uncommonly good, though sinuous. I do 
not understand why so much better than any seen this side of Rove 
lake.! I can conjecture, however, that the Fowl lakes yield crops of 
wild rice which bring the Gralld P.Jrtage Indians up here. 

I saw no rock in place on the way; but of course, many gabbro 
bowlders, and quite a qu'antity of fragments of black, thin.laminated 
slate. The country from the eastward slope of this portage, presents 
a changed aspect. No high ridges intercept the distant view. There 
are no gabbro knobs or ranges visible after leaving those maguifi
eent monuments of a fiery flood which looks down on us at the Gate
way. 

I had not intended to travel farther along the Pigeon river; but the 
interest excited by the changed features of the wilderness led to a 
change of plan. 

* A view of the ~o.me is given in Irving!s ~'Preliminary Paper" on th~ Archa.'.'ln of th, Northwest 1 

Fifth Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv , 1833-4, facing p. 204. The mountain, however, i. not in Minr,esota 

but in Canada, being eaat both of Figeon ri ver and of the portage. 
t N. H. Winchell in Ninth Ann. Rep. Minn. Surv., pp. 74-75. 
~ The whole .en"on's exploration was made withont a guide. NOI;,h.d any per.on in my pori)' been 

through the,region previously. 
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§ 22.-PIGEON RIVER. 

The features of the country along the Pigeon river southeast of 
South Fowl lake will be briefly described in connection with the 
10caiitiAs noted. The river, frJm the foot of the Long portage, con· 
tinurs of nearly uniform width to the next rapids. It is a broad, 
deep stream, flowing with a current of about a mile an hour. 'l'he 
borders are filled with wild rice and other aquatic grasses. Not much 
timber is seen on either side. Some scattered tamaracks and clumps of 
spruces occur. No high land, even in the distance-no upland in the 
vicinity. Only occasionally clusters of poplars. At length after an 
intArval of two miles, in seetion 21, T. 6:1:·4E., a small ripple is seen 
in the current, occasioned apparently by bowlders; but sixteen rodE 
beyond, the sound of rapids is heard. 

N. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 21, T. 64·4E. Fourth portage. This port· 
age is about three-fifths of a mile long, in a mean direction east by 
south. It strikes the river again on an east.southeast stretch. No 
rock in place is ~een on the way, and but few bowlders. These are 
gabbro. At the end of the portage, a mountain is seen in the south
east, stretching from southward to northward, but wooded to the 
summit. 

N. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 21, T. 64-4E. A quarter of a mile further 
north. Went up to the rapids a few rods above the eastern end of 
this portage, but found only bowlders as an explanation. Went 
then, west again to the top of the ridge apparently causing this abrupt 
northerly bend in the river; following it north to the turn in the 
stream; but found nowhere allY outcrop. I had expected to find evi
dence of a dike trending north. 

N. E. t, S. W. t, sec. 22, T. 64·4E., as of Minn. Olivine knob. At 
length we come to a lliJl on the Canadian side. a quarter of a mile 
back from the river, whose white-shining rock· exposures remind me 
again of syenit.e. I plunged through the intervening swamp and 
climbed the slope to the summit. It weathers granite-fashion. It is 
of pepper and salt color. Whitish feldspar is very determinable; and 
there is a little transparent feldspar. Beside these, are abundant 
grains of a smoky mineral, and not a few of magnetite. The smoky 
mineral is harder than feldspar, and weathers conspicuous on the rock 
surface. When broken, the grains present glassy surfaces. Evident
ly they answer the dei!!cription of olivine. 'This hill is 125 feet high. 

Rock! 768. Granular olivine gabbro or noryte. 
I find incorporated in this formation at the summit of the hil~, some 

characteristic coarse gabbro (769). 
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From the summit of this hill I take a survey of the surrounding 
country . West north west, spreads an area two miles wide and eight 
miles long, through which we have followed Pigeon river. It is dotted 
with tamaracks and spruces, but most of the surface is occupied by 
alders or marsh grasses. 

South 40° west is a knob which has an erupti.ve contour, with a 
smaller knob for each shoulder. The range to which these belong 
extends about westward to a point S 85- \IV. from here, and about 
one and a half miles distant. From behind this rises a much higher 
mountain. which seems to be about six miles away. From where it 
appears, it trends away, west of north, and ends in what appear to 
be gabbro bluffs N. bO° W. from here. 'l'hey face northward. They 
seem to be southwest from South Fowl lake. In the nearer ground, 
N. 75° W., is another bluff, also facing northward. Still nearer, 
about three miles distant, N. 700 W., is another bluff of l~ss magni
tude. On the north is a mountain-like ridge, about three miles dis
tant, running east and west. In a hill on the north, half a mile away, 
about 75 feet above the river, are outc,rops of light color, resembling 
the rock in this moun tain. 

N. W. t, S W. t, sec. 2:2, T. 64:-4E. Third portage. The rapids 
between the two gabbro hills are portaged on the left of the stream. 
Portage one-third of a mile, direction a little east of south. 

Below these rapids, for a mile and a half, the stream is swift, and 
interrupted by many bowlders of trap. In places, it widens out and 
becomes very shallow. In .one place it divides, and runs among many 
islands. Neither stream has water enough for safe canoeing, and 
navigation is very difficult. The bowlders passed, the stream becomes 
50 to 60 feet wide, and three feet deep. This is a long stretch of a 
mile, flowing eastward. 

At this place one sees in the east, at the distallce of a mile or two, 
a trap-looking hill seventy-five feet high. The stream flows directly 
toward it until within a quarter of a mile, when it turns abruptly 
northward and then eastward, to pass around the hill. 

T. 64-5E. has not been surveyed because lying in the Indian Reser
vation. At a point ill the pass hetween the hill above mentioned and 
a smaller one on the Canadian side, I ascended the latter. I found it 
a very compact and hard sort of gabbro (770) with much olivine and 
magnetite. 

The cliff on the American side looks exactly like this. 
Partridge portage. The stream along the stretch of a mile between 

36 
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the last and this point is bordered by weeds and flows quietly through 
a level tract. 

The plane is mostly a clearing, but some poplar, birch and firs re
malO. Partridge portage is about a quarter of a mile long, fairly 
good. 

Partridge falls. The Minnehaha of the boundary. 

Fig. 52.-Diagram of Partridge falls in Pigeon river. 
The me'>l,rements given nre esUmated. The diagram ie not drawn to a scale. 

A. The highest rock ahnve the falls. 
B. The hight at which it reached at the foot of the descent. 
C B. Eight rods, distance from brink of falls to foot of rapids. 
D. Standing rock at brink of falls (place of Indian in photograph.) 
E F. Ten feet, hight of lower falls. 
G H. Thirty feet, hight of upper falls. 
I J. Width of dike of gabbro, 45 feet. 
KG. Rapids above the falls. Descent, 0 G. 20 feet. 
F M. Rapids below the falls. Descent, M N. 5 feet. 
K G H F M. Surfare of water. 

The above diagram shows the more important facts. The highest 
rock, A, slopes upward at such angle that if continued to the standing 
place, D, close to the falls, it would be ten feet above it. A dike of 
gabbro, which seems :to be of the same character as the gabbro of the 
country, intersects the formation between the two falls and is about 
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45 feet wide. If this proves to be the same as the ordinary gabbro, it 
would seem probable that it was contemporaneous in eruption, and 
that this was one of the fissures from which the fluw came which in
undated the country_ Further, as no gabbro appears on the surface 
in the vicinity, there is evidence of much erosion of gabbro. And still 
further, if one gabbro vent of small dimensions existed, not unlikely 
the whole escape of the outflow was through numerous vents of mod-· 
erate capacity, rather than one or two great fissures. 

The strike of this dike is N. 55° W. and it stands about vertical. 
N. H. Winchell says, "W 5° N." (Ninth Rep. p. 74). 

The dip of the slates here is up-stream, and since the stream here 
flows northwardly, the dip is southward, Norwood says, "Above 
the falls, the dip of the slate is northwest, 80°_" Below, he says the 
dip is "reversed to the southeast. at an angle of 17°." N. H. Win
chell says, on the contrary, "The brink of the falls is of slate, ripple
marked, dipping south about 12°;" and Bell says "the slate dip south 
about 20°." 

Rock 771. Animike black slate from Partridge falls. 
Rock 774. Gabbro from dike at Partridge falls. 
Rock 775. Specimen illustrating jointage of slate. 
r took much pains to get good positions in the gorge below the falls, 

for photographic views, and obtained four successful ones. A very 
good general view of Partridge falls is published in professor Irving's 
"Preliminary Paper" * 

Grand portage, seven miles from lake Superior. The river through 
the stretch of two and a half miles between Partridge falls and this 
point, pursues a very sinuous course over a grassy plain evidently un
derlaid by Animike black slates in a position nearly horizontal. At 
this portage is an old clearing of a few acres, overgrown with wild 
grasses. Dr. Norwood stateE that this "was once the site of Fort 
Charlotte, for many years the most importaut post of the Northwest 
Fur Company." 

The rapids here pass over a dark gray, partly thick-bedded slate, 
dipping southward about 6°. 

Rock 772. Prevailing character of the slate, at the upper end of 
the Grand portage. 

Rock 773. Darker, thick-bedded slate. 
The Pigeon river valley, east of the great swamp-that is, below 

the gabbro range,is decidedly tillable. Most of it is upland, with a 
good natural soil, as evinced by the rank growth of herbaceous·ve L 

it Fi/t" Ann. Rep. U. S. Gaol. Surv fncing page 203. 
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ation. There are few hills, and seldom outcropping rocks. The 
country has been once burned over, on both sides of the river, and 
many of the dead pine trunks still stand to attest the bnce vigorous 
growth of the forest. The Indian Reservation, on the American side, 
.as far as can be seen, is a level, arable and valuable tract. 

It may be added, for the purpose of completing a view of the bound
ary as far as Pigeon Point, that its physical and geological features 
below the upper end of the Grand [:-ortage are already pretty well 
understood, and have been described with more than his usual detail 
by Dr. Norwood, assisted by Major R~chard Owen. His descriptions 
embrace also the shore line between Pigeon Point and Grand Portage 
bay. as well as the geology of the Grand portagE'.'" A careful report 
on the same district has been published by Prof. N. H. Winchell. t 
An exposition of some special fE'atures has recently been published by 
professor W. S Baylcy.! 

The course of this report now returns westward to ged Rock lake 
with a view to considering in regular succession a series of lakes 
lying next south orthe boundary series, to which our attention has 
thus far been confined. 

~ 23.- RED ROCK LAKE. 

The passage from the west long arm of Saganaga lake to Red Rock 
lake is narrow and obstructed by syenitic bowlders .. A small stream 
flows out of the latter lake. Red Rock lake is practically a continua
tion of the west long arm mentioned. It is similarly indented by 
long capes, with alternating deep, irregular, mostly club.shaped bays. 
Its shores are exceedingly rocky, and buttressed by frequent high, 
often precipitous boses of syenite. A few intervening soil·covered 
tracts occur on which grow small spruces and Jack pines. The region 
possesses little value either or timber or agricultural purposes. 

I<·rom Saganaga lake sec. :!8, 66.5, syenite cuntinues unchanged in 
character to Red Rock lake. When the shallow passage between the 
two is not canoe::tlJle, a short portage may be found over the hill on 
t.he east side. The direction of the current is out of Red Rock lake, 
but the stream is hardly a rapid. 

N. W. ±, S. E. ±, sec. 28, T 66-5. Passage from Saganaga to Red 

• Owa,,'. Geolog. Survey of Wis ,Iowa and Minn ,pp. 397-109. 

t Ninth Ann. Rep. Geol. iWinn. 1880, PP. 61-73. MIning geology al,o in Seventh Ann. Rep. Minn 
1878. pp. 14-19. See al.o l'en/h Ann. Rep. 1881, pp. 43-49.· . 

::: B.1yleYI On 80me peculiarly lJPolted rock"! from Pigeon Point, Minn. Am Jour Sci. Ill. XXXV 

a88·~3,\~I"y, 1888. 
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Rock lake. Syenite, still weathering conspicuously rough, with large 
quartz grains. 

S. E. 1, S. W. t, sec 28, T. 66-5. Syenite (576) unchanged. 
S. E t, S. W. t. sec. 33, T. 66·5. Numerous examinations made' 

from the last point to this reveal no important variations in the char
acter of the syenite. A t this lJlace is a lofty vertical waU of syenite, 
some of whose faces are covered by an orange-colored lichen (577). 
This, I suspect, is thp. particular "red rock" from which the lake is· 
named. (Compare "Painted Castle," p. 115, Report of 1886). 'rbe 
syenite is still unchanged. 

The syenite continues without change to the southern extremity of 
the lake. 

No water communication exists between Red Rock and West Sea· 
gull lakes. The podage goes out at the extreme south western angle 
of the former. It passes over a depressed ridge, through open woods· 
consisting of Jack pine and spruce, with a few poplars. It is an un
frequented trail, but quite practicable. We chopped out a number of 
trees fallen across the path. 

§ 24.-WEST SEAGULL LAKE:. 

West Seagull lake lies in the northwestern part of T. 65-5, with an:' 
extreme length north and south of about two mile;; and a breadth a 
little less On the plat it presents a strinkingly irregular figure; and 
the numerous large islands included cause an appearance of a jagge~ 

. inlet winding and ramifying through a wilderness of rocky knobs. 
The exposures of syenite are almost continuous until we approach the' 
southern extremity. In this region the syenite becomes chloritic, 
gneissic and even schistic. On the west of Seagull lake, in section 7,. 
Mr. Stacy reports "conglomerate and syenite interbedded"; but I had 
left the region before obtaining this infcrrmation. Mr. Stacy com
pared the conglomerate with that of Ogishke.muncie; but I feel 
strongly persuaded t.hat the two are very different. The latter is re
mote from syenite and has never been seen interbedded with crystal· 
line !'chists-stillless gneisses. I suspect the West Seagull conglom. 
erate is to be compared with that of Wonder Island in lake Saganaga; 
and I think undoubtedly the greenstone pe bbles and bowlders dissem
inated through this syenite-gneiss formation generally are closely 
connected with the history of these conglomeritic beds and patches_ 

S. E. t. N. E. t, sec. 5, T. 65-5. South end of portage from Red 
Rock lake. Syenite exactly as on Red Rock lake. 
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S. E. -t, S. W. i, sec. 5, T. 65-5. West side of north pJrt of lake. 
Here are vast exposures of syenite (578) along the west shore. It looks 
white at a distance and presen ts a wide shining treeless area rising 
toward the interior. On examination, it closely resembles that so 
prevalent; but the quartz grains are a little smaller, and the surfaces 
Df the rock do not weather so rough. 

A high range is seen on the east and southeast, appearing 300 feet 
high. It appears to be southwest of Seagull lake and east of Frog 
Rock lake. 

S. W. cor. sec. 8, T. 65·5. Syenite without conspicuous quartz 
grains, and with a chloritic mineral in place of hornblende (579). 
Portions of the rock abound in the chloritic mineral. The formation 
resembles that seen on enteriug Saganaga lake 

Rock 580. Chlorite syenite, highly chloritic, like Pipestone chlor
ite gneiss. (Compare Report for 1886, pp. 105-6- 176-7). 

N. E. t, N. W. -t, sec. 17, T. 65-5. A quarter of a mile beyou.d the 
last point. The formation has become graywacke-like. It attains, as 
usual for the graywackenitic rocks of the entire region, a very mas
sive development. This is near the southern point of West StJagull 
lake. 

Rock 581. Graywacke, dark and fine. 
N. E. i. N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65-5. Southern point (head) of West 

Seagull lake. Massive graywa(;ke (502) a little slaty in places. 
N. W. i, N. E. t, sec. 17, T. 65-5. One·eighth mile northeast of 

southern point of West Seagull lake. At the beach, chlorite schist. 
A few steps bac;k, syenite gneiss with red feldspar, alternating and 
mixed with chlorite schist. One example follows: 

The schist in places approaches the condition of a greenstone. The 
gneiss has the commOll character, WIth pale red feldspar and scattered 
grains of quartz. 

Rock 573. Gneiss and ch lori tic rock in con tact. 
'fhe small island off this locality is composed of chlorite syenite; 

and the point projecting in from the east is the same. 
S. E t, S. w. -t, sec. S, T 65-5. Island north of the extremity of 

the point last mentioned. Quartzift.'rous granular felsyte (843) very 
similar to that seen in the west long arm of Saganaga lake. 

This island is scarcely half a mile north of the head of West Sea
gull lake, and the "point" is nearly midway between them. 

The cape jutting northward less than half a mile east, is com
posed of chlorite syenitb; while the large island between the cape 
and the east shore is of syenite of the usual sort for this region. 
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Fig. 53.-Intermixture of syenite .gneiss and chlorite schist, West Sea· 
gull lake. 

S. E. i, N. W. t, sec. 9, T. 65·5. East side of West Seagull lake. 
Syenite (594) with well formed hornblende; but the grains of quartz 

are not remarkably large, nor do they stand conspicuous on weathered 
surfaces. 

S. E. i. ~. W. i, sec. 4, T. 65·5. Neck of the most eastward bay 
of West Seagull lake. Syenite with large quartz grains. 

S. E. i, N. E. t, sec. 9, T. 65·5. On the rapids from West Seagull 
to Seagull lake. Chlorite syenite. 

The stream connecting these two lakes is over half a mile long, 
flowing toward Seagull lake. The ralJid requires no portage. 

§ 25.- SEAGULL LAKE'. 

This is located mainly in T. 65-5, but extends half a mile into T. 
66-5 and 4, and a mile and a half into T. 65-4, thus covering the 
.comer of four townships. The features of the lake in the vicinity of 
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the four corners are shown in the sketch.map, figure 54:, which shows 
the connection with Saganaga lake through the arm called Seagull 
river. This lake has an extreme length, northeast and southwest. 
of about six miles, with a main breadth of nearly two miles. The west, 
body of the lake is a clear expanse of three square miles only inter
rupted by small islands near the westeru sbore. The east body how
ever abounds in large islands which occupy half the area. Cucumber 
island is two miles and a half long, with a mean breadth of nearly 
half a mile. A high ridge run" longitudinally through it. The 
original forest still stands, composed largely of Norway pine and 
spruce. In the region west of Cucumber island, the large, lofty, bald 
syenitic islands rise very conspicuously. On the north shore is a syenite 
promontory which attains an elevation of 150 feet. Two interesting 
features are presented by the syenite of this lake. First, its passage 
through chlorite syenite 011 the south, toward the chlorite scbist and 
argillytes pertaining to the Knife lake belt, and Second the general 
dissemniation of greenestone pebbles in the gneiss which proves pre
monitory of the contiguity of actual conglomerate patches imbedded 
in the gneissic terrane, as already described on Wonder island in Sag. 
naga lake, and mentioned in connection with West Seagull lake. 

Partaking of the general sterile character of the entire ragioll trav
ersed by the Giant's Range, the vicinity of Seagull lake possesses few 
inducements for settlement. and gives no promise of important min
eral discoveries. Building stone is the chief product of the region 

There seems tu be no portage around the rapids between W est Se~
gull and Seaglllllake!'l. The stream is mostly broad and sufficiently 
deep for canoeing; but some of the rapids are rather exciting. 

l'T. E t. S. E t, sec. 9, 'I'. 65-5. South of the mouth of the streau1. 
Chlorite syenite. 

S. W. t, S. w. t, sec. 10, T. 65-5. Island nearest the last. Ryenite 
with partially developed hornblende. 

S. W. cor. sec. 10, T. 65-5. Point of cape from the west. Syenite 
like last, but the hornblende is imperfect. 

N. E. ct, N. E. t, sec. 16, T. 65-5. Entrance to broad westward 
bay. Syenite with hornblende distinct. 

N. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 16, T. 65-5. Nearest island to south poiut of 
bay. Syenite as before. 

S. W. t. S. w. t. sec. 15, T. 65-5. Near southern extremity. 
Syenite weathering white. This may be compared with syenite (578) 
on west shore of West Seagull lake. The quartz exists in large 
grains. 
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N. W. t, S. E. 1, sec. 15, T. 65-5. Syenite (595) very well marl{ed . 
but the hornblende is somewhat chloritized. 

The islands in this vicinity are of syenite. A high massive cliff ex
tends along suuth side of narrow, eastward projecting bay. The two 
capes next northeast are of common syenite, and a high cliff is ex
posed on the southern one. 

Observation of many shores and islands on the southeastern and 
central parts of the lake proves them all to be formed of the prevail
syenite. 

The remainder of this lake is illustrated by the following map = 

35 

r 
() 

18 

Fig. M.-.Yo1'lh part of Sea Guilla.ke, Ts. 66-5 and 4 alld 65-5 and 4. 
37 LaDet and water cont()urs In a graDltlc regIOn. 
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The numbers on the last map refer to rock samples as follows: 
120, shows the locality for rock 597. 1209 shows the locality for rocks 599-607. 
] 20" 598. 1210 608. 

N H. W. 

N. W. t, sec. 12. T. 65-5. Cucumber island. Syenite with coarse 
grains of quartz,-596. 

S, E. i, S. W. i, sec. 1, T.65-5. West side of Cucumber island. 
Chlorito-graywackenitic conglomerate (597). Apparently not Ogishke 
conglomerate, but very similar to that which will be more particularly 
dei:icribed in connection with the promontory on the west shol'e
rocks 599-607. 

It must be noted that this conglomerate, like that at Wonder island 
is inclosed in the syellitic terrane. Still it differs from that in having 
[\ graywackenitic groundmass instead of a syenitic one. 

S E. i, S. W. i, sec 1, T. 65-6. A few rods north of the last. Sag
anaga syenite. 

S. E i, S. w. t, sec. 1, T. 65-5. One-eighth of a mile north of the 
conglomerate, Cucumber island. Saganaga syenite. I made frequent 
examination to learn whether the syenite and the conglomerate alter
nate. 

Centre of, sec. 1, T.65-5. Near north end of Cucumber island. 
Saganaga syenite (598), the quartz very coarse. 

S. W. i, N. W. i, sec. 1, T. 65-5. See sketch-map, fig. 54. A 
vast and imposing promontory of syenite, slightly pinkish at a dis
tance, in consequence of pule red feldspar. The grains of quartz are 
coarse, as usual. The horn blende is in small individuals, and they 
and the quartz are well isolated, but the feldspar tends to form a 
groundmass though distinctly and coarsely crystalline. 

The syenitic mass is not homogeneous in composition, Some por
tiolls are a very fine-grained granulyte with very little horn blende, but 
these portions have flw applarrmce of' foreign masses, though some of 
tflem are several feet in length, with a width of a foot and less-some
times like sheets three or four inches thick. 

What is more remarkable, the syenite mass contains distinctly 
limited, rounded pe bbles, two to six incheR in diameter, and of a dark 
color. These are not homogeneous in composition, but apparently 
finely diabasic. They are so firmly imbedded in the solid, vertical 
wall, or so inaccessible that it was found impracticable to procure· 
:samples or even inspect them very closely. Other rounded pebbles, 
however, are not distinctly diabasic, though perhaps essentially so. 
The principal l1llJSS is a blue-green-blackish substance, which may be 
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.either augitic or chloritic; but imbedded in this are needles and lam
inm of glassy feldspar. 

But besides these, are pebbles or pieces, generally smaller than the 
.others, which are composed of a chloritic substance, and, if I mistake 
not, themselves contain angular fragments like the chloritic conglom . 
. erate, number 597. 

Again a chloritic rock material is sometimes illcluded between mas
.ses of syenite-like sedimentary sheets, with the fine lamination, or at 
least, structural lines running parallel with the syenite surfaces. Parts 
-of these sheets contain irrf'gularly disseminated fragments of pink 
feldspar. 

Rock 599 .. 
Rock 600. 
Rock 001. 
Rock 60:3. 
Rock 603. 
Rock 604. 
Rock 605. 
Rock 606. 

Saganaga syenite-ordinary appearance. 
Fine granulyte included in above. 
Syenite including pieces of chlorite rock. 
Piece of included chlorite rock. 
Included chlorite schist. 
Pebble of fine syenite. 
Same fine syenite stratified. 
Pebble of chloritic diabase. 

Rock 607. Syenite with carbonate of copper. 
All the islands in this vicinity were visited, but common Saganaga 

syenite everywhere prevails. 
S. w. t, sec. 31, T. 66-4. South end of portage around rapids into 

so-called "Seagull river"-short navigable rapids having been already 
passed twenty rods to the south. Still syenite (608), but the horn· 
blende is here more abundant and blacker. The quartz is much less 
~bundant, and the feldspar individuals are well isolated. 

This portage is about a quarter of a mile, along the east side of the 

rapids. 
The "rapids" so-marked on the plat, a few rods farther north 

JUay be navigated. 

§ 26.-LOON LAKE. 

Loon lake lies in the southern part of T. 65·3W. It is nearly four 
miles long east and west, and for most of its length half a mile wide, 
but e:xpanding toward the eastern end to more than a mile in width. 
On the south side of the lake is a high mountainous peninsula, a mile 
and a quarter long, trending east and west, with an isthmus ten rods 
wide and bounded on the south by a slender arm of the laklOl about fif
teen rods broad. IJoon lake is hemmed in by lofty ranges of gabbro-
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covered Aniillike slate hills lying on the north and south, but Jl)udln 
more precipitous and lofty on the south. 

The whole region has been burned over; but small patches of the
original forest remain, and low lying slopes are already reclothed with 
thrifty young trees of poplars and birch. 

This lake lies wholly within the Animike regiou, and many char3e
teristic cliffs of gabbro.covered black argillyte and siliceous schist rise
along the soutb shore. Porphyries abound on the north shore. 

The principal portage to Loon lake passes out from the westel"ll ex
tremity of the little peninsula in sec. 23, on the south shore of Gun
flint lake. It winds over a pass in the Mesabi range, a distance of 
three.quarters of a mile. '1'he portage is little frequented, and rat her 
difficult from the intervel1tion of hills, rocks anu fallen timber. 

S. W. t, N. E. 1:, sec. 26, T. 65·3. Near termination of portage, on 
the west. An unusual rock. A gronndmass of a gray color, appar· 
ently composed of feldspar and augite. Abulldant parallelol'ipe,lons 
of a waxy, striated feldspar disseminated through the groundmass. 

Rock 691. Porphyritic noryte. 
It QCcurs in a low exposure close to the water on the north shore. 
N E. 1:, S. W. 1:. 3e0. :26. T. 65·3. Half a mile further west. Gab

bro (692) in a low outcrop. 
N. W. t, S. w. t, sec. 26, T. 65-3. Forty rods still west. A "fry 

interesting rock resembling syenite, very hornblendic or perhaps au
gitic, with reddish feldspar in small grains generally distributed, and 
in places clustered. 

Rock 693. Resembling syenite, but probably gabbrolitic. 
A few steps back, a more massive outcrop occurs, which, while 

containing some rerldish feldspar, has a decidedly gabbrolitic aspect, 
especialJy 011 weathered surfaces. Contains also, a whitish feJdspar. 

Rock 694. Gahbrolitic rock. 
S. W. t, S. w. t, ~ec 26, T. 65·3. Forty rods west of the last. 

Syenite looking rock again (695) but it is probably noryte. 
It has a dark erystaJline gronndmass, reddish feldspar prisms and 

grains disseminated; also a most abundant dull wax,y feldspar. 
S. E t, S E. t, sec. 27, T. 66·3. Close by the last, Appears like a 

simple, fine.grained diabase; but, considering the association, I shaH 
set it down as noryte-6g6. 

S. E. i, S. E. t. sec. 27, T. 65·:3. Within ten steps of rock 696. 
A low, exposed point of rock like that of rock 691. The weathered 
surface is rem'l.rkable. There appears a groundmass composed of fine 
black crystals mingled with sharp·cornered slightly larger crystals of 
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:a reddish feldspar. In this groulldmass are disseminated white
weathering crystals and masses of a pale waxy feldspar attaining- di
mensions up to an inch and more jn diameter. 

'1'he freshly broken surface presents a groundmass with the elements 
less individualized, and the coarse feldspar pale-waxy, faintly striated 
-it being very difficult under a Coddington lens to detect the lines, 

Rock 697. Porphyritic noryte. 
This would be an admirable rock for inside decoration, its red.spec

ked groundmass studded with pleasingly tinted, four.angled crystals 
and rounded forms of feldspar. 

S. E t, S. E. i, sec. 27, T. 65-3. Close by rock 697. Resembling 
,outcrop, rock 693 -syenite-looking. 

S. W. t, S E. t. sec. 27, T. 65,3. Twenty rods west. Compact, 
medium·grained gabbro (698), with plates and masses of shining mag
netite. 

S. W. t. S E. t, sec. 27, T. 65·3. Less than a mile and a half from 
where I first struck this lake. Gabbro above medium coarseness, 

S. W. t, s. W. t, sec. '£,7, T. 653. Porphyritic noryte identical 
with that of rock 697, but the reddish constituent of the groundmass 
much less abundant, and hence not so fine for decorative purposes. 

~. W, t, S. W. t, sec. 27, T. 65·3. Close by the last. Fine, uni
fOI'l11ly tinted noryte (699), with considerable fine, disseminated pyrites. 

:-:i W.:t, S. W. t, sec. 27, T. 65:3. Four rods west of 699. For
mation appears bedded, with a low dip northeast; but examination 
shows it a fine dark gray homogeneous ruck with thin scales waxy
trallslucent; and I feel compelled to put this down also in the same 
group as the other varieties seen. 

Rock 700, N oryte exceedingly fine, almost aphanitic. 
S E. i, S, E, t, sec. 28, T. 65·3. Porphyritic noryte in a. high ex

,posure. 
S. W, t, S. E. t, sec. 28, T. 65-3. One mile from western extrem

ity of Loon lake, north shore. Gabbro (701) of medium coarseness 
,agaIn, 

N. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 33, T. 6;;·3. Half mile from west end of 
lake. Low. exposure of porphyritic noryte. 

N. W. i, N. W. i, sec. 33, T. 65·3. Formation like that at rock 
100, but a little coarser. 

Rock 702. Fine-grained noryte. 
Within a few feet occurs the porphyritic noryte, and then, a few 

feet further, the fine noryte recurs. 
A few rods further west, the noryte is coarser. 
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Next comes the porphyry again- a large outcrop. 
The fine noryte recurs - all the exposures toward the western ex

tremity of the lake being larger than those more easterly. 
N. E. t, N. E. i, sec. 32, T. 65-3. Near west end of lake. Notic

ing a whitish sort'of rock exposed in the hill north of the western 
and of the lake, I went up to it, and found it simply gabbro with a 
dark waxy or reddish feldspar which weathers nearly white, and pro
duces a striking speckled appearance on the rock. Some of this is 
porpbyri tic. 

Rock 703. Gabbro, with weathered surface and peroxidized iron in 
a portion. 

Rock 704. Gabbro with large augitic crystals weathered out. 
S. W. -1-, N. E. i, sec. 32, T. 65-3. End of lake. A high cliff at 

the west extremity of the lake exposes ::lome white-weathering gabbro 
quite conspicuously. Examination shows other portions very fine 
(705); and some portions have weathered with a conspicuous iron 
stain, giving the appearance of an iron mine. 
~oryte or gabbro, crumbling and rusty, extends eastward along 

south shore, falling down from ledges 40 feet above, and forming a 
talus. 

N. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 32, T. 65-3. Half mile from west end. An 
exposure of slate, about 25 feet high, having a dip of 16° in a direc
tion S. tiO° E. (according to needle, which may be locally affected.) 
The slate occurs in beds three to four inches thick. Some of them 
are hard and ringing when struck with the hammer, having a very 
compact and fin0-grained structure, iron-gray in color, and with· 
abundant fine scale-like mineral disseminated through it, shining like 
pyrites, but possibly magnetite. Some samples have a shining, pyrites
like mineral accumulated in little circular areas, giving the appear_ 
ance of thin fish-scales. 

The form of the rock first described is exactly that of 699 and 700. 
which I did not recognize as slate, though the latter was observed t() 
be actually bedded. 

Rock 706. Slate, prevailing condition. 
Rock 707. Slate, with dark, scale-like areas. 
S. E. t, N. E. i, sec. 34., T. 65-3. Middle of south side. Large' 

angular fragments of solid gabbro. 
N. W. i, N. W. i, sec. 35, T. 65-3. Close by the last. Compact 

slate, like that of 706 and 707, in a low outcrop. 
N. W. i, N. W. -1-, sec. 35, T. 65-3. Very near the la3t. Fine. 

gabbro·looking, but the formation is in massive beds dipping E. S. Ep 
about 8° or 10°, anell suspect it belongs to the slate formation. 
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Rock 70S. Gahbroloid slate? 
Above 40 feet, the rock looks more ma<;sive. 
A gabbro-like crest continues along this ridge, terminating in a hill 

about 150 feet high, with a precipitous brow hanging perpendicularly 
35 feet. 

1. N. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 35, T, 65-3. One-fourth mile from 
the last. The brow of gabbro almost overhangs this spot; but 
at the bottom here is an exposure of slate dipping 13° in a direction 
about south (according to the compass and according to estimation). 
The slate is mostly hard and ringing, dark gray, and exceedingly fine 
textured. Some of the thinner layers are darker and more argillitic. 
In bands or zones there are laminm not over a thirty-second of an inch 
thick. 

Rock 709. Prevailing character of the slate. 
Rock 710. A thin layer, dark, argillitic. 
Rock 711. Thin laminffi, 
Rock 712. Specimen about S feet above water. 
Rock 713. Specimen 20 feet above water. 
Moving out into the lake, the bedded structure can be distinctly 

seen to a hight of SO feet. Above this for 40 feet, the rock has a 
massive gabbro-like aspect. 

N. W. t, N. W. t, sec, '36, T. 65-3. East end of long peninsula. 
Gabbro. 

On the main land south of the peninsula, are exposures along the 
brow of the ridge, which weather like gabbro. No outcrop, however, 
appears along the shore. 

N. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 36, T. 05-3. East end Loon lake. A good 
exposure of a massive character, without an indication of bedding. 
But examination shows it to be of the character of the magnetitic 
slate. 

Rock 714. Magnetitic slate, showing no bedding. 
N. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 36, T. 65-3. Near point of cape. East 

end. A fine-textured, uniformly dark gray rock, in which the ele
ments of a noryte can be discerned. 

S. W. t, S. W. !, sec. 25, T. 65-3. On the cape, north of point,. A 
cliff of slate 125 feet high, having gentle dip southward. 

This is succeeded easterly by a precipice of gabbro. This, at the 
eastern end forms a perpendicular face 35 feet high, with quite a ba
saltic aspect. Below is a talus reaching to the beach. 

N. E. t, S. w. t, sec. 25, T. 65-3. East end, north bay. A low 
outcrop of medium texture gabbro, 
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N. E. t, S. W. t, sec, 25, T. 65-3 Clor;e by the last. Heavy-bed
ded, eruptive-looking slate-same as at rocks 699, 700 and 706-7. 

N. E. 1-, S. E. 1-, sec. 26, T. 65-3. One·third mile west of the last. 
Low exposure of coarse.grained gabbro. 

Rock 715. Coarse-textured porphyry. 
Above this is the porphyritic noryte. My use of different terms

noryte and gabbro-cannot be made precise in the field. I name the 
rock noryte when both the basic plagioclase and the augite are of 
granular form-they are also generally fine. I call it. gabbro when 
their forms are lamell,ar or coarsely crystalline-in which case magne
tite is more conspicuously present, and sometimes olivine. I think, 
after making the tour of Loon lake, that perhaps all the erupted rocks 
are gab brolitic essentially. 

On the portage to Gunflint lake, one-eighth mile from Loon lake . 
. Gabbro of medium texture. 

§ 27.-IRON OR MAYHEW LAKE. 

This is a long, narrow, east-west lying lake, three miles of which 
are in the extreme southern part of T. 65-2 W. and one mile in the 
southeast corner of T. 65-3 W. Its average width does not exceed 
twenty rods. The shores are only moderately elevated, but generally 
rocky and irregular in outline, and extending on the south side into 
one narrow bay three.quarters of a mile in length with its axis south
west by west. The borders of the lake are shaded by a light forest. 
The narrowness of the lake causes the opposite forests to seem to shut 
together and exclude the visitor from connection with the world. He 
seems imprisoned in a narrow slit, from which the strongest impulse 
is to escape. 

The rim of the lake is mostly massive ga b bro. This in places is so 
strongly charged with magnet-ite that one might truthfully conceive 
of the prison-lake as iron-bound. The abundance of magnetite caused 
attention within a few years to be directed to the region, but investi
gation showed the are to be strongly titaniferous. Results of details 
of observations and a chemical analysis are given in the tenth annual 
report on the geology of Minnesota, pages 80, 81, 82 and 83. 

The lake is. 161 feet higher than Gunflint lake and 1,213 feet above 
lake Superior. It is nearly at the elevation of the high gabbro bluffs 
of the adjacent lakes, Gunflint, LQon, Mountain and others; and this 
may explain the low.lying relative position of the gabbro shores and 
islands. 
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An obscure portage trail goes out from Loon lake at a point on the 
south shore precisely south of the east point of the long peninsula. It 
is about half' a mile in length and ascends steeply to the summit of 
the intervening ridge whence a slight descent leads to Iron lake. 

S. W :}, S. E. t, sec. 36, T. 65-3. Iron lake. An island half a 
mile east of end of portage. A naked, crumbling gabbro dome. 

Rock 790. Gabbro, coarse, crumbling, highly magnelitic. 
The rock is of similar character on the south shore opposite. 
N. W. t, S. W. t, sec. 31, T. 65.2. North shore. Black sheets of 

magnetite are seen spreading out in the gabbro in an irregular way. 
Here and there fragments of the gabbro are involved in it. The ap
pearance is as if the magnetite had existed previously and been intro
duced into the mass of fluid gabbro, and never generaUy diffused. 
There is sometimes a green mineral like copper carbonate which I re
served for subsequent examination. 

l{ock 791. Magnetite in gabbro, with green mineral. Iron lake. 
This locality was revisited and more carefully studied. It furnishes 

.a large quantity of titaniferous iron ore. 
But the most interesting fact is the occurrence of gabbro uncon

formable 011 a sedimentary rock which appears thus far, to belong to 
the All,imike (794:). I think it wi II go with the" Muscovado," studied 
last year, and which, after careful examination in many places, I con· 
cluded to be sedimentary. It cOlltains some quartz and much glassy 
feldspar. I think it is this bed which in the tenth allnual report, 
p. 81, is referred to as a "gray quartzyte (apparelltly)," and also, as 
"appearing like a grallular gray quartzyte, but really consisting of the 
minerals that go to make gabbro." 

I find in this vicinity fragments of Animike slate, well rusted; but 
when broken, a black, lustreless mineral appears which can be traced 
in outline into the rusted coat. This must be p.xamined. 

Rock 795. Rusted Animike slate. 
Rock 796. Titaniferous gabbro, with red zone. 
This is to be used to ascertain whether the red zone results from 

change of the magnetite or of olivine. 
Rock 797. Muscovado, from fragments on the gabbro-some clearly 

stra tified. 
Rock 798. Hornblendic and greenstone pebbles, mixed together in 

a groundmass of syenite. From a bowlder. 
North shore Iron lake east end, ip sec. 33, T. 65-2 One of numer

ous exposures of gabbro containing much magnetite. 
Rock 792 Gabbro with titaniferous iron. 

38 
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Rock 793. From a bowlder, but known to belong to the .Animike 
of Gunflint lake. The rustiness of the exterior awakens curiosity. 
The rock is to be investigated for chalybite or ankerite. [Po S.-The 
rock effervesces with acid; but the fully' changed red portion does 
not]. 

. 
The course of the descriptions here returns west again and takes up 

the geology of certain lakes belon~ing to the second series south of 
the boundary series. 

-§ ~8.-FROG ROCK I,AKE. 

This small lake is in the western part of T. 65·5, lying chiefly in 
sec. 18, but extending to the middle of sec. 17 and a short distance 
into sec. 19. It is sonthwest from West Seagull lake and drains into 
it and thence into Seagull and Saganaga. It is surround4'd by low r 

mostly naked hills of dark, solid, eruptive-looking rocks, some of 
which seem to be highly altered or siliceous conditions of the Kewatin 
series. It is however, the region of passage from the vertical crystal
line schists of West Seagull lake to the vertical earthy schists and 
conglomerate of Ogishke-muneie lake. Some of the eruptive-looking 
masses rise in rounded domes 25 to 50 feet above the lake. In the 
eastward direction are seen hills which appeal' to be 200 feet high. 

I devoted considerable time to this lake and hoped to get an insight 
into its geology; but the situation is difficult and I can hardly do 
more than reproduce the facts as I observed them. 

The principal approach to the lake is from West Seagull, alollg a 
portage about a third of a mile in length, which passes over a treeless 
hill abounding in geological interest, with the sound of the cascades 
in the connecting stream arising on the west. We return to the 
northern extremity of that portage. 

N. E t, N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65-5. Near foot of portage, not far 
east of portage landing. The rock exposed on shore is similar to that 
of 540, Knife lake, but distinctly more schistic, and much less quartz
ose. It is a felsitic, chloritic argillyte (844) of irregular structure. 

'Within eight rods, the formation passes to a fine argillo-micaceous 
schist, of quite normal structure. Still further it becomes greelJish r 

harder, less distinctly bedded, with crystals of feldspar and veins and 
aggregations of quartz (compare below, rocks 582-90). Further still, 
the rock becomes a porpbyrelloid g!aywacke of greenish color, contain
ing both opaque and glassy feldspar crystals (compare under rocks 
583-90). 
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Rock 845. Argillo-micaceous schist. 
Rock 846. Porphyrelloid graywacke (compare 584:). 
On an earlier trip over this portage the following observations were 

recorded: 
Massive d8mes of graywackenitic rock appear, alternating with a 

handsome and rather striking porphyrel. 
One-eighth mile on the portage. The porphyrel contains mostly 

oblong forms of feldspar, some of which are angular and others 
rounded. There are also scattered cuboids of quartz exactly like 
those seeD in the characteristic Saganaga syenite-but these are not 
everywhere distributed .. The groundmass appears highly chloritic, 
and the feldspar individuals are not sharply isolated from it. 

In places, the graywacke is quite chloritic, and angular fragments 
of itself or a less chloritic rock are imbedded in it. This, on the 
whole, presents a resem blance to the Stuntz conglomerate. In some 
specimens, the included fragments are more decidedly of the aspect of 
the Stuntz {conglomerate. 

Rock 583. The prevailing graywacke. 
Rock 584. The prevailing porphyrel. 
Rock 585. Conglomeritic, chloritic graywacke. 
The graywacke contains iron enough to impart sensibly increased 

weight. In places it is crystallized ill seams and fissures as hffimntite. 
The rock is also intersected with veins of quartz and of epidote. 

In the chloritlc portions, where the conglomeritic condition appears, 
the rock reminds me of that on the south side of Fall lake. But these 
portions also, are most abundant in iron, and sometimes give n red
dish streak (586). In places, the included fragments have a parallel
laminated structure, as if from a sedimentary rock. 

Rock 586. Chloritic groundmass with much iron. 
Rock 587. Fragment of included laminated, angular mass, with 

iron and an epidote seam. 
As fproceed over the hill, the country rock becomes still more chloritic 

-in places, hard and jointed; in others standing in vertical irregular, 
cuneiform laminffi (589). It is cut by occasional veins of quartz (590), 
one of which is a foot wide. 

Frog Rock Jake, head of rapids out. Here is a dike of beautiful 
diabase (591), over which the stream takes its first plunge. But in 
the midst of the diabase, I find fine graywacke; as if two dikes ap
proached each other. 

Rock 592. Graywacke between two~iasses of diabase. 
I took a photographic view of the falls at thiR place. 
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S. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65-5. North shore a few rods from 
.outlet. Compact, massive, bluish rock, weathering schistic, but like 
felsyte within. 

Rock 847. Felsyte schist. 
S. E. i, N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65-5. Twenty rods f'tlrther west. 

Similar to last, but greener. Rock 548. 
S. W. -!-, N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65·5. Low dome of handsome diabase 

(849) in form of a dike. 
S. W. ol;, N. W. t sec 17, T. 65·5. Chlorite granulyte-rock 850. 
S. W. ol;, N. W. t, sec. 17, T. 65-5. Less than half a mile from out

let of lake. A low outcrop of a green rock,. composed of a green fib· 
:rous mineral and a little light feldspar. A greenstone, rock 85l. 

S. W. t, N. W. ;J;, sec. 17, T. 65-6. Here (852) the greenstone con
tains a little more feldspar, and is intersected by a dike of diabase; 
but no well defined line of contact between the two can be found. 

S. E. t, .N. E. t, sec. 18. 1'. 65-6. Greenstone of a finer texture and 
harder. Rock 854. 

N. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-6. Solitary rock. 
Rock 855. Greenstone, a little coarser than Rock 854. 
S. W.;J;, N. E. i, sec. 18, fr. 65-5. Greenstone of average character. 

Glacial stri::e S. 19° W. 
S. w. t, N. E. :l:, sec. 18, T. 65-6. High bluff ofsericitic felsyte, 

·similar to rock 847, 848. 
Rock 855 bis. Se~icitic felsyte schist. 
N. W. t, S. E. ;J;, sec. 18; T. 65-5. Here a dike of compact, fine

grained diabase intersects Rock 8;-'5. 
S. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-5. High bluff of greenish lock, 

intermediate in appearance between the greenstone and the sericitic 
felsyte. 

Rock 856. Like 855, but harder and darker. 
N ear centre of sec. 18, T. 65·5. Bluff of fine, grayish-green rock, 

appearing like the sericitic fclsyte schist in a finer state. 
Rock 857. Fi~r. grayish-green sericitic or chloritic felsyte. 
Near centre sec. 18, T. 65-6. Camp. A low outcrop of sericitic 

felsyte (schist?), rock 858; dark, nearly black, rough-weathering, pre
senting exbcrnally quite a resemblance to the chloritic rock at Kawasa
.chong falls, Fall lake. In the irregularities of the surface, one can 
trace, sometimes, courses of fibrous or lAminated structure, mostly 
curved or even abruptly bent; sometimes a jam of lenticular and 
,cuneiform pieces apparently due to systems of jointage; sometimes, 
.a n indescribably rough and jagged aggregate of shapeless pieces. If 
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num berless little balls of stiff flour-coated dough should be pressed 
together from opposite directions, they would become flattemd and 
lenticular, and would adhere imperfectly; and if then hardened. the 
mass would present somewhat the structure of this rock, especially if 
hard baked and subjected to surface abrasion. The pits and cavities 
of the weathered surfaces of th(~ rock are indefinitely shapeless alnd 
ragged, and vary in depth to 4, 6 or 8 inches. No unequivocal hed
dingcan be detected; but there is a prevailing trend in the constituent 
lenticules; and at intervals, a coincident general division of the mass 
by planes dipping about 60Q westward, and trending S. 10° W. These 
statements, however, do not apply to all localities in this vicinity. 

On breaking the rock, one is impressed first, by its comparative 
softness. The finger nail will scratch it slightly. Then there ap
pears a sericitic or talcose constitution. This is seen in the sl1100th 
surfaces of some of the joints; and in the soft and easily bruised state 
of consolidation; and also, in the fibrous na ture of some of the jointed 
surfaces, The color is a pale greenish or bluish drab. Some of the 
fracture surfaces reveal thin scales partly disengaged, and these are 
waxy translucent. They pass into the general substance of the rock; 
and it is apparent that this material const.itutes the principal part of 
the mass. It is softer than feldspar anrl harder than talc. It ap'
proaches calcite. Some of the jointage surfaces have a dark green, 
shining and chloritic appearance. 

This detailed description will not all apply to t he rocks not den omi
nated greenstone, so far as seen on this lake; but the general fe ltures· 
here described are the same as those designated ., sericitic felsyte 
schist;" and perhaps those called simpJy "felsyte schist." Special 
comparison should be made. The description does not apply in any 
particular to the rocks denominated greenstone. Yet, I cannot affirm 
that these two classes of rocks do not graduate into each other. Nor 
can I affirm that this rock is not eruptive. even if it does not go with 
the greenstones. 
If this rock is shown to be eruptive, I shall be willing to admit the' 

chloritic rock at Kawasachong falls to be eruptive also. 
While the observations from Sagauaga lake south ward to Frog 

Rock lake remain fresh in memory, I wish to make a revision and 
comparison of data as far as can be done in the field, in order to leave 
a record of the impression which the facts make upon the mind of an 
ob8erver passing over the ground. This interval covers the mode of 
transition from syenite to the Kewatin schists which extend from the 
region of Vermilion lake. Structurally, the absence of any nncon-
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formity is an important fact. PetrogralJhically, the frequent gradual 
passage from rucks usually called eruptive to rocks retaining distinct 
traces of sedimentation is a curious, almost an anomalous fact. In 
order to reach a better comprehension of the latter fact I make a care. 
ful companson of rock specimens. The first result is as follows: 

A. The following are nearly identical with each other: 858, 857, 
:855, 854, 853, 850, 847, 844, 840. 

B. The following are similar to class A, but somewhat harder: 
856,848. 

C. Like A in groundmass, but with minute shining scales: 845, 
844 

D. Like C, but porphyrelloid: 584,846,860, 885. 
E. Having a groundmass like A: 843, 837, 836. 
F. Haxing the feldspar constituent altered toward a sericitic con· 

dition: 841,838 (approaching class E ) 
It appears, therefore, disregarding the diabases and greenstones, 

that a progressive change in the character of the country rock can be 
traced from sec. 14, 66-5, in Saganaga lake, to the present point. In 
my uDcertainty as to the nature of the prevailing and characterizing 
mineral-whether parophitic, talcose, serpentinoid or sericitic-I will 
here call it Kewatill stuff; since it is similar to the mineral which I 
find generally in Kewatin rocks. (See especially Knife lake, IVth 
Arm, north and south bifurcations). There is one pause in the pas_ 
sage, and that is to develop the micaceous (V Pfmilion) phase, at the 
interval between West Seagull and Frog Rock lakes. Recalling what 
is recorded in connection with West Seagull lake, rock 593, I will 
endeavor to note the succession from the Saganaga syenite southward. 

1. Saganaga syenite with constituents well isolated. 
2. 8aganaga syenite or gneiss, quartz elongated, feldspar having a 

partial groundmass character. 
3. Syenite without horn bien de. 
4. Hornblende wanting, feldspar transitional to Kewatin stuff. 

The course is now two·fold. 

5 (a). Quartz and Kewatin 
stuff-no feldspar except in por
phyrelloid condition. 

6 (a). Crystalline schist, or 
(b) Kewatin rock. 

7 (a) Graywacke, or (b) Re
wat in rock. 

5 (b). Quartz and Chloritic 
stuff-sometimes fe Idspar. 

6 (c). Chlorite_schist, or (d) 
Kewatin rock. 

7 (c). Graywacke, or Cd) Ke
watin rock. 
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All these stages of progress can be traced from Saganaga lake to this 
place. The syenite indeed reappears SOll th of the lake; but I think a 
line of travel could be found along which there would be no retrogres· 
sion. The reappearance of syenite results probably from the fact 
that the ~outh border of the syenite is not a straight east and we~t 
line, but crosses more than once the line traveled, thus: 

Fig. 55.-Supposed southern border of Sa9anaqa syenite, three times 
cro.,sinq line of obselTation. 

NOTE.-In this figure the numbers refer to rock samples collectetl C1S f,)lIuws : 

143~ shows place of rock 8:35-7. 14:38 shows pbce of S!2. 

1436 " " 838-H. 1439 843. 

[N. H. Wj 

I venture to think, therefore, (1). That we have the crystalline 
schist stage (Vermilion) from the south part of West Seagull lake to 
the north part of the portage to Frog Rock lake. 

(2). We have the Kewatin stage thence to this point and .beyond. 
The inference is that the rock here is sedimentary. and not eruptive; 
and that therefore, the Kawasachong ro~k is also not eruptive. 

(3). The greenstone is an overflow, which perhaps has covered the 
whole region, and has powerfully altered the underlying Kewatin; but 
this was probably the northern and thin portion of the sheet; and it 
has been removed at many points. I should look for it to be thicker 
toward the south. 

West of centre of sec. 16, T. 65-5. N. W. bay of Frog Rock lake. 
Rock on shore entirely like that of 858. But here a structure can be 
seen trending east and west. Back of this, a rock bluff rises 40 or 50 
feet above the lake, facing south. It presents the same ragged ex
terior; but fresh-broken, appears more gl"eenish, approaching quite 
closely the Kawasachong rock. 

to 
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Rock 859 Chlorite felsyte (schist?) 
Another crag 85 or 100 feet high, adjoins this on the east, but it is: 

composed of entirely gimilar materials. Whatever these rocks are, 
their eq ui valent is unq uestiona bly foulld in the Kewatin of the Ver
milion belt. , 

From this summit, 1 see high hills 10 or 15 l1Iil~s distant, bearing S. 
60.0 W. These must be on lake Kekflquabic or beyond. Also S. 30° E • 
a high range which perhaps passes south of Ogishke-muncie. From 
here eastward, graduaily receding, can be seen .mountain ranges, ex
tending to S. 60° E. 

Rock 860. Porphyrelloid chlorite felsyte (schist?) west of centre-
of sec. 18, 66-5. 

Rock 861. Aphanitic diabase, intersecting the formation. 
Rock 862. Less fine diabase, same dike. 
S. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 18, T. 65-5. N. W. cor. of lake. Precisely 

the same as last two point3 noted. 
N. E. t, S. W, t. sec. 16, T. 65-5. West side of lake. At this iu

teresting outcrop the formation is a fairly characterized s':)ricitic 
schist, standing in thin, lenticul:!r laminfB at a dip of 88° in a direc
tion S. 78° E. It is composed of Kewatin stuff, with a few fine grains 
of quartz, and sinuous films of rusty matter. It presents so l11iLny 
points of resemblance to the prevailing rock that I am sure it goes' 
with,the sericitir, felsyte schist, and determines that to be a bedded 
rock of sedimentary origin} as I have conditionally concluded. 'l"his 
is the true cOlltinuation of the schists of Vermilion lake; and all the 
rocks not greenstones and diabases, arouncl this lake, (~re to be SI) re
regarded. 

Rock 863. Sericitic schist, with some gravel. 
Four rods north of this outcrop, the formation is a little more solid, 

and the Kewatin stuff is a lit.tle greenish, with the same rusty films 
and spots. 

Rock 864. Sericitic schist, near 863. 
• Eight or ten rods toward the south. Rock with indistinct schistic 

structure, and having a great resemblance to rock 863; but quite as 
much resembling the prevailing rock of the region. It is a connect
ing link between the Kawasachong rock (858) and the sericitic schist 
of 863. 

Rock 865. 8ericitic chlorite felsyte. 
N. E. -t, S. W. t, sec. 18, T. 65-5. West side of lake. Bluish 

green rock, similar to prevailing rock, but mostly with a slaty struc
ture. On the whole, a rude slaty structure is quite apparent. 
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Rock 866. Bluish argillo.felsitic schist . 
. Rock 867. Rock 8 rods farther along the shore, south. 
Centre S. W. t, sec. 18, T. 65·5. Near entrance to most westerly 

bay. Rock (868) distinctly sehistose, a little !sericitic, with many 
bluish green chloritic points. 

Point of land S. W. t, sec. 18, T. 65·5. A rock of smoother aspect. 
It is mostly hard and tough, but also gives indications of argillilic 
constitution. It contains purple spots, mostly undefined, but not as 
hard as jasper. There are also small pebbles of dark greenstone. Un
der the water is an obscure appearance of larger pebbles and broken 
fragments. I conjecture this to be the eastward extension of the 
Ogishke conglomerate.-rock 869. 

A little farther along (northwest) up the little bay, the conglomeritic 
character is more distinct, and I can perceive that the pebbles are 
aggregated in courses standing almost vertically. Adjoining thi::;, the 
rock has a rough chloritic aspect, entirely conformable in position with 
the conglomerate. 

Centre S. W. t, sec. 18, T. 65·5. East side little bay. Rock (870) 
of a quasi·diabasic aspect, but also with appearance of the country 
rock. Considerable argillitie material, and locally a slaty structure. 

Extremity of littlA bay, centre S. W. t, sec. 18, T. 65·5. Conglom
erate, with large pebbles of chlorite syenite. 

Rock 871. Chlorite syenite pebble, from conglomerate 
S. W. t, S. w. t, sec. 18. T. 65·5. Point of same bay. Mouth 

of stream coming in at point of litt Ie bay. Rock (872) quite distinctly 
schistic and sericitic. The strike is S. 10° W., and it therefore passes 
west of the conglomerate seen near here. 

S. W. t, S. w t, sec. 18, T. 65-5. Still within little bay. Com
pact, sericitic-looking rock (873), but not very schistose. 

S. W. t, S. w. t, sec. 18. T. 65-5. Mouth of bay, west side. Blu
ish, compact, but slightly argillitic rock (874). 

S. W. t, S. w. t, sec. 18, T. 65-6. Compact, slightly argillitic, but 
with purplish tints, as if from obliterated pebbles (815). 

A couple of rods further ;llong (southeast), the rock is softer again, 
and lighter colored. Still, in a couple of rods it becomes undistin
guishable fro111 that of 858. It is the same at the next outcrop, hilt 
softer. The same continues along the southwest shore. 

S. W. t, S. w. t, sec. 18, T. 65-5. A high boss of greenstone-like 
rock (876) pretty hard and compact, and generally rather fine-in part 
very fine, hlud and ringing. This appears after all eighth of (mile 
frolll the la~t outcrop of schist. 

39 
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This "greenstone" does not terminate at any particular place along 
the shore into the southern bay of the lake. It gradually assumes a 
rougher exterior and a softer character and passes insensibly i.nto a 
rock like that of 858. 

Rock 877. Greenstone passing into chlorite schist. 
Rock 878. Greenstone 30' feet from 877, more approximated to 

chlorite schist. 
N. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 19, T. 65·5. Extreme southern shore Green

stone (879) like that of rock 8 ;6. 
The same continues along the southern shore of the south bay of 

the lake. 
N. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 19, T. 65-5. Southeast angle, southern bay. 
A clift· near shore which proves to he undoubtedly Kewatin. 
Rock 880. Sericitic argillyte. 
N. W. t, N. E. t. sec. 19, T. 65-5. East side of south bay. Green

stone like. 
Eight rods further south. Low, smooth outcrop of diabasic rock, 

greenstone like, with fragments of light green di.abase-like rock. 
Rock 881. Diabasic conglomerate. 
Four rods further north. The rock is more argillitic. 
Rock 88:3. Chloritic argillyte. 
S. E. t, S E. t. sec. 18, T. 65-5. Southeast bay. Sericitic schist 

(8B3) irregularly schistose, with strike nearly north and south. 
Four rods further north it is a little bluer. 
S. E. i, S. E. t, sec. 18, T. 65-5. Southeast bay. Sericitic argil

lyte, but becoming bluer and harder. 
S. E. i, S. E. t. sec. 18, T. 65-5. East side. Same as rock 858. 
A few rods still farther north. Greenstone. 

§ 29.-TOWN LINE LAKE. 

A srualliake on the line between Ts. 65-0 and 65-6, having a length 
east and west, of two-thirds of a mile and a mean width of 40 rods. 
It is utterly destitute of scenic or agricultural interest. The primitive 
forest is mostly destroyed, but second growth poplars are becoming 
abundant. Geologically it lies on the transition from the normal 
Kewatin schist to the conglomerate and associated rock masses sur
rounding Ogishke-muncie Jake. 

The portage out of Frog Rock lake to Town Line lake is at 
the nearest approach of the .two and is not over an eighth of a mile 
long. 
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R W. t, N. W. -!,-, sec. 18, T. 65·5. West end of portage. A knoll 
-of chloritic sericitic schist (884). 

S. W. t, N. W. t. sec. 18, T. 65·5. North side. Incipient porphy
Il'el (885). Some of the weathered surfaces are decidedly speckled. 
~ S. W. 1-. N. W. t, f'AC. 18, T. 65·5. N ol'th side near town line. 

Ogishke conglomerate pretty well developed. Contains red jasper 
(886), not as a pebble, and this is banded and associated with hffima
tite. 

S. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 13, T. 65·6. West end. Conglomerate, but 
not coarse, somewhat porphyritic, (887). 

S. W. -!,-, N. E. t, sec. 13, T. 65·6. West end. Outcrop of rock 
.composed largely of quartz grains, with sericitic stuff in the interstices 
(883) Contaius also, small pebbles or grains of slaty matel'ial. 

S. E. t, N. E. t, see. 13, T. 65·6. South side. A higher outcrop 
.of Himilar grit (889), but inclining more to a grayish color. Rock 
,quite Rchistose. Strike S. 20° W. Dip verti~al. 

Compare the gravelly schists on Ensign lake. Report of 1836, and 
-on Ogishke.muncie lake, below. 

S. E. t, N. E. ±, sec 13, T 65·6. South side of narrows. 
The rock is compact. <llmost wholly of quartz grains, with a light 

~olored cementing material, which becomes pinkish on weathering. 
Rock 890. Quartz grit. 
S. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 18, T. 65-5. South side on town line. POI" 

phyrel, as on opposite shore, rock 850. 
S. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 18, T, 65-5. South side. Ragged rock, Jike 

rock 858. 
A little farther east, it is succeeded by a sericitic rock, like that on 

Town Line lake, rock 884. 
The portage from Town Lille lake to Ogishke·muncie is execrable. 

'The bad trail ieaves the former lake eight or ten rods north of the 
-stream which comes in with rapids, anclleads to the inlet on Ogishke
muncie; but the stream must be forded twice before sufficient water 
-can be reached to float a canoe; or else one must make his way along 
a steep hill·side through thick brush to reach the spot. The black: 
flies too, as late as the 12th of S~ptember, were innumerable and in-

1latiate. 

§ 30.-0GISHKE-MITNCIE OR KINGFISHER LAKE.) 

This lake was visited in 1886, '" and considerable study was bestowed 

~ See Fifteenth Ann. Rep. 1886, pp. I"C-lo7. 
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upon it; but it was not much investigated in the region northeast of 
the narrows in section ::3, T. 65-6. The two parties in this part ot" 
the State made a rendevous, therefore, on Camper's island, for the
purpose, among other objects, of completing the survey. 

S. E :):, N. W. i, sec. 24, T. 65-6. Here is a bluff of crllmblill~ 
sehistic rock (591) forming an earthy talus. It is a sericitic, grit! y, 
irregularTy bedded, slate. Strike in the direction of the little bay, N. 

40° E. 
Adjoining this, on the southeast, within four rods, is a bluff of 

characteristic, coarse conglomerate. -Other ridges succeed southeast. 

ward, which are also conglomerate. 
The unplatted little lake on the southeast is at least 20 feet abuve-

Ogi'lhke·muncie. 
N. W. }, N. E. t, Stc. 24, T. 65-6 Here, six or eight rods back 

from the shore, and separated from it by a narrow valley, rises a ridge 
25 feet wide and 20 feet high, from low ground each side, trending: 
southwest and northrast, of a rusted exterior and very rough and 
brecci<.lted aspect. All unmistabable bedding is present standing in a 
vertical position. When broken, ~he rock appears composed of cal
careous or dolomitic matter, which, in places, is light colored and 
characteristic. Everywhere, however, it has an uneven, semi·brecci
ated structure, and it incloses fragments which are pretty slaty in 
color and substance. Some of the surfaces of the formation are
smooth, sericitic-lookiug alltl often argillitic. 

Rock t-92. Brecciated dolomyte (limestone? ) 
Following along the strike of the formation southwestward, a few 

rods, it is seen in places quite argillitic, with a sericitic aspect. 
Rock 893. Sericito·argillitic dolomyte. 
The ridge on the southeast within eight or ten rods, and rising 3@1 

feet above the dolomyte ridge, is composed of Bilico-argiIlaceous ma~ 
terial, partly quite solid, and partly laminated and crumbling. 

Rock 894. Silico argillaceous slate. 
The ridge on the northwest side of the dolomitic one is formed of 

hard material, breaking in many angular pieces. Under the lens, it 
appears formed of small spherical grains of quartz imbedded ill a 
groundmase which, in places is very scant, and in others, half the 
bulk of the rock. It has a felsitic aspect. It is simply Kewatin stuff. 
I notice also, numerous small siliceous scales. This ridge fronts the 
lake and is only about 16 rods from the southeast ridge,. with the lower, 
dolomitic ridge between. 

Rock 895. Felsitic grit (or argillo-felsitie). 
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This ground mass is not harder than calcite, and cannot be purely 
felsitic. Nearer the lake are good vertical argillytes. 

N ear this, south of the prolongation of this ridge, I find the rock a 
rough.weathering sericito.argillitic slate, like the bluff, rock 89l. 

N. W. i, N. E. -1-, sec 24, T. 65·6. High ridge un lake border, hav
lI)g a vertical, slaty structure, except in place~, where it looks erupt. 
ive. It is composed mostly of argillitic Ulaterial, but contains many 
grains of quartz 

Rocli "96. Gritty argillyte. 
In places, the formation con tains large pe b bles, and the in terven

ing gt'oundmass weathers white, and reveals a distinctly fibrous 
structure. In the same places, the fresh· broken surfaces scarcely 
reveal the existence of pebbles. 

N. W. i-, N. E. t, sec. 24, T. 65-6. The next ridge southeast of 
rock 896, composed of very hard, diabasic.looking material which 
contains pebbles. 

Rock 897. Matrix of diabasic conglomerate. 
Along side of this, however, and eight feet lower, a distinctly slaty 

rock outcrops (898), having a seri~itic·argillaceou::; aspect-and the 
iwo graduate together. 

Next higher ridge ten rods suutheast. Indistinctly conglomerate, 
with ground mass containing many dark green grains and lumps, some 
quartz particles, and much argillo.felsitic matter. 

Rock 899. Argillo·felsitic groundmass. 
The highest hill about one-fourth mile back from t,he lake. The 

formation is thoroughly conglomerate, but very compact and frequent
ly hard-sometimes ringing. A few rods further southeast, the form
ation reveals a structure which is sedimentary beyond possible ques
tion. Parallel bands of graywackenitic material can be traced for 30 
feet in a direction N. 20° W. In the same place, other structure lines 
~an be seen, bending around what appear to have been separate masses 
{)f the same rock. 

The surfa~e of the rock is studded with spheroidal concretions (900), 
which have been cut in section and have hollow centers apparently 
by the solution of the interior portiun. They are not pebbles, for 
they are all very similar, and besides, reveal, in SOllle cases, concen
tric lines. See the figure. 

In a neighboring spot, the strike of the beds is quite different, and 
there are concomitant indications that these portions of the formation 
are simply huge fragments of the general mass, which were displaced 
~ uring the deposition of the original sediments. 
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Fig. 56.-Rock sU1face in OqisHe conqlO1ncmte, showing sedimentary! 
structure. 

Fig. 57.-Sphe1'oidal concretions in matrix of Ogishlce.con,qlomendl'. 

In further tracing these stratified materials, I find in one place a 
continuous sweep through about 85° of a circle. This is fifteen feet 
wide, and the circuit is about forty feet. 

§ 31.-CRAB LAKE. 

This is a small lake lying in the north half of sec. 14, T. 65-6, en
vironed by a lonely and desolate wilderness and set in 11 massive rim of 
graywackenitic and slaty rocks, rising in frequent dark-weathered and 
rounded bosses. Guided by the government plat, I entered from the
most northern extremity of Ogishke-muncie lake, supposing there 
would be a portage of a few rods; but it proved to be about half a 
mile, without the least signs of a trail. There is a low valley rvnning 
through, densely grown with alders and other shrubs. On the north 
of this is a high ledge, difficult to climb. But the best transit is made-
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by leaving the valley and working along on the ledge; and it is finally 
necessary to cross the west end of the ledge, to descend to the lake. 

The fact is, the lake begins at least a quarter of a mile west of the 
point indicated on the plat. 

The government plat of this lake is so erroneous that I undertouk 
to reconstruct it. I find, however, that some of my memoranda are 
ambiguous; and I therefore refrain from making alterations except in 
the southeastern part. The northern portion, however, is egregiously 
wrong. 

T 65-6 VII I j'03 (p.g. i 
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Fig, 58.-Sketch.map of Crab lake,with notes 0/ localities and geology. 

NOTE,-On the above map. 
No. 1493 indicates the locality for rock ..................... , ..... 901-3. 
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N. w. t, sec. 13, T. 65·6. On the portage. High precipice north 
of the stream flowing from Crab lake to Ogishke-muncie. Here arc 
various conditions of the conglomerate. 

Rock 901. Conglomerate. 
Rock 902. Porphyrel. 
Rock 903. Matrix showing bedding lines. 
Fifteen rods farther west, same ridge. Conglomerate, with large 

quartz grains. 
Rock 904:. Porphyritic ally quartzose conglomerate. 
S. W. i, N. W. t, sec. 13, T. 65-6. Same ridge, 30 rods farther 

west. The formation 11as become a thin-bedded slate, but with some 
strata massive and finely arenaceous. 

Rock 1105. Argillyte, somewhat arenaceous. 
S. E. i, N. E. i, sec. 14, T. 65-6. Near east end of lake, north 

side, congl6merate, but fine, gritty, and not characteristic. 
Rock 906. Fine gritty conglomerate. 
S. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 14, T. 65-6. Gritty graywacke. with horizon

tal bedding, but evidently superinduced. 
S. E. t, N. E. i, sec. 14, T. 65-6. Graywacke ~907), not gritty, 

weathering with a cellular surface. 
S. E. t, N. E. i, sec. ]4, T. 65-6. Great bosses of graywacke. 
S. W. t, N. E. i, sec_ 14, T. 65-6. Great mass of graywacke (908), 

without trace of bedding, like rock 907. but with many minute glis. 
tening feldspar surfaces. 

This is followed by a very bold cliff standing vertically, and rising 
35 feet above the lake. This subsides as we round the promontory, 
and for a few rods, no outcrop occurs. 

S. W. i, N. E. i, sec. 14, T. 66-5. Mostly graywacke, but spar
ingly conglomeritic. 

R.ock 1109. Graywacke or groundmass. 
Then succeeds another cliff 25 feet high, of graywacke.' continuing 

to next locality. 
N. E. 1-. N. E. i; sec. 14,T. 65-6. Graywacke. 
A low marshy place appears, at nearly the most northern arm of 

the lake. 
N. E. t, N. E. t, sec. 14. T. 656. Argillyte fairly characterized. 
Rock 910. Argillyte with crystals of feldspar. 
S. E. t, S. E. t, sec. 11, T. 65·6. Compact argillyte (911), irregu

larly slaty. 
N. W. i, N. E t, sec. 14, T. 656. Characteristic dark grayargil

lyte (912), slaty. 
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N. E. i, N. W. t, sec. 14, T. 65·6. Regular Knife lake argillyte. 
S. E. i· N. W. t, sec. 14, T. 65·6. Characteristic slaty argillyte 

(913). 

S. E. -1, N. W. t, sec. 14, T. 65·6. Conglomerate (914), but the 
pebbles are mostly quartzose and cherty-a few of dark flint. 

As before, when the pebbles are small, many of them are suban. 
gular. 

S. W. t, N. E. t, sec. 14, T. 65·6. Rock approaches the graywack. 
I 

enitic groundmass material seen on the north shore of the lake; but 
it is manifestly conglomeritic, and contains also crystals of a light 
feldspar. Except this, it is similar to rock 906, but finer. 

Ob!lcurely porphyrelloid, graywackenitic conglomerate. 
S. W. t, N. E. t, sec 14, T. 65·6. Graywackenitic matrix of con

glomerate. Similar rock continues eastward along the southern shore. 
N. E. t S. E. t. sec. 14, T. 65·6. Conglomerate. Graywackenitic 

-conglomerate continues to the place of beginning. 

§ 32 -ZETA LAKE. 

This small lake, lying wholly in sec 28, T. 65·6, is partly described 
in the R~port of 1886.* A few additional notices are here given. It 
has two portages eastward-one on the south into Dike lake and 
thence into Ogishke.muncie; and one on the north directly into 
Ogishke·muncie. As the former was traveled by me last year, I chose 
now the latter. It goes out of Ogishke.muncie south of the point 
shown on the plat. It is a quarter of a mile long, and very bad, over 
Tocks and through a Rwamp. 'fhe northeastern part of Zeta lake ex
ists only on the plat. The lake comes to a point in the S. W. t. N. 
W. -1, sec 27, T. 65·6. 

S. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 27, T. 65·6. East end of portage from 
Ogish ke·muncie. Characteristic conglomerate. 

S. W. t, N. W. t, sec. 27, T. 65-6. West of same portage, Zeta 
lake. Conglomerate. 

Hock 916. Conglomerate with pebble of the most abundant kind. 
It is a porphyritic rock in this case, with a feldspathic groundmass. 
But the groundmass (917) of the conglomerate itself tends to be por
phyritic. 

§ 33.- EPSILON LAKE. 

Epsilon lake was partially seen by me in 1886. * It is a mile and a 
-quarter in length with a mean breadth of a quarter of a mile, and bent 
--;"Fifteenth Ann. Rep. Minn. Geol. Surv., pp. 156, 158-9. 

40 
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areuately in sees. 29, 20 and 21. T. 65-6, having the convexity turned 
northward. It is bounded by rocky knolls and ridges on the north, 
east and southeastern shores. The south shore is forest covered and 
no exposures of rock appear on it; but half a mile baek is a range 
reaching an elevation of 125 feet or more. From the range on the 
north we look down on the Fourth Arm of Knife lake 250 feet below, 
and 190 feet below Epsilon lake. We approach this lake from Zeta 
lake, through a ~teep and rocky defile with a descent of 75 feet, and 
find a portage out on the north into Knife lake by a descent of about 
90 feet. 

N. E.:1-, N. w. :1-, sec. 28, T. 65-6. Atthe foot of the descent from 
Zeta lake. A precipice of dark argillyte rises on the east. The rock 
is entirely free from pebbles, and very characteri"tic. The strike is 
N. 30° E., and the dir is S.75". But I notice on the sides of the 
sheets, as in the Kewatin of Gunflint lake, some striations, or a fib· 
rons structure dipping 54° W. The dip is such that the Ogishke con 
glomerate is overlying. 

S. E. t, S. W. t, sec. 21, T. 65-6. Bold promontory northeast side 
of lake. Slates varying from vertical to steep southeast dip. In 
structure ranging from proper slaty to fissile·slaty, and weathering 
somewhat like Kawasachong rock- but not chloritic. 

N. E. t, s. W. :t, sec. 21, T. (/5-6. Southwest angle of same prom
ontory. Argillyte, which on shore dips north at an angle of about 
50°. but on the summit of the hill back, which I ascended, dips S. at 
an angle of 67°, and strikes N. 35° E. So it appears that a large mass 
at the poin t of the hill has been dislocated. 

I notice here some bands running across the faces of the laminCB, 
which dip westward at an angle of 14°. 

Rock 918 Argillyte with the banding spoken of above. 
Examining further, I find these bands are the outcrop of sediment

ary planes on the surfaces of the schistic plates. They show the real 
dip of the sedimentation, which here is S. 60°. 

Re-examining the dip at the point of the hill, I find it about 50· 
toward southwest, and to exist in the true sedimentary bedding. I 
still think, however, that this mass is displaced. 

Rock 919. Argillyte with sedimentary banding passing at right 
angles through the schistic laminCB. 

N. E -1, S W. t, sec 21, T. 65-6. West base of same promontory. 
Slate bluff with beddin.q stl·ucture dipping 23° toward S.40° W. The 
schistic planes stand fer-tical. 

N W. t, S. W. t, sec. 21, T. 65-6. North side oflake east of port-
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age. Slate (920), but more ancient looking than what I saw at the 
west bat:le of the promontory. The schistosity rUIlS as usual; but 
there are no separate bedding planes. These appear to conform u'ilh 
th~ schistosity. The rock looks exactly like the Kewatin of Gunflint 
lake. 

The suggestion arises that we have here slates of two aYler-ent sys~· 
tems, the upper of which are Animike. But since the schistosity is 
the same in both, the action which caused the schistosity was a post. 
Animike one, and was felt here, but not as far east as Gunflint lake. 
But there must also have been a pre.Animike squeezing. Even at 
Gunflint lake the Kewatin is squeezed vertically, while the Animike 
is almost undisturbed. 

These slates in weathering, slide down the high hill with a decid· 
edly sericitic habit and aspect. 

N. W. t. S. W. t, sec. 21, T. 65·6. North side Epsilon lake. Find~· 

ing the formation so different, I went back to find the junction of the 
two. It occurs here. On the south is the southward bedded slate 
(921) with vertical schistosity. On the north is rough, older·looking 
slate, with vertical schistosity, and no grain or ribbons of bedding in 
discordance with the schistosity. After considerable search, however, 
I found structure lines conformable with the schistosity, and giving 
evidence of sedimentary character. 

Rock 922. Slate showing discordance between schistosity and sedi-· 
mentary bedding. 

The bedding on the south side dips S. 43°. It is a good ordillary 
argillyte. The other rock is less regular in its slatiness. The two· 
outcrops are separate bosses ten feet apart; but it would not have 
been difficult with a pick and spade, to trace the formations intI) 
actual contact. The situation is this: 

K£WAT/N 
ANIMIKIE 

. I 

Fig. 59.--Contact of Kewatin and Animike systems north side oj Epsi
lon lake. 

N. W. i-, S. E. t, sec. 20, T. 65-6. Ridge west of portage en

trance. 
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The formation of this ridge is Kewatin; and it is a prolongation 
westward of the high ridge, rock 920; while rocks 920 and 921 are 
from the eastward prolongation of the same, wIth some additional 
beds on the south. I find the bedding structure (923) here corres
ponds with the schistic. 

N. E. :}, S. w. t, sec. 20, T. 65-6. Continuation of same ridge one
fifth mile further west. Slates near shore; but poroditic slaty and 
,Porphyrelloid farther back on the summit of the SO-foot hill. 

Hock 924. Slate showing bedded and schistic structures conform
able. 

Rock 925. POl'oditie porphyrelloid slate. 
S. W. t, S. E. t, sec 20, T. 65-6. North west shore of lake. More 

argillitic-slaty, but the structures are the same. Kewatin slate con
tin ues along the remainder of the north and west sides of the lake. 

A casual observation of the south shore of the lake indic9.ted no 
important exposures; but it is to be regretted that a more careful ex
amination was not made, since it seems probable some trace of Ani
mike schists, souLhward-dipping, might have been discovered. The 
formation at the outlet of Delta lake, was observed last year and re
ported "fine hard argillyte, rather slaty." It is so near the point 
above described at the foot of the descent from Zeta lake that prob
ably the formation is the same. Similar Argillitic slates were 
observed in places all the way from Kekequabic lake and no discord
ance was noted between schistosity and bedding; but it would be well 

,to re-examine the exposures. 
From the west part of Epsilon lake I noticed at the distance of a 

mile or so, southwesterly, a high peak. Thinking I might find there 
a cliff of Animike slates crowned with gabbro I determined to visit it. 

S. E. t, N. W. t, sec. 29, T. 65-6. Near sout.h extremity of lake. 
Pulpit Rock. Ten rods back from the lake rises a sheer vertical rock 
of 25 feet above the lake, cut down on all sides by smooth vertical 
planes. It is some sort of greenstone, and has a decidedly greenish 
color and sllb-grulllllar texture, soft and chlorite-like, with needles 
and amygdules of calcite - rock 926, noryte? 

On the south, at the distance of twenty feet, this eruptive mass 
comes in contact with porphyry But the junction is not abrupt. 

'There are interbedded alternations of the noryte and porphyry, as if 
both were sedimentary; but these alternations are not repeated many 
times. The porphyry has a purplish base and lamellar crystals. The 
following alternations were seen: 

Porphyry. I Noryte. I Porphyry. I N. I P. I Noryte_ 
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Rock 927. Noryte and porphyry in contact. 
Rock 928. Fragments of porphyry in modified noryte. 
Proceeding south ward a quarter of a mile, the porphyry con tin ues. 

It is a handsome rock. 
Rock 929. Specimens of purple porphyry. 
S. E. t, N. W. t. sec. 29, T. 65·6. South of west end of Epsilon lake. 
High, prominent mass of porphyry, presenting characters of an 

eruptive formation. The porphyry contains now fewer crystals and 
is replete with green amygdules. 

In our progress south, I found apparently a lost, but large piece of 
iron jaspilyte handsomely banded. The following is the plan of 
structure and coloration. 

Fig. 60.-Banded hc£matitic jaspilllte, Epsilon and Kel~flluabic lakes. 

rj. red jasper. 
pj. purple jasper. 
If. light flint. 

Not in place. 

bh, black hrematite. 
hs., hrematitic schist. 
,) s, yellow schist. 

This bears a close resemblance to jaspilitic schists heretofore found] 
in the vertical Kewatin slates. (See p. 197, in this Report, and many 
observations west of Knife lake). 

R. E.1. N. W. i, sec. 29, T. 65·6. Nearly midway between Epsilon 
and Kekequabic lakes. The porphyry has increased in amount of 
green amygdular mineral, until on a fresh surfar.e, it begins to
resemble the noryte; but still differs by the presence of a ground. 
mass of whitish color, and weathering quite white. 

Rock 930. Porphyritic grpenstone. 
Rock 931. Fragment of Kewatin showing' two structures. 
At a point near the base of the high bluff, the porphyry shows flow

age lines as illustrated below. 
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Fig. 61.-StructuJ'e lines in porphyry, neal' Grant's peak. 

N E. -1-, S. E. t, sec. 29, T. 65-6. Summit of Grant's peak. ThiB 
'IS a high and sightly place about midway between lakes Kekequabic 
and Epsilon. From here I see the west end of the Kekequabic, 
Alpha and Beta lakes, much of Epsilon and all the IVth Arm 'of Knife 
except the eastern half of the two terminal branches. I see the Twin 
mountains, Mallman's peak and Prospect peak south of Ogishke-mun
cie lake. This peak I name in recognition of the valuable services of 
a most faithfuth assistant, DIy. S. Grant, of Minneapolis. 

This peak is abou t 200 feet high, and presents on the eastern aspect, 
.~ perpendicular precipice of 100 feet. 

The following are some bearings from Grant's peak: 
Mallmann's peak, S. 42° W. 
East Twin mountain, S. 56° E. 
West Twin mountain, S. 36° E. 
Prospect mountain and middle of Beta lake, east. 
Entrance North Branch, IV Arm Knife lake N. 10° E. 
These bearings are in harmony with the locations of points on the 

'plat, except that of Prospect mountain; and I think perhaps some 
-summit east of Fox lake was mistaken for Prospect mountain. 

Grant's peak seems to be a mass of purple porphyr,Y of a truly erup
tive character. 

Hock 932. Purpie amygdaloidal porphyry, Grant's peale 
The numerous other hills east, west and south, for the distance of 

half a mile, appear also like similar, rounded bosses of porphyry. 
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After returning from a tour of half a mile and back, over this pur
IPle porphyry, I am not possessed of a full conviction of its t.ruly erup
tive character. I find many structure-lines which conform to the 
stratification of the surrounding country. It has of course been in a 
highly softened condition, and in that state has been moved. 

Rock 933 .. Varieties of the purple porphyry, Grant's peak. 

§ 34.-GARDEN LAKE. 

On the return to Vermilion lake, my brother and I determined to 
fe-examine some points on and near Garden lake; and especially the 
.abandoned iron location marked on the plat as "Silver City" -an 
absurd designation which ought to fall into disuse. This region was 
examined by both of us in 1886;* but we had just returned from very 
extended observations of iron-occurrences in the Animike slates, and 
it was desirable to ascertain whether this experience would modify the 
determination recordt'd last year. I think I may say those determina
tions were 110t changed. 

On the portage from Fall lake to Garden lake. A trench has been 
-extended east and west on both sides of the upper portage, and iron
jasper exposed most of the distance; but in walking aloug it I saw no 
guod ore. 

Near Silver City. A quartzyte (or rather quartz schist), standing 
-vertical, and striking east and west, interlaminated with green chlor
itic matter, in which are imbedded octahedrons of magnetite. Needle 
is here reversed. 

Rock 980. Quartzyte and magnetite. 
Within two rods of the excavation is an exposure of siliceous slate, 

ihin-bedded and dipping HO N. 60° W. This certainly has quite an 
Animike aspect. 

Rock 981. Magnetitic siliceous slate. 
Passing along heyond the excavation, we find interbandings of 

magnetitic quartz-schist and something appearing like incipient mica 
.schist. Also sericitic or brownish quartz.schist (981) and dark quartz
schist. 

Farther on, mica schist becomes still more developed; but the mag
netitic quartz.schist prevails. 

Rock 983 Mica schist and magnetitic quartz-schist. 
Sometimes the mica schist is interbanded with chlorite schist Slm

Har to that containing octahedrons of magnetite. 

¥ neported on In Fijte.nth Ann. Dr'p. Oeo/. Sll.rv. Minn., pp. 67-73, 329. 
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Rock 984. Mica schist and chlorite ~chist. 
Rock 985. Hornblende schist associated with above. 
These observations extend to the rapids out of White Iron lake. I 

ascertained last year that syenitic gneiss makes its appearance near 
the head of the rapids. The group of strata just mentioned, therefore, 
must be rE'garded as exemplifying the usual transition from the earthy 
(Kew~tin) schists to the truly crystalliue schists and gneisses. The 
peculiarity of this region is the repletion of the schists with halmatitc 
and magnetite. Their conformability, however, with the entire 
system of schists - earthy and crystalline - and their close strati
graphic proximity to the gneisses, preclude the admission of' the ex
istence hue of a suppr-Kewatin formation. 

N. E. i, S. E. i, sec. 28, T. 63-11. Garden lake. Low outcrop 
which seems to be on the dividing line between sericitic schist (v€ry 
porphyrellyte-lookiug) and mica schist. I preserved specimens in two 
stilges. 

Rock 986. More porphyrellitic, 
Rock 987. More m icaceolls. 
These additional ~bservations illustrate the genesis of' mica and horn

blende out of the common material characterizing the Kewatin slates, 
and which for convenience I have callE'd Kewatin stuff. 

At Tower, at the end of the season, the iron mines were revisited. 
Stone iron mine. A structure bearing some rpsemblance to a dike 

existed here last year," but at the present time, the disintegrat.ion of 
the south wall has almost completely removed the portion taken for 
a dike, and dispelled all possible illusion. 

Vermilion Iron Mines. The rapid decay of the sericitic schist 
under the influence of the weather, is shown in the large quantities
of crumbling schist and white powder (988) formed in an open and 
un worked excavation. 

It is to be ascertained why the crumbling is so much more com
plete here and the color so much whiter than ill ordinary exposures of 
the sericitic schists. 

From an opening for iron about five miles southeast of Tower, I 
was handed the following specimens: 

Rock 989. Fine banded quartzyte (quartz.schist) associated with 
iron ore. 

Rock 990. Graphite, from the above opening. 
This association reminds one of observations recorded above at 

the old working known as Silver city. The opening from which they 
"Described in Fifteenth Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. Minn pp. ~4, 23·1-6. 

",','" 
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were obtaine] is about 20 miles in a right line from the head of Garden 
lake; but both localities lie very nearry on the belt of the "Vermilion 
group" of crystalline schists. 

§ 35.-GENERAL SUMMARY OF FACTS OBSERVED. 

The details of observation recorded on the preceding pages pos,wss 
a high degree of geologic interest. These, with the details published 
in 18~6, furnish the means for arriving at an improved conception of 
the nature, age and relations of some of the oldest systems of rocks 
known to the geologist, and called collectively Archffian or Azoie. In 
most other sections of the country pl·esenting Archffian rocks at the 
surface, we find them so greatly and so irregularly disturbed, that ex
treme difficulty arises in the attempt to make out a complete order of 
superposition. . For this reason, geologists have been widely at var· 
iance in the views presented. Genet·ally, we have acquiesced, in 11 

provisional way, in the judgment reached, some years since, by the 
Canadian geological survey that the entire series of pre-palffiozoic 
strata consists of two divisions, known ai'l the Laurentian system 
below, and the Huronirm, above. ·Some, however, have recognized 
three, four or five systemic divisions. Even Sir William Logan was 
inclined to make two systems of the Laurentian. On the other hand, 
others have failed to see the grout1cls for any systemic divisiolls of the 
Archffian rocks; and h~ve maintained that it is unwise to attempt a 
division of them until their characters and relations should be more 
completely understood. Divergence of opinion has been so wide, and 
recorded conclusions so uncertain, that within a few years the SUIlI

mary judgment has bpen pronounced that "our chances of having lit 
some future time a clear nnder;;tanding of the geological situation of 
nort.heastern North America would be decidedly improTed if all that 
has bl!'en written about it were at once struck out of existence."* 

These statements are made to illustrate the extreme difficulty of the 
investigation of the Archffian rocks in the regions hitherto studierl; 
and to emphasize the importance of careflll and competent observa
tions in a region where the Archffian series, as in northeastern Min
nesota, has escaped most of those physical disturbances which h'[\'e 
involved other districts in confusion almosl, inextricable. After the 
abundant details of facts accumulated during two seasons, upon the 
Archffian rocks of Minnesota, a report might well be regarded incom
plete without a concise summary of the general nature of the facts, 
-;-WhitneY'und \'llld<worth : 1'1t. Azoic SU8tem "nd its proposed Bubdi·vi.io".. Bull. Mn •. Compo 

Zoo!. Geo!. Seriee, I, 520. 
41 
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and a brief indication of the in ferences which they seem to sustain. 
In this place however, the reader will not anticipate any exhaustive 
discussions. What I have to offer in this conclusion will be more in 
the nature of a syllabus of the full discussion of which the facts reo 
corded might serve as a basis 

All the clastic rocks in the northeastern angle of Minnesota, omit· 
ting here all reference to the red sandstone, preseRt an ancient, pre· 
pal:ceozoic aspect. Associated with them are eruptives of various sorts, 
which probably rose to the surface at very diverse epochs. The clastic 
rocks are destitute of fossil remains, as far as known. Most of them 
have been subjected to metamorphic actions; and to a large extent, 
the,e have been intense. Enormous masses have assumed a condition 
fully crystalline. 

Within the region her8 considered, the geographical distribution of 
the several terranes is east-northeast in the Vermilion district, and 
nearly east in the district eastward from Knife lake. Throughout the 
entire region, the clastic rocks-not excluding the so· called granites 
and syenites-present a bedded structure, sometimes indeed obscure, 
but everywhere discernible IJver all considerable exposures. Among 
the granites and gneisses the bedding may possibly be regarded as the 
result of foliation alone; but I have been led to think that its direc
tion was predetermined by planes of sedimentation. This question 
llOwever, at an appropriate time, will receive special consideration. 
For similar reasons, I regard the bedding of the crystalline schists as 
;primitively!>edimentary. The two older systellis of rocks have their 
:planes of bedding nearly vertical-inclining only a few degrees in 
one direction or the other. The bedding of the newer system is nearly 
horizontal-inclining five to fifteen degrees sonthward in the regions 
here reported on. 

l.-Urallitoid and 9neis8oid rocks. Within the distJict under con
-sideration, occur three areas of granite or granitoid gneiss, which I 
will here designate 1.-The Basswood granite, 2.-The White Iron 
granite, and 3.--The Saganaga granite. The names are taken from 
lakes lying within these areas respectively. The former two were 
described, as far as the writer's personal observations extended, in the 
15th annual report (1886). The Basswood granite occupies all the 
~Minnesota shores of Basswood lake, except the southwestern shore of 
Arm 1. The shores of Arm V have been but partially explored, but 
that arm lies wholly within the granitic field as traced out. From 
'Basswood lake the southern border of this area extends west-sQuthwe,;t 
',\0 iBurntside lake, bringing all except the southwest bay and southern 
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\Shore of that lake within the granitic area. In my own examinations 
I have not traced this boundary further west, but it is known to strike 
Vermilion lake in sllch a way that most of the northern shore lies 
within the granitic area. From Basswood lake I have traced this 
granitic mass along the national boundary to the middle of Iron lake. 
Dther researches show that the entire region between Vermilion and 
Burntside lakes and the national boundary is occupied by an unbroken 
extension of the Basswood grani teo 

The White·Iron granite occupies all the shores of White Iron lake, 
except those of the northern extremity. Eastward from this, its 
northern boundary runs a little south and then a little north of the 
Kawishiwi river, and thence to the western side of Snowbank lake. 
All except a part of the northwest shore of this lake lies within the 
White Iron granite area. Farther east, this granitic mass is lost be
neath a vast sheet of gabbro. This gabbro covering extends in the 
same direction as far as lake Gabimichigama, and apparently beyond. 
'To the south of the northern boundary of the White Iron granite as 
thus traced, this granitic mass has not been explo~d by the writer, 
,excf'pt on the shore of the lake, alJd at the point where it crosses the 
railroad between Two Harbors and Tower. 

The Saganaga granite .occupies all the shores and islands of the lake 
-of that name, except the northwest shore. It does not include Oak 
lake; but Red.rock, West Seagull, Seagull, Granite and Pine lakes 
lie wholly within it. On the fwuth it extends to Gunflint falls of ' the 
Boundary river, and its southern border has been traced east by north 
into Canada, along a line about a mile north of Gunflint lake, reach· 
ing the shore at the rapids of Gunflint river, and continuing half a 
mile north of the most projecting bays ·of North lake. From the 
western limit east of Oak lake, and west of West Seagull, the Saga
naga mass trends into Canada in a mean direction east by north. 

It will be noticed that the Saganaga granite lies in the direction of 
the prolongation of the White Iron granite; but the two are not in 
-continuity at the surface. All the shores of T ma lake, five miles east 
<>f Snowbank, are bordered by gabbro, and this rock has been traced 
northward to Kekequabic, around whose shores the eadhy schists are 
found in place. Thus the whole breftdth of the belt of White Iron 
granite tl'a'ced from the west, is cut off at the surface and concealed. 
A little further east, in the mountain range south' from Ogishke· 
muncie lake, a different eruptive, apparently more recent, occupies 
the surface. About Gabimichigama, the surface is held again by gab
bro which extends eastward indefinitely. But in the fifth range of 
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townships west, quite another terrane - the Animike - is seen em
erging from beneath the gabbro. This, without attaining here any 
considerable breadth on the north of the gabbro limit, is found thin
ning out against the sou th ward slopes of the Sagan~ga granite. As 11 

fact of surface observation therefore, the Saganaga area is cowpletely 
isolated from the White Iron area. So far as the facts thufl stated go, 
it seems probable that the two must bA regarded as continuous under
neath the covering of more recent terranes - the Animike, the gall
bro and the greenstone. This view is sustained by the continuit.y of 
trend of the neigh boring vertical Rchists through the basin of K II ife· 
lake and its long-extenrle,l Fourth Arm. It is further evinced by the 
similar constitution and st.rncture of the :-laganaga and White fron 
granites. But the ~eparateness is indicated on other grounds to w II ich 
I shall refer, and my conclusion is that the White Iron and Saganaga 
granites have only a deep-seated COil nection. 

As rep,"atedly illustrated in the details of observations repol'tetlr 
these granitic masses exhibit everywhere a vertically bedded structure. 
This is generally.somewhat distinct, and the terrane is a characteri~tic 
gneiss. The berlding is nlf)st distinct in the neighborhood of the crys
talline schists which everywhere flank the granitoid masses. It grows. 
less distinct as we recede from their neighborhood. The nearest ap
proach to the massive condition of a typical granite is noticed along: 
the shures of Crooked and Iron lakes, at a distance of about 18 miles 
from the schists of Burntside lake. Bnt even in Iron lake the bedding 
in many places, is quite unmistakable. This bedding, it is almost 
needless to say, i>l the usual schistosit'y of the crystalline rocks. 

Bedding of a different sort is occasionally met. The terrane is di
vided by numerous planes n.early horizontal. At times resulting lay
ers are less than half an inch in thickness; generally, they exceed an 
inch. The dividing planes do not possess the regularity and rigidity 
of proper joints, and their cause appears to be extremely different. 
Slow weathering seems to be indicated by the usual relation of the
bedding planes to surfaces of exposnre. The most striking examples
of this structure OCClll' on the northern shores of Basswood lake, in 
range nine west. 

The characteristic mineral contents of the granitoid rocks are qUiil·tZr 

orthoclase and hornblende or mica. These constituents vary great ly 
in relative proportions. In the Basswood granite, the quartz gl'aillS 
are generally not over a tenth of an inch in diameter. In the White
Iron Granite, they occasionally attain a diameter of a quarter or third 
of an inch, and in the Sagunaga Granite, large grains of qnartz are-

· i 
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generally dispersed, and become a characteristic feature of that ter
rane, very often reaching half' an inch in diameter. 'rhe dark mineral 
-of the Basswo(ld granite is very generally mica-for the greater part 
biotite, but often hydromica. Muscovite prevails alon,i' Crooked and 
Iron lakes, and biotite and hydromica at Burntside lake. In certain 
conditions of the formation, the biotite is extremely fine, badly char
acterized, even under the lens, and seelllS to be in a nascent state. 
From such a condition of the rock we pass in one direction, to a well 
defined mica-granite, and in the opposite, to a well defined hornblende
granite. The transition is transverse to the axis of the bedding_ In 
the White Iron and Saganaga masses, the dark mineral is chiefl.r horn
blende. But not unfrequently it is augite, and very commonly the 
mineral has reached by the process of change, an earthy and viri
ditic aspect. In the Baswood area-in the vicinity of Pipestone fal18, a 
~hloritic mineral usurps the place of mica or horn blende, and instead 
-of occurring in distinct grains or individuals, blends off on the borders 
into the contiguous feldspar. This condition of the granite is found 
also in the southern part of lake Kekequabic, and again in the south
€rn part of West Seagull and Seagull lakes, and in the west one of 
the long Arms of Saganaga lake. Quartz, in these cases, occurs but 
sparingly. Chlorite-syenite is a condition appertaining to the vicinity 
of the schists which flank the granitoid masses on both sides. 

A:l to the feldspathic constituent, it is prevailingly orthoclase. This 
on fresh fracture is white in some districts and red in others. In 
sOllie regions, the white or pale orthoclase weathers red. This is the 
{'.ase along the shores of Crooked lake, where the wide -extended, bare 
surfaces acquire a blood-red hue. In other regions, as along the west 
.side of West Seagull lake, the white orthoclase weathers white, and 
the granitic hills gleam with a brilliance almost dazzling At some 
places on White Iron lake the orthoclase occurs in individuals an inch 
in diameter. In other regions, the orthoclase is badly individualized, 
and forms an im perfect groundmass for the other minerals. Beside 
orthoclase, hiclinic feldspars are generally presen t in su bordinate pro
portlOns. Occasionally, by the adventitiou~ absence of the dark min
€rals, the rock becomes a true granulyte, but gel1erally with an excess 
·of orthocbse. On the contrary, the granulyte is eminently quartzose 
at the head of the small bay near the west end of lake Saganaga. 

The physical structure and mineral constitution of the granitoid 
masses are subject to marked and sometimes ahrupt variations. In 
the middle of lake Saganaga, I found an island composed of good 
mica-gneiss. On all sides the formation is syenite. In the westerly 
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one of the t.wo long arms of Saganaga lake, the syenite on one of the 
islands becomes abruptly quartzose to excess, and simultaneously the 
orthoclase becomes a feldspa thic matrix, and then nearly disappears," 
and an argillaceous, sericitic, schistic rock takes the place of the
syenite. Hut this is immediately succeeded, on the nearest island, by 
the ordinary syenite of the region. 

A highly striking and significant feature of the Saganaga and White
Iron syenites is the presence of rounded pebbles sparingly disselllin
ated, but at certain points aggregated in such numbers as.to form a 
real conglomerate ill the midst of the' syenite. Many particulars of 
these occurrences have been recorded in my notes on Seagu 11, West 
Seagull and Saganaga lakes, to which reference may be made. 

These observations are quite analogous to others made in New Eng
gland and reported in a comprehensive way in the' Geology of Ver
mont... In most of the instances cited by Dr. E. Hitchcock, the
pebbles are embraced in" talcose schists;" but he nJentions cases in 
Massach usetts and Vermont, of which he says: " We define this 
rock as a conglomerate with a cement of syenite or granite, or as a 
syenite or granite with pebbles in it, sometimes thickly and some
times sparsely disseminated." The rounded pebbles on Ascuteny are' 
" black rounded masses which are for the most part, c;'ystalline horn
blende with some feldspar." "At Gran by, the pebbles, manifestly 
rounded, are either mica schist or white, almost hyaline quartz ,. On 
bbe other hand, tIle pebbles occurring in the Saganaga syenite are· 
mostly greenish, lamellar, augitic and chloritic; but some ofthelll a)'f~ 
composed of augite and a feldspar having the microscopic appeanllce' 
of orthoclase. Quartz is conspicuously absent. To the interpretation 
of these facts I will briefly ret urn in another connection. 

The gneiss and granites are extensively traversed by quartzose and; 
granulitic veins. These have been fully illustrated in the annual re
port. Dikes of diabase are abundant. Occasionally, as in Burntside
lake, they appear to be rather dioritic. 

2. Vermilion crystalline schists. The vertically schistose gneisses
are flanked by vertical crystalline schists having a variable width. 
These have been designated by the geological survey of Mi.nnf'sota~ 
"The Vermilion group." Alung the south side of the Basswood 
granite, they occupy an average width of half a mile - but varying 
from a quarter of a mile to two miles. The belt bas been traced quite
distinctly from Vermilion lake to near Carp lake - taking in the south 
shore of Burntside, passing north of Long, includiug the north part. 
* Volnme I, pp. 28-45; e.pecially pp. 40 and 41. 

... 't. 
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of Newton, occupying the west side of Arm II of Basswood lake, the 
southern swell of Arm III, and the southern extremity of Arm I. The 
continuance of this belt of crystalline schists has not been observed 
further east. It is supposed to strike northeasterly into Canada, lying 
somewhat to the north of Sucker and Pseudo-messer lakes. 

Another belt of the crystalline schists extends along the north flank 
of the White Iron granite. It touches the northern extremity of 
White Iron lake,4md is well exposed at the rapids out of the lake. 
Its westward continuation I have not traced. Eastward I have not 
been able to trace it continuously farther than the western border of 
Range X; but it ought to be found on Triangle lake, lind thence to 
Snowbank, near the western extremity; where evidences of its prox
imity have been observed. Eastward of Snowbank lake, its non-ap
pearance may be attributed to the bed of gabbro which conceals the 
eastward prolongation of the White Iron granite. Farther east, we 
find the southern slope of the Saganaga granite encroached upon by 
the Animike slates; but north of Gunflint and North lakes, the fringe 
of crystalline schists appears, resting against the vertical beds of gneiss. 
This region is within the Canadian Do~inion, and no attempt has 
been made to trace it farther. 

The crystalline schists along the southern border of the Basswood 
granite, consist chiefly of muscovite and biotite schist; but with oc
casional hornblende schist and rarely a dioryte schi~t. Generally, 
these schists are not well characterized; being fine-grained, and in 
many places transitional in constitution. On the south side of Burnt
side occurs a good scythe.stone-a fine, homogenous muscovite-schist 
-but a mile or two further east, a massive hornblende schiRt usurps 
its place. In the belt as observed north of Gunflint and North lakes, 
biotite and horn bIen de both occur, sometimes in mixture and some
times in alternation. 

The mode of tramition between the gneisses and crystalline schists 
is noteworthy. It is never abrupt. It is a structural gradation. In 
the neighborhood of the line of junction, beds of gneiss and beds of 
schist occur in many alternations. On the gneissic side of the line, 
the schistic beds are at first several inches in thickness, and of fre
quent occurrence, or else thin, and correspondingly augmented in 
number. As we recede from the line, the schistic beds grow thinner 
and occur less frequently. On the schistic side of the separating line, 
occur some gneissic bands of various thickness, all conformable with 
the schists; and often large angular fragments of gneiss, little or not 
at all displaced from\edded conformity with the schist. These phe. 
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Domena were so fully described and illustrated in the fifteenth report 
that I have given them a less conspicuous place in the present one. 
One striking instance however, is described, occurring north of Gun
flint lake, in which I estimated about five hundred thin bands of horn
blende schist intersecting the gneiss within a breadth of forty-five feet. 
I have also described in this region, a direct mineralogical transition 
from earthy and sub-crystalline schists to gneiss, without the inter
ven tion of proper crystalline schist.s. The earthy schist becomes at 
first porphyritic with feldspar, and then with feldspar and quartz. 
While the proportion of these minerals increases, the ground mass re
solves itself into nascent mica and then intu well-formed individuals 
of biotite or horn blende, or both together. The significance of these 
structural and mineralogical transitions will be referred to in another 
connecti ()li. 

3. Kewatin semi-crystalline schists.-In his "Report on the Geology of 
the Lake of the Woods Region" for 1885, * Mr. Andrew C. La wson has 
app lied the term "Kewatin" to certain schists occurring in the vicin
inity of that lake and holding position immediately above the gran
itoid gnei>ises. The geological f'iurvey of Minnesota has for two years 
employed this term, slightly modified, to designate provisionally a 
series of earthy and semi-crystalline schists holding a position next 
above the crystalline schists. In our usage therefore, the term is less 
extensive in application than in the original proposal of :v.rr. Lawson_ 
Without citing at present, the classes of strata embraced under this 
designation in Canada, I will proceed at once to a summary descrip
tion of the strata to which we have applied it in Minnesota. 

(1). Distribution_ These rocks occupy the whole of the south and 
east shores of Vermilion lake as far as Mud Creek bay and somewhat 
beyond. Thence the southern boundary of the belt passes half a mile 
south of Burntside and balf a mile north of Long lake, and thence 
through Newton lake nearly to the most southern bay of Basswood 
and Arm I of the same lake. It continnes eastward so as to pass be
tween Basswood and Carp lakes, and thence northeastward into Can
ada-the northern limit of the belt lying north of Sucker, Pseudo
messer and Knife lakes, and far north of Ottertrack, Oak and Saganaga 
lakes. All these lakes lie wholly within the Kewatin belt, except Sag
anaga, which only encroaches upon it along the northwestern border. 

The southern limit of the Kewatin belt has been traced from a point 
south of Eaglenest lakes, T- 62-15, to the northern extremity of White 
Iron lake, thence across the north part of Farm lake, to Triangle and --- . 

.. Geoingicai and Natural History Survey of Canada, 1885, CC. 
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Snowbank lakes. Following the west shore of Snowbank it leaves 
the north shore within the granitic area, but bends southward to cut 
.off the eastern extremity of the lake. and proceeds thence to the 
vicinity of Kekequabic, where for the distance of two miles, it is over
lapped by the gabbro sheet. East of the middle point of this lake, 
the system is revealed again, if we may venture to regard the Ogishke 
conglomerate as a part of it. But the southern border is overlapped 
by greenstone. As far east as the north shore of Gabimichigama, the 
system is largely exposed, with its character well preserved. East
ward of this, for twelve miles, the writer has not observed the Kewa
tin rocks. But north of Gunflint they recur in unmistakable char
acler and continue eastward near the north shore 0 North lake into 
the remoter regions of Canada. 

It will be observed, from the foregoing description, that no con
nection has been actually traced between the Kewatin schists 
north of Gunflint lake and those as far west as Knife lake. 
A long the national boundary, the Knife lake schists have been traced 
-to the crystalline area of Saganaga lake, and thence along the north
west and north !'>ides of that lake. The southern limit of the Knife 
lake schists and the Ogishke conglomerate, on about the meridian of 
the west end of Saganaga, is lost to view. Does it turn northward 
so as to throw the whole bread th of this Kewatill belt to the II orth of the 
Saganaga granite; or is the Kewatin belt here split-one branch pass
ing to the north and the other to the south of the Saganaga granite? 
In the former case, the Saganaga granite would be continuous with 
the White Iron granite. In this case, the Gunflint Kewatin would be 
a distinct belt, and its westward continuation would have to be sought 
along the southern border of the White Iron granite. But even if in 
position there, it might be concealed by overflows of gabbro and 

, greenstone, or by the vast Animike system. The strike of the Ani
mike beds north of Gunflint is so much north of east as to suggest the 
opinion that the belt is separated from the main or northern belt by 
the interposition of the White Iron.Saganaga granitoid range. At 
the same time, its lithological characters very closely resemblA those 
of thc Knife lake Kewatin; and since rocks which I strongly incline 
to believe Kewatin, are traced:eastward from Ogishke.muncie, through 
Town.line and Frog,rock lakes well toward the southern side of the 
Saganaga granitoid area, it rather appears probable that the Gun· 
:flint Kewatin is really a southern bifurcation of the Knife lake Re-

watin. 
No exposure of the Kewatin series has been observed by myself far-

:12 
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ther east than North lake, in the meridian of Range II west. But r 
have information apparently reliahle, of its occurrence in a limited 
exposure as far east as South Fowl lake, in sec. 1, T. 64, R. 3E. In 
the opposite direction it is found, according to a private letter from 
Mr. H. V. Winchell, in sec. 11, T. 59, R. 14W. It strikes here N. 
80° E. The position seems to be on the south of the White Iron 
granite range. 

(2). General lithological characters of the Kewatin schists. Vel'· 
tical bedding is almost everywhere, within the region examined, dis
tinct and unambiguous. In certain places, however, the bedding is 
obscure, or even completely obliterated. Such obscuration may often 
be traced in the action of erupted masses; but more often the hard
ened and metamorphosed condition of the strata is not ascribable to 
any visible cause. Passages from the more earthy to the more hard
ened condition take place along the direction of the strike, as also ill 
a direction at right angles with it. The strike of these vertical schists 
is in general east·northeast in the region west of Saganaga lake, and 
somewhat more easterly in the region east of it. The directness of 
the strike is us remarkable as its perflistence. The flexures of the strata 
are but moderate. It is only on the south of Ogishke-muncie, and 
about Fox and Agamok lakes that evidences of considerable disturb
ance are manifest Some of these features were described and figured 
in the report for 1886, pp. 168, 169, 375-378. On the north of Saga
ga lake the strike still holds steadily east-northeast, and on the north 
of Gunflint lake it is not very different. 

The beds for the greater part are even and continuous, and the 
cleavage is coincident with the bedding. The planes of sedimenta
tion may frequently be detected by means of the usulil banding. The 
universal coincidence of these, when discoverable, with the planes of 
the cleavage system, affords good evidence that the cleavage planes. 
everywhere point out the direction of the original sedimentation. 

Often, however, the bedding becomes irregular, the rock being re
solved into a mass of lenticular and cuneiform pieces a few inches in 
length. This condition may pass by rapid transition into that of 
regular bedding. 

In lithological composition the Kewatin schists present notable di
versification. The principal rock species are: (1) Graywacke, (2) 
Argillyte, (3) Sericitic schist, (4) Chlorite schist, (5) Porphyrellyte 
schist, and (6) Hoomatite. The graywacke generally occupies a po
sition nearest to the crystalline schists. Often, however, the seri
citic and ar6illitic rocks graduate into a graywackenitic formation. 
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The best characterized graywackes are obscurely hedded, dark gray 
and composed of fine grains of quartz and feldspar mostly but not ex· 
clusively monoclinic, all imbedded in a sparse or copious ground mass 
of a silico-argillaceous character Disseminated through the rock are 
generally some black specks of an anthracitic character. Peroyide of 
iron also, is often present. From the condition thus described the 
variations are very marked. Often through an excess of quartz and a 
high silicification of the groundmass, the rock becomes impure.flin ty, 
and under the influence exerted by heat, has acquired a ringing hard
ness, accompanied by two or three sets of jointage planes, which di
vide the mass into cuneiform portions. It thus seems to answer the 
description of hornfels. This condition is approximated very fre
quently. But, far from being persistent, we often see it pass rapidly 
into a well-bedded terrane. In another direction, the felsitic constit
uent exists in increased quantity, and the dark aspect of the other 
ingredients gives the rock a diabasic look, especially whfln, as is 
mostly the case, all bedded structure is completely disguised. At 
times it is almost impossible to decide macroscopically whether the 
rock is a real diabase, an anamesitic doleryte, or only an altered and 
aberrant graywacke. (Rep. XV, p 27.) As an instance of this may 
be mentioned the rock about the shores of Flask lake, in T. 64-9 W. 
Another is near the northern entrance to Garden lake (XV Rep., pp. 
125-6, 68.) It is seen equally well developed on the north shore of 
Frog Rock lake and the southel'n part of Crab lake. 

Another member of the Kewatin series is argillyte. In position it 
generally lies next the principal mass of graywacke. Argillytes well 
characterized exist in great a buudance. Such may be seen front Ver
milion lake to Knife lake. N ewfoulld lake and Moose 1 ake in T G4:-9 
W., lie in the midst of an area of such argillytes. The slate is bl11ish 
or buffish. highly argillaceous, and cleaves smoothly and with great 
facility. Such slate exists less exclusively in the basins of Long, Fall, 
Ensign and Knife lakes. Other argillytes equally slaby and smooth
cleaving, but of a dark almost black color, are widely distributed and 
abundant. Of rare occurrence in the vicinity of Vermilion lake, they 
are quite increased in volume along some parts of Fall lake, an(1 be
come predominant around the shores of the western part of Knife 
lake. Dark argillytes are also associated with the conglomerate of 
Ogishke.muncie, but these require separate mention. Many of the 
argillytes of Knife lake acquire a considerable percentage of silica, and 
become siliceous argillytes, retaining generally their free cleavability 
and characteristic color, which is mostly dark. The silicification of 
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the argillytes has frequently gone so far that the rock is a strict sili
ceuus schist, retaining generally, a dusky color, but sometimes acquir
ing a marked translucency. Generally, strata or laminre of siliceous 
schi~t, flint, or red jasper alternate with laminre or beds of dark sili· 
ceous or characteristic. argillyte. With these, sometimes, are lam· 
inre of hrematitic sIliceous schist. In a large detached mass of this 
kind, found at the western extremity of Knife lake,- the various 
Jaminre were strikingly contorted. This mass was supposed to be not 
far removed from place; hut no such character has been see'n by the 
writer actually in strata of the Kewatin series so far west as Knife 
lake. But jaspery hrematite has been observed between Nameless 
and Sand lakes, in T. 62-14. On the contrary, similar characters 
have been observed in the Animike schists north of the west end of 
Gunflint lake, and less contorted at other points along the north 
shore. 

Besides the transitions above mentioned, the argillytes of Knife lake 
exhibit many transitions to sericitic schist. This may be observed 
taking place ill the direction of the strike and also across it. Trans
itions to graywacke have been mentioned. The impression made upon 
the observer by these passages is a conviction that all these species of 
rock have been originally the same; and out of the same material, 
varyiug conditions, primary and secondary, have produced the diversi· 
fied states of rock above described. 

Another species of rock belonging t~ the Kewatin series is sericitic 
schist. This is generally of a light brown color and a silky or soapy 
feel. It is always distinctly and thinly laminated. By access of argil
laceous matter, it often passes into a brown argillyte. When in a 
state of characteristic.purity, it sometimes effioresces under expOflUre 
to the weather, giving rise to a powder. white like flour or tinged with 
iron peroxide. This schist is most abundant in the western part of 
the region studied, where it is as~ociated with beds of hrematite 
Eastward, it becomes a brown, smooth sericitic argillyte, but hag only 
a local distriblJtion. It occurs on the north side of Ensign lake, at 
one or two points in the northwest part of Frog Rock lake, and at 
several points on Town Line lake. Outcrops are also seen on the 
south side of Ogishke·muncie lake. A frequent characteristic of the 
sericitic argillyte is the occurrence of disseminated grains of free 
quartz. This character is quite striking at one point on the north of 
Ensign lake, on the south shore of the north part of Ogishke-muncie 
lake, and at two points on Frog Rock lake and several on Town Line 
I" 
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A fourth species of schist is chloritic. In full development it pos
sesses a dark earthy green or bluish color, moderate hardness, and 
generally an imperfect and irregular bedding. '}'he general trend of 
the structure is always conformable with that of the adjacent schists. 
An instance of the highe&t development of this schist may be seen at 
Kawasachong falls, in the stream flowing from Garden into Fall lake. 
As the nature of this rock is not yet settled by common consent, it is 
frequently referred to in this report as the' 'Kawasachong rock." A full 
account of its occurrence at this place may be found in the Fifteenth 
Report, pp. 319-322. The fully developed condition of the rock may 
also be seen at many other poillts-notably on the north side of Frog 
Rock lake, where I made a detailed study of it (page '306), and at the 
northern extremity of Pseudo·messer lake, in Canadian territory. It 
is reported largely distributed on the south of Long lake about the new 
Iron nunes. 

Chlorite schist presents countless cases of gradation into seriritic 
• schists and argillyte; insomuch that in my detailed descriptions fre

quent mention is made of "chloritic-seric~tic schist·s" and "ehloritic 
argillyte." The chlorihc constituent also very frequently invades the 
graywackes. The question of the eruptive origin of any rart of the 
chlorite schist will be considered hereafter. 

A fifth species of schist occulTing in the Kewatin series is porphy. 
rellyte-a name of purely provisional import, and IIsed here, while the 
rock awaits due investigation. simply to avoid the misapplication of 
any well·known term. This species of schist has been found existing 
in immense volume and over a wide extent of territory, especially be
tween Sucker and Gunflint lakes. In tracing out the schists recog
nized as sericitic and argillitic, it was noticed that they sometimes 
acquire gradually a constituent which imparts a somewhat waxy lustre 
and waxy transparancy on thin edges. In the earlier observations 
about Vermilion lake, the siliceous constituent was sufficient to give 
considerable hardness to tile rock, and such schists were set down as 
"felsitic." My earlier notes in 1886 contain occasional mention of 
" febitic-sericitic schist" " felsitic argillytfl" and even of "felsyte 
schist"-ail the determinations, it will be remembered, simply mac
roscopic, and made in the field. In proceeding eastward similar rocks 
were occasionally noted; but in entering Sucker lake from the west, 
it was first noticed that the so-called "felsyte schist" was deficient in 
hardness, and I felt inclined to regard it as an "argillaceous felsyte 
schisL" Uncertain of its real nature, I continued to note its occur
rence in increasing abundance, as far as lake Kekequabic. Here, on 
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Stacy island, I found distinct and numerous feldspar crystals imbed
ded in it. Having a groundmass apparently feldspathic to a partial 
extent, t,his formation might have been set down as porphyry. But it 
was obviously of sedimentary origin, and was interbedded with slates. 
Also in the immediate vicinity, the forms of pe bbJes were traceable 
in the rock. Exactly similar observations were subsequently made on 
both sides of the narrows between Zeta and Dike lakes, T. 65-6W. 

(Fifteenth Rep., p. 158), but most satisfactorily on the north side. As 
the rock clearly was not an erupted and true porphyry, I designated it 
porpli1lrel. This pseudo-porphyry was ~u bsequently met many times. 
Finally, along the two terminal bifurcations of the Fourth Arm of 
Kuife lake, I was specially impressed by two groups of observations. 
First, the groundmass of the porphyrel was entirely too soft to admit 
the hypothesis of a felsitic nature; and secondly, the feldspar crystals 
appeared and disappeared at frequent intervals, while at some inter
mediate points they were very few in number, and sometimes appeared 
to be just emerging into existence from the general ground mass. (See 
rocks 549 and 954-5.) In all these cases the formation preserved a 
rude and irregular stratification. On the north bifurcation of the 
Fourth Arm of Knife lake, 1,orphyrellyte is the prevailing rock; and it 
rises in many massive bluffs on both sides. In a small bay near the 
.eastern extremity, it becomes a porphyrel, and here, as at Kekequa
bic (west end of Stacy island.and rock 360) and Zeta lakes. the out· 
lines of pebbles may be traced. At the ., Promontory of Knife lake," 
which separates the Fourth Arm from the body of the lake, an argil
laceous porphyrellyte is capped by It thick sheet of gabbro (p. 209). A 

more characteristic porphyrellyte is capped by gabbro on the eastern 
shore of the southward projecting bay near the eastern end of Knife 
lalw (p. 206). On the north side of Gunflint lake, the vertical schists 
rallge from porphyrellyte to argillaceous porphyrellyte and porphyrel. 
The latter acquires also, in some parts of this region, abundant grains . . 
Di quartz. 

In most of the localities where porphyrellyte occurs it is found alter
nating with argillyte - sometimes of a slate color and sometimes dark 
or almost black. The loca I relations of these differen t varieties of 
schist are well illustrated on the south side of the llorth bifurcation 
Df the Fourth Arm of Knife lake. The passage is both along the strike 
and across it-in either case reflecting light on the genetic relations 
of the two. In the same region, but chiefly on the north shore, the 
porphyrellyte may be seen passing into a hardened flintyargillyte, as 
also into a condition having a diabasic aspect - hard, and almost 
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without hedding. A puzzling condition occurs on the north side of 
Frog Rock lake, where toward the east, felsitic.looking bosses alter
nate with diabase-looking bossel:!, chloritic bosses and real diabase. 
Never, however, as far; as I have traced tlltl Kewatin schists, does the 
translucent, waxy constituent permanently disappear. This Sf'ems to 
be the fundamental material out of which nature has produced not 
only porphyrellyte and porphyrel, but also some sericitoid and argil
laceous schists, and even some hard diabase· looking rock·masses. 
These indications led me to designate as "Kewatin stuff" the funda· 
mental mineral which has revealed itself under so mallY aspects. 

The diversification of porphyrellyte may be traced in another direc
tion. Already when making observations in the vicinity of Vermilion 
and Eagle Nest lal,es, I discovered small serpentinous lum~ (XV 
Rep. p. 32) and thin films in that modification of Kewatin rocks re
port.ed as ., porodyte "- after Wadsworth. I recorded the opinion 
that the rocks of that vicinit.y were pervaded generally " by a mag
nesian element." Next. I subsequently observed in the southern bi
furcation of the Fourth Arm of Knife lake, that porphyrellyte passes 
by insensible gradations into porodyte; and I learned that Knife lake 
porodyte is only another of the modifications of "Kewatin stuff." 
Again, the obscurely conglomeritic character of some examples .of 
l)orphyrel has been noted in several places. N ow let the feldspar 
crystals disappear from conglomeritic porphyrel, and it approaches 
closely to some states of the so·called "Stuntz conglomerate"-of 
which I shall have a word further to say. It thus appears that the 
basal su bstance of porphyrellyte reveals its existence under a very in
teresting variety of modifications. 

The nature of that basal su bstance remains to be determined. But 
meantime. while awaiting opportunity to make appropriate investiga. 
tion. I have considered thp, possibility that Kewatin stuff is essentially 

.parophite, a form of vinita, a hydrous, aluminous alkaline silicate. 
Such composition would account for porphyritization with either feld
spar or quartz, or both conjoint.ly; and as magnesia is a constant alka
line constituent (together with potash) we have means of explaining 
the occurrence of serpen tinous lumps in the porodyte of Vermilion 
lal{e - if indeed, they be not parophite or agalmatolite instead. * The 
formation here considered seems to bear no relation to the" Serpen
-tine Group" of HomingeJ'. t 

* I'nrophite is a mime proposed by Dr. T. S. Hunt, from the resemblance of the rock t~ ophile or 
-l'erpentlne. See Heport, Canadian Geological Survey, 1851.2. pp. 95-U9; Geolooyof Canada, 1853, "p. 
·484·6. 

t llominger, Geological Survey of Michtgan. vol. iv, pp. 13:-113. 
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Should it be supposed that the porphyrel above referred to is probably 
a true erupted porphyry the following may serve as adequate reasons 
for thinking otherwise: 

(a) The vertical structure which exists seems to include th~ vestiges 
of an original sedimentary stratification. This structure is the result 
of stratification and schistosity combined. Sometimes the slatineRs is. 
conspicuolls (Rock 955). 

(b) The porphyrel, in numerous cases, reveals the original presence 
of pebbles, the outlines of which are now obscured, and the nature of 
which has probably been changed. 

(c) The porphyrel passes insensibly into porphyrellyte which (be
sides retaining its traces of stratification) exists in such volume that 
it wouPtl strain credulity to believe it eruptive. 

(d) The groundmass of the Ogishke conglomerate - beyond aU 
question fragmental in origin - sometimes, as has been stated in the 
former part of this report, develops feldspar crystals, and becomes in 
form and substance, an argillaceolls porphyrel. 

(e) Porphyrel and porphyrellyte are found interstratified with dark 
siliceous argillytes. See page 324. 

(3) The Ogishke dolomyte. Having stated concisely the characters 
of the predominating rocks of the Kewatin series, I make brief men
tion next, of lithological features more or less local and exceptional. 
Dolornyte has been observed at only one locality. That is near the 
shore of th~ northeastern part of Ogishke-muncie lake. It is vertically 
bedded, mostly impure, stained with iron oxide, crumbling, pervaded 
by sericitic matter and passing laterally into conformable beds of seri_ 
citic schist. The strike is parallel with the axis of this part of the 
lake. It was traced only a few rods. For further particulars, see 
pp. 95, 316. 

(4) The hfBmatite lodes of the Kewatin. These have not fallen 
within the scope of observations made in 1887. Such facts as were 
observed in 18~6 may be founel recorded in the fifteenth annual re
port. 

(5) The conglomerates of the Kewatin. The Ogishke conylomerate 
is limited to the vicinity of Ogishke-muncie lake. On the west it is 
seen finilt at Stacy island in Kekequabic lake; but occurs also along 
the north shore of the eastern part of the lake. Its northern boundary 
passes a little nor~h of Alpha, Beta and Gamma lakes, sec. 29, T. 65-6, 
and thence eastward to the portage between Zeta and Dike lakes. 
thence to the portage between Zeta and Ogishke-muncie lakes, thel1ce 
northeastward so as to cut off half a mile of the eastern end of Crab 
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lake; thence east to the northern side of Town Line lake; thence 
southeast to the centre of sec. 18, T. 65-5, on the north west shore of 
Frog Rock lake. From here the boundary is lost. The conglomerate 
does not appear on the west or south shore of Frog Rock lake. From 
the point of occurrrnce last mentioned the boundary mu~t pass south
west. Section 24, T. 65-6, is within the conglomerat!' area. The 
southern border is found neal' the outlet of Agamok lake, it:! sec. 36, 
T. 65-6, and again neal' the centre of sec. 35, T. 65-6, on the moun
tain slope, a mile south of Ogishke-muncie. But froUl here the boun
rlary bends suddenly northward to the N. E. t, sec. 26, T. 65-6, and 
thence southeast to S. E. t, sec. 27, T. 65-6. Thence the southern 
border bends southeasterly, passing to the east of Twin peaks in S. E. 
-1-, sec. 34, T. 65-6. The continuation westward is now unknown for 
the space of two miles, the southern boundary being struck again on 
the southeast of lake Kekequabic in sections 31 and 32, T. 65-6. Thp. 
area thus circumscribed has an extreme length of eight milt·s and an 
extreme breadth of two miles or a little more. 

The Ogishke conglomerate is composed of beds standing vertical, 
with slight inclinations one way and the other. There Reem~ to be a 
general strike in an east and west direction, and in places this strike 
is distinct for a quarter of a mile or more, especially near the borders 
of the conglomeritic area. Within the area, the strikPs are mostly 
obscure; but when distinct, they conform to the general trend. In 
many places however, the strike seems to vary. much from the normal 
direction. This is seen along the immediate shore of the lake, and on 
the mountain slope south of it, as also in the vicinity of Fox and 
Agamok lakes. In the last named region, a centre of disturbance 
seems to be revealed (Fifteenth Report, pp. 168-9). It must be noted 
however, that the magnetic needle, around the shore of Ogishke-mun
cie, deviates with much irregularity. 

Considering more carefully the lithological character of the beds. 
we find the grouudillass in which the pebbJes are imbedded, to be es
sentially a dark slaty argillyte, varying from a typical argillyte 
through all the COll(lItions already noted in the argillytes of the Ke
watin series-cleavable, badly cleavable, siliceous, feldspathic, hard
baked and "diabasic." Tile pebbles are not uniformly distribnted 
through the formation. They lie in courses coinciaent with the strike, 
and. their longer axes generally lie in the same direction Some of 
the slaty beds are well filled with pebbles large and small; others con
tain but few, and these mostly small. Again, we find many beds en
tirely destitute of pebbles; and this condition exists in places across 

43 
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a breadth of ten or twel ve rods, to be succeeded again by conglomer
ate. The transition is apt to be abrupt. A bed well filled with peb
bles is likely to be succeeded by beds without pebbles, and possessing 
all the characters of an ordinary argillyte (See Fifteenth Rep. p.163). 
These variations are well seen around the ShOlES at the west end of 
Ogishke.muncie. 

The limits of th .. conglomerate area are not abrupt They are in
dicated by the gradual diminution in the proportion of pebbles, and in 
their size. In the direction of the longer axis of the area, this is well 
seen at Stacy islan<l in lake Kekequabic, while the vanishing point in 
the opposite direction is seen in the northwestern part of Frog 
Rock lake. In this direction the diminution in the size uf the pebbles 
is a more signal feature than in the transverse direction. On the moun
tain south of Ogishke-muncie the country rock undergoes a change 
into a formation resembling greenstone; and in this large bowlders are 
sparsely disseminated. A similar observation is made on the north 
of Ogishke-muncie. In the greenstone condition, the outlines of the 
peb bles become mur:h obscured, while at the east and west extremit
ies of the conglomerate area, the diminished pebble!> remam well 
isolated. 

Another course of variation is observed in the vicinity of Ogishke
muncie lake. The same transitions in the state of metamorphism of 
the mass of the formation take place as have been noted in reference 
to the graywackes and argillytes farther west. In limiteu districts 
the smooth rounded bosses of the conglomerate present a striking re
semblance to diabasic outbursts. But these in most cases, are dis
tinctly siliceous; in others, the ground mass contains numerous indi
viduals of feldspar. Many times the pebbles are nearly or quite con
,cealed by the change which has affected the formation. ~ometimes 

the forms of pebbles are completely undiscoverable above the water
line, while sufficien tly distinct beneath it, These conditions are best 
exposed on the western and sou them shores of Ogishke-muncie. On 
the eastern shore, north of the northern narrows, and at a dist.ance 
inland, the diabasic aspect of the formation and the obscurity of the 
pebbles are very noticeable features. 

Another feature o~' the highly metamorphic conditions of the for
anation is the metamorphism of the pebbles, as well as the groundmass. 
By this llleans the mineral nature of the pebbles is approximated to 
that of the groundlllas~, and thus the obscurity of their outlines is 
.caused. The ljebble-bearing "green rock" on the mountain south of 
tOgishke-l11ll})cie, seems to be one of the results of metamorphic chang!? 
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(Fifteenth Rep., p 165). But I do not mean to assert the absence of 
erupted greenstones ill other parts of the same range. A similar 
change has been suffered in the ridge a mile north of Ogishkemuncie. 

As to the pebbles themselves, it may be stated that their most cons
picuous features are their strictly slTIc,othed spheroidal forms, the di
versity of their mineral characters and their prevailing arrangement 
in courses. Evidently, these rock-fragments have been long rolled on 
some ancient beach. Their sizes range from a quarter of an inch to 
ten inches; and the ground mass is locally composed largely of the 
same materials in a finer state. This is seen on the main land north 
of Camper's island. Withoilt attempting a complete enumeration of 
kinds, the following may be named: (1). Syenite, reselll bling Saga
uaga Hyenite but with little horn bIen de ; (2). Greenstone; (3). Por
phyry; (4:). Red jasper; (5). Flint; (6). Quartz, opaque, white; (7) 
Petrosilex; (8). Ordinary syenite with black hornblende; (9). Dior
yte, coarse, with dark green hornblende; (10). Dioryte, fine, with 
dark green hornblende, (11). Porphyroid, weathering light and cel
lular; (12). Siliceous schist; (13). Carbonaceous, siliceous argillyte
sparingly. The foregoing list was made out on Camper's island near 
the narrows in Ogishke-muncie lake. This is about the centre of the 
most characteristic portion of the formation. In all directions from 
here the diversification of the pebbles diminishes. On Stacy island 
however, in Kekequabic lake, the conglomerate is slightly brecciated, 
and the fragments consist of fine diabase, dark siliceous schist, red 
jasper and black flint, all imbedded in a matrix of dark color, looking 
somewhat like the overlying dark slate. 

The relative age of the Ogishke conglomerate is a difficult question 
which cannot be regarded as settled. The prima facie evidence would 
make it a part of the Kewatin system, conformable in structure and 
eonsecutive in history. The fundamental rock-stratum holding the 
pebbles is essentially an argillyte presenting t,he same characters and 
subject to the same variations as the argillyte of Knife and Pseudo
messer lakes and the region further west. On the northern boundary 
the formation visibly passes from Ogisbke-muncie Ly diminution and 
final loss of pebbles, into the argillyte of Zeta and Epsilon lakes From 
Kekequabic, it graduates similarly into the argillytes of Pickle, Spoon, 
Plum and Knife lakes. On the west it is traced by absolute con· 
tinuity into the argillyte of the western Arm of Knife lake, and thence 
through Sucker, Ensign, Newfound and Moose lakes. The argillytes 
and associated schists of the Reries as found at Ensign and contiguous 
lakes, are admittedly in continuity with the argillytes and associated 
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schists found at Long, Sand, Eagle Nest. and Vermilion lake~. More
over, we find in the area of t.he conglomerate itself, local developments 
of sericitic schists, such as farther west are so largely associated with 
the argillytes. These are found on the shore of Ogishke-muncie lake 
south of Camper's island, and farther north on the south shore, asso
ciated with the dolomyte above described. Such schists are elsewhere 
found within the conglomerate area, on Town Line and Frog Rock 
lakes. To make the identification more complete, the sericitic schists 
of Frog Rock and Town Line lakes are filled with quartz grains, pre
cisely as. the recognized Kewatin sericitic schists are charged with 
them on the north shore of Ensign lake. Finally, as the porphyrel
lyte of Zet.a, Dike, Knife and Gunflint lakes becomes locally charged 
with feldspar crystals, so the groundmass of the conglomerate be· 
comes similarly charged at many points on i!:eta, (rocks 916-17,) 
Kekequabic and Ogishke-muncie lakes. Lithologically and strati
graphically, therefore, the identification seems to be complete. 

The structural continuity can be traced still farther east and north
east. The vertical pnrphyrellyte schists of the eastern part of Knife 
lake altel'llate with dark argillytes traced from the western part of the 
lake. and are to a large extent, in continuity with some members of 
them. At the northeastern extremity of Knife lake, the argillaceous 
porphyrellytes disappear from observation in the direction of the 
northwest shore of lake Saganaga. Along that shore they are re-dis. 
covered. In the regions last mentioned, the argillaceous porphyrel
lytes exhibit characters exceedingly similar to the schists seen north 
of Gunflint lake and traced still farther east. We seem to discover 
therefore, an unbroken continuity between the western schists and 
the eastern. The Ogishke conglomerate liE'S between the two; and in 
making their connection they seem to pass thrGugh the area of the 
Ogishke conglomerate On structural as well as lithological grounds, 
the conglomerate seems to belong to the Kewatin series. 

As to its position in the Kewatin series we have some facts to aid 
the formation of a judgment. The conglomerate is succeeded north
ward from Ogishke-muncie and Kekequabic lakes, by vertical schists 
in the following order: 1st. Dark argillytes (Pickle, Plum andIKnife 
lakes); 2d. Graywackes (IVth Arm Knife lake), porphyrellytes (lVth 
Arm Knife lake) and porodytes and Stuntz conglomerate (IVth Arm, 
southern bifurcation); 3d. Porphyrelly(es(IVth Arm, northern bifur
cation, and thence across the main body of the lake into Canada). 
There is some appearance of a reversal of the order of succession in 
the recurrence of a broad belt of porphyrellytes; but neglecting that. 
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question, the occurrence of porodyte and Stuntz conglomerate on the 
north indicates a high stratigraphic position for the conglomerate; 
since porodyte, in the vicinity of Vermilion lake, holds place near the 
base of the Kewatin series. Moreover, porphyrellyte, passing down
ward into porphyrel, is found at Gunflint lake, to stand in close rela
tions with the crystalline schists. 

Again, it has been shown (Fifteenth Rep., p. 165) that on the south
ern border of the conglomerate area, the prevailing dip of the beds is 
northward at an angle of 50°; while it is shown in this report (p. 322) 
that at the southern point of Epsilon lake-just north of the limits 
of the conglomerate, the argillyte hag a southward dip of 75°. These 
indications, so far as they go, place the Ogishke conglomerat9 in a 
synclinal basin, at the top of the Kewatin series. 

It will be remembered that reasons exist for concluding that the 
Kewatin series bifurcates in this vicinity, one branch passing to the 
north and the other to the south of the Saganaga granite. Thus a 
triangular space exists between the diverging branches on two sides 
and the (apparently) obtuse termination of the granitic mass on the 
west. It is not clear how these relations would help to an understand
ing of the geological history of the conglomerate. If, however, the 
superposition of the conglomerate is correctly induced. there must 
have existed at one time, a sea or bay of limited extent, in which 
coarse pebbles from rapidly crumbling shores were copiously accumul
ated. As probably the uplift of the granitic mass has taken place 
since that time, and the schists thus thrown into their disturbed po
sitions, the configurations now apparent would convey no conception 
of the relations of land and water during the formation of the con
glomerate. 

A different conclusion in reference to the age of the Ogishke con
glomerate may possibly be entertained. That view identifies it with 
the Animike series; and I postpone the consideration of it until that 
series shall have been sketched. 

It is not to be supposed that the small area of Ogishke conglomerate 
abovp. deseribedis the only conglomeritic product of that epoch. It 
is worthy of inquiry whether the wide-spread pe bbles of the Saganaga 
granite, and which culminat.e in abundance on Wonder island in Sag
anaga lake, and on the west of Seagull lake, may not have been de
rived from the same sources of supply. It is true the pebbles in the 
granite are much less diversified in character, and approach generally 
the nature of greenstones. But it has been shown that the pebbles of 
the conglomerate approach a similar condition in situations where 
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thermal agencies have acted most efficiently. As in the gneisses, 
such agencies have been far more transforming than in any terrane 
retaining some portion of its original sedimentary arrangements, the 
difference in the nature of the pe b bles in the two formations is not 
sufficient ground for denying their community of origin. It is also 
true that in regions further south, bowlders closely resembling the 
indurated portions of the Ogishke conglomerate are of frequen t occur· 
rence. The relation between this conglomerate and those described 
by Sir William Logan, and ascribed to the Huronian, cannot be here 
considered. I will only express my present conviction that the 
Ogishke conglomerate lllay be identified with that occurring at the 
mouth of the Dore river, near Gros Cap, lake Superior;" but sep-ms a 
different one from the "slate conglomerate" of the valley of the 
Thessalon river north of lake Huron. t 

The Stuntz conglomerate, as above indicated, is not to be confounded 
with the Ogishke conglomerate. It holds a lower stratigraphical po
sition, is generally more obscure in its characters, and has a matrix 
possessing less a slaty than a porodytic character. Its lateral develop. 
ment is also inconsiderable. Its name is derived from Stuntz bay of 
Vermilion lake, in the vicinity of' which the formation is most clearly 
exposed; but I have also identified it on the south shore of Knife lake. 
At Rome points about Vermilion lake it appears as an ordinary con
glomerate, with pebbles quite foreign to the matrix in which they are 
imbedded; but in other situations, the matrix assumes a diabasic ap
pearance, and the pebbles are but imperfectly differentiated from it. 
This feature is analogous to conditions found in the Ogishke con
glomerate. It is the latter condition only which occurs on Knife lake. 

As ouly a small development of this formation has fallen within the 
field of my own observations, I have no occasion to make further men_ 
tion of it. ' 

(6) Relation of the crystalline and Kewatin schists. The Kewatin 
schists above described pass downward somewhat abruptly into the 
crystalline schists of the "Vermilion group." In stratigraphic rela
tions the two series are eVE'ryw here perfectly conformabll'. The pos
sibility is recognized, however, of an original unconformity which has 
been destroyed by violent lateral pressure after upheaval. Yet, I 
think such original ullconformity improbable in this case. Never
theless, a geologic break must be recognized in the interval between 
them. The connitio113 under which the upper and more earthy have 

* Ge(){o(JY of Canada 1 1863, pp. 5:! find 53. 

t In this I differ for the time heing frum my brother IAmerioan Geologist, 1, p.[14). But fillol stndies 
will probably bl ing us into harmony. 
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resulted are thoroughly different from those under which an entire 
. group of rocks underlying has been crystallized and foliated. There 
is no historic continuity between them. They belong to differen t ages. 

Mineralogically, the relations ofthe two series possess much interest. 
In spite of the inferential break between them, the metamorphic 
agencies which have given exclusive character to the lower seem to 
have encroached slightly upon the older beds of the higher. In re
peated instances I have noted a gradual passage from graywacke to 
fine mica- or hornblende schist. But a more striking observation 
is the passage of porphyrellyte to gneiss, as already descri bed. l'he 
process shows how, in some cases, the interposition of crystalline 
schists between the Kewatin schists and the gneiss has been prevented. 
It also serves to establish an affiliation between schists admittedly 
sedimentary in origin and schists sometimes relegated to the category 
of eruptive rocks. 

(7) Are any of 'the chloritic or sericitic schists of the Kewatin 
eruptive? I have stated that the fully developed chlorite schist, 
known to our Survey as Kawasachong rock, presellLs some characters 
which suggest an eruptive origin. It has a rather remote resern blance 
to some old decayed diabases in which a rudely bedded structure has 
been impa~ted by pressure and cleavage. In some cases it Ecems to 
present the condition of an obscure dike, conformable with tbe bed
ding of the country rock; but generally, it would 1e regarded rather 
as a vast overflow. The deficiency of siliceous mattcr favors the same 
VIew. 

The following facts of observation may be menti;:med as opposed to 
this view. The "Kawasachong rock" appears to ba absolutely con
tinuous with schists which are simply chloritic and admittedly of sed
imentary character. These are continuous with schists described as 
"chloritic-sericitic" or "chloritic-argillitic." It has the same vertical 
bedding, though obscured, and this conforms with that of the ad
jacent schists. These chloritic rocks then, are all one mass, and of one 
ongm. Again, if the Kawasacbong rock were an eruption, it should 
disclose somewhere, unmistakable lines of limitation. Instead of this 
it always fades into the contiguous schist, and loses its proper char
acters, without the possibility of fixing its bounds These limitations 
are wanting equally in a vertical and a horizontal direction. And 
lastly, in addition to being incorporated as a constituent in a system 
of schists, its volume is too vast, and too widely distributed to permit 
the probability of its eruptive character. 

Similar statements may be made pl'O and con, respecting the origin 
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of the sericitic '3chists, or any portion of them. The discovery of 
bedding as a result of pressnre and motion-even bedding in many 
eruptive masses, should not lead to the following of a fashion which 
ignores the obvious and primary significanc(of the bedded arrange· 
men t in rocks. 

4. The Animike sel'ies.-The term Animike is introduced into Min
nesota geology, from its use by Dr. 'I'. S. Hunt as the designation of a 
remarkable series of schists occurring on the west shore of Thunder 
bay of lake Superior. * Their identity with the typical Huronian rocks 
found north of lake Huron, was detected by professor R. D. Irving, 
and is fully established by personal studies made by my brother and 
myself in 1887. t 

(1) Distribution. The Animike rocks stretch from Thunder bay 
southwestward as far as Duluth, and still beyond to the Mississippi 
river. The lake-shore belt however, from Grand Portage, for an 
average width of about twenty miles, is occupied by rocks of the Ke· 
wenian or copper bearing series-including portions of the lake Super. 
ior sand·stone. I have studied them along the international boun· 
dary from Grand Portage to Gunflint lake, from which they continue 
westward for at least four or five miles, and possibly to the vicinity 
of Ogishke-muncie lake. There is reason to suppose that some of 
the black slates as far west and north as Knife lake belong to this 
series. 

At Gunflint lake and eastward, the formation assumes a striking 
character, and contributes to a peculiar physiognomy. The surface 
presents a series of ridges or ranges approximately parallel, but much 
broken in their continuity east and west. The ridges have the ap
pearance of a succession of monoclinals dipping south ward. The 
basal portions of the ridges consist of strata of the Animike series, 
dipping gently southward, and presenting on the south an easy decliv
ity, while the north is precipitous and exposes the edges of t.he strata' 
The summits are crowned with gabbro. The numerous lakes occupy 
t he depressions between. so that the southern shore of each lake pre
sents a frowning precipice while the northern shore is low, but often 
gabbro·covered, with the surface gently rising northward. It is nat· 

* Hunt, Trrms. Amer. In8t of Mining Engineer8, vol. i, p. 339. Full descriptions of the formation 
:noy be found in Logan's Geoloqyof Canada, 1863, PI'. 60-70; and more extended in Irving's Copper
bwring Hock. of Lalce Supaior, in monographs of the United States Geological Survey, vol. v, pp. 
367·386. Also. Third Annual Report U. S. Geol. Surv., pp.157-163. Consnlt also, Bell, in Geological 
»urvey of Cunada. Heport for 1866-69, pp. 318-19, and Report 1872-73, pp. 92-3. 

tN. H. Winchell "On the Original Huronian," American Geologist, I, pp. 11-14, Jan. 1888 
Prof. Irving went further, and identiJied with the Huronian, the iron-bearing rocks of Marqnette, 

Menominee, Gogebic and Vermilion lake. 
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ural to conjecture that the region has been cut by a system of east. 
west faults; but this conjecture is not yet confirmed. It is possible 
that these long basins are the result of extensive erosiun, and that the 
surface had been worn nearly to its present aspect before the gabbro 
overspread it. 

(2) General lithological characters. The Auimike formation, 
throughout its extent from Thunder bay to Gunflint lake, and for at 
'least two miles beyond, lies nearly in a horizontal position, having a 
dip of five to fifteen degrees toward the south-southeast. With 
great uniformity, the beds lie evenly and without distodion, bending 
or undulation. An exception to this is found in Black Fly bay, near 
the western end of Gunflint lake where the sili.ceous and mag
netitic la~'ers are contorted in a striking manner. A similar con
dition of the formation was seen on the north side of the lake. In 
this vicinity, it sometimes assumes the state of a breccia (Fig. 38). 
The dips of the strata in this vicinity are somewhat irregular (See p. 
'251). 

Lithologically the formation is essentially argillitic. At a majority 
-of exposures near the water-level it is a soft, smooth· laminated, dark 
or even black, slaty argillyte. In places it crumbles, and on weather
ing it turns brown and sometimes rusty. Whereverthe elevated cliffs 
have been examined, the prevailing character of the rock is dark, 
laminated argillyte, presenting a face nearly perpendicular, with a 
talus at the base equal III hight to the slaty precipice. Much of the 
argillyte however, is siliceous, and this condition is commonest in the 
higher portion of th.e cliff. All degrees of silicification occur, even 
while the thin lamination is retained. In the extreme state the silica 
replaces most of the other matter, and the rock becomes a siliceous 
schist. Seldom, however, does extreme silicification pervade uninter
ruptedlya verticid thickness exceeding two to four inches. A siliceous 
layer of this kind is apt to be succeeded by one or more layers of dark 
argillyte. Above these, other siliceous layers may follow. alld other 
argillitic ones. The siliceous beds extend horizontally for distances of 
some rods. but generally, with very variable thickness. Examined 
more carefully, the ~iliceous beds are found to be sometimes homogene
ous and almost glassy quartz; more frequently les< pure, aud traversed 
by fine lines or bands. The material is sometimes a proper flint 
stained smoky or gray. Sometimes it is a beautiful red or black jasper. 
These jaspery and flinty bands broken up along the shore, have given 
origin to large quantities of beautiful colored and banded pebbles ac
.cumulated at certain points. The most accessible exposures of the 

44 
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siliceous-especially the jaspery, bands, ar~ found on the north shore, 
though most of the pebbles are accumulated on the east and southeast 
shores. The brecciated and contorted conditions of the formation 
involve the portion with siliceous bands. 

(3) The magnetitic beds. Em braced in the Animike slates are beds 
charged with magnet,ite, brnmatite and siderite. These also hold posi
tion in the higher parts of the cliffs along the south shores of the 
lakes; and frequently the richest impregnation is in close proximity 
to the overlying gabbro. Ori the north and west sides of Gunflint 
lake, magnetitic beds lie near the water-level, and for some miles west 
of the lake they are quite extensively exposed or accessible. The 
principal beds are two to four feet in thickness. In the richest con· 
dition the magnetite attains a high percentage of the whole mass, and 
is black, coarse-granular, and metallic in lustre. But from this con· 
dition the percentage of iron graduates down to a quantity barely 
perceptible. These fluctuations in richness exist both in a vertical and 
a horizontal sense. The magnetitic beds on the north and west shores 
are generally uncovered; but on the north shore of the Animike bay, 
near the west end, a beavy gabbro deposit is found above the Animike 
at an elevation of about twenty to thirty feet. The same relation to 
the gabbro deposit obtains along the south shore of this and other 
lakes at levels ten times as high. The indication from these facts is 
that the iron holds place in the upper part of the formation, but ap· 
parently, not at the top in all cases. The difference of topographic 
level on opposite sides, also indicates an uplift along the south side, 
and a fault along the axis of the lake, as before suggested. The strat· 
igraphic position of the magnetitic beds is also indicated by their 
position near the surface of the formation at the test-pits two miles 
west of the head of Animike bay. The subject is considered with full 
details, on pp. 267,268, illustrated by figures 48 and 49. The "mag
netite has by some writers been located in the lower part of the Ani· 
mike; and on the theory of the formation of the lake-basin by erosion, 
the position of the magnetitic beds along the north shores, would give 
color to such an opiniou. 

The siliceous and magnetitic beds being both located in the upper 
part of the formation-at least in the same part of it-the two char· 
acterizing constituents are often found in the same stratum. But be
sides the frequent silicification of the formation in proximity to the 
overlying gabbro, it is quite frequently found changed in such a man
ner as to simulate the aspect of the gabbro. After studying, inch by 
inch, the petrographic cor.dition of the slate, from a point five feet 
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below 'the gabbro up to actual contact, I find sometimes a progressive 
assimilation to the gabbro, so that the actual plane of contact would 
be unidentifiable if a similar graduation existed at all neigh boririg 
points in the vicinity. The fact is singular that in some cases the 
black slate preserveii its characters little changed quite up to the base 
of the gabbro. I think it may be stateu that the change is greatest 
where the magnetite is most abundant. In one place where examina: 
tions were made, the magnetitic bed was found uncovered at the lake 
shore, and the gabbro was discovered in the vicinity, at an elevation 
30 feet higher, resting on dark slates. These slates were much less 
altered than in other places of contact with the gabbro. They were 
also less magnetitic. The indication is that a bove the main bed of 
magnetite is a series of slates magnetitic or not. When not so, they 
have suffered less change than when otherwise. 

Some of the ferriferous beds appear to be simply hrematitic I have
surmised that this condition has sometimes resulted (as it certainly 
has in some gabbros) from a change of the magnetite. Equally prob
able is the production of hrematitic beds from an original sideritic 
condition. Such condition is conjectured as present in many cases, 
but opportunity has not as yet been afforded for settling the question. 

A terrane of an obscure character remains to be mentioned. This, 
is known to the Minnesota Survey as "muscovado," and sometimes 
also to the writer, as "gabbroloid." It is composed, as far as field, 
studies enable me to judge, of a fine granular mass of feldspar and, 
quartz in an almost impalpable groundmass of the same materials 
mingled with aluminous matter. It often contains fine scales of bio
tite, grains of olivine and specks of carbonaceous or anthracitic mat· 
tel'. It has, therefore, some relation to graywacke. On the southern 
shore of lake Gabimichigama, it does not reveal any bedded structure 
(XV Rep., pp. 70-1,) but rests on the obscure vertical edges of a gray
wackenitic terrane. On an island in the eastern part of the lake, 
muscovado fragments overflowed by gabbro are seen to have a strati
fied structure (XV Rep., p. 171). It is probably the same rock which 
was seen on an island in Illusion lake (XV Rep., p. 145). On the 
north shore of Iron lake (this Report, p. 305), "muscovado " occurs 
which contains much glassy feldspar and has been reported a quartzyte. 
Its posi-tion here is beneath a mass of magnetitic gabbro, and its 
structure is obscurely bedded. It OCCllrs also on the north shore of 
Animike bay, under a feeble development, and here appears to lie be
neath the magnetitic bed of the Animike. Finally, at the iron loca
tion two miles west of Gunflint lake, a cO'uple of beds aggregating: 
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.eight feet in thickness, and approaching" muscovado " in cnaracter, 
are seen immediately beneath the maglletitic bed. It is not seen at 
the test-pit. because its position is lower than the lowest bed exposed 
in the pit, as shown in Figure 49. 

It appears, therefore, that this terrane is a mem ber of the Animike. 
If it is properly identified at Gabimichigama lake, the inference is, 
that the thin border of the Animike reaches as far north as that point; 
and that further exposures of Animike ought to be found by exploring 
further south-for instance, on the shores of Little Saganaga. It 
will be noticed, however, that the muscovado of Gabimichigama reo 
tains its characteristic horizontal position, and that a '1:edically bedded 
terrane unde1"lies it. 

There is indication that the very highest beds of the Animike are 
simple argillytes with little magnetite or none; and that the absence 
of the magnetite explains the comparatively unaltered condition of 
the slate where the gabbro rests upon it. These beds, however, do 
not appear to be over twenty or thirty feet thick. 

Nothing can be stated with definiteness respecting the total thick
ness of the Animike series in Minnesota. The maximum thickness 
observed in one place is in the cliffs of Rove lake and of North ahd 
South Fowl lakes. Mount Reunion of Rove lake exposes a bluff of 
slates to the hight of about 100 feet above the lake. The lower 50 
feet however, are concealed by a talus. At the outlet of South Fowl 
lake is a hill which I calculated to be 288 feet high. As about two
-fifths of the altitude is gabbro, the thickness of the underlying 
Animike is about 175 feet, if it extends to the water-level. 

Probably it extends much lower. The distance from this point in 
a straight line to Partridge falls is 6.7 miles. The direction of Pigeon 
river between the two points is about southeast, and the whole descent 
may be estimated at 100 feet. The dip of the Animike slates is about 
8° toward S. 10° E. The distance between South Fowl lake and Par
tridge falls corresponds to a distance of 5~- miles across the strike of 
the schists; and this distance, with dip assumed, corresponds to a 
vertical thickness of 4,032 feet. If to this we add the hight of the 
schists at ::;outh Fowl lake, we should get 4,200 feet as the apparent 
thickness of the Animike between the two points assumed. This 
would not be the total thickness, since it is known to continue still 
farther in the direction of the dip. 

From the lithologic details given, as well as from. the slight inclina
tion of the formation, it becomes very apparent that the Animike of 
Minnesota is the equiyalent of the "slate conglomerate" of the typieal 
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Huronian of Canada,. as described in the earlier pages of this report. 
Another determination of even greater importance is afforded by the 
facts to which I now proceed to refer. 

(4) U ncon formities of the Animike. Professor Irving of the 
United States geological survey, had ranged under Huronian not only 
the Animike slates of Minnesota and other regions, but also the slates 
holding the vast hrematite deposits of Vermilion lake and other dis
tricts in the lake Superi0r basin. But it has been my good fortune 
to make observations which demonstrate that the Animike and Ke
watin rocks belong to different geological systems. A brief announce
ment of observations made in August, 1887, was published in Octo
ber ,'" and some additional details in December last. t Fuller details 
are embodied in § 12 of this report. It is therefore only necessary in 
this place to summarize the facts to which I refer. With professor 
Irving it was a problem not satisfactorily resolved, to reconcile the 
horizontal position of the Animike slates of Gunflint lake and Thun
der bay with the vertical position of the schists called in this report 
Kewatin, on the supposition which he made, that the horizontal and 
vertical slates are identical, and both Huronian. With this problem 
before my mind, I sought diligently for the continuous passage of the 
horizontal schists of the east into the vertical schists of the west. 
The vertical schists were lost, going eastward, on the southeast side 
of Seagull lake. The horizontal (Animike) schists were found seven 
miles further east, at the western extremity of Gunflint lake. I was 
preparing to undertake the arduous task of exploring the intervening 
region, when fortunately, I rediscovered the vert.ical schists on the 
north shore of Gunflint lake. Thp. Animike beds had been seen on 
the east and on the west of this point. I therefore studied, foot by 
foot, the region separating these vertical schists from the Animike on 
the east, and traced the two, unchanged in attitude, to within seven 
feet of actuul contact. They were there as contrasted in petrographic 
characters as in stratigraphic ppsition. The one was not continuous 
with the other They were not only two different formations; they 
were two systems. The reader will turn to the earlier part of this 
report for the details of facts. The vertical schists were subsequently 
found in this vicinity under a great development,t but reaching the 
shore of the lake only for a limited distance. 
'. * .limer. Jour. Rci., II!, vol. XXXIV p. 314. 

t Unconformities o/the Animike in Minne.ola, American Geologist, pp. 14·21, Jun. 1888. 
t Later, I noticed that these schists ha-l been mentioned by my brother as early as 18EO, In the 

Ninth Annual Report, Geology 0/ Minne8ota, p. M2; and he then prononncell them '·another and dis· 
tinct formation ft'om the slates at Grand Portage." They were llPparently referred to again in the 

Tenth Report, 1881, p. 88. 
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• 
In the last elaborate paper published by professor Irving, he gives 

a figure" quite similar to my fignre 44, but he falls into an error in the 
interpretation of the facts. Regarding the Hat-lying Animike as 
identical with th~ iron. bearing formation of Vermilion lake, he thinks 
the vertical schists shown in the figure to belong wholly to the crys
talline series. They are the crystalline series at the right of the figure; 
but at the left they graduate, as at Vermilion lake, into the entirely 

.conformable, brematjtic, Kewatin series. Thus the Animike slates 

.are truly unconformable with the hrematitic schists. There is another 
difficulty in professor Irving's interpretation. On his view, the iron· 
bearing series is abruptly unconformable with the older crystalline 
·schists. The fact is, that every observation made in Minnesota, bear
ing on the relations of the two, shows the Kewatin iron-bearing schists 
completely conformable with the crystalline schists. This objection 
can hardly be disposed of. 

But the unconformity of the Animike with the Kewatin schists 
does not depend for proof on a single illustration. On the north side 
of Epsilon lake, T. 6.5·6, the two formations are lound again in con· 
tact. The unconformity is disguised by a common system of vertical 
.cleavage planes running through them; but by careful search I suc
ceeded in finding the sedimentary ribboning of the Kewatin slates 
coincident with the cleavage, while the conspicuous ribboning of the 
Animike slates made a large angle with the cleavage. These facts are 
illustrated in figure 59 of this report. 

After leaving the field I received information of another stratigra. 
phic unconformity in the far east, in sec. 1, T. 64·3E. While this 
report is in press, I learn of still another, far to the sOllthwest. Mr. 
H. V. Wincheli writes, under date of Aug. 5, 1888: "Horizontal, 
black Animike quartzyte containing iron ore, lying (unconformably) 
on the vertically bedded Kewatin, which strikes N. 800 E. is found in 
sec. 11, T. 59·14W. The Animike is found nearly at the top of the 
Giant's range," This locality is about fifteen miles south of Tower. 

The superposition of the (supposed upper beds of the) Animike 
slates on the Hanks of the Saganaga gneiss has been described in this 
report, and illustrated in figures 48 and 49. It seems probable that 
many of the depressions in the old eroded surface of the Kewatin, in 
the region from GunHintlake to Knife and Sucker lakes, were filled 
with the sediments of the Animil<e. Subsequently the whole region, 
and both systems of strata have been subjected to the common action 

" In the seconl pnrt of a memoh' published in the Amer. Jour. Sci., III, vol. xxxiv, p. 261 
fig. 9. 
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which has imparted to both that wonderfully persistent and uniform 
vertical schistosity which is so striking a feature. 

I have heretofore recorded my impression that certain black argil
'Iytes found in the vicinity of Negaunee, Michigan, as well as similar 
argillytes seen in the Gogebic range, are probably mem bel's of the Ani
mike. It seems probable also, that the black fine-grained slates and 
interlaminated siliceou'l beds of Carp river, in the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan, may sustain the same relations. A similar judgment may 
be passed on the slates of l'Anse and Huron bay-the lighter colored 
of l'Anse creek constituting an upper division. the banded slates al
ternating with compact siliceous beds partly light and partly dark 
constituting a middle division, and the roofing slates, a lower division. 
It is worthy of inquiry also whether the dark slates described by 
Houghton, in the interior, sOlltheast from the Porcupine Mountains 
and the Montreal river, may not also be equivalents of the Animike. 
Some of the quartzytes and argillytes of the Menominee river, were 
referred by Houghton and Emmons, as the latter states, to the Taconic; 
but it is not unlikely that they represent the Animike. * 

(5) MU'lt the Ogishke conglomerate be assigned to the Animike? I 
have already, in speaking of the Kewatin series, given reasons for 
thinking the Ogishke conglomerate should be included in it. There 
are also reasons for suspecting it to be a part of the Animike, The 
dark colored argillytes into which we trace the beds of the conglom
erate by strict continuity, bear strong res6mblance to the slates of 
Gunflint lake. If we pass northward from Kekequabic, across the 
strike of the region, we corne upon the Knife lake siliceous argillytes, 
which resem ble the more characteristic siliceous argillytes of the 
Animike. These slates are also locally ferruginous, and the jaspili tic 
banded example illustrated in figure 20, is supposed to have been de
rived from the Knife lake slates -though this is only a conjecture. This 
example bears a striking resemblance to the jaspery schists on the 
north shore of Gunflint lake. A similar loose piece, less contorted, 
was seen between Epsilon and Kekequabic lakes. This is illustrated 
in figure 60. The presumption is that this was derived from Animike. 
Kewatin slates are near on the north, but they are argillaceous and 

porphyrellitic. 
AO'ain the slates involved in the Ogishk" conglomerate appeal' to 

b , 

lose their steady verticality in the region. of Agamok, and the north 
shore of Gabimichigama. It is possible that this is the region of pass-

* Thi. In fact, has already been suggested by Irving and by Hunt. 
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age from the flat-lying schists of Gunflint lake to the vertical schists-, 
of Knife lake. 

In addition, it may be mentioned that the peculiar rock known in-
our survey as muscovado, is found on the southern shore oflake Gabi
michigama (where sometimes it is micaceous), and something similar 
on an island in Illusion lake (XV Rep., p. 145). In these regions, the 
vertical Kewatin has not been certainly identified. On the other 
hand, muscovado of similar character is found at several points 
already mentioned, and at some of them it appears to be an upper
bed of the Animike. I have already recorded my readiness to admit 
that it represents the Animike on lake Gabimichigama. 

The objections to these views which present themselves to my mind 
are as follows: 1. The evidence already cited, that the Ogishke slates 
and conglomerates are embodied conformably in the great mass of the 
Kewatin series. 2. The fact that the Kewatin series in the region of 
Vermilion lake includes conspicuous siliceous and jaspilitic, as well as· 
ferruginous, layers. These are fully described and illustrated in the 
fifteenth annual report. 3. If the Ogishke slates are a part of the 
Animike, they carry with them the vast series of slates on the north,. 
into which they pass by transitions and intercalations which proclaim 
a historic continuity. But most of these northern schists would not 
be claimed for the Animike. In fact, the northern porphyrellytes are 
not distinguishable from t.he porphyrellytes of Gunflint lake, which 
lie discordantly beneath the Animike. 4. If the Animike slates 
chauge, in the neigh borhood of Ogishke.muncie lake, from a gently 
inclined, to a vertical position, it is inexplicable that in Epsilon lake, 
two mile.;; llorthwest of Ogishke-muncie, the Animike slates should be 
found again with an inclination in the same direction as they show at 
every other point in Minnesota. 5. Even if the thin edge of the· 
Animike reaches as far as Gabimichigama, it will be observed that it 
appears to lie in a horizontal position upon the obscllre edges of an 
older series, which probably represents the Kewatin. Its presence, 
therefore, would not help to the identification of the Ogishke con
glomerate with the Animike. 

5. Eruptive rocks. On this subject I am not prepared to offer many 
generalizations. I wish to exclude from this connection most of the 
granitoid and gneissoid rocks, as well as the crystalline schists, and 
the chloritic and sericitic schists. It is very evident that heat has 
played a most important part in the geologic history of the region, but 
in conceding the enormous influence of thermal agencies, I feel con- -
strained to assume a somewhat conservative position. 
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(1) The great gabbro flood. I agree fully with American geologists 
in assigning a primitive moltp-n condition to the sheet of gabbro 
which covers so many hundreds of square miles in the northwest. I3ut 
its wide extent, considered as a molten flood, is a fact which excites 
amazement. My own observations have traced it over an area of 
twenty townships, or 720 square miles. In the surveyed and platted 
portion of Minnesota. west of the Grand Portage Reservation, it is 
reported as covering an area of thirty-two townships, or 1,152 square 
miles. There are about seven townships more in which the surface is 
occupied by more recent eruptives, which, in all probability, overlie 
a sheet of gabbro; giving us a total of thirty.nine townships, or 1,400 
square miles, once, in the history of the state, covered by a glowing 
:Ilood of molten rock. 

The upper surface of the gabbro sheet lies at the present time at 
elevations very different at different points. While we mllst conC'lude 
that the surface over which it poured had already undergone vast 
erosions at the epoch of the gabbro outburst, it becomes, to my mind, 
more and more probable that great upheavals of tht> earth's crust have 
been suffered since the epoch of the outburst. I incline to think this 
the explanation of the saw· teeth configurati(,n of the vertical section 
from north to south. There must have been, then, an action analo
gous to that which produced the famous" monoclinals " in the geology 
of the plateau region of the continental interior. At what epoch 
since the gabbro out:llow the disturbance took place, I kuow no means 
of determining. It may have been geologically late. In considering 
the erosive retrocession of some of the cliffs, I have been impressed 
with the incompleteness of the work which has been begun, and ap· 
parently only begun. I am prepared to believe that the dislocations 
of the country do not antedate the continental glaciation. 

In their physiognomy, the gabbro masses present a rude resemblance
to basalt. Though the columnar structure is exceedingly incomplete, 
it becomes a conspicuous feature under the influence of perspective. 
Distance :>mooths ancl completes the rude and ill defined figures which 
rise like a colonnade from the cornices of the lofty structures reared 
by hundreds of regular horizontal courses of stone-work. From lake 
to lake, from ridge to ridge, these mimic forms succeed with such uni
formity and impressiveness, that even the geologist begins to fancy 
himself wandering among the ruins of some desolated ancient city. 

Scarcely any other structure is discernible in the gabbro mass. At 
times indications appear of the existence of imbricating layers having 
a gentle dip, as if the fluid rock had swept over the country in succes-

45 
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sive tides. For the greater part, the rock is massive in aspect except 
along the faces of the crowning cliffs. This is particularly the case 
with the occurrences along the northern shores of the lakes. Except, 
when weathered, the gabbro is solid and tough; but in some regions, 

. as around lOla and Frazer lakes, entire exposures lie in a rusted and 
crumbling condition. A similar condition is seen in the high cliffs at 
the west end of Loon lake 

In texture the gabbro is characteristically coarse. Sometimes some 
of the constituent minerals are half an inch in diameter. From this 
thE'Y graduate down to an extreme degree of fineness, so that it be
comes impossible to decide macroscopically whether the rock is a 
gabbro, a noryte. a diabase, or only an altered condition of a contig
uous formation. 

No thorough examination has been made by me of its mineral con
stitution. Macroscopically, there is generally no difficulty in deter
mining the presence of dark labradorite, lamellar augite and magne
tite. In some regions olivine is not only conspicuously present, but 
forms a large percentage of the mass. The most noteworthy instance 
of this kind is in a knob on the north side of Pigeon river, rock 768-9, 
a few miles west of the Grand Portage. In some regions, a red
dish feldspar is present, and this often occurs in crystalline grains, 
giving the formation a porphyritic character. 'I'his condition prevails 
along the north side of Loon lake. At the western end .of this lake, 
the reddish feldspar weathers white, and the high cliffs present a bril
liant appearance in the sunlight. In this vicinity much of the iron 
in the gabbro has undergone peroxidation, and the surfaces of cliffs 
have a rusted appearance, suggesting the approach to a mine of 
hrematite. Red feldspar in smaller grains is met with along the north 
side of Animike bay of Gunflint lake, and several other points. 
• Magnetite is a constituent universally present. It generally exists 

in separable grains or crystalline forms. Sometimes however, it in
creases in abundance, and becomes a sort of cellular, hard, black 
ground mass. Still again, it usurps almost completely the place of 
the other minerals, and the gabbro becomes eSl!entially a solid, black 
mass of magnetite. It is seen in this condition at one or two points 
on the north side of Iron or Mayhew lake, and is said to occur similarly 
on Pewabic and Tucker lakes. This magnetite, however, is shown 
by chemical analysis to be highly titaniferous. For further particu
lars, the reader may refer to § 27. 

There is littlp. probability that tbe flood of gabbro escaped through 
a single fissure. At se'Veral l)Qints it has been seen forming dikes. 
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At Partridge falls, on Pigeon river, a dike of gabbro appears to be 
.connected with the gabbro overflow. 

(2) Diabase, noryte and porphyry. Proper eruptive porphyry is 
found at several places. The most extensive as well as the most char· 
acteristic occurrence observed by me is found south of the western 
end of Epsilon lake. It appears first near the point of the lake, in 
alternation with a noryte·looking eruptive, but is traced southward a 
distance of half a mile, where it rises in a knob about 200 feet above 
the lake, which I named Grant's peak. It overlooks Kekequabic and 
several other lakes, and is a mile east by north from ~Iallman's peak. 
The porphyry where first observed, has a purplish groundmass, and 
contains green lamellar crystals. Near this, the lamellar crystals be· 
come fewer, alld the base is replete with green amygdules which, far
ther on, constitute temporarily most of the formation, but still with 
some whitish grouridmass. In thIs vicinity, flowage lines are very 
apparent. The great maS8 forming the peak is a purplish amygdaloidal 
porphyry. The porphyritic eruption appears to exist in other smaller 
knobs rising in the vicinity. 

Near the south end of Moose lake (lhe one in T. 64.9W) rises a bold 
precipitous knob of erupted matter, consisting of rather coarse crys. 
tals and fragments of labradorite and augite without magnetite or 
.olivine. This I have provisionally recorded as noryte. The gabbro 
already described in places appears destitute of magnetite, and seems 
to approach the condition of noryte. It is finer than the well devel
.oped gabbro, and holds a place near the bottom of the gabbro mass. 
For the latter reason it might be presumed that magnetite is present 
in small qualltity, and that the rock is merely a variety of gabbro. 

The dikes of the country are almost universally of diabase, if one 
may decide on macroscopic inspection. But they present an endless 
oi versity of conditions. They are rather fine.grainerl, and sometimes 
almost aphanitic. Generally they occupy fissures with definite walls. 
The contiguous rock is sometimes greatly altered in the usual way but 
many times the alteration, even in argiUyte, is very slight. The 
attitude of the dikes is almost always nearly vertical; but I saw one 
on the IVth Arm of Knife lake (rocks 947-52) dipping 300 N. N. E I 
have not discovered any system in the direction of trend. Occasion
ally, a dike has seemed to be of a dioritic character. ThiR I noticed 
most particularly on some of the isla~ds in Bllrntside lake (XV Rep. 

p 44). 
The petrographic investigation of the eruptive rocks of my field is 

an important work, mostly remaining to be done. 
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6.-Vein 1·OC"kS. Most of the rocks which I am led to class as veins 
appear to me to have had a non-eruptive origin. The majority of them 
are granulitic in mineral nature, consisting of quartz and orthoclase. 
Often one or the other is deficient in quantity. Frequently a small 
percentage of mica is presen t; and sometimes the vein consists of good 
granite. Veins of this class are apt to be tortuous, and some of them 
are surprisingly so. They seldom exceed four inches in diameter, and 
generally are l€ss. They abound in the vicinity of the passage of 
gneiss into the crystalline schists. They do not maintain a uniform 
width for any considerable distance, like the dikes, but rapidly dimin
ish and disappear. Unlike the dikes they exhi bit many ramifications. 
In some cases, these are so numerous as to give the formation a reticu
lated structure. Many veins are filled with pure white quartz. The 
larger ones, which attain a breadth of over two feet, pursue somewhat 
persistent courses, but they are not much inclined to branch. Some
times quartz veins of slender diameter are seen intersecting beds of 
schist in many directions in a reticulating fashion; and sometimes I 
have traced a transition from an earthy schist to a granulitic or 
quartzitic rock effected simply through the excessive abundance of 
small interlacing quartz veins. Compare XV Rep., p. 136. 

Within my observations, veins of quartz carry few metallic com
pounds except pyrites. In several cases, this mineral has been ex
plored, and even mined, in the beiief that silver or gold would be 
found associated; but all such enterprises are n ow abandoned. Active 
work however, is carried on in T. 64-3E., upou a quartz vein said to 
carry silver, and believed to havp been worked by a prehistoric race. 
See further, § 21 of this report. 

§ 36.-sYSTEMATlC RESULTS OF THESE ARCHJEAN FIELD-STUDIES. 

1. Horizons of geologic discontinuity. The most recen t formation 
embraced in the field which I have investigated is that above dtlsig
nated the Animike series. This bpyond question, represents the 
characteristic portion of the Huronian, as defined by the Canadian 
geologists from the typical region north of lake Huron. * With equal 

* Undoubtedly, I think, tbe Canadian geologists also named as Huronian. rocks in other regions of 
very different character, and holding a dIfferent position in the general series. 1 he only circumstance 
justifying the identification, apparently, was their soperposition on beds of a crystnlline cbaracter. I 
have maintained that the beds normally subjacent to the typical Huronian are .imply deficieIJt, north 
of lake Huron, but make their appearance upon the 8hores of iake SUperior, wbere tbey were mistak
enly parallelized with the Huronian of lake Huron. PreCisely the same approximation of the Animike 
and gneiss exists at tbe west end of GunJlint lake, and continues westward along the south flank of the 
Giant's range. The phenomena here and in Canada are explained by the supposition of a progre.oi"e 
snbeldence of the granitic regions during the deposition of the Animike 
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certainty, the Animike does not rest directly on crystalline schists and 
gneisses. It rests on another, older.looking serie!' of schists, standing 
vertically, and presenting an enormous nnconformability; this 
shows the occurrence of' events in the interval betweell the two series, 
of such transforming and revolutionary character as are generally 
held to separate two geologic ages and two systems of strata. The 
petrographic contrasts of the two series have the same significance. 
'fhe economic products are similarly contrasted. The Animike series 
em braces great beds of magnetite; the older series, great beds of 
hmmatite and limolllte. The members of the Animike series are all 
conformable in stratification, and appeal' to belong to one age, with 
its varying conditions of sedimentary accumulation. 

If the older looking schists below are systemically detached from 
the Animike by a mechanical break, they are not lesR certainly de
tached from the still older crystalline and foliated beds by a mineralog
ical break which expresses a profound change in the conditions of 
chemical activity, and thus implies a break in the tenor of geologic 
history, which must have been also of a revolutionary character. It 
appears necessary to isolate the hmmatite-bearing beds from the crys
talline schists as well as from the Animike. Thus is a stratigraphic 
system disengaged and delimited with the distinCtness and certainty, 
which we must for convenience designate by a name. The term Ke
watin, which I have provisionally employed, was not proposed in a 
sense so restricted, but em braced, with newer strata, the entire series 
of crystalline schists. It is probable that some one of the numerous 
names proposed by geologists for supposed divisions of Archman' or 
Eozoic rocks, may prove to have the same extension as is here given 
to the system immediately su bjacent to the Animike or Huronian. It 
is quite possible also, that an older term will be found, covering the 
range of strata embraced in the actual and original Huronian. In 
this connection, I will not attempt to decide, but employ provisionally 
the term Huronian now so well understood. For the subjacent system 
I will employ also provisionally, the term Marquettian; but, if another 
name proves hereafter to be equivalent, I hope the term here suggested 
will never be cited as a synonym; for of synonyms the excess is al
ready burdensome. As to the known rocks older than the MarqLlettian, 
they are united in one division by their common crystalline character, 
and by their structural conformity., That real unbedded granites and 
syenites exist I have no reason to doubt, bLl t they are not em braced 
in the field here reported on. Even when found, I should feel led to 
connect them in geological history wit.h the gneisses, and embrace 
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them in the same system. For this lo~est and crystalline system the 
term Laurent,ian has been employed, and I will here use it-also pro
visionally. 

Undoubtedly. in the physical history of the earth's crust, other and 
older terranps have existed and disappeared-or perhaps even still ex
ist; but they are for the present subjects of merely theoretical study, 
and of course, have no place in a report on facts of observation. 

2. Succession and subordination of terranes. • These views, presented 
in thpir application to Minnesota, are summarized iu the following 
table: 

HURONIAN SYSTEM. (Compare § 2 of this report). Over 4,082 feet. 
Magnetitic Group. 32 feet. 

Dark, laminated, shaly argillyte, sometimes magnetitic, 29 feet. 
M-aguetitic beds, often uppermost, 8 feet. Place of sideritic bed ?' 
Muscovado, uppermost when the two above are wanting, 4 feet. 

Siliceous Group. 50 feet. 
Siliceous argillytes and siliceous and jaspery schists, 50 feet. 

Argillitic Group. 4,000 feet. 
Dark, laminated, shaJy argilJytes, over 4,000 feet in Minnesota. 
(Bottom of the ~ystem not reached at con tacts seen with gneiss 

and M arquettian). 
MARQUETTIAN SYSTEM. 27,5'()0 feet. 

Ogishke Group. 10,000 feet, but local. (Perhaps half this) . 
. Ogishke conglomerate, slaty and diahasic. 4,500 feflt each side of 

synclinal. 
Ogishke dolomyte, included in the conglomerate. 10 feet. 
Conglomerate greenrock. 500 feet each side of synclinal. 

Tower Group (Earthy schists). 15,000 feet. 
Sericitic and argillitic schists, with beds of hffimatite, 5,000 feet· 
(These sometimes changed to chloritic schists). 
(They pass eastward into schists prevailingly porphyrellitic). 
Stuntz conglomerate, porodyte and porphyrel, 20 feet. 

Graywacke Group. 2,500 feet. 
Graywacke and hornfels. 
Graywacke with indications of fine mica and hornblende ("N as

cent mica schists.") 
LAURENTIAN SYSTEM. 89,500 feet. 

Vermilion Group. Over 1,500 feet. 
Crystalline schists-micaceous, horn blendic, dioritic, granulitic. 

Gneissic Group. Over 88,000 feet. 
Chlorite gneiss. eN ot universally developed). 
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Saganaga, White Iron and Basswood gneisses. 

Thus the crystalline schists and gneisses fall entirely within the 
Laurentian f;ystem. There are no Huronian gneisses in Minnesota. 
We find nothing of "older" and "newer" gneisses. vVe find no 
" clay-slates " beneath the horizon of the crystalline schists. But I 
cannot deny the existence of a different state of things in other regions. 
To me it seems probable, however, that a comparatively undisturbed 
region, like northeastern Minnesota, must approach ~ear to a normal 
exhibit of the real succession of the ArclHean rocks. 

§ 37. SOltfE VIEWS ON PRIMITIVE GEOLOGIC HISTORY. 

In concludi.ng my report for 1886, I recorded some statements indi
cating my tendency, on a provisional interpretation of the observa· 
tions then completed, to ascribe a more important agency to meta
morphism, in the history of Arcluean rocks, than it had been customary 
for German students of geognosy and petrography to admit. I have 
now extended my field studies of rocks of this age over another season; 
and I confess I have not discovered reasons for renouncing the opin· 
ions heretofore shadowed forth. The facts stated and illustrated in 
my former report still exist; and many more facts of the same tenor 
have been noted during the season of 1887. While I cannot appro
priately enlarg(', in this place, upon the bearing of these facts, I de· 
sire to emphasize the conviction that nearly all the bedded terranes of 
northeastern Minnesota have been once Dl arine sediments; and have 
reached their present conditions through the action of molecular, and 
to some extent, mechanical forces, in the presence of heat, water and 
natural re-agen ts. 

As to the eruptive origin of the hoomatites and associated jaspilytes, 
the evidences of it are so slender that the doctrine would only excite 
my wonder, if it were not held by a few geologists of good reputation. 
The difficulties of that view are many, but I must emhrace another 
occflsion to set them forth. As to the eruptive nature of certain 
chloritic and sericitic schists, I have already said enough to give ex
pression to my present dissent. But I wish to be understood as hold· 
ing the question open for further evidence. 'fhe gabhros, norytes, 
diabases and dolf'rytes I freeJy admit to have reached the surface in a 
state probably molten. The crystalline SChIsts appear to me to have 
been. original sedime nts which have beeJl partly decomposed and fixed 
in new combinations while in a semi-plastic state occasioned by heat 
nd alkaline waters. In the gneisses, the same class of changes ap-
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pears to me to have been carried further. Even here, the impress of 
original stratification is retained. I have no reason to doubt, how
ever, that terranes exist in which these changes ha\'e proceeded so far 
as to obliterate all traces of original stratification. S!lCha result 
would require the attainment of a condition of semi.fluidity such that 
pressure-of steam, gases or crustal movements-would readily 
squeeze the product into fissures through the less softened strata, or 
into spaces between them. Thus would result the phenomena of 
granitic veins without the necessity of postulating a deep molten 
source for any of the older granites. 

I repeat the conviction heretofore expressed, that probably none of 
our granites, viewed as chang(;!d sediments, represent the oldest sedi. 
mentation on the globe. It is puerile to imagine that the history of 
the world has not been long enough, and its early epochs revolutionary 
enough to have transformed and blotted from recognition the earliest 
deposits of the ocean. More puerile is the fancy that in the wide· 
spread areas of granite and gneiss nature has preserved patches of the 
original fire·formed crust of the planet. Equally inadequate, it seems 
to me, is the opinion that these granitic patches are cooled outbursts 
from a molten interior, through a crust either sedimentary or igneous 
in orlgm. Such viewfl belong to the infancy of the science, and sur
vive only in conservative minds A present crystalline condition is a 
fact which bears on the mineralogical relations of a rock, but of itself 
sheds no light on rock-histories. It testifies to a present fact, not to 
a past genesis. Of the latter a wider range of evidence must speak. 
The revelations of the polarized ray are almost a work of magic, but 
there is danger of over-estimating their significance. Petrographic 
studies possess too much interest and value to be weighted with the
responsibility of sanctioning theories of general geogony which de· 
mand the widest possible range of investigation, under the guidance 
of broad and many-sided intelligence. 

Mem.-In connection with the conglomerate at Wonder island, in the Saganaga 
gneiss, see descriptions of the Obermittweida conglomerate described by various 
authors, especially by Professors Hughes acd Bonney in Quarterly Journal of tlte 
Geological Society for Feb. I, 1888, pp. 20-31, and the further citations there given, 

.. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

-CATALOGUE OF ROCKS WITH CORRESPONDING LOCALI
TIES. 

[Localities are given more precisely in the report.) 

BlUEF DESCRIPTION. 

1 Graywacke ...••.•••.................... 
2 Graywacke slat~.... . . . . .. . ........•.•• 
3 Graywacke slate, thick ................. . 
4 Graywacke slate, thin. . ........... . 
5 Argillitic graywacke slate. .. . ........ . 
6 Argillyte .....••••..•............••.... 

. 7 ~o~p~~ritica.lly quartzose porodyte ...•.. 
8 SeflcltlC schIst...... .. ............... .. 
9 Sericitic schist w. quartz grains ....... . 

10 Quartz veins in graywacke schist .....••. 
11 Older system of dikes (so-called) ...... . 
12 Later system of dikes (so-called) ...•.... 
13 Porodyte (so· called). ....... . ......... 1 

14 P(,)Toditic felsyte. . .. ............•. . ••. 
15 Porphyritically quartzose porodyte .•.... 
16 Quartzyte (so-called) .................. .. 
17 Dark augitic sch. w. fels and q ......•.. 
18 Compact graywacke...... .... . ...... . 
19 Graywacke.................... .••• 
20 Felsitic schist .....•.................... 
21 Chloritic sericitic schist .......••.....••• 
'22 Sericitic schist with rusty blotches ..... . 
23 Graywacke....... . .............••.... 
24 Quartzose porphyry. ...... . .... . ...... . 
25 Quartz porphyry ..................... . 
'26 !:<'elsyte. bluish, fine compact ..........•. 
27 Anamesyte-like ............•.......••••. 
'28 Anamesyte-like ........................ . 
'2, Chloritic sch. very irregular ............ , 
31) Quartz porphyry . . . . . . . . ....•....•••. 
ill Graywacke, compact ................... . 
32 Jaspery htematite .............•.......•. 
33 Graywacke, partly chloritic ............ . 
34 Graywacke, massive, chloritic .......... . 
35 Graywacke, massive, metallic .....•...•. 
36 Black jasper schist. . ., ..•........... 
37 Chloritic schist, dark ..•........••• . .. 
.38 Graywacke, epidotic w. heulandite ••.... 
39 Graywacke. ferruginous .......•........ 
39blSericitic schist. compact .............. . 

·40 Chloritic sericitic schist .......••..•.. '" 

46 

~ I ~ REGION.. <1J 

o " bJJ 
0. I,;~ .. 
~ 1:iS ~ ~ 

Page. I 
19 Vermilion lake ...... 206215 
19" 20162 15 
20" 206215 
20" 20162 15 
20" 206215 
20" 20' 62 15 
20 " .... .. 2062 15 
22 " ...... 21 62 15 
22 " .. .... 21 62 15 
22 " . . . .. 21 62 15 
22 " ...... 21 62 15 
22 " ...... 21 62 15 
23" 216215 
23 " . . . .. 346215 
23 " ...... 346215 
23 " . . , ... 346215 
23 " . . , 34 62 15 
23 " ...... 361 16 
24 " . . . . .. 3 61 16 
26" 6 62 14 
26 Mud creek and lake :> 6214 
26 " 56214 
27 " 5 62 14 
27 " 3 62 14 
27 " 362 14 
27 " 3 62 14 
27 " 36214 
27 " 36214 
27 " 3 62 14 
28 " :1 62 14 
28 " 126214 
28 tland lake .•.......•. 13 62 14 
29 " ........... 146214 
29 " .... . ...... 1462 14 
29 " ..... ...... 146214 
29 Armstrong river ......... . 
29 " ......... . 
30 Eagle Nest lake ..... 22 62 14 
30 " ..•.. 2262

1

14 
30 " ..... 2462 14 
30 " ..... 246214 
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APPENDIX I.-Continued. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION. 

41 Chlorit. ser. sch., compact ........•...... 
42 Chlorit. sel'. sch .................•....... 
43 ::ler. seh jaspery, ferruginous ....•..••.. 
44 cier. or damourite schist ..........•.•.... 
45 ChI or. ser. sch. with q. and f ........... . 
46 8er. sch , soft portion . . . .. . •..... 
47 Petrosilex and felsyte, bedded ........... . 
48 ::ler. sch., granular, compact ............ . 
49 Quartzltic ser. selt., thick-bed ........ . 
50 Chlor. ser. sch. w. pyrites.... . . . ..... . 
51 t'er. seh., thin laminated ................ . 
52 Quartz vein, ferruginous .••.............. 
53 I-'yrites in quartz .....•••............... 
54 Epidotic graywacke Bch .•.•.•......•.••.. 
55 Epidote crystallizing ...........•........ 
56 Chloritic sch., heavy-bed .•.............. 
57 Ghloritic sch. fo/ming vein ............. . 
58 Lahradorite.? chiefly .......... " ....... . 
59 ~'erruginous jasper ..................... . 
60 Quartz porphyry ..............•......... 
61 (,raywacke mica schist ................. . 
62 Granite vein.... . ........ .. 
63 Graywacke mica schist.... . . .. . ..... . 
64 Mica sch., fine, compact ................ . 
65 Miea schist .......•..•......••....•..•.. 
66 Mica schist ............................. . 
67 Argillitic mica schist .................. . 
68 Mica schist ........•....... '" ...•.•..... 
69 Hornblende sch. ,massive ............... . 
70 Dike in hornblende sch. .... ...... . .... . 
71 Hydromica granite. .... ..... . ..... . 
72 Granite ................................ . 
73 Hornbl. seh. in granite ..........•..•.... 
74 Dioryte.... . ......................... . 
75 Dike matter .. , ......................... . 
76 Compact dioritic sch ... ............ . 
77 Hydromica schist .................... . 
78 Graywacke ............................ . 
79 Hydromica schist ...................... . 
80 ~'i brous hydrom' sch. in dike .......... . 
81 8erieitic seh., greenish . ................ . 
82 Fine dioryte? .......................... . 
83 Dioritic schist .......................... . 
S,* Ser. sch. porphyrit, w. h .........•••••••. 
85 Argillyte............ . ............... . 
86 8erici tic schist ....... " ................ . 
87 Chloritic argillyte ..................... . 
88 8er seh., smooth, leather colored ....... . 
8f! 8er. sch., finely mottled ............... . 
90\rgillyte ........ " .......... . ....... . 
91 Chloritie graywacke .................... . 
92 Argillyte.............................. . 
93 Graywacke. . ........................•. 
94 Graywacke ..........................•• 
95 Graywacke.............. . ............. . 

<Ci 
00 
00 ...... -... 
8. 
Q) 

I :l::i 

REGION. 

Page. 
30 Eagle Nest lake .•.. 266214 
30 " .... 25 62 14 
31 " .... 366214 
31 " .... 36 62 14 
31 " .... 346214 
31 " .... 34 62 14 
31 " .... 34 62 14 
32 " .... 34 62 14 
32 " .... 34 62 14 
32 " .... 346214 
32 " .... 346214 
32 " .... 34 62 14 
32 " .... 34 62 14 
33 " .... 27 62 14 
33 " .... 27 62 14 
34 " ... 29 6214-
34 " .... 29 6214 
35 " .... 196214 
35 " .... 1!1 62 14 
35 " ... 196214 
38 Creek to Burntside L 36 63 14 
38 H •. 366314 
39 Burntside lake ...... 326313 
39 " ...... 32 63 13 
39 " ...... 32 63 13 
39 " .•.... 32 6;1 13-
39 " ...... 29 6:3 13 
39 " . . . .. 21 63 13-
42 " ...... 23 ~3 13-
42 " ...... 2360 13 
43 " ...... 2463 13 
44 " ...... 18 63 12 
44 " . . . .. 18 63 12 
45 " .. ... 13 63 13 
44" 186312 
52 " ...... 23 63 13 
li2 Burntside river ..... 24 63 13 
52 " ..... 24 63 13 
52 Long lake .... ... 30 63 12 
52 " •......... 30 63 12 
53 " .......... 2~ 63 12 
53 " .... ... '. 29 63 12 
5:, ,. .. ........ 296314 

4 I' .... ...... 296312 
5 I " .......... 296312: 
54 .• . •...... 296:312 
54 .• . .... ... 12963112 
55 " .... ..... 2963,12 
55 " . . .. . . . .. 29 63 12. 
55 " .......... 29 63 1

1

12-
55 " .......... 286:n2 
55 " .......... 23 63 1;) 
68 Head of rapids, Fall R 20 63

1

11 
68 Garden lake. . •. . ... 20 6:l11 
70" 28,63,11 
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APPENDIX I.-Continued . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION. 

96 Cblor. sericitic schist .................. . 
97 Sericitic schist ......................... . 
98 Sericitic schist. .... ...... . .......... . 
99 Chlonlic graywacke, w. red m ...•••... 

100 Quartz ..................•......•...••. 
101 Sericitic mica schist .......••.••••..... 
]02 Micaceous hornblende sch ........•...••. 
103 Hornblendic magnetic sch, ..........••. 
103b Nascent mica schist. .................. . 
104 Granulyte vein ..................••..... 
105 Biotite syenite ..•..........•...•••..••. 
106 Syenite w. fragments of h. sch .......••. 
107 Syenitic gneiss ........................ . 
108 Syenite with vein ...................... . 
109 :-'.yenite, much red orthocl. ..•.......... 
110 Muscovite schist ...... '" ............. . 
111 Muscovite schiot ....................... . 
112 Syenite w glassy feldspar ............ . 
113 Hornblcndic? (augitic?) mic. sch .....••. 
114 Augite or chlorite rock ............... .. 
115 Syenite w. glassy feldspar ......••....... 
116 Augite rock ....... .. ............... . 
117 Red syenite w. vein of syenite ......... . 
118 Syenite gneiss ......................... . 
Ug Muscovit. hornb. sch and syen ......... . 
120 Syenite •••...••.•...•....••......•...•. 
121 Biotitic quartz diabase ...........•••.... 
122 Biotitic diabase w. orthoel ...........••. 
123 Biotitic syenite ...................... .. 
124 P'eloitic and earthy rock. . .....••....... 
125 Felsitic and earthy rock ................ . 
126 Micaceous graywacke schist. ..••• , .... . 
127 ]<'elsitic hornblendic sch .......••........ 
128 :3ericitic siliceous schist ...............•• 
129 Mica schist ........•.•••.........• 
130 Oiabase from dike ..................... . 
131 Porphyritic syemte .................... . 
132 Black min.eral ..........•............... 
133 Porphyritic mica schist .......••.•...... 
134 Hydromica schist ...................... . 
135 Porphyry (porphyrel?) ................ .. 
136 Banded jaspilyte ... , .....•............. 
137 Best iron ore ........................•.. 
138 Chlorite rock ........................ .. 
139 Sericitic schist, black cryst ............ . 
140 l:<'elsitic schist. . . . . . ••• • • . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 
141 Sericitic schist ..............••...... , .. . 
142 :3ericitic schist, greenish grains .•••...... 
143 Sericitic schist ......................... . 
144 Sericitic argillyte .................... .. 
145 f'lericitic argillyte ..................... . 
146 Sericitic schist ......................... . 
147 ::lericitic schist ..........•....•........•. 
148 Sericitic pseud0.conglomerate .....•.•••• 
149 8ericitic schist, chloritic spots. . ..•••••• 

..a 
I i 

t:: HEGION. I .. : oJ 
a I .1 ~ I g; 

00 
00 
...... 

'" I~ ,.:; "" 0:: ".: I:::::: 
Page. 1 

70 Garden lake ......•.. i28 (j:, 11 
70 " ........ 128 63 11 
70 •• . ...... '12~ 03 11 
70 " ........ 27 6il 11 
70 "Silver City" ....... 29 163 11 
71 Garden lake ......... 132 63 11 
71 " 3,)16" 11 ..•.• "'1 ~I .J 

71 " . ... . .. 32,63 11 
74 White Iron lake ..... 326311 
74 " ..... 32'63 11 
74 " ..... 32 163 l'} 
74 " ..... 3~ 03 11 
7755 " ..... 31 ;6~ 11 

" ..... 316311 
75 '\ ...•. 316.:3 11 
75 " ...•. t:>'ti2 111 
75 " . .... 66211 
75" 1 02 12 
76 " ..... ,12 62 12 
76 " ..... 126212 
76 " ..•.. 12 62 12. 
76 " ..... 126212 
76 " ..... 251r;2 12 
77 H ...... ]262 12-
77 " ..... 1216212 
79 " . .... 6 6~ 11 
7~ " ... ", 6 6~ 11 
79 •• . . • . . 6 (:~ 11 
79 " .. .. . 6 /:2 11 
79 " . . . .. 6 1:2 11 
79 " . . . . . 6 62 11 
80 " ... "132 62 11 
72 Garden lake ......... 2063 11 
72 " .. .. . ... 20 63 11 
73 " ........ ,28 I;,; 11 
81 Farm lake.. .. .. .. ... 3 15" 11 
81 " ......•. 36~-: 11 
82 u •• , ..••. 3403 11 
82 " . . • . . . .. 34 6:~ 11 
89" 34 6:, 11 
73 Garden lake ......... 21 03 11 
69 Near Garden lake .... 3°103 11 
69" 306.:> 11 

. .•.•. Falls of Fall R. ...... 17 6il 11 
66 Fall lake ............ 18 6:3 11 
60 ". . • •• . ..••. 17 t:ia 11 
62 " ........... , 16 G~i 11 
64 ". . . . . . .•..•• 9 6:) 11 
64 " .......• , . •. 9 6:3 11 
62 " ......•••••• 1(1 6H 11 
62 " ............ 11 63 11 
62 ". ..... . .. .. 11 63 1 
62 " ..... , . .. . .. 263 11 
62 "...... .... 36[64 1 
63 ". . • • • . . . . .. 35 64 1 T 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION. 

1['0 Sericitic schist. yellowish .•....••....... 
151 Sericitic schist, blue .................. . 
151b Sericitic chloritic schist ................ . 
152 Uhloritic schist ........................ . 
156 Petrosilex .....•.................••..•.. 
154 Wackenitic chlorite schist ............. . 
155 Augite (chiefly) ....................... .. 
]56 Biotite granite ...............•....•.... 
157 Hydrom'ica granite ..................... . 
158 Noryte ................................ . 
lW (.Jranite .....................••...•...•. 
160 Interbedded granite and dioryte ....... .. 
161 Bedded dioryte ....................... .. 
162 IMicaceous hornblende schist ........... . 
163 Diallage?...................... . ...••• 
J64 Granite with green feldspar ......•••.... 
165 Mixture of biotite and augite ..••....••.. 
166 DiaJlagic biotite schist. .. . . . . . •. . . •.. .. 
167 Biotite hornblende schist ..•....••....... 
168 Dioryle............... . ............... . 
169 Masses of hornblende ................. . 
170 Mic. sch. and granu\yte interbedded .... " 
171 Dior.l'te schist ..........••......••••.• ,. 
172 Large crystals of orthoclase..... . ..... . 
173 Ooarse Muscovite gneiss. . .. . ........ . 
174 Uomp3.ct sericitic schist .....•........... 
175 Sericitic chlori tic argillyte ......••••••• 
176 Siliceous sericitic argillyte ..... • ••..••. 
177 Doleryte .......................••...... 
178 '\mygdaloid ......................... .. 
179 Porphyritic granulyte .................. . 
ItlO Fine mica schist. .. . .. . ..............•• 
181 Hornblende schist ................ " .. 
182 Syenite-two varieties ......••.••••••.•. 
183 Graywackenitic mica schist ........•.•••• 
J84 ~lica sch. passing to gneiss .......••.... 
185 Mica scll. w. colored bands ..•.......•••. 
186 Syenite........... . .............•••.•.• 
.187 Syenite w. crystallized hornbl. (see cor-

rections and additions) ............... . 
188 Syenite ................•.•••.•••..•..••• 
189 HornLlendp R('hi~t ..................... . 
190 Transition from syenite to schists .....••. 
191 Argillyte .............................. . 
192 i\.rgillitic sericitic schist. . . . . .. . ......•• 
193 Sericitic argillyte ..................... . 
J94 Argillitic sericitic schist .••....•..•••.••• 
195 Graywacke schist.. .. . .....•.......•.. 
196 Uhloritic sericitie schist. .........•••.... 
197 Diabasc frlJm dike ...................... . 
198 Ser. sch. from contact w. dike ...•....... 
199 Sericitic slate .......... , ........•...... 
200 Diabase ........................... · ... . 
:20 I Argillyte ............................. . 
:202 Chloritic sericitic schist ............... .. 

REGION. 
I I 
I

· 1 'Ii 
:: b 

<:.i ~ '" 
Q.) 0 " r:n .... I::r:: 

Page. 
66 Fall lake ............ 18 63 11 
66 " ...... , ... 18 63 11 
66 •. . ......... 136312 
56 Long lake.... .. .. 2263 12 
56 .. . .•....... 226312 
57 " .......... 2063 12 
57 " . . • . • .. • .. 20 63 12 
45 Burntside lake ]363 ]3 
45 " . . . .. 13 63 13 
45 ,. . ..... 136313 
46 " .• , •.. 12 63 13 
14:6 " •.•. " J 2 63 13 
46 " ...... 12 63 13 
46 " ...... 12 63 13 
47 " ...... 126313 
48 " . . . ... 12 63 13 
49 " . . . . . . 1 63 13 
49 " ...... 36 64 13 
50 " ...... 36 64 13 
50 " .... .. ;36 64 l~ 
50" 14 63 13 
50 ., ...... 146313 

'51 " ...... 356413 
51 u .•.... 346413 
51" 3464 Ul 
94 Saturday lake .••.••• 366411 
94" 8664 11 
94 Urn lake ............ 306410 
94 " .......... 30 64 10 
94 " .•...••. " 30 64 10 
95 ,. . ......... 296410 
95 Portage 2(1 64 10 
95 BaBBw'd (Bassi-menan) L 16 64 10 
97 " 16 64 10 
98 " 15 64 10 
98 .. 1554 10 
98 " 146410 
99 " 126410 

99 
99 
99 

100 
120 
121 
121 
122 
122 
122 
123 
123 
123 
123 
123 
124 

" 33 65 9 
" 3465 ~ 
" 3465 II 
" 264 9 
" 1264 9 

Carp lake ........... 1264 9 
Newfound lake .... , 12 64 ~ 

" ...... 1464 9 
" ...... 11 64 9 
.. 1564 9 

Moose lake ..•...•... 22 64 9 
" .......... 22649 
" .•........ 21 64 9 
" .......... 31

1
64 9 

:: .......... 29164 9 
......... 29,64 9 
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203 IPolPhyritic diabase .............••...... 
20:3b Diabase .............................. . 
204 Syenite.......... . ................... . 
20~ Syenite ..........•..••..•••.....•...•.. 
206 Syenite w greenish hornb1. .........•... 
207 Fine compa~t gneiss ................... . 
208 Fine compact gneiss ................... . 
209 Interbedded gneiss and hornb!. sch .... . 
210 GraywAckenitic mica sch .......•........ 
211 Graywaekenitic mica sch .....•....•...•. 
212 Mica schist .. . ................ . 
213 Syenite ................... . 
214 Gneiss .... " ........................ . 
215 Vel'Y coarse syenite .................. . 
216 Graywackenitic chlor. sch ............ , . 
217 Mica schist, very fine ................••. 
217b Graywacke schist ...................... . 
218 Dinryte schist ......•.................. 
219 Gneiss .........................•........ 
220 Syenitic horn blendic schist ........•.... 
221 Felsitic schist ....................... .. 
222 Sericitic schist.. . . . . . . . . . .. . .........•. 
223 Sericitic schist. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .•...... 
224 Compact argillitic schist ... , ..........•. 
225 Thin, laminated argillyte .........•..... 
226 Argillitic sericitic schist ........•....... 
227 Argillitic sericitic schist. . . . . .. • .... . 
228

1

seriCitiC schist.. ....................... . 
229 Feisitic schist (pomditic?' .............. . 
230 Sericitic felsitic schist. .. . . . . . . . ... '" 
231 Chloritic sericitic schist ..•............•. 
232

1

SChist in contact. with dike .......•.•.... 
23::1 Dioryte in the above schist ........... . 
234 Syenite in schibt 565 ....... , .......... . 
235 Chloritic sericitic schi:lt ..•••..•......... 
236 Relation of quartz and schist ..... . 
237 Chloritic sericitic schist w. q. grains .... . 
238 Argillyte ano quartz ................... . 
239 ::5ericitic argillyte ................•....•. 
240 Argillyte............... . ............. . 
241 Sericitic sch. and lamina of q .......... . 
242 Plicated sch. w. q. laminoo ............. . 
243 ::5er. sch, w. q. and fels. grains ......... . 
244 Argillyte w. q. grains ................. . 
215 . Felsitic argillyte ...................... . 
246 Gravelly sericit:c schist ................ . 
247 Diabase from dike .................... . 
248 Quartz and black argillyte .............. . 
249 Diabase from dike ...................•.. 
250 A rgillyte, fine, dark ............... '" .. 
251 Dike material (peculiar) ................ . 
252 Chlori t6 rock ....................•••.... 
2531 AphaDltic, siliceous sericit. sch ......... . 
254 Aphanitic sericitic, schist ..•.•....•..... 
255 ::5ericitic schist...... .... . ... ...... .. .. 

Page 
125 
125 
126 
126 
127 
127 
127 
127 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
129 
130 
130 
130 
131 
131 
131 
133 
lilil 
133 
134 
134 
134 
134 
134 
136 
136 
136 
136 
136 
136 
137 
137 
134 
1&5 
137 
137 
138 
138 
138 
138 
139 
139 
140 
142 
121 
102 
10:l 
102 
102 

REGION. 

Snowbank lake ...... 33164 9 
" ..... 2764 9 

" 

" 

· •••. 35 H4 9-
· .••• 3564 9' 
..... ;)] 64 8 
..... ill 64 8 
..... 3164 8 
..... 31 64 8 
• •••• 2~ 64 R 
..... 2964 8 
..... 2964 8 
• •••• 2~ 64 8 
..... 2964 & 

.... '129164 8 

..... 2~ 64 8 

· .... l~ 64 8 

... "120 64 8· 
· .... 19164 8 

" ... .. 19 64 8 
Boot lake. . ....... '120 6. & 

" ........... 21 M 8 
" ...... .. "11664 8 

Ensign lake ........ Iii 64 8 
:: ....... "11564 8 

......•.. 15 li4 8 

.. '" - .. 16 6418 

......... 1764 8 

......... 1764 & 

......... 8641 8 

......... R 641 s 

. .....••. 864. 8 

.... ..... 964' 8· 

......... 9164 8 

:::: ::::: i ~i~11 ~ 
......... 964 & 
.... .••.. 964 8 
.... ..•.. 864 8 
.••• ..•.. 764 H 
.. ....... 864 8 
.... ..... 964 8 
......... 9[64 8 
.. ....... 1111 6~ 8 
.. ...... 11064 S 
. ••.••.•. 1064 8 
.. ...... il0164 S 
. ....... 'llIO-i 8 
.. ....... Ill 64 8 

" ......... i15164 8 
Sucker lake ........ '134165 8 
Carp lake.. ........ 1[64 9 
Newton lake ....... '134 64 Jl 

" ...... "134,6411 
" ......... ,34:,,411 

....... ,:3464,1-1 
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Region. 

u I 

21 
. ~ 

OJ 

2~6 Sericitic sch. w. shining scales ........ . 
257 ."ascent mica schist ................. . 
2~8 ~.l'en~t~c gne!ss ........•.•••........••. 
259 ~yeDltIC gneiss .............••..•..•••. 
260 Graywacke schist .................. .. 
261 Magma of gneiss. . . . •. . . . . . ..•...... 
262 L{ock 261 in contaet w. gneiss .......•.. 
26:3 Micaceous hornblende schist .......... . 
264 Micaceous hornblende schist .......... . 
265 Uralitic syenite ............. , ....... . 
266 Chlorite granite. . .. . . . .... .. ....... .. 
267 Menaccanitic hornblende sch ........ . 
268 Chlorite schist . ... .... .... . .. . 
269 Chlorite gneiss. ... .........•...... 
270 Syenite gneiss with chlorite .......... . 
271 Chlorite schist. . . .. . ..........•...••. 
272 Chloro-s.l'enitic gneiss ........ . ... . 
273 ~Jica-hornblende schist....... ... . .. . 
'274 Gravelly chlorite rock.... ..•.... . . 
275 Mica schist .................. . .... . 
276\ DiClr.l'te. (also rock 524, Rep. 1887, p.196) 
'277 Menaccanitic schist. ............•..... 
278 M.uscovite granite (silvery m.) ........ . 
279 Dloryte (lamellar hornbl.) ........... .. 
280 Dioryte schist. . . . . .. . ......... . 
281 Dioryte sehist. ....................... . 
282 Biotite schist ......................•. 
283 Biotite gneiss ........................ . 
28-1 Decaying gneiss ...................... . 
285 Biotite gneiss ...•...... , .......•..••.. 
286 Hed biotite gneiss ........••........... 
287 Biotite gneiss. . ...........•....•..... 
288 Biotite mnscovite schist ............•. 
289 Distmctly bedded gneiss ............•.. 
290 Quartz. feldspar and mica ........... . 
291 Muscovite chlorite gneiss ............ . 
292 Chloritic sericitic schist .............. . 
293 IDlabase from dike ..................•. 
294 Chlori tic sericitic schist ......•••.... 
'295 IN or.l'te .... . .. .. .. ... . ....... . 
290 Transitional dOll btful rock ......... . 
297 Transitional rock. . . . .. . ............ . 
29S Gabbro, fine .. . .................. . 
299 Fine-grained gabhro ................ . 
30P Formative gabbro ...... . ....... . 
301 Gabbro ............................. . 
:302 Cbloritic gneiss . . . . . . .. . ...•.. 
30:3 Compact cbloritic gneiss .... . .•..... 
304

j

compact chloritic gneiss....... . .. 
305 Chloritic porphyrel. ................ .. 
306 ArgiJIitic slate ..................... . 
307Iconglo~er. ate: ......... ,' ............. . 
308 PorphyritiC diabase schist ............ . 
309 PorphyritIC. diabase .••••••••••••••... 
310 Dark siliceous slate ................. . 

~ 

Page. 
HI3 Newton lake ......... 26 64 11 
103 " ......... 22 64 11 
104 Pipestone falls ....... 226411 
104 " ....... 226411 
104 " ....... 22 64 11 
104 " ....... 226411 
104 " .... ' .. 226411 
104 " ....... 226411 
105 Basswood (or Bassi- 22 64 11 
105 menan) L .......... 15 6411 
106 ... .....•••. 1564

1

11 
106 ".... .. ... 15 6411 
106 " .......... 236411 
106 " .......... 236411 
107 "..... . ... 1464'11 
]07 " .......... 146411 
107 " .... " .... 126411 
107 " ......... 126411 
107 " .......... ]2'164 11 
108 .... ....... 126411 

110098 :: .......... 31 ~5 10 
• ......... 29;6510 

114 Crooked lake ........ 1365 11 
115 .. . ....... 11 65 11 
117 " ........ 13 66 11 
117" 13 66111 
117" 146612 
117" 15 66 12 
118 " .. .. ... . 8 66112 
118" 5 66 12 
118 Iron lake ........... Can. 
119 " ...... ..... 666 112 
119 " ........... Can. 
119 " ............ Can. 
119 " . .. .. ..... Can. 
119 

60 
60 

110 
145 
145 
145 
146 
146 
146 
146 
149 
149 
149 
]50 
]50 
150 
151 
151 
151 

" •••••• •••• 0 U a n. 
Fall lake...... ..... ] 9 63 11 

.. . . . . . 19 6311 
Basswood or Bassi-menan L 22 65 10 
Ima lake ... ...... ]3 64 8 

" ............. Ii! 64 8 
" . . . . 1364 8 

Thomas lake ......... 20 64 7 
" ......... 3264 7 
" ......... 32 64 7 
" ......... 3264 7 

Kekequabic lake. . . .. 264 7 
" ..... 264 7 
" ..... 3565 7 
" ..... 3665 7 
" ..... 36 65 7 
" .••.. 36 65 7 
" ..... 31 65 6 
" ..... 3065 6 
.. • ••.. 3065 6 
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Page. 
311 Hlate-colored slate, softer .........•.•.•. 151 Kekequabic lake .... 3065 6 
312 Dike-rock across slate. . ..... ....•. ...... 151 i " .... 30 65 6 
313 Fine, hard, bluish slate. ...... ..... 152 " .... 3265 6 
314 Argillyte....... ....................... lfi7 Ogishke Muncie lake,28 65 6 
315 Porphyrel.... .. ................. '" .. 157 " 28 65 6 
316 Porphyry.............................. 157 " 2565 6 
317 Diabase? .......... ..... ............ 157 " 12865 6 
318 (Jon glomerate .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .... . .. . .. . 159 " 128 65 6 
319 PorphyritIC conglomerate ........ '" .... 159 " ,28 65 6 
320 Diabasic ground mass of congL . . . . . . . . . . 159 " :l8 65 6 
321 Slaty, micaceous argillyte. ...... ....... 159 " , 2~ 65 6 
322 Slate and granular rock ........ '" .... 159' " 28 6fi 6 
323 Slate with pebbles . ................... lfi9 .. 28 65 6 
324

1

oonglomerate ill defined. . . .. ......... 159 " 28 65 6 
325 Black siliceous argillyte (see corrections 

and additions) ........••.. '" . . . . 160 .. 27 65 6 
326 Diabasic groundmass. ................. 162 " 23 65 6 
327 ',Slate and groundmass. ... . .... .•.•.... 162 " 2365 6 
328 Green, diabasic groundmass..... . . .... 162 " 23 65 6 
329 Diabasic groundmass.... . •• . . . . . . . . . . . •. . 162 " 23 65 6 
.B30 Sericitic schist......................... 162 " 2365 6 
331 Sericitic chloritic schist. .... .... .••. .... 162 " 2365 6 
332 Sencitic, 1st gradation ... ... .•.•.. 162 " 23651 6 
333 8ericltic, 2d gradation. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 162 " 23 65 6 
334 Sericitic, 3d gradation ... '" . . . .. 162 " 23 651 6 
335 Porphyritic schist ..... '" . .. .. ......... 164 " 26 65 1 6 
336 "Green rock" .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 165 " 35 65 6 
337 Green rock, from summit...... .... .... . 165 " 35 65 6 
338 Porphyritic rock.... ................... 165 " 26 65 6 
339 Eruptive rock.... .... .............. .... 161 I. 26 65 6 
340 81ate ..•........... . .. ............. 161 " 26 (i5 6 
341 Porphyritic, but gravelly.. . ..... .... .... 166 " 22 65 6 
342 Greenstone conglomerate..... ...... ..•. 166 " 2265 6 
343 Porphyry pebble ........ '" . . ...... .... 166 " 2265 6 
344 Porphyritic matrix. .... ............... 166 I " 2265 6 
345 Gravelly matrix. . . . .. . . .. . ... . .. . . . . . . . 166 " 22 65 6' 
346 Greenstone (like 342) columnar .. ,. . . .... 166 " 2265 6 
347 Erupted rock.......... . .. . .. .••... .... 168 Gabimichigama lake. 25 65 6 
348 Flinty slate. . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 169 " 25 65 6 
349 Graywacke-like. ....................... 170 " 36 65 6 
350 Muscovado-gabbro?.... .. . ... ....... 170 " :36 6.5 6 
3;;1 Graywacke-like................... . .. 170 " 1 64 6 
352 Massive graywacke.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 170 .. 1 64 {) 
353 Micaceous gab brolyte? ... .............. 170 " I 04 6 
354 Gabbro................. .... ........ 171 .. 12 04 6 
355 Gabbro ........ "...................... 171 " 12 64 6 
356 Gabbrolyte .......... ............ ..... 171 " I 64 6 
357 Band of iron-bearing rock.... .... ...... 171 " 1 04 6 
358 ::;ideritic? rock.. .... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 171 " 6 64 6 
359 Porphyrel............ ................. 158 Zeta lake ...... ...... 28 Ii!"> 6 
360 Porphyrel.............................. 153 Kekequabic lake .... 29 65 6 
361 Porphyrcl............................... 153 " ... 29 6:; 6 
362 Porphyrel........... .................. 152 " ... 2916fi 6 
363 Graywacke-like......................... 152" 30 6f> 6 
363b Dike-rock..... . .... .... .... .... .... .... 153" 31 65 6 
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364 Chlorite schist ......................... . 
365 Porphyrel .... ···· .................... .. 
366 Green rock ...........•.....•........•.. 
367 Chloritic conglomerate .........•...... " 
368 Green, conglomeritic sch ..............•. 
36!! Green, conglomeritic sch .. , ...... . . 
:no Fine, reddish, granulitic sch ............ . 
371 Granulitic schist ................. , .... . 
372 Gabbroloid rock ..................... .. 
373 Gabbroloid ..................•.•••. 
374 Gneissic rock. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........... . 
375 ChJoritk gneiss ......................... . 
376 Subgranular felsyte .................. .. 
377 Felsitic schist .......................... . 
378 Porphyritic gneiss .................... . 
379 Green_rock and granulitic ............. . 
380 Chlorite gneiss ....................... .. 
381 Porphyrel.......... . ................. . 
382 Porphyrel. ............................ . 

o 
Z BRIEF DESCRIPTION. 
..!:d 
'" o 

0:: 

383 I!'ine red quartzyte (Port Finley). .... . .. 
384 Oiabase ..............•................. 
385 JJiabase ............................... . 
386 Dia base ............................... . 
387 Quartz from copper vein ............... . 
388 Limestone.... . .................... . 
389 Diabase slate, fine ... . ............... . 
390 Same with chloritic lustre. . ........•.. 
391 Diabase, average condition ............ . 
392 Diabase slate, chloritic, etc ...........•. 
393 . Quasi-amygdaloid .................... .. 
394 I>iabasic slate w. amygdules .......... . 
395 Gray quartzyte ....•.................... 
396 Dark gray quartzyte.... . ........ . 
397 Slate in quartzyte ..... . ............. . 
398 Diabase in dike ....................... .. 
399 Red quartzyte .......................••. 
400 Diab!l.se .............................. . 
401 Quartzyte ...........................••. 
4('2 Diabase.............. . .........•. 
403 Diabase ............••••...••..•....... 
404 Quartzy te ....................•......... 
405 Quartzyte, greenish, fine ..•............. 
406 Quartzyte, red, conglomeritic ..... . ... . 
407 lJiabase........................... . .. . 
408 Quartzyte, red. . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
409 Yellowish, cherty limestone ........... . 
410 Pinkish, cherty limestone .............. . 

co 
co ..... 
..; REGION. oJ 
~ r::I bIl 

fr g~§-
0:: 7.lE-o~ 

p~~:. Kekequabic lake .•. 316516 
153 .. 3665 7 
153 .. 36657 
154 " 3665 6 
154 " .... 3461i

t
' 'j. 

154 " 3461i 7 
155 .. 364 7 
155 .•. ... 364 7 
155 .... .. 464 7-
155 ". .. 364"{' 
155 ...... S 64 7 
155 ".... 2 64 7 
156 ".... 2 64 7 
149 ".... 3 64 7 
149 .. .. .. 264 7 
149 .. .. .. 264 7 

...... " .... 2647 

...... .. .... 3665 7 
1nO 'I .... 36 65 7 

r
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145 Port Finley, Canada. 
145 Bruce mines, Canada. 
146 .. 

147 
147 
147 
148 
149 
149 
150 
150 
151 
151 
151 
151 
152 
152 
153 
15il 
154 
154 
154 
156 
156 

" 
" 
" 

Thessalon, Canada. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

1~~ mileN.W.fromThessalon 
" [Can. 
" .. 
., [Can. 

2YzmilesN.W.from Thessalon 
3 miles N. W. from Thessalon 
5~milesN. W.from Thessalon 

.. [Can. 
" 

2 miles N. from Thessalon. 
% mile ~~om Ansonia, Can. 

Near Ansonia. Can. 
" ., 
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412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
4il3 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 

4511 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
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BRIEl<' DESCRIPTION. 

Brecciated diabase ..... '" .......•••..•. 
Slaty diabase ........................ . 
Diabase .....••.....•..•••...........•.. 
Red quartzyte ..••.•............•...... 
Diabase, pale green feldspar ....•..•..••. 
Diabase, pink feldspar .•••.•••.•.•..•... 
Diabase, lamelll'.T augite ..•••.••...•...•. 
Siliceous slate ...................•...•.. 
Felsyte-like, red feldspar ...........•.... 
Same, becoming dioritic ..•••.••..•••..•• 
Same, completely dioritic ...•........ ,. 
Chloritic shale fro joint ................ . 
Chloritic mass. . . . . . . .. . .............. . 
Quartzyte, gray and red ..•.............. 
Red petrosilex .•••.•••.• " ............ . 
Diabase ..•..•••.......•••........••.... 
Flint ...•......•••...••..••.......•...•. 
Diabase ..••.......•.•................•. 
Feldspar .......•.....................• 
Hock of .........•.......••.......•..... 
Same, more slaty ...................... . 
Felsyte slate ......•..........••......•.. 
Diabase slate .••..• " ......•.•.....•.••. 
Flin ty felsyte .......................... . 
Feldspathic slate .........•.............. 
Grllnulyte from a pebble ................ . 
Noryte ..........•••.•................. 
Cherty limestone. ..... . ............•. 
Cherty limestone (organic?) . ...• .... . .. 
Noryte ..••..••.•....................•. 
Animike slate.... .•.•.. . ............•. 
Felsyte becoming granulyte. . ......... . 
Noryte ...•...•...•.................... 
Slate inclosing pebble .................. . 
Hmmatite in quartzyte ................. . 
Fissile slate ..........••....•............ 
Pale pink quartzyte .................. .. 
Diabase, light blue. . .. . ............. . 
Cherty limestone, pale pinkish .......•.. 
Cherty limestone coarser .......•...... 
Diabase slate embraced in above ..•..•••• 
Yellowish cherty limestone.. . .. ... .. 

"Soap rock" of miners .....•.. '" ..... . 
Slate passing to hmmatite. ..... . ...... . 
Conglomerate over hmmatite . . . . .. . .. . 
Slate ...•••..•.........•.....••....•.. 
Quartzyte .•........................... 
Sericitic slate ..............•............ 
Porphyrel in contact w. same .......... . 
Conglomeritic schist .............. " ... . 
Siliceous dark band in same ..........•.. 
Vertical slaty rock ......•. ",' , ......... . 
Gray and red quartzyte ...•.............. 
Pure amorphous talc .............•...••. 
Crystalline talc. . . .. . . . .. . ....•.•••.... 

47 

t
oo 
00 .... 
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Page. 
155 At Ansonia, Can. 

161 
161 
162 
162 
162 
161 
163 
16;) 
163 
163 

163 
163 
163 
163 
156 
156 
156 

157 
156 

158 

158 
158 
159 
159 
Hi9 
159 
159 
160 
160 
155 
155 

155 
155 

172 
172 
172 
174 
174 
175 
175 
175 
17fi 
175 
176 
176 
176 

Blind river, Can. 
" 

mind river, Can. 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Blind river, Can. 
" 
" 
" 

1 mile W. of Ansonia, Can. 
" s. W'~4 sec. 8, Lefroy, Can. 

[Can. 
>if mile S. W. from Ottertail, 
20 rods S. of Ottertail, 4-cor's 

Near Ottertail, Can. 
[Can. 

Valley of Thessalon, near 
Thessalon, Canada. 

2 miles N. from Oltertail,Can. 
2 miles S. from Murray's Cor-

ners, Can." • 
" 

Murray's Corners, Canada. 
" 

Two miles S. E. from Otter
tail, Canada. " 

Ansonia, Canada. 
. " 

" 

'Sec. 19, T. 47 27, Ishpeming, 
Mich. •• 

Old Saginaw mine, Ish. ,Mich. 
172 miles N. W. from " 

" " 
2Yz " " 

I
" " 

At the bridge, Deer lake •• 

I:~ :~;;::";rolll ;~opes ~~ld mine. ,~ 
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BlUEF DESClUPTlON. REGION. 

Page. 
466 Gold bearing quartz...... ......•••• ... 176 Hopes gold mine. 
467 Slate of the country rock. ...... .... ..•. " 
468 Sericitic lamina............ ............ 176 2~ miles N. W. frum Ish.,lIL 
469 Green argillyte. .......... ...... .... ..•. 177 lsJJpeming, Mich. 
469" Green argillyte (analysis.by Taft) .... . . . . 177 " 
470 Ashen argillyte. . . . . ... ................ 177 ., 
470b Ashen argillyte (analysis by Taft).... .... 177 " 
471 Specimens with Mal'tite crystals..... .... .177 " 
472 Quartzose chlorite schist...... ...... .... 177 " 
473 lJioryte (so-called)...... ...... .•.. ..... 177 Michigamme, Mich. 
474 Granite (so-called).... .... .... .... ...... 177 1 mile N. Michigamme, J\L 
475 Quartzyte and granite in contact........ 178" " 
476 Greenstone dike in granite.... . . .... ..•. 178" " 
477 Lamina of sericitic matter .... ·.. ...... 178" ,. 
478 Quartzyte................ ...... .... 178 Near Michigamme, Mich. 
479 Interlaminated sandst. and h::cmat.. ..... 178 Swan mine, Negaunee, Mich. 
480 Ohalcedonic silica and hromat.. . . .. . . . . . . 178" ,4 
481 Jasper and h::cmatite........ ..... ..... 178" " 
482 Quartzose chloritic rock. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 178 Buffalo mine, " 
483 ~late................................... 178 Near the " " 
484 Black argillyte............. .. .. .. • .. .. . 178 "" " 
485 Slate................... ............... 179 "" " 
486 Quartzyte, north-llipping. . . . . . ... . . . . . . 179 Iron Cliffs mine, " 
487 Quartzyte............... ............. 180" " 
488 Quartzyte.............................. 180 Near Teal lake, " 
489 Talcose schist .... " . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181 BluiI street, Marquette, M. 
490 Vitreous talcose schist ..... .... ..... 181 Bluff street, Marq uette, Mich 
491 Ambiguous, perhaps eruptive..... ...... lSI " 
492 FeIsitic schist...... ...... ............. 181 Near lighthouse, " 
493 Porphyrel.............................. IS2 Lighthouse point, " 
494 Serici tic felsitic schist. .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . If2 "" 
4"5 Schist, showing cross banding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ",. 
496 Great greenstone dike. .... .. ...... ...... ..... " •. 
497 Altered schist with cross banding. .. .... ...... "" 

" 
" 

498 Dike rock east and west) •..... . . .. . . . •. ...... "" " 
499 Brecciated mass ...........•.•....•..... 
500 Slate ............ . .•.................. 
501 Iron ore, Valley mine. . .. .......... .. 

IS6 N'r Colby mine, Bessemer" 
Valley mine, " " 

502 Syenite. .... . .......................•. 
(i03 Quartzyte..... . .......•........••.•••. 
504 Black slate ......................••..... 

504a Granulitic gneiss (pink) ..••..•••......•• 
505 The dark rock ............•••........... 
506 Same, with vein of felsyte ......••....... 
507 Dark and pink mixed ........ " ...... .. 
fJOS Nascent mica schist .................... . 
508a Porphyrelloid rock ..................... . 
509 Hornblende schist .................... .. 
510 EIornlJIende (1) rock .................... . 
511 Quartzyte, w. some feldspar ............ . 
512 Vitreous quartzyte ..................... . 
513 Quartzyte with crystals fels ........•.. 
514 Hornblende sclJist ........ ........ .... .. 

187 N'r Aurora mine,Ironw'd" 
187 """ 
188 .?2' mile E. Iron Kitlg m'u" 

IS9 Penokee Gap, Wis. 
189 " 
190 " 
190 
l!-)O " 
190 
190 
190 " 
191 " 
191 " 
191 " 

" 
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ci 
Z BRIEF DESCRIPTION. 
old 
t) 

~ 

515 Siliceous schist .••••................... 
616 Siliceous schist banded ................. . 
517 Siliceous argillyte ...................... .. 
518 Sericitic argillyte ..................... . 
519 Magnetltic siliceous schist ............ . 
520 Magnetitic schist .........•..•...••.... 
521 Black, carbonaceous argillyte ..........•. 
522 Dark speckled argillyte ........•......... 
523 Graywacke, fine ....... , . . . .......•.. 

o 
:z; BRIEF ])ESCRIPTION. 
.Id 
t.J o 
~ 

524 Chlorite rock-pipestone ............... . 

525 Felsitic argillyte ...................... .. 

526 Banded jaspilo-hrematitic ••••......•••••. 

527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 

Siliceous argillyte ..................... .. 
Flinty argillyte ........................ . 
Siliceous argillyte .......... , ......... .. 
Greenish bands in last ...........•.•.•.. 
From a bowlder ..•..•.....• ' ...•....... 
Diabasic schist ........ , ...•••.......•. 
Diabasic conglomerate ................. . 
Felsitic siliceous schist. . ........... ""' .. 
Diabasic slate and argillyte .•••.......... 
Fine. slatyargillyte. . ................ .. 
Stuntz conglomerate ................. . 
Stuntz conglomerate ..••.........••.••. 
Siliceous argillyte ...................... . 
Graywacke ..••..•••..•................ 
Graywacke ...••..•.......••.....•...... 
Slaty graywacke .•••..••................ 
Stuntz conglom. fro bowlder .•.•.••..... 
Flinty argillyte ....................... . 
Stuntz conglomerate .................. .. 
Sericitic felsitic schist. • •. . . . .. • ..•.•.. 
Porphyritic Stuntz conglom ........... . 
Silicious argillyte . .. . ... .. ............. . 
POJoditic rock ..• , •••.•.••.••........... 
Porodyte .......••....•...............•.. 
Porodyte .................. · ....•...... 
Porodyte ......•...........•......•.. 
Fine-textured graywacke .......••..... 
Diabase ......•••...........•••.....•.. 
Graywacke ..............•............. 
Chlorite gneiss.;..... . ... . .. .. . ....... 
Graywacke ....................•••....•. 

HEGION. 

Page. 
191 Penokee Bap, Wis. 
191 " 
191 " 
101 " 
1~2 " 
1!)2 " 
192 " 
192 " I lake. 
195 Portage.Mud I'k to Burntside . .,..: 
CIJ 
CIJ 
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0. c,; t;: = OIl 
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OIl 0 O<! 
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Page. 
108 Pipestone rapids .... (Rp '86) .. .. .. 
196 
196 Sucker lake. 3265 8 

144 Knife lake. (Rl' '86) 

197 
198 " .......... 2765 7 
198 " .......... 2665 7 
198 " .......... 2665 7 
198 " .......... 2665 7 
198 " .......... 26 165 7 
199 " .. ~ . . . . ... 2465 7 
199 " .......... 2465 7 
199 " ........... 1965 7 
199 " .......... 2065 7 
199 " .......... 2265 7 
199 " .......... 2161i 6 
200 ., ......... 2065 6 
202 " .......... 1765 6 
203 " ........ , 1865 6 
203 " ......... 1865 6 
203 " .......... 2465 7 
203 " .......... 2365 7 
204 " .... ..... 1'1" 7 
204 " ......... 1465 7 

00' I " .......... 1465 7 
204 " ...••...•. 1465 7 
204 " • ••• ..... 1265 7 
204 " .......... 1265 7 
205 " .......... 765 7 
207 " .......... 665 6 
208 " .......... 3266 6 
210 Otl.er Track lake .... 32'66 6 
210 " .... 

32
1

66 

'6 
210 " .... 3266 6 
210 " .... 2866 6 
210 " .... 33.66 6 
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r,58 
55!l 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 

'611 
612 
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BIUEF DESCRIPTION. 

Argillyte .............................. . 
Dark, fine graywacke ..........•........ 
Graywacke ............................ . 
Siliceous argillyte ................. . 
Siliceous argIllyte ..................... . 
Porphyroid graywacke ............ " " 
Compact granulyte ..•.................. 
Compact granulyte .......... , .•. .. . .. . 
Argillyte, characteristic ................ . 
Graywacke interstratified ............. . 
Porphyroid graywacke ....... ' .......... . 
Quartzose granulyte .................. . 
Coarse chlorite syenite ................. . 
Chlorite syenite ...................... . 
Syenite .•.............................. 
Syenite ............................... . 
Fine syenite ........................... . 
Syenite .•....................•........ 
Syenite .......... , ..•••........•.....•. 
Syenite wi th orange lichen .. " ........ . 
Syenite ...................•..•••..... 
Chlorite syenite, gen. condit ........•.... 
Chlorite syenite, highly chloritic ..•.. '" 
Graywacke, dark and fine .............. . 
Gr!lywacke (see errata) . ................. . 
Graywacke ...................•......•.. 
Porphyrel ............................. . 
Conglomeritic, chlorit. grayw ......... . 
Chloritic groundmass w. iron ......•..... 
Included angular mass .......•.......... 
(WaJ?ting) ...... : ................ iII:' .••. 
Lammated chlorite rock ............... . 
Quartz from a vein ....•••..•.... " ... . 
Diabase ......••...................... 
Graywacke .•.........•..•••............ 
Gneiss flnd chlorite rock (see erratum) . •.. 
Syenite ......•.... '" .....••......•.... 
Syenite ...................•............ 
Sagauaga syenite ..................... . 
Graywackenitic couglom ....... '" ..... . 
Sagauaga syenite ...••...•....•......... 
Ordinary Sagauaga syenite .......•...... 
Fine granulyte included ..•.....•....... 
Syenite with chlorite rock .•••..•..... 
Piece of included chlorite rock ..•.•..... 
Included chlorite schist ..........•...•.. 
Pebble of fine syenite ........... ; ...... . 
Bame fine syenite stratified ......•....... 
Pebble of chloritic diabase.... . ....... . 
Syenite with carbon. copper ......•...•.. 
Syenite .............•....•....•........ 
Saganaga syenite ..................... .. 
Saganaga syenite .......•.....•......... 
8ylmite with pebble ................... .. 
Syenite with pebble ..... , ......•••.... 

210 
210 
210 
211 
211 
211 
211 
213 
213 
213 
213 
213 
214 
214 
214 
214 
214 
215 
293 
293 
294 
294 
294 
294 
294 
307 
307 
307 
307 
307 

307 
307 
307 
307 
294 
295 
297 
298 
298 
298 
299 
299 
299 
299 
299 
299 
299 
299 
299 
216 
216 
216 
216 
217 

, 

REGION. 

Otter Track lake .... 2866 6 
" .... 2766 6 
" ..•. 2366 6 
" .... 2366 6 
" .... 24 (Hi 6 

Oak lake ........... 2466 6 
" .......... 2466 6 
" ••.•••.••. 2466 6 

Saganaga lake ....... 2466 6 
" ...... 2466 6 
" ..... 2466 6 
" ...... 2466 6 
" ...... 1966 5 
" ..... 1866 5 
" ....•. 1866 5 
" ....... 966 5 
" ...... 10

1

66 5 
" ...•.. 2266 5 

Red Rock lake. .. .. 28,66 5 
" ..... 33,66 5 

W. Seagull lake. .... 5,65 5 
" 861i 5 
" 8'65 5 
" ...... 17;65 5 
" ...... 17,65 5 

Frog Rock lake ..... 17 65 5 
" .... 17655 
" .... 17655 
" .... 1765 5 
" .... 1765 5 
" .... 1765 5 
" .... 1765 1\ 
" .... 1765 5 
" .... 1765 5 
" 17651 5 

W. Seagull luke ..... 1765 5 
" .... 965 Ii 

Seagull lake ........ 15 65 5 
" .... .. 1265 5 
" ........ 1655 
" ........ 1655 
" ........ 165 5 
" ...... " 1 65 5 
" ...... 165 5 
" ....•••• 165 5 
" . . . . . . .. 1 65 5 
" ........ 1655 
" ...... " 1 65 Ii 
" ........ 165 5 
" ........ 1655 
" ........ 3166 4 

Gull river .......... 1966 4 
8aganaga lake ....... 18 66 4 

" •.•••• 18 66 4 
" . . . . .. 5 66 4 
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.!d ... t:i ~ 
<.) 0 

~ 
QI) 

0 Po. d c 
~ 

Q) 

JJ o '" 0:: ... ~ 
613 Saganaga syenite •............•..••..... 

Page. 
4'66 217 Saganaga lake .. .... 4 

614 Saganaga syenite ...................... 217 " 

1 

34 67 4 
615 Lamellar augite, coarse .•••••.•. , •..•••. 222 .. 34 67 4 
616 Lamellar augite, fine .................... 222 " 34 67 4 
617 Lamellar augite, w. feldsp ........•...... 222 " 34 67 4 
618 Augite, feldspar and epidote .....••..•. 222 " I 

34 67 4 
619 80ft lamellar mineral .................... 222 " 34 67 4 
6110 Pale green augite ..................... 222 " 34 67 4 
621 Augite hyposyenite (?/..... • ........... 222 " I 

il4 67 4 
622 Greenish, t.ransparent augite ......•..•.. 222 .. 34 67 4 
623 Like 615, but pale green ................ 222 " 34 67 4 
624 8aganaga syenite w. pebbles ............ 222 " I 34 67 4 
625 8aganaga syenite ...................... 223 " 22 67 4 
626 8yenite from dike ...................... 223 " I 

22 67 4 
627 Saganaga syenite ........•••............ 223 " 2067 4 
628 Red fels. and chlor. horbl. ........•..•.. 223 " W 20 67 4 
629 Black syenite . . .. ..... . .....•......... 223 " t c 20 67 4 10 
630 Diabase ........•.•••........•..••..•.. 223 " 

I 
Po. 20 67 4 

631 Thin lamellar augite like 615 .•••.•.•.••. 223 " 
:- 20 67 4 

632 Like 628 .•••...••...••••••.••••••...... 224 " 2067 4 
633 Micaceous gneiss ..........•...•.•...•. 224 " I 

17 67 4 
634 Showing slstiness ...................... 224 " 667 4 
635 More solid portions ..................... 224 " 667 4 
636 tlhowing the cleavage ................... 224 " I 

667 4 
637 8howing warped parallel lam, ....•..•.. 224 " 667 4 
638 Quartz from a vein .....•••......•...•.. 224 " 667 4 
639 8yenite and chI or. syenite ............••. 224 " I 667 4 
640 Biotite gneiss .... . ...•................ 1126 .. .. 67 4 
641 Chlorite'augitic rock .................... 226 " I 33 67 4 
642 Mostly lamellar augite .................. 226 " 3il 67 4 
643 Feldspar and q. from dike ............... 226 " 33 67 4 
644 Formation containing tIle dike .......•.. 226 " J 33 67 4 
645 8aganaga syenite.... . ................ . 227 Granite lake ........ 27 66 4 
646 l:!aganaga syenite ..........•....•....... 229 Boundary lake ....•. 36 66 4 
647 8aganaga syenite ...•................•.. 229 " ..... 1 65 4 
648 l:!aganaga syenite ...................... 232 .. . ..... 12 65 4-
649 ~neissic syellit~ (No. 822) ............... 233 " 1365 4 
650 8aganaga 8yeDlte ...•••................. 237 Gunflint lake ...••.. 1365 4 
651 Magnetitic schist fragments ............ 237 " ..... 24 65 4 
652 Magnetitic graywacke ................•. 237 " .. 24 65 4 
652b Flinty slate ......... , ..........••....... ...... " 24 65 4 
653 Diabase .••..•••.......•....•........... 237 " ..... 24 65 4 
654 Gabbro ..•••••...•..........•.••••...... 237 ., 24 65 4 
655 Diabase ••••.•......................... 237 " ...... 24 65 4 
656 Magnetite and feldspar .................. 238 " ..... 24 65 4 
65M Gabbro .....•...•....................... 244 " 1965 3 
656~ Diabase with much magnetite .......... 244 " ..... 1965 3 
657 Like 656b. without magnetite ..••..•..•.. 244 " •• e. 1965 3 
658 f 'onglomeritic variety ................... 245 " 1965 3 
659 Magnetitic specimens... . .............. 2<15 " ...... 19 65 3 
660 !\'lagnetitic slate .•......•.••............ 245 " .... 24 65 4 
661 :;iate from ledge ........................ 245 " ..... 24 65 4 
662 Magnetite from band...... ... . ......... 245 " 21 65 4 
663 Magnetlte from laminated portion ........ 245 " ...... 21 65 4 
664 Specimen of the slate ..•..•.. , •..•..• ' ••• 246 " ...... 24 65 4 
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665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
696 
697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
7u8 
709 
710 
711 
712 
713 
7U 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
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Slate IJf in. from gabbro .••...•...•..... 
Magnetitic slate from contact .....•....•. 
Gabbro in Q,outact w. 666 .•••.. , ....... . 
Gabbro 5 or 6 feet higher than 667. 
Gabbro 6 in. above 667 ................ . 
Gabbro ]2 in. above 667 ................. . 
Gabbro 18 in. above 667 ............... .. 
Magnetitic slate, a foot below contact ... . 
Magnetitic slate ••••........ , ......... . 
Gabbro from cliff ...................... . 
Magnetitic rock (from slate 1) ....••.•.•• 
Peculiar gabbro ..................... , .. . 
Collection of pebbles .................. . 
Curiously banded tlint.. ................ . 
Gabbro ..............•................•. 
Gabbro .............••................. 
Gabbro ... 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Siliceous pebbles ....... 0 .............. . 

Siliceous, magnetitic schist, black ....... . 
Fine gabbro ........•................... 
Gabbrolitic magnetite. .... . .•..••.••.. 
Gabbro .............................. . 
Chert ......•..•••................... 
Granular rock from the slate ............ . 
Flint schist ............................ . 
Gabbro .............................. . 
Porphyritic noryte .• 0 ••••••••••••••••••• 

Gabbro ............•••••.... 0 ••••••••••• 

Gabbrolitic rock .••................•.... 
Gabbro ..................... ........... . 
~.oryte-syenite-looking .............. . 
~ 106 noryte ........•.................... 
Porphyritic noryte. ...•. . .. . .......... . 
Gabbro w. much magnetite .......•....•. 
Noryte ......................•.......... 
Noryte almost aphanitic .............. . 
Gabbro ............................... . 
Fine noryte ............................ . 
Gabbro weathered ..........•..........•. 
Gabbro w. large crystals .•............ o. 
Fine noryte ...... , • . . . .•• . . . . .. . ..•••. 
Slate, prevailing condition .•....•...... 
Slate, with scale-like areas .............. . 
Gabbroloid slate. ...... . ..............•. 
Prevailing character slate .......•.•..... 
Thin layer dark argillitic .... 0 ••••••••••• 

Thin laminm ............•............... 
From 8 feet above water ..•.........•... 
From 20 feet above water ............... . 
Magnetitic slate, wavy bedding ......... . 
Porphyry, coarse-textured. . . . . . ...... . 
Gneis80id syenite ..................... . 
Magnetitic slate ....................•.•. 
Gran ular or oOli ticmagnitite .........••. 
Siliceous slate, nearest syen ...••.••••.••. 

REGION. 

Page. 
246 Gunflint lake ..•.. ,. 24 65 4 
246 " ••.••. 2465 4 
246 " ...... 2465 4 
246 .. . •.. , 2465 4 
246" 2465 4 
246 " .. ... 24 65 4 
2H" ~M 4 
247 " .. .... 24 65 4 
2-17 oj ...... 2565 4 
248 " . . • . •. 30 65 3 
249 " .. .. 28 65 3 
249" 2865 3 
2i9 " ...... 27 65 3 
~49 " ...... 2765 3 
24~ .j ...... 2365 3 
249 " .. • ... 23 65 3 
249 " .. .... 19 65 2 
250 " ...... 16 65 2 
261" 18 65 2 
261 " 1 18 65 2 
261 " I Q ]8 65 2 
261 " I:l 18 65 2 
261 " l- g, 18 65 2 
261 " I?' 13 65 3 
261 " J 13 65 3 
261" 13 65 3 
300 Loon Lake ........ ,. 26 65 3 
300 " • • • • • . • •• 26 65 3 
30J " .......... 26 65 3 
300 " • • • • . . . .. 26 65 3 
300 " . . . . . . . .. 26 65 3 
300 " .......... 27 65 3 
301 " .. .. ... 27 65 3 
301 " .......... 27 65 3 
301 " .......... 27 65 8 
301 " ..... ..• 2765 3 
301 " .......... 28 65 3 
301 " .......... 33 65 3 
302 " . .. • .. . ... 32 65 3 
302 Ii ......... 3265 3 
302 " .......... 32165 3 
302 II ......... 3265 3 
302 " .......... 32 65 3 
303 " ......•••• 35 65 3 
303 " ......... , 35 65 3 
303 II .......... 3565 3 
303 Ii .......... 3565 3 
303 " • • •. . . . . .. 35 65 3 

• 303 " .. .. .. ... 35 65 3 
303 " .. .. .. .... 36 65 3 
304 Ii .......... 2665 3 
240 Gunflint lake. 1 0 1865 3 
240 " I § 17 65 3 
240 " t ~ 17 65 3 
241 " J f" 17 65 3 
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BRIEF DESCRIPT ION. 

72(1 Slate-varieties ........................ . 
721 Magnetite-varieties •.•..•.•......•...••. 
722 Magnetitic slate ....••.• , •.....•• '" .••. 
723 Magnetitic slate, diabase looking ....... . 
723b Breccia af magnetitic slate ..••.•••..•.•. 
724 Fine noryte.... . • • . . • . • . . •. • ••.•...••. 
725 Argillyte in vertical position ...•••...... 
726 Vertical argillyte ...................... . 
727 Sericitic argillyte ...................... . 
728 8ericitic argillyte .......••••.•.••• " •••. 
729 Two structures in slate ......••••••.••.•. 
730 Argillytc showing two struct .. , ........ . 
731 Argillyte with quartz grains ..•••••...... 
732 Quartz.porphyritic slate .............. .. 
733 Porphyritic sericito·argillyte ..•...•••.••• 
734 Porphyrelloid slate ................... .. 
735 White opaque quartz ................. . 
736 Plain schist with two structures ..•••.••. 
737 Porpbyrelloid rock ..................... . 
738 Porphyrelloid slate ................... .. 
7311 Flinty contorted Animike and breccia ... . 
740 Pebbles from Hock 739 ................ .. 
741 Biotite gneiss from fragments ........••. 
742 Interleaved phyllyte .................. .. 
743 Graywacke ..•••......••••••............ 
744 Syenite ..•.....•••.•••.•••.......••••••• 
745 Granular magnetitic rock .••..•••...... 
746 Diabasic (?) rock ..... , ...... ...... .. .. 
747 Gabbro ...................••.•...•••.••. 
748 Gabbro and much magnetite ..••.• , •.••. 
749 Magnetitic Animike .................. .. 
750 Gray Animike slate .................... . 
751 Fine noryte ••••....•..•.•.•............ 
752 Gabbro ..•••••••.••••••.••••.•••...••.•. 
753 Gabbro .•••••.......•••.......•....... 
754 Gabbro .•••..•.••••.•.•••...•....•..••. 
755 Animike argillyte ..................... .. 
756 Magnetitic Animike .................. .. 
757 Iron rock ...••.•••...••.•..••..•...•••••. 
758 Fine noryte .• , •••.......•.••..•.•....••• 
759 Black rusty Anim slate •...•...• , •...... 
760 Jj'ine dark, heavy nOl'yte ..•...•.......•.. 
761 Coarse gabbro w. magnetite ..•.......... 
762 Three varieties of Animike .... , •.....••. 
763 Coarse gabbro .. , ..... , ..••••••.•••...•. 
764 Animike with pure mag ..•••..........•. 
765 Gabbro ................................ . 
766 Dolonnyte and quartz fro gab .•..••••.••. 
767 Diabase from dike ..................•••• 
768 Olivinitic trap ... _ .................... .. 
769 Gabbro .• , •..••• , ...•...•.••••••••.•.•• 
770 Olivinitic gabbro ....................... . 
771 Animike slate ••••••....•....•.•••••.••. 
772 Slate prevailing character •••.••••...... 
773 Dark~r. thick bedded slate ............ .. 

00 
00 ..... 
..s .. o 
~ ., 

p:: 

REGION . 

242 Gunflint lake. 1 118165 3 

I 118165 3 242 " 
1
20165 3 242 " 

250 
251 
253 
253 
254 
254 
256 
253 
256 
256 
257 
257 
257 
257 
257 
257 
258 
258 
258 
259 
259 
270 
270 
271 
271 
271 
273 
273 
274 
274 
275 
275 
275 
276 
276 
278 
279 
279 
280 
281 
282 
282 
283 
285 
:.l85 
285 
288 
288 
289 
291 
291 
291 

" 1191~5 3 " I 1:
21 65 3 ,. 2265 3 

" 22165 3 " I 15[65 3 
" ,2265 3 
" 2265 3 " I \2265 3 
" a 1465 3 
" I ';0- 1465 3 

" ~II o..!"g 
14165 3 .. 1465 3 

.. • 14 65 3 
" 1465 3 " I 1465 3 
" 1465 3 
" 14165 3 .:: I ~~I::: 
" 1465 3 " I. 1465 3 

North lake.... 1765 2 
u •••• J 1665 2 
" ........ .. 16 65 2 
., ......... 1665 2 
" ...... .. 1665 2 

South lake ........ 2265 2 
" ......... 2265 2 

Rat hke (Can.) .... 19 65 1 
" 19 65 1 

Rose lake .••....... 19 65 1 
" .......... 20 65 1 
" ... .. . ... 2265 1 
" .......... 2265 1 
" ...... .... 2465 1 

Rove lake .......... 20 65 IE 
" ......... 2265 IE 
" .......... 2265 IE 

Mountain l"'ke ...... 21 65r,aE 
,. . •... 1365 2E 

Mooselake .... , ..... 2(165 3E 
" .......... 2265 aE 
" .... ...... 2265 3E 

South Fowl lake ..•. 1264 .3E 
" .... 1264 3E 
" . ~ .. 12 64 3E 

Pigeon ri ver . • • . • • •• 22 64 4E 
" ........ 2264 4E 
" (Can) .... 64 5E 

Partridge falls. . . . .. .. 64 5E 
Grand Portage (OIl .. 64 5E 

.. Pig R) .. 64 5E 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION. 

774 lab bra from dike ...................... . 
775 Tointage of slate ................ . 
776 Peculiar gabbro ...••..........•..•••.... 
777 Gabbro .•••..•.. •••••..••••. •••........ 
778 Gnei8s ..••..••..••......•••..••.....•.. 
779 Syenite gneiss ... ; ..............••..... 
779b ::llate, in cont. w. gabbro ............... . 
780 Gabbro in cont. w. slate ............... . 
781 Gabbro 1 ft. above slate ................. . 
782 Gabbro 4 ft. above slate ................ . 
783 Gabbro 10 ft. above slate ............... . 
784 Flint from flint bed ................... .. 
785 Kewatin slates contorted ..•......... 
786 Sample of supposed eruptive ........... . 
787 Condition admitted not eruptive ..•...... 
788 Oondition alsQ n.ot eruptive.. . ..•....... 
789 Other examples from same place as 725 ... 
190 Gabbro ........••...............•...... 
791 Magnetite in gabbro. .. . . . ... . ........ . 
792 Gabbro with titaniferous iron .....••..•.. 
793 Animike rock fro bowlder ...••.......... 
794 Muscovado.. . •••..............•....... 
795 Rusted Animike slate ...............•... 
796 TitarMerous gabbro ...................•. 
797 Muscuvado ........•...••....•.......... 
798 Pebbles in syenite l.lowlder ............. . 
799 Hrematitic rock .••...•..••............. 
800 Sencitic argillyte ..................... .. 
801 Porphyritic porodyte ................... . 
802 Semi-crystalline sericitlc sch ........... . 
803 Syenitic-Iooldng Kewatin ............. . 
804 Porphyritic porodyte .... . ........... . 
805 Uralitie syenite gneiss ................ .. 
806 Muscovite gneiss. ...... . ....•••....... 
807 Transition to gneiss ...•....•••......... 
808 Transition to gneiss .........•........... 
809 Transition to mica schist ...........•. 
810 Dike rock .. , .... ' .....••............••. 
811 Augitic? band in schist... . .. . .. . . .. 
812 Conglomeritic iron ore ................. . 
813 Iron carbonate fro Anim ................ . 
814" Black iron ore .....•..•.......••........ 
815 Incipient muscovado ................... . 
816 Iron cfl.rbonate beds .................... . 
817 Dark Animike wit.h iron ......•...••.... 
818 Brecciated Anirnike ................. . 
819 Syenite gneiss.... ........ .. . ....... .. 
820 Hornblende schist pebble ........••..... 
821 Contact of last two .................... . 
822 Dilbase from dike (649) ................ . 
823 Formative muscovado .....••.......••••. 
824 Ma~netite in contact w. 823 ..........•.. 
825 Oolitic quartzyte ................•.••.. 
826 Iron-bearing Animike ...••••••••....•••• 
827 Slate W. scrobiculate surface •••••••.•••. 

Page 
291 
291 
283 
273 
271 
270 
261 
261 
261 
261 
261 
261 
259 
259 
259 
2'i9 
253 
305 
305 
305 
306 
305 
305 
305 
305 
305 
263 
263 
263 
263 
263 
263 
264 
264 
265 I 
265 
265 
265 
265 
263 
262 
262 
253 
252 
250 
251 
241 
2H 
240 
233 
238 
238 
238 
238 
239 

REGION. 

I 
Partridge Falls ..... .. 64'5E 

" ....... 645E 
Moose lake. ) 1865 3E 
South lake. I 24652 
North lake. 10 65 2 

" 17652 
Gunflint lake. I 13653 

" 1365 3 
" 9 13653 
" ~ g 13653 .. I ~ 1;{ 65 3 
,. . 13653 
" 14653 
" I 14653 " I 14653 
" 14653 
" J 22653 

Iron lake ........... 36653 
~, ......... .. 31 65 2 
" ........... 33652 
" ........ ... 33652 
" ..... , ... .. 31 65 2 
" .... . .... 31652 
" ........ ... 31 65 2 
" ....... .... 31652 
•• . .••. . .... 31652 

Gunflint Lake.) 18652 " I 18652 
" 18 6512 
" I' 18 65 2 " . 18652 
" 1265'2 
.. 12652 .. I 12652 
.. a 121652 
" ~ 12652 " r., 12.652 
;c I? 12652 
•• 12652 
" 18 652 " I 13652 
.. 18 65 2 ,. I 16 65 3 
.. 21653 
" 19 65 3 
" J 21653 
.. 18653 
., ..... 18653 
" ..... 18653 
" ..... 13654 
" ..... 24654 
" ..... 24654 
" ..... 24654 
" ..... 24654 
" . ..•. 24654 
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828 Cherty concretions (Batrachoides) ...... . 
829 Magnetite at surface .. . ............. . 
830 Quartzose muscovado .................. . 
831 Bluish, muscovado-like ................ . 
832 Hmmatite ............................ . 
833 Gneiss under bmmatite ................. . 
834 Ancient soil between the two ........... . 
835 Quartz ....•................. ··· .• ······ 
836 Samples of tbe formation .............. . 
837 Samples 8 rods north ............... . 
838 Sample from .......... , ............... . 
839 Weatbered surface ..................•.. 
840 Rounded inc I uded mass ..............•.. 
841 Witb reddish-weathering fels ......... . 
842 Viriditic syenite ...................... . 
843 Q\1artziferous granuhr felsyte .......... . 
844 }<'elsi-chlorite argiIlyte ................•. 
845 Argillo-micaceous schist ............... . 
846 Porpbyrelloid graywacke ............•.. 
847 Felsyte schist .......................... . 
848 Felsyte schist .......................... . 
84B Diabase from dike.... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 
850 Cblorite granulyte .................... . 
851 Greenstone ................. ······ .... . 
852 Diabase .......... ······ .• •············· 
85:-; Greenstone w. III uch feldspar ........... . 
854 Greenstone of fine texture ............. . 
855

1

Greenstone coarser ................... . 
855b Sericitic felsyle schist ................. . 
856 Like 855b but barder .........•.......... 
857 Sericitic or chloritic felsyte.. . . . . .. . ... 
8581seriCitiC felsyte (scbist 7) •.••••.••.•••••. 
859 Chlori tic felsyte. . . . . . . . . .. . .......... . 
860 Porph yrelloid chlorite-felsyle ........... . 
861 Aphanitic diabase ...................•.. 
862 Diabase, same dike .............•....... 
863 Sericitic schist .... " .................. .. 
864 Sericitic echist. ........................ . 
865 Sericitic chlorite felsyte ..... :. ... . . .. 
866 Argillo-felsitic schist .................. . 
867 [(ock S rods farther along shore ....... . 
868 Chlori tic sericitic schist ................ . 
869 Obscure conglomerate .............. . 
S70 Compact chloritic argilIyte ............ . 
821 '~hl.o~i~e sye~lite pebble ............... . 
812 8eflClttC SChIst ..••...................... 
873 8ericitie schist .......... ' . . . . . . . .. . .. . 
874 Compact argillitic rock ............... . 
875 Like 874 but w. purplish lints ......... . 
876 Greenstone-like .................... ' .. . 
877 Greenstone passing to chlor. seh ..•..... 
878 Greenstone;)O ft. fl'. 877 ................ . 
879 Greenstone ....... ········· ........... . 
880 Sericitie argillyte ..•• , ................. . 
881 Diabasic conglomerate ...........•...... 

48 

I:'age.. I 
239 GunfilUt lake ........ 24[65 4, 
266 West of Gunflint lake 23

1

65 4 
267 " 2365 4 
267 " 2365 4 
267 " 2265 4 
267 " 2265 4 
267 " 2265 4 
215 ::laganaga lake ...... 1466 5 
215 " ...... 1466 5 
215 " ...... 14 66 5 
215 " ..... 1466 5 
216 " ...... 14665 
210 " . .... 1466 5 
216 " .... " 1466 5 
216" 1466 5 
2~4 W. Seagull lake. . . .. 8 fiB 5 
306 ~'rog Hock lake ...... 17 65 5 
307 " .. ... 17 65 5 
307 " ..... 1765 5 
303 " ..... 1765 5 
3U8 " ...... 1765 5 
308 " ...... 17 65 5 
308 ., ...... 1765 5 
308 " . . . .. 17 65 5 
30S " .. .... 17 65 5 
308 " ..... , 17 65 5 
308 " ...... 1865 5 
3U8 " ...... 1865 5 
3U8 " ..... 1865 5 
308 " ...... 1865 5 
308 " ., ... IS 65 5 
:)08 . , . . . .. 18 6f, 5 
312 " ...... 1865 5 
312 " ...... 1865 5 
;)12 " . .... 18 165 5 
312 " ... '" 1865 5 
312 " ...... 18 6~ 5 
312 " " ... 1865 5 
312 " ...... IS 65 5 
;)1:3 " ...... IS655 
:313 " ...... IS 65 5 
JIG " ...... It! 6[) 5 
3B " . .... 1865 5 
313 " ...... 18655 
313 " ...... 18 65 5 
313 " ..... 1865 5 
313 " ...... IS 65 5 
313 " ...... 1865 5 
313 " ...... 1865 6 
313 " . .. .. 1865 5 
314 " ...... 1865 5 
314 " ..... 1865 5 
314 " ...... 1965 5 
314 " ...... 1965 5 
314 " ...... 1865 5 

• 
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882 Chloritie argillyte. , ................... .. 
883 8erieitie schist ......................... , 
884 Chloritic sericitic schist ................ . 
885 Incipient porphyreJ.. .................. , 
886 Red jasper and hrema! ite ............... . 
887 ~o~p~l~ritic. conglomerate ......... , ... . 
888 SerIC I tIC gn t .......................... . 
889 Sericitic grit ........................... . 
890 Quartz grit. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . ........ . 
891 Sericitic schist ......................... . 
892 Brecciated dolomyte, .............. , .. .. 
893 Sericitic argillitic dolomyte ............ . 
894 Silico-argillaceous slate .......•......... 
895 Felsitic grit .....•...................... 
896 Gritty argillyte ......................... . 
897 Diabase conglomerate .........•....... , 
898 Sericito· argillaceous slate .......... , ... . 
899 Argillo-felsitic groundmass ...........•. 
900 i:3phervidal concretIOns ................ . 
901 Conglomerate .....•.............. ,. '. 
902 Porphyrel ..................... · ....... · 
903 Matrix showing bedding lines .......... . 
904 Porphyritically quartzose congl ........ . 
905 Argillyte ............................. .. 
906 Fine gritty conglomerate ..•.•........... 
907 Graywacke ............................. . 
908 Graywacke ............................. , 
909 Graywacke or groundmass. . ........... . 
910 Argillyte w. erys. of felds .............. . 
911 Compact argillyte ..................... ' 
912 Argillyte, .......•..................... · 
913 81aty argillyte ......................... . 
914 Conglomerate ....•...••................ 
915 Porphyrelloid conglomerate ...........•. 
916 Conglomerate (Ogishke) .......... ' ... . 
917 GroundmasB of con glom ...... , .......•.. 
918 Banded argillyte ..... , ... . .. . ... . ..... ' 
919 Banded argillyte ...................... .. 
920 Kewatin slate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... . 
921 Animike slate ........................ .. 
922 Schistosity and bedding .......••••..... 
923 Sedimentary lind sehistic struc. . .. . .•.. 
924 Two structures conformable ....... ' ... . 
925 Pe>roditic porphyrelloid slate .......... . 
926 Noryte? ............................. . 
927 Noryte and porphyry in cont ...... , ... . 
928 Fragment of porphyry in noryte .......•. 
929 Purple porphyry ....................... . 
930 Porphyritic greenstone ............... ' .. 
931 Kewa! in, showing two structures ....... . 
932 Amygdaloid porphyry ... , ............. . 
933 Varieties of purple porphyry ..•.......•. 
934 Kewatin argillyte. , .................... . 
935 Finely porphyritic schist .......... , .... . 
936 Porphyrelloid rock ........ , ........... . 

• 

Page 
314 
314 
315 
315 
315 
315 
315 
315 
315 
316 
316 
316 
316 
316 
317 
317 
317 
317 
317 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
320 
321 
321 
321 
321 
321 
322 
322 
323 
323 
323 
324 
324 
324 
324 
325 
325 
325 
325 
325 
326 
327 
200 
200 
200 

REGION. 

Frog Rock lake ... , 1865 5 
•• . ••. 1865 5 

Town Linc lake .... 18 65 5 
II ... 1865 5 
" .... 1865 5 
II .... 1365 6 
.. .•.. 13 65 6 
•• . •.. 1365 6 
II 1365 6 

Ogishke Muncie lake 24 65 6 
II 2465 6 
II 2465 6 
.. 2465 6 
.. 24 65 6 
II 2465 6 
" 2465 6 
" 2465 6 
" 2465 6 
II 2465 6· 

Crab lake ...... , .. " 13 65 6 
II .......... 1365 6 
" . • .• . . . .. 13 65 6 
•• • ••••..••. 1365 6 
II •••••••••• 1365 6 
II .......... 1465 6 
.. .......... 1465 6 
II •••••••••• 1465 6 
II •••••••• " 1465 6 
.• .. ........ 14705 6 
.. • •.•••••.. 14765 6 
Ii .......... 1465 6 
II .......... 1465 6 
Ii •••••••••• 1465 6 
II .......... 1465 6 

Zeta lake ........... 27 65 6 
.. ........•. 2765 6 

Epsilon lake ........ 21 65 6 
" ........ 21 65 6 
II •••••••• 2165 6 
.. ..••.... 2165 6 
Ii 2165 6 
" ........ 2065 6 
" ........ 2065 6 
.. ........ 2065 6 
II ........ 2965 6 
" ........ 2965 6 
" 29 65 6 
II •• , •• , •• 2965 6 
II • • •• 2965 6 
.. . ....... 2~ 65 6 
II •••••••• 2965 6 
II ........ 29656 

Knife lake .......... 1765 6 
II .......... 1765 6 
" .......... 1765 6 
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937 "Pulpit rock" noryte .................. . 
938 Gray felsitic slate ...................... . 
939 Interhminated argillyte ................ . 
940 Gray fclsitic rock ........ , ............. . 
941 Banded argillyte. . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... . 
942 Stuntz conglomerate ................... . 
943 Siliceous argillyte (Animike?) ........ , .. . 
944 Stuntz conglomerate .................. . 
945 Diabase from dike. ... .... . .....•...•. 
945b Porphrel with fragments .• , •............ 
946 Argillyte (AnimikeY) .................. .. 
947 Diabase from dike .................... .. 
948 t;late in contact ........................ . 
949 General character of slate .... , .....••.•.. 
950 C0arse material interbedded ........... . 
951 Fine, hard, diabase-looking .......•...... 
952 Conglomeritic or brecciated.. . ••• . ... . .. 
953 Chlorite argillyte ..................... .. 
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APPENDIX II. 
OaiaZo[Jllc of lakes mul port~tges along the national boululary. 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 
1. Qrand Portage. 

8 miles. XVI Report,p. 291. 

PIGEON RIVER. 
2. Partridge Portage . 

. 25 mile. XVI Report, p. 289. 

PlOEON RIVER. 
3. English Portage . 

. 33 mile. XVI Report, p. 289. 

PIGEON RIVER. 
4. Portage . 

. 6 mile. XVI Report, p. 288. 

PIGEON BIVER. 
5. Long Portage. 

1.5 miles. XVI Heport, p. 287. 

SOUTII Fowl, LAKE. 
(No portage.) 

NORTH FOWL LAKE. 
O. Portage . 

. 75 mile. XVI Heport, p. 282. 

MOOSE LAKE. 
7. Portage . 

. 66 mile. XVI Report, p. 281. 

PIGEON RIVER. 
S. Portage. 

.25 mile. XVI Report, p. 281. 

PIGEON RIVER. 
9. Portage. 

.25 mile. XVI Heport, p. 281. 

MOUNTAIN LAKE. 

10. Divide Portage . 
. 3:3 mile. XVI Heport, p. 281. 

ROVE LAKE.-East part. 
(No portage.) 

ROVE LAKE.-West part. 
11. Portage. 

1.5 miles. XVI Report, p. 276. 

ROSE LAKE. 
12. Rat Portage . 

. 25 mile. XVI Report, p. 274. 

South Fowl Lake (Treaty). 
Lac de Coq (Norwood). 

North Fowl Lake (T1'eaty). 
Lac de Coq ~Norwc>od). 

Lower Lily Lake (Norwood). 

Upper Lily Lake (Norwood). 

Hill Lake (Norwood). 

Watab Lake (Norwood). 

"Several small ponds eonnected 
by narrows" (Norwood). 

Mud Lake (Norwood and N. 
H. Winchell). 
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Oct/alogne of lakes an(l portages along the national boundary. 

RA'r LAKE. 

13. Portage . 
. 25 mile. XVI Heport, p. 274 

SOUTH LAKE. 

14. Watershed Portage. 
. 33 mile. XVI Heport, p. 2n 

NORTH LAKE. 

(No portage -rapids) 
XVI Report, p. 270. 

GUNFLINT LAKE. 

15. Gunflint Falls Portage . 
. 10 mile. XVI Heport, p. 233. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 

1'6. Blueberry Portage . 
. 13 mile. XVI Heport, p. 232. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 

17. Lost River Portage . 
. 5 mile. XVI Report, p. 230. 

PINE LAKE. 

18. Twin Bay Portage . 
. 25 mile. XVI Report, p. 229. 

BASIN LAKE. 

19. Portage . 
. 25 mile. XVI Report, p. 228. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 

(No portage-3 rapids-chutes.) 

GRANITE LAKE. 

20. Upper Granite Falls Portage. 
. .12 mile. XVI Report, p. 227 . 

. BOUNDAHY RIVER. 

21. Granite Falls Portage . 
. 10 mile. XVI Report, p. 227. 

SAGANAGA LAKE. 

22. Oak Portage. 
. 10 mile. XVI Report, p. 211. 

OAK LAKE. 

23. Portage. 
. 25 mile. XVI Report, p. 211. 

OTTER-TRACK LAKE. 

24. Little Knife Portage . 
. 10 mile. XVI Report, p. 208. 

12th portage (Norwood) .. 

Ashawiwisigaton (Norwood). 
13th portage (Norwood) . 

Mountain Lake (Norwood). 

Flint Lake (Norwood). 

Banks' Pine L. (N. H. W.) 

S'tigaganaga (Treaty). 
Seiganaga (Bell) . 

Swamp L. (Treaty). 
Poplar L. (Bell) . 

Cypress L (Treaty). 
Otter L. (l3ell). 

• 
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Catalogue of lakes and portages along the national boundary. 

KNIFE LAKE. 

• 25. Portage. 
. 3 mile. 

XV Rep, p. 144. 

POTATO LAKE. 

Big Knife Portage . 
.75 mile. 

XVI Rep., p. 196. 

26. Portage. 
. 3 mile. 

MAPLE LEAF LAKE. 
Portage . 

XV Rep., p. 144. .10 mile. 
XVI Rep., p. 196. 

SEED LAKE. 
27. Portage . 

. 2~ mile. 
XV Rep., p. 144. 

MELON LAKE. 
28. Portage . 

. 10 mile. 
XV Rep., p. 144. 

PSEUDOMESSER LAKE. 
29. Portage. 

. 25 mile. XV Report, p. 142. 

:SUCKER LAKE. 
(No portage.) 

XV Report, p. 141. 

CARP LAKE. 
30. Prairie Portage . 

. 15 mile. XV Report, p. 120. 

BASSWOOD (or Bs.ssimenan) LAKE. 
31. (No.1 rapids), Portage. 

. 10 mile. XV Report, p. 111. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 
32. (No.2 rapids), Portage . 

. 2!i mile. XV Report, p. 112. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 
33. (No.3 rapids), Portage or chute . 

. 10 mile. XV Report, p. 112, 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 
34. (No.4 rapids). Portage . 

. 25 mile. XV Report, p. 112. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 
35. (No.5 rapids), Portage . 

. 10 mile. XV Report, p. 113. 

Sucker or Garp (N. H. W.) 
Garp or Sucker Portage (Bell) . 

Birch Lake (Bell). 

Lac du Bois Blanc (Treaty). 
Whitewood L. (Bell) . 
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Catalogue of lakes and por·tages along the naUonal boundaTY. 

BOUNDARY RIVEn. 

36. (No.6 rapids), Portage . 
. 35 mile. XV Report, p. 114. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. • 
31. (No.7 rapids), Portage . 

. 15 mile. XV Report, p. 114. 

BOUNDARY RIVER. 

38. (No.8 rapids), Portage. 

CROOKED LAKE. 

39. (No.\) rapids), Portage . 
. 15 mile. XV Report, p. 118. 

IRON LAKE. 
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REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS MADE DURI~G THE 
SUMMER, OF 1887. 

By !IoHACE Y. WINCHELL. 

Reqion traversed. During the months of July and August, an ex
ploration covering a wide extent of territory was carried on. The 
writer, together with Mr. H. W. Fairbanks, of the University of 
Michigan, .:\oIr. W. F. Trussell, of the University of Minnesota, and 
two Indian canoe-men, started from Tower, on Vermilion lake, with 
two birch-bark canoes and the necessary equipment for such a trip. 
The route, as here described, can be traced on the accompanying map. 

The Little Fork river was reached by a four and a half mile portage 
from Vermilion lake. Eight days were spent in descending that 
stream to Rainy Lake river. No settlers were seen and not a travel
ler whether Indian or white man in that space of time. 

We then ascended this large river, which forms the boundary line 
between the United States and Canada, as far as Fort Francis, which 
is situated at Chaudiere falls at the west end of Rainy lake. Our 
course for the next two weeks was along the south shore of Rainy lake 
through Black bay and into N amekan or Sturgeon lake by a portage of 
three-quarters of a mile; through N amekan lake to the east end, and 
suuth to Sand Points lake, through which Vermilion river runs before 
reaching N amekan and Rainy lakes, then north-west into Rainy lake 
again and back to Fort Francis along the south shore of the lake. It 
may ·be remarked that the water in all of the lakes and streams trav
ersed during July and the first half of August was unusually high. It 
rained almost every day and sometimes continuously for a period of 24: 
hours while we were there. The Indians and white settlers along 
Rainy lake and Rainy Lake river said that it had been many years 
since they had known the water to be so high. This was unfortunate 
for geological investigation; as the outcrops were fewer and the ex
posure far less extensive than at times of low water. 

From Fort Francis, Rainy Lake river was descended to the Big Fork 
rIver. Ascending this rapid stream by dint of hard paddling, poling 
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and portaging, about 150 miles south and southwest, a portage of 
three-quarters of a mile took us across the divide between waters flow
ing north alld south. This portage leads from Round lake into a 
small lake just south of it whil!h is tributary to lake Winibigoshish 
and the Mississippi river. We next went down the Mississippi to 
Prairie river, making a stop at Pokegama lake to examine the hills at 
the south end, then up Prairie river and into the country which it 
drains, and finally down the Mississippi to Aikin on the Northern Pa
cific railroad. The month of September was spent ill examining 
Elbow, Pelican, Net and Trout lakes. In this work the party con
sisted of W. F. Trussell, Frank Sopher a man who was acquainted 
with the region, and the writer. Some time was lost on account of 
high winds which rendered it impracticable to travel in a canoe. 

Naturally the character of the country varies greatly in different 
regions. In the vicinity of Rainy, N amekan, Net, Pelican and Trout 
lakes it is very rocky, and all around the shores art\ numerous rock 
exposures; while west of these lakes the surface of the country con
sists of drift deposits and the underlying rock appears only at rapids 
or waterfalls in tbe streams and a few places in the midst of the for
est. A large area of the land traversed by the Big Fork and Little 
Fork rivers is within the limits of the glacial lake Agassiz. This re
gion is now covered with a fine growth of timber, both hard and soft 
wood, and is excellent farming land. It is slightly rolling or else flat 
and well watered by these large rivers and their numerous tributaries. 
Much of the pine that stood within a few years along these streams 
has been stolen and floated down to Lake of the Woods. This unlaw
ful destruction of some of the finest of our Minnesota pine seems to be 
carried on every winter, as many of the logs freshly cut still lie 
around. 

The followillg report is merely a transcription and rearrangement of 
the notes taken on the trip and follows very nearly the order of the 
journey. No attempt has been made to study the specimens collected. 
It will be a subject for future investigation to inquire into the litho
logical characters and relations of these rocks. 

LITTLE FORK RIVER. 

No exposures of solid rock are seen on the four and a half mile 
portage which starts from Vermilion lake in sec. 21,63-18 and leads to 
the Little Fork. The portage crosses two large swamps and several 
small ones. 
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Some large irregular masses of biotite mica·schist give indication 
of the ullderlying rock. These chunks are cut by granite and syenite 
intrusions. Beds of drift gravel and sand are seen. 

When the Little Fork is reached the character of the country is 
found to have undergone a marked change. There is more soil, clay 
and till, and consequently a larger and more luxuriant growth of 
forest-trees and shrubs. 

The portage trail runs west for about a mile and then S. W. or S. 
S .. W. The trees are poplar, pine, birch, elm, balm of Gilead, willow, 
spruce and tamarack. The country is low an.1 not hilly. The Indian 
chief "Wakemaup" reports native copper in the rock at the falls 
twenty miies below here; he says he has cut it with his knife. 

Descending the river in a general north-west direction the first rock 
is met with at about two miles. This is a low outcrop of massive 
dioryte. The outcrop is on the north side of the river and is seen for 
an extent of several rods, No. 75 (H). 

There are occasional granite boulders in the river. The course of 
the stream is west for several miles. 

About three miles below is Rapid No. 1.* The river falls about two 
feet in ten rods or less. Near the river the rock is a siliceous mica 
schist containing calcite and a varying amount of feldspar. On the 
ridge south of the river the schist becomes a fine biotite granite and 
contains veins and lumps of muscovite granite. It also effervesces 
with acid, and contains considerable pyrites. The exposure is not 
sufficien t to determine the strike or dip. Nos. 76 (H), 76 A (H) 76 B 
(H). This schist seems to be uplifted by a moderately coarse, dark, 
tough massive rock somewhat like 75 (H) but coarser and containing 
magnetite (?). It has come up through the schist in places and forms 
a ridge running nearly north and south across the river. No. 77 (H). 

About four miles below this rapid another short rapid is encounter
ed. It is about 60 feet long and the river falls about a foot. This is 
Rapid No.2. It is over mica schist or hydro-mica schist. Dip S, 700 , 

Strike and schistosit.y N. 80" E. The exposure rises only three or 
four feet above the water and extends but a few feet. It is coarsely 
fissile. A few large granite boulders lie about. White or bur oak, 
basswood, elm and ash trees appear among the other forest trees here. 
No. 78 (H). 

A bout three· fourths of a mile below Rapid No.2, Rice river joins 

* The water was so high in this river in 1888 that an Indian said It was" all one rapid," under 
which circumstances the rapids here enumerated would be indistingaishable. 
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the Little Fork; and a short distance below the confluence is a fall of 
about three and one-half feet and a rapid fall of a foot or two more. 
Rapid No.3. This fall is over mica schist: some of it is very hard 
andl siliceous, some soft, micaceous and fissile. There are bedR of 
quartzyte and veins or beds of quartz in it. Dip. S. 60°-70°. Glacial 
strim N. 20°E. strike east anod west. The rock rises eight or ten feet 
above the water at the falls. The gorge is 40-50 feet wide and af
fords a good place for a dam. 

In some places the beds of schist and quartzyte are much mixed up 
and cross and cut each other in all directions. No. 79 (H). 

Fig. I.-Rapid iVa. 3, Little Fork river. 

About a quarter of a mile below the last is Rapid No.4. It is a 
short rapid over boulders of granite. 

A mile farther down is Rapid No.5, about a quarter of a mile long. 
It produces a fall of six or eight feet in the river. There are a great 
many boulders of all sizes in the river and along the banks; no lime
stone boulders are to be seen as yet.. 

The rock is typical mica schist containing much fine biotite. There 
are inclusions of gneiss and syenite. The strike at the upper end of 
the rapid is S. 20° E. Dip is W. 80°. There are a few light-greenish 
felsitic pieces in the river that look as if they came from the rapids; 
but no rock like them could be found in place. They contain much 
pyrite which may be Wakemaup's "copper." 

Two miles and a half or three miles below this is Rapid No.6. It 
is about ten rods long and the fall is six or seven feet. 

The rock is mica schist cut by a few granite intrusions. It is quite 
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solid and compact but noes not appear in any large outcrops. 1'his 
rapid is just above the mouth of a river that comes in on the north 
side. 

Between R>tpids No.5 and No.6 are several places where there are 
boulders to be seen in the river and along the banks. This was not 
so above Rapid No.5; perhaps because of the high stage of the water 
at the time. • 

The river continues in a western direction, somet.imes running off 
for quite a while in a S. W. course. 

Some of the schist at Rapid No.6 contains so much feldspar and 
quartz that it might properly be called gneiss; and some has so little 
mica and feldspar as to constitute a grayish quartzyte. 

Three miles farther down is a !ow outcrop of mica schist cut by 
gneiss. No. 80 (H) sho ws the contact. It is on the south side of the 
rIver. 

About four miles below is a small outcrop in the bank on the north 
side of the river. It is a greenish schist much like the Vermilion lake 
gray wacke, containing a few mica scales and some pyri tes. No. 81 (H). 

About a mile below this are the "Big Falls" of the Little Pork. The 
fall is about 16 feet over a very much jointed, but quite fine-grained 
and compact green schist. It stands nearly vertical or with a high 
dip to the west. The strike is irregular but generally about N. 20Q E. 
It is a rock that varies a great deal in different beds or layers. Some 
strata are very siliceous and hard with a tendency to basaltic struc
ture; some very fissile and sericitic and some highly ferruginous with 
pyrites _ Most all of it seems to cont.ain considerable dolomite or 
calcite not only in seams but in the rock itself. There is also a green
ish- black mineral or ore found in the seams. No. 82 A (H). Numerous 
quartz veins penetrate the rock, and part of it seems to contain much 
feldspar or felsyte. See No. 82 (H). This is Rapid No.7. 

No rock in situ is seen until Rapid No.8 is reached, about It miles 
below the falls. This is a low outcrop of the same rock as that at 
the falls. One who has come down the river from the region of mica 
schist to this fine-grained schist containing little or no mica cannot 
fail to have noticed the gradual change in this rock and the similarity 
of contiguous outcrops which go to prove it all of one formation. 

About half a mile below this is Rapid No.9, perhaps four rods long 
with a fall of about two feet. 

Here there is an exposure of micaceous syenite gneiss which appears 
to be horizontally bedded. It is cut by veins of syenite and gneiss. 
There are large lumps of green material in the rock. No. 83 (R.) 
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About three miles below the last is Rapid No. 10; boulders being 
the only rock seen in that distance. This rapid is 12 or 15 rods long 
and descends 5 or 6 feet over a bed of boulders as far as could be seen. 
There are some rough pieces that seem to be broken from the under
lying rock, and are of the gneiss and mica schist formation. The 
rock here has more quartz and feldspar than is the case generally 
farther east. Some of it is syenite containing a little mica. Some
times, as for example on the portage around the south side of the 
"Big Falls," large masses of amphibolyte are seen that appear to be 
near home; but it was not seen in place. It is a heavy, massive,. 
crystalline rock, apparently composed entirely of hornblende. It is 
noticeable that boulders and gravel in the stream are becoming of 
more frequent occurrence; and the country has a heavier covering of 
drift-gray clay with a few boulders. The land is low, but not 
swampy, and is good for farming. The river is large and still runs 
mainly west. Balm of Gilead and poplars constitute at least half the 
forest; ash and oak are numerous, and a few box-elders are seen. 

About a mile and a half below Rapid No. 10 is a bank of gravel and 
boulders, among which are seen pieces of limestone. No. 84 (H.) 

From here down the boulders are very numerous. .A bout two miles 
and a half below is Rapid No. 11 over boulders of syenite containing 
a variable amount of hornblende. The rapid is short and the fall is 
not more than two feet. 

A quarter of a mile farther is Rapid No. 12, only about a rod long, 
with a fall of about a foot. About three quarters of a mile below Rapid 
No. 12 is a bank of clay which contains boulders and is cut through by 
the river. The drift hills are higher here, and on the north side of the 
river this bank is 12 or 15 feet high. It contains limestone pebbles 
and clay concretions. No. 85 (H.) 

Less than half a mile below this is Rapid No. 13 which descends 
about seven feet in a few rods. Here there is a large outcrop of very 
interesting rock. It is composed of coarse crystals of orthoclase run· 
ning mostly all in the same general direction, mica, hornblende and a 
a little quartz, and contains garnets. . 

There iR a long smooth· topped outcrop on the north side of the 
river, the general direction of which, as well as of the feldspar crys
tals in it is E 50° S. The only evidence of bedding is the direction of 
the majority of the crystals and also the direction of inclusions of fine 
mica schist which are numerous in the hard surface of the rock. 
These inclusions are softer than the rest of the rock and so the sur
face presents concavities where they lie. 
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Some of the crystals of orthoclase are nearly two inches long, and 
are generally quite narrow. The rock has veins of granite running 
through it. The mica schist inclusions seem to stand with their bed. 
ding vertical; and the rock itself presents some appearance of it alRo. 
Boulders of this peculiar porphyritic rock had been seen in the river- ' 
S. E. of this place. See No. 86 (H). 

Fig. 2.-Porphyritic Breccia. Rapid No. 13, Little Fork river .. 

About a mile further down is Rapid No. 14: over boulders as far as
could be seen. The principal rock is like 86 (H) but finer. 

Half a mile below a large ri~er enters on the south. It is called 
Sturgeon river by the Indians. Below this is a high ridge on the 
north side of the river. 

Ahout a mile further is Rapid No. If), where the river cuts through 
drift hills 60 or 75 feet high. The rapid is 15 or 20 rods long, and the 
river falls about three feet. 

A mile below the last is Rapid No. 16, about 5 rods long over bould
ers. Small pieces of limestone are seen in most all of the drift ridges 
now; a~d there is more sand mixed with the clay. 

There is very little large timber growing here. Dead stumps of 
trees reaching up above the smaller growth of late years give evi
dence of what a fine forest existed here before fires ran over the 
country and destroyed the vegetation. There are good-sized elm, 
ash, birch, balm of Gilead and aspens along the river, and enormous
spruces and cedars occasionally; but the valuable timber is ruined. 

A little more than a mile further down is Rapid No. 17, a small 
rapid. A few limestone boulders here are a foot in diameter. See
No. 87 (R). 

50 
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, 

About quarter of a mile further is Rapid No. 18, a short rapid over 
boulders and gravel. Just before reaching it is a clay bank on the 
west side of the river over 50 feet high. 

Two miles further is an exposure of syenite gneiss just above Rapid. 
No. 19. This gneiss has the same general character as that at Rapid 
No. 13, except that it contains much less mica, some of it none at 
all. There are garnets in it as in the other and also a few of the 
mica or hornblende schist inclusions. The rock at the south side of 
the outcrop is greenish schist containing mica and hornblende and 
but little feldspar. • 

This rapidly graduates into syenite poor in quartz, and further north 
this contains more feldspar than any other mineral. This syenite 
gneiss seems to be vertically bedded and to strike N. 100 E. No. 88 (H). 

About two miles below the last is Rapid No. 20, where the river 
falls 8 feet in 100 yards or less. There are numerous large boulders 
here and a low exposure of fine green schist that looks like fine dia· 
base. It is polished wonderfully smooth on the surface by glaciation. 
The direction of the striations is N. 10° E. Bedding is vertical; strike 
E. and W. It is full of joints, and a hand sample of regulation size 
can with difficulty be ·obtained. It is cut by a dyke of light-colored 
rock composed of quartz, feldspar, mica, hornblende, and garnets. It 
narrows down from six feet to one foot in 15 feet, going N. 200 E. It 
does not appear in abrupt contact with the green schist. Nos. 89 
ell), 90 (H). 

Forty rods farther is Rapid No 21, where there is a fall of two feet 
over boulders. Half or three-quarters of a mile below is Rapid No. 
22. Just above this is an eX1>0sure on the south side of the river. It 
is a greenish mica schist that has a striking resemblance to that at 
Rapid No. 20; but contains much mica in fine scales. Bedding is 
vertical; strike N. 70" E; glacial marks N. 10° E. 

Included in this mica schist are patches of a different kind of mica 
:schist. also with vertical bedding and same strike. The schist con
tains quartz veins. Nos. 91 (H), 91 A eH). 

Half a mile farther is Rapid No. 23. about four rods long with a fall 
of 4t feet. The rock is mica schist similar to the last and containing 
.quartz veins. Strike N. 80° E. Dip S. 70°. About a mile below a 
river enters on the east. 

About two miles below the mouth of this river is Rapid No. 24, 
over boulders for a few rods_ T'wo miles further on a good-sized 
stream comes in on the south, and H miles farther a large creek enters 
,on the east. 
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Very few boulders and no solid rock is seen for sevdral miles along 
here. The river-banks are of clay. Just below the mouth of the 
river on the N. E. side is a clay bank 20 feet high. It is horizontally 
:stratified and contains a few small pebbles. It i3 gray and !lomewhat 
fiandy and appears to be of lacustrine or river deposit; but may be 
Cretaceous. 

About half a mile farther is Rapid No. 25. about a quarter of a mile 
Jong over boulders. A short distance below, a creek enters from the S. 
W., and at the mouth of it is Rapid No. 26-a short rapid formed by 
.boulders. 

A little below this is a rapid 40 rods long or more over a bed of 
boulders. This is Rapid No. 27. Below this rapid for some distance 
the water is almost continually rapid and boulders are numerous. 
There is a sand and gravel bed here of which limestone pebbles con
stitute about one-half. Below this on the other side is a bank of 
boulders in which are some of limestone three or four feet in diameter. 
No. 92 (H). 

Just around the bend a creek comes in on the east side, which has 
washed out a large bed of pebbles, most of which are limestone. The 
banks of this creek are lined and covered and fairly white with lime
st.one. Lignite in a mass eight inches long, six inches wide and 
three inches thick, was found here. No. 93 (H). The banks of the 
·creek are formed of very fine, sticky, horizontally stratified clay, 
which becomes hardened shale on drying. This clay is fine, soft, 
bluish-gray Cretaceous, in strata of from one to three inches thick. 
"The banks of the creek for one· fourth mile back from the river are 
20 to 25 feet high and formed of this shale. A total thickness of at 
least 40 feet can be seen at this place. A few cycloid fish scales and 
.other fossiliferous remains were found in this shale.* Som~ gravel 
was seen in the clay in one or two places; also aggregations of 
fibrous yellow needles of aragonite. Nos. 94 (H), 95 (H), 96 (H), 97 
;(R), 98 eH) are from here. 

It is remarkable to see the variety and number of bonldtlrs and 
pebbles that are in this creek bed. Limestone masses five feet thick 
occur; also pieces of a very peculiar conglomerate as well as of a fine, 
.pink sandstone that looks like the Potsdam. 

Half a mile farther down is a hill apparently composed of till which 
-rises 50 or 60 feet above the river. A short distance below this is a 

* Microscopic examination of this shale by Messr.. Woodward & Thoma. reveals characteristic 
-Cretaceous foraminifers. 
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bluff,40 feet high, of shale. It is all very slippery and fine, with here
and there a pebble. No fossils'were found here. On the east side of 
the river below here the clay hills are 80 feet high. 

Nothing worthy of note is seen for the next six miles; boulders are 
, few and no solid rock is visible. At six miles a sti-eam which has 

been used for driving logs comes in from the south. and forms a large 
bed of gravel and sand at its mouth. The banks of this stream are 
formed of the same muddy shale. The hills in this vicinity are 75-
feet or even 100 feet high; and seem to be horizontally .. tratified to 
the very top. A few fragments of lignite were found here. 

About two and one-half miles below this stream is Rapid No 28, 
over some large boulders in the stn~am. There are some large flat 
masses of siliceous mica schist that do not appear to have traveled far; 
but the covering of drift and Cretaceous is too thick for the solid rock 
to be exposed. 

About two and a half miles down the stream is seen the first 
meander corner. It is between sections 22 and 23, T. 65-24. A little 
below here a small stream enters from the S. E., and there is an old 
logging camp, " Seller's Camp." 

About a mile below this camp, in the N. E. i sec. 22, 65-24, is Oak 
Rapids (Rapid No. 29). At the top of these rapids is an outcrop of 
mica schist in the bed of the river. Strike. is E. 100S.; dip S. 200. 
This schist may not be in its original position, although it appears to 
be. No. 100 (H). This rapid produces a fall of five or six feet in 
less than one·quarter mile. Considerable mica schist is exposed on 
the N. E. side. It is interbedded with gneiss. No. 101 (H). The 
schist near the foot of the rapids contains much quartz in veins, !lnd 
many small garnets or grains of r03e quartz. No. 102 (H). 

At the west line of sec. 7, T. 65-24, is Rapid No. 30, over boulders 
for abou·t five rods. 

Just below the place where the river leaves T. 65-24 is Rapid No. 
31, called" Dead Man's Rapid." The rapid is over mica schist inter
bedded with gneiss, and the river falls ten or fifteen feet in about 
eighty rods. The schist dips south 72°. Strike is N. SO°E. It is 
very siliceous and also contains quartz veins. The beds of granite or 
gneiss are of all thicknesses up to three or four feet. Some of the 
schist weathers red on the surface, and some contains much horn
blende. Part of the gneiss contains a bright green mineral near the 
surface. The outcrop is low and only rises a few feet above the 
water. No. 104 (H). 

Around the poin t just below this rapid is a low exposure of massive 
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syenite or dioryte. There are two sets of glacial strife; one N. 20° E., 
the other E. 100 8. They are both well defined; but it could not be 
told which was of later date. This rock extends for two or three rods 
along the north bank. No. 105 (H). 

A short distance below, on the other bank, is the ordinary mica 
schist cut by granite; so the dioryte is not very extensive, but may be 
in a dyke. It is very hard and massive; hardly a joint or crack being 
Reen in the whole of it. Several very large granite boulders lie in the 
river near here, some 15 or 20 feet in diameter. 

Half a mile below "Dead Man's rapid" is Rapid No. 32 over an 
ugly barrier of boulders. 

A mile below this is Rapid No. 33, about 15 rods long over boulders. 
The river falls about 2 feet. 

Half a mile farther is Rapid No. 34. Here there is au outcrop of 
mica schist, fine, biotitic and ferruginous, interbedded closely and 
strikingly with biotite-muscovite gneiss. 

The gneiss and schist are in nearly vertical strata; dip S. 32°W. 
75° and strike N. 58°E. 

Less than one-quarter mile below is Rapid No. 35, a short rapid over 
boulders The banks along here are higher than have been seen for 
some time. 

About 2 miles farther is a meander corner between sections 19 and 
24, Twps 06-24 and 66-25. 

The hills below for several miles seem to be composed principally of 
till containing small boulders with which there is mixed considerable 
limestone. 

Six miles from the last rapid is Rapid No. 36, having a fall of about 
a foot in a few rods. No rock but boulders was seen here. 

About H- miles farther down is a low outcrop of interbedded mica 
schist and granulyte, exposed for about 5 rods along the N. W. bank 
of the stream. The schist is vertically bedded; strike is N. 70° E. 
'There are indications along the banks of the river of water in the 
river 12 feet higher than at the time these notes were taken, (July 
.5th. ) 

Two and a half miles farther, about in the N. E. t, T. 67-25, is an 
outcrop of doleryte less than a foot above the water. It is apparently 
.a dyke running across the river N. and S. Glacial marks are long 
and deep, N. 42° E. No. 106 CR.) 

Just below, around the point is an outcrop of mica schist inter
. bedded with thin beds of gneiss. Strike is E. and W. Dip N. 65°. 
It is quite thin-bedded and is the characteristic rock of this whole re-
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gion. In places it is hard to say which is schist and which i~ gneiss, 
or where one bed stops and the other commences, and again they are 
separated quite distinctly. It will be noticed- that the dip has changed 
to thfl north. This schist causes Rapid No. 37, short and not steep. 
About a mile below a good sized stream enters on the south side. 

Two miles further down is a low exposure of inter-bedded gneiss 
and mica schist. Glacial strim are N. 40oE. Dip N. 50°. Strike 
E and W. The beds are very thin, fifteen alternating beds in a 
thickness of one foot being counted in one place. 

About five miles farther down is Rapid No. ~8 over bould.:!rs which 
probably rest on mica schist, as that is the material of which most of 
them are composed. There seem to be very few boulders in the till 
here. Small white pine and tamarack trees are beginning to be abun
dant. Box-elder is plen tiful and soft maples are seen here and there. 

Two miles farther down is a bank of Cretaceous shale Oil the west 
side of the river. It is sub-jacent to a mass of till and gravel. The 
latter contains many limestone pebbles. A few of these pebbles seem 
to be in the shale too. The bank consists of 20 feet of shale, and 10 
feet of drift on top. The water from the surface filters down through 
the till and not bt::ing able to get through the shale forms springs of 
cold water coming out in the bank at many places. The shale is al
ways wet and slippery and in thin beds. By a bed is meant a layer 
of clay with a line of fine sand or sandy clay at the bottom of it. The
shale separates easiest at the line of sand. 

Half a mile further is a low outcrop of mica schist and gneiss, and 
near it two immense granite boulders that look as if they were once 
one pIece. 

Three miles farther down the stream is a large, slightly elevated 
exposure in the middle of the river. It is nearly round and about 
100 feet in diameter. It is composed of mica schist interbedded with 
and cut in all conceivable directions by coarse gneiss. This gneiss 
rnns principally with the schist, but there are large and small veins 
that run straight across and twist through the schist in such a 
manner as to make a very rough and irregular surface where the 
gneiss stands above the weathered and washed out schist. The gneiss 
is very coarse; the crystals of feldspar and mica, both biotite and 
muscovite, being four and sometimes six inches on a side. The mica 
and quartz are often blood-red. The gneiss also c,ontains garnets and 
tourmaline crystals four inches long, besides a green mineral that re
sembles beryl. Beds of' rock composed mainly of biotite and augite 
occur in the schist. 
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The south side of this outcrop has a souih dip; then comes a hard, 
wide bed ()f fine schist on the other side of which the dip is north at 
an indefinite angle. The general strike is about E. 20°8. Glacial 
stria! N. 22°E. Most of the feldspar is orthoclase, but there is also a 
light bluish-green feldspar in parts of it. Nos. 107 (H ), 107A (H), 
107B (H) and 108 (H) are samples from here. The large crystals of 
mlCa, as well as tbe biotite-augite (n inclusions or beds, stand on 
edge. • 

Fig . 3. - Mica schist cut by granite, Little Fork rive?'. 

The large intrusion of granite seen in the sketch to run across the 
beds ~eems to lie on the beds and not cut them much. It is very 
coarse. This is rapid No. 39 (Kabemabegetchiwak, "where the 
water goes round "). The river falls about three feet in the course of 
a few rods. 

About a mile and a half below are three more outcrops of mica 
schist and gneiss. Strike is E. and W.; there is a high dip to the 
north. 

About 3 miles farther on the west side of the river is a bank 18 or 
20 feet high that has in the top of it about 10 feet of horizontally 
stratified clay of a light color and containing limestone, schist and 
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-vtner pebbles as large as 4 inches in diameter . No. 109 (H). This is 
probably in the bed of lake Agassiz. 

Just below this is a low exposure of mica schist and gneiss in th in 
beds dipping north at a high angle and running east and west. 

Fig. IV -Mica S chist and Interbedded Gneiss, Little Fork ril'er. 

About a mile below this is Rapid No. 40, over boulders for 20 rods. 
The river falls a bou t 2~· feet. 

Two miles below is a rapid fall of 6 feet over boulders. ,There is a 
dearing of 40 acres or more on a drift bl uff 50 feet above the river. 
The Indians have come here each spring from time immemorial to 
catch sturgeon. Their name for it 13 Onrlkaiamis ("where the stur
geon run.") This rapid is No. 41 and is about 19 miles above Rainy 

Lake river. 
About two miles below, Little Fork creek comes in on the east side. 

"The drift hills and banks are 20 feet to 30 feet high here and are strat
ified at the top and perhaps all through. 

About two and one-half miles further 
gravel in the northeast bank of the river. 
tite. No. 110 (H). 

down is a layer of black 
It contains some magne-

RAINY LAKE RIVER. 

Nothing particularly noteworthy is seen for the next fifteen miles, 
when Rainy Lake river is reached. The water in this river is much 
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(!ooler and cleaner than that in the Little Fork, which is red and 
mundy. The banks are not more than 20 feet high and are more or 
less stratified. There seems to be an occasional exposure of Cretaceous 
-shale. For eight and one· half miles up Rainy Lake river from the 
mouth of the Little Fork there is no rock to be seen in place. The 
banks are from five to fifty feet high and seem to be composed of till; 
but that cannot be positively ascertained as they are so rounded and 
eovered with vegetation. There are numerous limestone boulders 
lying along the water's edge. There are settlers all along the British 
side and a few on the American. Oak trees are common and poplars 
are numerous. 

About 3i miles below Fort Francis is an exposure of mica schist in 
the middle of the river. Strike is N. 82° E.: dip N. 80°. Glaciation 
N. 32° E. This schist is quite fine and very fissile in places. It has a 
wa vy, schistose structure running in the same general direction as the 
bedding. There are a few small beds of feldspathic material running 
through it. A couple of pieces lying on the surface which seem to be
long here contain chlorite and pyrite and some other mineral. Nos 
111 (H) and 112 (H). 

About a mile and a half below Fort Francis is a long exposure of 
green hydro-micaceous schist on the British side. Strike is N. 40° E. 
Dip at a high angle to the north or vertical. There are a few scales of 
unaltered mica in the schist and some dolomite in the veins and seams. 
No 113 (H). There are some beds that are very siliceous with fine 
grains of quartz that crumble and separate with a slight blow of a 
hammer. They resemble the quartz beds in the jasper schists north 
-of Tower. No. 114 CH). 

There is a bed of green schist or rock possessing a schistose struct
ure that runs so as to slightly cut the bedding of the schist. It is 
about two feet wide and continues for several rods. It seems to be a 

, little softer that the other schist and has about the same composition. 
No. 115 (H). It looks as though it may have been of a dyke-like 
nature and had its schistosity formed at a later period by lateral pres
sure. The character of its constituents has also been changed. 

A little further up the river on the same side is an exposure that 
rises 15 feet above the water. Here the schist contains twisted beds 
of quartz stained with iron which have a marked resemblance to those 
in the Vermilion lake rocks. No. 116 (H). See figs. 5 and 6. 

51 
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Fig. 5.-Rainy Lake ?'iver. 

Fig. 6.-Rainy I>Lke river. 

On the south end of a small island in the middle of the nver IS a 
small, massive outcrop of porphyritic granite, It is exceedingly porous 
but tough. Crystals of feldspar less than an inch in length stand out 
all over the surface The rock also contains mica aud hornblende 01' 

chlorite and a very little quartz. Going east a short distance nodu les 
of hardened mica schist are seen enclosed in the other rock. Soon the 
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porphyry· begins to have more and more of the green minerals in it; 
and finally it becomes fine, hard mica schist. Along the strike there 
is a gradual transition from porphyry to schist; but in one or two 
spots they have an abrupt contact. Some of the nodules are porphy. 
ritic. Nos. 117 CH), 117 A (H), 117 B (H), 117 C (H), 117 D (H), 117 
E (H) and 117 F (H) are from here. 

The island just east of this one is composed of the same porphyritic 
rock with beds (for it certainly is bedded in places) of a fine crystal
line greenstone. It is astonishing how quickly an apparently massive 
igneous rock can become gneissoid and then schistose. There seems 
to be no choice between hornblende and mica; of two specimens taken 
out of the solid rock less than three feet from each other, one is mi
caceous and the other hornblendic. Nos. 118 (H), 118 A (H), 119 (H) 
and 120 (H). 

The same porphyritic rock forms the American shore for a long way 
up the river. It contains masses of mica schist in it, entirely sur. 
rounded by the porphyry and merging into it. Tllere are straight, 
well·defined bands of greenstone in it that seem to be dykes. The 
first one met with was hard trap at the west end, and schistose rock 
ten feet farther east. Nos. 121 (H) and 121 A (H). 

Further along is a dike six feet wide cutting right through the por· 
phyry. Its direction is N. 72° E. Dip S. 62°. On the surface, por· 
tions of this dyke look much like the porphyry, but of finer composi., 
tion. The p.dges, however, are well marked and the contact abrupt. 
Nos. 122 (H) and 122A (H). 

Sometimes the green mineral in the porphyry is like chlorite and 
the feldspar is pink instead of cream-colored or white as in most of 
it. No. 123 (H). 

Just beyond the dyke last mentioned the porphyry contains masses 
of greenstone several feet in diameter, and winds and twists al 
around them. The most of this greenstone is similar to the dyke 
rock No. 122 (H), but on one side of one of the inclusions is regular 
mica schist which grades in to the" greenstone. " No. 124 (H). 

"This rock has a semi.crystalline groundmase but is called porphyry here for convenience. 
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Fig. 7.-Dyke cutting porphyritic breccia, Rainy Lake river. 

This porphyritic gneiss continues up to Fort Francis, where it 
forms a waterfall twenty-five feet high. At this place the rock has 
been blasted out to a depth of thirty feet to make a lock. The entire 
rock is shown by this means to contain the rounded lumps of dark 
schist of all sizes up to several feet in diameter, to a depth of at least 
thirty feet. No. 125 eH). There seems to have been some mighty 
metamorphosing agent at work, which uplifted and changed a belt of 
mica schist into porphyritic gneiss. The general direction of this 
ridge or belt of altered schist is from N. W. to S. E., i. e., if the 
similar rock at the west end of Pelican lake be, as seems probable, a 
continuation of this same rock. 

Half a mile above the falls, on the American side, is a low outcrop 
of syenite, porphyritic with red and green feldspar. The, red is very 
decidedly red, but seems to be orthoclase. No. 126 eH). 

About a mile further is an outcrop of mica schist in vertical strata, 
with a strike N. 48°E. It appears the same as usual, and has nothing 
to show that it is so near an extensive belt of metamorphism. The 
>;11 ores of the sluggish stream conform to the strike of this schist all 
the way to Rainy lake. Some of it is exceedingly soft and fine, and 
crumbles easily. 

The second rapid below the lake is over mica schist which contains 
many small quarts veinA. Strike is N. 54° E ; dip north at a high 
angle. 

The rock on the Canadian side at the Agency is hard and jointed 
and bears evidence of considerable baking. No. 127 eH). 
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RAINY LAKE. 

Mica schist, much jointed and with fine veins of quartz and gneiss, 
is seen in a low outcrop on the point in N. W. -! sec. 29,71-23. On 
the east, side of this point the schist seems to be of two kinds; one 
siliceous and granular crystalline, the other soft and fiue, both mixed 
and twisted. up together. No. 128 (H) shows the two kinds in con· 
tact. In the small bay around this point are many large boulders of 
gneiss, schist and greenstone. 

The point in the N. E. t sec. 29, 71-2:3, is a low exposure of mica 
schist. The general strike is N. 70° E. There are beds of a semi· 
crystalline, grayish·green rock in the schist and ruuning in the same 
general direction, but sometimes cutting the beds. This rock weath· 
ers faster than the schist and the surface is white from the feldspar in 
it. It contains also pyrite, hornblende and a soft green mineral, prob
ably chlorite. There are three of these beds on this point. No. 129 
(H). The dip of the schists is north at a high angle. There are smali 

'veins of quartz and granite in the schist. 
The point in the N. W. i sec. 5l8, 71·23, is composed of mica schist. 

Dip. is N. 72°. Strike N. 70° E. The strata of schist vary in differ
ent parts. One side, presumably that which was originally at the bot· 
tom, is coarser and darker than the other. When therefore the coarse 
side of one stratum comes in contact with fine upper side of another 
stratum they do not look like the same rock. The finer side of the 
beds is the north side at this locality. No limestone boulders have 
been seen since reaching the lake. The schist at this place contains 
veins of dark red quartz. No. ]30 (H). 

Around the point the rock becomes coarser and containB grains of 
siliceo-feldspathic material. Glaciation N. 32° E. No. 131 (H). 

In the center of sec. 28, 71-23, the rock is a very fine, hard, green 
schist. The mica which it contains is exceedingly fine. No. 132 (9). 
The surface of this schist is sometimes covered with long slender crys
tals of horn blende. No. 133 CH). 

Along the shore in the N. E. i, sec. 28, 71-23, the schist contains 
many very ferruginous quartz veins. Some of the beds of schist are 
quite decayed and jointed on account of the iron in them. 

In this locality there is a trap dyke nearly 3 feet wide running 
E. 60° S. across and through the bed~ of schist. It does not seem to 
incline any from vertical. The surface of the rock is covered with 
small, green crystals that look like epidote, but seem too soft. Nos. 
134 (H) and 134A CR.) 
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A little farther east is much more of the ferruginous schist in large, 
soft beds. No. 135 (a;) The general dip here is N. 45°. Small, 
crooked beds of granulyte occur in the schist and appear to become 
more uumerous toward the east. The strike has changed to E 10° S. 
Boulders of gneiss and mica schist interstratified with each other are 
becoming very numerous. The schist is occasionally quite hard and 
contains some hornblende. Dip is N. 40°. No. 136 (H.) -

On one of the numerous sand beaches is a deposit of very green 
sand. It looks like the mineral seen on the surface of the dyke rock. 
No. 134 A (H.) 

There is another small dyke a little coarser than the last a liWe 
farther east. Its direction is N. 600 E. It is about 2 feet wide and 
weathers light.green on the surface. No. 138 (H). 

The beds of schist begin to be very different from each other and 
contain much quartz and feldspar besides an undetermined green min
eral. No. 139 (R). A little further along, still in sec. 28, 71-23, the 
schist becomes very thin, bedded and fiue-grained and lies in long 
parallel beds. Strike is N. 72° E , No. 140 (H). Some beds in the 
schist here are quite hydro-micaceous. N 0_ 141 (H). 

The south side of the small island in N. E. i sec. 28, 71-23, is form
ed of mica schist. Lying against it upon the north is white granite 
or gneiss. The contact is abrupt and distinct; but the granite has 
iient out branches that cut the schist, and has also enclosed a few 
pieces of schist in it. The granite is cut by intrusions of granulyte 
and granite containing but a little mica. The only evidence of 
gneissoid structure is the arrangernen t of the minerals in parallel lines. 
These have about the same general direction as the schist, viz. N. 
600 E The masses of schist that are enelosed in the gneiss are un
altered and seem to have retained their strike and dip. Nos. 142 (H) 
and 14.3 A CH). The larger island at this same place is composed al
most entirely of granite. In one place only a few short beds of schist 
were seen. The middle of the island rises 25 feet above the water. 
There are small masses of schist enclosed in the granite in" various 
places. No. 144 (H). 

In th~ N. E. t sec. 27, 71-23, the schist lies against the gneiss all 
along the coast. They are mixed and cut and twisted up together in 
a remarkable fashion. Long feelers of the gneiss or granite stretch 
off through and across the beds of schist, and from them -branch out 
smaller winding, twisting veins in all directions. The general line of 
contact seems to be in the direction of the bedding of the schist. 

In the N. E. t, of N. E. t, sec. 27, 71-23, is a dyke which is 35 paceil 
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from one side of it to where it goes under the water and disappears. 
On the west side it is a fine diabase. This becomes coarser and coarser 
toward the middle of the dyke. The rock on the west side of it is 
iine, hard mica schist. The line of the west side of the dyke runs E. 
60° S. Glacial marks are N.40Q E. Nos. 145 (H), 145A (H), 145B 
(H). 145C (H), 145D (H). 145E (H) and 145F (H), show the change 
in the rock in crossing the dyke. 

The coarsest side of this dyke which is naturally supposed to be the 
middle, is at the water's edge, and it can not be determined where the 
rest of it has gone or whether there is any more. If the coarsest part 
is the middle, the dyke is 210 feet across. 

Jack pine trees are numerous in this region. Not one was seen on 
the Little Fork. 

The dyke mentioned above continues to form the shores of the 
islands and main-land for a long distance going E. 50° S. Its edges 
are irregular and sometimes penetrate a long distance into the schist; 
but the line of contact is always distinct. This dyke probably con
iains magnetite; as the compass is disturbed by its proximity. Some 
·of it contains epidote. No. 146 (H). 

The long point in sec. 26,71-23, is composed of micaceous and hydro. 
micaceous schist containing quartz in veins. 

A round polished knob of the dyke rock sticks up in the middle of 
the bay sputh of the east end of the point mentioned above. This is 
very finely marked by glaciation. The augite crystals are arranged in 
long 'rows which run at about right angles to the glacial marks. 
Th ere is so much disturbance of the needle here that direction call 
not be determined by the compass. 

On the south side of the bay in sec. 26, 71·23, is what appears to 
be the continuation of the dyke. It contains beds of coarse, dark: 
schist running N. 70° E. No. 148 (H). In some places this very trap 
rock has a bedded structure and almost becomes schist with a strike 
~imilar to that of all the schists in this region, and apparently in 
vertical beds. Nos. 149 (H) and 149 A (H). 

In the S. "T. t, sec. 25, same township, this diabase has all grad
uated into a rock that is very plainly gneiss; and going a little farther 
south across the strike it is still further changed into thin-bedded 
gneiss and finally into mica schist with the ordinary strike and dip. 

In the S. E t of S. W. t, sec 25,71-23, is a high bare knob of mica 
schist. It contains a quartz vein three or four feet thick running 
across the beds. There are also beds containing an unknown, heavy, 
~black mineral. No. 150 (H). 
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In the S. E. t of S. E. t, sec. 25, 71-23, the shore is composed of 
dioryte (?). This becomes finer toward the south until it graduates 
into doleryte or trap. Then comes a fine-grained, thin-bedded, green 
schist dipping north at a high angle and with a strike N. 800 E. Its 
contact with the doleryteis abrupt and irregular. The hills rise 75 
feet above the lake and are almost bare. The schist is quite siliceou~ 
and finely micaceous. No. 151 (H). This dyke seems to be the con
tinuation of the large one mentioned above, but is narrower here. 

In the S. W. t, sec. 30, 71-22, the mica schist is conglomeritic, 
containing innumerable flattened pebbles and boulders all changed 
into rock very similar to the schist. No. 152 (H). There is also a 
greenish mica schist here that is very smooth and even in its compo
sition and seems to be in thicker beds than the rest. No. 153 (H). 

A little farther east in sec. 30, 71-22, the schist assumes the appear· 
ance of a decided conglomerate, containing pebbles of granite, 
quartzyte and schist as large as eight inches in diameter. On a 
smooth surface they show very plainly. No. 154: (H). Some of the 
beds of schist are light.colored and are more like gneiss. No. 155 (H). 
Some of the schist also contains bydromica in place of mica. 

In the S. E. i, sec. 30, 71-22, the schist contains less and less mica 
until it becomes almost a fine granulyte or quartzyte. Nos 156 (H), 
156 A (H) and 156 B (H) . Near the east side of sec. 29, 71-22, the 
glaciation is N. 600 E. 

There is a great deal of hydromica schist on an island in the N. E. 
! sec. 32, 71-22. For a mile or two west of here the bluffs 40 feet high 
are composed of light· colored siliceous schist. At this place the schist 
is very fine and hydromicaceous, and contains beds of the light-color. 
ed schist. Dip is N. 45°. No. 157 (H). 

The point in the north half of sec. 33, 71-22, is composed of mica 
schist that rises 50 feet above the lake. It stands in vertical strata. 

The point in S. E. t of N. W. i. sec. 33, 71-22, contains two or 
three quartz veins, one three feet thick, running with the bedding N. 
480 E. The schist stands on edge. It contains beds of hard gneissoid 
rock. 

In the S. W. i of S. W. i. sec 34, 71·22, the strike of th@ schist is 
east and west. Some of it is beautifully fine and soft; and some is 
folded and wrinkled in parallel beds. The dip is north at a high 
angle. 

Along the west side of sec. 3, 70-22, the schist is in thin, straight 
beds dipping north at a lower angle than usual. There are also beds 
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of gneiss in it and numerous quartz veins. The general strike is 
about E; dip is N. 50°. 

In the N. E. i of N. W. i, sec. 10,70-22, is an outcrop of gneiss 
showing for several' rods along the shore. It contains irregular 
patch!')s of hard, coarse, hornblendic mica schist. The gneiss'has an 
irregular contact with the schist and encloses some of it. The schist 
on the east side ofthe gnei!;s dips N. 40°_50°. No. 158 (H). Strike is 
E. 40° S. In the east half of sec. 10, the strike veers around until it is 
E. 70° S. and even E. 80° S. This schist is thick-bedded and dips N. 
E.40°. 

The round point in the S. ~ sec. 10, 70-22, is composed of a gneissoid 
mica schist very much jointed. Strike is E. 40° S. 

Mica schist is exposed in S. W. i sec. 13,70.22. It is quite feld
spathic, soft and crumbling. There are very few exposures in this bay 
which ig called Black Bay .by the white settlers of the region, and 
Wazushkatabiwi, or Rat Root lake by the Indians. Most of its shores 
are marshy and the bay itself is full of rushes and rice. 

Near the east side of sec. 13, 70-22, the schistose gneiss strikes east 
and dips N. 48°. A good portage of about a mile connects Black Bay 
with Kabetogamak (the lake that lies along the side). On the portage 
in sec. 1~, 70.21, ridges of gneissoid mica schist are crossed which 
trend N. 700 to N. 80° E. No. 160 (ll). 

In the N. W. ! of S. E. t of the same section mica schist occurs 
interbedded with coarse gneiss. Strike N. 'j0° E. Dip N. 58°. 

In the S. E. t of S. W. t sec. 27, 70-18 the beds of schist have a dip 
S. 80°; strike is N. 84° E. The point near the center of S. W. i sec. 
27,70·18 is made of perfectly straight parallel beds of schist standing 
nearly vertical. There are also a few beds of gneiss. Some of the 
beds have a high dip to the south. No. ]76 (H) from this place con
tains green muscovite. 

·Biotite, muscovite schist is found in N. W. t of N. E i, sec. 28, 70-
18, dipping S. 76°. Strike is E. There are narrow beds of gneiss, 
granite intrusions awl quartz veins in the schist here. 

In the S. E. t of S. W. t sec. 21, 70-18, the schist dips S. 73°. It 
contains a few thin beds of gneiss. Glaciation is N. 40° E. Strike is
N. 88° E. Boulders are numerous here. No. 178 eH). A little way 
north is a granite intrusion that cuts the beds of schist considerably. 
It is four feet thick and contains coarse orthoclase and muscovite like 
the regular beds of gneiss. A few rods further north is another in
trusion of granite having a general direction N. 50° E. It is quite 
coarse and is porphyritic in places. There is a gneissoid structure run-

52 
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oiling directly across the intrusion, the minerals and the weathering 
both showing it plainly. No. 179 (H). 

The schists north of this for some distance are not so regular, but 
are more thickly bedded. They weather into irregular lumps and not 
into thin sheets as usual. There are occasional narrow, winding in
trusions of granite about six inches thick, that seem to be fi~led with 
muscovite in plates half an inch to an inch in length. 

In the N. W. -t of S. W. t, sec. 21,' 70-18, are numerous intrusions, 
all having a general trend of N. 5O°E.-N. 60aE. They generally 
have a dip similar to the schist. They frequently contain large 
orthoclase crystals which have quartz in them, thus forming a graphic 
granite. No. 180A (H). Some of the schist contains red beds in 
which all of the ingredients have a reddish tinge. 

Occasionally the intrusions are quite gneissic. No. 182 (H) is a 
sample from one of them that winds aroun.d and cuts across the beds 
of schist, and is finally pinched down from thirty inches to two inf,hell 
in thickness. Some of these intrusions are garnetiferous. No. 
183 (H). 

There is a small rock island in the S. E. t of S. W. -t, sec. 21, 
70-18, that seems to form part of a very large granite intrusion. It 
runs across to the north end of the larger island east of it, where it is 
about 70 feet wide. It trends N. 55°E. It is composed mainly of 
graphic granite, which contains coarse muscovite and garnets and be-. 
comes gneissoid in places. No. 184 (H). There are also large and 
small masses and bunches of silvery or light-greenish quartz and 
mica in fine grains and scales, arranged in fibrous rays. It occurs in 
considerable quantities in this locality. No. 184A (H). Perhaps the 
term" greisen" might be applied to this rock. 

Beds of gneiss are seen in S. E. t sec. 20, 70-18, having a very gneiss
oid appearance and striking N. 60° E. They also contain the peculiar 
masses of quartz and muscovite. No. 186 (H). 

Just east of the last the schist is remarkably straight and smooth. 
Strike is N. 83° E. Dip S. ~OO. 

On the point in the S. E. corner of S. W. t of S. W. t, sec. 20, 70-
18 is a curious example of the way in which the granite intrusions cut 
the schist and twist about in it. 

The beds of gneiss are quite coarse and contain considerable quart.; 
and muscoTite. The orthoclase is yellow. The schist aboutas usual. 
Strike N. 840 E. 

In the N. W. t s. E. t, sec. 19, 70-18, are more large and small beds 
of gneiss. Some of them conform with the strike of the schist her •. 
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Gneiss and mica schist cut by granite, L. Kubeto.qarnak, 
S. E. t sec. 31, 70-21. 

The beds of gneiss are quite coarse and contain considerable quartz 
and muscovite, The ort.hoclase is yellow. The schist ab~)Ut as usu'tl. 
Strike N. 840 E. 

In the N. W. i, S. E. i, sec. 19,70.18, are more large and small beda 
of gneiss. Some of them conform with the strike of the schist here. 
It is a little singular that all the intrusions observed for several miles 
east of here have a general trend N. 60° E. and the schist N. 800 E. 
Rere the schist strikes N. HO E. and dips S, 80°. The beds or intru· 
sions of gneiss still contain considerable quantities of the above men
tioned radiated quartz and muscovite, 

At this place is a bed of gneiss that cuts across the schist for some 
distance, the~ comes into conformity with it and all at once splits up 
into thin beds an inch or two thick and becomes lost in the schist. It 
was over two feet wide at the start and maintained its thickness until 
it divided. These intrusions or beds of gneiss-for either name seems 
to fit at times,-frequently enclose long strips of schist which some
times maintain their usual strike and sometimes take that of the sur
rounding and enclosing rock. Glaciation is N. 440 E. Some of the 
grooves in the schist are half an inch deep and an inch wide. 

Sometimes the gneiss laps over and lies upon the edges of a good 
many beds of schist as if it had been squeezed up and out, and had 
flowed over. Most of it is porphyritic. 

In the S.W. i of S. W. t sec. 19, 70·18, the schist occurs in bedo; 
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which average about two feet thick and strike N. 74° E, with a dip S. 
82°. It is uniform and regular. There are large in trusions of granite 
running through it, N. 40° E. Part of the west side of a bluff has 
fallen into the lake and left a fresh break showing graphic granite 

• containing muscovite Each individual crystal of orthoclase seems to 
contain quartz grains running in the same direction through it ac· 
cording to some cleavage or other natural tendency in the feldspar. 
Two crystals of orthoclase are never seen side by side with the qua.rtz 
running the same way in both; but in each individual however large 
the quartz "characters" are all parallel or at right angles to each oth· 
er. No. 187 (H). 

In the S. E. 1 sec. 24, 70·19, the schist rises in bluffs twenty.five feet 
above the lake. There is also much gneiss here. Some of it contains 
large quantities of immense biotite scales. The strike of the schist 
here is N. 74° E, dip is S. 74°. The schist here is regular and uninter· 
rupted in perfectly even, thick beds for one hundred feet at a time. 
Glacial striations N. 46° E. 

The PGint at the south line of S. E. 1, sec. 23, 70·19, is composed of 
gneiss containing much of the quartz and mica masses and graphic 
granite. No. 188 (H) is from a mass of the former two feet long. 

The N. E. 1 of N. E. t, sec. 27, 70.19, is composed of mica schist, 
with a strike N. 76°E and dip S. 80°. and large beds of gneiss. 
Glaciation is north 50°E. A little east of here the straight walls of 
mica schist and, in one place of gneiss, rise up thirty feet from the 
water's edge, covered with moss and lichens. The trees are mOiltly a 
thick growth of small spruce and Jack pine. 

The point in the S. W. t of sec. 23, 70·19, is composed of mica. 
schist and gneiss. The latter i" full of radiated masses of quartz and 
miea in fine, glistening scales. It seems to have been pushed over 
the beds of schist in a plastic condition and to have a sort of horizon
tal gneissoid st.ructure. It is quite coarse, and is perphyritic in 
places. The strike of the schist is N. 84°E. 

Fine·grained patches are often seen in these intrusions or beds of 
gneiss. The fine parts are often porphyritic, with perfect orthoclase 
crystals six to ten inches across. Frequently there are beds of 
pebbles and accumulations of boulders on a point or in some recess 
where there is a large bed of gneiss. These pebbles and boulders are 
principally of the same rock as that directly beneath and around 
them; and seem to have been formed right there by the action of frost 
and waves of the lake. No. 190 (H). 

The rock in N. W. t sec. ~O, 70·19, is principally mIca schist. 
Strike is N. 70° E. Dip S. 80°, in thick beds. No. 191 (H). 'fhere 
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are hard nodules in it, as there are most everywhere, that stand out 
in knobs and sheets and all sorts of odd shapes on weathered surfaces. 
It also seems to be cut by hard veins of matter which cross themselves 
and make a net-work of little ridges on the weathered surfaces. They 
do not seem to have any influence on the cleavage of the rock. 

In the S. K t sec. 19, 70-19, there is a bed of chloritic (?) mica 
schist in the other schist. It is four or five feet thick and contains 
lUuch black mica in scales. It is cut off by an intrusion of granite 
which crosses the east end of it; and hidden by the lake on the west. 
Its general trend is N. 800 E. No. 192 (H). There are hard veins run
ning through it that seem to have been gneissoid, but now contain 
hornblende or chlorite and but little mica. 

The point of the island in S. E. i of N. E. t. sec. 24,70-20, is com
posed of garnetiferous gneiss, porphyritic with very large orthoclase, 
and containing quantities of the masses of mica scales and quartz 
grains. All of the large orthoclase crystals are pegmatitic. 

The mica schist in the S. W. t of N. E. t, sec. 23, 70-20, strikes E. 
400 S; dips S. W. 78°; and has glacial marks N. 46°E. It is in 
thick beds, and the mica is biotite. There are beds of porphyritic 
gneiss here as everywhere in this region, only this has more of the 
radiated accumulations of mica and quartz. There is often a decidedly 
gneissic structure in these beds, but they are generally without it. 

The schist in the N. E. i of S. E. i, sec. 16, 70.20, is quite thick
bedded in nearly vertical strata. 8trike, N. 80°E. Glaciation, N. 
45°E. There are but few granite intrusions in this region, and the 
shores are lower and frequently covered with vegetation down to the 
water's edge. The lake at this time was unusually high. Streams of 
watp,rwere pouring into it on all sides from places where usually 
there is no stream at all. There was a cascade over eaeh bluff, and a 
roaring little torrent down each ravine. 

In the N. E. t of N. W. i, sec. 15, 70-20, the schist lies flat, in 
thin laminre or plates. For several rods along the water's edge the 
:flat schist lies piled up six or eight feet above the water, like slabs in 
a wood pile. No. 193 (H). This continues around the point for 
some distance, becoming thicker and coarser. From here it goes on 
to the S. E. i of S. W. i, sec. 10 in a rather confused and disturbed 
way, now dipping north, now south and now lying flat. This seems 
to be the middle of an anticlinal,-and, in fact, the dip soon becomes 
permanently to the north. Beds of gneiss are still seen in the schist, 
but here they too are broken and discontinuous. Around the point 
farther, beds of schist two and three feet thick dip N. 40" to N. 60°. 
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Strike is N. SOoE. Some of the schist here is very rich in garnets. 
Nos. 194 eH) and 194A (R). 

On the N. E. ! of N. E. t sec. 16, and S. E.! of s. E i sec. 9, 7()-
20, the schist is :flat again. It rises twenty feet above the lake. There 
is a bed of gneiss which has come up through with a dip N. 600 ; and 
there are other small granite intrusions that lie :flat and cut through 
the gneiss for several rods. 

In the S. W. ! of S. E.! sec. 9, 70·20 is a bed of gneiss three feet
thick that lies on the top of :flat beds of schist all the way around the 
point. 

In the S. W. t, of S. W. t sec. 9, 70·20 the schist is still distorted 
and contains garnets and considerable biotite. The granite intrusions 
run more irregularly than usual through the schist in this supposed. 
middle of an anticlinal. The shores are all much lower here than fur
ther east; and are inclined to be marshy. Veins of white quartz two 
or three feet thick are commO];l in this locality. 

The schist in the S. -! of sec. 7, 70-20 has a north dip varying from 
60° to 80°. The strike is E. It is a little harder here than usual and 
contains quartz veins and garnets. The bedding is wavy. No. 197 (H). 

In the N. E. ! of N. E. i of sec. 12, 70·21, is thA first large bed ot' 
gneiss that occurs along here for several miles. It embraces several 
masses of schist. It is porphyritic and quite gneissic and. contains 
much peculiar green mica, especially near the contact with the schist. 
It also contaius a few garnets and has quartz veins penetrating it. 
The schist near it has a strike N. 80", and a low dip to the north. 
Nos. 198 (H) and 198A eR). 

In the N. E. ! of N. W. t, sec.'12, 70·21 the schist rises about thirty. 
five feet above the lake. It strikes N. 70° E. Long, grayish-blue crys
tals of cyanite are found in some quartzose veins near the water's edge. 
Some of the blades of this mineral are six inches long. No. 199 eH). 

The schist in the S. E. t of S. W. !, sec. 1,70-21, contains many 
quartzose beds and one or two veins of quartz. There are numerous 
garnets in these beds. No. 200 CR.) 

The walls of schist on the north side of the bay, in sec. 1, 70-21, 
have glacial scratches along the smooth, perpendicular sides in all 
directions, but the majority are nearly horizontal. Sometimes the 
mark curves around a point or corner of the rock and continues ou 
the other side as if the ice couformed to the outlines of the rocky 
surface ancl walls. 

The mica schist in the N. E. t, sec. 6, 70·20, is in thick beds that 
strike N. 700 E aud dip N. 35° to 38°. Long, low reefs of this rock 
ruu out into the lake, aud the shores are low. Few or no granite or 
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gneiss beds are to be seen in this region. The sehist is exceedingly 
uniform in the appearance and composition of its strata. 

The south side of the point in sections 31, 32 and 33, 71.20, is com
posed of mica schist in beds of different degrees of hardness and 
amount of mica, but which have a general sameness of appearance. 
At the end of the point is some porphyritic gneiss in beds running 
about N. 50oE. The general strike of the schist is N. 70oE; the dip 
N. 35°. In places there is a joint~ge structure that crosses the bed
ding and divides the schist into angular plates and prismatic forms. 
The south side of this point presents the long beds broken off in a 
succession of rows that resemble wans of masonry slanting a little tc; 
the north. The schist on the north side of the point in S. E. i of N. 
W.:i. !sec. 33, 71-20, strik~ N. 80~E., and dips N. 52°. No. 201 (H). 
Small quartz veins occur in it. running with the strike. The mica in 
some of the schist is in spots, and gives the rock a mottled appearance. 

" No. 203 (H) is hard mica schist from S. W. t, sec. 29, 71-20. It 
strikes N. 76°E. aRd dips N. 60°, more or less. The schist here has 
some appearance of being conglomeritic. It is in very thick masses 
that do not show any banded structure, as some of the schist does. 
A little further west. in the N. W. i of S. W. t. sec. 29, 71.20, there 
are beds of schist that are hydro-micaceous, and have a wa,y struct
ure running with the bedding. No. 204 (H). 

Some of the beds in the mica schist in the S. W. i of S. E. t, sec. 
26, 71-21, are quite siliceous, with finely granular quartz. No. 20~ 
(H). The beds here are vertical, or have a high dip to the north, and 
the strike is about N. 80'" E., but is becoming irregular and broken. 
No beds of gneiss are seen in the schist here. Quartz veins are numer
ous. 

On the point in the S. E. t of N. W. t, sec. 35,71-21, the mica schist 
changes gradually into a rock composed principally of augite (?). It 
has no apparent bedding and is quite massive for a short distance. The 
continuatioll of it is lost in the water. This change takes place in 
going across the strike from north to south, the strike being ahout E. 
Some of this massive rock contains glassy quartz in veins. The ~chist 
here is finely banded and dips N.72°. Nos. 206 (H) to 206 F (H) are 
from this place. 

The point in the S. W. t of N. E. i, sec. 34, 71-21, is composed of 
evenly-bedded mica schist. Strike N. 86° E. dip N. 74°. Glaciation 
N. 64:° E. There are no beds of gneiss here; but quartz veins eight 
inches to two feet thick, running with the bedding are frequent. These 
veins are sometimes connected by cross-veins. 
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The schist in the S. W. t of the N. W. t, sec. 34,71-21, contains 
both mica and hydro mica. Strike is N. 84:0 E. Many of the strata 
have reddish veins of quartz running with the strike and scattered all 
through the bed. The SChIst is also garnetiferous. No. 207 (H). 

Some beds in the schist on the point in the S. W. i of N. W. t, sec . 
.33, 71-21, are lighter colored and more siliceous than usual. Strike is 
N. 800 E.; dip is about vertical. No. 208 (H). The schist in this im
mediate vicinity is very thin bedded; and where the sheets have fallen 
over into the lake overlapping each other they look like shingles on a 
roof. These siliceous beds became felsitic in the N. W. i of N. E. t, 
sec. 32, 71-21. Strike is N. 74° E., dip S. 60°. No. 209 (H). 

No. 21O (H) is a sample of mica schist from the S. E. t of N. W. t. 
sec. 32,71-21. The beds here are about vjlrtical; strike N. 74° E. 
Quartz veins are numerous, and boulders, of which we have seen very 
few if any in the last three towllships, are becoming more plentiful. 

In the N. E. t of N. W. !-. sec. 31, 71-21, the schist is cut slightly 
by a greenstone dyke six inches thick. The direction of the schist is 
about E. 10° S. and that of the dyke is E., although it curves. No. 
'211 (H). This is the first greenstone dyke seen since coming into 
this lake from Kabetogamak. 

In the N. E. t of N. W. t, sec. 31, 71-21, the schist contains several 
beds of a light color that seeill to be composed of small rounded quartz 
grains, biotite scales and larger scales of some opaque mineral. proba
bly feldspar. The strike here is N. 74° E. The schist is also hydro
micaceous. These light colored beds vary from an inch to two feet in 
thickness. Nos. 212 (H). 212A (H) and 212B (H). In the N. E. t 
sec. 36,71-22, there are more of these siliceous beds in the schist; some 
.of them are felsitic and some sericitic. 

The schist in the S. E. t of S. E. i, sec. 24, 71-22, contains both 
mica and hyd!omica. It becomes more fissile and wavy in its struct
ure toward the west, and in the S. W. t of S. W. t, sec. 26, 71·22, it 
is very schistose. Here there are many quartz veins in it, and little 
streaks of lighter-colored feldspathic beds. The dip at this place is 
north; while a short distance east of here it is distinctly to the south. 
Strike is about N. 74° E. There are numerous thin felsitic beds in 
the schist here. 

A light-colored, siliceous schist is found on an island in the S. E. t. 
sec. 28, 71-22. It is quite hard. and does not we.ather easily. Strike 
is N. 84° E. Glaciation, N. 52° E. 

The south side of the island, in the N. E. t of S. W. i, sec. 28, 
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71-22, is composed of siliceous schist that strikes east, and stands in 
vertical beds. 

The east end of the island. in the S. E. t, sec. 19, 71-22, is com
posed of hydromica schist, varying to graywacke, and even to a harder, 
semi-crystalline rock, cont~ining chalcedonic quartz, opaque feldspar 
and pyrites. The general strike is about east; dip is north to vertical. 
Some of the schi .. t is very fissile, and some has almost lost its schistose 
appearance. Some of it seems to be chloritic; and all of it contains 
considerable carbonate of lime in the seams, and to a certain extent 
in the rock itself. No. 216 (H). 

In the N. E. i of S. E. -1-, sec. 19, 71-22, on the south side of the 
large island, the schist is diabasic, and assumes a jointed structure; 
but the schistose structure is still everywhere apparent. Strike is N. 
74° E.; dip north at a high angle. No. 217 (H). 

No. 218 (H) is from the south side of the island. about a quarter of 
a mile west of last. It is hydromica schist, that dips north, and 
forms the highest part of the coast in this place. It is quite schistose. 
and contains many small veins of quartz. Strike is about N. 76° E. 

Mica schist is again found in the S. W. i of S. E. t, sec. 24, 71-23. 
It contains also a little hydrated mica. Strike is about N. 70° E.; 
dip at a high angle to' the north. Light.colored, feldspath ic mica 
schist, somewhat stained with iron rust, is found in the S. E i of S. 
W. i of the same section. 

ln the S. W. i of S. W. i. sec 21,71-23, is a ridge of doleryte that 
becomes very coarse near the top and middle of the ridge. It has an 
irregular, abrupt contact with the mica schist on the north. The 
general directiun of the contact is N. 80oE. It rises thirty-five feet 
above the lake, and is very solid and massive. Glaciation is N. 600 E. 
No. 220 (H). 

On the point of the S. E. i of S. E. i, sec. 23, 71-23, this doleryte 
rises in hills at least eighty feet above the water. It is an exceed
ingly tough rock, and causes the needle to point south. It seems to 
be cut by veins or "dykelets" of fine trap in places. There is a coarse 
jointage structure running about north. This structure is also seen 
in the hardened mica schist which lies at the east side of the dyke. 
Nos. 221 (H) and 222 (H). 

No. 223 (H) is from the S. W. i of S. W. t, sec. 23, 71-22. It is 
hard, greenish schist, which strikes N. 75°E. It appears to be semi
crystallized. It lies between mica schist on the south and hydromica. 
schist on the north. . 
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KABETOGAMAK 

On the portage in sec. 19, 70-21, ridges of gneissoid mICa schist are 
crossed which trend N. 700E. to N. 80°E. In the N. W. t of S. E. 1-, 
sec. 30, 70·21, is mica schist mixed with 'coarse gneiss. Strike is N. 
70QE; dip N. 58°. 

The small island in the S. W. i of S. E. i, sec. 30, 70-21, is com· 
posed of interbedded mica schist and gneiss. The gneiss is quite 
coarse, is muscovitic and lies in thick beds. It contains also a little 
biotite. No. 161 (H). 

The mica schist in this region is often cut by beds or veins of black 
mica schist that weathprs sooner than the rest of the schist. The 
gneiss contains pyrite and some small crystals of a black mineral like 
tourmaline. It also contains irregular patches of the schist. 

The point in the N. E. i. sec. 31, 70-21, is composed of interbedded 
gneiss and mica schist. 'fhe gneiss is often very coarse, containing 
mica crystals four inches long, alld orthoclase six inches across. No. 
165 (H). Both schist and gneiss are cut by intrusions of granite run· 
ning in all directions. The general strike is N.70 0 E; dip N. 45° to 
50°. 

The S. E. ! of sec. 31, 70.21, contains a point nearly bare of vege
tation, composed of rounded knobs of gneiss and mica Rchist cut by 
granitp. intrusions. Some of the orthoclase crystals in the gneiss 
measure ten inches in length. The strike of the gneiss and schist is 
N. 80oE. The following diagram shows how the granite cuts the 
mica schist. 

Fig. 9. Mica schist cut by granite. Rainy lake, S. W. -1, sec. 20, 70-18. 

In the N. E. i of N. W. i, sec 6,69-21, is a bold bluff of gneiss, 

,1.';1;; 
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.containing some mica schist. It is pegmatitic also. No. 162 (H). 
The gneiss is very coarse, and contains large crystals of muscovite. 
It is a little peculiar that the mica schist, which is found in patches 
all through this gneiss, contains chiefly biotite mica; while the gneiss 
(;ontains muscovite. There is some muscovite, however, in the schist, 
and a little biotite ill the gneiss. No 163 (H~. The graphic granite 
here seems to be crystals of orthoclase, two fect or more in length, 
(;ontaining quartz, The surface of' each llIass of feldspar has one 
common cleavage, and rf'lflects the sun as if it were one flat surface. 

Mica schist and gneiss are seen in the N. E. t of N. W. t, sec. 8, 
69-21. Strike is N 80° E. There seems to be a tendency in all of r 

thi,,; gneiss for the different constituents to separate from each other, 
and to collect as much as posilible by themselves. 

Gneiss and schist are found in the N. E. ! of the N. W. t, sec. 17, 
69-21. Strike is N. 80° E. Dip is north, at a high angle. When the 
beds of gneiss are thin the crystals are smaller than in the thick beds. 

Where the line between secs. 20 and 21, 69-21, crosses the shore-line 
there is a round hill of gneiss and mica schist that rises at least fifty 
feet above the lake. The feldspar weathers white on the surface, and 
makes the rock quite dazzling in the sun. There is less mica in the 
gneiss here;' but the beds and included masses of mica schist are quite 
common. The strike is N. 70° to N. 80° E. Dip still to the north. 
No boulders are seen at the we'st end of this lake. 

Gneiss and mica schist, with an east and west strike and a dip N. 
16° to 30°, occurs in the N E.! of N. W. t, sec. 27,69-21. A few 
boulders lie along the shore here; but no drift covers the rock hills. 
Mountain ash trees are first noticed at this place. 

In the S. W. !, sec. 25, 69-21, the gneiss and sc4ist still have a low 
north dip, 15°-300. The gneiss is sometimes porphyritic, and contains 
very black biotite No. 164 (H). 

In the N W. t of N. W. t. sec. 30, 69-20. gneiss and m!ca schist 
occur in interbedded. thin, wavy or folded strata. Strike is E. 50° S. 
toE. 800 S .. and with a low dip of less than 45° to the east. The char
acter of the rock remains unchanged for a long distance east of here. 
It is always gneiss and mica schist in more or less distorted beds. 
M \lch of the gneiss is porphyritic, and contains large scales of both 
biotite and muscovite. The quartz is often chalcedonic. Most all of 
the large orthoclase crystals contain quartz, being thus pegmatitic. 
The beds become too much bent and twisted for any general strike or 
dip to be noted. The country is more wooded-and hilly, and the rock 
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comes down close to the water in perpendicular bluff~, over twenty. 
fivfl feet high. 

There is such a mixture in the rocks that beds of any considerable 
length are not to be seen. Masses round, square, oblong, irregular, 
thin, thick and in fact all shapes and sizes of mica schist are seen in 
the gneiss where the gneiss predominates, and of gneiss in the schist 
where the schist is the main rock. 

Sometimes the strata lie in wavy, horizontal bed!!, and sometimes 
they stand nearly vertical. The gneiss is frequently porphyritic, and 
occasionally rock that approximates mica schist rather than gneiss is 

" porphyritic with feldspar crystals two or three inches long. The trees 
are Norway pine, white pine, Bank's pine, spruce, balsam-fir, birch, 
aspen, great-toothed poplar, mountain ash, white cedar, willow, ash 
and elm. 

In the N. E. -1-, sec. 30, 69-19, there are beds of schist and gneiss 
that seem to be more regular. and have the usual strike and high dip 
to the north. The country through here is much wilder than that 
farther west. There is considerable good pine on the shores of the 
lake. The rock hills generally rise to a hight of fifty feet or more 
above the lake. 

Mr. Trussell examined the north shore of Kabetogamak, through 
Twp. 69-20, up to N amekan, in Twp. 69-19. The formation is all the 
same-gneiss and mica schist in irregular beds. One specimen from 
the north side containing much biotite is No. 166 (H). 

NAMEKAN LAKE. 

The west end of N amekan or Sturgeon lake is very beautiful. 
There are numerous· points and islands, all heavily wooded down to 
the water's edge. The hills rise higher, too, in this region, and the 
bluffs have a bolder aspect. The rock is the usual gneiss and mica 
schist, the latter generally quite soft and crumbling, so that the 
gneiss is the rock that is most seen in all exposures. 

In the S. E. ! of S. W. t. sec. 26, 69-19, the gneiss and schist rises 
seventy-five feet in perpendicular bluffs, from which many large 
pieces have fallen down into the lake and left overhanging crags that 
have quite a picturesque appearance. There are pine and spruce trees 
growing in every available crack and crevice of the solid rock. 

In the S. W. t of S W. t, sec. 28, 69-19, the rock is more gneissoid 
than usual, and contains but little schist. It rises twenty-five feet to 
fifty feet above the lake ern the islands and points in this locality. It 
is cut and re-cut by granite intrusions, but no trap or dioryte dykes 
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are sep,n Oil this lake. Nos. 167 CH) and 168 eH). The strike in N. 
W. i of S. E. t, sec. 30, 69-18, is E. 700 S.; dip E. 45° to 60°. 

In the S. E. i of S w. -1-, sec. 28, 69.18, the strike is more regular 
and has returned to its general direction, N. 70·'-N. 80°E., with a 
high dip N. Many mica schist beds occur in the gneiss, and serve to 
show the strike and dip better than the gneiss does. 

The gneiss in the S. W. -1-, sec. 26, 69-18, is fine and red, and con
tains very few beds of mica schist. There is a coarse, schistose 
structure running E. 600S No. 169 eH). 

In the N. W. t, sec. 31,69-17, the rock is almost pure mica schist. 
Talere are a few beds of gneiss, but the rock is largely schist, in thin, 
:straight beds. Some of the strata are nearly horizontal, and some 
dip 600 or more to the east. The flat beds are folded and bent con
siderably. 

In the S. W. i, sec. 28,69·17, the gneiss begins to app9ar again in 
thick beds, but the schist still predominates. The strike of the gneiss 
is about east and west, with a dip N. 40°. 

On the west side of the island, in the S. E. t of N. W. -1-, sec. 29, 
69.17, is a bed or dyke of dioryte about twenty feet thick. No. 
170 eH). 

The channel of the stream which flows from Sand Points lake into 
N amekan lake is one of the most picturesque spots seen in this 
region. The stream is deep and narrow, and runs between rugged 
bluffs of mica schist. The hills are covered with pine and the rocks 
with a luxuriant growth of lichens. The rocky walls are almost con
tinuous enough to deserve the name of" dalles." They are all of 
mica schist having a general strike about east and west, and dipping 
about N. 45°. There are occasional beds of gneiss and veins of 
quartz. 

The rock on the island in the S. E. i of N. W. t, sec. 21,69·18, is 
gneiss and mica schist. The gneiss is fine-grained, and contains ir
regu lar masses of. the schist. It is only slightly foliated. No. 
171 (H). 

The entrance to Rainy lake is quite intricate, and is hard to find, as 
well as hard to keep when found. The plats do not follow the regular 
canoe route for the boundary, but take the north channel between 
Namekan and Rainy lakes, where a canoe seldom goes, because of the 
longer portage. 

There are two falls between these lake~. The southern one is a 
chute of about nine feet, over mica schist. There is a good portage of 
about two hundred paces on the south side. 
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The rock in this region is mica schist, with beds of gneiss. It is, 
quite regular in bedding, strike and dip. Strike is N. 80° E. Dip 
about N. 80°. The beds of gneiss are quite generally. in conformity 
with the schist; but sometimes cut it a little. No. 172 (H). 

The north fali is about the sam~ hight in one chute as the south 
fall. It is over fine, hard. brittle mica schist. No. 173 (H.) The 
schist is very evenly bedded, and stands nearly on edge. Strike is N. 
86° E. Dip, N. 84°. Glaciation, N. 30° E. The gneiss beds are very 
uniform, and are conformable with the schist. It is generally coarse, 
and contains garnets. Some of it, however, is quite fine, and shows the
gneissic structure well. The mica in the schist is mostly biotite; that 
in the gneiss is muscovite _ Some of the schist is hydromicaceous. 
No. 175 (H). 

BIG FORK RIVER. 

This river should really be called Bowstring river, inasmuch as the 
Indian name Pisachabani signifies that, and it comes from Bowstring ; 
lake. 

No rock is seen on Rainy Lake river between the mouths of the 
Little Fork and Big Fork rivers, which are only six miles apart. 
Stratified, sandy clay is seen in the banks ten and even twenty feet 
above the river. A few limestone boulders are to be seen. 

The banks of the Big Fork for the first three miles up the stream 
are not more than five feet high. No rock in place nor boulders are 
seen. Then the banks become higher and in places are twelve feet to< 
fifteen feet high, composed of stratified sand and clay. The water is 
dark and the river has a smaller volume than the Little Fork. 

The stratified clay banks have in them beds containing pebbles of 
gneis1' and other rocks; they also con tain very fine clayey layers. On 
top is generally a few inches of loose sand or soil. About seven miles 
up the river the clay banks are seen to contain quantities of fresh
water shells. No. 224 (H) is clay in which these shells are imbedded. 
It was taken out of a bank about fifteen feet above the water in the 
river and five feet from the top of the bank. The whole bank is made 
of the stratified clay; and as far as could be seen contained fragments 
of shells, as well as boulders and pebbles. 

There is a very swift current in this river. Boulders begin to be
numerous at about two miles up the river, and pieces of Cretaceous 
shale are seen on the bank. Small fragments of limestone too, are 
frequently seen. The trees noticed in the first ten miles are as fol
lows: Plenty of large hardwood timber of all the varieties mentioned .. 
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basswood; soft maple, elm, black ash, white ash, white oak, aspen, 
white birch, balm of Gilead. box elder, three varieties of willow, iron
wood, cotton wood, spruce, white cedar, Norway pine, Jack pine, moun
tain maple, dogwood, cherry, alder and June berry. The banks 
become higher in the next ten miles, and groves of fine Norway pine 
are seen at intervals. The water was so high that no short rapids 
were noticed; it was all one long rapid. 

The neighboring country is quite flat and a good share of it is 
swampy. There are chances for many frne farms along this stream. 
The river bed seems to be paved with boulders, and there is much 
gravel in the banks, which are all composed of stratified drift. They 
are covered with vegetation, part of which was overflowed by the high 
water. 

About 27 miles above the mouth of the river the first rapid if! en
countered. At this place a large mass of gneiss and mica schist 
protrudes from the water. It may not be in place. Boulders are very 
numerous The banks are lower, bE'ing seldom more than ten or 
twelve feet high. They are all, so far as could be seen, composed of 
stratified sandy clay containing pebbles and boulders. There are 
many fragments of limestone and Cretacf'ous shale. No large masses 
of limestone were seen; but there may be plenty of them which would 
be exposed in the bed of the river at times of low water. Much fine 
pine has been stolen along this river, and still a great deal remains. 

Passing two or three quite rapid places in the river, the first exposure 
of rock was found at a rapid which flows between banks 30 feet high 
on the east side of the river, and 40 feet high on the west. This· is 
about 33 miles up the river. The rock is trap; and no other rock can 
be found on either side of it. It is seen only on the east bank of the 
river where there is a large exposure of it about 12 feet across and 6 
feet above the river. No. 226 (H). 

The banks contain gravel and sandy clay and appear to be stratified. 
The many springs which issue from the banks near the bottom indicate 
that the Cretaceous underlies them. Pieces of this shale are seen in 
the banks up to the top. 

Several tall trees were ascended for the purpose of viewing the sur
rounding country. It was seen to be all -of one g~nerallevel. 

Opimabonowin river enters on the west side, about thirty. seven 
miles up the river. There is a rapid over boulders up this river a 
short distance. Above the mouth of this river, on the Big Fork, 
rapids are of frequent occurrence for four miles, when the "Big Falls" 
are reached. This is not one perpendicular f311, but consists of 
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.. rapids and one or two steep chutes. It was so hemmed in and covered 
by a "jam" of logs that it could not be measured, but it was esti
mated that the fall is not more than twenty feet in one·eighth mile. 

The rock is gneiss and mica schist, which is cut at the head of the 
falls by a trap dyke at least twenty feet wide. A quarter of a mile 
below the falls mica schist and gneiss are seen to outcrop in the 
river. The strike is N. 68Q E; dip south at a high angle. No. 227 . 
(H). At the falls the rock is so much disturbed that no strike or dip 
ean be ascertained. The general direction of the dyke seems to be 
N.I0QE. Nos. 228 (H) to 230 (H). 

The falls are about forty.one miles up the river, in sec. 36, or sec. 
35, 155-25. The water above the falls is quiet for five or six miles. 

The banks and surrounding country for a short distance above are 
low and flat. Then the banks become higher and are occasionally 
thirty feet high; whether stratified or not could not be ascertained. 

Less than a mile above the falls is an outcrop in the river of gneiss 
and mica schist. The strike appears to be E. 50° S. Dip S. W. at a 
high angle. No. 231 (H). 

For the next nine miles the river is still with a moderately strong 
eurrent. The banks are not over fifteen feet high; generally less than 
ten. They consist of stratified clay containing pebbles. A meander 
corner at the south side of s~c. 34, 65-26, shows this place to be 
thirty-two miles, in a straight line, south of the mouth of the river. 
It is estimated at fifty.five miles by river. 

In one or two places large masses of gneiss and mica schist are seen 
in the river just under the water. They may be in place. Limestone 
and Cretaceous shale are seen in small pieces in the banks. There is 
much good hard·wood timber, plenty of immense poplar and some large 
pine along the river. It is a good country for farming. 

About eight miles farther is a bank where the clay beds are exposed. 
They consist of fine hard clay containing pebbles and a few boulders. 
The bank rises fifteen feet above the stream. Fragments of limestone 
and bluish·gray shale are seen in it. No. 232 (H). A meander corner 
is seen at the east line sec. I, 152-25, which is sixty-four miles up the 
ri ver . Very few boulders were seen in the banks for ten or fifteen 
miles along here. Il'he river is remarkably straight, much more so 
than the Little Fork. A stream enters on the east side at about sixty
two miles. 

For the next few miles (about seven) there is more current and the 
stream is more crooked than below. A stream. enters on the west 
;'!ide at about 67 miles. No rock in place has been seen for miles. 
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The banks are all stratified clay containing gravel. Boulders begin 
to be more frequent. The banks are low and heavily wooded, and 
(lontain limestone and shale. 

About five miles farther is a rapid and an outcrop of finp. mica schist 
projecting a few inches above the water in the stream. This is about 
72 miles up the river. The schist is scratched and smoothed in vari· 
ous directions, the main part of them being N. 10° E and N. 30· W. 
One or two small veins of gneiss cut the schist. This broad smooth 
exposure would be hidden if the water were a few inches higher, as the 
river is so muddy that nothing can be seen four inches below the sur
face. No. 233 (H). The course of the river along here is considerably 
east of south and much more erooked than before. A short distance 
above the last is much more mica schist. It has a strike N. 68° E. and 
very marked glacial scratches N. 60° W. It is quite hard in places 
and contains hornblende and chlorite, also garnets. The dip is N. W. 
at a high angle. 

A little farther up the river on the east side the strike changes to 
N. 40° E. A dyke is then seen which is about ten feet wide and runs 
nearly north and south. The schist is hard, fine, siliceous and brittle 
next the dy ke. Nos. 234: eH) and 235 eH). 

On the right (west) side of the river is a bed of light-colored crys
talline rock, with the constituents of granite. Only a few feet of it 
were visible; but it seemed to be three or four feet wide and to cut 
the schist. Nos. 236 (H) and 237 (ll). 

Thfl banks continue to be low. They contain but little gravel and 
few boulders though the presence of quantities of both in the bed of 
the stream is evidenced by the frequent collisions between them and 
Our paddles. The clay banks are about ten feet high, of hard clay, 
with pebbles scattered through it. In some of the banks there is a 
stratum a few inches thick of gravel and boulders about three feet 
from the top of the bank. 

About five and a half or six miles farther up the stream is a rapid 
and at the head of it is a low outcrop of hard greenish rock. No 
strike or dip can be ascertained from the small amount visible. No. 
238 (H). This is about 78 miles up stream, and 42 miles above the 
falls. The river is very crooked and still tends eastward~ About a 
mile farther is a rapid in which no rock was seen but boulders. 

About a mile and a half farther, in which distance there is consid
erable rapid water and a large number of boulders, is seen a fall in 
the river of about five feet. The rock is a hard, tough greenstone that 
has the appearance of trap. Portions of it have been moved on other 
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parts and producp,d a slickensides and faint lines of schistosity. 
There are quartz veins in it, and also veins of light-colored siliceous 
rock and of calcite_' The rock exposure is a hundred feet wide at 
least in any direction. Its longest outcrop is across the river about 
N. 80oE. Nos. 239 (H) to 239D (H). 

About 40 rods above the falls south is an outcrop of a hard green 
rock similar to that at the falls. It might be called very fine diabase, 
but looks like the fine graywacke of Vermilion lake. No strike or 
general structure of any kind could be observed. No. 240 eH). 

A sharp lookout was kept in the next seven or eight miles for Nor. 
wood's "ridge of gneiss"," sixty feet high, crossing the river. No ridge 
of any sort can be seen from the river, and no banks over twenty 
feet high. Few boulders are seen in this distance. 

At the end of seven and a half miles, the foot of a rapid nearly one 
half a mile long is reached. At the foot of it is a bank of gravel and 
sand. It is a very different sort of bank from those seen below here. 
It is stratified, or partially so, but not horizontally nor all in the same 
direction. It looks like 3 stratified river deposit. Under it crops out a 
little fine bluish-gray clay, of which only a foot or two can be seen. 
This is supposed to be Cretaceous. No. 241 eH). There are many 
limestone pebbles in the bank, above the clay, but no shale is seen in 
il. . 

This rapid is over an immense number of boulders. Most of them 
are hornblendic gneiss, but other rocks are frequent. Many of the 
boulders are large and stick up several feet above the water. A 
sbort distance up the rapid is a small island whicb seems to be made 
of boulders and is covered with trees and busbes. All the rock that 
could be found on or around the edges of this island was boulders. 
This may be the "rock island" mentioned by Norwood." A speci
men from one of the syenite boulders 17 feet long, 7 feet wide and 4 
feet thick, is No. 242 (ll). 

Above the rapids quantities of boulders are seen; while below only 
a few were encountered. The country does not seem to be of one gen
erallevel as before, but is knolly. The banks are cif sand and gravel 
and contain much more gravel than those below the rapids. This is 
about 95 miles up the river, probably in Twp. 62-25. It seems prob
able that the rapid mentioned above is on the boundary or shore of 
he gillcial lake Agassiz, and that all of the river below this rapid is 

included in the ancient basin. 

* D. D. Owen's Geo!. Snr. Wis. and Minn., 1852. 
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Five miles farther up is an Indian clearing and house. This is on 
what is called Baskokagin Indian reservation. Twp. 62·25. 

The country appears to consist of knolls of till. Quantities of 
boulders obstruct the stream and form rapids at every bend. 

Deer river enters the Big Fork just above the Indian's clearing. 
Four or five miles up Deer river is a dam and logging camp. The bed 
of Deer river contains hard, polished beds of stratified clay. The 
banks are somewhat clayey, but mostly gravel and sand. 

The drift knolls rise thirty to fifty feet in the country away from 
the river and are covered with large pine. The drift contains many 
limestone pebbles. 

In the bed of Deer river at a dam about half a mile from the Big 
Fork bed rock was seen. It is hard, green schist, that looks like 
greenstone. Some of it contains mica in very finE! scales. The rock 
seen right at the dam did not contain any wica; that farther east did. 
Strike N. 36Q -N. 400 E. Dip about vertical. Glacial scratches N. 
800 W. to W. No. 243 (H). 

About three miles up the Big Fork from the mouth of Deer river is 
a hard round exposure of green rock on the east side of the river. It 
contains pyrite in cubes. It also contains nodules of a light.yellow. 
ish color, some of them two inches in diameter. They seem to be 
feldspathic, and this may be the rock that Norwood calls" porphyritic 
greenstone."* No island such as he describes containing" horn
blende slate" has been seen. Glaciation here is east and west, No. 
244: (H). This is about 104 miles up the river. This rock much reo 
sembles the slates and greenstones at Thomson south of Duluth. The 
country is well covered with drift here-the river bluff's rising fifty or 
sixty feet above this outcrop or"rock. 

About two and one-half miles farther is an exposure of rock in a 
small island on the west side ofthe river. It is hard, jointed, green 
rock, much like the last. It contains considerable calcite in seams. 
No. ~45 (H.) 

Less than a mile above the last is a quantity of large, broken frag
ments of rock which seem to have been broken by blasting. It is 
trap or dioryte and varies in texture in going from north to south. 

About five miles farther is a small exposure of a peculiar greenish 
rock. It is at the foot of Rice River rapids, three and one-half miles 
below Rice river, which enters the Big Fork on the east about fifteen 
miles above the mouth of Deer river. 

This rock looks almost like a metamorphosed conglomerate. It is 

* D. D. Owen's Geol, Sur. Wis. and Minn. lS5~. 
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feldspathic and becomes felsitic a little farther south. It shows only 
.-at the edge of the river, and specimens had to be obtained from under 
water. 

About fifteen rods up, on the east side, is another small outcrop of 
rock. This is horn blendic, epidotic rock that varies to syenite or 
dioryte and then to amphibolyte. It is quite a remarkable change 
from green schist to syellite. N os. ~47 eH), 248 (H), 248A (H) and 
248B (H) illustrate this transition which takes place going south. At 
ihis place a portage of three-quarters of a mile was made around a 
log jam in the ri vel'. 

A short distance farther up the river, on the same side, is another 
small exposure. This is feldspatic greenstone, quite jointed and hard 
io get at. No. 249 (H). 

About seven miles farther up the river, 120 miles above Rainy Lake 
river, is a ridge of quartz dioryte on the N. W. side of the stream. 
It looks much like the rock into which the greenstone grades below 
here. No. 250 (H). 

The river banb along here are lower and are swampy and marshy. 
Boulders are plentiful. This is at the west side of section 30, 61-26. 
A short distance above the last locality, which is N. 40° to N. 600 E . 
. of this, is more similar rock on both sides of the river. This is in the 
kJast side of section 25, 61-27. The exposures rise but a little above 
the water. The feldspar is green and red. 

About four miles farther are some large angular pieces projecting 
from the water and some rock in the bed of the stream which seems 
to be solid rock. This is a peculiar porphyritic rock that is almost 
wholly made of feldspar; but contains a little green material, perhaps 
chlorite or sericite. No. 251 eM). 

About three miles above this is an outcropping of dioryte (?) on 
both sides of the river. It rises four or five feet out of water and ex
tends nearly across the stream. It is No. 252 (H), quite similar to 
250 (H). It is very siliceous and contains quartz geodes. No. 252 
A (H). Glaciation N. 520 W. Twenty-four rods east in the woods 
the rock is finer grained and looks more like syenite. No. 253 (H). 

Around the next bend in the river is a large exposure of rock which 
rises 15 feet or more above the water. Some of it is syenite and some 
looks more like dioryte. No. 254 eH). This a large outcrop of mas
sive feldspathic rock that thus appears to be the direct product of 
alterar,ion or metamorphism from the hardened green schists seen 
north of here. These schists becomegradnally feldspathic, hornblendic 
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and siliceous, and develop into regular syenite. This is the last rock 
observed in ascending the Big Fork river. 

About two miles above is a rapid over boulders. The river is wind
ing and runs through swampy country most of the way. About a 
mile farther, 142 miles from Rainy Lake river, is a meander corner' 
.between sees. 4 and 5, 149-25. The land is flat and marshy, and the 
stream is nearly filled with manomin or wild rice. The river here is· 
named Bowstring river on the goverment plats. It expands into a. 

shallow lake filled with rice, in Twp. 149-27.' Much splendid pine 
is seen on the shores of this lake. 

No boulders or solid rock are seen along the shores. A few miles· 
further is Kashebushkag (grass-spots) lake, so called from the large. 
round bunches of tall grass that grow in it. Just west of this lake is· 
Round lake (Kawaie-gamak). After crossing this lake and searching: 
for some time, a first-class portage is found three-foudhs of a mile 
long, leading into a small lake whose outlet is to the south. This· 
creek is very crooked and full of rice, but has much excellent pine
along its banks, as has also Round Lake river and Kashebushkag 
lake. 

Boulders are seen in this creek, which flows south, through one or 
two small lakes, into Winibigoshish. Limestone fragments are seen 
in the bed of this creek, and in the bottom of the deep pools are beds> 
of extremely hard, bluish clay. The water was so deep that no speci
mens could be procured. 

LAKE WINIBIGOSHISH. 

The shores of this lake are low and marshy or saudy, with a few 
boulders. Some limestone pebbles are mixed with the rest. 

At the dam at the lower end of the lake the shores are twenty-five' 
feet high, of stratified sand. 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 

The banks of the river below Jake Winibigoshish are of sand, some
times twenty-five feet high, and sustaining a good growth of pine. 
A few large boulders of granite ate seen in the river. Probably most 
of them were taken up to be used in the dams above here. 

It is about 55 miles by river to the mouth of Pokegama lake. The 
river banks are generally of fine salld not over ten or fifteen feet high. 

The river valley varies in width from half a mile or less to two> 
miles. Few boulders or pebbles are seen. 
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POKEGAM.A-(The lake that lies with one end in the dver). 

The shores of this lake are of reddish till five feet to thirty feet 
high, containing very few limestone pebbles. Many boulders are 
seen around the islands and on some of the points. 

A trip was made to the south end of the lake and up on to the ridge 
in sections 22 and 27, 54·26. This ridge is covered with fine hard
wood timber, oak, elm, yellow birch of immense size, sugar maple, 
etc. Boulders and pebbles are numerous all the way up the sides and 
.on top of the ridge which is probably 175 feet above Pokegaina lake. 
No rock in place could be seen. The ridge has the appearance of a 
moraine, the trees that have fallen having torn up boulders and 
peLbles and disclosed nothing but till below. Htill the solid rock 
may be underneath at no great distance. 

A few large pieces of limestone are seen on an island in the lake. 
The till is quite sandy and generally of a reddish-brown color, though 
some of it is decidedly yellowish. Pebbles of all ordinary kinds of rock 
are seen, and some peculiar varieties such as porphyritic greenstones 
and diorytes. 

M.ISSISSIPPI RIVER. 

A short distance before reaching Pokegama falls in the N. E. t of 
N. W. t sec. 13, 55-26, a ridge of quartzyte is seen on the south side 
.of the river. It, is twenty or twenty-five feet high and has been 
blasted out some to furnish rock for the dttms. 

This rock varies in color from white and yellow to green, red and 
almost black; and in texture from aphanitic quartzyte to coarsely gran
ular sandstone. The general direction of the ridge is between N. 60° 
E. and N. 800 E. The top of it is thinly covered by drift and is on 
about the same level as the laud south of it. 

Pokegama falls are over this rock. The water here falls about seven 
feet in a slanting chute. It is said that the falls were formerly much 
higher and have been much worn down in the last twenty years. The 
Indians call them Kakabikag, (rocky falls). 'fhey sometimes add a 
diminutive and call them the "Little Rocky falls." This rock is No. 
256 (H). There are round nodules of iron sesqui-oxide in many of 
the pieces that have been blasted out ~t the falls. They are half an 
inch to an inch in diameter, and are more or less hard and siliceous. 
No. 257 (H). Home of the rock at the falls is exceedingly soft and 
will crumble in a person's hands. Most of it is quite ferriferous and 
the bands or lines of iron rust give an appearance of stratification in , 
places. It appears to lie nearly flat with a low dip to the southeast 
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especially noticeable where the water has decomposed it considerably. 
No. 258 eH). 

Portions of it contain a fine red clay supposed to be Catlinite. This 
occurs sometimes in thin scales or sheets, sometimes in round or 
angular lumps that evidently bear some relation to the ferruginous 
nodules mentioned above. Specimens of the quartzyte cOlltaining 
Catlinite (?) are No. 259 (H). 

The drift below the falls contains many boulders. Grand rapids is 
over boulders that have been so much removed and cleared out that 
there is not much of a rapid there now. The upper part of the banks 
is composed of sand. This rests on hard clay beds. Springs of cold 
water come out on top of this clay. 

PRAIRIE RIVER. 

This stream enters the Mississippi three miles below Grand Rapids. 
About a illile up this river is a long rapid over small boulders. No 
solid rock is seen until the first fall is reached five miles above the 
rapids. 

The river has a sluggish current between the rapid and the falls, 
and but few boulders are seen until nearly at the foot of the falls. 
Here there are many boulders of gneiss of all sizes. One boulder of 
limestone was noted. The fall is a long rapid, which descends about 
nineteen feet. Thera is one chute near the top, of about five feet. 
This fall is in the S. E. t, sec. 34, 56·25. 

Fig. lO.-Falls of Pmirie river. 
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Solid rock is exposed on the banks and in the bed of the river aU 
the way up the rapid, and in the lake above, a distance of about one 
half mile. At the foot of the rapid the rock is red or reddish and 
more or less rusted with a quantity of iron oxide. Some of the rock 
is very good hematite. An analysis of ore [No. 260A (H)] from here, 
made by Prof. J. A. Dodge, resulted as follows: 

Silicll • • . . . . . • .. ..... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 8.25 per cent. 
Alumina ......................••..........•. , .. , Traces. 
Peroxide of iron ................................ 92.08 
Lime...... ..•..••........••................... Traces. 
Magnesia ....•............ ',' . . . •. . . . . .. ....... Traces. 
Phosphorus. . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . •. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • 03 
Sulphur ...................... :. ............ .... .01 
Manganese..... ..............•.............••• None. 
Titanium. ••.. ..• •••............ .••............ None. 

100.43 

Metallic iron. . . . . • . . . .. ...•.........•.......... 64.45 

thus "making a first-class ore, just above the lower limit of the 
Bessemer grade." These red ferruginous beds are not exposed for a 
thickness of more than two or three feet. Some of the rock is fine 
enough to be called jasper. 

Above this the rock resembles that at Pokegama falls. It is seen 
most of the way up the rapids, and- in the woods on both sides. It is 
in horizontal beds, which have occasional slopes in all directions, but 
have a general low dip to the .southeast. Where the rock is decom
posed it has the same appearance as at Pokegama falls. There are 
long scratches in the polished rock in the bed of the river that were 
probably caused by floating ice, log jams, etc.- Their direction is 
about north and south. 

About two-thirds of the way up the rapid is a thin bed of fine con
glomerate exposed on the surface for a space of several feet. It con
tains quartz, jasper, and greenstone pebbles, mostly less than half an 
inch in diameter. No. 262 (H). Some jaspery, hematitic rock, found 
about half way up the rapid. which contains chalcedonic quartz, is 
No. 263 (H). 

There is no doubt that there is a limited quantity of good hematite 
here; but it is probably only in thin, horizontal strata, perhaps sep
arated from each other by non-ferruginous beds, and of course would 

*At a subsequent visit, in October, 188S, the rock was exposed much better than at the time of thl> 
Ii ret examination, and the scr"tches were seen to cover the whole surface of the rock in a nearly uni
form direction, and are nndoubtedly glacial marks. 
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in that case be valu(lless. The true state of affairs could be determined 
by a shaft or test.pit. 

The quartzyte and hematite weather almost black. The ferrugin
ous rock at the foot of the rapids weathers red. At the upper end of 
·the rapid in the lake the quartzyte contains the iron ore disseminated 
through it in small spots. No. 265 (H). Several large, irregular 
shaped masses of gneiss at this fall have the appearance of being not 
far transported. No. 266 (H). This was found to be the rock which 
forms the' • Upper Falls. " 

About a mile west of the upper end of the" Lower Falls" is the 
south end of the" Upper Falls." This rapid is about a quarter of a 
mile long and has rock walls on each side rising in places thirty or 
forty feet and only twenty or twenty-five feet apart in one place. This 
fall is in the east side of section 33, 56-25. 

The rock at the foot of the rapid is a fine-grained, gray gneiss con
taining comparatively little mica and orthoclase. It is nearly hori
zontally stratified and varies from white to reddish in color. It 
,changes in ascending the rapid, becoming coarser and containing 
more mica and feldspar. Some of it contains a very red feldspar; and 
small particles of sesq uioxide of iron are seen in places. The mica is 
biotite. The horizontal gneissoid structure is very evident. Nos. 
267 CH.) and 268 (R). 

Veins of all thicknesses up to six inches of coarse, reddish granite 
cut the gneiss and run in crooked lines through it. It contains both 
muscovite and biotite and occasionally garnets. No. 269 (H). 

There are many cracks or joints running in different directions but 
principally north and south. They appear to have been caused by 
pressure and slight movements of the rock upon itself. No. 270 (H). 
Dalcite and gypsum are found in some of the seams. 

The ridges that produce these falls run for some distance on each 
" side of them in a general direction of about N. 70° E. They are more 

,or less covered with a glacial drift containing many boulders and sup
porting a heavy growth of forest trees. 

There is a lake about a mile long from east to west between the two 
falls. The land between the two ridges at each end of the lake is low, 
and no solid rock is visible. The quartzyte ridge can be traced for 
some distance on each side of the Lower Fall. 

Going northeast from the Upper Fall through the N. W. t, sec. 34 
into the S. E. t sec. 27,56·25, some variety is noticed in the rock. 

About half a mile from the falls the gneiss has the same general 
appearance as at the falls, No. 271 (H). 

55 
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Fig. ll.-Sketch of Upper Falls Prairie 1'iver. By H. W. Fair· 
banks. 

There is found a round knoll or part of a ridge of rock containing 
less quartz and some hornblende with only a little mica. This rock is 
pale greenish in color. It is in nearly horizontal beds and approxi
mates syenite glleiss rather than true gneis~_ No. 272 (H.) This 
rock has the same red veins pelletrating it. Only a few feet from the-
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last, the intervening space being obscured, is a small exposure of a 
dark green rock looking almost like doleryte, but hardly compact 
enough, and containing small lu mp~ of fine dark rock like argillyte. 
No. 274 (H.) 

In the S. E. -1-, sec. 27, 56-25, is found a low ridge of slightly por
phyritic horn blendic gneiss. It is in mostly swampy land, with a thick 
carpet of moss. The rock is horizontally stratified, or nearly so. No. 
275 (H.) It is cut by red, coarse muscovite granite. This rock all 
seems to have a low dip to the S. E. Whether the dip is sufficient to 
carry it under the quartzyte or whether it extends any farther south 
could not be ascertamed. Much time was spent in trying to trace the 
rock continuously from the quartzyte to the gneiss. But there is a 
depression between the two ridges which is occupied in part by the 
lake, by a swamp at the east end of the lake and a covering of till at 
the west end. Both of these rocks, the quartzyte and the gneiss, are 
nearly horizontally stratified, both contain more or less sesquioxide of 
iron, and both seem to have a dIp which would bring the quartzyte on 
top of the gneiss where it would naturally belong. 

At the upper side of the"U pper Falls" the rock con tains some beds 
that are quite horn blendic. Other beds at the same place consist of 
hornblende schist containing more or less mica. These beds are cut 
by red granite veins and generally lie nearly flat, but sometimes cut 
the gneiss almost vertically. The line of separation between the gneiss 
and hornblende schist is usually quite distinct. Nos. 276 (H), 277 (H) 
and ::.78 (H). 

At the upper end of the Upper Falls, on the east side near the dam, 
the gneiss changes into a jointed, coarsely schistose rock that con· 
tains much red feldspar and a greenish·black mineral, perhaps chlo· 
rite. This rock seems in places to constitute a bed cutting or running 
through the gneiss, but the conclusilln reached after careful examina· 
tion is that it is in flat beds, and is a belt harder than the rest and 
therefore standing above it. The gneiss itself at this point contains 
considerable quartz and white and red feldspar. No. 283 (H). 

h is noticeable that this gneiss here at Prairie River falls does not 
have the appel1rance of uniform gneiss. It looks lumpy aud as if 
made from various materials. It seems as though it could easily be
come mica schist, hornblende schist, graywacke, quartzyte or iron 
ore. 'l'endencies toward all these rocks are visible in it. The most 
permanent and generally pror.ninent feature is the nearly flat gneissic 
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structure.* The gneiss is much coarser at the head of1he Upper Falls 
than at the foot. 

A bove the falls the banks of Prairie river are composed of sand 
containing more or less gravel. Boulders are numerous and prod uce 
rapids in the river. The drift does not seem to contain any lime
stone. Some of the banks are of sand, fifteen or twenty feet high. 
There are many springs of cold water issuing near the bottom of these 
banks. 

In the S. E. i of N. E. t sec. 5, 56-21, gneiss protrudes through 
the moss and soil in a swamp. It is in very many rough angular 
pieces of all sizes that seem to have been split up by the action of 
frost. It is all of about the same nature, fine biotite, muscovite 
gneiss. No. 279 CR). 

Quite a ridge of gneiss similarto the last is seen in the S. W. t of 
S. W. i sec. 4, 56·24. It is found in large masses that have been split 
apart to a depth of ten feet, in places, by the action of frost. They 
are somewhat rounded and smoothed on top. No. 280 (H). This 
locality may be in the N. W. t of N. W. i sec. 9, 56-M. This rock 
is near the surface for a quarter of' a mile or more south of here. The 
ground is high and covered with a good forest. Knobs of grani.te 
project here and there. No trap rock was seen, though it is marked 
on the government plats. 

No 281 (H) is from the S. W. i, sec. 33, 57·23. It is gneiss; the 
rock lies in regular masses on the surface. It appears to be closely 
connected with the bed rock. 

In the bed of Sucker brook, in sec. 27, 57-24, is found some fine, 
bluish.gray clay in beds of unknown depth. No. 282 (H). Much of 
this section of the country seems to be underlain by clay beds, as 
.springs of cold water are very numerous. 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 

III Twp. 5424 the banks of the river are 25 feet high or more. They 
are composed of sand for 15 feet from the surface. The rest of them 
is composed of fine, hard clay, red and blue, in thin heds. The" top 
beds ofthis clay are red, and there are also thin, red layers in the blue 
strata all the way down. No. 284 (H). 

This clay continues to form part of the banks where they are over 
ten feet high for twenty or thirty miles farther down the river (ten 
miles below the mouth of Swan river, in: township 52.23). Most of it 
is bluish-gray clay and is more sandy than the red layers. A thin 

"Mr. Bailey Willis in vol. xv, 10th Census, p. 460, describes this gneiss 8S being withont bedcling. 
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layer of fine sand separates each stratum of clay from the ones next 
to it. This clay forms the bed of the river in many places. It is so 
hard that one can hardly stick a knife into it. It is not in perfectly 
horizontal layers everywhere, but the strata undulate and have a 
wavy appearance in places, and again are flat or slightly inclined. 

A short distance, perhaps ten miles, above Sand lake is the first rapid 
and first accumulation of boulders seen below Grand Rapids. From 
here down boulders are quite numerous. Below Sand lake the clay 
strata appear only occasionally and have a slightly different aspect, 
containing more sand. The banks are lower and all seem to be ale 
luvial. 

There were reports circulated at Grand Rapids of silver ore found in 
township 61-23. The locality was not visited, but a sample of the 
rock from there was obtained of the postmaster at Grand Rapids. 
This was assayed by Mr. C. F. Sidener, who reported "no gold or 
silver. " 

TRTP TO PELICAN LAKE. 

The rock in the N. E. t of the S. W. t, sec. 4, 63·18, is gneissic 
mica schist. It is cut by intrusions of gneiss and syenite gneiss. It 
rises forty of fifty feet above the stream connecting Hoodoo lake with 
Partridge lake, and above Hoodoo lake. There is no fall in the stream 
between these lakes, which is wide and dead water all the way. No. 
286 (H) is from the above mentioned locality. There is very little 
rock exposed on the shore of Hoodoo lake. The schist in this region 
has a very gneissic appearance and might be called fine gneiss rather 
than schist. It contains both muscovite and biotite as well as hydro
mIca. 

In the N. E. t of S. E. t, sec 5, 63·18, the rock is schist containing 
mica that is partly hydrated. It also contains some hornblende and is 
very siliceous. Small veins of quartz run all through the rock in the 
direction of the strike. There are also lenticular masses of quartz in 
the schist. Strike is about E. 20° S. Dip is S. 70° to vertical. There 
are in trusions of granite in the schist. Fine particles of pyrite are 
scattered through the rock. No. 287 (H). 

A few rods west of the last, along the strike, the rock assumes a 
more perpendicular dip and contains much chlorite which gives place 
to hornblende a little farther west. 

The schist here is much jointed and is composed almost wholly of 
hornblende. It is quite ferruginous and heavy in places, and disturbs 
the needle. Samples are No. 288 (H). 
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A little further west along the strike, w hieh is in a general east and 
~ west direction, the schist becomes like syenite gneiss, and is filler 

grained. It rises in perpendicular beds sixty feet above the lake. 
Some of the thin beds are much more hornblendic than others; some 
contain both mica and hornblende. The whole hill is cut by intru
sions of granite, intricately crossing and re-crossing each other. No. 
289 (H). The int.rusions contailll thin veins of :l bard, green mineral, 
probably epidote. There are small cavities in the hard crystalline 
rock, filled with a soft white substance, like kaolin. Parts of these 
intrusions are also felsitic. 

Soft, red mica schist. is seen at the portage near the west end of 
Hoodoo lake, N. W. i of S. E. i, sec. 5, 63-18. Fine-grained silice
ous mica schist is seen on the portage from Hoodoo lake to Susan lake, 
which lies just north of it. 

No. 291 (H) is from a small island in the north side of Susan lake, 
in sec. 32, 64-18. It is fine mica schist, which assumes a gneissic 
texture on the flame island. This schist dips S. W. 50°, and strikes E. 
70° S. It is mostly quite solid and firm, and contains fine particles of 
pyrite. The features of the rock in thiR lake are the strike and' dip. 
The latter is generaliy, at a low angle, W. S. W. The schist con
tains many wavy sheets or beds of gneiss. In one place there is a 
mass of horn blende schist, inclosed in the mica schist and cut by the 
saIDe granite intrusions. It has the same strike as the mica schist. 
The continuation of it is covered on both sides, but later it can be 
traced for five rods, sometimes a foot thick, sometimes only an inch, 
running through the mica schist. This rock seems to be composed 
almost wholly of hornblende and biotite, with some feldspar. No. 
292 (H). Some of it seems to contain graphite. No. 292A. (H). 

No. 293 (H) is from the S. E. i of S. E. t, sec. 32,64-18. It is 
mica schist, with thin sheets of green mica. The schist itself has a 
rosy or pink tinge. The rock in the southeast end of Susan lake is 
gneiss interbedded wit.h schist. No. 294 eH). 

ELBOW LAKE. 

On the north side of the Portage from Susan lake to Elbow lake
probably in the N. E. -1-, sec. 32, 64-18 -is a round point of mica 
schist and gneiss that projects into the lake a short distance. The 
strike is east and west. Glaciation is N. 26°E. ... 

Twisting, winding veins of granite run all over the surface of this 
point. One intrusion about four inches wide (No.1 in the sketch) 
runs with the bedding llearly straight for several feet, and cuts 
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through a bed of gneiss (No.2) two feet wide that cuts the schist into 
"tn irrt'glllarly shaped nlass. The thin intrusion (No.1) after con
forming with the schist for a distance, turns off and splits up into 
thin threads, cutting the schist as well as the feelers from the gneiss 
bed (No.2). No.2 is also cut by a fine dark vein of granite (No. 3) 
that also runs across the beds of schisL No.1 cnts both No.2 and 
No.3. It is pinker than the others, and is coarser at the edges than 
in the middle. N o. ~ is coarser than Nos. 1 and 3. 

Fig. 12 -Granite intrusions in mica schist. Elbow lake. 

Sometimes the beds of gneiss contain enclosed masses of mica schist 
which generally preserved the strike of the schist on both sides of the 
gneiss. The following diagram of such inclosed masses of schist was 
made from rock seen east of the round point on Elbow lake illustrated 
in the last figure. 

0~~:~~~:~~~~~ff~~~WJ;~~~~~t~~~~~~?~}J}:~:~~}]}~~E; 

i11i,ill 
~g. 13. -Gneiss c.taininq masses of mica schist interbedded with mica 

schist. Elbow lake. 

The dip is about vertical; sometimes a little one way, and some
imes the other. Many of the thin beds of schist are hornblendic as 
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well as micaceous ;-the hornblende crystals standing out on the sur
face and giving a black color to those beds. The rock is quite gen
erally covered by moss and "lichens when not obscured from view by 
overlying soil. 

A sample of the mica schist from the south-east bay of Elbow lake 
is No. 295 (H). 

A little north of the last the rock is a regular alternation of gneisfl and 
mica schist in beds of variable thickness. The general trend is N. 
80° E, and the prevailing dip is to the south, sometimes as low as 45°' 
There are also granite intrusions cutting gneiss and schist alike. 'rhe' 
strike changes a little in going farther east, becoming about N. 60° E. 
Much more intrusive granite is seen. In some places it has flowed 
over the schist and lies unconformably upon its upturned edges. Much 
of the gneiss is fine tind very micaceous; none of it is very coarse. 

At the east side and end of the lake the gneiss lies nearly flat-quite 
so in places. It has been folded and bent in large waves so that it 
dips in all directions; now are seen the crumpled edges and again the 
convex tops of the distorted strata. 

At the northeast end of the lake the strike of the gneiss and schist 
has changed to N. 20° E. Here it is impossible to tell which is bedded 
gneiss and which intrusive granite: it all seems to cut the schist in 
one place or another. Gneiss that seems to have flowed over on the
upturned strata of mica schist is cut by granite intrusions that also, 
cut the schist. 

The flatness of the schist beds around the east and north end of El
bow lake is quite striking. The rock rises in bluffs forty feet above the 
lake; and granite intrusions can be seen cutting the schist and beds of 
gneiss at all angles from horizontal to vertical. Some of it is a fine 
breccia; but the most noticeable feature is the general horizontal 
position of the strata. 

The gneiss and schist in the hills east of the northeast end of the 
lake are stirred and mixed most thoroughly. Gneiss and schist alike
are bent and doubled on themselves as a piece of paper crumpled in 
one's hand would be. The gneiss is mainly composed of feldspar in, 
very angular crystals, some an inch and a halflong and of a red color. 
Much of the schist is horn blendic. 

'There is a dyke (?) of rock, similar to No. 292 CH), six inches wide 
running through the schist and gneiss uninteruptedly for a .good 
many feet. Its course is N. 80° E. It is composed chiefly of horn
blende, mica and feldspar. No. 297 CR.) 

On the point which projects in to tb e lake from the north side of the 
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lake the rock is the usual mixture of micaceous and hornblendic schist 
and gneiss. The gneiss being harder it is slower in submitting to the
erosive action of the lake and the elements, and so it appears 
to predominate largely; but there is a fair proportion of schist with 
it. The schist lies in all possible positions and relations to the gneiss; 
over it and under it, twisted around it and enclosed in it. '1'he usual 
intrusions of granite cut it in all directions. These are much more 
regular in their course and shape than the beds of gneiss. There are 
two or three series of them, crossing and cutting each other' in vari
ous directions. There is no uniform strike or dip to the strata here; 
but the apparent tendency is to assume a north dip, The rock be
comes more gneissic as we go north, and does not seem to be pene
trated by so many granite intrusions. 

A little southwest of the last the solid rock rises up nearly 100 feet 
above the lake. It is mostly gneiss of different colors and degrees of 
coarseness; some lying flat and some on edge cut by other beds in all 
sorts of ways. Some of the main body of the rock is fine, gray biotite 
gneiss in flat strata. It resembles the gneiss at the Upper FaHs of 
Prairie river. No. 300 (H). Some of it is coarsely granular, contain
ing pink and white feldspar and mixed with mica schist. No. 301 (H). 

No. 302 (H) is from a bay near the west end of the lake. It is the 
dark, fine, heavy rock composed mostly of mica and hornblende which 
has already been labelled No. 292 (H) and 297 (H), It is interbedded 
in vertical strata with mica schist and gneiss; strike is N. 80° E. 
Just west of this the rock is similar but contains more feldspar. It is 
in beds with gneiss and schist that contain both mica and hornblende, 
but the mica predominates. Glaciation here is N. 28° E. The hills 
north ofthe west end of Elbow lake consist of gneiss and hornblendic 
mica schist. They are immense rounded knobs of rock almost desti
tute of vegetation and half covered with loose fragments of boulders· 
and debris from the hillside.. They rise 150 feet above the lake. 

ELBOW RIVER. 

A small stream leaves Elbow lake, and after tumbling d0wn a winding 
glen aroun4 boulders and over solid rock for ahou t a quarter of a mile be
comes a small river with no apparent current most of the way to Pelican 
river, into which it flows. This is Elbow river. There is a high ridge 
of hills south of it and considerable high rocky ground north of it. 
When any large amount of the rock in this region has a uniform strike
it is about east and west. All of the rock around Elbow lake contains 
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more or less hornblende, and most of it is decidedly acidic. The south 
13hore of Elbow Lake follows the changing strike of the rock quite 
,closely, 

Going down Elbow river the first rapid is just at the outlet of the 
lake. The next is 2~ or 3 miles below. The hills here rise about 200 
feet above the river on each side. They are almost bare knobs of 
gneiss, containing more or less schist interbedded with it. The hill 
on the north side of the rapid is called Bald mountain. 

The country for a few miles around, as seen from the top of Bald 
Mt .• is rough and hilly and probably all composed of this same forma: 
tion. There is generally a strip of swamp along the river. The river 
bed is remarkably level for such a hilly country. Elbow river flows 
into Pelican river about two miles south of the east bay of Pelican 
lake-probably in sec. 18, 64:·19. Samples of the gneiss from the top 
-of Bald M t. are No. 304: eH). The lliica schist from the same place is 
No. 305 eH). The gneiss is horn blendic or chloritic, and is a fine
grained, siliceous rock with fine veins of a light green mineral run
ning through it. 

PELICAN LAKE. 

The shores of this lake are not very high nor rocky, i. e., with solid 
rock. Most of the coast is either sandy or boulder-bound. 

Pink gneiss is found in the N. E. i of S. W. i, sec. 2, 64-20 It 
grades into mica schist in the immediate vicinity. The apparent dip 
here is south, but there is so little continuity in strike or dip that the 
general direction cannot be determined. Nos. 306 eH) and 307 (H). 
The south side of the point at the same place consists of beds of mica 
schist and gneiss that dip west and. strike north and south. The 
schist is hard and fine· grained ; the gneiss, gray and fine. No. 
308 (H). 

The island in the N. E. i of S. E. i, ·sec. 3, 64:-20, is composed of 
gneiss and schist and granite intrusions. The schist is both mica
ceous and hornblendic. The general strike is north and south, with a 
high dip to the west. 'fhe surface of the rock presents a most intri
cate commixture of veins, dykes, beds of schist and gneiss and granite 
intrusions. The last thing to come in was a small dyke of green
stone about three inches wide, running N. 30oE. It cut all the rest, 
but has been faulted off two or three feet since, and thus been 
changed in its direction. 

Samples from the dyke are No. 309 CH.). It was traced for about 
three rods. Glaciation here is N. 36° E. At the same place there is a 
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Fig. H.-Pelican Lake. Gn., gneiss. S., mica and hornblende schist. 
D. E., granite intrusion. D., small dyke of .greenstone. 

band of greenish rock composed of mica, hornblende, feldspar and 
perhaps quartz, running through the rock in an east and west direc
tion. Streaks or threads of gneiss run all through and across it, and 
give it a mottled appearance. It is about six inches wide and can be 
traced in a straight course for five or six rods. It maintains about 
the same thickness during this distance. Where it passes thrJugh 
-schist there is generally a I ine of granite t.<1 separate it from the 
schist. Where it cuts gneiss there is no distinct line of separation. 
but the gneiss runs right down into it in the threads spoken of above. 
'The dark parts of this band of rock have a kind of schistosity in the 
-direction of the vein. 

The island near the centre of sec. 3, 64·20, is composed of the same 
'mixture of gneiss and schist and rises 50 ftlet above the lake. There 
.are long, smooth beds of rock which is half gneiss, half schiRt, on the 
west side of the island. 'I'hese beds strike north and south and dip 
W. 64°. Much of the schist contains both horn blende and mica, and 
some of the gneiss is syenite gneiss. Occasionally dark, hornblendic 
:rock is seen, just as much bedded as the rest and evidently part of the 
formation, but looking much more like eruptive rock. Some of it 
~ontains round grains and feldspar that look like amygdules. Nos. 
310 (II) and 310A (H). 

In the N. E. i, sec. 12, 64-21, the rock is massive gneiss. The only 
:signs of mica schist are a few small lenticular masses of it, four to six 
:inches long which are enclosed in the gneiss. The rock is in low, flat 
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outcrops. It contains hornblende and is somewhat porphyritic.No. 
311 (H). It does not exhibit any granite intrusions nor other rock 
cutting it in any way. The same rock appears on the next point to 
the west, and here containR masses of mica schist, 12 to 14 inches 
long. It is also more porphyritic, containing orthoclase crystals 11 
inches long. 

The point III the N. E. t of N. W. t, sec. 12, 64-21, is composed of 
this same rock. It contains a few masses of hardened mica schist 
two or three feet in diameter. 

No. 312 (H). This rock is very similar to that which forms the 
falls at Fort Francis; the points of resemblance being its porphyritic 
nature, the presence of hornblende crystals as well as mica, no gneissic 
structure apparent, enclosed masses of mica schist, and position to the 
west of a disturbed region of gneiss and mica schist. It is probably the 
continuation of the same belt of rock as that at Chaudiere falls. Im
mense, rounded pieces of this rock lie on the surface, some of them 
twenty feet in diameter. 

No. 313 (H). is siliceous gneiss, coarse, granular and white. It oc
curs in thin beds in the mica schist on a point in the N. E. t sec. 35, 
65-20. On one side of it is mica schist with the biotite in round spots. 
The strike of the gneiss and schist here is north and south; dip at a 
high angle to the west. The gneiss predominates and is largely in 
thick beds. Both gneiss and schist are penetrated by granite intru-
sions that run for the.most part east and west. These are very sili
ceous, contain white orthoclase and have an indistinct gneissic arrange
ment of the mica. No. 314 (H). 

A small island supposed to be about in the S. E. ! sec. 26, 65-20 is 
composed of gneiss and hornblendic mica schist. Strike is N. 30" E., 
dip N. W. 75" more or less. Glaciation N. 30" E. 

The beds of hornblendicJIlica schist are more decomposed than the' 
rest of the schist. 

One of these beds of schist cuts into the mica schist proper in some 
of its curves, for it is not quite straight though it follows closely the 
bedding of the mica schist, and is cut by the same granite intrusions 
as the mica schist. No. 316 (H). The specimens are from the hard· 
est part of the bed, which is about six inches thick and has a gneissic 
arrangement of the minerals. 

The next point to the north west, about a quarter of a mile, is com
posed of gneiss and schist; the latter containing more or less horn .. 
bIen de all through it. The strike varies from N. 300 E. to N. 50° E. 
There is a high dip to the N. W. Glaciation N. 24° E. The schist 
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is dark, hornblendic rock containing vitreous quartz grains and ap
parently but little feldspar. No. 317 (H). Some of the schist is 

. harder and finer and less schistose than the samples. Much of it con
, tains fine particles of pyrites. 

The extremity of the point consists almost wholly of gneiss enclos
ing large masses of schist. Some of the gneiss is quite coarse, con
taining feldspar crystals over two inches long. Much of it looks like 
the coarse gneiss seen on Rainy lake, and somA of it is pegmatitic. 
The finfr gneiss contains hornblende as well as mica. 

On one point in section 26, 65-20, the gneiss contains pockets of 
amphibolyte (?). They are round or irregularly shaped masses that 
have no resemblance to the gneiss and no visible connection with the 
-schist beds or any other beds. They are simply enclosed in the gneiss. 
No sample could be obtained. 

Just across the bay from the last point, to the north, the rock of 
ihe point is half way between mica schist and gneiss, but looks on the 
whole more like schist. It contains and lies along-side of bp,ds of 
hornblendic mica schist such as is commonly found imbedded with 
gneiss in all this region. They are both cut by intrusions of granite. 
Thus we have here, instead of gneiss proper folded around mica schist 
or squeezed into it in a plastic state, mica schist-for it is that rather 
than anything else-enclosing and interbedded with irregular masses 
and strata of entirely different mica schist. No. 318 (H). This is 
.somewhere near the N. W. t, sec. 26, 65-20. The general strike is 
about N. 20° E. 

In the bay north of the last is a small rock island composed princi
pally of gneiss. The enclosed Inica schist is like No. 318 (H) and not 
like the more schistose schist with which that is associated. The 
$chist and gneiss on this island are cut by an irregular intrusion vary
ing in width from four to ten inches. It is noticeable that the intru
sions which seem to have been latest and have cut all the rest are 
generally pinkish or reddish; while the bedded gneiss is white or but 
slightly pinkish, as a rule; though some of it is red rather than pink. 

On this same small island the gneiss that conforms with the beds of 
schist for a short distance and is cut by the granite intrusion men
tioned above, in its turn strikes off in a mass two feet and more in 
thickness, cutting through the schist-or at least across the strata, 
.and constituting what might be termed a "dyke-bed" without being 

paradoxical. 
The south side of the small island just west of the last is composed 
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for the most part of handsome gray gneiss, fllightly porphyritic. It is: 
cut by the usual granite intrusions. No. 319 (H) is a sample. 

On the shore of the mainland about 100 paces north of the- island 
the rock rises 30 feet a bove the lake. It i* mica schist and syenite 
gneiss with granite intrusions. It contains varying amounts of horn
blende and grades in places from syenite to a dark, heavy, fine-grained 
rock almost all hornblende. It seems to contain some epidote. No. 
320 (H). 

For some distance along the shore to the west the rock is syeuitie. 
gneiss and mica schist. A little farther along some immense masses 
of schist and gneiss stand up in the water near the shore, fifteen feet 
above the surface. They seem to have constituted one enormOUl; 
boulder, npw split Itnd bruken in to several irregular, jagged masses. 

The large island southwest of the last-mentioned locality presents 
an appearance similar to that of the coarse gneiss at the east end of 
Rainy lake. It is a mixture of coarse gneiss and mica schist. The 
schist predominates at the southwest end of the island. The strike is 
N. 20° E. Dip, W. N. W. 70°. The backbone of the island is prin
cipally gneiss, containing a little mica and hornblende schist in irreg
ular masses and short beds. This gneiss is very siliceous, the coarse. 
vitreous quartz lying in it in masses several inches across. The feld
spar is pink or white orthoclase, and is also very coarsp; the largest 
crystals being over six inches long The mica is muscovite; and 
scales two inches square can be obtained. 

The gneiss incloses masses of horn blende schist. Samples are No. 
321 eH). The mixture of m,ica in fine scales, and quartz in small 
grains, such as seen at the east end of Rainy lake, is found here, too. 
Perhaps this may be called greisen, but it does not seem massive 
enough to answer the usual definition. Some of the large feldspar 
crystals here contain quartz arranged in such a way as to form graphic 
granite. At the northeast end of the island there are siliceous beds 
in the schist containing pyrite, hornblende, mala~hite, chalcopyrite 
and a greenish-yellow mineral that was not determined. No. 322 (H). 
These beds are a foot or two feet wide, and continue for some dis
tance, disappearing under the lake. The coarse gneiss here contains 
some biotite, as well as muscovite. 

On the large point west of here is found the usual mixture of gneiss 
and mica schist both containing more or less hornblende. Strike is 
N. 35° E. SOllie of the schist enclosed in the gneiss has been so much 
changed and resembles the gneiss so closely that one is hardly able to 
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discern the outlines of the former schist masses. Much of it is ex
ceedingly horn blendic. 

On the hill north of the point there is a breccia. It is a gneissic 
schist containing angular masses of horn blendic schist of all sizes up 
to two or three feet in diameter. Many of them have their longest 
direction across the schist beds. They seem to bA much metamor
phosed. The breccia also con tains pieces of gneiss ~ foot long . 

. Fig. 15-Brtccia. Pelican Lake. 

There are also in this breccia pieces of schist with gneiss running· 
through them. There is a schistose or flowage structure running N .. 
35° E., and conforming somewhat to the shapes of the enclosed masses. 
This breccia extends nearly to the south end of the point. 

The island just west of this point is composed mostly of micaceous. 
porphyritic syenite very poor in silica. It is massive and contains 
large irregular masses of mica and hornblende schist and gneiss. It 
has a contact with rocks similar to those enclosed in it, on the east 
side The direction ofthis contact is N. 20° to N. 24° E. In some 
places this rock resem bles a coarse breccia, and elsewhere a conglom. 
erate, the faint outline of formerly enclosed masses being visible. It 
has the appearance on the surface of having been heated to a boiling 
condition, and the uneven surface covered with curved lines and half
broken bubbles reminds one of oat-meal when cooking. It is cut by 
one or two narrow granite or rather granulyte intrusions. It also con
tains a few masses of red granulyte wholly enclosed in it. When it 
has been washed and weathered by the lake a schistose structure or 
something similar appears, the rock weathering in wavy lines and 
sheets. 

The small island nearly a mile west of the last consists of pyritifer
ous, micaceous, garnitiferous, chloritic (?). syenite gneiss. The rock 
that lies to the west of this and is similar to the Fort Francis rock 
grades into this and into rock more hornblendic than this. This rock 
is all laminated in thin sheets having a low dip to the north. Nos .. 
3~5 (ll) and 325A (H). 
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In section 36, 65.21, the whole shore, where it is high, is formed of 
the Fort Francis rock and its variations. The main part of it is quite 
similar to that which forms the falls at Fort Francis, but much of it 

. is similar to No. 325 (H). It contains masses of pure, unchanged 
mica schist ten, twelve and even forty feet across. This schist 
is cut by granite intrusions and stands for the most part in ver· 
tical beds. Some of the mica schist inclusions are very much smaller, 
only six inches wide and two feet long or less. The schist has 
a very abrupt contact with the rock in which it lies. There are 
also inclosed in this rock numerous rounded and irregular pieces of 
rock quite similar in appearance to the main part of the rock, but 
generally more hornblendic. The inclusions are porphyritic· and in 
.other ways have a close resemblance to the rock which contains 
them, and yet they are decidedly different and probably were much 
more so formerly. The granite intrusions may be, and probably are, 
stringers from the main mass of the rock. The mica schist which is 
.contained in this rock has small round "geodules" 'on the surface. 
They are little geodes having a quartz crust with garnets inside. One 
enclosed mass of schist is cut by a small dyke of trap which has a 
slight schistose structure. The glaciation here is finely marked N. 
28°E. 

Fig. 16--Bl'eccia. Pelican lake. 
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In the N. E. t sec. 35 (?) 65-20, the gneiss and mica schist are cut 
by granite intrusions. Some of them are garnetiferous. Tourmaline 
crystals WAre found in the gneiss which is interbedded with the schist 
at this point. The rock is mostly fine gneiss. One of the large 
granite intrusions on the east side of the point consists largely of 
pegmlltyte. This looks much like the coarse gneiss seen at Rainy 
lake. The trend of the graphic granite intrusion is N. 25° E ; width, 

feet; length of exposure, 150 feet. It contains muscovite crY!o1tals 
2t inches across. No. 331 (H.) 

In the N. W. t sec. 36 (?) 65-~, the rock is principally mica schist 
and interbedded gneiss. Irregular masses of a greenish, heavy rock, 
consisting mostly of hornblende, are contained in the gneiss. These 
masses are not over two feet long, and have an abrupt contact with 
the gneiss. 

In the N. E. t sec. 36 (?) 65-20, the rock is principally mica schist 
containing some 'very even beds of gneiss and cut by granite intru
sions running directly across the strata. 

NE'l' LAKE. 

This lake is reached by making a four-mile portage from Pelican 
lake and descending a small stream nearly to the lake. The name of 
this lake. 8abikweness, signifies a fish-net; hence this name should be 
spelled with but one t, Net. The lake is almost entirely surrounded by 
swamps and is: shallow so that a landing place is hard to find. 

In only one place near the lake was any considerable exposure of 
rock seen. This is on a small island near the east side of the lake, 
just west of the Indian village. This island is composed of mica schist 
and interbedded gneiss cut by granite intrusions. The whole is then 
cut by a large dyke of greenstone from which stringers have been sent 
out across and through the other rock. 

The west and north sides of the island are beautifully polished by 
glacial action, the striations running N. 20° E. to N. 24:° E. The 
strike of the schist is N. 58" E. The direction of the dyke is about 
north and south. The dip of the schist is about S. 70°. There is 
much magnetite in the dyke-rock. This dyke cuts the granite in
trusions and contains a few feet of one of them in it length wise. 

The first solid ground south of where the river enters the lake on 
the east side is now cultivated by the Indians for a potato-patch. It 
was formerly the site of an Indian v.illage; and many chips of flint 
and quartz as well as broken pottery and fragments of copper are to 
be found there. A few scrapers and imperfect arrow-points and 
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knives were found here. The Indian who owns the potato patch says 
that he has seen quantities of arrow-points, but has never preserved 
any. 

The portage from Pelican lake is about four and a quarter miles 
long. It is a good trail and leads to a small stream about two miles 
from Net lake. There is not much difference in the elevation of the 
two lakes, Net lake being a little' lower if anything. The country 
between them is covered with drift for the most part; many large
boulders and much gravel and sand are seen, but little or no solid 
rock. The hills north and northe~t of Net lake contain much rock 
and so probably do the hills south of the lake, though they are said 
to consist only of boulders and drift material. Solid rock crops out in 
the midst of the Indian village at Net lake. It is mostly mica schist. 
containing round or lenticular masses of gneissic rock. 

TROUT LAKE. 

The stream from this lake into Vermilion lake is a short one. It is 
quite rapid and is full of boulders and loose fragments of rock. -rhe 
remains of an old water-wheel and stamp-mill are visible at the foot of 
the rapids. Angular masses of white quartz lie around. They con
tain pyrite and siderite. No. 333 (H). 

The rock in the river channel is a mixture of mica and hornblende
schist and gneiss. There are fine veins of red feldspar penetrating 
the rock in all directions. Most of the gneiss contains both orthoclase
and plagioclase and more or less pyrites. The general strike seems to> 
be east and west. Nos. 334 (H) to 337 (H). 

The point in the S. W. i of N. W. i sec. 19, 63-15 is composed al
most wholly of mica schist. There are a few narrow veins or string
ers of gneiss running through it in various directions, and one or two> 
granite intrusions ()f considerable thickness. The mica schist here 
does not seem to contain any hornblende. 

In the N. W. i of N. W. t sec. 19, 63-15. the rock is mostly a fine, 
gray, biotite gneiss, slightly prophyritic and containing irregular in
c, asions of mica schist. No. 338 (H). On the north side of the point 
at the same place the rock is syenite gneiss in nearly flat beds. No. 
340 (H). The schist with which it is bedded and into which it grad
uates is also hornblendic. The gneiss is pyritiferous. There is a 
heavy covering of drift here and many boulders lie around. 

In the S. E. t of N. E. t sec. 13, 63-16, there is an exposure 20(}l 
feet long of flat bedded gneiss and mica schist. It is in bluffs 15 feet 
to 20 feet high. The gneiss and schist grade into each other and al-
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tern ate in beds of all thicknesses up to three feet. Most of it is fine
grained and more or less decomposed. No. 341 (H). These horizon
tal heels of gneiss and schist are cut by one or two nearly vertical 
granite intrusions. No. 342 (H). The feldspar in both the gneiss 
and granite is y~lowish-white, and some of it is iron-stained. They 
both contain more or less hornblende. 

In the S. w. t of 8. W. ± sec. 13, 63-16, is a large, low exposure 
of gn~iss and mica schist interbedded in vertical strata, and cut by 
vertical granite intrusions from an inch to four feet thick, running in 
all directions through and across the beds. Strike is E. 54° S. The 
schist is typical, biotite mica schist. The gneiss is fine-grained yellow 
rock, similar to most of that in this region. Following this along the 
shore in a southeasterly direction we soon come upon a perpendicular 
wall of rock with a iilillooth face twenty feet high and one hundred 
feet long. This looks like a wall of masonry made of thin slabs laid 
horizontally. On ·careful inspection it appears that most of the gneis
sic structure and the arrangement of the minerals in lines and bands 
is vertical, and the beds are laminre or sheets instead of strata. In 
much of it there is no gneissic structure evident. In places the 
gneissic structure dips S. W. 45°. This rock is horn blendic as well 
as micaceous and contains granitic veins. No. 343 (H). The direc
tion of the face of this wall is E. 70'" S., and the general direction of 
the gneissic vertical beds in it is about the same, some being however 
E. 40° S. At the edge of the water this appearance of laminre disap
pears and the rock seems to be as usual in vertical strata. Quantities 
of boulders and pieces of the adjacent rock line the shores of this lake. 

The rock on the point in the S. w. ± of the S. E. t sec. 14, 63-16, 
is gneiss and syenite gneiss containing a little schist, both mica and 
horn blende. It seems to be in vertical strata. The syenite gneiss 
contains rounded or lenticular lumps or nodules of actinolite mixed 
with a little mica. These nodules are four inches long, on an aver
agfl, and vary from lir;ht, grayish-green to greenish-black in color. 
They are much softer on the exterior than a short distance within. 
The horn blende on the exterior is altered from some soHer mineral. 
Nos. 345 (H) and 345A (H). 

In the N. W. t of S. E. t sec. 14. 63-16, the shore rises up almost 
perpendicularly for forty feet. It is mica schist containing a little 
gneis:,;. It is all pervadt~d by more or less hornblende. The strata 
are much disturbed here, and have no permanent dip. The strike is 

E. 40° S. 
In the N. W. t sec. 14, 63-16, the rock is principally a reddish, 
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biotite gneiss, some of i,t quite coarse and containing pyrite. It lies 
across the mica sehist beds, which are vertical for the most part, but 
have been much distorted in places. No. 346 (H). This reddish 
gneiss is itself cut by thin, light yellow or white granite veins. 

Red chlorite gneiss is found in the S E. 1- of S. W. i sec. 15, 63-J.6. 
It occurs in vertical beds with strata of micaceous, horn blendic schist. 
Some of the beds are bent considerably and have a low dip to the 
north. 

Near the centre of sec. 15, 63·16, the bluffs rise 60 feet or more 
vertically or in overhanging masses. It is principally mica-schist 
with some gneiss and a few veins of pyritiferous quartz. The schist 
itself is gneissic and almost massive; it is in such thick beds. Where 
there is any bedding structure visible it is wavy and distorted. 

In the N. E. t of S. E. 1: sec. 10, 63·16, the granite shores rise 40 
feet above the lake in smooth, sloping ridges. Horn blende and a few 
other accessory minerals are present. In places the granite is quite 
coarse, orthoclase crystals four inches long being noticed. Some of 
it is pegmatitic. In some of this coarse granite the muscovite scales 
are set in or surrounded by quartz. Nos. 348 (H) and 349 (H). 

From here north the shores seem to be wholly granite, no schist 
being mixed with it. It is all decidedly acidic and does not contain 
much mica. The feldspar is orthoclase. It is jointed in various di
rections. Sometimes it seems to lie nearly fiat, sheets of it lying over 
each other, dipping to the southeast. Granite from the S. E. i sec. 
11,63-16, is No. 350 (H). 

Syenite is found in the N. E. t of N. W. i sec. 11, 63-16. It con
tains red orthoclase, dark hornblende, and but little quartz. Epidote 
is a common ingredient. It has much the flame appearance and man
ner of occurrence as the granite. It is inclined to be porphyritic in 
places. No. 351 (H). 

Across the bay in N. E. t sec. 11, 63-16, the rock appears to lie in 
flat beds. It is gneiss with about equal amounts of mica and horn
blende. Some of it is almost schist, and some is granulyte. It is cut 
by intrusions of granite. No. 352 (H). 

In the S. E. t of N. E. t sec. 11, 63·16, the rock is fine, gray, 
biotite gneiss, containing plagioclase feldspar. It is quite firm ahd 
solid, but contains mica schist beds and lumps in which the strata 
run nearly north and south. Glaciation is N. 16°E. No. 353 (H). 

Portions of this same gneiss are very coarse, and the feId'par is 
.orthoclase with the pegmatitic character. 

Low, fiat exposures of granite or gneiss are seen in the N. E. i- of 
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sec. 2, 63·16. It is mostly fine-grained rock similar to 353 eH). 
It has bands of coarse granite running through it or lying on the sur· 
face. The line of contact or of separation from them is indistinct. 
Most of it has the appearance of being in beds dipping to the south
east at an angle of 30" or less. But in some of it there is an indis· 
tinct gneissoid structure which is about vertical. The shores are 
piled up for about ten or fifteen feet back from the lake, by the action 
of the elements, with Illasses of the subj:went rock and with boulders 
of granite. Th!l gneiss contains a little hardened schist, and some
times approaches the fineness of schist itself; but generally it is 
coarse, firm and compact. 

Low exposures of porphyritic, micaceous gneisR are seen on the point 
in the N. W. i of N. E. i sec. 35, 64-16. In places it assumes the 
character of a breccia, and contains angular masses of hornblendic 
rock similar to that at the west side of Pelican lake. 

Much fine pine grows around this lake. The water is clear and the 
lake shores and islands are beautiful. In many places, however, low 
reefs of rock extend out into the lake but a short distance below the 
surface of the water; thus making it difficult as well as dangerous for 
a canoe to land. In fact all of the shores have a very gradual slope 
into the lake. 

A large exposure has been caused by fire in the S. E. i of S. W. i 
sec. 26, 64·16. It is gneiss, partly fine and partly coarse. Part of it 
is mica schist and part half-way between schist and gneiss. Coarse 
masses of iron-stained quartz are seen here; also some coarse feldspar. 
In all this region there is a more or less striking appearance of hori
zontallamination in the rock. In almost every place careful examina
tion reveals the fact that the rock has a gneissic texture that is verti
calor nearly so. Also when any schist beds lie in the gneiss they 
seem to be in vertical strata. 

The point in the west half of N. W. ! sec. 30, 64-15, is composed of 
gneiss and mica schist rising about 40 feet above the lake. At this 

. place there is also a good display of the horizontal lamime and verti
cal gneissic structure. The thin beds of schist which are in the 
gneiss are bent and doubled up like a letter S. '1'he general strike is 

east and west. 
There is a most enormous pile of "cobblestones" here. Just to 

the southeast of the long sand beach in the S. E. ! of S. E. i sec. 24, 
64-16, is a pile of them 20 feet or more in hight and extending for 
200 or 300 paces along the shore. They are rounded and polished 

'nicely and are from four inches to a foot in diameter. 
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At the north end of the lake the rock becomes more regular in its 
bedding and dip. The latter is north, at a high angle. At the very 
end it is mostly gneiss; but contains more schist or gneissic schist than 
the gneiss a mile or two south. Glaciation in the N. E. i of S. E. i
sec. 18, 64-15, is N. 36° E. 

Coming south through secs. 30 and 31, 64-15, the beds of gneiss and 
schist grad ually become more and more distorted and irregular. The 
dip gradually g0es from vertical to horizontal, and the strike is ex
tremely variable. The beds are about horizontal in the S. W. i of 
of N. E. t sec. 31,64-15. They are cut by vertical granite intrusions. 
In the N. E. i- sec. 32, 64-15, there is considerable mica schist, quite 
regularly interbedded with gneiss, having a strike E. 60° S.; dip, 
N.6Uo. 

In general. This lake lies on an anticlinal. The flat·lying beds are 
in the middle or on the top of this anticlinal, and the strata dip north 
at the north end and south at the south end of the lake. The bays 
and general contour of the lake do not confurm with the general 
strIke of the formation, showing that the rock is very irregular in its 
be(Ming and dip. 

Much horn blendic rock is seen on the west side of the lake and 
hardly any on the east side. Much fine pine grows around the lake. 
Most of it is taken by pre-emption. The shores, as said above, are 
wretched for landing, large piles of boulders and loose masses of 
rock extending far out into the lake from nearly every part of the 
shore. 

ELEVATIONS FURNISHED BY MR. WARREN UPHAM. 

Rainy lake,*low and high water, approximately 1115-1120; 

Ft above 
the eea. 

mean ......... _ .. __ • __ ..... _ . __ . __ ..... _ . .. .. . . .. .. . . 1117 
Rainy river, rapids ~ mile long, just below Rainy lake ..... 1117-1114 
Rainy river, Chaudiere falls, at Fort Francis, descending 

23 feet .. ____ .. __ .. ___ . _ .. ___ .. _ ... __ .... ___ ... _ ..... 1114-1091 

Lake of the Woods, low and high water, 1057-1063; mean. 1060 
Bowstring lake, determined by U. S. engineers..... .. .... 1321 

*Hlnds' Narralive of the Canadian Exploring ExpediUon8, London, 1860, vol. ii, pp. 399-402. Cor. 
rected by Upham throngh compari,on with snrvey of C. P. R. R. 
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On Bowstrin,q river. 
Miles from mouth at 

Bowstring river. 
(Whl~tlesey,) 

Headt of "fall of 6 feet over trappose rock" esti· 
mated a bout 70 ft. above the mouth of this stream. 82 1240 

"Rapid of 4 ftlet over horn blende slate". ' . 0 0.00 •••• 75 
"Fall of 29 feet over gneiss and mica slate" .. 0 ••••• 45 
Mouth of Opimabonowin river. _ 0 _ •••• 0 ......... 0. 40 
Junction with Rainy Lake river ... o ........... o •• , 0 
Red lake, approximately. 0.' ••••••••••• _ •••• o ••• 0. 

1~25 

1179-1150 
1140 
1085 
1150 

tWhlttiesey's Report of Explorations in the Mineral Reoion. of Minn •• ota, 1866, Corrected by com
parison with leveling observations, 
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LIST OF SPECIMENS COLLECTED BY H. V. WINCHEL L 
DUHING THE SUMMER OF 1887. 

LITTLE FORK RIVEtt. 

No. 75 (H). Massive, green dioryte with a little biotite (?). 
On north side of river about two miles below Wakemaup's portage. 
No. 76 (H). Siliceous mica schist containing dolomite or calcite. 

From Rapid No. 1 three miles below last. 
No. 76A (H). Biotite granite containing masses of muscovite gran

ite, also containing calcite. Same locality. 
No. 76B (H). Sample of schist similar to 76 (H); but containing 

grains of vitreous quartz. A little south of last. 
No. 77 (H). Tough, massive, crystalline rock, containing magnetite. 

UnderlieH Rapid No. 1. 
No. 78 (H). Mica schist containing also hydromica. From Rapid 

No.2, four miles below last; three-quarters of a mile above the 
mouth of Rice river. 

No. 79 (H). Siliceous schist. From Rapid No.3, just below the 
confluence of Little Fork and Rice rivers. 

No. 80 (H). Mica schist cut by gneiss. South side of river, three 
miles below Rapid No.6. 

No. 81 (H). Greeni~h mica schist containing pyrite. North side 
of river, four miles below last. 

No. 82 (H). From" Big Falls" of Little Fork, about a mile below 
last. Fine-grained, compact, green schist; much jointed and pre
senting many different aspects in different strata. 

No. 82A (H). A greenish.black mineral found in seams and joints 
of last. 

No. 83 (H). Micaceous syenite gneiss containing lumps of a green 
material. Two miles below last. 

No. 84 (H). Drift limestone from a gravel bank about a mile and 
a half below Rapid No. 10. 

No. 85 (H). Clay concretions from clay bank on north side of ri ver 
about three.quarters of a mile below Rapid No. 12. 

No. 86 (H). Pophyritic garnetiferous, micaceous syenite. From 
Rapid No. 13, half a mile below last. 
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No. 87 (H). Fossiliferous drift limestone. From Rapid No. 17, 
about three miles and a half below the mouth of Sturgeon river. 

No. 88 (B). Syenite gneiss. J nst above Rapid No. 19. Graduates 
into greenish, hornblendic mica schist containing little quartz. 

No. 89 (H). Fine, green schist, hardened and jointed. From Rapid 
No. 20. 

No. 90 (H). Fine, light-colored dyke rock, cutting last; composed 
of quartz, feldspar, mica, hornblende and garnets. 

No. 91 (H). Mica schist. From south side of river just above 
Rapid No. 22. 

No. 91A (H). Mica schist, different from last and enclosed in it. 
No. 92 (H). Fossiliferous drift limestone from below Rapid No. 27.
No. 93 (H). Lignite. From bed of a creek that enters on the east 

side of the Little Fork a short distance below Rapid No. 27. 
No. 94 (H). CC(,~taceous shale. From same locality. 
No. 95 (B). S~ale containing fossils. Same locality. 
No. 96 (H). Shale containing gravel. Same locality. 
No. 97 (H). Shale containing crystallized aragonite. 
No. 98 (H). Drift conglomerate from the same creek-bed. 
No_ 99 (H). Red sandstone. From drift in same creek-bed. 
No. 100 tH). Mica schist from Oak rapids, half a mile below Sel

ler's camp. 
No. 101 (H). Granite, interbedded with mica schist at same place. 
No. 102 (H). Mica schist containing numerous garnets. From

foot of Oak rapids. 
No. 103 (H). Drift conglomerate, Rapid No. 30, west line of sec; 

7,65-24. 
No. 104 (H). Mica schist, interbedded with gneiss and containing

m9re or less hornblende. From Rapid -No. 31, just below the place
where the river leaves Tw'p. 65-24. 

No. 105 (H). Syenite or dioryte, hard, massive and not at aU 
jointed. From the next point below Rapid No. 31. 

No. 106 (H). Doleryte, from dyke just above Rapid No. 37. 
No. 107 (H). Mica schist, cut by gneiss. Rapid No. 39. 
N,?_ 107A (H). Same gneiss containing garnets, beryl en and tour--

maline 
No. 107B CR). 'f ourmaline; same locality. 
No. 108 (H). Samples of inclusions in 107 (H) composed of biotite 

and augite (?) 
No. 109 (H). Boulder clay_ From west bank 

miles and a half below Rapid No. 39. 
58 

, 

of river about four-
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No. 110 (H). Black gravel and sand. Prom northeast side of river 
about four and a half miles beluw Rapid No. 40. (Onakaiamis bachtik). 

RAINY LA KE RIVER. 

No. 111 (H). Pyritous, chloritic mica schist. From a small island 
"in the river three miles and a half below Fort Francis. 

No. 112 (H). Mica schist. Same place as last. 
No. 113 (ll). Green hydromica schist, British side of river, a mile 

and a half below Fort Francis. 
No. 114 (ll). Siliceous schist containing mica more or less hydrated. 

Same locality as last. 
No. 115 eH). Dyke rock WIth superinduced schistosity. Same 

place. 
No. 116 (ll). Quartzose beds in mica schist. A short distance up 

the river from last. 
Nos. 117 (H), 117A (H), 11m (H), 117C (H) and 117D (ll) illus

trate a gradual transition from massi ve porphyry to mica schist. From 
a small island in the river about a mile below Fort Francis. 

No. 1I7E ell) shows an abrupt contact between the two. 
No. 117F (ll). A porphyritic nodule or inclusion in the mica 

schist. Same locality. 
Nos. 118 (H) and 1I8A (H). Specimens of rock similar in appear

.ance and from contiguous strata; one containing mica, the other horn
blende. From a small island just east of the last. 

No. 119 (n). Showing contact between the schist inclusions and 
"the porphyry which contains them. Same locality. 

No. 120 (H). Porphyritic schist containing both mica and horn
blende. Same locality. 

No. 121 (ll). Greenstone having the appearance of trap, from the 
west end of a dyke (1) on the American bank a short distance above 
last locality. 

No. 121A (H). A specimen from the same dyke cO ten feet farther 
.east, having a schistose structure. 

No. 122 (H). Doleryte (1). From a dyke a little farther up stream 
than the last. 

No. 122A eH). Specimen from the same dyke resembling the por
phyry which it cuts. 

No. 123 (H). Porphyry containing chlorite and pink feldspar. 
Near last. 

No. 124 (H). Mica schist grading into diabase. Same locality. 
No. 125 (H). Porphyritic gneiss~ From the falls at Fort Francis. 
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No. 126 (H). Porphyritic syenite, containing red and green feld. 
'Spar. N. W. i sec. 35,71-24. 

No. 127 (H). Fine, jointed mica schist. Canadian side of the river 
at the Indian agency. 

RAINY LAKE. 

No. 128 (H). Mica schist and siliceous schist in fine beds, twisted 
.and folded together. East side of point in N. W. i sec. 29, 71-23. 

No. 129 (H). Semi-crystalline rock in dyke-like beds, generally, 
'but not always, conformable to the schist. From N. E. ± sec. 29, 
71-23. 

No. 130 (H). Mica schist, containing veins of quartz stained very 
dark red. N. W. i sec. 2~, 71-23. 

No. 131 (H). Felsitic mica schist. Same locality. 
No. 132 (H). Fine, hard, green mica schist. Center of sec. 28, 

'11-23 
No. 133 (H). Mica schist. with long, slender crystals of hornblende 

oOn the surface. Same locality. 
No. 134 (H). Trap rock. Fr~m a dyke in N. E. i sec. 28, 71-23. 
No. 134A (H). Same rock, with crystals of epidote (?) on weath· 

,ered surface. 
No. 135 (H). Soft, ferruginous schist in mica schist. A little east 

oOf last_ 
No. 136 (H). Hard, micaceous. hornblende schist. A little east of 

last. 
No. 137 (H). Heavy, black mineral, occurring in veins in the rock 

at last locality. 
No. 138 (H). Dyke rock from a small dyke just east of last. 
No. 139 (H). Variegated schist, containing much quartz and feld· 

spar and a green mineral. 
No. 140 (H). Fine, thin-bedded mica schist. N. E. i sec. 28, 

71-23. 
No. 141 (ll). rrJdromica Rchist. East of last. 
No. 142 (H). Gneiss cutting mica schist. South end of island III 

N. E. ! sec. 28, 71·23. 
No. 143 (H). Granulyte veins cutting 142 (H). 
No. 143A (H). Mica schist in small beds enclosed in 142 (H) and 

143 (H). 
No. 144 (H). Mica schist in irregular masses enclosed in 142 (H). 
Nos. 145 (H), 145A (H), 145B (H). 145C (H), 145D (H), 145E (H) 
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and 145F (H) show the change in the character of a dyke from 
the edge toward the middle. N. E. tN. E. i sec 27,71-23. 

No. 146 (H). Epidote found in connection with the same dyke 
farther southeast. 

No. 147 (H). Sample from same dyke from an island south of the 
poin t in N. w. i sec. 26, 71-23. 

No. 148. (H). Coarse dark schist contained in the dyke in S. E. i 
sec. 26, 71-23. 

Nos. 149 (H) and 149A (H) are samples showing a schistose aspect 
of this dyke-rock. 

No. 150 (H). Heavy, black mineral from mica schist in S. E. i 
S. w. i sec. 25, 71-23. 

No. 151 (H). Siliceous mica schist from S. E. t S. E. i sec. 25, 
71-23. 

No. 152 (H). Conglomeritic mica schist. S. W. t sec. 30, 71-22. 
No. 153 (H). Soft, fine, green mica schist. Same locality. 
No. 154 (H). Pebbles from conglomerit.ic schist, east of last, III 

sec. 30, 71-22. 
No. 155 (H). Gneissic mica schist: Same place as last. 
Nos. 156 (H), 156A (H) and 156B (H) show a change from mICa 

schist to fine granulyte. 
No. 157 (H). Hydromica schist. From an island in N. E. t sec. 

32, 71-22. 
No. 158 (H). Gneiss. N. E. tN. W. t sec. 10, 70-22. 
No. 159 (H). Soft and crumbling mica schist. From" Black 

bay," S. W. i sec. 13,70-22. 

KABETOGAMAK. 

No. 160 (H). Mica schist with the biotite ill circular aggregations 
and spots. N. E. tN. W. t section 30, 70-21. 

No. 161 (H). Coarse muscovite gneiss interbedded with mica schist. 
From the small island ill S. W. i S. E. t sec. 30, 70-21. 

No. 162 (H). Graphic granite. N. E. iN. W.-t sec. 6, 69-21. 
No. 163 (H). Coarse gneiss. Same locality, contains scales which 

are half biotite and half muscovite. 
No. 164 (H). Porphyritic, biotite gneiss. S. W. i sec. 25, 69·21. 
No. 165 eM). Mica. Sec. 31, 70-21. 
No. 166 (M). Gneis!:l, containing much biotite. North side of lake 

in T. 69-20. 

NAMEKAN LAKE. 

No. 167 (H). Gneiss. S. W. is. w. t sec. 28, 69-19. 
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No. 168 (ll). Gneiss, containing much muscovite. N. W. i S. E. 
t sec. 30, 69·18. 

No. 169 (ll). Gneiss. S. W. i sec. 26, 69-18. 
No. 170 ell). Dioryte. S. E. tN. W. i sec. 29,69·17. 
No. 171 (ll). Gneiss. S. E. iN. W. i sec. 21,69-18. 
No. 172 (ll). Garnetiferous gneiss. Foot of Kettle falls. 

RAINY LAKE. 

No. 173 (ll). Hard, fine, brittle mica schist. The rock at the 
American or North Kettle fall. 

No. 174: (ll). Coarse gneiss, garnetiferous. Same locality. 
No. 174A (ll). Mica from 174 (R). 
No. 175 (R). Rydromica schist. Same locality. 
No. 176 (H). Gneiss containing green muscovite. From the point 

near the centre of S. W. i sec. 27, 70-18. 
No. 177 (R). Nodule of hard mica schist Same locality. 
No. 178 (ll). Conglomeritic boulder of mica schist. S. E. ± S. 

W. i sec. 21, 70-18. 
No. 179 (H). Porphyritic, coarse gneiss. Just north of last. 
No. 180 (ll). Coarse gneiss. N. W. t s. w. t sec. 21, 70-18. 
No. 180A (H). Pegmatyte. From last. 
No. 181 (R). Red mica schist. Same locality. 
No. 182 (H). Gneiss from an intrusion. Same locality. 
No. 183 (H). Garnetiferous gneiss. Same place. 
No. 184. (H). Coarse, garnetiferous gneiss. From a small island 

in S. E. ± S. w. t sec. 21, 70-18. 
No. 184:A (R). RadiatlOd masses of quartz and mica in fine grains 

and scales (greisen ?). Same locality. 
No. 184B (ll). Muscovite from 184 (H). 
No. 185 (H). Mica schist lying on east side of 184 (ll). 
No. 186 (ll). Gneiss. S. E. i sec. 20, 70-18. 
No. 187 (ll). Graphic granite. S: w. t s. w. ± sec. Hl, 70-18. 
No. 188 (ll). Same as 18!A (H). From the point on the south 

line of S. E. i sec. 23, 70-19. 
No. 189 (H). Garnetiferous gneiss containing green muscovite and 

in contact with mica schist, N. W. i s. W. i sec. 23, 70-19. 
No. 189 A. (ll). Same as 184:A (ll). Same locality as last. 
No. 190 eH). Pebbles from a recess in the shore, S. W. t N. W. 

t sec. 21, 70-19. 
No. 191 (H). Mica schist. N. W. hec. 20, 70-19. 
No. 192 (H). Chloritic mica schist. S. E. i sec. 19, 70-19. 

• 
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No. 192A (H). Hornblelldic rock from veins in last. 
No. 193 (H). Horizontally stratified mica schist. N. E. t N. W ~ 

! sec. 15, 70-20. 
No. 19-1 (R). Mica schist. S. E. t S. w. t sec. 10, 70-20. 
No 194:A (H). Garnetiferous mica schist. Same locality. 
No. 195 (H). Gneiss. S. W. t S. w. t sec. 9, 70-20. 
No. 196 (H). Average specimen of mica schistfromN. W.tS. W. 

t sec. 8, 7v-20 
No. 197 (H). Hard mica schist. S. 1- sec. 7, 70-20. 
No. 197A (H). Quartz vein in last. 
No. 198 (H). Coarse gneiss coutaining green mica. N. E. tN. 

E. t sec. 12, 70-21. 
No. 1!)8A (H). Fine gneiss. Same place. 
No. 199 (H). Cyanite. N. E. tN. W. t sec. 12,70·21. 
No. 200 (H). Garnetiff'rous mica schist. S E. t S. w. t sec. 1. 

70-21. 
No. 201 (H). Mica schist. S. E. tN. W. t sec. 33, 71-20. 
No. 202 (H). Mica schist with the biotite in spots. N. E. t sec. 

32,71-20. 
No. 203 (H). Hard, thick-bedded mica schist S. W. t sec. 29, 

71-20. 
No. 204: (H). Hydromica schist. N. W. t S. w. t sec. 29, 71-20. 
No. 205 (H). Siliceous mica schist. S. w. t s. E. t sec. 26, 71-21. 
Nos. 206 (H), 206A (H), 206B (H), 206C (H), 206D (H) and 206E 

(H) represent a transition from mica schist to amphibolyte. S. E. t 
N. W. t sec. 35, 71-2l. 

No. 206F (H). Same as 206E (H" (amphibolyte) containing much 
quartz in veins. 

No. 207 (H). Hydromica schist, garnetiferous. S. W. tN. W. t 
sec. 14, 71-2l. 

No. 208 (H). Light.colored, siliceous mica schist. S. W. tN. W. 
i sec. 3~, 71-21. 

No. 209 (H). Felsitic schist. N. W. tN. E. t sec. 32, 71-21. 
No. 210 (H). Mica schist. S. E. tN. W. t sec. 32,71-21. 
No. 211 (H). Greenstone. N. E. tN. W. t sec. 3L, 71-21. 
No. 212 (H). Mica schist. N. E. t N. W. t sec. 31, 71-21. 
No. 212A (H). Schist just north of last. 
No. 212B (H). Light-colored schist on both sides of 212 (H). 
No 213 (H). Hydromica schist. S. E. t s. E. t sec. 24, 71-22. 
No. 214 (R.) Light-colored, siliceous schist. On an island in S. E. 

t s. E. t sec. 28, 71-22. 
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No. 215 (H). Siliceous schist. South side of the island in N. E. t 
S. W. i sec. 28, 71-22. 

No. 216 (H). Hydromica schist and graywacke. On the east end 
of the island in S. E. i sec. 19,71-22. 

No. 217 (H). Diabasic schist. N. E. ± S. E. t sec. 19, 71-22. 
No. 218 (H). Hydrrmica schist. South side of an island about a 

quarter of a mile we~t of last. 
No. 219 (H). Li~-ht-colored, felclspathic mica schist stained with 

iron rust. S. E. i s. W. t sec. 24, 71-23. 
No. 221 (H). Doleryte containing much magnetite. On the point 

in S. E. t S. E. t sec. 23, 71·23. 
No. 222 (H). Hardened mica schist lying on east side of last. 
No. 223 (H). Hard, green schist lying between mica schist on the 

. south and hydromica schist on the north. S. W. t s. w. -1, sec. 23,. 
71-22. 

BIG FORK RIVER. 

No. 224 (H). Clay containing fresh water shells. From banks 
fifteen feet high, about seven miles up the river. 

No. 225 (H). Mica schist containing large garnets. From drift at 
same place. 

No. 226 (H). Greenstone. East bank of river, about thirty-three 
miles above Rainy Lake river. 

No. 227 (H). Mica schist and gneiss. Just below the" Big falls, " 
about forty-one miles up the river. 

No. 227A (H). Dyke rock cutting No. 227 (H). 
No. 228 (H). Trap. From dyke at head of" Big falls." 
No. 229 (H). Gneiss and mica schist from immediate contact with 

the dyke. 
No. 230 (H). Samples of the gneiss and schist which underlie the 

principal part ,of the falls. (The last four numbers are from sec. 36-
or sec. 35, 155·25). 

No. 231 (II). Gneiss. In the river, about a mile above the falls. 
No. 23~ (H). Limestone pebbles and Cretaceous shale from a clay 

ban k about sixty.three miles up the river, near sec. 1, 152·~5. 
No 233 (R). Fine mit:a schist. About seventy·seven miles above 

the mouth. 
No. 234 (H). Trap from dyke a little above last. 
No. 235 (H). Schist, froUl edge of the same ely ke. 
No. 236 (H). Dyke-rock, light.;,eolored and having the composition 

of granite. Same locality. 
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No. 237 (H). Schist; fine. micaceolls. Same place. 
No. 238 (H). Fine, green, diabasic schist, about eighty. three miles 

above the mouth of the river at the head of a rapid. 
No. 239 (H). Dyke.rock. From the "Little falls"; about eighty-

.five and one·half miles up the river. 
No. 239A (H). Samples of green veins seen ip. the dyke. 
No. 2398 (H). Specimen from dyke showing apparent schistosity. 
No. 2390 (H). "Slickensides" from same dyke. 
No. 239D (H). From a vein of quartz and calcite in the dyke. 
No. 24:0 (H). Diabase, about forty rods above the falls. 
No. 241 (H). Cretaceous (?) clay. About ninety-three miles up 

the Big Fork at the foot of a rapid. 
No. 2H (H). Syenite from a large boulder. Same place. 
No. 243 (H). Green schist containing a little mica. At the dam 

-on Deer river, about half a mile from the Big Fork. 
No. 244: (H). Porphyritic greenstone. About three miles above 

the mouth of Deer river, one hundred and four miles above the mouth 
.of the Big Fork. 

No. 244A (H). Same as 244 (H): but containing pyrites. 
No. 245 (H). Hard, jointed, green rock similar to 244 (H). About 

two and one·half miles farther up stream, contains calcite. 
Nos. 24(l (H), 24:6A (H) and 2:1:68 (H) are specimens of dioryte of 

,different grades of coarseness. A bout a mile above last. 
No. 247 (H). Feldspathic greenstone. Foot of Rice River rapids; 

.about one hundred and €lp.ven miles above Rainy Lake river. 
No. 24:7A eH). A felsitic variety of the same rock. 
Nos. 248 (H), 248A (H) and 248B (H) illustrate the change from 

:greenstone schist to dioryte or syenite. 2488 (H) is very hornblendic. 
No. 249 eH). Feldspathic greenstone. 'A little south of last 
No. 250 (H). Quartz dioryte. About 120 miles up the Big Fork, 

at the west side of sec. 30, 61-26. 
No. 250A (H). Rock similar to 250 (H). From east side sec. 25, 

61-27. 
No. 251 (H). Ohloritic, porlJhyritic granulyte. About four miles 

above the last. 
No. 252 (H). Siliceous dioryte (1). About three miles above last. 
No. ~52A (H). Quartz crystals from a geode in ~52 (H). 
No. 253 (H). Syenite. In the woods 24 rods east of 252 (H). 
No. 254 (H). Syenite. From the next bend in the river above 

253 (H). 
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. No. 255 (H). Limestone fragments from the bed of the creek lead
ing into lake Winibigoshish in T. 147-27. 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 

No. 256 (H). Quartzyte. N. E. tN. W. t sec. 13, 55-26. 
No. 257 (H). Nodules of sesquioxide of iron. From the quartzyte 

at Pokegama falls. 
No. 258 (H). Quartzyte showing decomposition and bedding struc· 

ture. Pokegama falls. 
No. 259 (H). Quartzyte containing catlinite (1). Same locality. 

PRAIRIE RIVER. 

No. 260 (H). Ferruginous quartzyte. Foot of "Lower falls" of 
PrairiEl river. 

No. 260 A (H). Hematite. Same place. 
No. 261 (H). Quartzyte. Lower part of Lower fall. 
No. 262 (H). Fine conglomerate. About two-thirds of the way 

from the foot to the head of the Lower fall. 
No. 263 (H). Jaspery, ferruginous quartzyte containing chalce

donic quartz. Same place. 
No. 264 (H). Quartzyte; showing rusty ferruginous spots. Same 

locality. 
No. 265 (H). Quartzyte from upper end of Lower fR.ll. 
No. 266 (H). Gneiss, from a large, irregular-shaped mass, at foot 

of Lower fall. 
No. 267 (H). Fine, gray gneiss. From foot of " Upper fall," east 

side sec. 33, 55-25. 
No. 268 (H). Different varieties of gneiss seen in going from the 

foot to the head of the Upper faU. 
No. 268A eH). Gypsum. Upper falls; Prairie river. 
No. 269 (H). Garnetiferous granite Same place. 
No. 270 (H). Gneiss, containing red feldspar. Locality the same. 
No. 271 (H). Gneiss, similar to that at the Upper fall. N. W. i-

sec. 34, 56-25. 
No. 272 (H). Micaceous syenite gneiss. Northeast of last. 
No. 273 (H). Gneiss, containing veins of dark-red feldspar. Same 

place. 
No. 274 (H). 
No. 275 (H). 

56-25. 
No. 275A (H). 

59 

Dark, green rock, like doleryte. 
Porphyritic, hornblendic gneiss. 

Locality the same. 
S. E. t sec. 27, 

Coarse, red, muscovite granite; cutting last. 
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No. 276 (H). Hornblende schist, containing mica~ Upper end of 
Upper fall. 

No. 276A (H). Same as last; cut by a vein of red feldspar 
No. 277 (H). Fine hornblende schist cutting the gneiss. 
No. 277 A (H). Showing the contact between the gneiss and No. 

277 (H). 
No. 278 (H). Fine hornblende gneiss. Same locality. 
No. 279 (H). Fine, biotite, muscovite gneiss. S. E. tN. E. t sec. 

5,56-24 . 
. ~o. 280 (H). Gneiss. N. W. iN. W. i sec. 9,.56-24. 

No. 281 (H). Gneiss. S. W. i sec. 33, 57-23. 
No. 282 (H). Bluish-gray clay. From the bed of Sucker brook, in 

sec. 27, 57-24. 
No. 283 (H). Coarse, jointed, chloritic gneiss. Upper end of U p

per fall. 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 

No. 284 (H). Blue and red clay. From the river banks in T_ 
54-24. 

No. 285 (H). " Silver ore," so-called. T. 61-23. (U pon analylis,. 
this rock was found to contain no traces of either gold or silver). 

HOODOO LAKE. 

No. 286 (H). Gneissic mica schist. N. E. i S. W. i sec. 4, 63·18'. 
No. 286A (H). Gneiss. North side of Hoodoo lake. 
No. 287 (H). Hydromica schist, very. siliceous. N. E. t S. E. * 

sec. 5, 63-18. 
No. 288 (H). Ferruginous hornblende schist. West onast. 
No. 289 (H). Fine syenite gneiss. West of last. 
No. 290 (H). Soft, red mica schist. A~ portage in N. W. t s. E. 

t sec. 5, 63-18. 

SUSAN LAKE. 

No. 291 (H). Fine mica schist. On a small island in sec. 32',. 
64-18. 

No. 292 (H). Rock composed of hornblende and biotite, with a 
little feldspar. Same locality. 

No. 292A (H). Same as last with graphite( ?)~ 
No. 293 (H). Pink mica schist containing green mica. S. E. t s .. 

E. i sec. 32. 64·18. 
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No. 29:1: (H). Gneiss. FrGJm a small island in southeast end of the 
lake. 

ELBOW LAKE. 

No. 295 (H). Mica schist. From the bay east of the one to which 
the portage from Susan lake leads. 

No. 296 (H). Gneiss. From same bay, north of last. 
No. 297 (H). Rock similar to 292 (H). From northeast end of El

bow lake. 
No. 298 (H). Chloritic gneiss. Same locality. 
No. 299 (H). Fine, red syenite gneiss. From the deep bay directly 

north of the portage from Susan lake, on the opposite side of Elbow 
lake. 

No. 300 (H). Fine, gray biotite gneiss. South west of last. 
No. 301 (H). Coarse granular gneiss containing pink and white 

feldspar. Same locality. 
No. 302 (H). Rock similar to 292 (H). From a bay on the north 

side of the lake near the west end .. 
No. 303 (H). Similar to last but containing more feldspar. From. 

a point west of last. 
No. 304 (H). Gneiss from the top of Bald Mt. North of Elbow 

river. in south part of T. 64-19. 
No. 305 (H). Mica schist. From same place. 

PELICAN LAKE. 

No. 306 (H). Pink gneiss. N. E. t S. w. t sec. 2, 64-20. 
No. 307 (H). Mica schist. Same locality. 
No. 308 (H). Fine g'ray gneiss. From south ,;;ide of point in N. 

E. t S. w. t sec. 2, 64-20. 
No. 309 (H). Dyke rock from an island in N. E. t S. E. t sec. 3, 

64·20. 
No. 310 (E). Hornbleudic mica schist. From an island near the 

centre of sec. 3, 64·20. 
No. 310A (H). Heavy, dark, hornblendic rock containing round 

grains of feldspar that resemble amygdules. Interbedded with last. 
No. 311 (E). Horn blendic porphyritic gneiss. N. E. i sec. 12; 

64-21. 
No. 312 (H). Mica schist enclosed in gneiss. From point in N. E. 

tN. vy. t sec. 12, 64·21. 
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No. 313 (H). Coarse, granular, white, siliceous gneiss. N. E. t 
sec. 35, 65·20." 

No. 314 (H). Siliceous granite. Same locality. 
No. 315 (H). Mica schist containing a vein of granite. From 

small island near S. E. t sec. 26, 65·20." 
No. 316 (H). Micaceous hornblende schist. Same island. 
No. 317 (H). Dark rock similar to last, but more schistose, and 

containing vitreous quartz grains. About a quarter of a mile north· 
west of last. 

No. 318 (H). Gneissic mica schist. Near N. W. t sec. 26, 65-20. 
No. 318A (H). Mica schist, interbedded with horn blendic mica 

schist. Same locality. 
No. 319 (H). Handsome gray gneiss. Just west of last. 
No. 320 (H). Syenite. A short distance north of last. 
No. 321 eH). Hornblende schist enclosed in gneiss. From the 

island in N. W. t sec. 26, 65-20. 
No. 321A (H). Samples of mica and radiations of mica scales and 

quartz grains (greisen ?). Same island. 
No. 322 (H). Siliceous mica schist containing pyrite, horn blende, 

malachite, chalcopyrite and a greenish.yellow mineral. Sallie island. 
No. 323 (H). Breccia. Point near S. W. t sec. 29, 65-20. 
No. 324 (H). Micaceous, porphyritic syenite. From an island in 

N. E. i sec. 31, 65-20. 
No. 325 (H). Pyritous, garnetiferous, micaceous syenite gneiss. 

From the small island in N. W. t sec. 31,65-20. 
No. 325A (H). Fine, hornblendic gneiss. Same locality. 

NET LAKE. 

No. 326 eH). Mica schist. From a small island near the east side 
i)f the lake, west of the Indian village. 

No. 326A (H). Rock composed of feldspar, quartz and some green· 
ish·brown mineral. Same island. 

No. 327 (ll). Trap, cutting 326 (H). 

PELICAN LAKE. 

Samples of the rock on the point in sec. 35,65-21, and illustrated in 
fi.gure No. 16 are 

No. 328 (H). Mica schist. 
No. 329 (H). Horn blendic inclusions. 
No. 330 (H). Porphyritic gneiss . 

.. All locations given ill Twp. 65-20 are only approximately correct, as the township is unsurveyed. 
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No. 330A (H). Mica schist in contact with the gneiss. 
No. 330B (H). Contact of gneiss with hornblendic inclusions. 
No. 330C (H). Dyke of fine diabase cutting enclosed mica schist. 
No. 330D (H). Mica schist cootaining "geodules" of garnets. 
No. 330E (H). Sample of granite intrusion or "stringer" from the 

maIn mass. 
No. 331 (H). Pegmatyte. N. E. i sec. 30, 65-20. 
No. 332 (H). Heavy, green rock, mostly composed of hornblende, 

in contact with gneiss. N. W. i sec. 36, 65-20. 
No. 332A (H). Same rock near its contact with mica schist. 

TROUT LAKE. 

No. 333 eH). Siderite. On m.asses of quartz at the old "stamp 
mill" on the stream between Trout lake and Vermilion lake. 

No. 334 (H). Mica schist. In the river channel, between the two 
lakes. 

No. 335 (H). Hornblende schist containing red feldspar. Same 
place. 

No. 336 (H). Gneiss, more or less hornblendic. Same locality. 
No. 337 (H). Showing contact between mica schist and red gneiss. 

Same locality. 
No. 338 (H). Fine, gray, porphyritic gneiss. N. W. tN. W. -t sec. 

19, 63-15. 
No. 339 (H). Gneissic schist with the mica partly hydrated. Same 

locality. 
No. 340 (H). Syenite gneiss. North side of point at last place. 
No. 341 (H). Gneiss. S. E. i N. E. t sec. 13, 63-16. 
No. 342 eH). Granite intrusion cutting mica schist. Same locality. 
No. 343 (H). Hornblendic mica schist. S. W. is. w. t sec. 13, 

63-16. 
No. 344 (H). Mica schist. Same place. 
No. 345 (H). Porphyritic syenite gneiss. S. W. is E. t sec. 14, 

63-16. 
No. 345A. (H). N odllles of amphibolyte and actinolite. Same place. 
No. 346 (H). Reddish biotite gneiss, N. W. t sec. 14, 63-16. 
No. 347 (H). Red chlorite gneiss. S. E. t S W.1: sec. 15,63-16. 
No. 348 (H). Fine, pinkish granite. N. E. i S. E. i sec. 10, 63-16. 
No. 449 (H). Muscovite in quartz. Same locality. 
:No. 349A (H). Coarse orthoclase. Same place. 
No. 350 (H). Granite. S E. iN. W. t sec. 11, 63-16. 
No. 351 eH). Porphyritic syenite. N. E. tN. W. t sec. 11, 63-16. 
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No. 352 (H). Hornblendic gneiss. N. E. t sec. n, 63-26. 
No. 353 (H). Fine, gray, biotite gneiss containing plagioclase. S. 

E. ! N. E. t sec. 11, 63-16. 
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No'rES ON THE MOLLUSCAN FAUNA OF MINNESOTA. 

By Ur,y. S. GRANT. 

Since the publication, in the Fourteenth (1885) Annual Report, of' 
a list of the mollusca in the University museum, a few species and a 
larger number of specimens have been collected. These specimens 
are mostly from the three north-eastern counties of the state, St. 
Louis, Lake and Cook, and were collected by the writer during the 
last two summers, while with It party of the Geological Survey. The 
lack of good transporting accommodations and press of other duties 
preventedra very careful and thorough search being made, and as yet 
not more than half of the material so collected has been examined, 
and classified. The following very incomplete list is published with 
the hope that it will throw a small degree of light on the fauna of a, 

part of the state yet unexplored. The writer soon hopes to make the 
list more complete; probably twice as many species have been found 
in that region as are here given. The lakes of the country passed 
over contained only one species of Unio, i. e., Unio luteolus, Lamarck, 
and one or two of Anodonta. The Gasteropoda are represented by a 
very limited number of species, and by far less individuals than are
found in the central or southern portion of the state. The water 
forms are not abundant, but where found are of rather larger' size 
than the same species found elsewhere. The land forms are small, 
thick shelled, and possess the characteristics of a northern fauna. 

So far the survey has not received many shells from different parts 
of the state, but it is hoped that this will not long be the case. Prof. 
John M. Holzinger, of the Winona Normal school has kindly con
tributed a good number of specimens from that county, and has also 
sent the subjoined list of Winona county mollusca. 

The localities given below are additional to those given in the former 
list; and the species marked (") are not found in that list. 

60 
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LIMACID1E • 

... Zonites nitidus, Miiller.-Rather common in damp woods near 
Minneapolis, easily confused with Z. m-boreus, Say, but nitidus is a 
larger shell, and the last whorl is disproportionately large. 2101. t 

*Zonites indentatus, Say.-Winona county. Only three specimens 
.are in the museum, and these are rather below the average size. 1894. 

* Zunites fulvus, Draparnaud.-Tower, St. Louis county, and Minne
-apolis; quite common; a very pretty small shining brown shell. 
1950,2093. 

*Vitrina limpida, Gould.-Tower, St. Louis county. Two speci
mens were found, but after long and careful search no more could be 
discovered. This is a very fragile, transparent shell, with the last 
'Whorl proportionately very large. 1951. 

HELICID1E. 

Patula alternata, Say.-Winona and Tower. Only three specimens 
'Were found at the latter place, and they were much below the average 
SIze. The shells from Winona are subcarinate and quite sm,al!. 1897, 
1952. 

Patula striatella, Anthony.-Winona and Tower. QuittJ common 
.at Tower, where this shell has very prominent ribs. 1886, 1953. 

FIelicodiscus lineatus, Say.- Traverse county, Tower, Winona. 
Some of the specimens in the museum have three distinct pairs of 
teeth. 1895, 1954,2098. 

Strobila labyrinthica, Say.-Tower and Winona. This shell has 
three parallel revolving lamime on the inner wall. The specimens 
from Tower are much smaller than those from other localities. 1893, 
2055 

Stenotrema hirsutum, Say.-Winona. 1870. 
Stenotrema monodon, Rackett.-Winona and Minneapolis. The 

specimens found at the latter place are large and strong. 2102 . 
.. Mesodon albolabris, Say.-Winona. This species sometimes has a 

;small parietal tooth, and then it is easily confounded with M. exoletus, 
Binney, but the latter shell is not found in Minnesota. 1905. 

Mesodon multilineata, Say.-Winona. The specimens from this 
locality are much smaller than those found at Minneapolis. 1983 . 

.. Mesodon prQ/undus, Say.-Winona. This species is often found 
.crawling along the trunks of trees. Individuals without the revolving 
band are common. 1904. 

t These numbers refer to the ZoologIcal Register of the University mnseum. 
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'" Acanthuinla harpa, Say_Tower. This species is thought to be 
-circumpolar; it is a very small umbilicated shell with heavy ribs on 
the last two whorls. 1956. 

Vallonia pulchella, Miiller.-Tower, Winona and Big Stone county. 
1896, 1897, 2096. 

PUPIDJE. 

• Pupa fallax, Say.-Winona. 1890. 

STENOGYRIDJE. 

Ferussacia subcylindrica. Linnrnus. Tower and Winona. Rather 
rare at Tower. 1889, 1959. 

AURICULIDJE. 

Carychium exiguum, Say.--Tower. Rather common in the moss in 
tamarack swamps. 1964. 

LUINJEIDLE. 

_ Limncea stagnalis, Linnrnus.-Winona, Tower and Lake county. 
Not very common ill the northeastern part of the state, but when 
found there the shell is usually quite fragile and of large size. 1880, 
1965,2020. 

Bulimnea megasoma, Say. Vermilion lake and other lakes in St. 
Louis and Lake counties. Rather rare, only a few specimens being 
found in the same locality. The animal is quite sluggish in its move
ments, and is found clinging to aquatic plants in still water around 
the mouths of streams. 1966, 2021, 2022 . 

.. Limnophysa emarginata, Say.-Found along the boundary waters 
in Lake county. The specimens collected vary much in size; on a 
few the corrugations of the body whorl near the aperture are very 
distinct. 1970 . 

.. Acella gracilis, Jay.-Vermilion lake. But one specimen was 
found, and this is only a little over half an inch long, but the length 
is about six times the diameter; this is by far the most slender and 
fragile of our Limmeidre, and is quite rare. 1976. 

Physa gyrina, Say.-Common in Vermilion lake. 2026. 
Bulinus hypnorum, Linnrnus.-A few specimens were found in a 

swamp near Tower, but these are only about one half the size of 
those found at Minneapolis, and the epidermis is rougher and less 
brilliant. 1982. 
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"'Planorbella campanulata, Say. - Wl"ight county, Winona, and 
Cook, Lake and St. Louis counties. This is the most common shell of 
the northern lakes of Minnesota; it varies from two-eighths to five
eighths of an inch in diameter, according to locality. 1875, 1876, 
1983-6. 

H elisoma cmpulenta, Say.-Vermilion lake and all over St. Louis 
and Lake counties. 'This shell seems to be quite distinct from H. 
trivolvis, Say; it is much heavier and much higher in proportion to its 
diameter, and is also distinctly carinated,-always on one side and 
frequently on both,-and the aperture is much higher than the 
penultimate whorl. It is found clinging to rocky shores and reefs, 
and seems to seek places where the water is quite rough. 1988, 2029. 

Helisoma bicarinata, Say-Vermilion lake, Winona, Lake county, 
and various places in St. Louis county. This shell varies greatly in 
size, and is always found associated with Planorbella campanulata, 
Say, which, however, is the more common. 1878, 1991-4. 

'" Menetus exacutus, Say.-A few specimens were found in Vermilion 
lake; one has the body whorl deflected for the last half of its length. 
1995, 1996. 

Gyraulus dejlectus, Say.-Very common in all of the lakes of St. 
Louis, Lake and Cook counties,-in fact, it is the only shell that can 
be said to be &t all abundant in that part of the state; it is found in 
large numbers clinging to the rocky shores of the lakes. 

"Seqmentina armigera, Say.-Rather common on the shores of a 
small island in Vermilion lake. It is a solid little shell and is easily 
recognized by the fi ve teeth far within the mouth. The specimens 
collected are less than a fourth of an inch in diameter. One or two 
of the teeth may be sometimes lacking, and rarely all of them are. 
1987. 

VAL V ATID2E. 

Valvata tricarinata, Say.-Wright, Lake and St. Louis counties. 
The specimens from Wright county are quite large, while those from 
St. Louis county are much smaller and rarer. 1593, 2005, 2006. 

VIVIPARID2E. 

Vivipara intertexta; Say.-Winona, 1901. 
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NOTES ON THE MOLLUSCA OF WINONA COUNTY. 

By JOHN M. HOLZINGER. 

Much of the material which is the basis of these notes has been 
eollected the last two years by the zoology classes of the Winona 
Normal School. The students were encouraged in thus combining 
:field work and observation with text· book work, with the conviction 
Bn the part of the teacher that this plan is more likely to result in 
an active love of the things of nature. A number of the students 
have sent in from several counties collections of mollusca, thus aiding 
in a modest way in the determination of geographical distribution. 
Al! the shells noted are in the Winona Normal School museum. It 
should be stated that Dr. J. Lindahl of Rock Island, Ill., and Mr. 
Wm. Marsh of Aledo, Ill., have aided in determining most of the 
Unionidre. 

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 

UNIONID.'E. 

Anodonta corpulenta, Cooper.-Four specimens from Straight slough, 
two tu five miles ahove Winona." The largest specimen is 6± inches 
long, and 4j} in. high. This shell is difficult to preserve, breaking up 
on drying. N acre reddish. 

Anodonta imbecillis, Say.-Three specimens found; 1 in. high, 2 in. 
long. Color outside, greenish; inside, lighter; frail. 

Margaritana complanata, Barnes.-Five specimens secured. Larg
·est: 5t in. long, 4.g in. high. 

Margaritana marginata, Say.-Only three specimens were found; 
largest: 4 in. IOllg, 2% in. high, 2?r in. wide,-probably a female; 
smallest: 1 in. long, .g. in. high. 

Unio msopus, Green.-Five specimens found; largest: 4 in. long, 3 
in. high. 

-All the bivalves here noted are from Straight slough, unless otherwise stated. 
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Unio alatus, Say.-Six specimens found; 4t in. long, 3t in. high. 
Unio anoduntoides, Lea.-Six specimens found; largest: 3 in. long~ 

H in. high; smallest: 11 in long, * in. high. 
Unio asperrimus, Lea.-Seven specimens found. A pretty and firm 

shell, easily confounded with U. metanever, Raf.; in fact, I fail to see 
any material difference between these two shells, except that the lat· 
ter has the lower posterior lobe of the shell a trifle longer; color of 
the epidermis the same in both shells. 

Unio capax, Green.-Twelve specimens found; largest: 5 in. long, 
4 in. high, 3 in. wide. Epidermis yellowish brown with rays on the 
young, which disappear in old shells. Nacre white. This shell has· 
much the form of U. occidens, Lea, but is wider, as its name implies,. 
and also firmer. Another closely related shell is U. subovatus, Lea; I 
can distinguish the latter from U. capax, only by the nacre,-subo· 
vat us having the posterior half of the inside covered with a beautiful 
peach· blow colored nacre. 

Unio coccineus, Hild.-Two specimens were brought 
Lewena Gallup, from near St. Charles, Winona county. 
in. long, H in. high. 

in by Miss· 
Largest: H 

Unio cornutus, Barnes.-Four specimens found; largest: 2t in. 
long, 2 in. high. This shell in firmness qf build and general outline' 
stands near asperrimus and metanever. 

Unio crassidens, Lam.-One specimen found, 3! in. long, 2~ in .. 
high. This shell is of the same form and has the same nacre as U .. 
nigrinus, Lea, but it is a more solid shell. It resembles a shortened 
U. gibbosus, the nacre being the same in both. 

Unio ebenus, Lea.-Thirty or more specimens were collected, rang.· 
ing from the smallest, hardly an inch long, to the largest: 3* in. 
long, 3 in. wide. This shell, as to firmness, average size and general 
outline, reminds one of U. ellipsis, Lea, and U. tl'igonus, Lea. Two
shells of the lot are apparently hybrids,-one, ebenus x ellipsis, the 
other, ebenus x·trigonus,-showing the affinity between these three 
so·called species. 

Unio elegans, Lea.-Eight specimens found. 
of especially the younger shells, justifies the 
Largest: H in. long. H- in. high. 

The pretty marking, 
specific name elegans. 

Unio ellipsis, Lea.-About twenty·five specimens were collected; a 
number of these are quite small-less than an inch long; the epi. 
dermis of these is handsomely marked with rays, which become 
obscure with age. Largest: 3-k in. long, 2t in. high. See U. ebenus 
above. 
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Unio ,qibbosus, Barnes.-Five specimens collected; largest: 4~- in. 
long, 1~ in. wide. In firmness and na~e like U. crassidens,-in fact 
one shell collected stands between these two species in relative length 
and hight; 

crassidens 3:h2~; 
,qibbosus 4ht~; 
hybrid 3xIt: 

Epidermis, nacre and build are the same in the three shells. 
Unio .gracilis, Barnes.-Six specimens collected; largest: 3'1 in. 

long, 2t in. high. I fail to see the slightest difference between this 
species and U. lwvissimus, Lea. 

Unio lwvissimlts, Lea.-One specimen. 
Unio ligamentinus, Lam.-Three large shells were collected, one 

with white nacre, the other with peach-blow inside. Largest: 5 in. 
long, 3t in. high. Obscure rays on epidermis. 

Unio luteolus, Lam.-Some fifteen specimens were collected. Those 
of middle size, 2txH in., I have difficulty in distinguishing from 
U radiatus, Lam.; the epidermi::; at that age is yellowish or light 
green crossed by a number of dark bluish rays. Largest: H in. long, 
2-~ in. high. 

Unio metanever, Raf.-Eight shells collected; largest: 3} in. long, 
n in. high. See U. asperrimu8. 

Unio occidens, Lea.-Six specimens collected; largest: 4x3 in. See 
U. capax. 

Unio parvus. Barnes.-Seven specimens collected; largest: Iii- in. 
long. 

Unio plicatus, Le Sueur.-The most common and abundant species;. 
over 75 specimens were collected, including some less than an inch 
long and the largest, 5 in. long, 3t. high. 

Unio pressus, Lea.-One specimen was found, Ii in. long, 1 in. 
high. 

Unio pustulosus, Lea.-Sixteen specimens were collected; largest: 
2* in. long, 2* in. high. One specimen with fewer warts or postules 
seems to be pustulosus x trigonus. 

Unio radiatlts, Lam.-One specimen from Mr. Manuel, Odessa, Big 
Stone Co., Minn. 

Unio rectus, Lam.-Five specimens were collected; nacre lighter
colored than in U. gibbosus; largest shell; 6s- in. long, 2t in. high. 

Unio securis, Lea.-Two specimens found; largest: 3i in. long, 3· 
in. high. 
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Unio subovaius, Lea.-Three specimens found; 3! in. long, 2* in. 
high. See U. capax and occid~ns. 

Unio trigonus, Lea.-Quite common; over 50 specimens were col
lected, ranging from the quite young, It in. long, to the largest, 2! 
in. long, 2t in. high~ A firm shell. The animal is frequently of a 
saffron color. 

Unio tubercltlatus, Barnes.-Five were collected; largest: 5t in. 
long, 2t in. high. 

Unio undulatus, Barnes.-One specimen was found near St. Charles, 
Winona county, by Miss L. Gallup. This is It in. long, 1 in. high. 

Unio zigzag, Lea.-Two specimens were found; the larger is It in. 
long, * in. high. 

CORBICU LADA>. 

Sphcerium transcel"su1n, Say.-A few dead shells were found in the 
river bottom. 

Sphcerium striatinum, Lam.-Was found in abundance in the same 
situations as S. transversum. Miss Lillian Miller brought dead shells 
of this species from Goodhue county. 

Sphcerium rhomboideum, Say.-Occurs in lake Winona in abund· 
.ance. The largest of these bivalves are ! in. long. Yonng ones 
measuring over -k in. in length have been taken out of the females; 
these are more compressed than the adults and might be mistaken for 
another species, resembling more the S. occidentale. 

Sphcerium solidulum, Prime.-Orie was taken in lake Winona; 
Jength .g. in., hight 1\- in. A number of dead shells were brought 
from Goodhue county by Miss Lillian Miller. 

Sphcerium partumeium, Say.-In lake Winona. 
Sphcerium labaie, Prime.-N one have been found near Winona, but 

Miss Lewena Gallup brought in ten fresh specimens from near St. 
Charles, Winona county. 

Pisidium compressum, Prime.-These minute bivalves were found 
.creeping over the muddy creek bottom near Laird's flouring mill. 
About thirty specimens were collected. 

Pisidium abditum, Hald.-This bivalve, a trifle larger than the pre· 
ceding, was found in lake Winona, in muddy places, crawling over 
submerged weeds. Twelve specimens were collected. 

Pisidium varia bile, Prime. and 
Pisidium rotundatum, Prime, have both been found recently in 

lake Winona, with P. abditum, RaId, and have been determined by 
Mr. Marsh, Aledo, Ill. 
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GASTEROPODA. 

LIMAOID2E. 

Limax campestris, Binney.-Common in moist meadows. 
Zonites nitidus, Mtiller.-After the spring flood of 1888, eigh t speci

mens were picked up alive along the shore of lake Winona, under 
bark that had been washed ashore; identically the same shells were 
found near Madison, Wis., the year before, and determined by Mr. 
W. Marsh. 

Zonites arboreus, Say.-Abundant. This species was found alive 
under logs and boards, south of lake Winona. 

Zonites viridulus, Menke.-Some ten specimens were collected near 
Stockton, Winona county. Shell more tr:nslucent than that of Z. 
arborells; slightly smaller; outer whorl relatively larger. 

ZOllites minusculus, Binney.-A few dead shells were found in the 
meadow south of lake Winona. Determined by Dr. Sterki. 

Zonites fulvus, Drap.-Only about twelve specimens have been 
found, half of them alive. To the naked eye this shell has much the 
shape and color of Strobila labyrinthica, Say; but under the lens the 
external strire and internallamime of Strobila are absent;. 

HELICID}E. 

Patula striatella, Anth.-This species was found with Zoniles ar
boreus, and rather more abundant. 

H elicodiscus lineatus, Say.- Dead shells of this species are found in 
abund.ance on the bluffs under stones; comparatively few live speci
mens have been found. 

Strobila labyrinthica, Say.-Abundant in a moist meadow south of 
lake Winona; often found gregarious. 

Stenotremct hirsutum, Say.-Some thirty specimens, mostly alive, 
were collected near Stockton and Winona. 

Stenotl'ema monodon, Rack.-Only four specimens were found near 
Stockton, Winona county. 

Mesodon albolabris, Say.-A few live shells h~ve so far been found 
on the bluffs; dead shells are common. 

Mesodon multilineatus, Say.-Abundant in the meadow8 with Stro
bila labyrinthica. It is a small variety. 

Mesodon clausus, Say.-Two specimens were brought in by Miss S. 
Buck from bluffs south of lake Winona. 

61 
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Mesodon p1'ifundus, Say.-On the bluffs; slightly more abundant 
than M. albolabris, 

Vallonia pulchella, Miiller.-Under logs and stones on the bluffs; 
more shells are fotmd dead than alive. 

PUPJD1E. 

Pupa pentodon, Say.-Occurs in a wet meadow. 
Pupa lallax, Say.-In moist meadows; rare. 
Pupa armilera, Say.-Our largest species of Pupa; common along 

the bluffs and in moist meadows. 
Pupa contracta, Say.-Rather rare. 

t Pupa cOl'tica1'ia, Say.-Under stones on the bluffs. 

8UCCINID1E • 
< • 

Succinea ovalis, Gld.-Abundant on rushes along the Mississippi. 
Two sets, one collected in June, the other in September, showed an 
increase, in th(latter set, to nearly double the size in June. 

Succinea avara, Say.-Along the Mississippi. Rare. 
Succinea obiiqua, Say.-A few specimens from Root river, south, 

brought by Miss Laura Wright, are evidently of this species. 

AURICULID1E 

Carychium exiguum, Say.-Found in goodly numbers in wet places 
south of lake Winona, under chips and boards in water. 

LIMN1EID1E. 

Limncea rstagnalis, Linn.-A few specimens were found in lake 
Winona. Abundant in the fall of 1888. 

Limnma palustris, Muller. - In abundance in pool!! along lake 
Winona. 
Limnma humilis, Say.-On muddy flats in the Mississippi; especially 
in Straight slough. 

:Probably one or two more species of Limnrea may be found in the 
.collected matprial, some of which is not yet worked up. 

Physa ancillaria, Say. 
Physa heterostroph·a, Say. 
Physa wolJliana, Say. 
Physa elliptica, Lea.-All these species of Physa, and probably 

several more, have been collected in the springs and bl'ooks in this 
.county,~I take the species commonly found on watercress to be P . 
.elliptica, Lea. 
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Planorbis campanulatus, Say.-Common. This and the following 
species of Planorbis have been collected in lake Winona. 

Planorbis trivolvis, Say.-Common. 
Planorbis bicarinatus, Say.-Abundant. 
Planorbis eXacutus, Say.-Rather rare. 
Planorbis dejlectus, Say.-Common. 
Planorbis parvus, Say.-Rare. 
Segmentina w·mi.qera, Say.-Quite common. 

V AL V ATIDlE. 

Valvata sincera, Say.-Lake Winona. Not common. 

VIVIPAIUDJ'E. 

Viripara intertexta, Say.-In Mississippi river. Rare. 
Melantho subsolida, Say.-In abundance in the Mississippi river. 

RISSOIDlE. 

B01nato.qyrus subglobosus, Say.-In Mississippi river. 
Amnicola limosa, Say. In lake Winona. Not very common. 

HELICINIDlE. 

Helicina occulta, Say.-Dead shells have been found for two years, 
but in the cold, wet spring of 1888 about a dozen live shells of this 
species were found, some near Stockton and some near Winona. 
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Grand Portage Indians. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... 287 
Grand Rapids............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... 43~ 
Granite lake, 135, 213, 331; described ........ 226 
Granite Lake falls ............................ 227 
Granite. so-called, at Michigamme ........... 177 
Granitoid and gnebsoid rocks. . •• . • .. • • • • . . •. 330 
Grant, Uly S .• 10, on tne mollu.can laona ... 479 
Grant·s peak, 328 ............................ 363 
Graphite near Tower ................... 113, 328 
Graywacke, in Kewatin .................. 77. 838 
Green chlorite slate of Logan •..•• 16. 36, 150, 164 
Green rock....... .... .. ................. 346, 347 
Green echists............................... 108 
Green-tone .. 83. 33. 98. 102. 309-11, 81a, 314, 325 
Greenwood moontains. ............ .... ...... 62 
Oreloen ................................. 418, 420 
Gnn:ll.lnt falls ............................ 233.331 

Gllntlint lake, 6b,74, 135, 167, 331, 3'15, 336, 
337, 342, 348, 852, 358; de.c/·ibed, 238; map 
of, 236; geology of generalized, 268; other 
notices of.... ........................... 26~ 

Gunflint lake, the expansion of, 237; west 
and south shores of, 241; north side of,65, 
~50, excursionA from, 262; first traverse 
from, 68, 262; Stacy's first traverse from, 
75, 265; Stacy's second traverse from, 75, 
266; excnrsioll to Iron deposits ........ 78, 266 

Gunflint narro"'s, ................... 233, 239, 244 
Gunllint river, ..................... 262, 2N, 331 

HlBmatitic schist and hrematlte, 26, 31, 
71,325, 353 

Hoomalites not eruptive ...................... 367 
Hall, Capt of Ishpeming, aid from, ......... 172 
Hare. northern, ............................. 138 
Hartford mine ............................ 43. 180 
U.I<-I1, Dr. P. L., ............................ 11 
Herrick, Prof. C. L .. ". ................. .... 11 
Historical statements ..................... 79, 142 
Hitchcock, E. cited ....................... 57, 334 
Holzinger, Prof. John M., mollusca of Wino· 

no county ................................ 485 
Hornfels, .................................... 339 
Horizons of geologic discontinnlLy, .......... 364 
Houghton, D. qooted ............... 142; cited 359 
H',yt. Wis .• slates near ...................... 189 
Hndson's Bay Co ........................... 283 
Hunt, T S., cited, ...................... 343.352 
Hunter'. Island ............................ 109 
Huronian rocks. characteristic features of, 

169; Canadiau opinions on. 364 .......... note 
Huronian region visited 13. 145; generalization 

on .................................... 36.164 
Huronian System, ........................... 366 

Ice-house. natoral, ...................... 286 
Illnsion lake, ................................ 855 
Ima lake ................................. 331, 362 
Interlaminated scbists, .............. 70, 263, 29& 
Inte"lnll<ture of rocks, ......... , .............. 295 
Iron-bearing rocks at Marqoette,.. .......... 40 
I"on Cliffs mine ........................ 40, 42, 179 
Iron depoRits, Gunflint lake, 68, 73, 266-8; 

North lake, 270; Roye lake, 278; Iron lake, 
78, 305; Garden lake, 111. 327, lit Chub 
18ke,82; on the north shore of Mud lake, 112 

Iron King mine ........................... 59. 188 
Iron lake of the west ......................... 144 
Iron ore. Canada ............................ 160 
Iron ores, 68,71,72, ';7, 80, 82, 83, 86, 112, 118, 440 
Iron or Mayhew lake, 78, 355, 362; described. 304 
Iron raDge of the Vermilion .................. 110 
Ironwood. Mich .......................... 56, 186 
Irving at Michigamme ....................... 179 
Irvlllg, R. D., cited, 79, 144. i91, 193, 269, 287, 

291,352,357,358; important work.of, 144 note 
Ishpeming. ..................... ........... 44 

Jas-per, at Cambria mine. 181; at Iron 
King mine ............................. 188 

Jaspilltlc schl.t, 51, 198, 359; not eruptive, 42, 
367; on Gunllint lake. 73, 242. 353; frag-
ment of, near Epsilon lake ........... 325, 359 
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Ja"pilyte ............................... 111. 113 
John lake ..............•.•................•.. 284 
JUnction of "abbro and Animike slates, 66. 

72.250.251,302,303; Kewatin and Anim-
ike .•...................... 69. 257-9. 322, 323 

Kabetogamak Iake ...............•. 417, 426 
h.awasacbong rock. 198; described. 308. 309. 

341; not ernptive .................... 311, 351 
Kekequabic lake. 100, 324, 326, 331, 333, 337, 

3H, 345, 346, 359 
Kewatin bay ................................. 259 
Kewatin rocks, 02, 67, 69, 108, 194, 210, ~21, 

34Y, 365; au Suganaga lake. 224; on Gun
lIint lake, 253; on Hange 3 e.st .•.•.•.... 284 

Kewati n semi-crystulline schists described. 
336; distribution of. 361; lithological 
charncters of ....•..................•.... 338 

Kewatin stuff ..............•........ 310, 312, 3~3 
Kuife lake, 109, 133, 135, 144, 196, 2.35, 310, 

339. 342, 348,358; survey of, continued .. 197 
Knife lake. Arm IV , 193, 363: Arm III., 203; 

Arm 1., 204; body of ................. 204. 208 

Laurentian rocks ................ 76, 170, 366 
Labradorite...... ....•.. .................. 89 
Lawson, Mr. A. C., cited ................... 67, 76 
Lefroy, Canada .......................... 23. 156 
Lichen. of bright colors ...................... 292 
Light House, Marquette ..........••..... 181. 182 
Lignitf'l, Cretaceous, in fragmen t8. . . . . . .. . . .. 403 
Lily lakes...... • . . . . . .. . • . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 281 
Lily mine ................................... 181 
Limestone, at Bruce, 147; at Ansonia, 155, 

167; at Ogishke-mDDcie lake ............. 344 
Limonite .................................. .42, 71 
Lindahl, Dr. J .............................. 485 
Little Bear creek, Canada ........•........... 164 
Little Fork river ............................. 396 
Little Rapids, Canada... ••• .... . ....... 21, 154 
Little Saga naga lake.. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .... 356 
Little Tbessalon. Canada .................... 154 
Lithographic roc~ ......••••............ 23, !is, 38 
Localities particularized ..................... 141 
Lodes. iron, in Marquette region ......... 172, 173 
Logan, Sir William, cited ................. 36, 350 
Long lake ..................... 334,336,339, 348 
Loon lake, 231, 249, 362; described ........•.. 299 
Lnxuriance of vegetation .................... 137 
Lower slate conglomerate .................. 31, 37 

Macbeth's creek, Canada ........... 20, 153 
Magnetic belt, Wisconsin ................... 194 
Magnetite, at Penokee Gap, 192, 193: on Knife 

lake. 209; on Gunllint lake, 235,237, 2'!8, 
211,244,245,250; near Guullint lake, 266. 
North lake. 271; MOORe lake. 282, ~83; 

Iron lake. 305; Garden lake ............. 827 
Magnetic Behists, 237,211.245,247, 271, 276. 

803. 827, 351 
Mallmann'. peak ..•........•.•.....•.... 326, 101 
Marble..... .......... .................. .... 95 
Marquette city..... .. ...••.............. 181 
Marquette iron rocks, age or, 171, 181; com-

pareo with VermilioD, 184; not HnroniRn, 
18p; belong to an unrecognized system ... 185 

Marquette region. observations in ........ 50. 171 
Marqnettian "y.tem ........................ 365 
Mar.b, William .••.•............ , ........ 485 
Martite. Negaunee .... , ............. , ........ 177 
Mayhew, Henry...... .... ................... 80 
Mayhew cabins ............................. 277 
Mayhew or Irou lake, described .......... 78, 304 
McF"rland lake ............................. 28t 
McMinn. Herman S...................... .... 113 
II1dlen, Wis., slates uear ..................... 189 
Mesabi range.... .... .. ...... 13t, 2H, 219, 300 
Metamorp hi.m of peb bles.. .. ............... 346 
Method of operation ......... , .............. , 140 
Michigamme mine ........................ 49, 177 
Millar, Mr. J. M...... .......... ........ ..... 80 
Miranda. lake __ ....................... " ...... ........ 281 
Mississippi river .......................... 437, 438 
Misei.sugni q uartzyte ................ 38, 168, 170 
Misqnab Hill................... .... .... ...... 62 
Mokoman island..... .... .... ..•. .. . . .. ..... 198 
Molluscan f!luna, Grant .................... 481 
1\1oose .... .... ...................... ...... . 138 
Moose lake, described ............... , ........ 28 I 
Moo.e lake of the we.t .............. 339, 317. 363 
Morton, Vermilion group at ................ _... 79 
IHountain lake described ...... .... ........... 279 
Mountain lake of Norw00d .................. 274 
Mount Reunion ........ ,_ .................. ,' 64 
Mud creek bay .............................. 336 
Mud lake .............................. 112, 195 
Mud lake of the east, Bee~' Rose lake." 
Murray'. corners, Canada ........ 30.159.160, 166 
Murray'. HIII... .•• ........................ 30 
Moscovado, 73, 88, 93, 253, 267, 355, 360; on 

Iron lake ................................. 305 
Mu.covado lake.. . . .. • . . • .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 88 

Namekan lake ........................... 428 
Nameless lake ............................... 340 
Nascent mica Bchist ...................... 190, 195 
Negaunee ............................ 40.179. 359 
New_found lake ......................... 339. 347 
Newton lake ....................... lll, 195, 335 
Norrie mine ................................. 186 
Northern Light lake .................. 65,270, 271 
North-Fowl lake............ ......... . ... 283 
North lake. 65. :134,335,337,338; described, 

270; Norwood on ........................ 271 
Norwood, J. G ,cited, 143, 236, 269, 273. 274, 

276, 217, 291, 292, 434. 435 
Noryte........ . .••......•. 167, 200, 301, 324, 363 

Oak lake. 210. 331, 336; rapids ............. 404 
Oe,t1und, O. W.......... ...... ....... ..... 11 
Ogishke conglomerate, in bowlders, 147; ap

pearance of In diabase, 96. 149; on Frog
rock lake. 98,313; on Ogishke.muncie 
lake. 318; underlaid by argillyteB, 322; aB 
member of Kewatin group, 344, 347; not 
enclosed in Animike, 359; evidence that it 
is 80 included ..................... 91, 97, 3~0 

Ogishke-muncie lake, 95, 331, 339; described. 315 
Olivine knob ...•. ........................... 288 
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Operation., method of ........................ 139 
OpimHbonowin river ......................... 431 
Opin Island ................................. 110 
Opinions, divergence of... .. ............ 329 
Organic remain" in the Anlmlke (1).. .... .... 78 
Orthocla.e gabbro. .... ...... ...... .... ...... 62 
Orange hall, Canada ........................ 159 
Original Huronian ......................... 13, 36 
Ottertail, Canada ................ 26, 156, 157, 158 
Ottertail lake, Canada ................... 26. 156 
Ottertail quart zy Ie .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. ... 37. 43 
Ot~talllimeSlone" ...................... 167, 168 
Ottertrack lake ........................ 210, 336 
Owen,D D., cited .............. , .... 1l3, 434, 435 
Owen, R., cited ............................. 292 

Paint rock ........................... 51, 1'l8 
Parophyte ............................... 205, 31:l 
Partridge .................................... 138 
Parlridge fall., 2DO, 356; portage ............ 289 
PassagA from argillyle to graywacke ........ 211 

See "Gradatior~B." 
Pebbles, in diab.se, 96, 97,149; in syenite, 56, 

104, 73, ~16, 223, 226, 298, 299, 321; in .cbbt, 
106,313; in dinbasie rock, 317; in Ogishke 
conglomerate, 345, 346, 347; metamor-
phosed ................. : ................ 346 

Pegmatyle, structure of ..................... 42U 
Penokee gap. 187; age of rOcks al ............ 191 
Peridotyte ........................ , ......... 111 
Petrography, functions of ................... 368 
Pewabic lake ................................ 362 
Pewabic quartzyte ..................... 86, 91, 93 
Physical aspects ............................. 134 
Pickle lake.... .... ..................... ... 348 
Pigeon Point ............................... 292 
Pigeon river, 275,281,283; described, 288, 356, 362 
Pigeon river gateway ....................... 285 
Pigeon river valley .......................... 291 
Pine, unlawful cutting of ................ 396, 431 
Pine lake ................................ 229, 331 
Pine mountain..... ...... ...... .... .... ...... 61 
Pinlte ...................................... 313 
Pipestone ra pids .................... 111, 196, 333 
Plan, of operations, 9, 140; of report ........ 14U 
Plats, erroneous ..................... 228 318, 3!1 
Plom lake .................................. 348 
Plummer argillytes ........... 165, 166, 168, 170 
Plummer, Canada ................... 29, 156, 159 
Pokegama lake .............................. 438 
Porcupine ................................... 138 
Porcupine mountains ........................ 359 
Poroditic rock .................. 205, 263, 265, 324 
Porodyte....... ...... .... .... .... ... .. .. 343, 113 
Porphyrel, at Ishpeming, 175; on Knife lake, 

201; on Gunfiint lake, 257; Frog-rock 
lake, 307; Town·line lake, 315; Crab lake 320 

Porpbyrel explained, 104 f.n., 342; evidences 
of sedimentary origin of ................. 344 

Porphyrellold graywacke...... • •.....•••.. 3' '7 
Porphyreiloid schist ..................... 190, 201 
Porphyrellyte, 201, 205, 206,248,257,328; de-

fined, 205; as member of Kewutin, 341; 
growth of conception of. 341,342; evi· 
.dences of sedimentary origin of .......... 344 

62 

POl'ph\'ry, on Rainy Lnke river ......... ,._ .. 411 
Porphyry propel' ............... 3lJ, 323. 326, 363 
Pol't"!,e from ~Iud to Burntsiele Illke ........ 195 

Portages made, 13t; on 11Lenationai noundary 388 
P0tholes .................................... 86 
Potuto 1.I<e ............................... 197 
Prairie river, aud falls ................. " ..... 439 
Primitive geology.... .... .... .... 367 
f'romontory, Knife lake, 20R; ga b l)fo on .. 2U9, 235 
Prospect mountain .......................... 326 
Pselldome .. er Inke .................. lOD, 196, 341 
Pulpit rock, noryte .......................... 20U 
Plug"torles.... .... ... . . . .... .. .......... 105 

Quadrupeds. .... .... ...... .... 138 
Qllartz, free in Bl'h1stS.......... ... 340 
Quartz on island in Saganaga lake.. 215 
Quartz.porpbyry.......... .... .............. 53 
Q.uurtZOt~e s.:hist, Deer lake, 176; Garden lake, 

112, 327 
Quartz scbist, inclosed in gnei ••.......... 58, 187 
Qnartz veins, 364: in diabase, 148; in Bebh.ta. 156 
Quartzyte, near Thes8alon, 18, 150, 152, 153, 

154. 155, 156, 165; at Little rapids, 21: 
nt Ottertail, 26, 1&7; near Blind river, 3:l, 
161,162; flinty at MissiBagui river, 34, 
163; at Deer lake, 176; at hhpeming, 45; 
at Michigamme, 49, 178~ at Negaunee, 41. 
118, 179. 180; at Cascade,43; at Aurora 
mine,58. i87; at the Colby mine. 55; on 
Garden lake ......................... Ill, 327 

Q!lartzyte, tbickness of ................... 4~, 155 
Quartzyte, white, vitreous, Ottertail .. 26, 156, 158 

Rabbit, so·called ......................... 138 
Rainy lake...... .. .......................... 413 
Rainy Lake river ....... .' .................... 408 
Rat lake ..................................... 274 
Rattle and Nye, analysis by .............. 80, 82 
"Red rock".... .... ...•.. .......... ...... .. 62 
Red·rock lake, 213, 331; described ........... 292 
Red fel.yle ....................... 19,28,84, 38 
Regions surveyed in 1887, 9, 133, 395; in 1886. 144 
Report, plan of. ............................ 140 
Reunio~Mt ........................... 64,277, 356 
Riddlebank P.O., Ont ....................... 31 
Robin ....................................... 139 
Rock lake, Canada ......................... 169 
Rock identifications ......................... 142 
Rock numbers, 141; catalogue of .... 464, 114,369 
Rock .ample. collected ............. .464. 114, :169 
Rominger, C., cited ......... .42. 47,48,50,67, 343 
Ropes gold mine ..................... 48, 172, 176 
Rose, Canada . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . ... 156 
Ro.e lake described ......................... 274 
Rose I.ke mountain ................... .. .. 275 
Rosenbusch, as authority .................... 142 
Round lake...... .... .......... .. ... ........ 64 
Rove lake, 356; described .................... 276 
Roy lake .................................... 284 

Saganaga fails ........................... 227 
Saddle·bags luke ............ ~............... 98 
Saganaga lake, 135, 333; described, 211; 

great middle arm of, 214; body of. ....... 217 
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Sagannga syenite or gneis~, 76, 215, 217, 227, 
340; descrIbed .......•.••••...... 330, 331, 3:12 

Saginaw mine, Ishpeming ......•..... 47, 172, 177 
S 1m Mitchell mine ...................... 41. 179 
Sand lake ................................ 340, 34B 
Saw·teeth.configuration .................... 361 
Schistosity and bedding .................. 322, 323 
Schist. at Ottertail, Canada .••.....•• , ...... 158 
Sea·gull luke, 135,213, 217, 331, 333, 349, 357; 

described, 295; map of, 297; conglomer. 
ale on, 222; rIver ..................... 216, 299 

Sedgwick and Brotherton's location ....... 70, 262 
Sericitic argillyte ........................... 256 
Sericillc felsite·schist ................ 3U8, 313, 314 
Serici tic schist, Deer lake, Mich, 47, 176; 

Frog-rock lake, 312; Town-line lake, 315; 
Ogishke·muncie lake ................. 97, 316 

Sericitic schist, granular, 312, 315; is it ever 
ernptive? .... ....•..•.. .. . .........•.... 351 

Serpentine group ........................ 50, 313 
Serpentine in diabase.... .... .... .... .... .... }46 
Shru bs o!"the region.... . . .. . . . . .. . . ... . . . . • .. 137 
Siderite ..................................... 42, 71 
Siliceous .chists. Knife lake ............. 204,340 
Siliceous sl.tes ....... 198, 199, 208, 211, 353, 359 
Silver city .............................. 111, 327 
Silver localien .............................. 284 
Slate conglomerate, 31, 39, 161, 356. See 

~·Animike." 

Slate, black, near Ishpeming, 174; near Ne· 
gaunee, 179, 859; near Iron King mine, 
59, 18B; at Penokee gap, 191, 194; at 
Knife lake ............................... 202 

Slate, diabasic .......................... 161, 164-5 
Snowbank lake ...................... 331,335,337 
Soap-rock ................................. 175,180 
Sodergren, aid from......... .. ............ 179 
Soil under Animike ......................... 262 
South Fowl lake............. .... . ...... 984, 35~ 
South lake ................................... 272 
Spalding, William P ......................... 284 
Spoon lake .................................. 109 
Stacy, Frank, cited ................ 75,99,222, 254 
Stacy island .................... 102, 344, 346, 347 
Stair portage ............................ ~5, 276 
Ste. Mnrie's river ............................. 170 
St. Joseph's island .......................... 176 
Strawberry blossom ......................... 202 
Stri., observed .... . ....................... 113 
Strl.,. glaCial. pecnliar...... .... 150 
Structure at Ishpeming ................... 44, 175 
Stuntz conglomerate, Deer lake, 47,98, 175, 

176; Knife lake, 199,200,201,203,348; de-
scribed .................................. 360 

Startevant of Ishpeming, aid from ........... 172 
Sncker lake ................. 196, 335, 336, 347, 358 
Sulphur island. lake Huron .................. 170 
Summary offacts ............................ 329 
Summary statement........ ..... ........... 9 
Surface geology, Thessalon ............... 19, 171 
Swan mine, Mich ......................... 42, 178 
Syenite range ....... >.. .... .... .... .... ...... 73 

, L C resulls ........................... 364 

() 0 nio, position of.... .. .... .... ... .. .. 176 

Talc, crystalline .................. · ...... 49, 17& 
Talcose slate, so-called .................. 175, 195 
Taft, chemist, Negaunee, 175, 177; analysis by 177 
Teal lake ................................. 42, 180 
Terms used .................................. 142 
Test· pits for iron . . .................... 354, 356 
The •• alon, valley of ................... 19, 147, 164 
Thessalon q uartzyte.. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..... e7 
Thickness of Huroniun terraues, 168, 169; of 

other terranes......... ... .. .. .. . .. . .. . ... 366 
Thnnder bay ............... " ............ 252, .,3· 
Tltaniferous iron ore .................... 205, 362 
Todd, Prof J. E . .. .. .. . ... ..... . ....... 23, f. n 
Tower blasts ................................ 199 
Tower iron mines ........................ 113, 328· 
Tower to Pseudomesser lake ................. 195 
Town-line lake, 337, 346; described .......... 314 
Tourmaline, Little Fork river ................ 406 
Transition from .Kewalln to Ogishke con-

glomerate,314. See "Gradation;" from 
felsyte to quartzyte,' 28, 35; of conglom
erate to granite, 67, 58; of schists, 70j of 
Animlke, 71, 74, 91, 94; of the Kewatin... 76 

Triangle lake ........................... 335,336 
Trnssell, W. F ........................... 395, 428 
Tucker lake ................................. 362 
Twin bay portage ...... ~ ..................... 22(1 
Twin mountain .......................... 100, 326 
Twisted beds....... ........ .. .......... 69, 263 
Two Harbors ................................ aSl 

Ulrioh. E. 0 ............................ 116 
Unconformity I at Thes881on, 40, near Negan. 

nee, 40, 44, 179,185; at Ishpeming, 46; in 
Penokee gap,191,193; on GUllflint lake,59, 
81, 73, 253, ~6.4, 268, 357; on Epsilon lake, 

322, 323 
United States Survey............. .. ... 144, 236 
Uralitic gneiss .............................. 264 
Uralitic schIst .............................. 264 

Vaooininm, dlstiuct form of, ........ 136, 137 
Valley mine, .............................. 55, 186 
Vegetation,.... .... .... .... .... .. ........... 135 
Vein rocks, ................................. 364 
Veins metalliferous, ......................... 156 
Veins, of quartz, 148, 156; of Calcite, ..... 14(1 
Vermilion group, 69, 74, 77, 95, 112, 310, 311, 

350, 366; descrIbed,.............. ... . .... 834 
Vermilion iron .eries ......................... 175 
Vermilion iron mines ....................... 328 
Vermilion lake, .....•.. 144,331. 334, 836, 313, 348 
Vertical attitude of beds, 330; of Kewatin, 

338, 348, 357 

Wadsworth, M. E .• cited 47, f. n .•.••• 343 
Watab lake, ................................. 276 
Weasel, ..................................... 13g 
Webster·Ashburton treaty,.... .... .......... 109 
Wellington mine, Canada, ................ 13, 146 
West Seagull lake, 135, 310, 331, 333; de-

scribed, .................................. 298 
White-iron granite, ............. 330, 331, 332, 335 
White·iron lake, ........... 104, Ill, 328, 333, 336 
Whitney and Wadsworth cited, .............. 32!} 
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Winchell, A., report of, 133, 269; cited 10, 183, 
74, 81, 307 

Winchell. H. V., cited 10, 78. 388, 358; report 
of ....................................... 395 

Winchell. N. H., cited, 143, 144, 170, 230,235. 
236, 269, 272, 274, 284. 287, 291. 292, 352, 
357; report of, .............. : .. .,. ...... 13 

Winibigoshish lake ........................... 437 

Wisacode river, .............................. 276 
Winona County. Mollusca of ................ 485 
Wolf ....................................... 138 
Woodward and Thomas, ciled, ............... 403 
Wonder Island, 217; cOliglomerate at, 219, 

296, 31~, 368, note 
Zeta 1nke. 257, 322, 342, 344. 347, 348; de. 

scribed, .................................. 321 



.500 CORRECTION'S, ADDITIONS AND ERRATA. 

Corrections and additions for the j-ep01-t for 1886. 

Page 27. Becond line from bottom, for "62·15" read "62·14." 
Page 37. HaIt 69. For "sec. 25" read "sec. 35." 
Page 39. After Halt 75, add: 
HALT 76. N. W. ~ B. W. ~ sec. 32, T. 63·13. Base of point, south shore of 

Burntside lak6. Rock very fine·grained mica schist, bluish and hard, and inter· 
:sected by granitic veins. Rocks 63 and 64 are from this locality. 

Page 47. Halt 361. For "Fig. 17" read "Fig. 18." 
Page 50. For "Rock 177" read "Rock 170." 
Page 56. Halt 336. For "sec. 2" read "sec. 21." 
Page 57. Halt 341. For "sec 29" read "sec 20." 
Page 60. For "Halt 134" read "Halt 14-1."; and for "Rock 146" read "Rock 140." 
Page 62. Halt 309. For "T. 64·11" read "T. 63·11"; and the same under Halt 

.315. 
Page 68. Halt 148. For "T. 63-13" read "T. 63-11." 
Page 74. For "Rock 103" read "103 bis"; and in next line read "Halt 178." 
Page 79. Halt 216. For "63-11" read "62-11." 
Page 80. Halt 223. For "62·11" read "63·11." 
Page 88. Before Halt 236 add: 
HALT 234. B. E. ~ S. E. ~~, sec. 34, T. 63-11. Coarse syenite. LoiV outcrop. 
HALT 235. B. E. !>4 B. E. ~, sec. 34, T. 63-11. Porphyritic syenite in two por-

tions separated by 20 feet of fine syenite. 
Expected to PdSS into the southern one of the long arms of Farm lake, but the 

·oullet mapped as broad as a river is not passable for a canoe. 
Page 88. Halt 236. For "73-11" read "63-11." 
Page 90. For "Halt 354" read "Halt 254." 
Page 91. Halt 257. For "62-11" read "68-11." 
Page 95. Halt 411. For "65-10" read "64-10"; and for "Rock 169" read "Rock 

179." 
Page 96. Halt 419. For "B. 1~" read "B. 16." 
Page 98. For "Halt 225". read "Halt 425"; and under "Halt 432 bis," for "64-19" 

Tead "64-10." 
Page 99. Halt 439. For "64-19" read "64.10"; and before "Rock 187'" add: 
HALT 442. B. E. 74 B. E. I~'sec. 38, T. 65-9. Went ashore to examine the 

fragments. They are mostly as heretofore, of syenite having whitish feldspar. 
But here are some with masSes of hornblende rock; and I saved one piece in which 
prisms of hornblende are. pretty well preserved. 

Page 100. Halt 444. For "S. 30" read "S. 34"; Halt 446, for "S 25" read "8 . 
. 35"; and Halt 448, for "S. 39" read "S. 35." 

Page 107. Halt 649. For "S. 64-11" read "S. 11, T. 6411." 
Page 109. Halt 672. For "S. 3" read "B. 30." 
Page 115. Halt 698. For "65-11" read "66-11." 
Page 117. For "Halt 792" read "Halt 712." 
Page 126. For "Rock 203" read" Rock 203 bis." 
Page 136. Halt 566. For "65-8" read "64-8." 
Page 145. Halt 741. For "S. 44" read "S. 24"; and for "Halt 774" read "Halt 

744" 

.. 



CORRECTIONS, ADDITlONS AND ERRATA. 

Page 263. Second line from bottom, for "their" read thin. 
Page 263. Fifth line from the bottom, for "luminated" read lf1minated. 
Page 381. Twenty-fourth line from the bottom, for "it" read It. 
p'age 391. Eighteenth line, after "of" fead last gabbro. 
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Page 396. Fifteenth line from the bottom, for "conglomerate" read carbonate. 
Page ]49. Halt 754. For "61·7" read "64·7"; and before Halt 756 add: 
HALT873. N. E. 74 N. W':4 sec. 2, T. 64-7. Chlorite gneiss-that i>l, com

posed of chlorite, feldspar and quartz. Seems to be of the same constituents as 
Rock 379, but they are well stirred together, same as at Halt 756. 

Rock 3EO. Chlorite gneiss . 
. HALT 874. N. W. M S. w. :4 sec. 36, T, 65·7. West end of island. 

Rock 381. Porphyrcl. 
Page 153. For" Rock 363" read" Rock 363 bis." 
Page 160. For "Hock 324" read "Rock 325." 
Page 167. Dcle "Halt 820. S. W . .% B. E. 11 sec 26, T. 65-6." 
Page 170. Halt 830. For "B. 30" read, "S. 36." 

Page 28. 
Page 37. 

Pllge 70. 
Page 77. 
Page 82. 
Page 107. 
Page 168. 

Page 176. 
Page 188. 

Page 207. 
Page 215. 
Page 222. 
Page 252. 

Errata for the report of 1887. 

Sixth line from the bottom, for "southwestern" read soutllC3SLern. 
Seventh line, for "number" read "member." 
Second line from the bottom, for "65-1 and 65-2" reari 65-2 and 65-3. 

Second line, insert than before "there." 
At the bottom, for "Little" read Rattle. 

Fifth line from the bottom, for "the same" read some. 
Twenty-third line, for "if" read of. 
Twentieth from the bottom, strike out «(1069)." 
Nineteenth line from tbe bottom, strike out "(1104)." 
Tbird line from the bott:>m, fvr "latitude" read altitude. 
Tbird line, strike out "1177." 
Sixth line from the bottom, for "Seagull" read West Se:1gull. 
Thirteenth line from tbe bottom, for "conceded" read concealed. 

Page 253. Eighth line from the bottom, for "structure" read whalever. 
Page 258. Eighth line from the bottom, for "leans" read bears. 
Page 260. Last line, after "65-3" insert as of Minn. 
Page 270. Ninth line from tbe bottom, after "rock" insert (743). 

Page 294. Line 23, for "(502)" read (582). 
Page 294. Eleventb line from the bottom, for "573," read 593. 

Page 313. Tenth line from the bottom, for "65-6" read 65-5. 
Page 321. Twelfth line, before "Obscurely" insert, Rock 915. 
Pages 384 and 385. In the heading, for "Report, 1886" read Report, 1881 • 

• 



PUBLICATIONS OF THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL 
HISTORY SURVEY OF MINNESOTA. 

I. ANNUAL REPORTS. 

'THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MINNESOTA, 
FOR THE YEAR IS'2. 112 pp., 8vo.; with a colored map of the State. By N. H. Winchell. Pub
lished ill the Regent.' Report for lS72· Ont of print. 

THE SECOND ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OJ'MINNE
SOTA, FOR THE YEAR lS73. H5 pp., tlvo.; with illustrations. By N. H. Winchell and S. P. 
Peckham Published in the Regents' Report for IS73. Out of print. 

THE THIRD ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MINNE
SOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1874. 42pp., Svo.; with two county maps. By N. H. Winchell. Publish~d 

in the Regents' Report for 1874. Out of print. 
THE ~'OURTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MINNR

SOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1875. 162 pp., 8vo.; with four couuty maps and a number of other llIu. 
trations. By N B. Winchell, assisted by M. W. Harrinuton. Also In the Regents' Report for 
1875. Ont of print. 

THE FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MINNE
SOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1876. 248 pp, 8vo.; four colored maps and several other illustrations, By 
N. H. Winchell, with reports on Chemistry by S. F. Peckham, Ornithology by p. L. Hatch, 
Entomology by Allen Whitman, and on Fungi by A. E. Johnson. Also in the Regents' Report 
for 1876. Out of print. 

THE S,XTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MINNE
SOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1877. 226 pp., Svo.; three geological maps and several other illustrations. 
By N. H. Winchell. with reports on Chemical Analyses by S. F. Peckham, on Ornithology by P. 
L. Hatch, on Entomology by Allen Whitman, and on Geology of Rice county by L. B. Sperrll' 
Al~o in the Regents' Report for lS77. Out of print. 

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OJ' MIN
NESOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1878. 123 pp., 8vo.; with twenty-one plates. )3y N. H. Winchell, with 
a Field Report by O. W Hall, Chemical Analyses by 8. F. Peckham, Ornithology by P. L Hatch, 
a list of the Plants of the north shore of Lake f:!uperior by B. Juni, and an Appendix by (j. L. 
Herrick on the IIl1croscopic Entomostrnca of Minnesota (twenty-one plates). Also in the 
Regents' Rellort for lS78. 

THE EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OJ' MINNE
SOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1879. 183 pp., 8vo; one plate (Castoroides). By N. H. Winchell. Con

,taining a statement of the methods of Microscopic Lithology, a di.cussion of the Cupriferous 
Series In Minuesota, and <le.crlptions of new species of brachiopoda from the Trenton and Hud
son River formation.; with reports on the Geology of Central and Western Minnesota, by Warren 
Upham; on the Lake Superior region, by O. W. Hall; lists of Birds and of Plauts from Lake 
Superior, by Thomas 8 Roberts; Chemical Analy.es hy S l!'. Peckham; report by P. L Hatch; 
and four Appendices. Alsu in the Regents' Repcrt for 1879 and 1880. Out of print. 

l'HE NINTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OJ' MINNB
SOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1880. 3Y2 pp., 8vo.; three appendices, two wood-cut lIlustratious and six 
plates. By N. H. Winchell. Containing field descriptions of 442 crystalline rock samples, and 
notes on their geological relations, from the northern part of the state; new brachiopoda; the 
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water SUflplY of the Red River Valley, and simple tests of the qualities of water; wilh reports on 
the Upper Mississippi regiou, by O. E. Gam.on; on the Hydrology of Minnesota, by C. M 
Terrv; on the Glacial Drift and !ts Terminal Moraines, by Warren Upham; Chemical Analyses 
by J A. Dodge; a list of the Birds of Minnesota, by P. L. Hatch; and of the Winter Birds, by 
1'homa. S. Robe,.t.. Also in the Regents' Report for 1879 and 1880 

"THE TENTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MINNE

SOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1881. 254 pp., 8vo.; with ten wood cutilhlstrations and fifteen plates. By 
N H Winchell. Containing field descriptions of about four hundred rock samples, und notes on 
their geological relations, continued from the last report; the potsdam sandstone; typical thin 
sections of the rocks of the Cupriferous series; and the deep well at the "C" Washburn mill, 
Minneapoll,; with Geological notes, by J. H. Kloo«; Chemical Analyses, by J. A Dodge; and 
papers on the Crustacea of the freeh waters of Minnesota (eleven plates), by O. L. Herrick. Also 
in the Regents' Report for 18;) und 1882. 

'THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF 

MINNESOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1882. 219 pp., 8vo.; with three wood cut illnstrations and one plate. 
By N. H. Winchell. Containing a report aD the Mineralogy of Minnesota, and a note on the age 
of the rocks of the Mesabi and Vermilion iron districts; with papers on the crystalline rocks of 
Minnesota, by A. Streng and J. H. Kloos; on rock outcrops in Central Minnesota and on Lake 
Agassiz, by Warren Upham; on the iron region of Northern Minnesota, by Albert H. Che.te,.,. 
Chemical Analyses, by J. A· Dod!1e; and an Appendix containing Minnesota Laws relating to 
Mines and Mining, abstracted by O. L Herrick. Also in tbe Regents' Report for 1881 and 11:82. 

'THE TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF 

MINNESOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1883 Summary report, contaimng paheontological notes, and a 
p.per on the comparative strength of Minnesnta and New England granites, twenty·six pages, by 
N H. Winchell; final report on tbe Crustacea of Minnesota included in the orders Cladocera and 
Copepoda. 192 pages and 30 plates, by C. L. Herrick; and a catalogue of the flora of Millnesota, 
193 pages with one map showing the forest distribution, by Wa,.ren Upham. Also ill the Regents' 
Report for 1883 and 1884. 

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICA.L AND NATURAL HISTORV SURVEY OF 

MINNESOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1884. 19t) pages. Gel/logical reconnoissances, the Vermilion iron 
ores, the crystalline rocks of Minnesoia and of the Northwest, the Humboldt salt-well in Kitt.on 
connty, records of various deep wells in the State, fossils from the red quartzyte at Pipestone, re
ports on the New Orleans Exposition and on the General Museum, by N. H. Winchell", Geology 
of Minnehaha county, Dakota, by" ~Varren Upham; Chemical report, by Prof. Ja.,. A. Dodge; 
~innesota geographical names derived 1rom the Dakota language, by Prof. A. tv. TFilliam8on; 
insects injurions to the cabbage, by O. W. Oe.tlund; Geological notes in Blue Earth county, by 

Prof. A. F. Bechdolt; and on a fossil elephant from Stockton, by Prof. John Holzinger; papers 
on the Cretaceous fossils in the boulder clays in the Northwest, by George _'If DawBon and by 
Wood1Oard and Thoma«; and notes on the Mammals of Big Stone Inke and vicinity, by (j. L. 
Hf!rriclc. 

THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GXOLOGIOAL AND NATunAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MIN

NESOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1885. 354 pp.; two plates of fossils and two wood cuts. Containing 
summary report, notes on some deep wells jn Minnesota, descriptions of fonr new species of 
fossils, a supposed natural alloy of copper and silver from the north shore of Lake Supe, ior, and 
revision of the stratigraphy of the Cambrian in Minnesota, with tbe following papers by assist· 
ants, viz.; List of the Aphldid", of Minnesota, with de"criptioDs of some new species, by O. W. 
OeBtZ,md; Report on the Lower Silurian Bryozoa, with preliminary descriptions of some new 
species, by E. O· Ulrich.; Conrhological notes by U.8. Gran(: Bibliography of the Foraminifera, 
recent and fossil, by Anthony Woodwa,.d Also supplement II of the Regents' R'port for 1885· 
1886. 

THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF MIN

NESOTA, FOR THE YEAR 1886. 493 pp • 8vo.; 120 diagram illustrations and sketches in the text, 
and two colored maps; embracing reports on observations on the crystalline rocks in tbe north

wes!ern part of the state, by Alexande,' Winchell, N. H. Winchell and H. v: Winchell; Chern· 
ical report by Prof. J. A. Dodge; additional railroad elevatioDs, by N fl. Winchell; list of Min· 
nesota geographical names derived from the Chippewa language, by Rev· J. A. Oiljillan, and 
notes on I1lreni, describing three new species, by Aug. F. Foerste. Also as supplement II. of the 
Begents' Report for 1887-1888. 
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II. FINAL REPORT. 

THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. VOL. I. OF THE FINAL REPORT. 187~1882. xiv. and 697 pp., 

quarto; illuAtrated by 43 plates aud 52 figure.. By N. H. Winchell, aesisted by Warren Upham. 
Containing an historical sketch of explorations and surveys in Minnesota, the general physical 

features of the state, the building stones, and the Geology of Honston, Winona, Fillmore, Mower, 
Freeborn, Pipestone, Rock and Rice counties, by N H. Winchell; the Geology of Olmsted. Dodge 

and Steele counties, by M. W. Hon"'ngton; and tbe Geology of Waseca, Blue Earth, Faribault, Wat

onwau, Martin, CoUonwood, JackE'on, Murray, Nobles, Brown, Redwood, Yellow Medicine, Lyon, 

Lincoln, Big Slone, Lac qui P!lrle and Le Sueur counties, by lVarren Upham. Distributed gratu
itously to all public libraries and connty auditors' offices In the state. to other state libraries and. 
state universit;es, and to leading geologists and scientific societies; the remainder are he1d for sale·' 

at the C08t of publication, $3.50 per copy in clotb, or $5 in grained half roan binding upon applica

tion to Prof. N. H Winchell, Miuneapolis 
THE. GEOLOGY OF M,NNESOTA. VOL. II. OF THE FINAL REPORT. 1882-1885. xxiv. and 695 pp., 

quarto; illustrated by 42 plates und 32 figures. By N. H. Winchell, assisted by Warren Uphn m , 

containing chapters on the Geology of Wabasha, Goodhue, Dnkota, Hennepin, Ramsey and Wll!::1h. 
ingtoll counties by N. H. Winchell, and on Carver, Scott, Sibley, Nicollet, McLeod. RenVille, 

Swift, Chippewa, Kandiyohi, Meeker, Wright, Chisago, Ie-anti, Anoka, BentoD, Sherburne, Stearns. 
!)onglag. Pope, Grant, Stevell~, Wilkin, Traverse, Otter Tail, Wadena, Todd, Crow Wing, Morri

son, Mille LllCS, Kanabec, Pine, Becker and Clay counties, by Warren [fplw'lll. Di~tributecl 

according to law in the same manller as Vol. 1. above. 

III. MISCELLA.NEOUS PUBLICATIONS. 

1. CIRCULAH. No 1. A copy of th~ law ordering the survey, and a note asking the co-operation of 

citizens and olhers. 1872. 

2. PEAT FOR DOMESTIC I:i'UEL. 1874. Edited by S. F. Peokham .. 
3. REPORT ON THE SAL'l' Sl'RING LANDS DUE THE STATE OF MINNESOTA. A histo1'Y of all official 

tran~8ctions relating to them. a!ld fi statement of their amount and Joc:nion. 1874. By ... T'{. H. 

Wi1lchell. 
4. A CATALOGUE OF THE PLANTS OF MINNESOTA; prepared In 186; by Dr. I A. Lapham, contrib

uted to the Geological and Natural History Survey of lIIinnesota, and publi,hed by the Stute Hor

ticultural SOCiety In 1875. 

5. CIRCULAR No.2. Relnting to botany. find giving general directioos for collecting information on 

the flora of the state. 1876. 

6. CIRCULAR No.3. Tbe establishment nnd organization of the Museum. 1877. 

7. ClRCUI,AR Ko. 4. Relating to duplicates in the Museum and exchanges. 1878. 
8. THE BUILDING STONES, CLAYS, LIMES, CEMENTS. ROOFING, FLAGGING AN'n PAVINti- STONES 

OF M,NNESOTA. A special report by N. H. Winchell. 1880. 
9. CIRCULAR No.5. To Builders and Quarrymen. Relating to the collection of two·!nch cubes of 

building stones for physical tests of strength, and for chemical examination, and samples of clay 
and brick for the Gel!eralllluseum. 18g0. 

10. CIRCULAR No.6. To owners of mills and unimproved water. powers. Relating to the Hydrology 
and water·powers of Minnesota. 1880. 

IV. BULLETINS. 

No. 1. History of Geological Surveys in Minnesota. By N. H. vVinchell. In preparation. 

No.2. Preliminary Description of the Periuoytes, Gabbros, Diabase. and Andesyte. of Mini esota 

By M E. W"d8I'VOrth. 
No.3. Report of work done in Botany in the year 1836. By}. G. Arthur. 
No.4. A Synopsi. of the Apbididre of Minnesota. By 0.11'. Oe8tlund. 
No.6. Kat ural Gas in MinDegota. By N. H. l1'inchell. 
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